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Foreword

The tremendous research and development effort that went into the

development of radar and related techniques during World War II

resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for

possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields. Because this

basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed

most important to publish it as soon as security permitted.

The Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which operated under the super-

vision of the National Defense Research Committee, undertook the great

task of preparing these volumes. The work described herein, however, is

the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,

university, and industrial, both in this country and in England, Canada,

and other Dominions.

The Radiation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and

finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Development,

chose Louis N. Ridenour as Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire

project. An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualified for

this type of task. Finally the authors for the various volumes or chapters

or sections were chosen from among those experts who were intimately

familiar with the various fields, and who were able and willing to write

the summaries of them. This entire staff agreed to remain at work at

MIT for six months or more after the work of the Radiation Laboratory

was complete. These volumes stand as a monument to this group.

These volumes serve as a memorial to the unnamed hundreds and

thousands of other scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried

on the research, development, and engineering work the results of which

are herein described. There were so many involved in this work and they

worked so closely together even though often in widely separated labora-

tories that it is impossible to name or even to know those who contributed

to a particular idea or development. Only certain ones who wrote reports

or articles have even been mentioned. But to all those who contributed

in any way to this great cooperative development enterprise, both in this

country and in England, these volumes are dedicated.

L. A. DuBridge.





Preface

The title of the present volume, Electronic Instruments^ carries with it

the implied adjective ^^some.” The specific kinds of electronics

instruments which are treated are electronic analogue computers^ instru-

ment servomechanisms, voltage and current regulators, and pulse test equip-

ment. Aside from the common denominator indicated by the title,

these four types of equipment share claims as important adjuncts to

many modern radar systems.

Tt has been the object of the authors to present both theoretical

background and practical details of these instruments as they W'ere

known to the radar engineer. However, the authors believe firmly that

radar applications of these devices represent only a very small part of

their field of utility. An attempt has been made to emphasize the sort

of information which the authors felt would have been most helpful to

them when they were required to solve problems in the fields represented

by this volume.

The preservation of the material of this volume was made possible

through the foresight of I. I. Rabi and L. A. DuBridge, who appointed a

committee consisting of L. J. Haworth, G. E. Valley, and B. Chance to

consider the scope and content of a series of books on the general subject

of electronic circuits. Volumes 17 to 22 of the present series are the

result of the committee's survey. At the termination of hostilities an

intensive writing program, under the leadership of L.N. Ridenour, was

put into effect. Because of the rapid dissolution of the Radiation

Tiaboratory, an accelerated writing schedule, using ss many authors as

possible, was unavoidable. Even with such a policy many authors made

real sacrifices in giving up or postponing positions and fellowships in

order to complete their contributions. The combination of accelerated

schedules and divided efforts has regrettably resulted in discontinuities in

the scope and treatment of the material covered, and in many cases has

led to historical study inadequate for the proper assignment of credit for

developments reported.

At the termination of the Radiation Laboratory Office of Publi-

cations, some of the writing, much of the editing, and all of the proof-

reading of the present volume still remained to be done. Credit for the

be
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completion of this volume belongs in a large degree to the General Pre-

cision Laboratory Inc., of Pleasantville, N.Y. This Laboratory gener-

ously permitted one of the technical editors of the pi‘esent volume to

devote a large fraction of his time over a period of many months to the

project, and made available extensive secretarial and drafting assistance.

In addition, much of the manuscript was read and criticized by other

members of the staff. Credit is due the many authors who assisted in

the checking of proofs long after they had left the employ of the Radi-

ation Laboratory.

Many of the developments described in this volume are contributions

from laboratories in the United Kingdom. It is a pleasure to acknowl-

edge the unstinting support of these British laboratories, and especially

of Telecommunications Research Establishment (TRE). Through their

generosity, several experts have visited this country and have contributed

much useful information to this and other volumes of the Radiation

Laboratory Series. Our gratitude for this international cooperation is

due Sir Robert Watson Watt, W. B. Lewis, B. V. Bowden, F. S. Barton,

F. C. Williams, and N. F. Moody, and their associates.

Background material on which parts of this volume are based was

contributed by H. S. Sack of Cornell University.

The preparation of manuscript and drawings would have been impos-

sible without the help of the production department under C. Newton;

the Technical Coordination Group, under Dr. Leon Linford; the typing

pool, under M. Dolbeare and P. Phillips; and the drafting room, under

Dr. V. Josephson. The authors wish to acknowledge the invaluable

help of the following editorial assistants, production assistants, and

secretaries: Louise Rosser, Nora Van Der Groen, Joan Brown, Helene

Benvie, Teresa Sheehan, Joan Leamy, Barbara Davidson, and Helen

Siderwicz, all of the Radiation Laboratory, and Mary Pollock, Nora
Applegate, and Gordon (ylift of General Precision Laboratory.

The publishers have agreed that ten years after date on which each

volume in this series is issued, the copyright thereon shall be relin-

quished, and the work shall become part of the public domain.

Cambridge, Mass.j

October
y
1946 .

The Authors.
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ELECTRONIC ANALOGUE
COMPUTERS





CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

By I. A. Greenwood, Jr.

1«1. General Comments on Computers.—Important parts of the

technology that man is developing are the understanding of relationships

as formalized in th(^ science of mathematics and the application of the

technicpies of this science. In recent years considerable progress has

l)een made in the development of devices that aid directly in the applica-

tion of mathemati(;al techniques. One class of such devices is known as

‘‘computers,’^ also referred to as ^‘calculating machines,” “calculators,”

etc.

A computer may be defined as a device that performs mathematical

operations on input data to yield new and generally more useful results.

The abacus, for example, is a simple kind of manually operated computer

that has been used for centuries by the Chinese and others as an adding

machine. The input data of this device are the separate numbers that

are entered by sliding beads according to definite rules. If this manipula-

tion is done properly, the mathematical operation of addition of numbers

is performed, yielding the total in the form of numbers represented by

bead positions. Computers today range in complexity from devices as

simple as the abacus to machines filling large rooms with many thousands

of intricate parts and capable of solving rapidly problems of a very high

order of complexity or capable of solving simpler problems in large quanti-

ties with considerable economic savings as compared with other less

mechanized methods of calculations.

Applications of Computers .—The Radiation Laboratory has been

concerned with computers because of the important and intimate rela-

tionship of computers and military radars. Computers have been used

as integral parts of systems built around radar for such applications as

blind bombing, navigation, control of gunfire, radar trainers, etc.^ Pos-

1 The unique characteristics of radar have usually made it necessary or at least

desirable to use special computers designed to use the radar information to fullest

advantage. For example, early ship-to-ship fire-control computers were designed to

take full advantage of accurate optical azimuth data but to accept poor range data;

fire-control radar, with its excellent range accuracy but only fair azimuth accuracy

required completely different computers for maximum effectiveness. Radars are also

modified for integration with computers. For example, the LAB (low-altitude bomb-
ing) radar and computer equipment that achieved such spectacular results against

3
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sible uses for computers are both numerous and of far-reaching technical

consequence. Vannevar Bush has remarked^ that ^Hhe world has arrived

at an age of cheap complex gadgets of great reliability/^ citing 30-cent

radio tubes as examples. This quotation, the authors believe, may well

be used to summarize the present or near-future status of the computer

field. Of course, cheap” is here understood to mean cheap in compari-

son with savings effected or in relation to value of goods produced with

the assistance of computers. Among the possible uses of computers are

numerical solution of scientific and engineering problems, ^ industrial

process control computations, conduct of purely mathematical research,

transformations of data in physical measurements, and, in general, sub-

stitution of mechanization for specialized human operations. The process

control field appears to be particularly fertile and is relatively unex-

ploited from the standpoint of eciuipmeiit whose operation is based on

more than just simple linear functions of a very limited number of meas-

ured variables. The design of large aircraft is providing an expanding

field for computer applications, for lightweight devices improving the

efficiency*and safety of aircraft operation are of great economic importance.

It is anticipated that computers will be developed and used in large air-

craft for automatic solutions of all or major parts of the following prob-

lems: navigation, air-traffic control, engine efficiency, etc.

A word regarding the more distant future may be of interest, even if

risky. Without exceeding, a reasonable extrapolation of known tech-

niques, one may speculate on the possibilities of desk-size machines con-

taining the equivalent of whole libraries and capable of high-speed selection

and cross indexing,® machines that perform simple associative rea-

soning, machines that type spoken words, machines that translate one

language into another, etc. Even that favorite of the cartoonists, the

“mechanical man” that can beat its human master in a chess game, can-

not be said to be an impossibility.

Reasons for Using Computers .—Computers are presently used and can

be used for a variety of reasons. In some cases the problems that must

be solved are too difficult for simple methods of numerical solution. A
differential analyzer,^ for example, is capable of giving numerical solu-

Japanese shipping in the recent war used a special bombardier^s radar indicator with

computer-controlled sweeps and electronic markers.

' V. Bush, “As We May Think,” Atlantic Monthly^ 176, No. 7, 101-108, July 1945.

* An example chosen at random from many such devices described in the literature

is C. E. Berry, et al.y “A Computer for Solving Linear Simultaneous Equations,”

Jour. Applied Phys.y 17, 262-272, April 1946.

* The “memex” of V. Bush's stimulating article, loc. cit.

See, for instance, V. Bush and S. H. Caldwell, “A New Type of Differential

Analyser,” Jour, Franklin Inat.y 240, 256, October 1946.
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tions of differential equation problems that are impractical (usually for

economic reasons) to solve by other means. This valuable research tool

has stimulated activity in the mathematical fields where ordinary proc-

esses of analysis are severely limited. As Bush and Caldwell point out,

the way is open for the creation and practical use of new functions defined

only by their differential equations. To this should be added functions

defined only by implicit equations.^ Certain mathematical processes,

such as adding long columns of figures, may be simple but very tedious;

devices such as adding machines are useful for handling this type of work.

Sometimes a very rapid solution of an involved problem is required.

For example, compilation of a ballistic table by unmechanized computing

methods might take man-years to complete; with the right computing

equipment the entire job can be done with a few man-days or man-weeks.

Computers are often used merely to simplify complicated procedures or to

present data in a more convenient form. One important advantage of

many computers—and particularly so of those which this book will

emphasize—is that they will do their work unattended or with little

manual supervision. For example, the computing mechanisms associ-

ated with radar or visual bombsights will do a large part of the ‘ thinking

that is needed to solve the somewhat involved geometry of the bombing
problem. The ability of computers to work unattended is of utmost

importance in the field of automatic process control, where it may be

necessary to perform certain mathematical operations on input data in

order to arrive at the correct information for actuating the control mem-
ber of the system. The ability of computers to work unattended is a

major economic consideration in this field.

1*2. Types of Computers and Computer Elements.—It is of interest

to classify the various types of computers and computer elements. Such

a classification will be referred to in the following section where the scope

of this treatment will be discussed. Four useful types of classification

are

1. Automatic vs. manually operated.

2. Electronic and electromechanical vs. purely mechanical.

3. Digital vs. analogue.

4. Single-purpose vs. multipurpose.

Manual vs. Automatic Computers.—The abacus has already been listed

as a simple example of a manually operated computer, without definition.

A “manually operated computer is defined as one in which most of the

* It is true that such equations can usually be written as differential equations and
solved as such on a differential analyzer. This particular type of mathematical

rearrangement, however, is not essential to the design of computers solving implicit

equations by the techniques to be described; hence the distinction.
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manipulation of data is done by manual operation, while an ‘‘automatic

computer ’
^ is one in which most of the manipulation of data is done with-

out manual assistance other than entering the input data and receiving

the output data. Thus, a simple slide rule is a manually operated com-

puter. If a series of slide rules were connected together by motors and

other gadgetry to perform something more than the simple operations

that may be done with a slide rule by itself, then there would result an

example of an automatic computer. The distinction between the two

computer types, although admittedly not clear-cut, does serve a useful

purpose in roughly subdividing the general field of computing mecha-

nisms. As will be explained below, the contents of Part I of this

volume are limited principally to automatic computers and computer

elements.

Electronic and Electromechanical vs. Purely Mechanical Computer

Elements.—This distinction is of interest, for it means a major difference

in the background and facilities required to design and produce these two

types of computer elements. There are fairly distinct characteristics

that can be associated with each type of element; these will be discussed

in some detail in Sec. 2*11. The difference between these two types of

computer elements is also important in connection with the emphasis of

this treatment, as discussed in Sec. 1*3.

Digital vs. Analogue Computers.—In considering the subject of com-

puters, one is immediately concerned with the concept of quantity and

magnitude. There are three ideas associated with this concept
: ( 1 ) the

thing described, that is, length, voltage, etc.; (2) the unit, that is, feet,

volts, etc.; and (3) the number of units, that is, 10 ft., 12 volts, etc.

Quantity in a strict mathematical sense is a very abstract concept. In a

computer the representation of (juantity must be specific. In the way
that it is specific, computers may be divided into two categories: those

which deal with continuously variable physical magnitudes and those

which deal with magnitudes expressed as a number of digits. The first

type will be referred to as “analogue computers the second type will

be referred to as “digital computers.’^ Thus, the simple computer shown

in Fig. 1*1 is an example of an analogue computer. The standard com-

mercial desk calculating machine may be classified as a digital computer.

Some of the newer high-speed electronic and electromechanical computers

operate on the digital principle and will be discussed briefly below and in

following chapters.

A fundamental distinction between digital and analogue computers

is the fact that in digital computers the accuracy is limited only by the

number of significant figures provided for whereas in analogue computers

accuracy is limited by the percentage errors of the devices used multiplied

by the full ranges of the variables that they represent. This difference is so
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Fig. M.- Siriiple bridge computer
for 2 = x/u.

fundamental and so important that it can scarcely be emphasized enough.

A decision between the two radically different philosophies of design is

the first step that is made in selecting or designing a computer for a

specific purpose. If four or five or more significant figures are required

in computations, analogue computers are usually simply not good enough

and digital devices must be used. Where two, three, or four significant

figures are all that are reejuired, analogue

computers may be far simpler than digital

computers, and it would be foolish to pay

in complexity for the digital computers’

unused ability to handle more significant

figures.

Analogue computers represent a gen-

eral method that has numerous applica-

tions, namely, the use of one physical

system as a model for another system,

more difficult to construct or measure, that

obeys equations of the same form. Ex-

amples of applications of the general

method that might be called analogue

computers but are generally not thought of as such are the use of elec-

trolytic troughs to represent certain systems involving functions of a

complex variable and the use of e(iuivalent electrical networks to

represent complicated differential equations.^

StnglC‘purpo.se vs. Multipurpose Elements .—The type of computer

generally used in bombsights, fire-control equipment, process control,

etc., consists of a group of elements each of which performs a single

mathematical operation, the data passing through each element only

once. The presence of feedback loops is not considered an exception to

this statement. Such elements may be called single-purpose elements.”

Computers are also built on a different and very interesting philosophy.

This type of computer involves a relatively small number of simple

adding, subtracting, and memorizing elements. Data are switched

through these elements in a complicated fashion by a control or program-

ming center, which is usually operated by a coded tape or its equivalent.

This concept has been used in many of the interesting high-speed digital

computers that have been developed for the numerical solution of

complex mathematical problems as aids to scientific and engineering

researches. Among the important examples of this type of computer

are the IBM-Harvard University electrically controlled mechanical com-

' G. Kron, Numerical Solutions of Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations

by Means of Equivalent Circuits,” Jour. Applied Phys.^ 16
, 172-186, March 1946.
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puter^ and the electronic computers developed at the University of

Pennsylvania. 2

When several sets of data are sent through a multipurpose element, it

is necessary to keep them separated. (Coding for identification of data

may be accomplished

1. Through position in time of pulses relative to a timing pulse.

2. Through amplitude, width, or interval coding of pulses or by other

wave-shape characteristics.

3. Through frequency differences.

Advantages of multipurpose computers at present are flexibility and,

in the case of electronic types, extremely high speed. Electronic or elec-

tromechanical computers using multipurpose techniques are usually

digital devices based on the binary system of numbers rather than the

decimal system, since only the digits 0 and 1 are used in this system and

can conveniently be represented by two states of a vacuum tube, namely,

conducting and nonconducting, by the absence or presence of a pulse in

a given time interval, or by the two positions of a relay armature. In

pulse digital computers, numbers arc thus represented in the binary

system by a sequence of pulses and spaces, the pulses corresponding to

Us and the spaces corresponding to zeros. Numbers so represented may
be remembered by injecting them into a system having a transmission

delay greater than the period of the pulse scciucnce, the output of such

a delay being amplified, resynchronized with a master timing standard,

and reinjected to circulate in such closed eyedes indefinitely until called

up for use. A variety of other memory methods are used or under

investigation.

The field of electronic pulse digital computers is one of great research

interest at this time, for the combination of high-speed operation and
ability to retain as many significant figures as desired offers exciting

potentialities. It appears possible to build electronic pulse digital com-

puters that operate on continuously varying data but in which the neces-

sary computations are carried out repeatedly at closely spaced time

intervals. This would give outputs equivalent for most purposes to those

of continuous (analogue) computers, but with the advantages of speed and

the extra significant figures that can be carried as compared with analogue

devices. More is said about speed of computation in Sec. 1*4.

1*3. Limitations of Scope and Plan of Part I.—The treatment of this

book is of necessity somewhat limited in scope. Limitations of time and
personnel have made it seem desirable to concentrate the emphasis of

this treatment on devices on which the Radiation Laboratory had worked

or ones with which it is familiar. An attempt has been made, however,

^ A Manual of Operation for the Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator

j

Harvard

University Press, 1946.

* See footnotes. Sec. 3-8, for references.
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at least to mention other important devices, with references, so that the

interested reader may pursue further the study of devices not discussed

in detail.

The majority of the computers that Part I of this volume treats may
be classified as automatic, electronic or electromechanical, analogue

computers, with single-purpose elements. To the extent possible, infor-

mation on mechanical elements has been included but is not complete
or detailed. Excluded are such important aids to mathematical com-
putation as the ordinary commc^rcial desk calculating machine (a mechan-
ical digital computer).

Following this introductory chapter will be found discussions on over-

all design prot^edure, important design principles, and a discussion of

various representations of quantities and their characteristics. Other

chapters will treat isolated operations, groups of operations, and complete

computers.

Two goals have been set for Part I: a listing and explanation of a

number of devices and methods and a systemization of the analogue

computer field, including a scheme for ‘‘cataloguing^^ computer elements

and methods and a summary of the basic principles underlying their

logical selection and combination.

1*4. Speed of Computations.—Von Neumann^ points out that for a

typical binary system multiplication problem carrying eight significant

decimal digits some 1000 to 1500 steps are required. Using relays with

reaction times of 5 msec (a lower limit for available relays) roughly 5 to

8 sec per eight decimal digit multiplication would be required. The
same multiplication on a fast modern desk computing machine at present

takes iO sec, and for standard International Business Machines multi-

pliers, the time is 6 sec. Some time may be saved in such a process at

the expense of complexity of equipment. With vacuum tubes, a reac-

tion time of 1 /isec now may be readily achieved. With this reaction

time, the multiplication involving 1000 to 1500 steps would require only

1 to U msec, far less than any nonvacuum-tube device. ^ Though this

discussion applies directly to digital computers, the details of which are

outside the scope of this book, the general conclusion that electronic

devices can be much faster than electromechanical or mechanical devices

nevertheless applies to most computing problems. However, extreme

speed is often not of great importance; and for a wide variety of computer

purposes, the speeds available with electromechanical and mechanical

devices are completely adequate. For the remaining cases where very

1 J. Von Neumann, “First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC,” Moore School,

University of Pennsylvania. See also other references given in footnotes of Sec. 3*8.

2D. R. Hartree, “The ENIAC, An Electronic Calculating Machine,” Nature

(London), 157, 527, Apr, 20, 1946, states that the multiplication of two numbers of

10 decimal digits takes “a few milliseconds” with these methods.
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high speeds are required, the all-electronic devices are fortunately becom-

ing available. In most of the computing devices with which Part I will

be concerned, methods of computation are arranged so that only two to

four significant figures are retained, and the isolated operations described

have minimum reaction times ranging from a fraction of a millisecond to a

few seconds.

1'6. The Computer Problem.—The computer design problem as it

generally exists may be stated as follows: Given input data of a specified

nature, range, speed, etc., design a device that will operate on tliesc data

to give output data of a specified nature, range, speed, etc., and that will

operate at a specified accutacy under specified service conditions.

Usually one is fa(;ed with the problem of designing a specific computer

for a specific task, and consideration of flexibility will give way to other

considerations such as cost, weight, complexity, etc. In many computers

just the opposite is true: examph^s are the MIT differential analyzer,

the Harvard computer, the University of Pennsylvania vacuum-tube

computers, and some commercial computing devices. IMost of the

devices with which the Padiation Laboratory has been concerned are

classed as specialized computers, although in almost every case an attempt

was made to use standard components or components suitable for

standardization.

Throughout this book there will be fre(pient discussions of design

factors applying to the design of some special device. In the interests

of compactness, a master list of design factors has been prepared and

will be found in Chap. 19. When pracjtical, this list will be referred to

for the majority of the design factors applying to any specific device,

leaving for detailed discussion only those factors of special importance

to the specific device. In applying the master design-factor list to any

specific device, it will, of course, be found that many factors do not apply.

These are generally obvious, however, and it is felt that the advantages

of a reasonably complete design-factor check list'^ will be of sufficient

practical assistance to the designer to outweigh such lack of universality.

1 *6. Summary.—Computers are defined; examples given; and uses

discussed. Four types of classifications of computers and computer

elements are mentioned: automatic vs. manual, electronic or electro-

mechanical vs. mechanical, digital vs. analogue, and single-purpose vs.

multipurpose. It is stated that the emphasis of Part I will be on auto-

matic, electronic and electromechanical, analogue, single-purpose com-

puters and computer elements. Speed of computing is mentioned, with

the conclusion that where very high speeds are required, electronic

computers should be considered but that for a very wide range of appli-

cations speeds available with analogue computers are adequate. The
usual problem of computer design is mentioned.



CHAPTER 2

COMPUTER DESIGN

By I. A. Greenwood, Jr., and D. MacRae, Jr.^

2'1. Introduction.—The usual problem with which the computer

designer is faced is discussed in Sec. 1-5. This chapter will summarize a

systematic procedure for designing computers. Although this procedure

is arbitrary and subject to the readers’ revisions to suit the readers’ needs

and temperament, it has nevertheless been found to be both useful and

expeditious in the long run. This procedure summary is followed by a

presentation of some of the more important basic principles and techniques

used in computers. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the sub-

ject of representation of quantity and includes a brief comparison of the

characteristics of some of the more important types of data representa-

tion used in electronic and electromechanical computers.

DESIGN PROCEDURE

2-2. Summary of a Systematic Design Procedure.—Systematic

procedure for designing electronic and electromechanical computers is

presented in the present section. Reference is made to Ghap. 7 wherein

a sample computer design is discussed in terms of this design procedure.

Reference is also made to Chap. 19, in which the subject of electronic

engineering is discussed from a more general standpoint.

Preliminary Information ,—In starting the design of a computer, the

designer must have specific information as to Avhat is to be computed.

This statement sounds trite, yet it contains an important truth. The
translation of an operational need, often vague, into computer specifica-

tions may be a difficult task, requiring a high caliber of professional

judgment. It should preferably be done by or in close consultation with

the person or team that is charged with the computer design. It fre-

quently turns out that over-all specifications need revision after a design

has been carried along. It is profitable for the designer always to keep

in mind the operational need as well as the fina-1 over-all specifications.

Included in the specifications should be such things as the characteristics

of the inputs and outputs and a complete list of the design limitations

‘ Section 2*5 is by I. A. Greenwood, Jr., and D. MacRae, Jr. The rest of Chap. 2

by I. A. Greenwood, Jr.

11
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and operating conditions that must be met (e.g., cost, design time, tem-

perature, vibration, etc.). A comprehensive check list of design factors

will be found in Chap. 19. In starting a design, a designer will want

to be familiar with a variety of methods and devices for performing iso-

lated mathematical operations and groups of operations and the basic

principles and techniques for bringing together these methods and devices

into a high-quality computer.

At this point, the designer will wish to draw an over-all functional

block diagram and to formulate the fundamental computer equations.

It is Avorth while to do this very carefully. Some of the methods of

Sec. 2-3 may be found helpful in this process.

Creating a Block Diagram.—Having the over-all specification, the

over-all functional block diagram, and the computer equations, the

designer is next ready to create a detailed block diagram. The creation

of a block diagram is an experimental technique in which the designer

tries fitting together on paper the various blocks at his disposal, using

the principles of implicit and explicit functions, error cancellation, etc.,

as discussed in Secs. 2-3 to 2*4, immediately following the present sec-

tion. That combination of blocks which best satisfies the initial design

requirements and applicable engineering considerations may be accepted

as a starting block diagram. It will often be found that the best com-

puter v’ill combine a number of types of representations of data, such

as mechanical displacements and rotations, voltages, and impedances.

Concurrently with the creation of a block diagram over-all scale

factors should be roughly determined, as they may have a great deal to

do with the choice of blocks. At this point also it is wise to investigate

those components or circuits whose performance is critical to the success

of the block diagram selected. An example of the application of this

statement is found in Chap. 7.

In selecting blocks for a block diagram, it is important to consider

both (1) the possible effects of the block being considered on other blocks

and linking devices in the complete chain of operations of the computer

and (conversely) (2) the possible effects of other blocks on the data inputs

and outputs, scale factors, accuracy, etc., on the block being considered.

Preliminary Design .—With a block diagram chosen, a preliminary

design may be made in some detail. The first step in this process is a

detailed choice of system scale factors and assignment of permissible

errors to the various blocks.

At this stage in the design it should be kept in mind that all com-

ponents which are used in the design should be procurable or capable of

being manufactured in the quantities desired. It is a common fault of

designs to carry along too far a scheme using unprocurable components.

This statement should not be interpreted as arguing against the use of
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special components where justified; however, where special components
are used, they must be suitable for production in the quantities desired.

Naturally, the smaller the quantities the more special may be the com-

ponents. Very large quantities may also justify special components.

Detailed Performance Analysis.—A preliminary design having been

completed, it should be analyzed in some detail for expected performance

under all operating conditions wherever this is practical in order to make
sure that all design considerations have been met satisfactorily and
that reasonable compromises between conflicting factors have been

effected.

Detailed Design.—If this analysis turns out satisfactorily, the design

should be worked over in great detail in order to make certain that all

elements used are consistent with the design considerations. P^xact

and complete specifications and tolerances for all component parts must

be determined, "rhe design is not completed until this is done; a single

adverse (iharacteristic* of a component may require a new block diagram

to be chosen. It is the practice of some successful laboratories to

consider detailed production inspection procedures as essential parts

of the complete specifications for all components and assembled

equipments.

Construction of Model.—Either after the theoretical analysis or after

the detaibnl analysis of the components, a breadboard or prototype model

should be constructed. Two important functions of a model are (1) to

serve as a check on design calculations and (2) to stimulate further think-

ing. Models also provide the means for obtaining information that is

impractical to calculate. An example of such information is stray

(capacitance. A working model is always useful and almost always

essential when production is being initiated.

Repetition of Steps.—It will generally be found that the entire process

must be repeated perhaps several times before a really satisfactory final

design is achieved.

Two of the most important factors in successful computer designing

are (1) getting the feel for the proper type of data representation at each

point in a chain of operations and (2) mastering the techniques of implicit

solutions by means of feedback loops. In all computer design, experience

and ingenuity assist one considerably. However, by the exercise of

only a little extra patience in the process of fitting blocks together on

paper in the creation of a block diagram and in the execution of detailed

design, the reader new to the field should be able to design satisfactory

computers for most technical purposes. The authors maintain that com-

puter design can and should become a working tool of the modern engi-

neer and scientist rather than a ''black art” available only to a few

initiates.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES^

2-3. Rearrangement of Computer Equations.—Much work can be

saved and devices of less precision used in the average computer if full

advantage is taken of the simplification in instrumentation that may be

effected by juggling tlie fundamental computer equations. While all

the methods of mathematics are possible sources for these simplifying

steps, a few of the more important methods can be listed specifically.

Among these is the principle that a problem may often best be solved

in terms of increments from a chosen set of values rather than in terms of

the full magnitude of the quantities involved. Thus, for example, in a

computer converting Loran data to rectangular coordinate data covering a

small region, it would be desirable to work in terms of distances from an

origin at the center of the region. This has the advantage that devices

with fixed percentage errors are operating on quantities whose magnitudes

are relatively small.

A frequently useful method of simplification is that of zero shifting.

Where both positive and negative values of data must be handled, a

simple renumbering (shift of zei*o) will allow the same data to be repre-

sented on a data scale that does not include negative values. There are,

obviously, many cases where this procedure will not work. Addition of

constants (shift of z(^ro) has been used in multiplying devi(;es to avoid

operating with zero inputs to the devices, even though the data go to or

through zero. A discussion of this point is given by Fry.^

A common mathematical procedure of considerable use in computer

design is that of series expansions and approximation. This method is

particularly helpful when complicated nonlinear functions must be repre-

sented. The possibility of series expansions or approximations should

at least be considered carefully when such functions are encountered.

For problems in which a point is represented by simple coordinates,

rectangular, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates should be considered,

and the most appropriate selected. In almost every case one of the

three will be found to have a distinct advantage over the others. The two
computers of Chap. 7 represent examples of position representation in

rectangular and spherical coordinates, respectively. Other types of

^ General references on computers include the following: F. J. Murray, The Theory

of Maihematical Machines (good bibliography), Kings Crown Press, New York, 1947;

M. Fry, ^‘Designing Computers,” reprinted from Machine Design^ August 1945 to

February 1946, Penton, Cleveland, 1946; H. Ziebolz, Analysis and Design of Translator

Chains^ Askania Regulator Co., Chicago, 1946; A. C. Blaschke, ” Solution of Differen-

tial Equations by Mechanical and Electromechanical Means,” AAF Eng. Div. Report

TSEPE-673-4, 1946, available as Dept. Commerce No. PB 10298 (bibliography has

108 listings); and V. Bush, and S. H. Caldwell, ‘‘A New Type of Differential Analy-

ser,” Jour. Franklin Inst.^ 240, 255, October 1945.
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coordinate systems may also be considered, of course, but rectangular,

cylindrical, and spherical coordinates are by far the most common types

used in computers.

In generating nonlinear functions, a frequently used technique involves

the generation of an approximation to the desired function by some very

simple and reliable device together with a nonlinear element (such as a

cam) supplying only the correction to the approximation rather than the

entire quantity being generated. Cams are also used in this manner to

remove errors when the simple device referred to above generates the

function desired, but with insufficient accuracy or with errors introduced

by external conditions. A good example of this type of cam correction

of errors is found in the Bendix-Pioncer Flux Gate Compass Master

Indicator. Another simplification technique, that of implicit functions,

is treated separately in Sec. 2*5. It is probably the most important of

the methods available to the computer designer.

2 *4. Explicit Analogue Computers.—^As has been mentioned in the

previous chapter, analogue computers operate by identifying variables in

one physical system with those of a different physical system obeying

equations of the same form but usually with different constants. Jt is

this simple and fairly obvious principle which forms the basis for most of

the computers that are discussed in the present part of this volume.

When the fundamental equations cannot be written simply or instru-

mented readily, implicit analogue techniques may be required. These

are discussed in the following section.

2 «6 , Implicit Function Techniques.—Implicit function techniques

are among the most important tricks used in computer design. Through
the use of the implicit function techniques described in this section and

elsewhere, considerable simplifications and increased accuracy are easily

jichieved in many typical computers.

Table 21.—Corresponding Implicit and Explicit Equations

Explicit Implicit

Subtraction z = X - y
X

2 + 2/
= a;

yz X

dz

di^y

Division

Integration

^-y

\z — ^ydt

Square root
I

2 “ Va

There are numerous computations for which direct physical analogues

are inconvenient, insufficiently accurate, or not available but for which
another method of solution is possible. This other method is similar to

the mathematical operation of computing the function z = gix^y) from
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the defining relation J{x^y^z) = 0; that is, of deriving an explicit function

from the corresponding implicit function. It is especially convenient

when the function J(x,y,z) has a relatively simple instrumentation and

the function z{x^y) is difficult to instrument. It is used, for example, to

perform subtraction by means of addition, division by means of multi-

plication, integration by means of differentiation, and the extraction of

square roots by means of squaring. The explicit and implicit equations

corresponding to these operations

are given in Table 2-1.

The simplest method in princi-

ple of producing the function z(Xjy)

from the equation / {x,y,z) = 0 is

to use a high-gain amplifier with

feedback as shown in Fig. 2T.

The variables x, y, and z are fed

into a device producing the function /(a::, 2/,2:); the output is amplified by

a factor A and fed back as the variable z. The result, if the system

assumes a stable state, is that the device solves the equation

Fig. 2*1.—Solution of implicit function using
feedback high-gain amplifier.

f{x,y,z) = (1)

If A is sufficiently high,^ the device produces values of z such that

« 0 . (2)

The quantity z/

A

may be called an error signal.’^ Thus there is an

inherent error A2 in z which may be expressed by

Consider, for example, the case of division. This may be accomplished

either by a device that divides directly or by a device that multiplies,

used with feedback. In performing any other operation a similar set of

alternative methods, one with and one without feedback, is often possible.

A choice between the two alternatives is made on the basis of the usual

engineering considerations, such as accuracy, cost, availability, com-

plexity, weight, size, etc. A schematic diagram and a possible instru-

^ In Vol. 18, design procedures are given that are suitable for stabilizing high-grain

amplifiers.
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mentation for division using multiplication and feedback are shown in

Fig. 2-2. The input y multiplies the input z. The product yz is then

subtracted from the input x. Thus in this case fiXjy^z) is x — yz, and

Fig. 2*2,—Block diagram of computer for z — x/y using yz — x.

«2

Fig. 2*3.—Integrating circuit.

Network 1

Fig. 2’ 4.—Feedback circuit for general operational equation.

the explicit function produced by equating this to zero is z = x/y. The
inherent error is

—X
(4)

An application of this method to the solution of the equation

2/® + sin y + aJ = 0

is discussed in Sec. 6*1.

This method may also be used for producing the negative of a voltage

(Chap. 3) or for integration with respect to time (Chap. 4). An inte-

grator circuit is shown in Fig. 2-3. There is again an inherent error due

to finite gain, best expressed (Chap. 4) in a different way from the above
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expression. The same method can be used with more complicated

integro-differential functions. The general circuit of Fig. 2*4 produces

an approximate solution of the equation

/i(p)£(«'i) + Mp)£(c2) = 0,

where /i(p) = transform expression for admittance of Network 1,

/2 (p) = transform expression for admittance of Network 2,

£ = the Laplace transformation.^

In high-gain feedback circuits, special care must be given to the pre-

vention of oscillations. The higher the gain the more difficult this

becomes. The general procedure is to design networks that give the

desired shape to the loop gain and phase-shift characteristics.- The
design procedure in this respect is similar to that for servos as discussed

in Chaps. 9 to 11.

Feedback with Integration .—Where feedback is used in implicit solu-

tions, it is often of value to modify the error signal by other than straight

amplification. Shaping loop gain and phase characteristics to achieve

stability is one such modification that has already been mentioned.

A form of such modification is integration of the error signal. If, for

example, the error signal is used to operate a simple servomechanism

whose motor forms part of the complete feedback loop and whose speed

is proportional to the error signal, then integration of the error signal

with respect to time is achieved. This has the useful effect of eliminating

(in practice, of reducing) steady-state position errors. This subject is

discussed in more detail in connection with servo theory in Chaps. 9 to

11 and by Hall.^

Additional integrations or differentiations may also be used to take

fullest advantage of the data available rather than merely to achieve

stability when high gain is used. The stability modifications must, of

course, be made after the integration, etc., modifications have been

selected.

Feedback without High Gain ,—For some computations it is convenient

to use a circuit that is somewhat like that of Fig. 2T except that a high-

gain amplifier is not present. Such a circuit or device is shown sche-

matically in Fig. 2*5. The equation that it solves is

/(a:, 2/,2) = 2. (5)

1 See Chaps. 9 to 11. In these chapters, the symbol s rather than p is used to

represent the complex variable.

* H. W. Bode, Network Analysts and Feedback Amplifier Design^ Van Nostrand,

New York, 1946; and Vol. 18, Radiation Laboratory Series.

3 A. C. Hall, Analysis and Synthesis of Linear Servomechanisms

^

Technology Press,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1943.
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z

f{xyz) <

T
X

* Output

The conditions under which this method may be used are that a
solution exists and that the desired output z may be expressed as a func-

tion of a;, 1/, and z, this expression

being of a form suitable for instru-

mentation with available tech-

niques. If f{x;yjZ) contains an

additive term z with unity coeffici-

ent and its computation involves

one or more unilateral elements,

then the feedback of z to the point

in the f{x,y,z) computations where

it is added to the other terms must

be unilateral; in other cases it may be bilateral. For good operation and

high accuracy, df/dz should be much larger or much smaller than unity.

The equation

+ :^z + y + 2x = 0 (6)

is readily changed to either of the following forms,

Fig. 2*5.-

T
V

-Feodba(;k circAiit without high-

gaiii amplifier.

e* + ^z + y + 2x — z

e^-\-y + 2x_
-3

(7 )

and may be used as such provided the left-hand sides of the expressions

may be instrumented. The eciuation

c* + y + 2x = 0 (8)

may be changed to the proper form by adding a ^ to each side, becoming

e^ + y-\’2x + z = z (9)

which requires unilateral z feedback if any of the operations on the left

hand side are unilateral. Equation (7) can also be rearranged to such

forms as

\n{-2x - y -3z) == z, (10)

which may be used provided the left-hand side of the expression can be

instrumented.

A comparison of the two types of feedback connection is of interest.

When put into the proper form for use in a feedback loop without high

gain, the resulting equation may be more difficult, as difficult, or easier

to instrument than the same equation in optimum form for the more

conventional feedback with amplification. The comparative difficulty

of instrumentation is always an important factor in the choice of a

method. When appreciable time constants are associated with the

circuits or devices used, the feedback amplifier method assures a faster

transient response than the no-amplifier method. Usually when the
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no-feedback amplifier method is used, some means is needed of compen-

sating for decrease of scale factor due to the instrumentation of the

various terms of the left-hand side of the equation of the form of Eq. (5).

Where electronic circuits are concerned, this may require a stable low-

gain amplifier, whereas in the feedback amplifier method a high-gain

amplifier with little restriction on gain variations will suffice. For these

reasons, a choice between the two alternative amplifiers may often favor

the latter, although the former is simpler. In mechanical systems,

mechanical amplifications are similarly to be considered, although here

the problem of gain stability is not so serious as in the case of electronic

amplifiers.

Interchange of Variables ,—There are several ways in which the inverse

of a function can be produced without the use of feedback. Probably

the simplest is possible in the case of a mechanical function-producing

device having two shafts that may be used alternately as input and
output. One device of this sort is the combination of a cone and a

cylinder' by a wire that winds onto one as it unwinds from the other;

this device can be used to produce either squares or square roots. The
interchange of mechanical inputs and outputs is limited by the nature

of the function produced; if in some region the derivative of output with

respect to input is nearly zero, the variables cannot be interchanged in

that region.

Another type of interchange of variables occurs in the case of some
two-terminal electrical devices with special voltage-current character-

istics. Ordinarily the voltage is considered to be the independent

variable and current the dependent variable, as in the case of diodes,

triodes, and crystals. If a current generator rather than a voltage

generator is used, ho^vever, the inverse function may be produced. This

procedure is used in the logarithmic multiplying device of C'hap. 5, in

which the exponential grid-current characteristic of a triode is used with

a high grid resistor to produce the inverse function, a logarithm.

A third method of interchanging variables finds particular application

to computation with periodic waveforms. If a repeated voltage wave-

form is compared by means of an amplitude comparison device (Vol.

19, Chap. 9) with an input voltage, a pulse or other indication of the

time of coincidence may be obtained. If the original waveform is a

given function of time, this same function of a slowly varying input

voltage may be obtained by time selection (Vol. 19, Chap. 10). Thus,

for example, a parabolic waveform can be used to produce either squares

or square roots.

The principle of repeated functions with amplitude comparison to

compute inverse functions or with time selection to obtain direct func-

‘Sec. 511.
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tions may be applicable in a number of ways to a wide range of problems,

although its use is not widespread. Its principal disadvantage, apart

from considerations such as complexity, is that of the time required for

the repetition period of the repeated function. An interesting applica-

tion of this principle is found in the Keinath sweep balance multiple-

data recorder.^

Stability in Implicit-function Loops .—Some general observations may
be made concerning the realizability of solutions in loops such as that

of Fig. 2*1. It is necessary that in the case of constant input the polarity

of feedback be such as to produce equilibrium at the desired solution.

This condition is equivalent to stating that the polarity of the amplifier

must have the opposite sign from df/dz in the desired region. If the

function f{x^y,z)j assumed to be continuous, has multiple real roots for

X = x\ and y = yi, some of these roots may have df/dy of the proper

polarity to make the roots stable and others may not. An example of

this case is shown in Fig. 2*6. The arrows indicate the direction in

which the system will go; the central root may be considered a position

of unstable equilibrium. If the

polarity of feedback is reversed,

the formerly stable roots will be-

come unstable, and vice versa.

When the system is turned on, its

behavior will depend on the polar-

ity of feedblfck, on the region in

which the system was when turned

on, and on the changes that take

place during warm-up. If the

polarity of feedback is such as

to make the outermost roots unstable, the system may oscillate at the

limits of its region of operation. In order to examine stable inner roots

it is necessary either to restrict the region of operation by modifying

the device or to force it into the region desired, where it will then assume

a stable state,

A principle that is often useful in computer design may be generalized

from the ‘‘rule of torques^' set forth by Bush and Caldwell.^ This

generalized principle may be stated as follows: Every input to every

element or “block.^’ in a computer must be actuated by one and only one

driving source.

2*6. Tolerances and Errors.—A standard designation for errors has

been followed by the Navy for fire-control computers. According to

' G. Keinath, “The Keinath Recorder,” Instruments, 19, 200, April 1946.

* Bush and Caldwell, New Type of Differential Analyser,” Jour. Franklin

Inst., 240, 265, October 1946.

Fia. 2*6.—Stable and unstable roots.
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this designation, errors are classified as Class A, Class B, and Class C.

Class A errors represent the deviation of the operation of the equipment

from the theoretical design operation. They include reading errors,

incorrect adjustments, errors in components, etc. Class B errors repre-

sent the mathematical approximation of the design. The sum of Class A
and Class B errors is called a Class C error and represents the accuracy

of the equipment. Class A errors when reduced to a minimum by
accurate adjustment and accurate reading, etc., represent the 'precision

.of the equipment. Where Class B errors are required, the distinction

between these terms is a useful one. With the exception of Chap. 5,

most of the discussions ’of Part I do not involve Class B errors and
therefore the terms “accuracy” and “precision” are used interchangeably.

In considering the accuracy of computing equipment, the question of

calibration is encountered, particularly in the case of electronic circuits.

In order to specify completely the accuracy of an equipment, its errors

should be specified in terms of the frequency of calibration or of time

since last calibrated. The principal reason for this is that components

of all types change with time and use. The process of component drift

may be very complicated and usually involves such things as thermal

and moisture cycles, mechanical wear, creep, vacuum tube cathode

disintegration, vibration, chemical reaction, etc., but regardless of the

explanation, some drift is usually to be expected, and calibration intervals

must be chosen so that errors due to component drifts are not excessive.

The terms component tolerance and component varidfion are fre-

quently encountered. Tolerance is an allowable deviation as from a

specified value under fixed conditions and is used to define permissible

errors of manufacture or construction. Thus, a resistor might be partially

specified as a 100-k 5 per cent resistor, the 5 per cent being the manu-
facturing tolerance. Component variation may be defined as the change

of a component value as conditions change. Thus the 100-k 5 per cent

resistor might have a value of 103 k at 20°C and change to 104 k at

70°C. The 1-k change would be referred to as the variation in this case.

In general, the effect of errors introduced by : component tolerances

and variations from design center values, reading errors, calibration errors,

etc., is treated by considering each component or other error source

independently, computing the effect on the over-all operating accuracy

to be expected from each of the given errors, and combining results by
simple addition to give a limiting error or by probability methods (to

be discussed) in order to arrive at a probable error. There are many
situations, however, in computer design, where this type of analysis

leads to false conclusions. As is described in the following section and
elsewhere, variations in several components may often be made to cancel

each other. For example, a divider network composed of elements with
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matched temperature coefficients operated at the same temperature

will show no change in the division ratio with changes in temperature.

Such components, whose errors are not independent, must be analyzed

together.

The subject of the combination of errors of independent components,

groups of components, or other independent error sources is one that

can be approached from two different viewpoints, each of which may be

applicable under certain circumstances. In man}^ cases, the only sat-

isfactory procedure is to design the computer such that even if all the

effects of tolerances and variations under expected operating conditions

add unfavorably, the devices will still operate within the required limits

of accuracy, assuming that the desired performance can be described in

terms of limiting error. In other cases, particularly where the use of

the computer itself can be treated on a probability basis, there is con-

siderable justification for combining errors according to the methods of

probability. For example, such an approach would be justified in the

case of a bombing computer, since bombing is usually evaluated on a

probability basis. A serious problem immediately arises when this

method is applied to electronic components. One must assign probable

errors to components that are usually specified only in terms of limiting

errors. A method that has considerable Uvse as an approximation for

engineering calculations assigns a ^‘probable error to a component

equal in value to roughly one-third the limiting error. The term “prob-

able error is, of course, not strictly valid here; but since all the calcu-

lations are carried on as if it were a true probable error, the term will

be used, with the understanding that it involves a big approximation.

In a normal distribution, the figure of three times the probable error

would include 96 per cent of a large number of samples, whereas in this

approximation it includes all samples. It must be emphasized that the

results of an analysis of this type cannot be more accurate than the

assumptions on which it is based. However, the method allows cal-

culations to be made that are of great assistance in engineering a design

where limit values added unfavorably would give a completely mislead-

ing picture of the computer operation.

2'7. The Use of Servomechanisms in Computers.— very important

tool in computer design is the proper use of servomechanisms. A servo

or servomechanism has been defined by Hazen^ as “a power amplifying

device in which the amplifying element driving the output is actuated

by the difference between the input to the servo and its output.’^ A
detailed discussion of servomechanisms will be found in Part II of this

volume and in Vol. 25. For purposes of illustration, a simple example

of the use of a servo in a computer is shown in Fig. 2*7. This simple

^ See Chap. 8.
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computer is the same bridge circuit of Fig. 1*1, but with the null meter

replaced by a servoamplifier and servo motor which adjusts resistance

Z such that the bridge is always balanced, i.e., such that the voltage

between c and d is zero. Its use in this simple computer allows the

computer to be automatically

operated rather than requiring

an operator to adjust the resist-

ance Z,

The use of servos in computers

allows a designer to apply high-

gam feedback techni(|ues to loops

involving electromechanical ele-

ments, whereas without servos

feedback technique is limited

principally to all electronic loops.

Servos are also useful as parts of

data-transmission systems. A
major advantage of servomecha-

nisms is included in the defini-

tion, namely, that of torque amplification. The property of torque

amplification allows blocks to be connected in such a way that they do

not act back to disturb previous blocks.

2*8. Error Cancellation.—Accuracy is, of course, a factor of gi*eat

importance to the computer designer. Accuracy may be achieved by
“brute force methods, in this case by making all components and

operations accurate to the requisite degree. Accuracy may also be

achieved by using components whose errors may be relatively large but

that are used in such a way that their errors cancel or nearly cancel each

other. Error cancellation is a concept of great fundamental importance

to the computer designer, and many applications of this concept are

found in every well-designed computer. Through the use of applications

of this concept, computers are made simpler for the same accuracy or

more accurate for the same complexity as compared with designs wherein

accuracy has been achieved merely by reducing all individual errors

independently. Although not always evident, the basic principle used

in most error cancellation methods is that of the bridge circuit.

Following are listed a few common applications of the techniques of

error cancellations. The list of applications discussed, although it is not

comprehensive, should allow other applications of the principle to be

easily recognized.

Reference and Power-supply Voltages ,—When precision is an important

factor, it is necessary to ensure that variation of power-supply and refer-

ence voltages will introduce only small errors. As described above, two

Output

Fig. 2*7." Bridge computer for z = x/y,

illustrating use of servomechanism for auto-
matic balancing.
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approaches to this problem are made. In the first and most obvious,

but usually the most costly method, the voltage and power supplies are

highly regulated so that accurate and stable voltages are available. In

practice, the limiting factor in this procedure is usually the standard to

which voltages are regulated. This subject is discussed in detail in

Chaps. 15 and lb.

The second approach is that of cancellation of errors. Typical

methods falling in this category are bridge circuits such as the one

shown in Fig. 2-2, change of sweep slope in time-modulation circuits to

cancel changes in “ pick-off or comparison voltages (Sec. 3* 17), and
condenser tachometer voltage output variation with supply voltage to

cancel changes in velocity servo control voltages (Sec. 3* 17).

I'A'on when error cancellation methods are used to avoid the effects

of supply variations, it is usually necessary to incorporate fair regulation

in the voltage supplies. The reason for this is that although first-order

cancellations can be taken care of by other means, second-order effects

may remain, and these, together with transient errors, may introduce

appreciable inaccuracies if voltages are allowed to change widely.

Where both a-c and d-c voltages are used in a computer as accurate

representations of the magnitudes of quantities entering into the computa-

tion, it is desirable, following the principle of error cancellation, to regulate

the alternating from the direct current or the direct from the alternating

current. The principal argument for regulating the direct current from

the alternating (uirrent is that to do the opposite by electronic means

requires control elements such as vacuum tubes or saturable reactors

that may introduce harmonics into the alternating current or require

heavy and complex filters if appreciable power is taken from the a-c

supply.

Other examples of error cancellation are the cancellation of altitude

error in the so-called H plus B bombing computers (c/. Sec. 3*7), can-

cellation of resistance variations in a voltage divider by matching tem-

perature or other coeflScients {cf. Sec. 3 2), matching error curves of

synchros to reduce operating inaccuracies when two synchros are oper-

ated together, etc.

A careful consideration of any computer design from the standpoint of

possible applications of error cancellation methods is generally profitable.

2‘9. Data Smoothing, Speed of Operation, and Stability.—It is the

rule rather than the exception that the input data of an analogue com-

puter either have power-frequency spectra differing from that w^hich

would be considered optimum or have extraneous signals (usually called

‘^noise^O mixed with them. Often input data are subject to both defects.

The average computer, therefore, will incorporate means for modify-

ing the power-frequency spectra of the data as they pass through the
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computer. Usually this modification takes the form of smoothing/’

that is, removing or reducing high-frequency components. This is

illustrated by the action of an antiaircraft computer working with

automatic-tracking-radar line-of-position data. Such radar data, as

furnished by an equipment such as the SCR-584,i contain a consider-

able amount of high-frequency “noise.” A computer, such as the BTL
Mark IX director, used with this data must do considerable “smooth-

ing” in the process of computing data for gun pointing in order to assure

a high probability of hits. Different quantities must be smoothed in

different ways; for example, rate data derived from position data must

be “smoothed” considerably more than the position data. Smoothing

is not the only type of frequency modification used. Removal of drifts,

that is, reduction or removal of low-frequency components, is also occa-

sionally necessary. The subject of modification of frequency charac-

teristics is discussed in Chap. 11, with some introductory material in

Chaps. 9 and 10.

The somewhat loosely used term “speed of response” is closely

related to steady-state frequency characteristics. The relationship is

analogous to the relationship between a fuiu^tion of time and its Laplace

transform. Speed of response is usually treated more satisfactorily from

a quantitative standpoint in terms of frequency characteristics. Velocity

and acceleration errors are also useful quantitative indices of “speed

of response” and are also discussed in Chaps. 9 to 11. Particular refer-

ence is made to the Farrell method for determining velocity and accelera-

tion errors from decibel loop gain vs. log frequency plots (Sec. 10*4),

and a simple criterion for the choice of transmission vs. frequency char-

acteristics reported by Graham (Sec. 11*10). This criterion specifies

that the transmission characteristic of a servo or computer should

approximate the amplitude spectrum of the useful part of the most prob-

able input signals, i.e., exclusive of noise, which is assumed to be uniform

with frequency.

Where feedback loops are involved, smoothing circuits and devices

must be carefully considered from the standpoint of stability. Refer-

ence is made to Chaps. 9 to 11 for the theory of stability in feedback

loops.

240. Reduction of Weight, Size, and Power Dissipation.—There are

a number of points in good engineering design that, if followed carefully,

may substantially reduce the weight, size, and power dissipation of an

electronic or electromechanical computer. While the subject of design

and construction practices is discussed in detail in Chap. 19, several of

^ ‘^SCR-584 Radar/* Electronics, 18, 104-109, November 1945; 104-109, December
1945; and 19 , 110-117, February 1946.
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the more important points will be mentioned here, since they are important

basic principles in computer design. Size, weight, and power dissipation

are intimately related, and circuit changes resulting in a reduction in any

of the three items may often be reflected as reductions in the other two.

Some important design principles are

1. Scale factors in a circuit or device should be such that some opera-

tions are carried out at small signal amplitudes and followed by a

signal amplification in a stage just preceding elements such as

detectors that require large signal amplitudes for good percentage

accuracy. This saves power.

2. Wherever possible, tubes should be normally nonconducting.

This also saves power.

3. The use of miniature and subminiature tubes and some other

special components saves both space and appreciable heater power

as compared with standard-size tubes.

4. The use of special card or subassembly methods (c/. Chap. 19),

short leads, and sometimes sealed enclosures allows circuits to be

operated at high inpedance, thus sa^dng plate and other power

and reducing inaccuracies due to loading of previous circuits.

5. Where feasible from the standpoint of accuracy, etc., it is simpler

and more compact to compensate components for temperature

changes rather than to regulate temperature.

6. By close design it is possible to cut down the large factors of safety

usually provided as a substitute for accurate knowledge of com-

ponents and working conditions.

REPRESENTATION OF QUANTITY

2'11. Fundamental Concepts.—The term representation of quantity

as used here refers to the physical property of an analogue computing

system that is identified with a specific quantity in a system for which

computation is required. Thus, for example, in an aircraft navigation

computer, a specific quantity, altitude, in the system for which computa-

tion is desired may be identified with an a-c voltage in the analogue

system that is to perform the computation. In considering the repre-

sentation of quantity it is useful to distinguish between single-scale

and multiscale devices. Although multiscale techniques can be used in

addition and subtraction, they are not usually suitable for other com-

puting operations.

A single-scale data system may be defined for most purposes

as a system in which the full working range represents the full range

of the variable represented. An ordinary potentiometer is a simple

example of a single-scale device. A multiscale data system is one in
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which two or more channels are provided, one channel in which the full

w’orking range represents the full range of the variable represented and

one or more channels in which the full working range represents only a

portion of the full range of the variable represented and hence is repetitive

in covering the full range of the variable represented. The first channel

is called, alternately, the coarse, single-speed, or one-speed scale, and the

latter channels are called the fine or high-speed scales and provide a

‘^magnification” of the coarse scale. A high-speed channel may be used

without a coarse or single-speed channel, but in this case an ambiguity

of indicated value will exist. The principal advantages of multispeed

data systems are increased accuracy, increased resolution, and increased

gain. These are obtained at the expense of incrc'ased complexity.

Three criteria are particularly important in evaluating a specific type

of representation for a specific quantity at a specific point in a computer.

These considerations are impedance, scale factor, and useful range.

The (luestion of whether bidirectional data or unidirectional data are

used is included in the third item. Impedance is considered from the

standpoint of the effect that a device will have on a prior device and its

susceptibility to pickup. The question of scale factor is a most important

one, particularly in d-c computers, since scale factors must be large

enough to make the proportional change of tube characteristics small yet

must not be so large as to necessitate unduly large tubes, to cause non-

linearity trouble with normal tubes, or to waste power and add unneces-

sary weight. The useful range* of a device must be (considered simultane-

ously with tlicc scale factor in evaluating a representation of data. Usc'ful

range is limited by such factors as nonlinearity, power dissipation,

mechanical limits, voltage limits, etc. Some devices need operate only

on the magnitude of a quantity, whereas in other devices both magnitude

and sign must be taken into account. For example, altitude is a cpiantity

that is represented by its absolute value, whereas latitude may be cither

north or south and hence must have a sign associated with its magnitude.

2«12. Seventeen Important Types of Data Representation.—The
following list of representations covers those which are most frequently

found in electronic and electromechanical computers, although the list

is by no means complete. Following each type of representatiem will be

given the abbreviation that will be used in subsequent chapters in clas-

sifying the inputs and outputs of the standard blocks from which a

computer may be built. In this system of classifying abbreviations,

the symbols preceding the colon represent the inputs; those following

the colon, the outputs. Thus, a resistor dividing circuit having voltage

and resistance inputs and a voltage output would be represented by the

notation E, Z: E, It is to be noted that classification by data representa-

tion is lower in rank than classification by operation performed, according
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to the system useci in Part T of this volume. The seventeen important

types of data representations are

Force, F,

Pressure, p.

Torque, T.

Translational displacement, S.

Angular rotation, 6.

Translational velocity, V.

Angular velocity, w.

Translational accelei'ation, a.

Angular acceleration, a.

Voltage, E.

Current, I.

Charge, Q.

Impedance, Z, usually resistance.

Fre(iuency, /.

Phase, 0.

Count, N.

Time interval, t,

2‘13. Some Characteristics of Various Types of Representation.—It is

not practical to compare every type of representation with every other

type. A few generalities can, however, be pointed out. It must be

remembered that there are exceptions to many of the following state-

ments, and each device should 1)0 considered individually.

Electrical vs. Mechanical .—The advantages of mechanical devices are:

fewer adjustments; no vac\ium-tube or other similar component drifts;

greater ease in understanding; and less difficulty in writing complete

specifications.

The disadvantages of mechanical devices are: they are subject to

friction and wear; complicated procedures of design and construction are

involved
;
and highly skilled labor is needed for producing precision devices.

Advantages of electronic devices include: flexibility, in that many
devices may be made from standard parts; cheapness, in that semi-skilled

labor can wire complicated equipment and expensive tools and dies are

not required; short design time; in some cases, accuracy; lightness; and
speed of response.

Electronic disadvantages are: more controls are required in precision

circuits; vacuum-tube drifts and burnouts are sometimes bothersome

(this is normally not a serious limitation if proper design precautions

are taken)
;
and electronic devices are usually more complicated to under-

stand and service, although new techniques embodying subassembly

construction are tending to change this.
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Alternating vs. Direct Current for Data Representation.—Alternating-

current advantages are the following: vacuum-tube zero drifts do not

seriously affect the over-all accuracy; transformers can be used; in rotat-

ing machinery no commutators are required; d-c voltage levels may be

more easily isolated when a-c data are used; and additional variables are

available in the form of frequency and phase.

Alternating-current disadvantages are: difficulties arise in differentiat-

ing and integrating; a-c tachometers are not very satisfactory; and prob-

lems of phase shift, frequency variation, and unwanted electrostatic and

magnetic pickup are generall3'^ troublesome.

Direct-current advantages are : differentiating and integrating are

easy; because of this, simple and reliable phase lead circuits can be used;

no phase shift or frequency problems are encountered; and no electro-

static or magnetic pickup is involved.

Direct-current disadvantages are: drifts in vacuum tubes cannot be

distinguished from d-c data; contact potential troubles are encountered

;

difficulty with d-c voltage level is frequently a severe design limitation;

and no good d-c resolver is readily available.

Time Interval and Pulse These are of some interest but

are usuall}^ more complex than other alternatives. They are most likel}^

to be useful when the output data representation required is a time

interval.

Impedance.—The impedances generally used in computers are

resistors or transformers and resolvers. Resistances in the form of

variable resistors or potentiometers are good, simple transitions from
mechanical to electrical representation of data and are particularly

useful in bridge circuits.

Phase Shift.—In some cases phase shift proves to be a reliable and

accurate means of representation. Phase-shift techniques, however,

require special design care; and where high accuracy is required, close

frequency tolerances must be imposed. Phase-shift techniques are

widely used in accurate time-modulation and -demodulation equipment

(cf. Vol. 20) which may occasionally be combined with computing-

equipment.

Count.—Count is of more importance in the digital computer field

than in the analogue computer field. In the latter field, a typical prom-

ising application is in process control computers where the input data are

the number of items passing a counter station.

Frequency.—Frequency is more likely to be used as a data representa-

tion for data transmission (telemetering) than for use in a computer.

A few uses in computers are common, as, for example, the use of a-c

frequency to represent the speed of rotation of a shaft on which is mounted
an alternator supplying the alternating current. It is worth remembering
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that phase is the integral with respect to time of frequency or, conversely,

frequency is the time derivative of phase.

2*14. Summary of Chapter.—The following steps have been listed as

a suggested systematic design procedure: preliminary information, block

diagram, preliminary design, detailed performance analysis, detailed

design, construction of model, and repetition of steps. Basic principles

and techniques used in computers have been discussed under the follow-

ing topics: simplifications in the formulation of computer equations and

choice of over-all block diagram; explicit and implicit analogue com-

puters; errors, tolerances, and variations; error cancellation; use of

servomechanisms in computers; data smoothing and stability; and

reduction of weight, space, and power dissipation. The important sub-

ject of data representation has been treated in some detail. Seventeen

important types of data representation are listed, and some general

comparisons of some of their characteristics have been given. A con-

venient system of abbreviated classification of operations from the

standpoint of types of input and output data representations has been

introduced and is illustrated in the chapter which follows.



CHAPTER 3

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

By J. Lentz and I. A. Greenwood, Jr.

3'1. Introduction.—Arithmetic operations described in this chapter

include the operations of addition, subtraction, discrimination, multi-

plication, division, and the “identity operation^’ the latter term referring

to changes in level, impedance, scale factor, or representation.

In presenting the highly varied material of this chapter, the authors

have attempted to classify methods and devices according to the opera-

tions for which they are used rather than the method by which the opera-

tion is performed. Thus, for example, the method of multiplication

that is based on the equation xy = fxdy + f y dx involves both integra-

tion and addition but is classified as a method of multiplication, the end

desired, rather than as a method of integration or addition, the means

employed. The operations listed above are further subdivided according

to the method used, and the shorthand notation discussed in Chap. 2

is used to indicate inputs and outputs.^

The operations described in this chapter may be said to be the heart

of most electronic, electromechanical, and mechanical computing devices,

for it is usually found that a generous proportion of the basic operations

that must be carried out are those listed above.

3*2. Addition Using Parallel Impedance Networks {E or I :E or I).

—

It is well known that if a network of linear impedances is energized by

two or more generators, the current or voltage at any specified point in

the network can be expressed as the sum of the voltages or currents that

each generator would produce were it alone connected to the network

with each of the other generators replaced by its internal impedance.

This property makes possible the use of such networks to perform the

addition of voltages and currents. Subtraction of quantities as well as

^ In this scliemci, tho symbols preceding the colon represent the inputs, those

following it the outputs. Thus would indicate a device with voltages as the

two input representations and a current as the output representation. Usually only

the most important variations of the representations used with any method are given,

but it will be understood that others may be possible; for example, by including an

appropriate resistor, most data represented as current can also be represented as

voltage. Derivatives of the inputs and outputs given may usually themselves be

considered inputs and outputs. Thus, a mechani(;al differential adding rotational

displacements may also be used for adding rotational velocities, the output being also

a rotational velocity.

32
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the addition of quantities is also accomplished by this method by the

representation of j»ositive quantities by negative voltages or reversed

(‘urrents. The following discussion is limited to a few of the simpler

examples, as the general topic of addition of electrical quantities has

been covered in some detail in Vol. 19, Chap. 18.

A simple illustration of this principle is shown in Fig. 3* la, the opera-

tion of which is easily understood by reference to its Th4venin equivalent

shown in Fig. 3T6. This circuit has the advantage that each voltage

source may have one terminal grounded, as is usual and convenient

in vacuum-tube circuits. The network is particularly useful as an input

network in a feedback amplifier where the algebraic sum of several

voltages and a feedback voltage is used as the input error signal to the

amplifier and is made nearly equal to zero by the feedback connection.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3Tc. With the circuit of Fig. 3Tcand assuming

infinite gain in the amplifier, the output voltage Eo is proportional to

the negative of the algebraic sum of Ei and j&2,
each multiplied by a

constant that is a function of the network. There are many variations

of this simple circuit, among the most important of which are the sub-

stitution of capacitances and inductances for the resistances Rz and Ri of

Fig. 3T, giving integrating and differentiating circuits. This subject is

discussed in the following chapter and in Vol. 19, Chap. 18.

There are a number of practical considerations that should be taken

into account in connection with this circuit. In order to obtain pre-

cision operation over a range of conditions, the ratios of the impedances

must remain fixed. This means, among other things, that temperature

coefiicients must be matched to the desired precision, although there is

usually no requirement that the absolute value of the coefficient be

zero if all components operate at the same temperature. If, however,

there are variations in temperature between components, such as might

arise from local hot spots near high dissipation elements, then such tem-

perature differences will act on the absolute temperature coefficients to
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produce errors. As an example, suppose resistors TJi, R 2 ,
and Rz of

Fig. 3-1 are precision wire-wound resistors whose temperature coefficients

are plus 300 ± 5 ppm/°C. In order to calculate maximum errors,

assume that the coefficients of Ri and R 2 are 295 ppm/°C and that the

coefficient of Rz is 305 ppm/°C. Then, for a 100°C change in tempera-

ture, Eo will become

Eo\. -E.I-iSS + E.g-JISS-l.OOOSTE,, (1)
fli(1.0295) 722(1.0295)

a change of only 0.1 per cent for 100®C change of temperature. On the

other hand, if 72 1 and R 2 are at the same temperature and Rz differs from

that temperature by only 10°C, then

e/o|io® diff

„ 723(1.00305)
,

J^’2723(1.00305)
1.00305£;„ (2)

a change of 0.3 per cent for lO^'C temperature difference, or only 3.3°C

difference for the same 0.1 per cent change calculated above for a 100°C

change of temperature.

From this discussion it follows that elements used in circuits of this

type should have low absolute temperature coefficients and should be

mounted to ensure a minimum of local temperature variation. These

requirements have sometimes necessitated use of a copper temperature-

equalizing strip between elements where low absolute coefficients are

unavailable or undesirable for other reasons but where high preifision

must be maintained.

If, as is usual, the operations performed by the circuit of Fig. 3*1 or

those like it must be accurate, then either all voltages and all impedance

ratios must be accurate, or either impedances or voltage scale factors or

both must be made adjustable to allow for production tolerances in

impedances or voltages. If the network has been made from large

fixed resistors in order to avoid loading the voltage sources Ei and E2 ,

then large adjustable resistors will be required. The stability and tem-

perature coefficients of such adjustments must be carefully taken into

account in the choice of network impedances and tolerances. The
commercial availability of resistor networks matched in value to 0. 1 per

cent makes it possible in many applications to eliminate impedance

ratio controls where resistance adding circuits are used. Alternately,

other design considerations may dictate adjustment of voltage scales,

using this adjustment to compensate for production tolerances in imped-

ance ratios.

Zero adjustments in this circuit are best made in the amplifier itself,

and for a discussion of this problem the reader is referred to Vol. 18.
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Bridge circuits are also useful for addition and subtraction of voltages

and currents. In a balanced bridge network Fig. 3-2 the mutual
coupling between inputs is reduced to zero. The most useful form of this

circuit is the equal-arm bridge network, as illustrated in Fig. 3*3. For
this circuit,

and the mutual coupling between E\ and is zero. The input impedance

at either input is Z, Zi and Z2 being source impedances.

3-3. Addition and Subtraction with Series Sources {E or I : E or /).

—

The fundamental principle underlying this method of addition and sub-

traction is identical with that given in the preceding section; namely, if a

network of linear impedances is energized by two or more generators,

the voltage or current at any specified point in the network can be

expressed as the sum of the voltages or currents that each generator

would produce were it alone connected to the network with each of the

other generators replaced by its internal impedance.

If two generators of internal impedances Zi and Z2 and internal

voltages El and E2 are connected in series with a load impedance Zl,

the voltage El across Zl is given by

-=
Zl(^ i 4“ E2)

Zl + Z2 + Z

If El and E2 each represents a distance to a scale of, say, 1 ft per volt, then

El represents the sum of the two distances to a scale of (Zi + Z2 + Zl)/Zl

ft per volt.

It is to be noted that with series addition and subtraction, all genera-

tors but one must be such that their terminals may be isolated from

ground float if dejsired sum or difference must be with respect

to ground. If the sum or difference is desired as the voltage across two

terminals that may both be isolated with respect to ground, then all but

two generators must be isolated from ground. Ground’’ is here used
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in the sense of a reference node; it is by no means uncommon for this

node itself to vary with respect to ground as part of another circuit.

In using series addition and subtraction, the effects of stray imped-

ances, usually capacitances, from various parts of the series network to

ground must be carefully considered. Where alternating current is used,

these stray impedances are apt to give troublesome phase and amplitude

changes. If there is a-c information or ripple on the reference node,

^bb Ebt,

unbalanced impedances to ground may cause undesirable amounts of

a-c voltage to appear in the series network.

A number of typical examples of series addition and subtraction are

shown in Fig. 3-4.

3*4. Addition and Subtraction with Synchros {6^6:6 or E).—By the

use of a chain of three synchros (Fig. 3*5), consisting of a synchro gen-

erator, synchro differential, and either synchro control transformer or

motor depending on whether or not a servo drive is desired, a shaft rota-

tion may be produced that is the sum or difference of two shaft rotations.
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and any of the three synchros may be remotely located with respect to

the other two. Thus, in Fig. 3 *5
, 6z — di + 62) or if connections or

definitions of positive directions are changed, ^3 = — ^2 or dz = 62 — 61,

The method may obviously be extended to a chain of more than three

synchros.

This method has the advantage that multiscale methods may be

used. By the use of, say, 36-speed synchros as well as the 1-speed syn-

chros shown, ^ the accuracy of the 36-speed synchro chain may be realized

in the addition or subtraction indicated. The method is therefore one

of great accuracy and flexibility and is often used where the input and

output data may be mechanical shaft rotations or may easily be changed

to shaft rotations. A typical example of th(i use of this method is the

Fig. 3*5.— Addition or subtraction with synchros.

introduction of ballistic lead information into the servo-positioning of

guns from synchro data representing visual or radar line of sight to a

target.

It is of some interest to note that by the addition of a voltage of

amplitude E sin 6^ to the output of the control transformer synchro,

where E is the maximum rotor output voltage, it is possible to shift the

output shaft position from 63 to S3 ± S4.

This method is useful when a shift of the output shaft by only a few

degrees is desired and where electrical data are available. An example

of the application of this method is the roll and pitch correction of a radar

azimuth marking circuit using synchros by means of signals derived from

a vertical gyro or gyros.

3«6. Impedance Addition and Subtraction (Z,Z:Z), (6,6 :$).—It is

frequently convenient to represent the physical parameters involved in

the solution of a problem as impedances. Quantities represented by

impedances may be added simply by connecting the impedances in series.

^ See Sec. 13*8 for a discussion of multispeed data-transmission circuits.
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Bridge methods of compounding mechanical rotations based on

impedance addition have been found quite useful. In Fig. 3*6a is

shown a type of system that has been employed to add two shaft rota-

tions. Zi and Z2 are two variable resistors whose resistances are linear

functions of the rotations of their shafts. The bridge whose elements are

(a)

Zay Zh, Zi + ^ 2 ,
and Z3 ,

is kept in

balance by means of a servomecha-

nism, using as an error signal the

voltage at the horizontal junctions

of the bridge. The servo operates to

adjust the impedance of the resistor

Z3 . If Zif Z2,
and Zz are identical

linear variable resistors, it is easy to

see that

Oi = (01 + 02) f (5)

By the use of a simple variation

of this circuit, an interesting com-

puting device may be designed to

solve for one side of a right triangle,

given the other two sides. The
description of this circuit is presented

here as a variation of the circuit

previously described, although it

performs a nonlinear operation on

the sum of the squares of two

quantities. It will be referred to again in Chap. 5.

Suppose that Zi, Z2 ,
and Z 3 of Fig. 3-6a are identical, each being a

potentiometer of resistance R bridged by an equal fixed resistance, as

shown in Fig. 3*66, and that Zb = -Za/2 . If k is the fraction of the resist-

ance of the potentiometer included between the upper terminal and the

slider, then the resistance between terminals 1 and 2 is (1 — k^) {R/2)

;

or if B is the angle of rotation of the shaft and Bt the total travel of the

shaft, k = B/Bt and R 12 = (1 — B^/Bf) {R/2), When the bridge is in

balance

R

Fig. 3*6.— (a) Addition of shaft rota-

tions with bridge; (6) element of squaring
and square-rooting bridge.

or,

1 /i _ ?? ? + 1 _ 1 _ 01 a
2V 9! 2

^
0f2/ ^ 912

’

i(0f + 91) = 01,

<,,.^vw+n.

(6)

(7)
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If 01 and 02 are proportional to the perpendicular sides of a right triangle,

then 03 is proportional to the hypotenuse.

In the practical design and construction of these circuits, variable

resistors or potentiometers must be used whose total angle and total

resistance or in some cases resistance change per degree may be specified

to the desired accuracy. Alternately, suitable adjustments for variations

in these units must be included. Simple analysis will show that the

necessary adjustments are not easy to incorporate in all cases. It is

also necessary to take into account the variable gain of the servo loop.

The variation of servo loop gain is discussed in Sec. 11*9.

3*6. Addition and Subtraction with Mechanical Devices^ (S or 6:S

or 6).—The most frequently used mechanical device for addition and

subtraction is the differential gear

unit. This is so well known that

no description is called for. The
biggest problems with differentials

have been backlash and procure-

ment.- Good differentials require

very careful workmanship and are

likely to be rather expensive.
TvV V • 1 j.* r Fiq. 3*7.—Addition using pulleys and tapes.
Mechanical motions are fre-

quently added by means of hydraulic systems, in which the displacement

of a piston is proportional to the sum of the displacements of two or more
other pistons.

Another way of adding and subtracting mechanical motions is by

means of levers. Nearly all the operations of computing may be per-

formed with levers. Lever computers are discussed at length in Vol. 27.

Another mechanical method for addition and subtraction involves

pulleys and tapes or wires and is shown schematically in Fig. 3-7. It

produces an angular rotation 0o proportional to the sum of a number of

linear displacements Si, S2, S$ . . .

3*7. Addition of Time Delays —This method appears suitable

for addition but can probably be used for subtraction only through the

use of implicit methods.®

If a series of time-modulation circuits are each triggered at the end

of the previous delay, the total delay produced is, of course, the sum of

the individual delays. This method has found its widest application in

^ For an excellent summary of mechanical methods in computers, see M. Fry,
** Designing Computing Mechanisms,” reprinted from Machine Design, August 1946

through February 1946.

* Instrument differentials were made during the war by Ford Instrument Co.,

Librascope, International Business Machines, and others but may not now be avail*

able as units.

3 See Sec. 2-5 for a discussion of implicit methods.
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multiple-scale time-modulation circuits^ and has also been used in the

so-called + B” solutions of the triangle involving altitude, ground

range, and slant range. In aircraft applic^ations it is frequently more

accurate to generate a slant range time marker (U)rrosponding to a certain

(small) ground range by adding a quantity B to the altitude delay rather

than by directly generating a time delay equal to the entire slant range.

In the equation

B = - h (8)

B does not vary rapidly with h.

A + B = p, (9)

where h = altitude,

R = ground range,

p = slant range,

B = difference between slant range and altitude.

The principal advantage of this solution lies in the fact that the same

radar zero and setting errors that would appear in the generation and

use of a slant range marker directly are canceled to a first approximation

by their introduction into the h settings, providing the h marker is set to

the first ground return (altitude signal) in the same manner that the p

marker is set to a radar target. This allows the use of a short B delay

whose absolute accuracy may .therefore be good, added to an altitude

delay whose calibration need only be good enough for computation of B.

See Vol 22 for a more complete discussion of this method of solution of

the altitude triangle.

The usual precautions regarding accurate, reliable triggering, inde-

pendence of repetition rates, etc., should be observed.

3‘8. Addition and Subtraction of Pulse Counts (N,N:N).

—

The
method of addition and subtraction of pulse counts is the basis on which

pulse digital computers, such as the ENIAC and EDVAC^ computers

of the University of Pennsylvania, are built.

Another application of pulse counting is in the Loran timer and

receiver-indicator equipments.^ In this equipment a pulse is fed back

(injected) in a counting or dividing circuit, the amplitude of the injected

1 See Vol. 20, Chap. 6.

* A number of articles on this computer development have appeared; see, for

example, “Electronic Calculating Machine Is a Giant of Precision,” Elec. Mfg.,

142
, April 1946; “ENIAC: War Dept. Unveils 18,000 Tube Robot Calculator,”

Electronics, 19, 308, April 1946; and D. R. Hartree, “The ENIAC, an Electronic

Calculating Machine,” Nature (London), 167, 527, Apr. 20, 1946.

® Volume 4 or any of a series of recent articles, such as “The Loran System,”

Electronics, 94, November 1945; and “Loran Receiver Indicator,” Electronics, 110
,

December 1945.
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pulse controlling the number of counts by which the firing period of the

divider is reduced for the cycle in which injection occurs.

For detailed information on pulse digital computers, the technical

reports of the University of Pennsylvania should be consulted.^ Pulse

counting is also discussed in Vol. 19, Chap. 16.

3*9. Addition and Subtraction by Simple Vacuum-tube Circuits

{E or I :E or I).—^Vacuum-tube circuits for addition and subtraction may
be used where their use is dictated by the

requirements of bandwidth, isolation, and

impedance level. These methods have

been discussed in considerable detail in Vol.

19, Chap. 18, and Vol. 18, Chap. 10. Infor-

mation here presented is limited to a sum-

mary of available circuits and some of their

major characteristics; the reader is referred

to the previous volumes for details and

practical circuits. Vacuum-tube circuits

for addition and subtraction are classified

as multiple input, illustrated in Fig. 3*8;

common plate load, illustrated in Fig. 3-9;

common cathode load, illustrated in Fig. 3*10; and the differential amplifier.

Fig. 311.

The multiple input circuit is limited by the number of electrodes,

introduces weighting factors depending on the tube characteristics, has

an input impedance of \/(jm at the cathode and high at the grid, has a

tube output impedance of approximately rp, and can be used for subtrac-

tion as well as addition if cathode input is used. Both the common
plate and common cathode methods may operate with any number of

inputs, each input requiring one tube section; the weighting factors are

adjustable if series resistors are used; the input impedances are mainly

those due to interelectrode capacitance and grid currents; the output

impedance is approximately rp/n for the common plate circuits and

1/ngfm for the common cathode circuits; and neither can be used for

subtraction. The differential amplifier usually has two grid inputs,

1 Technical reports on pulse digital computers include the following published by

the Moore School, University of Pennsylvania: J. Von Neumann, ‘‘First Draft of a

Report on the EDVAC, “ENIAC Progress Report to December, 1943 ” “ENIAC
Progress Report Jan. 1 to June 30, 1944,” “Description of the ENIAC and Comments

on Electronic Digital Computing Machines,” and “Automatic High Speed Comput-

ing, a Progress Report on EDVAC.” Other reports are “A High Speed Digital

Computer,” published by the Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., and

A. M. Turing, “The Proposed Electronic Calculator,” National Physical Laboratory.

Previous footnotes have listed popular articles on the subject. Final reports on the

ENIAC and EDVAC are being prepared.

^hh

Fig. 3*8. Multiple input tube
adding circuit.
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although a cathode input can also be used; the weighting factors may be

adjusted by resistors; the input impedance at each grid is high: and the

input impedance at the cathode is 1/2^, The differential amplifier

may be used for subtraction or addition, the voltage between the plates

being proportional to the difference between the grid voltages, and the

cathode voltage being proportional to the average of the two grid voltages.

In all these circuits, the output impedances given must be combined with

^hh

Fio. 3*10.—Common cathode-load addi-

tion.

^bb

Fh 4. 3*11.—Differential amplifier for

adding and subtracting.

load impedances in the usual manner to obtain the output impedance

of tubes and load taken together.

3'10. Discrimination.—Discrimination differs from subtraction in

that in subtraction an output is obtained that is accurately proportional

to the difference between two input q^uantities whereas in discrimination

the output indicates which of the two inputs is larger but need provide

only a rough measure of the difference. Thus, for example, if two voltage

generators are series-connected with polarities reversed, the resulting

voltage not only goes to zero when the two generators have equal voltages

but also is accurately proportional to the difference of the two voltages
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even when their sum is not zero. On the other hand, a vacuum-tube modu-
lator, because of the curvature of its characteristics, may give a non-

linear output as a function of the difference between two input signals

yet accurately indicate the equality of the input signals by a zero signal.

The distinction between discriminators and subtraction devices is thus

seen to be largely one of quantitative accuracy of output and usage

rather than any fundamental difference. Nevertheless, the distinction

has been found to be a helpful one.

Discriminators, because of the properties that are stated and implied

in their definition, find one of their biggest fields of application in feed-

back circuits and feedback loops, where they are used to derive error

signals representing the inequality of inputs.

Although there seems to be no basic reason why there should not be

devices that act as discriminators with the two inputs expressed as

different representations, it is nevertheless true that most of the dis-

criminators of importance in the design of computers and other elec-

tronic circuits operate on two inputs for which the representation of

data is the same. In reading the following descriptions of discriminators,

the reader should keep in mind the voids that exist in the field of mixed

input representation discriminators. Discriminators with output repre-

sentation differing from input representation are not at all uncommon.
For certain special applications, discriminators may J^e made time-

sensitive. Thus, for example, a differential amplifier may be used to

compare an a-c voltage and a d-c voltage by allowing the tube to conduct

only at a time corresponding to the portion of the a-c waveform that is

to be compared with the d-c voltage. This might be done by applica-

tion of a plate voltage pulse or by unclamping the cathode from a high

positive voltage. Discriminators may be classified as unidirectional or

bidirectional, depending upon whether or not the discrimination action

is approximately the same on both sides of the region where the two
inputs are equal.

It follows from what has been said that all of the devices for subtrac-

tion which have been discussed in preceding sections•may also be used

for discrimination, although by definition the reverse is not true if

accuracy is desired.

Voltage Discriminators {EjE:Eorl ),—Devices discussed in the category

of voltage discriminators will be those in which the inputs are both

voltages and the outputs are voltages or currents.

In the switch-type modulator^ as represented by such devices as the

Brown instrument vibrator, two voltages whose variation is slow com-

pared with the vibration frequency (in the case of the Brown vibrator,

60 cps) are discriminated to give an output that is an a-c voltage whose
amplitude is indicative of the difference in voltage between input (and
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may be accurately proportional) and whose phase with respect to the

voltage exciting the vibrator indicates the sense of the input inequality.

These devices are discussed in Chap. 9, Vol. 19. Equivalent in function

are a variety of bridge- and other type modulators using diodes and

contact rectifiers, also discussed in that section.

There are available a variety of triode and multigrid tube circuits

designed as balanced modulators which are useful as voltage discrimi-

nators, the inputs again being slowly varying voltages and the outputs

being a-c voltages or currents whose amplitudes are indicative of or

proportional to the difference between the inputs and whose output

phases relative to the carrier' alternating current supplied to the circuits

indicate the senses of the input inequalities. A number of such circuits

are given in Chap. 9, Vol. 19, and many more may be found in the litera-

ture of communication engineering. ^ It is to be noted that these balanced

modulation circuits, although having the useful property of gain and

high-impedance inputs, are no better with respect to stability than direct-

coupled amplifiers.

An ingenious and accurate modulator which may be used either for

subtraction or for amplitude discrimination of two d-c (or low-frequency

a-c) signals is based on condenser microphone principles. This type of

device, developed by RCA for some of their wartime computers and by

others^, consists of a diaphragm or reed put into mechanical vibration

by a-c excitation of an electromagnet. Small pickup plates mounted

parallel to the diaphragm (or reed) and close to it form small capacitors

whose capacitances are varied by the membrane^s vibration. If a d-c

potential exists across such a capacitor, then the periodic variation of its

capacitance will cause an a-c voltage to appear across a resistor in series

with the capacitor. The amplitude of this a-c voltage is proportional

to the difference in d-c potential across the capacitor, and its phase rela-

tive to the a-c excitation reverses as the sign of the difference in potential

changes. This device is also useful for changing the data representation

from direct to alternating current. A more complete description of

this type of moddlator will be found in Vol. 19. A photograph will be

found in Chap. 19 of the present volume.

Current Discriminators (1,1:1 or E).—An interesting and occasionally

useful device for amplitude discrimination of d-c or low-frequency a-c

' See, for example, F. E. Terman, Radio Engineers^ Handbook, Sec. 7, McGraw-
Hill, New York; and F. A. Petraglia, Electronic Engineering Master Index, Electronic

Research Publishing Co., 1945, pp. 55, 207.

* J. A. Williams, Crystal Driven Modulator for D-c Amplifiers,'^ Electronics, 18,

128-129, December 1945; and S. Rosenfeld and W. M. Hoskins, ‘^Modified Zisman

Apparatus for Measuring Contact Potential Difference in Air,” Rev. Sci. Inst.^ 16,

343-345, December, 1945.
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currents is the saturable core transformer.^ It is well known that the

effect of saturation of the core of a transformer is the introduction of

only odd harmonics of the input into the output unless a constant mag-

netic bias is present, as by means of a direct current flowing through an

extra winding. If such a bias is present, the symmetry of excitation on

positive and negative peaks is removed and even-harmonic terms of

amplitude roughly proportional to the direct current flowing appear in

the output voltage. The phase of the even-order distortion terms reverses

Fi«. 3- 12.—Saturable core current disciiniiiuitor circuit.

if the direction of flow of direct current through the third winding is

reversed. It is easy to see that if there are several windings carrying

direct current on the core of the transformer, the output voltage will

contain even-order components unless the algebraic sum of the ampere

turns set up by the several currents is zero and that the phase and magni-

tude of the even-order distortion terms will serve to indicate the direction

and amount that any given one of the bias currents should be changed

in order to make its magnetizing effect just equal to the algebraic sum
of the ampere turns of the other windings.

^ During the war development work was done on saturable core transformers as

current discriminators by the Cornell University Physics Department, under OSRD
contract. The work was under the direction of Dr. H. S. Sack. See H. S. Sack et al,,

NDRC-14 Reports.
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Now suppose two such transformers to be connected with primaries

and secondaries in series, but with secondaries so phased that their

output voltages oppose each other as in Fig. 3*12. With no bias mag-
netic field, there will be no output voltage from the combination. If

magnetic bias of opposite sense is applied to each of the two cores, as

by connecting a pair of bias windings in series with the same phasing

as that of the output windings and passing a direct current through the

pair, the even-order distortion terms in the two secondaries will add,

and an output voltage will be observed that may be changed in polarity

by reversing the direction of current flow through the bias windings.

Pairs of transformers so connected have proved to be accurate and stable

current amplitude discriminators. They have further advantages in

that the currents being discriminated may be at different voltage levels

and that each of the various currents may be multiplied by a scale

factor determined by the number of turns of wire in its coil.

As with other discriminators, this device may be used as the error-

measuring part of a feedback loop. In this application the output of

the magnetic amplifier is amplified and used to control the current in a

coil on the magnetic amplifier such as to supply ampere turns nearly

equal and in an opposite sense to the algebraic sum of the ampere turns

supplied by the other windings.

Frequency Discrimination —Where frequency is used as a

means of data representation, frequency discrimination may be reciuired.

An example of such use is the case where the frecpioncy of an a-c voltage

derived from an alternator is used as an indication of the velocity of

rotation of the shaft on which the alternator is mounted. Where two

frequencies are to be compared, the usual practice is to convert to some

other representation, with the discrimination in the other representation.

Where only a single frequency is to be compared with some fixed standard

frec^uency, a variety of frequency-sensitive bridge circuits and other

frequency discriminator circuits are available.^

Since phase and frequency are intimately related, phase being the

time integral of frequency, phase discrimination circuits may sometimes

be used for applications where at first thought frequency discrimination

circuits would seem to be required. For example, if it is desired to control

a servomechanism such that its average velocity is constant, the fre-

quency of an a-c voltage generated by an alternator on the servo output

shaft can be compared with a standard by means of circuits described in

the references cited or alternately can be controlled by discrimination

1 See, for example, F. K. Terman, Radio Engineers^ Handbook^ Sec. 13, Pars. 23-26,

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1943; F. A. Petraglia, Electronic Engineering Master Index

j

Electronics Research Publishing Co., 1945, ‘‘Frequency Bridges,*’ 175; “Frequency

Measurement,'' pp. 40, 176; “Frequency Meters,” pp. 40, 177.
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of the phase of the generated a-c voltage and the phase of a standard

a-c voltage, which in this case might even be crystal-generated. Phase

discrimination circuits are discussed as the next topic in this section.

Phase Discrimination —Circuits whose output is sensitive

to both the amplitude and phase relations of two a-c inputs are generally

referred to as phase detectors and have many important applications in

the field of servomechanisms and computers and in other fields where

sense as well as amplitude must be obtained from a modulated carrier.

Two distinct usages of phase information are recognized. In one class

of circuits, only phases different by nearly 180 electrical degrees are used,

and thus only information as to the sense of an accompanying amplitude

modulation is conveyed. A second class of circuits uses phase as a form

of data representation. Circuits designed for either type of operation

will usually operate properly as phase discriminators, for in this applica-

tion only rough information as to the sense and amount of phase differ-

ence between two quantities is required. Unless special precautions are

taken (limiters, etc.), amplitude variation of the input signals will

modify the output amplitude, but not the point of phase equality at

which the output is zero. Where this phase difference must be measured

accurately, the number of available circuits is considerably restricted.

For accurate measure of phase difference, phase discriminators may, of

course, be used in combination with accurate phase-shifting devices in

a feedback arrangement, as has been discussed in connection with other

types of discriminators. Phase discriminators have been discussed

elsewhere in this series, usually under the title of Phase Detectors; see

for example, Vol. 19, Chap. 14, and Sec. 12*12 of this volume.

Some work on phase detectors has been done by the Physics

Department of Cornell University, under NDRC sponsorship.^ There

are a number of circuits described in the literature for phase

measurement.^

Time-interval Discrimination {tjt:E),—Where data are represented by

time intervals and two quantities are to be discriminated, a time-interval

discriminator is required. This subject is discussed in considerable detail

in Vol. 19, Chap. 14, entitled ‘^Timc Demodulation,'' and the reader is

referred to this treatment.

^ See for example, H. S. Sack, and A. A. Olner, “A-c Potential Equalizers and

Phase-sensitive Detectors,” Cornell Report No. ACE-2, Cornell UniverKsity, Oct. 26,

1945.

* P. E. Terman, Radio Engineers* Handbookj McGraw-Hill, New York, 1943, Sec.

13, p. 21; “Phase Indicating Null Indicator for Bridges,” Electronics, 17, 242, August

1944; E. T. Ginzton, “Electronic Phase Angle Meter,” Electronics, 15, 60, May 1942;

“Electronic Phase Bridge for Measurements,” Electronics, 16, 96, November 1942;

H. Nyquist and S. Brand, “Measurements of Phase Distortion,” Bell System Tech.

Jour., 9, 622, July 1930.
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Discrimination with other Types of Data Representation.—While dis-

crimination of data expressed in those types of representation most
common in electronic computers has been covered in some detail, it is

obvious that many types of discriminators for other types of data repre-

sentation have not been mentioned. It should be remembei*ed that the

same concepts apply to other types of data representation, such as linear

displacements, shaft rotations, forces, torques, and pressures. Where
discrimination is desired between two quantities represented by some

physical variable for which the known discrimination devices are not

appropriate, discrimination may also be achieved by converting to a

new representation and discriminating in the new representation. Con-

version from one type of data representation to another is discussed in

Sec. 3*21.

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

3*11. Mechanically Controlled Voltage Dividers or Multipliers {E or /,

S or 6\E),—In this section a number of devices will be considered in which

the output voltage is proportional to the input voltage multiplied by a

constant where the constant is adjustable by mechanically changing the

relative orientation or spacing of parts, examples being potentiometers,

linear-wound synchros, and condenser voltage dividers. These devices

will be considered in this section from the standpoint of linear multi-

plication, that is, the type of operation in which the transfer constant

referred to above is made proportional to some mechanical parameter

such as shaft rotation. Such devices modified in their design to produce

transfer constants that are nonlinear functions of the input mechanical

variable are discussed in Chap. 5.

Potentiometers,—Precision potentiometers are widely used as multi-

plying devices because of their high accuracy, simplicity, ruggedness,

and relatively low cost. They are useful for both d-c and a-f a-c appli-

cations. Their practical limitations are those of impedance and speed

of response, the latter limitation arising from the fact that they must be

mechanically controlled. Potentiometers have been discussed in consid-

erable detail elsewhere in this series,^ and the reader is referred to these

treatments for details.

Precision Variable Autotransformers,—In a manner similar to the

potentiometer multiplication described above, multiplication can be

performed in the case of a-c potentials by means of a variable auto-

transformer, sometimes referred to by the trade name Variac.^ Variable

iVol. 17, Chap. 8; Vol. 19, Chap. 12, entitled Electromechanical Amplitude

Modulations^; and Sec. 12-3.

* General Radio Co. trade name. A number of competing devices are also

available.
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autotransformers on the market at the present time are coarse devices

designed for the control of power and do not permit a precision of better

than several per cent. Experiments have been made with specially

constructed variable autotransformers^ having particularly homogeneous

cores. These were wound very carefully with thin wire to give good

resolution and linearity. By carefully adjusting the position of the

brush it is possible to obtain a linearity of ±0.1 per cent with highly

reactive loads.

The advantage of the variable autotransformer over the potentiom-

eter is that the linearity of its output voltage does not suffer when a

low-impedance reactive load is used. For best results both the load

and the transformer should have high Q^s. Because of this low-imped-

ance feature, it is possible to cascade several precision autotransformers

or to drive other devices such as resolvers with them directly without the

necessity for introducing vacuum-tube driver circuits. The inductance

of a small autotransformer suitable for computer application is of the

order of 2 henries.

Precision variable autotransformers have been used by the British

and are designated as ^^Alagslip I-pots.^^ I-pots have been used by the

British to drive directly devices such as the 3-in. JMagslip resolver. Data

on an early British 1-pot available to the authors indicates an a(!curacy

of approximately ± 2 per cent, but it is not known whether or not more

accurate results have been obtained.

Synchros .—In the usual synchro or synchro-type resolver, the out-

put voltage ft)r a fixed input voltage usually varies with the sine of the

angular rotation of the shaft from the zero or null position. However,

it is worth noting at this point that synchros have been designed so that

the constant relating output voltage to input voltage varies linearly

rather than sinusoidally with shaft rotation over a limited range.

Condenser Voltage Dividers .—The subject of condenser voltage dividers

in which one of the condensers is controlled by an input shaft rotation is

discussed in detail in Vol. 19, Chap. 12.

3«12. Electronically Controlled Voltage Dividers {E,E\E).—There

appear to be at least two fundamental ways of electronically controlling

a voltage divider. In one method an impedance in a divider network

is made variable, for example, by varying the plate resistance of a vacuum
tube by means of grid control or by varying the power in a high-tempera-

ture coefficient resistor operated at a constant ambient. In a second

method, an input voltage is switched on and off by a rectangular wave-

form whose duty cycle is made proportional to another input voltage;

1 H. S. Sack, J. J. Taylor, and R. N. Work, Preliminary Results on Calibration of

Autotransformer,” Report NDRC-364, Cornell University, Research Contract

OEMsr768, Jan. 16, 1945.
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averaging the resulting output waveform then yields a d-c voltage pro-

portional to the product. The switching in the latter scheme is accom-

plished by an on-off device such as a vacuum tube alternately driven

and cut off, and hence its characteristics are only of second-order impor-

tance. A third method, that of varying of the gain of an amplifier, is

considered to be distinct from the two methods given and is discussed in

the following section.

Variable Impedaiice Method .—There is little to be said about the

variable impedance method except that it is included for completeness

but is likely to be extremely inaccurate. It may, however, find uses

where only crude but simple multiplication is required, as, for example,

in circuits where a stage gain must be changed to maintain a reasonably

constant over-all gain but where precision is not important.

Pulsed Attenuator Circuits .—A method has been developed that per-

mits simultaneous multiplication and division and therefore combined

operations such as the taking of

square roots, squaring, etc., with

d-c potentials for inputs and out-

puts. Referring to the block dia-

gram (Fig. 3T3) (A) designates an

attenuator. The input potential

A is fed into the attenuator and a

fraction of it kA is received at the

output. This output kA is fed

into an attenuation adjustor,

which equalizes the input kA to

another potential ao, by feeding

back to the attenuator informa-

tion that adjusts the attenuation constant k. If now this attenuation

constant is applied to a second attenuator (B), identical with the first

one, and a potential B is fed into this second attenuator, the output h

of the second attenuator will be

b = kB = aoj, (10)

thus performing a multiplication and a division.

Different models differ in the type of attenuators and attenuation

adjustors used.

While a simple but rather coarse instrument (accuracy of a few per

cent) can be obtained by using an electronically controlled variable

impedance as the attenuator, a more precise and more stable device is

obtained by designing the attenuator so that the tube characteristics

enter only in the second approximation. Such attenuation is accom-

Fig. 3* IIS.—Pulsed attenuator computer
block diagram.
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plished by an electron tube that is intermittently blocked. The transfer

constant k is given, in a first approximation, by the ratio of the time

during which the tube is blocked to the total time considered. This

operation is accomplished by applying to a vacuum-tube grid a rec-

tangular waveform in which the relative width of the positive portion is

controlled by the attenuation adjustor.

Two different models based on this principle, using different types of

attenuators, were developed^ and will be discussed briefly. One of the

^ The work on these devices was done for the Radiation Laboratory under OSRD

contract by the Physics Department of Cornell University and was under the direc-

tion of H. S. Sack. For further details reference is made to NDRC Report No.

14-435 and the Cornell thesis of A. C. Beer and H. W. Bochmer. The material of this

section on pulsed attenuator circuits closely follows a summary of this work kindly

furnished by Dr. Sack.
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circuits is reproduced in Fig. 3 * 14 . The two tubes Ti and T2 constitute

the two attenuators. The inputs A and B are applied to the plates of

these tubes through large resistors Ru The screen is kept at a constant

potential, in this case approximately 45 volts. The rectangular wave-

form that regulates the attenuation is applied to the grid. In the case

of attenuator (^4 ), the output is taken from the point labeled a; condenser

Cl smooths the output. It is evident that while the grid is negative,

the condenser will be charged up, whereas it will be discharged during

the period when the grid is positive. 7\ and T2 form, therefore, attenu-

ators of the type required in this kind of circuit. The attenuator output

a is fed to one gritl of a differential amplifier while to the other grid of

this amplifier is fed the other input potential Uo. The differential ampli-

fier consists of two stages of twin triodes T4 and Tq. Condenser C3

eliminates oscillations. The output of this amplifier, which is propor-

tional to the difference between a and ao, is fed through a resistor divider

to one grid of a delay multivibrator
‘
(DIMV), Te. The DMV is trig-

gered on the grid by a positive trigger source not shown. The output

of the DMV is a rectangular waveform, the relative width of which

depends on the input d-c potential. This waveform amplified by a

pentode T7 is applied to the grids of the attenuators. The connections

are so arranged that if a is larger than uo, the width of the negative pulse

on the grid of the attenuator will decrease, thus decreasing a; if a is

smaller than ao, the negative puke width will increase, and a will increase.

In this way a is always kept nearly ecpial to ao as required. If, further-

more, the resistors and tube clamping impedances in the two attenuators

are the same, then the output of the second attenuator is equal to ao{B/a).

Control Rioi permits the zero adjustment of the differential amplifier.

Control /?io2 regulates the appropriate level of the input to the DMV.
A diode, the second half of the twin triode Tg, limits the input potential

to values below the critical value at which the DMV oscillates continu-

ously; the correct value is obtained by adjusting the control Riqa- The
adjustments of R102 and 7^ 104 have to be made by observing the output

of the DMV on an oscilloscope, adjusting them till the width of the pulse

varies over the whole range without changing the mode of operation

as the input a varies over its permitted values (or, at a given value of

ao, A varies over its whole range). Another diode, formed by one half

of a twin triode Tg, limits the level of the grid of the attenuator tube.

This level is adjusted by R103 and should be of the order of —3 volts for

the tubes that were used here.

The precision that can be obtained by this apparatus depends on a

number of factors. The first one has to do with the clamping charac-

teristics of the attenuator tubes. As these tubes are used, the clamped
* See Chap. 5, Vol. 20, for details for this circuit.
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plate potential is roughly 1 volt or less. Good attenuator tubes would

reciuire that the plate resistance in this low-voltage range should be

independent of the voltage and should be the same form one tube to

another. The OVb proved to be the most satisfactory tube in tliis

respect among a great number tested. The input impedance of the

following stage, consisting of the leakage resistance of condenser C\ and

the input impedance of the succeeding electronic device, should be high

as compared with 7^2, constant, and the same for the two attenuators

within 1000 megohms, expressed in terms of shunt resistanc^e. Another

important factor in the precision is the stability of the differential ampli-

fier, in particular, the zero stability of the first stage.

Tests showed that the precision is somewhat better than ±0.2 per

cent of maximum output with inputs ranging from 23 to 57 volts for

uo, 4G to 230 volts for A, and 22 to 230 volts for which means 5 to

IG5 volts at the output.

A second circuit^ uses push-pull attenuators. In this circuit, the

design of the attenuation adjustors is nearly identical with the first

circuit, except that the first stage of the differential amplifier consists of

two pentodes instead of a twin triode; the condenser that is inserted to

eliminate parasitic oscillations is introduced in a different way; and the

various levels have different values. It was found that a precision of

±0.1 per cent could be obtained when a single-ended input did not

exceed ±45 volts or a differential input did not exceed ±70 volts. In

order to obtain this precision, selected tubes were used.

3-13. Variable-gain Amplifiers and Modulators {E,E:E).—Another

class of voltage-sensitive transmission constant devices is that employing

vacuum-tu])e amplifiers whose a-c gains are proportional to grid voltages.

The GSK7, for example, has a plate-current grid-voltage curve that is

nearly parabolic over the range of grid voltage from —1 to —10 volts,

with Cp = 250, and eg 2 = 100, as is evident by a substantially linear

relationship between gm and Cgi in this region. For such a tube we may
write

ip = to + acgi + hell \

and / (11)

Aip = (a + 2he„i) Ae^i + 6(Aepi)2. j

As is apparent from this expression, the gain for small signals of an

amplifying stage incorporating a 6SK7 used under these conditions may
be varied nearly linearly by adjustment of the d-c bias applied to the

grid, thus making possible the multiplication of an input a-c signal

applied to the grid of the tube by the magnitude of the increment in

d-c bias voltage also applied to the grid. As with the previous method,

' See Sec. 6-4 for an application of this circuit.
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implying variation of the plate resistance of the vacuum tube, however,

this method is subject to considerable instability due to shift in the

operating point of the tube with changes in heater voltage.

There is another method employing a variable-gain tube that is

somewhat better with respect to variation with changing heater voltage.

If in the preceding expressions for the change in the output current

resulting from a change Ac in the grid voltage, we set

ACyi = Aei cos o)it + Ae2 cos o)2tf

the result is

Aip = (a + 2ftCoi)(Aei cos cji/ + Ac2 cos C02O + ^
|

—
• (cos 2oiif -|- 1 )

+ AciAc 2 [cos (coi + 03^)1 + cos (oji — 0)2)1] + (cos 2o32 t + 1)|. ( 12)

In this expression the amplitudes of the modulation products are directly

proportional to the products of the amplitudes of the input voltages and

the grid-cathode voltage does not enter these terms explicitly. This

means that variations in d-c bias, cathode temperatures, and the like

will be of less importance in determining the amplitudes of these modula-

tion products. If the output of such a stage is passed through a filter

transmitting only one of the sidebands, say that at angular frequency

(coi *“ 0)2) y
the output observed at this frequency will be proportional to

the product of the amplitudes of the input voltages at angular frequency

0)1 and 0)2, respectively. 0)mputing devices utilizing this property of

the tube have been built and have operated with a precision of approxi-

mately 1 per cent.

There are available a wide range of circuits of the modulator type

that operate to give an a-c output that is the product of an input alter-

nating current and an input direct current. Much is available in the

literature on modulators,^ and the subject has also been discussed else-

where in this scries.

2

Feedback technicpies may be applied to a variable-gain amplifier to

cause it to amplify an a-c signal of some standard amplitude such that

this signal appears in the output at an amplitude equal to another signal

eiy which is considered as a multiplier signal. This may be accomplished

by using the difference in amplitude between the amplified standard

signal and the multiplier signal 61, feeding back the difference at high

gain to control the amplification of the variable amplification stage

in such a direction as to reduce the difference to nearly zero. Under

^ For bibliography see F. A. Petraglia, Electronic Engineering Master Index,

Electronics Research Publishing Co., 1945, Modulation,” pp. 55, 207.

* Vol. 19, Chap. 11, entitled Electrical Amplitude Modulation.”
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these conditions, the amplification of the stage is proportional to ei.

Any other signal 62 fed to the variable-gain amplifier in the same manner
as the standard signal will then appear in the output with an amplitude

proportional to 6162 . It is, of course, necessary that the standard signal

be separated from the signal being amplified. The device described

is a multiple-purpose element, since two different types of data (^2 and

the standard signal) are used as inputs; any of the methods mentioned

in Sec. T2 may be used to separate these signals. In this case, separation

is easily achieved by using a-c signals at different frequencies for the

standard signal and the input The block diagram of this device

would thus closely resemble that of the pulsed attenuator computer

(Fig. 3-13).

A multiplying circuit based on these principles has been developed

at Telecommunications Research Establishment and is discussed in

Vol. 19, Sec. 19*5. A similar method used in this country to linearize

the characteristics of a OASO as a variable-gain amplifier achieved excel-

lent accjiracies. It is to be hoped that details will be published in the

near future by the laboratory undertaking this development, as the

method holds considerable promise.

3*14. Special Nonlinear Methods of Multiplication. Methods .

—

There are available a number of mathematical expressions by means of

which products can be computed through the use of other functions,

such as squares, differences, logarithms, trigonometric functions, etc.,

which are sometimes easier to instrument than more direct multiplica-

tion methods. Three of the most important of these equations are

•ny = + yY - - ?/)“], (13)

log xy = log X + log ?/, (14)

and

xy = i[cos (a — b) — cos (a + b)], \

where > (15)

X = sin a, y = sin />. j

Nonlinear Elements.—Nonlinear elements suitable for use in applica-

tions of these methods are discussed in Chap. 5 and in Vol. 19, Chap.
19. A short list will be given, but the reader is referred to these

other sections for details and for more complete listings. Mechanical

nonlinear elements of importance are gears, cams, cone-cylinder combi-

nations, levers, etc. Electromechanical elements of importance are non-

linear potentiometers, loaded linear potentiometers, nonlinear condensers,

synchros and synchro-type resolvers, sine potentiometers, etc. Electronic

devices of interest are contact rectifiers, nonlinear resistors, vacuum
tubes, etc.
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3'16. Bridge Methods(Z's:Z) or (^'s:0).—Bridge techniques are fre-

quently very useful because they provide simple and accurate methods

of obtaining an output that is the product of two inputs divided by a third

input. Thus, in the bridge illustrated in Fig. 3T5, the output Z 4 is

given at balance by

The bridge method, as illustrated in Fig. 3T5, has the disadvantage

that some balancing means, such

as a servo, is required. A prac-

tical consideration in the design

of such bridges is the adjustment

of the slope of the various inputs.

The independence of variations of

the supply voltage E offered by

the bridge makes this method one

of great stability and accuracy.

3*16. Multiplication by the In-

tegration Method.—Bush and Cald-

well' have reported a mc^thod of multiplication that has been found

useful in connection with a dilTerential analyzer. In this method the

product of two variables x and y is formed according to the equation

xy = j
xdy + j y dx. (16)

Through the use of this equation, multiplication can be performed

by standard differential analyzer integrator elements w ith a very high

degree of precision. For discussion of integration techniques, the reader

is referred to Chap. 4.

3*17. Miscellaneous Techniques and Devices {E,E\t) or {E,t:E)

—

Change of Slope of Waveform in Time-modulation Circuits.—Through

changes in the supply voltage, the slope of triangular waveforms used in

time-modulation devices may be varied with the sometimes useful and

sometimes objectionable result that the time modulation produced by
such a circuit changes inversely as the supply voltage when the pick-off’’

or comparison voltage is independent of the supply voltage. Expressed

in another way, the voltage at any time t after the initiation of the wave-

form varies directly with the supply voltage. Of course, in the usual

time-modulation circuits, the pick-off voltage is also derived from the

* V. Bush and S. Caldwell, “A New Type of Differential Analyser,” Jmir. Franklin

Inst, 240, 255-326, October 1945,

Fig. 3*15.—Use of bri<lKO for inultipln*atiori

and division.
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same supply voltage as the triangular (linear sweep) waveform, and this

variation is canceled out with a high degree of accuracy.

Use of VarinhJe-condenser Modulators to Multiply A-c Data by D-c

Data,—Variable-capacitance modulators are discussed in detail in Vol. 19,

are mentioned earlier in this chapter as voltage discriminators, and are also

referred to again in C'hap. 19. As described above, the output of the

variable capacitance modulator is proportional to the amplitude of

mechanical vibrations and the applied d-c potential. By the use of an

extra electrode, a d-c standard, and a simple feedback circuit, the ampli-

tude of vibration may be made accurately proportional to an a-c input.

Under this condition, the resulting a-c output from other electrodes is

accurately proportional to the product of the a-c input and the d-c

potentials connected to these electrodes. Linearity of modulation may
be extremely high, approxirnately 0.1 per cent. For high-accuracy

applications great precision is retpiired in the construction of these

devices, and as a result they are difficult and expensive to make.

Field Current Control of (Tcnerator Voltage ((jj,I:E) or (o),E:E).—It has

been found useful to vary the volts per rpm scale factor of small a-c or

d-c. generators by variation of field currents. For example, it may be

desirable in a velocity servo to maintain the velocity constant for any

given setting of a voltage divider connected to a reference potential.

If this is done by comparing with the voltage so derived a voltage from

a tachometer generator on the output shaft of the velocity servo, varia-

tions in speed will result when the supply voltage changes if the tachom-

eter scale factor is not changed at the same time. It is possible,

although not often practical, to control the tachometer in this case by

controlling its field in such a manner that the field current is proportional

to the supply voltage. The practical difficulties in this case arc due to

the copper resistivity temperature coefficient and to hj^steresis effects.

A device that also provides an output voltage accurately proportional

to speed and input voltage is the condenser tachometer described in

Chap. 4 in connection with integration servos.

Electrodynamometer Multiplier {Vsil) .—The electrodynamometer

multiplier has been described or proposed by a number of authors.*

In a typical instrument, two coils are mounted concentrically with one

coil free to turn about an axis in the plane of both coils. When current

is passed through both coils, a torque tending to produce relative rota-

‘J. S. Allen, Electromechanical Calculator,^* RL Internal Report No. 62,

Jan. 26, 1943; H. S. Sack, Cornell University. “Memorandum on a Computer Based

on the Electrodynamometer Principle,** July 14, 1945 (unpublished memorandum);

V. Bush, F. D. Gage, and H. R. Stewart, '‘A Continuous Integraph,** Jour. Franklin

Inat.j 203 , 63 (1927); R. N. Varney, “An All Electric Integrator for Solving Differen-

tial Equations,** Rev» Sci. Inst., 13, 10 (1942).
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tion of the coils is produced, the torque being proportional to the product

of the current in each o the two coils, as in an electrodynamic voltmeter.

In the electrodynamometer-type multiplier there is provided a second

movable coil and a constant magnetic field produced by a coil with fixed

current or by a permanent magnet. By passing a current through

the second movable coil, a torque that is equal to and oppositely directed

from that produced by the first two coils may be produced, which allows

operation as a null device. It is seen that the current rcciuired in the

second movable coil in order to bring the moving coil system to a null

is proportional to the product of the currents in the first moving coil

and the first fixed coil. A suitable means for detecting small angular

motions of the shaft carrying the moving coils must be provided in order

to actuate a feedback amplifier supplying current to the second moving

coil in order to restore the shaft to its null position. A number of devices

suitable for use as shaft position error indicators are proposed in the

references, and in addition several of the low-torque data input devices

discussed in the first part of Chap. 12 may be used. The instrument,

although not at present fully developed, promises to be light, compact,

accurate, and practical.

Multiplication and Division Based on OhnCs Law {EyZ:E) or {E^Z:I),

—

The Ohm’s law dividing circuit is a simple and reliable circuit which

deserves to be used more often than it is. Its field of application is

limited to those cases where the divisor has only one

I
sign and does not go to zero. Because there are so

Q
many applications where it is unsuitable owing to

^ these limitations, designers are apt to forget about

it for applications where it is entirely suitable. In

^ r t this circuit, as illustrated in Fig. 3 T(), the resistance

^ 7^1 I
+ ^2, is made proportional to one input y, while

^ ^0 the voltage e applied across the two resistors is

I
made proportional to another input x. The current

o - —o through the resistors is then proportional to x/y and

measured as a voltage by taking the voltage

,
drop across resistor Ri. The minimum value of

1mg. 3-16.—Ohm’s / . , , . o.. i

law divider. V IS proportional to the resistor Ri, Since the

impedance of this network is variable, the voltage

e must be supplied from a low-impedance source or at least measured

after R^ has been adjusted so that Ri + R2 is proportional to y. This

circuit has been used in an airborne navigation computer to compute the

time required to fly a given distance at a given speed by making the volt-

age e proportional to the distance and the resistance R\ + R2 proportional

to the speed, taking the voltage across R\ as the time required to cover

the given distance.
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The Time Coincidence Multiplier {Ts:I),—A clever method of multi-

plying devised by A. C. Hardy of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
is based on the fact that if several events occur each with a random dis-

tribution in time, the probability of a simultaneous occurrence of all of

them is proportional to the product of their separate probabilities of

occurrence at any given instant. A circuit embodying a similar prin-

ciple uses repetitive rectangular waveforms whose periods have no
common divisor. Under these conditions, the various separate events

certainly do not occur randomly with time, but the fraction of the time

that coincidence between the positive portions of all waveforms may be

observed is very nearly the same as that which would be observed were

all events truly random, particularly if the time interval over which

observations arc averaged is long compared with the repetition intervals

of the rectangular pulses and if the frequencies have been judiciously

chos(m. A tube is adjusted so that it will be turned on only during the

time when all input waveforms are positive, with the result that the

average current drawn by the tube is closely proportional to the product

of the input waveform duty cycles, each of which is made proportional

to one of the inputs. An application of this method to the solution of

simultaneous equations is discussed in Sec. 0*2. For further details of

this circuit, reference is made to Vol. 19, Sec. 19*5.

Computers using this principle have been built with accuracies of

the order of 1 to 4 per cent. Since the method does not depend critically

upon the characteristics of vacuum tubes or nonlinear elements, there

appears to be no fundamental reason why this accuracy could not be

improved if necessary.

MiscellaneousMechanical Methods (S or d:S or 6).—A variety of purely

mechanical methods of multiplication are available. Fry^ has sum-

marized most of these methods. Other references of interest are a

U. S. Navy Department pamphlet,^ a book by Lipka,^ and Vol. 27 of this

series.

The most common mechanical multipliers include logarithmic cams,

gears, and tape wheels; mechanical models of two similar triangles, rela-

tive sizes being adjusted by one input variable and length of one side

being adjusted by the other input variable; ‘‘sector multipliers^^ in which

a radius and angle are each adjusted by an input variable, giving a motion

proportional to their product over a limited range; the so called “Vari-

gear^^ positive-drive variable-gear ratio device; space cams; linkage

^ M. Fry, ^‘Designing Computing Mechanisms,” Machine Design, August 1946

through February 1946.
* ‘'Basic Fire Control Mechanisms,” Bur. Ordnance Pamphlet 1140, U.S. Navy

Dept., Ford Instrument Co., and Arma Corp.

3 J. Lipka, Graphical and Mechanical Computaiion, Wiley, New York, 1918.
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multipliers, etc. For further details and more methods the references

given above should be consulted.

IDENTITY OPERATIONS

By an identity operation is meant an operation that does not change

the mathematical quantity represented. The principal examples arc

change of levels change of impedance^ change of scale factor, and change of

data representation. Identity operations arc most commonly used in

connecting together blocks performing more complicated operations

Fig. 3*17.—ExainplfS of circuits for chaiiKin^ cl-o voltage levels.

such as multiplication, addition, and squaring. The identity operation

of transformation of data representation, for example, allows a block

operating on one form of data to be connected to a block operating on a

different form of data. In general, it may be said that through the use

of identity operations, greater over-all computer effectiveness can be

achieved, for the increase in effectiveness of the various other operations

will usually more than make up for the complexity of the added identity

operation.

3-18. Change of Voltage Level.—Most of the techniques required for

changes of voltage level will be found under the discussions of addition

and subtraction devices. Circuits shown in Fig. 3T7a, h, and c are
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examples of level-changing circuits. Figure 3* 17a illustrates a method
commonly used in direct-coupled amplifiers to obta n signals at the cor-

rect level with respect to gVound for use as inputs to the following stage.

The differential voltage output is only R^/{Ri R<^ times that available

at the plate, but a net over-all stage gain results, and both input and
output are at the same level. Figure 3*176, a regulator tube or neon

glow tube, characterized by a nearly constant voltage drop over a range

of current, is used to obtain a voltage eo at a level that is suitable for use

as an input for the following stage. A very simph' level-changing device

is a dry battery. Batteries are bulky, must be replaced frequently,

generally c.annot be used at very high temperatures satisfactorily, and

have large voltage temperature coefficients but are used freely in labora-

tories and elsewhere where these limitations are relatively unimportant.

In Fig. 3* 17c is shown a circuit in which the output is 200 volts higher

than the input, th(^ input covering the range of 0 to 20 volts and the out-

put covering the range 200 to 220 volts. The accuracy of this circuit is

approximately 50 mv for the range indicated. The circuit may cover

larger anges with reduced accuracy.

3«19. Change of Impedance.—Change of impedance is accomplished

through the use of networks and/or the use of feedback. These sub-

jects are discussed in great detail in the existing literature and elsewhere

in this series. For standard network methods, reference is made to

Terman.^ For feedback theory and examples of the application of feed-

back technicpies to the problem of changing impedance, reference is

made to Vol 18, and a recent book by Bode.^

3'20. Change of Scale.—Change of scale means multiplication of the

data at any j^oint by a fixed quantity. The methods discussed above

under multiplication and division therefore are applicable to this problem;

but since freedom to vary both inputs as in multiplication is not required

for this application, most of the devices mentioned above are unneces-

sarily complex for this usage. Where the factor is less than one, simple

resistive, capacitative, or inductive divider networks will often suffice.

Where low impedance must be maintained, a matching T- or 7r-network

may be used. Where the constant of multiplication is greater than one,

amplifiers may be used whose gain is accurate. Transformers may also

be useful if the distortions and changes in gain with temperature intro-

duced by the transformers are not objectionable. References for the

design of matching networks and feedback amplifiers are given in the

preceding section.

1 F. E. Tcrman, Radio Engineers' Handbook, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1943, Sec.

3, par. 25.

2 H. W. Bode, Network Anahjsis arul Feedback Amplifier Design, Van Nostrand,

.\(‘w York, 1945.
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3*21. Change of Representation.—One of the most important identity

operations is the change of representation. An introduction to the sub-

ject* is found in Sec. 12*2, together with a short list of some of the more

important representations of data used in electronic and electromechan-

ical computers.

It is usually true that a computer can be most effective if freedom is

allowed the designer in selecting methods and devices for performing the

various isolated and grouped operations on the input data. It is obvious

that the freedom of representation contributes greatly to the freedom of

selection of the best method and device for any operation. For example,

suppose that the inputs to a proposed computer are mechanical shaft

rotations. It would be imposing unnecessary restrictions on the designer

to say that throughout the computer data must be carried along as

shaft rotations. A far simpler computer might be made through the

use of a simple device performing the identity operation from the repre-

sentation of data as shaft rotation to the representation of data as an

electrical potential (as by a potentiometer), followed by electrical devices

performing the necessary operations on the electrical data.

An exhaustive treatment of the subject of the identity operation

would probably include a detailed discussion of the devices and methods

available for passing from any data representation to any other. Con-

sidering only those 17 representations most used in electronic and elec-

tromechanical computersf it is seen that (17)^, or 289, categories of

devices would have to be discussed, with more than one device in some

if not all categories. Such a compendium is not possible here.

It is suggested, however, that the serious worker in the field start his

own collection of methods for changes of representation, beginning the

collection with changes between the representations most frequently

encountered in the type of computers with which he is concerned. The
worker in the hydraulic control field will certainly wish to add such

variables as volume, flow, etc., to those given above and in all probability

can also subtract several from this list as of little practical importance in

his field. A discussion of changes of representation useful in passing

data into and from an electronic computer will be found in Chap. 12.

While the devices of Chap. 12 are treated from the standpoint of data

input and output devices for servomechanisms, in most cases the devices

are suitable for use also in electronic computers, where servomechanisms

may or may not be involved.

* See also H. Ziebolz, Relay Devices and Their Applications to the Solution of Mathe-

matical Equations
j
Askania Regulator Co., Chicago, 1940.

t Force; pressure; torque; translational and rotational displacement, velocity, and
acceleration; voltage, current, charge, impedance, frequency, phase, count, and time

interval.
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Two comments on the use of a change of representation table may-

be of interest. If the desired device for going from a first given represen-

tation to a second given representation is not available or is unsuitable,

the change may be made by going to a third representation and then

from the third to the second given representation. This is usually

impractical, but there are occasional situations where the extra step is

justified. A second alternative also exists when the desired device

converting from a first given representation to a second given representa-

tion is not available or is unsuitable. This alterwativc is the use of a

device converting from the second representation to the first representa-

tion, with a feedback loop controlling the data in the second representa-

tion on the basis of an “ error signal obtained in the first representation.

This will be found to be a useful method for those cases where direct

conversion methods do not apply.



CHAPTER 4

CALCULUS

By J. W. Gray

4‘1. Introduction.—In electronic instruments the need occasionally

arises for the differentiation or integration of some quantity with respect

to an independent variable. Time is usually the independent variable,

and this case will receive most of the attention here. For both differen-

tiation and integration with respect to time, the most common methods

used are those employing either a condenser-i*esistor combination or an

electromechanical tachometer. The choice between these two classes

in a given application is usually indicated by the nature of the inputs

and outputs, but the choice of specific components and circuits recpiires

considerable knowledge and judgment.

Although it is not tlu^ purpose of this chapter to embrace all possible

forms of the operation of calculus, a few simple methods will be described

in addition to time-differentiation integration, including integration

and differentiation with respect to a dimension other than time.

DIFFERENTIATION

4*2. RC-circuits. Simple RCHHffcrcntiators .—The time derivative

of a voltage can be obtained directly as a current if a condenser is charged

from the voltage source:

( 1 )

With ordinary sizes of condensers, the current obtained is so small

as to be useless as a terminal output except

when very rapid voltage changes are meas-

ured. The current must generally be con-

verted to the form of a voltage b}^ the use of

a resistance. In Fig. 4-1 if the input is

changing at a uniform rate and has been

doing so for a time sufficient for the current

through C and R to become constant, it follows from Eq. (1) that the

output voltage is

eo = RC^-
(2)

Fig. 4-1.—Simple i?C-differeiiti-

ator.

Thus, the larger the RC product the greater will be the output for a

given input rate. But also, the larger RC is the more noticeable will be
64
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the effects of higher derivatives of the input. For example, if dcs/dt

has been constant at some value and then suddenly changes to some new
constant value, e„ does not jump immediately to the correct new value
of KC{dea/dt) but rather approaches it exponentially with a decay time

constant of RC, In Fig. 4-2, dejdt suddenly increases from zero to a
constant value (the level of itself is, of course, immaterial), and there-

after the output follows the curve

= (1 (3)

Thus if RC were doubled, the eventual output would be doubled, but
so, also, would the time required to reach this asymptote.

For correct operation, then, RC must be small enough that considering

the nature of the error in the output following any change of the input

rate will be of negligible amount and duration. The obvious solution

Fia. 4*2.— Fjffect of transient on simple Fia. 4*3.— Feedback amplifier typo of

RC differentiation. differentiator.

is to use a small RC and then to amplify the output to sufficient propor-

tions for the application. There are instances where this method is

practical. The amplifier in such a method must usually be of the modu-

lator type rather than direct-coupled, because of the amount of drift

encountered in the latter type. With direct-coupled circuits, this drift

is amplified. In the feedback method described below, it is not.

Feedback Amplifier RC-differentiator ,—The undesirable transient

effects in Fig. 4*2 stem from the fact that not all of the signal appears

across the condenser; it is apportioned between this and the resistor.

This would not be so, if the junction point between R and C could be

held at constant potential by a monitoring device that would extract no

current therefrom. This monitoring device can be a d-c amplifier. In

Fig. 4-3 the amplifier shown inverts (i.c., Co drops in potential if rises),

takes no input current,' and has an operating output range that encom-

passes the input level.

If it is assumed that the amplifier has infinite gain, so that 62 must

be constant as long as Co is within its useful range, the condenser current

will be

(4)
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and the output is therefore
1II

o

(6)

or, if Cg is at the reference level,

Co = -RC^-
dt

(6)

If the input rate changes, tends to change, which causes eo to move
immediately to counteract this. Thus there is no lag, and the operation

is described by Eq. (0) regUrdless of higher derivates of the input.

If the gain of the amplifier is some finite amount (7, it is possible to

show that the differentiator responds to the type of change shown in

Fig. 4-2 as follows:

e-o
— (1 — (7)

Comparing this with Eq. (3), the asymptote, except for the minus sign,

is almost the same (only l/G less), and yet the time constant of approach

to the asymptote is onl}^ RC/{G + 1) instead of RC.

If the input rate is so great that the amplifier saturates before Co can

reach the required amount, eg will no longer be held in place by the output

action, and the device may thus be incapacitated for an appreciable

time. For example, if a true step function is fed in {desidt = <»),

the grid Avill follow the step. The amplifier output will jump to the end

of its range, and the grid will then move back at a rate equal to this value

divided by RC. When it has come back an amount equal to the step,

normal operation will be resumed. If the step is positive, grid current

may be drawn, which would help charge the condenser and limit the

movement at the grid. It is also possible to supplement this effect in

the negative direction by the use of a diode. Another method of rapidly

restoring the grid voltage employs a relay, which is actuated by the

output and operates to shunt R with a low resistance when the output

becomes excessive in either direction.

The use of a high-gain amplifier in Fig. 4-3 may result in oscillation.

The effect may be analyzed according to ordinary feedback theory by
considering the input terminal fixed. The condition may be remedied

by the insertion of a small resistor in series with the condenser or by
shunting the resistor with a small condenser or both. This comprises

a ‘‘phase-lead” circuit, which permits a fluctuation of So to act on eg

immediately to cancel itself, rather than in a retarded fashion with R
and C acting as a filter. If a series resistor of value nR is used or a

shunt capacitor of value nC, the effect is the same. Assuming an

infinite-gain amplifier, the output is now somewhat imperfect, having a
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response to the sudden application of input rate of

67

= -(1 - RC^-

This is much the same effect as finiteness of gain, n being comparable

in its effects to the factor !/((?+ 1).

In some applications it may be that the RC needed to obtain the

required output voltage is so large as to be impractical of realization.

The output may be increased by using only a frac tion of it in the feed-

back. If the amplifier of Fig. 4*4 is assumed to have infinite gain, the

output is

—
fii

^
(it

'

If /?i and R 2 are not negligible in comparison with R, their parallel resist-

ance simply adds to R,

Fia. 4»4.—Increase of output by attenuation of feedback.

The zero drift of the circuit of Fig. 4*3 is just the drift of the amplifier

as measured at its input, which is generally quite small in comparison

with the available output. ^

Care is needed in the design of the first stage of the amplifier to ensure

sufficient plate voltage that there is no danger of positive grid current.^

Even so, there will be a small amount of negative grid current (positive-

ion flow). By proper choice of the tube type this may be kept fairly

low; and if tube selection is permissible, it can be much lower. If this

current is constant throughout the operating range, it does not impair

the precision, since it produces only a small constant-voltage drop across

Ry which can be accounted for by the zero adjustment in the amplifier.

This may be the case if the amplifier has much gain after the first tube,

since this tube will then suffer little change of plate voltage and current.

The eg point in the circuit is also susceptible to other leakage currents,

particularly neighboring high potentials such as the plate lead of the

tube. If moisture is a danger, it may be advisable to shield this point

» Vol. 18.

^Ibid.
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completely and to connect the shield to a low impedance at the same
potential as e^.

The amplifier output can be at any impedance, depending on the

expected external load; for example, an output cathode follower might

be used, its nonlinearity and drift being of no consecpience if the feedback

through K is from its output. The voltage range of the feedback point

must extend below eg by an amount depending on the maximum positive

input rate. This is an unusual and troublesome specification for a

direct-coupled amplifier. The output has the opposite sign from the

input rate. If this is undesirable, a differential amplifier may he used as

the output stage, with the output from one plate and the feedback from

the other, or a simple paraphase triode ma}^ be employed, with appro-

priate plate and cathode resistors.^

Since the operation of the differentiator depends on the RC product,

these components must be selected so that this product will l)e (constant,

within allowable precision limits, throughout variations of operating

conditions such as temperature. One must also take account of con-

denser leakage, which depends on Cs — e,,.

Another important consideration in the choice of condenser is the

fact that most condensers are more or less susceptible to the “soaking

or “ absorption phenomenon, vyhich causes them to depart from behavior

as ideal condensers. It concerns the inability of a condenser to accept

or deliver its entire charge immediately and seems to result from non-

homogeneity of the dielectric. In any event, homogeneous condensers

(e.g., polystyrene) exhibit very little of the effect. ^ A simple test is to

charge a condenser at a certain voltage for several minutes, discharge it

momentarily, and record its subsecpient voltage (measured intermittently

with a cathode folloAver so as not to cause discharge). It will rise more

or less exponentially to some fraction of the initial charge before decaying

downward at its leakage rate. (Conversely, if it is solidly discharged

for several minutes and connected momentarily to the voltage source,

its voltage will drop rapidly for a while before decaying at the normal

rate. Figure 4*5a shows these voltage-time curves for a typical 4 gf

600-volt filter condenser. The effect amounts to over 40 per cent in

magnitude with a time constant of about 30 sec. This aberration can be

approximated for purposes of calculation by a combination as in Fig.

4*56. In the case of Fig. 4-5a, C' would be almost equal to C, causing

the slow redistribution of the momentary charge or discharge as shown

by the curves. The value of R' is such that the time constant of the

loop is about 30 sec. Such a condenser would obviously be inappropriate

^Ihid.

* J. R. Weeks, “Development of Polystyrene Condensers,“ FAec. Mfg.j April 1946,

p. 146.
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(a)

(6 )

Fig. 4*5.— (a) “Soaking” effect in a representative 4-/Ltf 6()0-volt filter condenser.

The upper curve is for the condenser completely discharged, then charged 1 sec at 45 volts,

then open-circuited. The lower curve is for the condenser charged to 45 volts for 10 min,
then shorted 1 sec, then disconnected. (5) Equivalent circuit for condenser exhibiting

soaking effect.

+ 250 +400

Fiq. 4*6.—Example of feedback amplifier type of /ZC'-differentiator.
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for use in a differentiating circuit, especially if the differentiating resist-

ance R were of the same order of magnitude as the soaking resistance W.
Figure 4-6 is an example of the type of circuit of Fig. 4-4 where the

feedback is attenuated to give greater output for a low input rate. The
value of C is 1 iii] R is 5 megohms; Si is 5 megohms; and R2 is the parallel

sum of 500 k and 250 k, or 167 k. Equation (9) gives

(5 + 0.1 67) (1)^(5)

(̂it
60

= -155

(0.167)

dt‘

( 10)

The bottom of R 2 is connected, in ett*ect, to —100 volts rather than

to ground as in Fig. 4*4. Since {Ri R^^/R^

is 31, this allows €„ to be at about —97 volts,

whereas the output is at ground level when

dejdi = 0, a trick that simplifies the amplifier

design. The input 6SL7 triode is operated at

i ma and about 95 volts plate to cathode,

ensuring minimum grid current. The differ-

ential amplifier input provides a convenient

^ero adjustment, balances the heater voltage

variation effect, and permits the required over-

all voltage inversion with two stages. The out-

put is from a cathode follower. It is designed

for only positive outputs, as this particular circuit was designetl for an

application where on^V negative input rates were of interest.

Caihode-jollower Type RC-differentiator .

—

For the differentiation of a voltage whose posi-

tive rates only are to be measured and whoso

excursions are somewhat limited in magnitude,

an arrangement like that of Fig. 4*7 may be

convenient. It has the advantages of simpli-

city and zero loading of the input. The opera-

tion is obvious: If eg is rising, e* is forced to rise

n/(n -f 1) as fast, and the resulting charging

current for the condenser produces an output

voltage across the plate resistor. The scale fac-

tor relating output to input rate is pRC/{n + 1)

.

The transient following a change of input rate

has a time constant of only (R + rp)C/(/x + 1),

where rp is plate resistance.

If a pentode is used, with a separate power supply to hold constant

screen-cathode voltage as in Fig. 4*8, the above scale factor becomes RC,
and the transient time constant is only C/gm.

Fig. 4*8.—C a t h o d e -

follower differentiator using
pentode with separate screen

supply.

Epp

Fig. 4*7. Cathode-follower
differentiator.
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If the scrcen-cathode potential is maintained constant by means of a

d-c ‘‘boot strap device, the screen current will flow in C along with the

plate current, so the drop across It will be reduced according to their

B-
ri(j. 4-9.—Method of lowering e*.

ratio. If the screen is at a fixed potential so the screen-cathode voltage

varies with e, the action is more like that of the triode, except for the

loss caused by screen current and the fact that plate current is not affected

by the drop across R, The fact that the ratio

of screen to plate current may vary can make
the pentode less a(;curate than the triode

unless the device of Fig. 4-8 is employed.

Grid current is not permissible, and this

determines the upper limit for Heater-

cathode leakage can cause a large error, and

it may be necessary to use a floating heater

supply.

Some method of lowering Ck is needed,

since the grid is unable to do it. This may
be done with a diode or a diode and cathode

follower as in Fig. 4*9. Of course, no useful

output is obtained while eg is descending.

The differentiator can be made to give

both negative and positive derivatives by
the use of a constant-current device parallel-

ing the condenser as in Fig. 4-10. If I is

constant, the output voltage will be reduced

by RI, If I varies slightly with e*, Cp will

depend to a small extent on eg. This may or may not be objectionable,

depending on the requirements of a given application.

If the output voltage can be in the form of a potential difference

between two terminals rather than a single voltage, the output of the

circuit of Fig. 4*10 may be balanced against that of a similar circuit

54-

lower differentiator with con-

stant-current tube.
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applied.

without the condenser to eliminate the dependence of output on input

magnitude. This may even permit, in some cases, the use of an ordi-

nary resistor in place of the con-
*

1 -
-t — stant-current device, as shown in

^ c Fig. 411.

4*3. Condenser Circuits Em-

I I

ploying Special Current Ampli-
' •—o eo o—

• fiers.—There are certain types of

/QI feedback amplifiers, employing

—I r-^ special devices other than vacuum
1 /

"

. tubes, that can amplify verv small

I currents to give large currents or

S voltages with good linearity and

< < stability. One of these employs

1 I a pair of magnetic toroids, whose

B- saturation effects develop even
Fig. 4-11.' Balanced cuthodo-follower differ- harmonics of a carrier Voltage

when a small d-c unbalance is

applied. Another type uses a mirror galvanometer and photocell, with

current feedback from a d-c amplifier to cancel out the galvanometer

current. Either of these or an equivalent device may be used with a

condenser as a differentiator, by amplification of the condenser charging

current.

The above magnetic amplifier is described in Sec. 3T0. A differen-

tiator employing an amplifier of this type has been found to be linear

and stable to about 1 per cent with input rates ranging from —1 to

+ 1 volt/sec. One advantage of this type of differentiator over the

type illustrated in Fig. 4-3 is the rapid recovery from the saturating

effect of a step function or other temporarily rapid input rate.

A galvanometer photocell amplifier having very good stability and

linearity with a full-scale input of 1 ga is described in Volume 18. With

a suitable condenser input it would be very satisfactory as a differ-

entiator, although perhaps somewhat limited as to portability.

In these differentiators a resistance must be used to derive a voltage

from the condenser current if the output is desired as a voltage. Thus,

the RC product determines the relation between rate in and voltage out,

and the remarks about this in the preceding section still apply. Also,

of course, the condenser should not have excessive leakage or “soaking.”

4*4. Differentiation Based on Inductance.—^An inductor can be used

as a differentiating device if the functions of voltage and current in

Eq. (1) are interchanged.

T di
( 11 )
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The I /w-eircuit corresponding to Fig. 4-1 is shown in Fig. 4*12. The
response to a transient input as in Fig. 4-2 is

e. = (1 - (12)

Thus, in contrast to the RC devices, the output may be increased by

dccreaswg R.

Fia. 442.—Simple /^//-difFerentiuto^. Fia. 44.3.—Feedback amplifier type of

i^L-differentiator.

All the differentiators described in the preceding section may be

made RJj devices by replacing R with L and C with R, except that those

employing special current amplifiers must use the equivalent voltage

amplifiers instead. Figure 4*13 shows the RJj equivalent of Fig. 4*3.

Fia. 444.—Cathode-follower f2L-differ- Fiu. 445.—Compensation of coil resistance,

entiator.

All the discussion of the latter applies here also, with the above substitu-

tion. Figure 4*14 is the RL cathode-follower type of differentiator.

This has the advantage over the RC type that no constant-current device

is needed to make it operable with negative input rates. When the

current is decreasing, Cp can actually rise above B+.
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One big disadvantage of these circuits in comparison with their RC
equivalents is the result of the large amount of resistance in the inductor.

This causes the output to shift with the input magnitude according to

the ratio of tliis coil resistance to R, Of course, the same effect obtains

in the case of the i?C-differentiators, due to condenser leakage, but this

can be of a different order of magnitude. If the output may be in the

form of a potential difference, a circuit like that of Fig. 4*15 may be

employed to cancel this effect. Saturation of an iron-core inductor is

perhaps the w'orst disadvantage. This results

in the change with input voltage of the pro-

portionality factor between input rate and

output voltage. It is as though in the RC-
differentiator, C were a function of the voltage

across it.

Hysteresis makes the output characteristic a

function of the preceding operation of the device.

It is similar to the effects of a ^‘soakable^^

condenser.

Second-order differentiation may be accom-

plished by the use of both a condenser and an

inductor. For example, a cathode-follow^er cir-

cuit wdth a condenser at the cathode and an

inductor at the plate as in Fig. 4*10 gives an

output approximately LC times the second derivative of the input.

4*6. Electrical Tachometers, Electi'omagnctic Generators ,—The fore-

going types of differentiators are for obtaining the time derivative of a

voltage, a quantity that has obvious limitations as to its excursion.

When the derivative of a mechanical displacement or rotation is desired

and the amount of displacement or rotation is limited, these differentiators

could be made applicable by first converting the displacement into a

voltage by means of a potentiometer. Often a rotation will have no

limits but can continue indefinitely in either direction and with any speed.

In this case the speed, i.e., the time derivative of displacement, may be

obtained as a voltage by means of a generator. The characteristics of

many examples of tachometer generators are given in detail in the

Components Handbook

^

Vol. 17, so the discussion here is brief and in

general terms.

The most common kind of tachometer generator in electronic instru-

ments is the permanent-magnet d-c type. Suitable small generators are

available with proportionality factors ranging up to 10 or 12 volts per

thousand rpm. Special features of construction are required in a gen-

erator for tachometer use^ in order to obtain good linearity, stability,

1 G. Russell, ^'The Linearity of the Voltage/Speed Characteristics of Small D-o
Generators,” TRE Report No. T-1999.

Constant

Fia. 4*16 .—LC double differ-

entiator.
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absence of brush bounce, and equal output in opposite directions of

rotation. Commutator ripple must be minimized for many applications.

Commutator wear is troublesome, and commutation at high altitudes

and low temperatures presents difficulties. Permanent-magnet mate-
rial has a high negative temperature coefficient, but the effect of this on

the proportionality factor may be greatly reduced by means of magnetic

shunts of special materials and by temperature compensation elsewhere

in circuits in which the tachometers are used. Current loading must be

quite small in comparison with that expected from a power generator

of the same size; otherwise linearity will suffer.

p]lectromagnet fields are used in some tachometer generators instead

of permanent-magnet fields. This affords a convenient control of the

slope factor, which is sometimes useful. The temperature coefficient of

(a) (6) (c)

Fiq. 4’17.—Condenser tachometer arrangements.

the field is much smaller than that of a permanent magnet as long as the

exciting current is constant, but the resistance of any practical field

winding has a very high temperature coefficient (over ten times that of

a permanent magnet), so a special means must be provided to maintain

constant field current.^ Also, hysteresis of the iron will produce incon-

sistency if the field current even momentarily rises above the assigned

value.

An a-c generator has all the advantages of no commutation, but the

generated frequency usually varies along with the voltage, and this may
limit the application considerably as to range of speeds. There is a

type of induction generator, however, in which the frequency is fixed by

an impressed a-c voltage. The rotor is (most commonly) a drag cup,

and the carrier and output windings are in space quadrature on the

stator. Output voltage is proportional to the product of input carrier

and speed, but it is also proportional to the conductivity of the rotor,

which makes for a high temperature coefficient. The phase of the out-

put relative to the carrier is affected by speed, and there is some distorted

^ For a constant-current circuit see Vol. 18.
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output at zero speed which is affected by rotor position and is due prin-

cipally to imperfections of the rotor. The output voltage is much less

than that obtainable from the other types.

Commutated Condenser Tachometers .— If a condenser is repeatedly

charged to one potential and discharged to another through a current-

measuring device, the pulses of charge comprise a current ^vhose d-c

component is proportional to the rate of the operation. Thus, if the

repeated charging and discharging is done by a switch or commutator

on a shaft, the average current is a measure of the time derivative of

rotation. In Fig. 4* 17a the ammeter will give an indication proportional

to the speed of switching:

i = CEn, (13)

where n is the number of switching cycles per second. However, there is

no indication of the direction of rotation. Sense of direction may be

obtained by the use of more complicated switching sequences or com-

mutation, as illustrated in Fig. 4-176 and c.

If the current is measured by means of a resistance that develops a

voltage, the output will be linear only as long as the voltage output is

negligible compared with E. The output curve is actually exponential,

leveling off asj^mptotically as the output approaches E. To obviate

this difficulty, a feedback amplifier may be employed as with RC voltage

differentiation. The operation of this type of circuit is rendered difficult

by the pulse nature of the current; filtering is reejuired, and at very low

speeds the output is erratic.

Although these devices are fundamentally differentiators, their com-

mon application is as part of an integrator. More will be said about

them under that heading.

4*6. Mechanical Differentiators.—This section is limited to a brief

mention of some of the types of mechanical differentiators that might be

used as auxiliary devices in apparatus that is primarily electronic.

Drag-type Differentiator .—These differentiators, of whic.h a common
example is the automobile speedometer, give a mechanical displacement

output proportional to the rate of the mechanical input. The output

is coupled to the input through a medium such as a viscous fluid or a

magnetic eddy-current device so that the force or torque exerted through

the coupling is a function of the difference in velocity between input and

output. The output is constrained to relatively small excursions by a

spring. Ideally, the spring obeys Hookers law, and the coupling is such

that the torque is proportional to the velocity. Under these conditions,

the displacement of the output is proportional to the velocity. A metal

disk or drag cup revolving in a magnetic field gives a fairly linear torque-

velocity characteristic. If the torque is nonlinear, the spring may be
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designed in such a way as to cancel this nonlinearity, yielding an output

displacement linear with respect to input rate.

The response to higher derivatives is similar to that of the simple RC
voltage differentiator. For example, if the input rate changes abruptly,

the output moves exponentially (if the inertia is negligible) to its new
value, as. in Fig. 4*2, with a time constant equal to the proportionality

factor between output displacement and input rate.

Gyroscope .—A spinning mass may be rotated about an axis perpendicu-

lar to its axis of spin if it is constrained not to rotate about the axis per-

pendicular to both of these, but it will

exert a torque against the constraint

proportional to the speed at which it

is being rotated. Thus, if the con-

straining torque is obtained from a

spring that allows a small amount of

deflection, the deflection is a measure

of speed and mtxy be made available

as an output in an}^ of several ways, as

in the foregoing paragraphs. This

deflection may be several degrees

without appreciably affecting line-

arity, since cos a is very nearly unity

when a is small. Spin velocity must
be constant, since the torque is also

proportional to it. Very slow rota-

tional speeds can be measured quite

accurately by this method. A common application of the method is the

rate-of-turn meter in aircraft.

Accelerometers .—A second time derivative may be obtained hy the

use of a spring and a mass.^ If the mass is accelerated, the acceler-

ating force is proportional to acceleration; and if this force is applied

through a spring, a deflection results that is proportional to acceleration.

This principle can be applied to measure the second derivative of either

translational or rotational motion. Any of several types of pick-off

may be used for the output, as above.

Ball-and-disk Differentiator .—The ball-and-disk integrator, which is

described under that heading, can be used with feedback to obtain the

derivative of one motion with respect to another. In Fig. 4T8, one of

the motions x drives the disk, and the other y is compared with the cylinder

output by means of a differential, the difference, or error, being used to

position the ball. The cylinder output is (r/a) dx, where r is the position

1 See, for example, C. S. Draper and W. Wrigley, An Instmment For Measuring

Low Frequency Accelerations in Flight,” Jour. Aero. Sci.f 7, 388-401, July 1940.

Differential

Ball

Disk-

fV

Jr dx

Cylinder

Fig. 4-18.— Ball-aml-disk integrator as

a differentiator.
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of the ball and a is a multiplier depending on dimensions. If r is static at

its correct value, the output rate is equal to the rate of </, so dy = (r/a) dx

or a dyidx = r, so that the position of the ball is a measure of the deriva-

tive of one input with respect to the other. If r is incorrect, the differ-

ential will act to correct it. In this case, the equation at the differential

is

dr = g (^dy - ^
d^, (14)

where g is the mechanical amplification in positioning the ball. If

dyjdx has been zero and changes to some constant amount, r will approach

its correct position according to the exponential formula

r = (l-e"^)a^- (15)

The detection of the error and control of r might be done better by elec-

trical or other more elaborate means, so as to increase g and decrease

loading of the integrator.

INTEGRATION

4*7. RC Integrating Circuits. Simple RC Integrator .—A condenser

alone will give the time integral of a current in the form of a voltage

"e/* dt. (16)

o WV
C

But an input is seldom obtainable direc^tly in the form of a current. A
voltage input may be converted to a charging

current for the condenser by means of a resistance,

as in Fig. 4-19. But since is divided between

R and C, if the voltage e across C becomes an

appreciable part of e*, i will not be an accurate

measure of

If the input rises suddenly from zero to some fixed value, the response

of a perfect integrator would be linear, as shown by the dashed line in

eo

—

O

Fig. 4-19.—Simple RC inte-

grating circuit.

r
X

Fig. 4-20.

shown:

The actual output of the /?C-circuit is the exponential curve

6o = €«(1 — e

t

’Rcy
(17)

Compare this result with that of the differentiating circuit (Fig. 4*2);

in the present case the output corresponds to the ideal only at the start

of the transient, while the output of the differentiator was in error at

first and gave the desired result only after the transient had died out.
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Feedback Amplifier RC Integrator ,—The charging current may be

made to be a true measure of Ca by the use of a d-c amplifier as in Fig.

4*21, where eg is held constant or nearly so by the inverse feedback

through the condenser. As in the case of the similar differentiating

circuit, the amplifier must be arranged to invert and must draw no

appreciable input current. It is not necessary here that the output

voltage range encompass the grid level. On the other hand, the grid

level is the reference voltage for c,, as these points are conductively

coupled through R,

On the assumption of infinite amplifier gain, so that eg is not permitted

to move at all while Co is within its operating limits, the condenser current

is

i = (18)

But this is the current which flows in /?; so if is measured with respect

to Cgj

e. = -RC
ât

(19)

or

eo ea dt + (constant). (20)

The constant of integration is simply the voltage of eo at the start of

the operation.

Taking the amplifier gain G into account,

and

But

eo = ~^Geg

j r* ^o)—dT”
_ ^ G + 1 dco

^ G dt'

• Cg “ Cg __ Ca
* “ ~~R R~m’

(21 )

(22)

(23)
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d^o __ 1 Go

U-
~
gtim ~

Ginw
For a step function as in Fig. 4-20, this integrates to

Go = -G[l - e(o+i)«<^e..

= __^r<
G + 1 L 2(G -

Ge»t ^
(G+l)f?C/

Fig. 4*22.—Respons<> of circuit of Fig.

4-21 to step function.

G+lL 2{G+\)UC^ \RC

Thus eo approaches a value of magnitude — fre, with a time constant of

{G + \)RC (Fig. 4-22) rather than approaching with a time constant
of RC, as for the simple integrator. The initial rates of integration are

nearly the same [\/RC compared with G/{G + l)/fC], but the duration

y of the integration before a gi^en

amount of error occurs is increased hy
ce,t -*r'' a factor of G + 1. Generally, the

is such that for ordinary values

of e, the asymptote is far beyond the

0 Time —» limits of the output range, so that

Co would be leveled off abruptly by
Fig. 4-22.—Responsc of circuit of Fig. saturation long before approaching

4-21 to step function. ^—Gcn as in Iig. 4-22.

These integrators are often referred to as ^4ced-back time constant ’’

circuits and sometimes as ‘^Miller feedback circuits because the con-

denser has the same qualitative effect as grid-plate capacitance. It must
be emphasized that though the time constant is greatly increased by the

amplifier, the output rate for a given input is hardly changed; in fact,

if the gain is infinite, it is not changed at all. The grid voltage, though,

behaves as would the output of Fig. 4*19 if the condenser were (G + 1)

times as large. In some filtering applications this point is used as the

output rather than eo, the amplifier being for the sole purpose of multi-

plying the effectiveness of the condenser.

The fact that the output range need not include the grid voltage,

because the feedback is via the condenser, makes for simpler amplifier

design than in the case of the differentiator. This is fortunate, as the

problem of voltage integration seems to arise more frequently in com-
puters than that of voltage differentiation.

A very common type of integrator employs a single pentode or high-/x

triode as in Fig. 4*23. The reference level for the input is the value

that Bg has when Co is at its neutral value. If it is desired that this input

reference be ground, the cathode must be raised by the use of a bleeder

or by a self-biasing resistor. In the latter case the gain is somewhat
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reduced—the improvement of linearity afforded by resistive degeneration

being of no value in this respect.

The effect of condenser charging current on the relationship between

po and Cg was ignored in the foregoing equations. If circuit parameters

and integration rates are such that it becomes appreciable compared
with plate current, the integration will be

adversely affected. In particular, if e* goes

so far negative that tlie condenser takes all

of the current in Rp, the tube will cut off and
the output will be in error.

Accuracy of integration may be evaluated

in terms of the constancy of eg in proportion

to the input voltage as Co traverses its nor-

mal range. If eg changes by Ae^ as Co moves

from one operating limit to the other, the

proportional change in integration rate for a 4-2.^.—One-tub© integrator,

given input is Acy/(c, — eg). Thus, the greater the input the less will be

the percentage error. On the other hand, if the scale of the input is

increased relative to the scale of the output rate, RC must be increased

accordingly. For long-time integration it is sometimes necessary to keep

the input scale rather low so that R and C will not be excessive. In

this case a very high gain amplifier is

needed, and amplifer drift will be more

noticeable.

The negative condenser feedback

gives the amplifier great stability and

freedom from oscillations, as compared

with the analogous differentiatijig cir-

cuit. This makes it feasible actually

to attain perfect integration through

the use of resistive regeneration to

obtain infinite gain in the amplifier.

The circuit of Fig. 4*24 is an example

of this and also of the inclusion of a

Fig. 4*24.—Integrator with resistive cathode follower in the amplifier to
regeneration and cathode-follower out-

^ low-impedance OUtput and tO

eliminate the effect on the amplifier of

the condenser current, though the latter is rarely a serious consideration.

The feedback to the cathode of the amplifier tube may be adjusted so that

for a limited range of e„, practically no movement takes place at the grid.

The regeneration can be increased beyond the point of “infinite gain,”

and the device will still be operative as an integrator, with the error in

the opposite direction as compared with the finite-gain case. That is,
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G will reverse its sign, so that the curvature of in Fig. 4-22 reverses.

Figure 4*25 shows the voltage characteristics of the amplifier (with a

5-megohm resistance in series with the grid to show the limit imposed by-

grid current), with three dilYerent settings of the regeneration. Without
the RC combination the reflex portion of curve C would not be realizable

and the output would follow one or the other of the dashed lines as eg

is raised or lowered. With R and C operating and e* at some fixed posi-

tive or negative voltage, Co and eg will slowly trace out all of curve C,

with the drop across i?, and therefore the output rate, actually increasing

during the reflex portion. It is not permissible to obtain the negative

gain simply by reversing the sensei of the amplifier, for the resulting device

would then behave like a trigger circuit. The condenser feedback must
be negative.

The above amplifier requires careful adjustment which depends on

the /X of the tube and at best gives accurate integration over a very

Fig. 4*25.—Characteristics of circuit of Fig. 4*24.

limited output range. Also, there is no convenient means for adjustment

of the input reference level, and this will change considerably with change

of heater voltage {cg being lowered about 0.1 volt by a 10 per cent rise of

Ef), Reference is made to Vol. 18 for examples of stable amplifiers

having larger output ranges with high gain.

All the remarks in Sec. 4-2 about grid current, leakage to the grid

terminal, constancy of RCj and condenser soaking apply also to the

integrator. Condenser leakage, in so far as it may be represented by a

constant shunt resistance, has the same effect as reducing the amplifier

gain. It actually comprises a negative feedback of /?//£', where R' is

the leakage, and thus may be neutralized by positive feedback in the

same ratio.

4*8. Integration Based on Inductance.—If a voltage is impressed on an

inductance; its time integral appears as the resulting current:

* “ z /
A voltage or power output could be obtained from this by means of one

of the special current amplifiers mentioned in Sec. 4-3.
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The RL integrator analogous to the RC device of Fig. 4T9 is shown
in Fig. 4-26, where R replaces C and L replaces R. The RC equations

also apply here if L/R is substituted for RC.
Similarly, a feedback amplifier type of integrator may be constructed

employing inductance, as in Fig. 4*27. A current flows in L proportional

to Co — Cff, so, unlike the /i^C-integrator, it is advisable to design the

Fig. -Simple RL-iwU^^rnior. Fkj. 4*27.—Feedback amy^lifier RL-intc-
grator.

amplifier with its output l ango in the neighborhood of the input potential,

since this current tends to saturate the inductance.

A cathode-follower arrangement may be employed analogous to the

circuit of Figs. 4-7, 4*8, 4T0, or 4*11, an example being shown in Fig. 4*28.

Except for very short time integration, it is not pracjtical to use air-

core inductors. All the remarks in Sec. 4-4

concerning the coil resistance, saturation, and

hysteresis apply analogously in integration.

4*9. Integrators Employing Tachometers.

Integration of a Voltage with Respect to Time.

Any of the tachometers described in Sec. 4-5

for obtaining the time derivative of a mechani-

cal rotation in the form of a voltage may be

used as the basis for an integrator that gives

the time integral of a voltage in the form of a

rotation. In this case the tachometer is

driven by a motor, and their rotation com-

prises the output. The input voltage is com- Fia. 4-28.—Cathode-follower

pared with the tachometer output voltage, the
integrator,

difference being fed to a power amplifier whose output drives or controls

the motor. The basic circuit is exemplified in Fig. 4*29, although there

are other input arrangements than the series circuit shown.

The amplifier operates to drive the motor and tachometer at such a

speed that the amplifier input Cg is held within very close limits of the

reference level. The sense of the amplifier is such that if Cg is excessive

one way or another, the motor will accelerate or decelerate so as to bring

it back toward zero. Thus the tachometer speed is made to be such that

its voltage output is very nearly equal to so the total shaft rotation

is a measure of the time integral of e,.

This integrator is actually a servomechanism and is usually referred
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to as a rate servo or velocity servo. The servo aspects of the device are

discussed in Secs. 14-4 and 14-5. Several examples are given in detail,

with methods of employing some of the various types of tachometers
that were described in Sec. 4-5.

The higher the gain of the amplifier the less will be eg and the more
nearly equal tachometer voltage et will be to 6,. If the motor speed

I

Fig. 4-29.—Velocity servo integrator.

were proportional to eg, however, ct would still be proportional to and
the integration would still be satisfactory. But mainly because of static

friction, this is by no means the case, especially whore the motor is

required to run in either direction. This is illustrated in Fig. 4*30

which shows a large ‘Mead space at zero speed, with considerable error

signal required to start the motor.and generator in either direction. Th(^

Fig. 4*30.—Typical velocity servo
to error signal.

dashed line is the best linear ap-
^ proximation to the actual curve,

and the proportional error of inte-

gration will be the difference be-

tween this and divided by c,.

Thus, the larger the voltage range

covered by es and Ct the less will be

the resulting percentage of error.

Also, of course, the amplifier gain

should be as high as possible.

In contrast to the RC and RL
integrators, the rate servo integrator

operation is not affected by the mag-
nitude of the integral, i.e., the total

rotation of the shaft. It may be affected, however, by fast changes of the
input voltage. If this changes abruptly or at a greater rate than it is

possible for the motor-generator combination (and associated mechanical
parts) to follow because of inertia, part of the integral of the input will

be left out of the total output. For example, in Fig. 4*31, assume that
e, has been constant, corresponding to a certain rate of integration.
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Assume, also, that the amplifier gain is infinite, so et equals This

assumption does not imply that it will never saturate but only that within

limits of saturation, no movement is required of eg. Now is rapidly

increased to some new value, at a rate faster than the available accelera-

tion of the mechanical system with full accelerating power. The speed

finally comes up to the correct value, as shown by equality between et

and but an error in the total rotation has accrued, equal to the integral

of e, — et\ i.e., the integral of the error

voltage eg.

There is a way of neutralizing this

acceleration error by combining with the

amplifier an RC integrator (Sec. 4-7),

which evaluates the error dt and

makes the motor run at speeds beyond

the required new speed (Fig. 4*31) until

this integral is brought back to zero.

As shown in Fig. 4*32 two amplifiers are re-

ejuired
;
a high-gain voltage amplifier and

a power amplifier to drive the motor. The latter should have sufficient

gain so that very little movement of relative to its available swing,

is required to give full power output in either direction. The first

amplifier with its condenser feedback operates to hold eg constant at

the zero level in spite of any deviation of et from c*. If there is an error

as in Fig. 4-30, a current will flow in R proportional to the error, which

will flow in C by virtue of movement of eo (see Sec. 4*7), and the resulting

Fig. 4-31.' Illustrating loss of

integration eaused by rapid ac-

celeration.

Fia. 4-32.—Use of HC integration to cancel acceleration errors.

charge in C will measure the integral of e, — ct. Before e„ can get back

to its normal value, this charge must be delivered back in the form of

reversed current in R, so e, — et will reverse its sign until the error is

just canceled. The auxiliary resistiance R is to prevent oscillation, as

is explained in Sec. 14'5; its presence does not affect the above cancella-

tion. The first amplifier may be given infinite gain by internal resistive

regeneration (Sec. 4-7): in this case the net error signal will be zero.
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Of course, the accuracy of the integrator is no better than that of the

tachometer employed. These were discussed briefly in Sec. 4*5, and

more details are given in the Components Handbook
y
Vol. 17.

A d-c input voltage may be integrated by the use of either a generator

or a commutated condenser type of tachometer. In the latter case the

feedback required to keep the tachometer from having an exponential

characteristic, as mentioned in Sec. 4*5, obtains directly as part of the

servo loop. The details are given in Sec. 14*5. An advantage of the

condenser over the tachometer generator, in some applications, is that

if the input voltage and the condenser-charging voltage are derived from

the same source, the integration .will be independent of variations in the

source.

An a-c input voltage, if it is not required to pass through zero, may
be simply peak detected and applied as a d-c voltage. If it does go

Kig. 4-.S3. Integration of one motion with respeet to another.

through zero, a reference a-c voltage is needed to discriminate between

positive and negative inputs. A phase-sensitive relaying circuit may be

employed to switch the direction of the servo output when the input

passes through zero, or a linear phase-sensitive detector may be employed

to convert it to direct current.

An a-c voltage may also be integrated by means of an induction

generator type of tachometer, with the advantage that the error signal

is alternating current and may be amplified as such. If the reference

alternating current applied to the excitation winding of the generator

is from the same source from which the input is derived, the integration

will be independent of source variations, as in the case of the condenser

tachometer. The primary disadvantages of the induction generator

are the great temperature sensitivity, the speed-sensitive phase shift

between excitation and output, and the low *^signal-to-noise ratio’' at

low speeds.

Use of Velocity Servos to Integrate with Respect to a Dimension Other

Than Time.—In combination with an additional tachometer and a

potentiometer as in Fig. 4*33, a velocity servo can produce a rotation

that is the integral of one displacement or rotation with respect to
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another. The dimension of time, although it plays an important role

in each part of the dev^ice, need not appear in the over-all equation. If x

is the total rotation put into the first tachometer T\ and r is the poten-

tiometer setting, the voltage delivered to the rate servo is proportional

to r dxjdL But the rate servo output is proportional to the time integral

of this, or simply Jr dx.

Unless the accelerations of x can be kept under the value that would

require greater acceleration of than is available, it is necessary to

employ the llC integrator combination or its equivalent in the amplifier.

The integration in this case will not be immediate but will eventually

reach its correct value.

This integrator performs the same function as the ball-and-disk

integrator of Sec. 4*11, in that both of the inputs and the output are

mechanical. The outstanding advantage, for certain applications, is that

all three motions as well as the amplifier may be mechanically remote.

Also, it may be assembled from standard components.

By the use of nonlinear potentiometers, the integration with respect

to X of various types of functions may be achieved. Also, several input

tachometers and potentiometers may be added in various ways for the

input, to obtain combinations of integrals.

4*10. Watt-hour Meters as Integrators.—An ordinary induction-type

watt-hour meter used as such gives the time integral of a-c power as a

shaft rotation. It may be used to integrate an a-c voltage, impressed

on one of the two windings if a reference voltage is impressed on the

other.

This latter must be of constant magnitude and phase. In the case

of the velocity servo integrator employing either a condenser or induction

generator tachometer, if the reference voltage and input vary in propor-

tion, the integration rate remains constant. This is not true of the watt-

hour meter; in fact, if the reference and input are derived from the same

source, the integration rate will vary as the square of the source voltage.

The principle of operation is that the torque produced on a metal disk

by the action of the fields of the two currents, as in an induction motor,

is opposed by the eddy-current drag of a permanent magnet field. The
first torque is proportional to the product of the two currents, while the

second is proportional to the rotational speed; thus they are equal when
the speed is proportional to the product of the currents. Both torques

are proportional to the conductivity of the disk, which, therefore, cancels

in the equation. The permanent magnet will strengthen with decreased

temperature, giving slower integration as with the d-c tachometer, but

special magnetic shunts may be used to offset this.

The fact that the integration rate is proportional to the cosine of

the phase angle between input and reference voltages may be put to
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advantage in certain types of computers. For example, if it is desired

to combine integration with the resolution of a vector into rectangular

components, this is accomplished directly if the vector angle corresponds

with the above phase angle.

4*11. Mechanical Integrators. Gyroscope .—If a torque is applied

to a free gyro about an axis perpendicular to its axis of spin, it will not

yield to this torque but will, instead, rotate about the axis perpendicular

to both the axis of spin and the axis of the torque. The rate of this

rotation, or “precession,” is proportional to the torque; therefore the

total rotation is a measure of its time integral. The spin velocity must

be constant, as the integration rate is inversely proportional to it.

The input torque may be derived

from a displacement or rotation by

means of a spring, but it must be ap-

plied in such a way that its axis can

rotate so as to remain at right angles

to the spin axis whose rotation com-

prises the output. If this is not done,

the integration rate will decrease with

the cosine of the output rotation. The
input may be applied electrically by

means of an induction torque motor.

In this case the resistivity of the

torciue motor rotor will affect the rate.

Since no actual rotation is required of

the torque device on its own axis, it

may be an electrodynamometer or permanent-magnet and coil device

as in an ammeter.

An interesting application is found in the German V-2 projectile,

where the acceleration is integrated by means of a gyroscope to determine

the velocity. The precessing torque is obtained from the acceleration

of the inertia of the mass of the gyroscope and is thus proportional to

acceleration.^

Ball-and-disk Integrator.^—This purely mechanical device is sometimes

used as a link in electronic computers where it is necessary to integrate

a variable with respect to some quantity other than time. In Fig.

4*34, the ball, which is constrained from tangential motion, is positioned

radially on the surface of the disk by the motion r which is to be integrated.

A rotation x of the disk rolls the ball, causing the cylinder to rotate in the

^Thomas M. Moore, “V-2 Range Control Technique,^' Elec. Eng., 66, 303, July

1946.

* See, for example, M. Fry, “Designing Computing Mechanisms,” reprinted from
Machine Design, Penton, (Cleveland, August 1945 to February 1946.
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opposite direction. A given rotation of the disk causes a rotation of the

cylinder proportional bo this rotation times r, so that the total movement
of the output 2/ is a measure of the integral of r with respect to x.

The device operates correctly as r goes through zero and becomes
negative. The output load should be small, or slipping will occur,

with resulting error. But if it is carefully made and the load is negligible,

the device can be very small (2 in. in diameter) and still give integration

of less than 1 per cent error. Large integrators, such as those used in

the MIT differential analyzer,^ are accurate to 1 part in 10,000 and, with

special care, 1 part in 100,000.

Electrolytic Integrators .—The amount of material removed from or

deposited upon an electrode in an electrolyte is a very accurate measure

of the time integral of the current through the electrode. Such a device

is not practical as a continuous integrator because of the difficulty of

obtaining a usable output proportional to the accumulation. The device

is useful, however, where the desired output is not the integral, but a

signal occurring when the integral has attained ecpialit}^ with some

specified amount. In this case, the integration may start w ith a certain

amount of plated material on one electrode; when all of this has left the

electrode, a rise in voltage across the cell results, which can be utilized

for the output signal.

^

* V. Bush and S. Caldwell, “A New Type of I)iffer(*ntial Analyzer, Jovr. Franklin

Inst., 240, 255-326, October 1<)45.

• Moore, loc. cit.



CHAPTER 5

THE GENERATION OF FUNCTIONS

By D. MacRae, Jr. and W. Roth

6*1. Introduction.—In computer design it is often necessary to

produce a prescribed function of an input variable. Such a function

may have an explicit expression in closed form (for example, sin x,

— x); it may be defined by an implicit relation; or it may be

given simply as a set of points or a curve in two dimensions. If the

function can be expressed in closed form, it is usually possible to devise

a method of computing it by using the operations of arithmetic and

calculus to express an equation that defines the function. Thus y = sin x

might conceivably be produced^ by instrumenting the equation

d‘^y

dx^
+ y = 0

,

and y = by the equation

y = XXX.

It is also possible to produce some functions by the use of relations

among physical variables that involve the functions directly. Examples

of this arc the projection of a rotating point on a straight line (resolvers,

Scotch yoke) to produce sines and cosines, and the use of the low-current

characteristic of a diode to produce exponentials or logarithms.

The use of simple defining operations or of relations among physical

variables is in some cases difficult; and when the function to be computed

is known only as a set of empirical value;s, these methods cannot be used.

In such cases it is often convenient to use methods that are not peculiar

to the function in question, such as the construction of nonlinear elements

(potentiometers, gears, cams) or the combination of simple elements

(for example, linear potentiometers) to approximate the desired functions.

These will be called curve-fitting methods.

Some devices that produce nonlinear functions have only a single

input and a single output; nonlinear gears and cams and certain vacuum-

tube squaring devices are of this type. There are others that effectively

have two inputs and may be used to multiply one of them by a nonlinear

^ This method is used in the MIT differential analyzer; see Bush and Caldwell,

A New Type of Differential Analyzer,” Jour. Franklin Inst., 240, 274, October 1946.
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function of the other. Examples of these are resolvers and nonlinear

potentiometers. Th^se devices may be used as nonlinear modulating
devices (Vol 19, Chap. 12, of the Radiation Laboratory Series) or,

with the second input held constant, simply as generators of nonlinear

functions.

Integration, differentiation, and combinations of these operations are

also included as means of generating functions; for if a set of values of

an input function is given, associated with values of an independent

variable, these operations produce a corresponding set of output values.

CURVE FITTING

6*2. Construction of Nonlinear Elements.—The most straightforward

way of producing a nonlinear function without solving an equation for

it or using physical laws involving it is the construction of a nonlinear

element. Elements of this type are potentiometers with nonuniform

cards or unequally spaced wires and gears and cams of varying radii; a

function of two variables can be represented by a shaped surface. These

elements can be used to approximate functions of any sort—analytic

or nonanalytic—subject to limitations of construction, which may place

bounds on the value of the function or its derivatives.

In the construction of nonlinear elements, the error is usually of a

random nature and cannot be expressed conveniently as a function of the

independent variable except by plotting an error curve for each par-

ticular element.^ Production tolerances on these elements are usually

expressed in terms of greatest permissible error (for example ±0.1 or

1.0 per cent of maximum output or the corresponding number of thou-

sandths of an inch). In some cases an estimate of probable error may be

made.

Potentiometers .—In Vol. 17, Chap. 8^ a number of general methods of

winding potentiometers to produce desired resistance functions are given.

Those which may be used for curve fitting are as follows:

1. Shaped mandrel. The length of a turn of wire is varied by winding

on a mandrel or card of variable width, the width of the card vary-

ing linearly with the derivative of the desired function. If the

card is smooth, there is a physical limitation on the maximum
slope that it may have before turns roll off (about 15°). This

places an upper limit on the second derivative of a function for

which a potentiometer can be wound in this way. An approxima-

tion with straight-line segments is sometimes useful.^

^ These correspond to the Class A errors defined in Sec. 2*6.

* See also Vol. 19, Sec. 12-23, of the Series for discussion of potentiometers.

» In Vol. 19, Sec. 12-26, an example of such a potentiometer is given. The applica-

tion is a direct drive for a B-type radar display as a function of antenna position.
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Controlled wire spacing. With wire of uniform resistivity, the

spacing between wires can be varied to obtain a desired resistance

function. One method of accomplishing this in quantity produc-

tion is to use a servo winding device that equates the output

resistance function to a standard during the winding process. The
chief limitation of this method results from the minimum possible

wire spacing; this puts an upper bound on the first derivative of a

function that can be produced in this way. Figure 5T shows a

function that has been wound ^ by this method. This is a hyper-

bolic function used in triangle solution (Sec. 6*4). On a card 6

in. in length, an accuracy.of ±0.25 per cent of resistance measured

Fig. 5*1.—Function wound on a nonlinear potentiometer.

from the high-resistance end was attained. I'he total resistance

was 20,000 ohms.

3. Control of wire size. An etching process may be used in connec-

tion with a servomechanism for winding nonlinear functions.

Minimum wire size might be expected to be the chief limitation,

again corresponding to an upper bound on the first derivative.

4. Step potentiometers. If discrete steps suffice in the production

of the function, a device that is effectively a multicontact switch

may be used, with resistors of appropriate values connected between

the contacts.

1 This work was done by the Thomas B. Gibbs Co., Delavan, Wis. Some of these

potentiometers were also made by the Fairchild (Camera and Instrument Corp.,

Jamaica, N.Y.
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5. Tapped winding with shunts. If taps can be brought out from
points on the winding, a resistance network can be connected to

these points; in particular, shunting sections of the potentiometer

with fixed resistors will produce a series of linear sections that may
be used to approximate the desired function.

The accuracy with which a nonlinear potentiometer can be

wound depends on the nature of the function, the card length that

can be used, and the method chosen for winding. For a function

whose derivatives are not too great, it is possible to wind a potenti-

ometer of 3-in. diameter with errors not exceeding 1 per cent of the

maximum value of the function; with care, the errors of a 6-in.

potentiometer can be held to 0.1 per cent. Some of the functions

for which nonlinear potentiometers have been wound are the sine,

cosine, secant, tangent, cotangent, and hyperbola.

6. Nonlinear mechanical elements. A mechanical motion varying

nonlinearly with respect to an input shaft rotation can be obtained

by the use of a cam.^ A simple type of cam is a metal plate of

variable radius that when rotated about an axis produces a vari-

able radial (lisi)lacement as output. A refinement of this type is

the grooved cam, a plate with a spiral groove, which operates

similarly but permits more than one full rotation of the input shaft.

A function of two variables can be produced by the ‘^barrel cam,”

which has a surface equivalent to a series of simple cams along the

same shaft; distance along the shaft is then the second input

variable.

Another method of producing a shaft rotation that varies non-

linearly with an input shaft rotation is to use gears of variable

radius.® There is a maximum value that the second derivative

of a function may have if the function is to be represented in this

w^ay. For both cams and gears, a minimum value of the first

derivative is determined by the radius of the shaft.

6*3. Nonlinear Functions with Simple Elements.—The difficulties of

manufacture of special nonlinear elements make it desirable to use simpler

and more readily available parts if possible. A large number of useful

functions can be approximated by the use of a linear potentiometer

with various resistance networks to produce a voltage that varies as a

nonlinear function of potentiometer shaft rotation.

A greater variety of functions may be obtained if two or more poten-

tiometer shafts are connected (“ganged”) either directly or by gearing.

In the design of networks of this sort, a combination of trial and error

‘ See "Basic Fire Control Mechanisms,” Ordnance Pamphlet No. 1140, pp.

* See Vol. 17 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
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with network analysis is necessary. The process of trial, or the selection

of the general type of potentiometer network to be used, however, is

facilitated by a knowledge of the sorts of functions that can be produced

by simple potentiometer networks. For this purpose it is helpful to have

families of output curves for various basic circuits. Once a circuit type

has been chosen, the ^4)est” values of the components may be found by
an analytical method or by experimental measurements of the output

function for different component values. In the latter case, a few experi-

ments often show very rapidly the changes that can be produced in the

function with variation of particular components. The question of

whether analytical or experimental methods are to be used depends on the

complexity of the network. If there is only one potentiometer in the

network, an analytical method may be used to fit the desired function

at three or four points; but if two or more potentiometers are used, an

experimental method is sometimes preferable.

If the effect of a second potentiometer (or whatever element is used)

is relatively independent of that of the first—the result being a sum, for

example—the design process can be that of successive approximations.

This method may be applied to either analytical or experimental design.

An error curve is plotted for the approximation obtained with the first

potentiometer, and another network is sought that will produce a curve

nullif>’ing this error. This resembles a convergent series expansion of

the function. It can be applied to the Taylor expansion by using devices

producing powers of the independent variable or to the Fourier expansion

by ganging sine-cosine elements.

Loaded and ganged potentiometers may also be used to produce non-

linear resistance functions. Other examples of the combination of rela-

tively simple devices to approximate desired functions are the design

of shaped waveforms using exponentials,^ and the use of linkages.^

A family of nonlinear functions may be generated by the use of a

nonlinear element in a network with linear elements. A crystal rectifier,

a lamp, or a thyrite element, for example, may be used with linear

resistances. Another sort of characteristic that may be produced in this

way is a resistance that is a nonlinear function of temperature; this has

been done by combination of thermistors and resistors.^

When curve fitting is done by the combination of simple elements, a

substantial portion of the error is usually predictable and independent

^ Vol. 19, Chap. 8, of the Radiation Laboratory Series.

* Methods of approximating functions arc treated extensively in Vol. 27 of the

Series in connection with the design of linkages.

* R. Krock and N. Painter, ‘*The Two-Disc D-c Thermistor Bridge Circuit,” RL
Report No. 602, Jan. 12, 1945. This report gives a fairly general theoretical treatment

of curve fitting at three points by means of a nonlinear element.
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of errors of the components used. This quantity is the difference between
the desired function and the function that would actually be computed
with perfect components.^ It can be expressed in equations or graphs,

and criteria can be stated for minimizing this error by proper choice of

component values. A mathematical criterion such as the method of

least squares may be used, but it is often too troublesome to use so refined

a method. In general, a ^Sveighting function” must be used if a given

error in the nonlinear function produces different (errors in the computer
output, the errors depending on the region of the nonlinear function

being used. If the weighting function is carried to an extreme, a set of

points of the desired function can be chosen and the error minimized at

those points only. If the number of points chosen is equal to the number
of independently variable parameters of the approximating system, and
if the desired function can be approximated with realizable components,

these parameters may be so chosen that the error is zero at these points.

Tliis method, though it does not necessarily give the “best” fit, makes
it possible to solve for component values in terms of the values of the

function at the selected points.

64, Curve Fitting with Linear Potentiometers. Aiialysis of Loaded

Potentiometer ,—A method that is sometimes useful for approximating

nonlinear functions involves the use of linear

potentiometers in resistance networks. The

most general resistive network containing a

single potentiometer is a network including a-c

or d-c generators and resistances, with the

condition that two resistances having a com-

mon node constitute the potentiometer.

These resistances will vary as x and (I — x)

respectively, where x represents the angular

displacement of the arm from one end of the

potentiometer, expressed as a fraction of its

full range. The common node corresponds to

Fig. 5*2.—General loaded-
potentiometer circuit with
zero-impedance supply.

the contact made by the movable arm. It can be shown b}’ means of the

nodal analysis that any voltage appearing in the network can be expressed

as a function of x in the form^

x^ + aix

^x^ + a2X + 62/
( 1 )

where A, ai, and bi are functions of the resistances and generator voltages

and 02 and 62 are functions of the resistances only.

^ This corresponds to the Class B errors mentioned in Sec. 2*6.

* A similar function is used for curve fitting with two rheostats; see N. Painter,

‘‘Matching Resistance Curves by Means of Two Linear Ganged Potentiometers and

a Three Terminal Resistance Network,” RL Report No. 610, Aug. 7, 1944.
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A special case of some interest is that in which the potentiometer is

supplied with voltage from a zero-impedance source and the output is

taken at the potentiometer arm. This will be called a ^'loaded-potenti-

ometer'' circuit. In this case the network connected between the poten-

tiometer arm and the reference node can be replaced, by means of

Th^venin's theorem, by its internal resistance and open-circuit voltage.

The circuit of Fig. 5*2 is the most general attainable subject to these

restrictions. The circuit has three

independently variable parameters

that determine the shape of the out-

put function: Ci, C 2 ,
and a = Ho/Hi.

The level of the output may be

changed by varying the potential of

the reference node; this means that

there are four independent variables

instead of the five of the general cas(*

of Eq. (1). The function may also

be moved along the a^-axis by redefining the independent variable as a

linear function of x. A rearrangement of the circuit for convenience of

analysis is shown in Fig. 5*3. The two voltage sources d and 62 with the

corresponding series resistanc^es (1 — x)Hi and aHi can be replaced by
current sources Ct/(1 — x)Hi and e 2/aRi respectively, with parallel

resistances as shown in Fig. 5-4.* Since the current sources and resist-

5-3.— Hoarrangenient of loaded-
potontiometer circuit.

. J2^
^ ( l-x )R aR\— ~

I —T ~

1

"

il~x)R*xRi * aRi

Fio. 5*4.—Transformation of loaded-potentiometer circuit with current generators.

ances are all in parallel, the output Co is simply the product of the total

current and the effective parallel resistance, or

€i
, £2

_ 1 - X a x[ae< + (1 — x)ei\ .

1 i
‘ a + x(l - x)

1 — X a X

‘ For this transformation see, for example, H. W. Bode, Network Analysis and
Feedback Amplifier Design, Van Nostrand, New York, 1945, p. 12.
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This can be generalized somewhat by the addition of fixed resistances at

the ends of the potertiometer, in which case x varies over a smaller inter-

val than 0 ^ a: ^ 1. This takes into consideration part of the effect

of internal resistance of the voltage source; it does not mean, however,

that the circuit of Fig. 5*3 is still the most general one when Ci has internal

resistance; the Th^venin’s theorem transformation by which tliat circuit

Fio. 6-5.—Output curves for loaded potentiometer with load connected to bottom end

(62 * 0).

was obtained is not valid for this case, since the upper end of the poten-

tiometer is no longer at a fixed voltage relative to the reference node.

Some applications of Eq. (2) will now be considered.

Miscellaneous Functions from a Single Loaded Potentiometer .—In the

process of fitting empirical functions with loaded potentiometers, it is

helpful to know the sorts of function that can be produced with simple

loading configurations. One such case is the circuit of Fig. 5*5, in which

62 =» 0. For this network Eq. (2) assumes the form
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Co _ xa

ei a + x(i — x)
(3)

Figuie 5*5 shows a family of curves for ei/ch as the resistance ratio a

assumes different values. A corresponding family of curves may be

Fig. 5-6.—Output curves for loaded potentiometer with load connected to upper end
(C2 = ei).

drawn for a load resistor connected to the upper end of the potenti-

ometer. This corresponds to the equation becomes

xi^OL -f* 1

* a a + x(l — x)
^

Curves of this function are shown in Fig. 5*6.

Figure 5*7 illustrates the effect of varying €2 in the circuit of Fig. 5*2.

If 62/61 = Eq. (2) becomes

^ — a;)]

ei a -t- x(l — x)
(5 )
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Figure 5-7 shows a family of these curves for a = O.l and various values

of i3.

Equation (5) may also be used to express the error term in the case

when a potentiometer is being used to produce an essentially linear func-

tion but when a small amount of loading (/f 2» /?i or a ^ 1) is present.

eitr \
^t=0.1

Fio. 5-7.—Output curves for loaded jwtentionieter with — e 2/ci as paraineter.

In this case Eq. (5) can be expressed in a more convenient form by divid-

ing numerator and denominator by a.

x(l — x)
1 +

This can be rewritten by means of the approximation

1 +
1 + €2

1 + — € 2 ,
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if €i, €2 1

:

- « a- [ I +
~ ~

L Of Of
(6)

The departure from linearity, expressed as a fraction of maximum output,

is then

Co — xcj __ x(l — x)(l3 —
Of

This effect may be considered to be due to the varying output impedance

of the potentiometer as a function of x. In the case /? = 0, the magnitude

of the error is — x)/a, which has a maximum of 0.15/a at x = f.

A plot of this function is shown in Fig. 5*8. One way of reducing the

Fiq. 5-8.—Potentiometer loading curve for a » 1.

effective error is to operate over only a fraction of the full output voltage,

as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 5-8; this may be done by inserting in

series with the '^high^^ end of the potentiometer a fixed resistance of

about half the value of the potentiometer resistance and calibrating the

system so that the output is correct at the high end of the potentiometer.

The maximum output will then be only two-thirds the supply, but the

maximum departure from linearity, expressed as a fraction of maximum
output, will be reduced by a factor of about 6.

Another method of reducing the error somewhat is to make P = i by
connecting an additional load from the arm of the potentiometer to the

high end. This effectively halves a. The maximum error in this case

is 0.05/a' (where a' = the new value of a) or 0.10/ao (ao = original value

of a before addition of extra load). This method is inefficient in reduc-

ing the nonlinearity, relative to the first method.

For the approximation of symmetrical functions it is of interest to

consider the form that Eq. (2) takes when the circuit is connected sym-
metrically with respect to the center of the potentiometer (as in Fig. 5-9).

It will be convenient to let the independent variable be zero at the center
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of the potentiometer and the loading be symmetrical = Ci/2) and
to measure the output with respect to the level 62 . This can be done by
defining a new input variable y such that

y = 2x — \

and a new output variable ii such that

u — Co — C2 .

Substitution of these three conditions in Eq. (2) gives an expresson for

w as a function of y^

Aayc^

4a; + 1 - (7)

To put this into a more convenient form, let

Then

4« + 1 = 1-

„ = ..(1 - 6 ) (8)

The curves for this function resemble those of Fig. 5-5 but are symmetrical

with respect to the origin.

Tangent Approximation .—By expanding the denominator of lOc^. (8)

in a power series,

w = C2{1 - 5)(2/ + bif + +•••). (9)

The series for tan 6 is

03 20^

tan 0 = 04--^+
170^

315

By letting 3 = i in Eq. (9) (that is, a = i), the function produced by the

loaded potentiometer becomes

«
= (2/ + 1 + 1- + ^ + • •

•)•

The quantity in parentheses differs from tan y by about at 2/ = i
radian (29®) the error due to this term is only 0.04°. The circuit^ is

shown in Fig. 5-9. If a = 0.448, the angular error can be held to ±0.1°

up to 2/
= 1 radian.

To achieve in practice anything like the theoretical accuracy, it is

necessary to calibrate the system carefully. This involves setting

^2 = «i/2, zeroing the input shaft at the center of the potentiometer,

^ Details of construction of such a circuit arc given in G. D. Schott, ‘‘Loaded Poten-

tiometer Triangle Solver,” liL Group 63 Report, May 31, 1944. See also R. Hof-

stadter, A Simple Potentiometer Circuit for Production of the Tangent Function,''

Rev. Sci. Inst.j 17, 298-300, August 1946.
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and setting R 2 = Ri/2. The condition €2 = ei/2 may be satisfied by

supplying the potentiometer with alternating current by means of a

center-tapped transformer. A phasing adjustment must be provided

between the input dial and the potentiometer shaft in order that the zero

position of the input shaft may correspond to the center of the potenti-

ometer. The adjustment of R 2 may be made by means of a series poten-

tiometer to produce the correct

output at a known input.

Secant A pproxirnation .—

A

good approximation to the secant

function can be obtained by the

use of a potentiometer and auxil-

iary resistor (Fig. 5T0). In this

case the output is not from the

potentiometer tap, so the loaded-

potentiometer analysis does not

apply. By straightforward network analysis it is found that the ratio of

output to input is

Fig. 5*9.—Circuit for approximating tangent
function.

60 _ R2 4a!

"
R, + (1 - ,<)

~
+ ‘ - »’ ( 10)

where y is the fractional angular displacjement from the center of the

potentiometer as defined in connection with symmetric functions and

Fig. 5*10.—Circuit for approximating secant.

a = R 2/R 1 . This function is \/y times the function of Eq. (7), for the

same value of a. Again the substitution

4.+ l-i

facilitates the expansion of the denominator in a power series:
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The corresponding expression for the secant is

sec y = 1 + + 7^2/4 + . .
.

.

Let 8 = iii.e.f a = i) ;
the error then is approximately

The same network, with the potentiometer as the bottom element

and the resistor at tlie input, gives a fair approximation to a quadratic

voltage function. The resistance of the potentiometer with ends con-

nected is a quadratic function (Secs. 3-5, 5-9).

Square-root Approxiruation .—An approximation to the square root

can be obtained with the circuit of Fig. 5T1. The output curve is

compared with a square-root curve in this figure; the error is 1.7 per

cent or less of maximum output over the range 0.04 ^ .x ^ 1.

Fig. 511.—Approximation to square root.

The procedure in selecting the circuit constants is first to write the

equation for the network type chosen,

_ Co _ A{x + cl)

^ ei X + a +
which contains the three unknown constants A, a, and b. This permits

an exact fit to the curve y = \/^ at three points (xi, 2/i). The points

chosen were (0.04, 0.2), (0.36, 0.6), and (1.0, 1.0). Three equations in the

three unknowns may be written, and a solution is possible by use of the

relation

1 _ 1
,

^

yi A A{xi + aY

the variable l/A being eliminated by subtraction and b/A by division.

The resulting equation, from which the dotted line in Fig. 6-11 was

plotted, is
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In the case of more complicated networks, for which the simultaneous

equations are difficult to solve, fitting may be done more conveniently

by plotting families of curves for the available and desired functions and

superimposing them.

6'6. Other Combinations of Simple Elements. Shaped Waveforms .

—

The application of a simple waveform such as a positive step function

to a network produces a responsei that may be shaped within certain

limits by the choice of the elements in the network. If an /iiC-network

is used, the resulting waveform will be a combination of exponentials.

Tliis method has been used to produce an approximation to a hyperbola.^

A waveform may also be approximated by a series of straight-line

segments. This may be done by passing a linearly increasing current

through a network of resistances and diodes;^ transition from one segment

to the next occurs when the waveform rises to a h^vel at which a diode

either begins to conduct or stops conducting, in either case changing the

effective resistance of the circuit and the slope of the output waveform.

Linkages .—The use of mechanical linkages to approximate functions

is a method having wide applicability (see Vol. 27). Bar linkages have

been found to have certain advantages. Extremely long life may be

expected from devices of this sort. Close mechanical tolerances must
be held, however, the closeness depending on the accuracy desired, link-

ages for functions of two variables have been designed by means of a

method of successive approximations.

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

The trigonometric functions most often produced directly are the

sine and cosine; other functions, such as the secant, tangent, and inverse

trigonometric functions, may be produced by combining sine-cosine

devices and by the use of feedback. The most common method of

producing sines and cosines is the construction of a model in which the

projection of a rotational motion on a line provides a quantity propor-

tional to the cosine of the angle of rotation measured from the line. This

principle is used in electrical resolvers, rectangular-card sine potenti-

ometers, and Scotch yokes.

Trigonometric functions, like any other functions that vary suffi-

ciently smoothly, may also be produced by curve-fitting methods; for

example, nonlinear potentiometers have been used to produce sines and

cosines, and cams to produce the secant. The choice in each case depends

^ Vol. 19, Chap. 8, of the Radiation Laboratory Series.

» Ibid.
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on whether the curve-fitting method or the use of physical laws involving

sines and cosines is easier to instrument and more accurate. There are

some devices that make use of both the physical law and a curve-fitting

procedure. In some electrical resolvers having iron cores, for example,

the model provides a first approximation to the sine function, but higher

accuracy is obtained by careful spacing of stator windings or by the

addition of a compensating cam, each of the latter operations being a

case of curve fitting within a limited region.

6'6. Variation of Electrical Coupling by Rotation. Types of Devices.

Both electromagnetic and electrostatic coupling coefficients can be varied

mechanically. A typic^al electromagnetic device for producing sines and
cosines consists of a cylindrical stator with one or more windings, inside

which is a rotor with one or more windings.^ Either air cores or iron

cores may be used. The number of windings on the rotor and stator is

referred to by calling the device a ^^l-to-3 phase or ^'2-to-2 phase'’

I'lG. 5-12.— Bendix Autosyn, exploded view.

device, even though in ordinary use the a-c voltages on all these windings

are essentially in the same time phase. Devices having 3-phase stators

or rotors are usually called synchros; those with 2-phase stators or rotors

are often called resolvers because they may be used to resolve a two-

dimensional vector into its rectangular components. An air-core type of

2-to-2 phase device used for angle measurement is known as a goniometer.

Figure 5T2 shows an exploded view of a typical 2-to-2 phase, light-

weight resolver. The drawing of Fig. 5T2 shows the cylindrical rotor,

with slip rings for electrical information, and the stator into which the

rotor fits. If the input is to the stators, there is no coupling between the

stator windings unless current flows in the rotor windings.

Electrostatic coupling coefficients can be varied either by moving

one condenser plate with respect to another or by moving dielectric

material between the plates. A phase-shifting condenser that varies

the phase of a sine wave by producing sines and cosines uses the latter

method (see Vol. 17, Sec. 9T, of the Series). This method is also used

for transmission of angle data in the MIT differential analyzer. ^

1 The Radiation Laboratory Series, Vol. 17, Chap. 10, ‘‘Rotary Inductors.”

*Bush and Caldwell, “A New Type of Differential Analyzer,” Jour. Franklin

Inat.f 240, 4, 278, October 1945.
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Uses ,—An important application of electromagnetic devices of this

sort is to the transmission of rotation. Three-phase devices (synchros)

are used chiefly for this purpose. In this application little attention is

paid to the production of sines and cosines as such
;
accuracy is measured

in terms of angular errors rather than deviation of voltage from a sine

function of rotation.

The same devices, but more commonly the 2-phase ones, may be

used to produce voltages proportional to the sine and cosine of the

angular position of the rotor. They may enter into a-c computing

systems, in which case a sine-wave carrier is modulated by the rotor

position; they may be used to produce sine and cosine components of

triangular or trapezoidal waveforms for PPI sweeps (Vol. 22); they may
be used with direct current and a specially built rotor to detect saturation

resulting from d-c flux in n\ill devices producing an angle output.

A 2-to-2 phase resolver may be used to rotate rectangular coordinates

by resolving each of two inputs into components along directions defined

by the two output coils; it may also be used, together with a servomech-

anism, to transform rectangular to polar coordinates (Sec. 0*3).

Either resolvers or phase-shifting condensers may be used to produce

a phase shift varying linearly with shaft rotation. This results from

combining sines and cosines. The two inputs arc sin wi and cos w/;

these are multiplied within the device by cos <t> and sin 0 respectively

and added to produce

cos (f)
sin oit + sin 0 cos 0)1 — sin (w/ + 0).

Phase shifts of this sort are used in range measurement (Vol 20, Chaps.

5 and 6).

Theory of Operation of A-c Resolvers: Sources of Error ,—The operation

of an a-c resolver of the type shown in Fig. 5*12 may be analyzed simi-

larly to that of an audio transformer. Differences lie in the variation

of coupling coefficient with rotor position and the somewhat lower maxi-

mum value of coupling for the a-c resolver than for an audio transformer

(for the Bendix resolver AZ)-759542, k « 0.9). An analysis in Vol. 17,

Chap. 10, shows that, subject to certain assumptions, the input impedance

is independent of rotor position. The frequency response of resolvers

depends on the purpose for which they are designed; that of the Bendix

resolver is shown in Fig. 5*13. Devices for resolving complex waveforms

with high-frequency components may have a more uniform response or

wider bandwidth.

Some of the errors of audio transformers as computing elements are

found in the same form in resolvers. Nonlinearity of the iron core pro-

duces distortion of the output waveform and variation of stator-to-rotor

voltage ratio with input voltage. For the Arma resolver (No. 213044)
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this effect causes errors in output voltage of the order of 0.14 per cent

of maximum output for voltages from 0 to 80 volts rms at 400 cps.

The effect of interwinding capacitance may also be observed if a resolver

is operated with the output winding floating. The voltage ratio also

varies with temperature, this variation being a function of the load as

well.

One of the most important criteria of performance in synchros and
resolvers is the deviation from sinusoidal output as a function of rotation.

If the input is to a stator winding, it might be expected that the rotor

would pick up a voltage measuring the projection perpendicular to the

rotor winding of the magnetic field produced by the stator. In order for

this to be true, the windings must l)e arranged to produce a suitable

Kiq. 5*13.—Approximate frequency response of Bondix resolver (stator-to-rotor ratio).

field. For any given arrangement of rotor windings, there are only

certain field configurations for which a sine output can be obtained.

Moreover, it is desirable that the field configuration be unchanged by the

rotation of the rotor. This condition is fairly (‘asily satisfied for air-

core devices; but when there are iron cores, more care in design is

necessary. Changes in the field may occur if the rotor is rotationally

asymmetrical (“dumbbelT" or “umbrella” type) or if at certain orienta-

tions winding slots of the rotor come opposite slots in the stator. This

latter effect is reduced by designing the rotor or stator so that the slots

of one are skewed with respect to those of the other (see Fig. 5*12).

If a load is connected to the output terminal of a resolver, certain

errors may result. The input impedance of a stator will vary as a func-

tion of rotor position. Even if the input is supplied from a sufficiently

low-impedance source, the output impedance will vary with rotation

and the resulting variable loading will cause deviations from a sine func-

tion. For an Arma resolver, however, a 20,000-ohm load has negligible

effect (<0.05 per cent) on the sinc-function output; and for some pur-
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poses these resolvers have been connected in series^ so that the output

of one is the input for the next.

When two windings at 90° to each other are to be used either in

producing the sine and cosine simultaneously or in producing the inverse

tangent by a null method, errors may arise from the relation of one of

these windings to the other. Their relative angle may differ from 90°;

the maximum gain ratios from the two windings to the same pickup

winding may differ; or the voltages on the windings may be slightly out

of phase. The result of inequality of gains is an error that varies as the

sine of twice the rotor angle; this may be remedied by the use of com-

pensating resistors^ or by the insertion of a gain control in the channel

corresponding to one of the coordinates. If the two input voltages differ

in phase, an error in output amplitude results. P^ffectively one of the

input magnitudes is multiplied by the cosine of the phase difference. The

T

Fkj. 5*14.- -Tr;tnsfornier drive with amplitude control.

maximum fractional error in output amplitude due to a phase difference

of 0 radians between the input voltage is </>2/2 (for small </>).

Driving Circuits for A-c Resolvers .—Resolvers and synchros may be

excited from an a-c line or from a transformer connected to an a-c line.

This method is commonly used with vsynchros when the object is to

transmit angular information. It may be used to produce sines and

cosines but will not allow the general operation of multiplication of an

input variable by sine and cosine.

A variac^ may be used to supply voltage to an input winding of a

resolver; in this case the shaft rotation of the variac provides the variable

input to be multiplied by the sine or cosine. This method has the dis-

advantage of varying input impedance if it is desired to supply the variac

from any other source than a low-impedance line. Furthermore, it is

difficult to attain high precision (0.1 per cent) with variacs.'^

If it is desired to excite an input winding of a resolver with voltage

from a potentiometer having a resistance of several thousand ohms, an

^ P. Weifiz and B. Miller, “Transformation of Rectangular Coordinates Using

Arma Resolvers,” NDRC14-293, July 10, 1944.

* Ibid.

* See Sec. 311.
^ H. S. Sack at Cornell University has done considerable work on precision variacs

(private communications). See also Chap. 3,
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impedance-transforming device is usually necessary to prevent excessive

loading of the potentiometer. Low output impedance is desirable in

order that variation in input impedance with rotor position will not

affect the voltage on the input winding. Such a device may be a step-

down transformer, a cathode follower, or a more
elaborate type of feedback amplifier.

A potentiometer may be used to vary ampli-

tude of the voltage impressed on the rotor (Fig.

5*14). The potentiometer P is the amplitude con-

trol. In order to reduce the loading of this

potentiometer, a stepdown transformer T is in-

cluded. The input impedance at the primary of

the transformer is essentially that of the reflected

rtisolver-rotor impedance and thus can be quite

large if a suitable value of step-down ratio is

chosen. It should be noticed, however, that the ^

potentiometer represents a variable internal gen-

erator impedance and together with the reflected inductance constitutes

an RL series circuit in v/hich the R is not a constant. This results in a

variable phasing of the voltage impressed on the rotor, which cannot be

tolerated in many applications. In order that a constant-phase voltage

be impressed, the tuning capacitor C is included. This results in a

resistive circuit in which the phase

shift is independent of potentiom-

eter setting. Since the Q of the

circuit is low, the value of the

tuning capacitor required is not

critical. The usual commercial

10 per cent tolerance capacitors

are suitable in most cases. This

will, of course, restrict the fre-

quency band over which the

resolver can be used.

A simple type of vacuum-tube

driver is an amplifier with the

driven winding in the plate circuit

(Fig. 5*15). This circuit provides

amplification, but the gain varies

with tube characteristic. If

greater stability is desired, a cathode follower may be used, with the driven

winding in the cathode circuit. A parallel tuning capacitor may be added

to increase the range of operation. Cathode bias may be obtained by

using a parallel RC in series with the load (Fig. 5*16). Both these cir-
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cuits have the disadvantage that the d-c plate current passes through

the driven winding, tending to saturate the core of the resolver.

Figure 5-17 shows two precision drivers for resolvers, discussed in

detail in Vol. 18 of the Series. The circuit of Fig. 5- 17a is essentially a

cathode follower, but the d-c plate current is not allowed to flow through

the winding being driven. With an Arma resolver stator as load, this

circuit operates to 60-volt rms output with a maximum departure from

linearity of 0.08 per cent
;
substitution of tubes causes variations in gain of

±0.25 per cent. Figure 5*176 shows a two-stage driver circuit in which

tube-substitution effects cause errors of 0.1 per cent or less, up to 20-volt

rms output.

+250 +250

(a) (h)

Fig. 5*17.—Precision driver circuits for resolvers, (o) Single-stage driver for Arma resolver

;

(6) two-stage driver for Bendix resolver.

If high accuracy is required, the output windings should operate into

high-impedance loads, preferably grid circuits. Current flow due to low-

impedance loading sets up corresponding fields within the resolver.

These fields lead to interaction between the input windings in the case of

2-phase inputs (see Vol. 22 for information on sweep drivers).

D-c Resolvers .—A resolver' may be used to compute the inverse

tangent of a ratio of two inputs (Sec. 5*12). If voltages measuring x

and y are impressed on two stator windings, the resultant magnetic field

is at an angle tan~' y/x from the a;-axis; the rotor may then be oriented

perpendicular to the magnetic field by means of a servomechanism.

This can be done fairly easily with alternating voltages (Sec. 6*9), for

the error voltage picked up by a rotor winding may be used to actuate

the servomechanism.

A similar operation is possible with d-c voltages representing x and

y. It is necessary in this case to use a pickup element on the rotor that

' H. S. Sack et al.j Preliminary Report No. DCR-1, Cornell University, June 28,

1945.
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indicates orientation in a steady magnetic field. Such an element is a

magnetic core (Mo-p)ermalloy or Mumetal, for example) excited by an
a-c carrier and having two output coils connected in series opposition.^

The output will be a second-harmonic signal which reverses in phase
when the sense of d-c saturation of the core reverses. This signal

may be fed to a phase detector that produces a d-c error signal for the

servoamplifier.

The rotor of an Arma resolver was replaced with a d-c pickup element,

and accuracy tests were made. For some orientation of the pickup ele-

ment the effect of the earth^s magnetic field was found to cause significant

errors. If this effect was reduced either by proper orientation or by
magnetic shielding, operation over the entire 360° was possible with

errors not exceeding 0.5°.

6*7. Sine and Cosine Potentiometers.—Frequently it is convenient

to employ a potentiometer to produce an output voltage proportional to

the product of an input voltage and the sine of the angle through which

the potentiometer shaft is rotated. If both the sine and the cosine func-

tions are produced by the same potentiometer, the entire resolving opera-

tion has been performed; in some cases, however, it is necessary to use two
independent potentiometers with the shafts displaced by 90° in order to

develop both the sine and cosine functions. A discussion of sine poten-

tiometers will be found in Vol. 17, Chap. 8, of the Radiation Laboratory

Series.

Curve-fitting methods (Sec. 5-2) can be used to produce the sine

function. One example is the construction of nonlinear potentiometers

(using a shaped card, nonlinear wire spacing, etc.) which will produce a

voltage or a resistance varying as the sine of shaft rotation. Such poten-

tiometers are restricted in range to ± 90° or less, since the derivative of

resistance with respect to rotation cannot change sign. If computer

requirements necessitate a smaller range of angle, the maximum angle

can be further restricted and the accuracy thereby increased.

Rectangular-card Sine Potentiometer: Theory of Operation ,—If a con-

tact is moved in a circle on the surface of a potentiometer card, the varia-

tion of potential with rotation is sinusoidal and unlimited rotation is

possible. This principle is used in the rectangular-card sine potentio-

meter developed at the Radiation Laboratory; the construction of a

typical sine potentiometer is shown in Fig. 5T8, and a schematic diagram

in Fig. 5*19.

As is shown in Fig. 5-18, the card is of rectangular form with closely

spaced wire wound continuously and may be rotated by the input shaft.

Four brushes fixed to the case of the potentiometer and arranged geo-

^ See Chap. 3 for discussion of magnetic amplifier.
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metrically as shown assure proper contact pressure and alignment. Both
sine and cosine functions may be obtained.

If E is the voltage impressed across the two ends of the winding and
the dimensional constants are as shown in Fig. 5-19, expressions for the

Fio. 5*18.—Sinusoidal potentiometer, typo RL 14. The performance is indicated by
the following data: angiilar resolution ± life 5 X lO® revolutions at speeds up to 120 rpm;
weight 1 lb 6 oz; diameter 4? in.; length 4^ in.; winding resistance 32,000 ohms; applied

voltage 300 volts or less; 305 turns per inch of 0.0026 =in. diameter nichrome wire; Formex
insulation; brush force 1 oz; and resolution 0.3 per cent of peak voltage.

output voltages can easily be developed. It is to be noticed in particular

that the axis of symmetry of the brushes does not necessarily correspond

to the axis of rotation of the card.

The significance of this will be dis-

cussed later.

The card may be considered to

have a potential gradient in the

T/-direction equal to E/y and in the

x-direction of E/2nx as a result of

the potential drop along each turn

(n being the total number of turns).

The resultant of these, if the effect

of wire resolution is neglected, is a

uniform potential gradient at a slight

angle to the 2/-axis. It is from this

direction that brush rotation will be

measured. Any brush moving in a

circle relative to the card will then have a voltage with respect to ground

that is the sum of a term varying as the cosine of the brush angle plus a

constant term equal to the voltage at the center of the circle.

Fio. 6-19.—Schematic diagram of

sine potentiometer. Points a, b, c, and d
are brushes.
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When the card is rotated, each brush in effect moves over the card

in a circle whose center is the axis of rotation of the card.
.
Thus if the

voltage difference between any two brushes is taken as the output, the

constant terms cancel and the difference is proportional to the cosine of

the angle of rotation, measured from the angle at which the difference is

a maximum. (For calibration purposes, greater accuracy can be obtained

by referring angles to the position of zero output.) The two voltage

differences between pairs of diametrically opposite brushes will be pro-

portional to the sine and cosine of rotation if the four brushes are mounted
accurately at the corners of a square. When the output differences are

used in this way, the axis of rotation of the card need not correspond

accurately to the geometrical center of the brushes.^

If the outputs from two of the brushes are used, without subtraction,

as sine and cosine components, additional errors arise from lack of coin-

cidence of the brush center and the axis of rotation. The angle subtended

at the axis by the brushes may not be exactly 90°, so that the relation of

the outputs is not that of sine and cosine; and the brushes may be at

different radii from the axis.

The performance^ of the RL14 sine potentiometer is indicated by the

following data. When it is used as a resolver the angular accuracy is ±
and the amplitude of the resultant vector is constant to within ±0.65

per cent. If the voltages from single brushes are used, as mentioned

above, the error may be several times greater. Even when the potenti-

ometer is vibrated with an acceleration of lOg only slight evidence of

noise is observable. The amplitude of this noise is less than ^ per cent

of the maximum signal. To remove this noise as well as brush noise,

/^C-filters are sometimes used at the output terminals.

The angle through which a brush must be rotated to go from one

wire to the next varies from 0.17° when the brush is moving at right

angles to the turns of wire to about 4° when the brush is moving parallel

to the wire. The effective resolution of the potentiometer, however, is

the angular resolution of the rotation of the vector whose components

constitute the outputs, that is, the angle of the small but finite step with

which the vector rotates. This angle varies from 0.17° when two of the

brushes are moving normally to the wires to 0.24° when all four are at

45° with respect to the wires.

Input and Output Circuits .—Since the voltages from the two opposing

brushes must be subtracted from each other in order to obtain the sine

function, circuits associated with the potentiometer must be capable of

detailed discussion of the manufacturing problems involved in connection

with such a potentiometer will be found in P. Rosenberg, “Sinusoidal Potentiometers

Types RLIOCB, RIdOCD, RLIOE, RL14,” RL Report No. 423, Aug. 16, 1943.

* This material is taken from Vol. 19.
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doing this. If high accuracy is to be obtained from a potentiometer

having the desired linearity, it must be associated with output circuits

having high impedance relative to the potentiometer resistance. In order

to prevent loading, the usual practice is to connect the brushes directly

to the grids of vacuum tubes. Figures 5*20 and 5*21 give two repre-

sentative output circuits that are frequently used. If both sine and

cosine outputs are desired, an output circuit is, of course, necessary for

each component.

Figure 5-20 illustrates the type of circuit possible when a grounded

voltage source is used. The voltage source can be either alternating or

direct current in both Figs. 5^20 and 5*21. One end of the sine potentiom-

eter is grounded as in Fig. 5-19. Thus the two output voltages must

Fig. 6*20.—Sine potentiometer with Fig. 5-21.—Sine potentiometer with floating

grounded supply. supply.

be subtracted to eliminate the constant term. This can be accomplished

by employing a so-called ^‘difference amplifier’^ of which the circuit

shown in Fig. 5-20 is an example.^ The output leads are connected

directly to the grids. The difference amplifier shown develops a balanced

output
;
if this type of output is found undesirable, however, a difference

amplifier developing an unbalanced or “single-ended” output can be

used.

Figure 5*21 presents a typical circuit in which an unbalanced (“single-

ended”) voltage can be obtained directly from the potentiometer itself.

As shown, this requires the use of a floating voltage supply, which, as

above, can be either alternating or direct current. Such a supply

might, for example, be a tachometer generator. Since the supply is not

grounded, one of the two potentiometer brushes may be grounded, and

the voltage measured on the ungrounded brush is the difference between

^ Circuits for subtraction are discussed in Chap. 3 of this volume, and in Vols.

18 and 19.
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the two brush voltages. Only one component (either sine or cosine)

can be obtained in this way. This single-ended output can be amplified

in the usual manner if suitable precautions are taken against loading.

The output circuit shown is a cathode follower. Since a high degree

of linearity in the output stage is necessary in order for the over-all

Center tap adjustment

Single-ended sine and
cosine outputs

Fio. 5-22.—Push-pull a-c supply for sine potentiometer.

accuracy to be maintained, it is of advantage to employ output circuits

with high gain and negative feedback.

Single-ended sine and cosine voltages can also be obtained by sup-

plying the potentiometer in such a way that the center of the card is at

ground potential. This may be done with push-pull a-c or d-c voltages

Flu. 5-23.—Method of using alternating and direct current simultaneously on sine

potentiometer.

For alternating current a transformer may be used; if accurate adjust-

ment of the center tap is desired, a control may be provided as in Fig.

5-22. For direct current an inverting feedback circuit may be used to

produce a voltage that is the negative of a given voltage (Chap. 2).

It is sometimes necessary to obtain both a-c and d-c voltages that

vary as the sine and cosine of an angle. The circuit diagram of Fig.
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5*23 shows a method by which both signals can be obtained at the same
time. The two separate voltage sources may be paralleled with isola-

tion impedances in series with each to prevent alternating currents from

flowing in the d-c supply and vice versa; or if such currents are not

detrimental to the operation of the circuit, the supplies can be placed in

series rather than parallel, without the isolation impedances.

The voltage from each brush is fed to the control grid of an isolation

stage to prevent loading of the sine potentiometer by the filters. The
a-c difference is obtained by connecting a high-pass filter between the

outputs of the isolation stages; the d-c difference is obtained by connecting

a low-pass filter between the same points. The filter designs are deter-

mined by the degree of separation desired and the phase shift or time lag

permissible.

If a sine potentiometer is

loaded by a resistance between

the two terminals whose voltage

difference is the output, the load-

ing effect may be shown to be the

same as given for a linear poten-

tiometer in Eq. (3). Figure 5’24a

shows this case. Let ei be the

generator voltage, R be the total

resistance of the sinepot, xR the

fraction included between the

output terminals, and aR the load resistance. If either the generator

or the output is floating with respect to ground, the circuit may be trans-

formed using Th^venin^s theorem to the form shown in Fig. 5*246. The

output eo is given by the same equation as that for the linear potentiometer

:

_ axCi

cc + :r(l ~ x)

For large a, the maximum error (expressed as a fraction of the voltage

across the potentiometer) occurs at a; = | and is approximately equal to

0.15/q!. a similar derivation may be carried out for the case of the

single-ended output when the potentiometer is supplied from a center-

tapped transformer of low output impedance; in this case the maximum
loading error for large a is 0.10/a times the maximum output.

6*8. Mechanical Methods.—Multiplication by sine or cosine of an

angle is an operation that is done mechanically in many cases with suit-

able accuracy, although extreme accuracy (comparable to that obtainable

with some electrical resolvers) requires very precise machining and con-

siderable expense. Figure 5*25 shows an elementary form of crank and

crosshead which can be used when a very crude sine or cosine function

XT

Fig. 5-24.—Sine-potentiometer loading

{x = k\ sin 6). (a) Loaded sine potentiometer
circuit; (h) Thev6iiin’s theorem tranalorma-
tion.
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is permissible. The crank arm A is rotated by a drive shaft through an

angle, and the output ^haft B is actuated through the crankpin a by the

connecting rod C; the displacement of the crosshead B is roughly pro-

portional to the sine or cosine of this angle.

The departure of the output shaft displacement from a sine function

is rather large unless the connecting rod is very long with respect to

the crank arm.

The Scotch yoke (see Vol. 17) is a similar mechanism with modifica-

tions that overcome the poor response of the simpler unit discussed above.

Figure 5*26 illustrates a simple form of Scotch yoke. Again crank A is

rotated through the given angle, and the output linear displacement

along axis XX is proportional to the sine or cosine of this input angle.

In this case, however, the response is mathematically correct if practical

considerations such as tolerances, clearances, and surface smoothness

are neglected. High accuracies

are obtainable even with all these

factors present, though at the

expense of increased cost and

difficulty of production.

The difference between the

two units is that the Scotch yoke

includes a slide and a channel

that restricts the motion of the

slide to an axis perpendicular to

the axis of displacement XX. As

the crank arm rotates, the slide

C is displaced along the vertical

axis, causing a horizontal move-

ment of the output shaft B. The slide can be made integral with the

XX channel unit in a compact mechanism. The inaccuracies in such

units are those due to the need for clearance between the slide and the

channel. This clearance introduces a backlash that in systems of high

accuracies may be intolerable. Other less important points of error are

the clearances necessary in the crankpin a and the bearings and so forth.

In general, it may be said that the obtainable accuracy improves with
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the size of the unit, since with equal manufacturing methods the per-

centage clearance (actual clearance taken with respect to the size of the

parts) decreases with increase in unit size.

Input angle information must, of course, be introduced mechanically

so that the crank arm can be rotated through the desired angle. The

displacement of the output shaft can be used in its mechanical form or

may be converted into electrical information. An example of this change

of representation is the use of the shaft to drive the arm of a linear poten-

tiometer producing a voltage varying as the sine of input-shaft rotation.

Scotch yokes are commercially available. The more important fac-

tors that must be considered in evaluation of the relative merits of

mechanical as opposed to electrical resolving schemes are accuracy

obtainable with respect to accuracy desired, relative cost, size, weight,

and associated electrical or mechanical units necessary for driving and/or

obtaining output information. A general comparison of electrical and

mechanical methods is given in Sec. 2T3.

6‘9. Waveform Methods.—The sine wave, produced fairly easily

by frequency-selective circuits,

may be used to produce sine and

cosine functions of variables other

than time. Two methods may be

mentioned, both of which make
use of time selection (Vol. 19,

Chap. 10, of this series). Prob-

ably the simplest in principle is to

select the voltage corresponding to

a given delay from the reference

time and to store, or remember,

this voltage during the rest of the

repetition interval. The input

time delay may be generated from

a voltage by means of a linear

delay circuit; the entire operation, then, produces a voltage proportional

to the sine of an input voltage.

An alternative method has been developed^ in which a variable-

width rectangular gate is used to select a portion of a sine wave, and the

average or integral is taken as the output. If the gate begins at a zero-

voltage point of the sine wave, the integral measures the cosine of a

quantity proportional to gate length.

6*10. Inverse Trigonometric Fimctions.—The inverse sine or cosine

may be produced by connecting a sine-producing device and a servo

^ B. Miller, P. Weisz, and W. F. G. Swann, ^‘Circuits Using Resolvers and Coordi-

nate Transformations by Means of Electrical Networks,*^ NDRC Division 14 Report

No. 288.

Constant «,cos9-«2-0

Fia. 5*27.'—Device for producing inverse

sine and cosine.
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according to the methods of Sec. 2*5. An example of this operation in

which a resolver is used is shown in Fig. 5-27. The voltage 62 ,
together

with the resolver output ei cos 0
,
is fed into a differential servoamplifier

that causes the servomechanism motor to turn the resolver rotor until

the difference between the two amplifier inputs is zero. The shaft of

the resolver rotor is then at an

angle cos~' (62/61) from its refer-

ence position. By redefining the

reference position the inverse sine

can be produced.

The inverse tangent may be

produced by a similar servomech-

anism arrangement if both

stators of the resolver are excited

and the i-otor is servoed to a null.

Either an a-c or a d-c resolver (Sec.

5*5) can be used for this purpose.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 5*28.

The eciuation solved, in terms of

the production of separate sine and cosine, can be written

62 cos 0 — 61 sin 0 = 0
,

or

6 = tan~^ —•
61

./T,
e.(Sg 'voltage)

[9-tan-‘|f-

o
Servo motor

Error

signal

Servo
amplifier

Fia. 5-28.—Device for producing inverse

tangent and cotangent.

This is discussed in more detail in connection with the transformation

from rectangular to polar coordinates (Sec. 6*3). The inverse secant

«i =02 sec e

Fig. 5-29.—Device for producing secant and cosecant.

may also be produced with a resolver and servomechanism; the circuit

of Fig. 5-27 will perform this operation provided only that ei becomes the

variable voltage and 62 the constant exciting voltage.

The secant itself is produced by feedback to the input winding rather

than to the rotor shaft; Fig. 5*29 is a diagram of a device for producing

the secant. A differential amplifier or equivalent device with high gain
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makes €i cos 0 = 62; as a result, ei = 62 sec 6 , By measuring 6 from a

different reference angle, the cosecant may be produced.

The method of amplitude comparison can be used to produce inverse

sine or cosine delays from sine waves if the reference time corresponds to

the proper fixed phase of the sine wave.

MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS

6*11. Powers and Roots. Powers .—The operations of multiplication

and integration may be used to produce powers of an independent variable

(Vol. 19, Chap. 19 of this series). A straightforward way of producing

a voltage proportional to the square of an input shaft rotation is to per-

form successive multiplications by means of two ganged potentiometers,

the output of the first being fed through an isolating stage to the other

(see Fig. 5*30).

Fia. 6*30.—Ganged potentiometers for squaring. The maximum value of 0 for the
potentiometers is 0m.

Integration may be used conveniently when the independent variable

is time; for example, two successive integrations of a constant voltage

may be used to produce a voltage that is a parabolic function of time

(Vol. 19, Chap. 8, of this series). Squaring can also be done by averaging

(integrating) triangular waveforms of variable duration or amplitude or

by averaging rectangular waves whose amplitude and duration are varied

together by the same input signal.

A precise mechanical device for squaring (capable of accuracy of

0.01 per cent) is the cone-cylinder combination produced by the Libra-

scope Company (Vol. 17 of this series). In this device a wire is wound on

a cone and a cylinder; and as the cone rotates, the rotation of the cylinder

is determined by the length of wire transferred. This length is propor-

tional to the square of the angular rotation of the cone, since the turns

of wire are uniformly spaced along the axis of the cone, and the radius is

therefore proportional to the angle through which the cone has rotated.

The device may be considered an integrating type of squarer, for the

length of wire I unwound from the cone or wound on the cylinder is
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where r is the radius of cone or cylinder and where B is the angular rota-

tion. For the cylinder, r = ro, a constant; for the cone, r = kB. The
fact that the same length of wire that is unwound from one is wound on

the other is, in effect, an equal sign,’’ so that

^7*0 dB\ — J hB'i dB^i

where Bi is the rotation of the cylinder and B^ is the rotation of the cone

or

if the initial conditions are properly chosen. Either Bi or B2 may be an
input, so the device may be used either for scjuaring or for the extraction

of square roots.

For low-precision applications (errors of 5 or 10 per cent) parabolic

functions may be approximated satisfactorily by the characteristics of

certain vacuum tubes (Vol. 19, Chap. 19, of this series).

Vacuum-tube characteristics may be used to greater advantage if a

push-pull method is employed to cancel out odd-order terms in the

Taylor expansion of the characteristic (Vol. 19, Chap. 19, of this series).

A quadratic function of rotation may be produced by short-circuiting

the ends of a potentiometer together; the resistance between the arm
and this common terminal is then

R = ^ a-

where iZo is the potentiometer resistance and y is the motion of arm
from center of potentiometer as a fraction of its peak positive or negative

excursion, that is, limits of rotation correspond to y = ±1. This

resistance element is used in approximating the secant function (Fig.

5T0); it is also used as a squaring element in triangle solution (Sec. 6*3).

Powers and roots, including nonintegral exponents, may be produced

by means of logarithmic devices.

Roots ,—Any multiplying or integrating device may be used to produce

powers, and the techniques discussed for producing inverse functions

may be used to produce roots. The cone-cylinder device may be used

for the production of square roots as well as squares. A parabolic wave-

form may be used with a coincidence device to produce a square-root

function. Ganged-potentiometer devices may be used with servo-

mechanisms to produce roots. Figure 5*31 shows such a device for pro-

ducing the cube root. If B is the angle of shaft rotation of the three

ganged-potentiometer armsand B^ is themaximum rotation of a potentiom-
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eter, then the voltage output is €i(d/Bmy. The servomechanism rotates

the shaft until this quantity is equal to the input voltage 62 ]
the shaft

rotation is then proportional to the cube root of 62 .

An approximation to the square-root function by means of a linear

potentiometer is given in Sec. 5*4.

6*12. Exponentials and Logarithms.—Exponential functions arise

frequently in physics and are usually connected with differential equa-

tions in which a function is linearly related to its first derivative. An
example in electronics is the dependence of diode current on electrode

voltages at low currents; an example of an exponential waveform is that

resulting from the application of a step function to an /fC-network

(Vol. 19, Sec. 1T5). The most obvious use of exponentials in computation

is the use of one physical system obeying an exponential law as a model

isolating stages

(cathode followers)

Fia. 5-31.—Device for producing cube root.

for another system, more difficult to construct, that obeys the same law.

Thus if it is desired to compute automatically the attenuation of light

intensity resulting from Lambert’s exponential absorption law, ^ an expo-

nential waveform generator might conceivably be used together with a

linear delay circuit and a clamping circuit to change the representations

of the input and output respectively.

If the physical system is such that the independent and dependent

variables can be interchanged, the inverse of a function can be produced.

This method has been used for the production of logarithms from expo-

nential diode characteristics (Vol. 19, Chap. 9, of the Scries) and might

be used to produce logarithms from exponential waveforms. The
automatic production of logarithms by electronic means is likely to have

considerable application because logarithms can be added and put into

an exponential producing device, the result being multiplication. The
ability to perform a multiplication in the order of a few milliseconds is of

‘ 7 7oc“®*, where 7 ~ intensity at distance x;

7o = intensity at x **0;

a =-• absorption coefficient.
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considerable significance in computers involving combinations of opera-

tions, as will be pointed out in Chap. 6. At the present writing the chief

multiplying device that has found Avide application is the potenti-

ometer, in which one of the inputs must be a shaft rotation. This limits

the speed of computation considerably, since the ^
time required to orient the shaft must be approxi-

mately lO""^ sec.

Contact Rectifiers .—It has been observed that

the impedance of certain metal contact rectifiers^

follows the law E = r log i over a substantial

range of their forward characteiistics. Commer-
cial copper oxide rectifiers of various makes and

sizes were found to follow that law consistently for

a current range of 1/50 above a potential of

about 0.070 volt per contact layer. Certain mi-

crowave mixer-type germanium contacts follow

the logarithmic law through a current range of at

least five decades, from the lowest measured value

of 1 /la (with 0.16 volt) up to about 10 ma (0.50

volt) in any circuit and up to about 0.25 amp
if the then appreciable current-proportional volt-

age drop within the semiconductor is canceled.

The simplest electrical circuit for obtaining

logarithms is the voltage-divider circuit shown in

Fig. 5*32. The output of this voltage divider is strictly logarithmic

only (1) if the ohmic resistance Ri within the rectifier is negligible com-

pared Avith the logarithmic contact resistance Z, (2) if the source, or

series, resistance Rs is large compared Avith Z, (3) if the load, or meter,

resistance Rm is large compared Avith Z.

An alternative circuit for the production of

logarithms is the bridge circuit shoAvn in Fig.

5*33. For convenience, symmetry will be as-

sumed, with Ri = 7^2, Rz = 7^4, Z3 = Z4.

Nonlinear bridges of this type are known
to have an output vs. input characteristic as

plotted in Fig. 5*34 for negligible load current

(7?m— All curves were plotted with

^ , . . Ri = R 2 = 100 ohms, Z3 = Z4 each two layers
Fio, 5-33.— Bridge circuit. ^ . .1 ../»

of 0.85 sq. in. copper oxide rectifiers in series,

and with values of Rz = Ra varied from 0 to 100 ohms as indicated.

Fig. 5‘32.—Voltage
divider. Ri = ohmic
component of rectifier re-

}?istance; Z = logarith-

mic contact resistance;

R ~ source resistance;

Rm = meter resistance.

^This material is taken from H. E. Kallmann, Three Applications of Nonlinear

Resistors,” RL Report No. Ja-6, Oct. 19, 1945, Part III. This report is to be

published in Electronics.
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The larger these resistances, which are in series with the rectifier contacts,

the higher the input voltage at wliich the bridge balances {Em = 0).

In particular, when Ri R2 = Rz - Ra - Ry the output voltage

Em no longer reverses. It then presents an exact replica of the voltage

E2 on the copper oxide rectifiers, rising logarithmically with rising bridge

input. This result will be seen more clearly if the curve Rz == R\ = 100

is replotted on a semilogarithmic scale as in Fig. 5-35. The straight line

thus obtained indicates a logarithmic relation over an input range of

34 db.

An e\’ident merit of the bridge circuit is that the residual resistivity

Ri of the contacts can be allowed for in the adjustment of the resistances

Rz and Ra^ As in the voltage

divider circuit, the output of the

bridge circuit departs from the

desired law at the low-current end

of the range when Z grows com-

parable to R. The bridge circuit

/?i=/?2=100A

Fig. 6-34.—Characteristics of bridno
circuit.

Fig. 5*35.—Logarithmic plot of bridge
characteristic.

has the advantage that it may be operated at a much lower input voltage

^omin without exceeding a specified error.

Logarithmic circuits lend themselves to combinations for the purpose

of electronic multiplication or division. Fig. 5*36 shows, as an example,

the combination of two log bridges. Their outputs are connected in

series and fed, with opposite sign, to a meter, which thus reads the differ-

ence of their output currents. The current is then

E
im, - im, = A log El - A log Ei = A log

or proportional to the logarithm of the ratio of the two bridge inputs.

The meter can thus be calibrated directly in decibels with a linear scale.
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Two small resistors p with adjustable tap are shown in Fig. 5*36 for the

initial adjustment of bridge balance. A model with each R = 200 ohms,
each Z one layer of 0.85 sq in. copper oxide, p = 5 ohms, and a meter for

100 pa full scale with 7?^ = 1800

ohms was found reliable within

+ 2 per cent of full scale for either

input voltage varying from 0.14

to 7 volts, that is, up to ratios of

±35 db.

If circuits of this sort are to

be used to obtain the product of

rapidly varying waveforms, it is

necessary to compute automati-

cally the antilogarithm of the

output current. This may con-

ceivably be done by means of a third logarithmic bridge.

Diodes .—A diode limited to low-current values produces a variation

of current with voltage that is very nearly an exponential. By the use

±db

Fig. 5-.36.—Combination of logarithmic
bridges for division.

+ +

Output vy

Fig. 6-37.—Use of logarithmic diode characteristics for multiplication.

of a large series resistor the current may be made the independent vari-

able, the voltage output then being a logarithmic function of current.

This property has been used in a multiplying device; the grid-cathode

current characteristic of a triode is used to produce a logarithmic varia-
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tion of grid potential, and the grid-plate characteristic to amplify this

variation. Three such devices are combined in a feedback loop as

shown in Fig. 5*37.

6*13. Integro-differential Functions.—As a generalization of the

operations of differentiation and integration,^ there are equations in

which a combination of differentiation, integration, and addition is

involved. Such, for example, are the equations of most passive RC-
networks. The simple ‘‘differentiating’’ network (Fig. 5*38) has the

differential equation

c I te

which can be expressed in terms of the Laplace transforms as

£>(eo) __ pRC
£(et) 1 + pRC

A general expression for the ratio obtainable from a linear network is

which can be reduced to the quotient of two polynomials.

Input waveform Differentiating network Output waveform

Fia. 5*38 .—RC differentiating circuit acting on a rectangular waveform.

Uses.—In the problem of automatic range tracking (Chap. 8, Vol. 20)

functions of this sort are used. A typical automatic range-tracking

system consists essentially of two integrators and a feedback loop includ-

ing the error-measuring device and producing the output range equal to

that of the target. Considerations of loop stability, however, make it

desirable to use a transfer ratio (1 + pT)/p^ instead of the ratio l/p\

which would correspond to two integrations. Additional factors

1/(1 + pTa) are produced by the necessary data-smoothing networks,

where Ts is the smoothing time constant. Similarly, in the design of

stable high-performance servomechanisms or feedback amplifiers it may
be desirable to use integro-differential functions of this sort in the feed-

back loop.

Another application of integro-differential functions is in the produc-

tion of shaped waveforms. An easily available waveform may be fed

into a function-producing circuit and a desired function or an approxima-

tion to it obtained.

Realizable Functions .—By means of passive i?I/C-networks a consid-

erable variety of functions may be produced. In each case the function

^ See Vol. 19, Chap. 2, and Vol. 18, Chap. 1, of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
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can be expressed as a fraction whose denominator is a determinant and
whose numerator i^ one of the minors of the determinant. Thus the

numerator cannot contain higher powers of p than the denominator.
This restriction may be removed by the use of negative-feedback

amplifiers. If a high-gain amplifier is connected as shown in Fig. 2*4

(Sec. 2*5) and if the admittances of the input and output networks can

%

(a)o^^

^ Jl

c

vC

/,(p) 1

fz(p) vCR

C,/ /,(p) pCifj
(6)oV:iVHh;-A^^ 4(F)‘i+;CRi

pc _L J-
l+pCfli

~ *2

/i(p)

fiip)
— pCif2

id)

Fig. 5-39.—Transfer ratio.s of networks with feedback amplifiers.

be expressed operationally by/i(p) and/2 (p) respectively, then the ratio

of the transforms of output and input is very nearly

= - fjM.

In this case, /2 (p) may be made as simple as desired; if network (b) is a

resistance, /2 (p) is a constant. Several examples of circuits of this type

are shown in Fig. 5-39. An arrow is used to indicate that the junction

of the two networks is held at ground potential by the amplifier even

though no current flows out at that pomt. Network (a) is that of a

Miller feedback integrator. Network (6) produces a function that might

as well be produced by a simple RC “differentiating^^ network; it is

shown to illustrate the type of transfer ratio for which a passive network

rather than a feedback amplifier should be used. Network (c) illustrates
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the principle that additive terms may be had by using parallel impedances

in the input circuit; similarly, network (rf) shows how additive terms are

also introduced by series elements in the output circuit.

Realizable Output Waveforms .—If the input to a passive network is a

step function, the output will be a combination of exponentials and

damped sinusoids (Vol. 19, Chap. 11). This corresponds to the fact that

the quotient /i(p)//2 (p) can be expanded in a sum of partial fractions

corresponding to the roots of the denominator. If a feedback amplifier

is used with the network, the possibility of the root p = 0 enters; for a

step-function input this corresponds to a linear output function, or, in

the case of a double root, a quaCdratic function, etc. Thus the general

function available in response to a step-function input is a linear com-

bination of exponentials, sinusoids \vith exponential envelopes, and

powers of t (time measured from the step). If more complicated

functions are used as inputs, it is difficult to say in general what outputs

are realizable, but the output can be calculated in any case from the

input and the response to a step function by means of the superposition

integral or convolution theorem.^

'Vol. 18, Chap. 1, of this scries; or Gardner and Barnes, TramienU in Linear

Systems

f

Wiley, New York, 1942, pp. 22Sff.



CHAPTER 6

GROUPED OPERATIONS

By D. MacRae, Jr.

6-1. Introduction.—The computing devices to be considered in this

chapter are intermediate in complexity between those of the preceding

three chapters and the examples to be discussed in Chap. 7. The term

grouped operations” will include the production of a function or of a

closely related pair of functions by combination of the separate devices

described in the previous chapters.

Feedback techniques are important in the combination of operations.

A particularly useful application is in the solution of simultaneous equa-

tions. An illustrative design of a single equation solver using feedback

will be given.

Emphasis will be placed on applications of grouped operations to

computation involving radar data. One such application is the auto-

matic computation of the hypotenuse of a right triangle from the lengths

of the legs; this is important in taking into account the effect of altitude

in airborne radar equipment. Another problem, raised by radar naviga-

tion, is that of transforming one set of coordinates into another; several

examples of this process will be given.

Problems Characteristic of Grouped Operations ,—There are certain

design problems that arise from connecting several devices. Combina-

tion of two computing elements may necessitate change of representation

of the variables because the output of the first may not have the same

representation as the desired input to the second. It is desirable to

select devices for which the representations of outputs and inputs cor-

respond, but other considerations such as availability and accuracy may
make this impossible, so that a separate device for change of representa-

tion is often necessary. Two of the most common cases where change of

representation is necessary are the multiplication of two voltages and

the use of periodic-waveform computers with d-c or a-c voltage inputs.

In the case of multiplication, a potentiometer may be chosen as the most

convenient device available for the operation; in that case, a servo-

mechanism must be used to convert one of the input voltages into rota-

tion of the potentiometer shaft. ^ In computation using waveforms, the

1 See, for example, Illustrative Design of an Equation Solver under Sec. 6*2.

129
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input variables must often be converted to time delays by means of

linear delay circuits.*

Consideration of scale factors is also necessary when operations are

combined. Each separate device has limits of operation ^ for output

and input; examples of such limits are the ends of potentiometers or the

maximum output of an amplifier. In order to realize highest accuracy

possible with given components, scale factors should be chosen so that

the desired range of computation corresponds to these limits of operation.

Thus, if the range of computation for a variable x, represented by voltage

on a linear potentiometer, is to be a g a: ^ 2a, the errors due to random
departures of the potentiometer from linearity can be halved by insert-

ing in series with it a fixed resistance of the same value as the potenti-

ometer resistance. When two devices are connected, however, the two

scale factors determined in this way may differ, and in order to use both

to maximum advantage a scale-changing device should be inserted

between them. For example, if a potentiometer having a rotation of

300° is coupled mechanically to a sine-cosine device whose shaft moves
through only ±30°, the potentiometer error will be reduced if a 5/1

gear ratio is inserted between the two shafts.

Problems of impedance or loading are also raised by grouping opera-

tions. If a voltage representation is used, variation of input or output

impedance may cause errors. Examples are the variation of output imped-

ance of a potentiometer (Sec. 5-4) and the variation of input impedance

of a resolver with a load on its output winding. These errors may
be kept small if the output impedance of one device is much less

than the input impedance of the following one. In order to satisfy this

condition, it may be necessary to use an impedance-transforming device

such as a cathode follower.

The relative speed of computation of devices that are to be used together

is often of importance. The time required for the slowest device in the

computer to produce sufficiently accurate results (‘‘settling time^O

limits the rate at which the inputs may be changed; if the input varies

sufficiently slowly to cause negligible change in output over a time equal

to the settling time of the computer, these errors can be ignored. The
problem of relative speeds is more serious, however, if a device in the

computer has a minimum speed of computation. An electronic inte-

grator (Sec. 4*7) is a device of this sort, for condenser leakage imposes a

limitation on the maximum time for which the device may be operated

accurately; if 1 per cent accuracy is desired, an operating time of the

* See, for example, Sec. 6-6.

* A general mathematical treatment of the interrelationship of limits of operation

is given in Vol, 27 of the Series.
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order of magnitude of an hour^ may be realized. This limitation is

important if it is desi^’ed to combine integration with multiplication. If a

potentiometer is used as a multiplying device, it is necessary for computa-
tion to be relatively slow, for the mechanical information may have a

settling time of the order of 0.1 sec; the integrator, on the other hand,

must work relatively rapidly. These two requirements put fairly close

limits on the time scale that can be used as regards rapid changes of the

inputs. If instead of a potentiometer an electronic multiplying device

with a settling time of 0.001 sec could be used, the integrator could be

operated at a much greater speed, and the usable time scale would be

much longer relative to the shortest interval over which accurate com-

putation could be obtained.

Speed of response is also important in connection with the stability

of computers using feedback loops.

If a slow-operating element such as

a servomechanism is in series wdth

faster ones in a loop, the delay in the

loop will be determined by the slow

element. If slow and fast elements

are in parallel feedback paths, the ‘‘loop gain^' may be determined by

one path for low' frequencies and another for high frequencies.

When several operations are combined, there are sometimes alternate

groupings of the component devices from which the designer may choose.

One of the most important choices is that of w'hether or not a given equa-

tion is to be solved by use of feedback.

6*2, Feedback and Implicit Functions. Feedback vs. Direct Solution .

—

A widely applicable method of solution using feedback (also discussed in

Sec. 2-4) is shown in Fig. 6-1. The implicit function y(x) is defined by
the relation /(x,t/) =0. A method of producing fix^y) is devised by
combination of operations of the sort described in Chaps. 3 to 6. This

series of operations constitutes the block labeled /(x,2/). The output of

this block, which is desired to be zero, is connected to the input of a

high-gain amplifier. The output of this amplifier is fed back, with

proper polarity to reduce the block output, as the 2/-input to the block

f(Xjy). The result, if the design is satisfactory, is that the system will

assume an equilibrium state in which the value of fix^y), the input to the

amplifier, will be nearly zero. The higher the gain of the amplifier the

more nearly will the equation /(x,y) = 0 be satisfied. The variable y is

thus a solution of the equation to a high degree of approximation. There

may be more than one independent variable or input; the variable

^ This figure is subject to considerable uncertainty. The use of specially insulated

condensers, special dielectrics, and compensation circuits (Vol. 19, Chap. 18) may per-

mit longer operating times. See also Chap. 4 of this volume.

^lUv) H Amplifier |

—

Output

iy)

Fig. 6-1.—Block diagram for solution of

f{.x,y) « 0.
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X in Fig. 6-1 may be considered to represent several such inputs. One
possible application of this method is in finding real roots of polynomials

with variable coefficients.

In order to determine whether or not a solution using feedback is

desirable for a particular equation, the designer must compare the com-

plexity of the feedback solution with that of a solution without feedback,

where one is possible. In some simple cases a solution with feedback

is obviously out of the question. For the equation y = xi + X2, there

is no point in using the implicit function y — .ri — 0:2 = 0 with a feed-

back loop of the type of Fig. 6*1. On the other hand, suppose that the

Fig. 6-2.—Block diagrams for solution of quadratic equation, (a) Solution of the
implicit function xiy^ -f- ^2y -f = 0 by feedback; (6) solution of xiy^ + x^y -f 0:3 = 0

using the explicit function y
—X2 + y/ — 4X1X3

2x1
'

equation to be solved is the quadratic Xiy^ + X2y + 3:3 = 0, where xi,

X2, and Xz are inputs and y is the output. If the equation has a real root

in the region of operation, a solution may be set up using a feedback

loop of the type shown in Fig. 61 . A block diagram of such a solution is

shown in Fig. 6

•

2a. The output y is applied to a squaring device^ fol-

lowed by a multiplier, producing the function xiy^] it is also applied to

another multiplier and an adder, producing X\y^ -f x^y + Xz, This is

then fed back through an amplifier as described above.

In this case there is the alternative of a solution using an explicit

function according to the binomial formula

^ Squaring may be accomplished by any of the methods discussed in Chap. 5 or

in Vol. 19, Chap. 19,
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__ -’X2 ± “s/xl — 4a; 10:3

^ “
2x1

A block diagram of this solution is shown in Fig. 6*26. The function is

built up as follows: 1 irst X 2 is squared; the product 4a: 1:^3 is computed;

and these (juantitics are subtracted (the constant factor 4 being taken

into account by proper setting of scale factors in the multiplying and

subtracting blocks); the square root is taken; the result added to or

subtracted from --X 2 ]
and this quantity divided by 2a:i. The computa-

tion of the negative of X 2 is not included as a separate operation, because

it has not been stated whether X2 is positive or negative. Comparison

of the two block diagrams shows that the solution with feedback requires

fewer operations and that the corresponding device is probably easier to

build. For cubic and (luartic equations the complexity of the direct

solution without feedback increases considerably; in the case of higher-

X

fIC Multiplierdh: Adderw: Amplifier
“\

Output y

Fia. 6-3.—Block diagram for solution of -h sin y + x « 0.

order algebraic equations and many transcendental equations there is no
explicit solution in terms of simple operations, so that if a solution without

feedback is to be made, a special nonlinear device must be constructed

by curve-fitting methods. This becomes difficult as the number of

variables increases.

Illustrative Design of an Equation Solver .—To show how some of the

design problems of grouped operations are met, an illustrative design

process will be given for a computer solving the equation

2/2 + sin y + a: = 0 .

Since this equation involves only two variables, the solution might be

computed automatically by the construction of a suitable nonlinear

potentiometer, cam, or similar element. The design to be discussed,

however, does not use curve-fitting methods. A block diagram for the

solution of this e(|uation is shown in Fig. 6*3. It is constructed according

to the method of Fig. 6*1; the functions sin and x are added to

produce the desired function of x and y; and this function is amplified

and fed back. A corresponding schematic circuit diagram is shown in

Fig. 6 -4 . The input x is represented by a shaft rotation, which is converted

to an alternating voltage by a potentiometer. The amplifier output is

an alternating voltage representing y] the representation of y is changed

to a shaft rotation (which is taken as the output) by a servomotor and
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an amplifier that compares the ^/-voltage with a potentiometer output

voltage. The y-shaft turns the rotor of a resolver, which is supplied

with the same a-c voltage as is across the x- and ^-potentiometers.

The output of a stator winding of this resolver is proportional to sin y

if scale factors have been properly adjusted. The i/-voltage is multiplied

by the 2
/-shaft rotation by means of another potentiometer, producing y".

The voltages representing the three functions x, y^, and sin y are then

added by means of the resistance network RilURz, and the resulting

voltage is the input to the amplifier.

Some preliminary design considerations may be mentioned in con-

nection with this computation. One of the first factors to be considereii

is that of accuracy; without detailed calculation it may be said that the

use of available resolvers (of 0.2 per cent peak output error) and potenti-

ometers of 0.5 per cent peak deviation from linearity will permit computa-

tion with resulting probable errors not exceeding 1 per cent of the range

of output.

Loading of the y^- and x-potentiometers by the adding network must

also be considered. If with available potentiometers and resistors this

error is excessive, cathode followers may be necessary.

As an aid in determining scale factors and defining the necessary

calibration adjustments, the equation solved by the system may be

written including scale factors. Suppose that x and y are defined by
dials on the respective shafts. The dials must be phased with respect

to the shafts so that when the dials read zero, all potentiometers and the

resolver are at positions of zero voltage output. This implies four
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phasing adjustments. If it is assumed that these have been made, the

equations that determine the scale factors of the system can be written.

Let the shaft rotation representing x he dx = kix and that representing

y he dy = k^y. Assume that all three potentiometers have the same
maximum rotation dm (if they do not, the inequalities can be com-
pensated by adjustment of /?i, R2 ,

or R^). Let E represent the a-c

supplj^ voltage. It will be convenient to treat the resistance network

in terms of the conductances (7i = l/Ri, G2 = I/R 2 ,
Gz = l//^ 3 ,

G ^G, + G2 + Gz.

The servomechanism sets the amplified error signal equal to E(dy/dm)^

The three voltages entering the resistance network {Rij R 2 , Rz) are

E(6x/0m)y E{dy/Bm)'\ Hiid E sin By. The resolver is assumed to have
unity maximum voltage ratio; if not, this can be taken into account by

adjusting Rz- The equation solved is then

G
E

where A is the gain of the amplifier (see Vol. 19, Chap. 18 for analysis of

adding network). The factor E may be removed from the equation by

dividing through; the solution is therefore independent of variations in E
within the limits for which the above equation holds. Simplifying,

,
(hyy

,
Bjn

Ri ’B~R2 Rz
sin k2y =

Gk2y

A
0.

The scale factor calibration then consists in setting

ki k^ Bm

Rl BmR2 Rz
and k2 = 1

,

in order to make the equation assume the desired form. The first two

conditions may be satisfied by adjustment of two of the resistors iZi,

i?2 ,
and Rz; this may be done conveniently by potentiometers in series

with fixed resistors. These adjustments are made in such a way as to

produce correct output values {y) for given values of the input (x) ;
by

this method all components contributing to the scale factors are taken

into account. The condition A;2 = 1 can be satisfied (if y is measured

in radians) by using a 2/-dial marked in radians or degrees. When cali-

brated the system solves the equation

The Solution of Simultaneous Equations .—In three-color printing it is

of importance to be able to solve automatically a set of three simul-
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taneous equations of the type

X = (1 - c)(l - m)(l ~ y)Xn. + c(l — m)(l -- y)Xe

+ m{l — c)(l - y)Xm + 2/(1 — c)(l - m)Xy + my{l - c)Xnii,

“h 7)%)Xey "f" C7H(^\ y^Xcm "t“ CTtiy Xcmyi

7 = (1 - c)(l - m){\ - 2/)F«. + ‘
,

Z = (1 - c)(l - m)(l - i/)Z«. + • •
•

,

where Xu-, Xc, Fw,, etc., are constant coefficients, X, Z are known

quantities, and c, ?n, and y are the unknowns.

The principal problems involved are the electrical representation of

terms of the type

(1 — c)(l — m)(l ~ y)Xy, or cm(l — y)Ycm,

and the construction of a feedback system whereby all three equations

may be solved simultaneously. A multiplying device based on a proba-

bility principle was developed by Prof. A. C. Hardy of Massachusetts

Institute of Technology for this purpose.' He then combined a number

of these deduces to produce the indicated fuiK^tions that will be demoted

by A"', F' and Z'. The differences, or error signals, — A'', F — F',

and Z ~ Z' were amplified and fed back as the three variables c, m,

and y. The question of v hich variable is to be derived from which error

signal can be determined by an inspection of the partial derivatives of

X', F', and Z' with respect to the three variables, and the choice can

be made according to Avhere the feedback would be most effective,

that is, where the partial derivative is greatest. A device was constructed

to solve these equations, and results accurate to within 4 per cent or

better of maximum output were obtained. The entire solution could be

done within approximately 500 Msec. The repetition frequencies for the

rectangular waves used in multiplication were approximately 20 kc/sec.

A theoretical analysis of the stability of a device of this sort seems

difficult. It may be said, however, that the stability conditions are

probably no more severe than for three simultaneous linear equations.

The reason for this is that the three third-order eciuations given above

can be replaced by equivalent linear equations involving the partial

derivatives of X', F', and Z', with respect to the variables c, m, and y.

These equivalent linear equations will describe adequately the behavior

of a system within a small region in the neighborhood of a solution.

THE SOLUTION OF RIGHT TRIANGLES

6-3. The Problem of Right-triangle Solution.

—

In computers for use

with airborne radar equipment, it is often necessary to find the hypote-

^ Unpublished work, described at MIT Physics Colloquium, Jan. 31, 1946. See

Vol. 19, Sec. 19-5, and See. 317 of this volume.
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nuse of a right triangle when the lengths of the legs are given. This is

because the range information provided by the radar is ‘^slant range'^;

that is, distance along a straight line from the aircraft to the object

giving the echo. It is more convenient in a computer, however, to use

ground range (distance from a point on the ground beneath the aircraft

to the object), for ground-range rates are much more nearly constant

than slant-range rates. This is a ver3" desirable feature if rates are to

be found by tracking (Vol. 20, Chap. 7, of the Series). The procedure

in computer design, therefore, is to do whatever rate computation is

ne(?essary in terms of ground range and then to find the hypotenuse of

the altitude triangle as the last step before comparing computed range

with observed radar range. In this section the term ‘triangle solution^'

will denote the process of finding the hypotenuse of a right triangle, but

not of finding angles or of solving non-right triangles. The following

symbols will be used:

r ~ ground range,

h = altitude,

5 = slant range.

The problem of finding the hvpotenuse of a right triangle is not,

of course, confined to the altitude triangle in radar computers. Since

the triangle solvers to be described were designed for radar problems,

however, it will be seen that some of them have features which particularly

fit them for use with radar. One such feature is the representation of

quantities by the time delay of pulses from a periodic reference pulse;

time-delay representation or time modulation (Vol. 19, Chap. 13 of the

Series) finds more use in triangle solvers than in other types of computers

because the triangle solver often directly precedes the time-modulation

circuit. Another feature desirable in a triangle solver is that it inci-

dentally provide an /i-delay output, for the aircraft^s altitude may be

determined hy comparing a variable-delay marker on the radar display’’

with the first ground return on the radar, which is delaj^ed from the

transmitted pulse by an amount measuring h. If this method is used,

some of the errors of the ground-range determination tend to be canceled

out, particularly the zero error due to delays in the radar. It is tacitly

assumed that the altitude above sea level of the object giving the echo

is the same as that of the ground beneath the plane; if it is not, inherent

errors result.

One class of triangle solvers which will be discussed may be called

algebraic devices. These include those which solve the equation

r2 + -- ^2 |3y squaring, adding, and extracting the square root. They

also include a device that uses the relation (s — r)(s + r) = Another

class of triangle solvers which will be mentioned briefly consists of those
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devices which make use of special nonlinear elements constructed by

curve-fitting methods (Sec. 5-2). A third class of devices that may be

used for triangle solution includes those which transform rectangular to

polar coordinates (Sec. 6*9). Finding the hypotenuse of a right triangle is

simply a special case of this transformation in which the angle output is

not used.

Two triangle solvers will be discussed in detail. One, a parabolic-

waveform computer developed in England, is of particular interest for

its application of shaped waveforms to computation, as well as for its

economical combination of component circuits. The other, a phase-

shift triangle solver using a feedback integrator and differentiator, is

economical in use of parts and contains interesting provisions for can-

celing out certain errors.

6*4. Algebraic Methods of Right-triangle Solution. Block Diagram

of Squaring Method .—A general diagram of the scpiaring-type triangle

solver is shown in Fig. 6-5. The
quantities r and k are sejuared and

added, and the result is applied

to a device that extracts sejuare

roots. Depending on the sort of

individual blocks available, the

extraction of the square root may
be done either directly or by the

use of a squaring device with feed-

back. If squaring devices employ-

ing repeated parabolic waveforms^

are used, either a square or a

square root is obtainable, depend-

ing on whether the input is a

delay and the output a voltage or

vice versa. The voltage waveform generated by two integrations of a

constant is proportional to the square of the time interval from a refer-

ence time; thus, if the voltage output at a given delay is measured, the

device produces a square, whereas if the delay at a given voltage is

measured, it produces a square root. In this case, over-all feedback is

unnecessary. A possible instrumentation of the block diagram uses a

parabolic waveform for squaring, with the r- and /i-inputs represented

by delays (Fig. 6*6); the two output voltages are added, and their sum
is compared with the same parabolic sweep, coincidence occurring at a

delay proportional to $. In order that the sweep be unchanged in shape

by the amplitude comparisons, cathode followers are used for the com-
parisons. An appropriate change of scale factor must be made in the

^ Sec. 5*11; Vol. 19 of this series.

Fio. 6-5.—Block diagram of computer for

r2 + /i2 = sK
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parabola compared with r* + /i®, for the adding network divides by a

factor of 2. Series addition may also be used, in which case two separate

parabolic waveforms are generated. A solution using parabolic wave-

forms in a somewhat different way is given in detail below (Sec. 6*5).

(delay)

Fig. ()*6.—Hypothetical parabolic-sweep triangle solver.

If the squaring elements used were ganged linear potentiometers

(Sec. 5*11), a servomechanism would be required to extract the square

root. The scpiaring blocks would each consist of a pair of ganged poten-

tiometers, and the voltage outputs would be proportional to the input

shaft rotations. The two voltages would be added, and the sum applied

Error signal due to unbalance

T
A

h
\

(a) Squaring element (6) Bridge circuit and servo for

equating

Fig. 6-7.—Triangle solver using resistance squaring and bridge.

to a differential servoamplifier which turned a third pair of ganged poten-

tiometers until their output voltage was the same as this sum. The
servo shaft rotation would then measure the length of the hypotenuse.

Method Using Resistance Representation and Bridge for Equating ,—It

was shown in Sec. 5T1 (and in Sec. 3-5) that a resistance var3dng para-

bolically with shaft rotation could be obtained by connecting the ends of

/?Q= Resistance of pot

^ pot. shaft rotation

Full rotation

ie=ifo(|-i2)
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a linear potentiometer. This squaring device is shown in Fig. 0-7 together

with a triangle solver using three such elements. A Wheatstone bridge is

used for equating the resistances of the two arms containing the squaring

devices. If the bridge is unbalanced, the error signal changes the

resistance representing in the direction necessary for balance. lather

alternating or direct current may be used.

A bridge is an interesting example of a device that solves a relatively

complicated implicit function in order to get a simple result. In this

case the bridge is solving the ecpiation y = Xj where y and x represent

the resistances in the two upper arms of the bridge. It does this not

by producing the function Jix^y) = y -- x, the simplest implicit func-

tion that may be written in this case; it produces the function

2{y + x)'

where E is the supply voltage, as ma3
'' be shown by reducing the bridge

equations to this special case.

This device reciuires that component tolerances be held rather closely.

The potentiometers representing and not only must be linear but

must have the same resistance per unit angle to the desired degree of

accuracy if the input shafts are to have the same scale of r or h per unit

angle. The scale of s per unit angle may be made the same by adjust-

ment of one of the resistors Ri. The input and output dials must be

zeroed when the potentiometer arms are in the centers of the respective

potentiometers. The resistor marked must also be adjusted so

that when r, h, and s are zero, the bridge is balanced. If all the calibra-

tion adjustments are made well enough not to contribute appreciably

to the error, the remaining errors will be due cliiefly to the matching of

resistance per unit angle of the r and h potentiometers and to departures

from linearity of all three potentiometers. With 0.3 per cent potentiom-

eter linearity, it should be possible to compute s with errors not exceed-

ing a peak value of 1 per cent of the range of output.

Method Using Electronic Multiplication .—The pulse-length computer

developed at Cornell University' is applicable to triangle solution. This

device solves the equation ah = cd by producing an attenuation a/c

and applying it to b to obtain d. In the case of triangle solution the

equation is used in the form

with the error signal e amplified and fed back as s, according to the general

method of Fig. 6T. A block diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig.
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6-8. The input r and the output s (derived from an amplified error

signal) are fed to the blocks '' - and which produce s - r and
s + r respectively. The quantity s - r is fed to a multiplying device

''Xy” and the output is made equal to h by an inner feedback loop.

The multiplying factor k is thus equal to h/(s — r). In the lower multi-

plying device, h is multiplied by this same factor, producing h^/(s - r).

This (juantity is then compared with 6* 4 r by the differential amplifier,

-

and the difference is amplified and fed back as a.

A more detailed circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 0 9. If this figure is

compared with Fig. 6*8, it will be seen that the adder and subtracter

circuit of Fig. (r9 corresponds to the blocks marked + ” and in

Fig. 0*8.—Block diaKrain of pulse-ltMii^tli triangle solvTi*.

Fig. 0-8; that the two attenuators correspond to the blocks marked

“X’’; that the delay multivibrator, gate amplifier, and right-hand

differential amplifier comprise the ^^attenxiation adjuster”; and that the

left-hand differential amplifier fills the block ‘Miff, amp.” The rather

complicated attenuator circuit used is necessitated by the fact that the

voltage 5 — is best taken differentially. This same cir(*uit is used for

the lower attenuator, even though the input h is available as a voltage

with respect to ground, in order to make the effect of the variable-length

gate the same in both attenuators, to balance out the effect of tube drift,

and to make level-setting easier. In a number of places the input to a

grid is taken from a potentiometer one end of which goes to 5+ and the

other to the input variable. This has the purpose of setting d-c levels,

but each such control also affects scale factors.

It is expected that a circuit of this type will solve the equation with

errors of the order of 0.5 per cent of output range. The values of resistors

are fairly critical, both in bleeders and in plate and cathode circuits

where symmetry is desired. In some of the bleeders operating between

+450 volts and ground, constancy of output to 0.01 per cent is necessary;

this requires good resistors with matched temperature coefficients.

^ This technique of computation is treated in detail in Sec. 3-12. Circuits for addi-

tion and subtraction such as are used in this computation are also treated in Sec. 3-2.

* For a more detailed treatment of differential amplifiers see Sec. 3-9.
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6*6. Curve-fitting Methods for Triangle Solution.—Nonlinear devices

constructed by curve fitting^ may be used for triangle solution. It has

been shown in Vol. 19 that a hyperbola may be approximated by an

/?C-network. This function may be used for triangle solution (Fig.

(vlO); for if a waveform is generated whose voltage is proportional

to for t ^ hj a. voltage measuring r

will produce a coincidence pip at a delays

t = = s. An auxiliary /i-delay

gemerator is needed in order to start the hy-

perbolic waveform at t = h. This may be

used to provide at the same time a marker on

the radar display, so that h may be found by
comparison. The accuracy obtainable when
three ganged potentiometers are used in the

network is about 0.05-mile peak error for

0 < h < 5 miles and 1 < s < 20 miles.

A device constructed by curve fitting may also be used when a shaft

is available whose rotation measures ground range and a voltage propor-

tional to slant range is desired. The operation may be performed with a

nonlinear potentiometer if the shaft measures r/h or tan 0 (Fig. 6*11).

form.

The function produced by the potentiometer may be Vl + where

X is shaft rotation; if the applied voltage is /?, the output voltage is

h \/l + tan* ^ sec 0 = s.

^ See Sec. 5-2 for the construction of nonlinear devices by curve fitting.

* delay actually means a delay equal to the time required for a radar pulse

to travel a distance s and return, that is, 2«/c.
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The procedure in using it will then be as follows. The output voltage is

connected to a delay circuit producing a range mark on the scope. A
switch is provided so that the voltage h may be connected directly to

the delay circuit; the proper altitude may be set in by adjusting h until

the range mark coincides with the first echoes from the ground beneath

the aircraft. This same value of h is then used in subsequent operations,

and the output of the potentiometer is

h sec 6 = s.

A potentiometer for producing this function is discussed in Vol. 20,

Sec. 5*2, of this series.

6'6. A Parabolic-waveform Method.—In a method described by
F. C. Williams,^ parabolic waveforms (Vol. 19, Chap. 8) are used for

triangle solution by means of the equation

which is equivalent to + r- — = 0. The circuit generates two

sawtooth waveforms of equal and opposite slopes. The positive one is

integrated from / = 0 to a delay equal to h. The integral of the negative

sawtooth waveform, starting at time r, is added algebrai(‘ally to the first

integral; and when this total waveform crosses its original level, an ampli-

tude comparison device produces a pip whose delay measures 5. ''Fhe

accuracy of this computation is about ±0.25 per cent of maximum
range.

A circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 6T2. The detailed operation of

the circuit- may be described with the aid of Fig. GT3. A positive pulse

is applied to the tube Vi at the terminal A. The front edge of this pulse

draws grid current, and the rear edge, which is taken as the zero of time,

cuts the tube off for approximately 120 gsec, producing a positive pulse

at the plate of Vi (Fig. 6T36).

Generation of Sawtooth Waveforms .—In its quiescent state, the plate

of F2 is at about 240 volts because of the d-c feedback from the plate

through Rs, R 91 and D 2 to the control grid. During this period Di is

cut off, its plate being at —5 volts because of R 7 . When the plate of

Vi rises, the plate of Di is raised, causing the cathode of D 2 to rise and

stopping the d-c feedback to the grid of F2. The current in Rio is

switched out of D 2 and flows into C5, and the plate of F2 runs down at the

^ F. C. Williams, T. Kilburn, and A. W. Marsh, “A Circuit for tlio Solution of the

Ground Range/Slant Range/Height Triangle in Airborne Radar,’^ TRK Report No.

T1844, Apr. 22, 1945.

* The following description is taken from a memorandum of F. C. Williams, with

.slight changes.
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rate 200//^ioC'5 = 2 volts//isec. The inductance Li in the plate circuit

increases the gain and therefore reduces the distortion of the sawtooth.

This rundown continues until the knee of the tube characteristic is

reached, that is, until the plate is at about 30 volts above ground. The
duration of the sawtooth wave-

form is therefore (240 — 30)/2

Msec = 105 jLisec. The plate re-

mains in this condition until the

plate of Vi falls again, at which

time the d-c feedback restores it

to its original level of 240 volts.

The sawtooth is d-c restored^ to

ground by the diode C\, and

ftss. At time t — 0 the sawtooth

voltage should be equal to the

integrator grid voltage, that is,

— 1

2

^ volts, so that the current into

the integrator Fe will start from

zero. Hence at ^ = 0, a down-

ward step of volts is produced

at the plate of V 2 by applying a

positive step to the grid of V 2 from

the plate of Fi via the small con-

denser C20 . The amplitude of the

step produced is C20/C 5 times the

amplitude of the waveform at

the plate of Fi (see Fig. 6- 13c).

In its steady state the para-

phase^ tube has its grid at ground

level because of ffis, and the space

current (and therefore plate cur-

rent) is limited by the screen volt-

age, which is determined by i2 i 6 ,

so that the plate potential is just

above the knee of the character-

istic. The rundown sawtooth is

applied to the grid through Ce; and

if C7 + Cs = Ce, the plate wave-

form of F3 is in paraphase with

the plate waveform of F2 . Condenser C 7 is variable so that this condi-

‘ If a waveform is constrained to start from ground level, it is said to be '‘d-c

restored^' to ground.

* Two waveforms are said to be in paraphase if their sum is a constant.
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tion may be satisfied. The run-up sawtooth waveform produced is d-c

restored to ground by Cg, -Da, and -R34, and therefore in the absence of C21

the sawtooth wave would have a positive step of li volts at < = 0. But
since C21 = 2C20, this positive step of volts becomes a negative step

of volts, and again the sawtooth wave starts from the potential of

the integrator grid (Fig. 6* 13d). The inductance allows this negative

motion but does not impair the d-c restoration.

Action of the r- and h-switches ,—The plate waveform of Fi is d-c

restored to ground by C2, lUy and one of the diodes of Vi and applied to

the suppressor grid of F4. Before the time i = 0, the suppressor of

V

A

is cut off, and the screen of F4 is taking all the space current (about

8 ma). The tube is taking grid current through Tin, and the plate of

D5 is negative with respect to its cathode by an amount determined by
the setting of Pi. When the plate of Fi rises the suppressor grid of F4

rises, and 6 ma of plate current flow in F4, producing a negative edge of

9 volts (6 X P23) at the plate of F4. This takes the plate of D7, which

was previously at +4 volts, below the level of the integrator control

grid, thus opening the r-switch, that is, rendering Ds operative (see

Vol. 19, Chap. 3, for switch operation). Current can now flow through

P33 and Ds from the run-down sawtooth waveform, and integration

commences. The r-switch is closed when the run-down sawtooth at the

cathode of D5 reaches the plate potential of Ds; the control grid of F4

begins to fall, and regenerative feedback through the transformer 7\

turns off the control grid almost instantaneously.^ The positive edge

produced at the plate raises the plate of D7 and therefore the cathode of

Ds and closes the r-switch. Thus Fi and F4 define accurately the time

interval 0 to r and allow the integrator Fe to integrate the run-down

sawtooth during this period only (see Fig. 6*136, t, and /). The use

of F4 with the run-down sawtooth changes the representation of r from

voltage (at Pi) to time delay.

The /i-gate tube Fs operates similarly, producing the waveform shown

in Fig. 6* 136 in its plate. Before the zero of time the cathode of Dg

is at +4 volts and Dio is operative. At ^ = 0, the cathode of Dg falls

to --5 volts cutting off current in Dio and closing the 6-switch. At

t = 6, the cathode of Dg rises to +4 volts, opening the 6-switch, and

current flows through P34 and Dio from the run-up sawtooth voltage.

Thus the time t = 6, after which the integrator Fe is allowed to integrate

the run-up sawtooth voltage, is accurately defined by F 5.

Action of Integrator: Production of Parabolic Waveforms .—As the

6-switch is closed and the r-integration begins, the plate of the integrator

tube Fe starts from about 50 volts because of the d-c feedback through

^ This amplitude-comparison circuit is known as the ^'multiar'' and is discussed in

Vol. 19, Sec. 914.
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Rzi, RiOy and Dn. The integrator has two equal leaks, the r-leak

jRaa and the Weak i^34, and two feedback condensers, C17 and C22. At
the end of the integrator waveform it is essential to produce a sharp

edge from which may be derived a slant-range pip; this is the purpose of

the diode 7>i2, the resistance 7^36 ,
and the additional condenser €22-

The main integrator waveform produced by Cn appears at the cathode

of Di2j but the plate of Va must rise from 50 to 80 volts before any wave-

form can appear there. The plate is raised to 80 volts by a secondary

integration due to C22, which is much smaller than Cn. This integration,

which is very swift, takes place before and after the main integration,

and the final edge cuts off the grid of V7 via Cu and Dis, prodiuang the

slant-range edge s. The waveforms at the cathode of Dn and the plate

of Fe are shown in Fig. 6T37 and j. (For very small values of r the

entire integration is performed by C22.) When the r-switch is opened,

negative current flows from the run-down sawtooth through and Dz
into C22, so that the plate of Fg rises parabolically but very swiftly.

Hence the cathode of Du is raised, and the d-c feedi)ack removed. When
the plate reaches 80 volts, the larger condenser Cn takes over and a

waveform begins to appear at the cathode of Dn. The cathode ofDi2

rises parabolically until the ^'-switch is closed or until the //-switch is

opened. In either case integration stops because the resultant current

at the control grid is zero. For if h > r, both switches are closed during

the time from r to h; if h < r, the currents in and Rzi are equal and
opposite during the time from h to since the slopes of the run-down

and run-up sawtooth wav^e are made ecpiaF by the preset condenser C?.

At this point the current flowing through the resistance Rzg to charge

Cn is stopped, and the plate of Fe falls slightly. Afttn* this time both

the cathode of Dn and the plate of Fg are stationary until the //.-switch

opens or the r-switch closes. A small step then appears at the plate of

Fg due to the reverse charging current in Rzf> and is followed by a parabolic

fall, since the run-up sawtooth voltage is now operating on the integrator.

When the cathode of D12 reaches 80 volts, it is held by current through

Di 2, and the integration is rapidly completed by C22. The inductance

Ij2 in the plate of Fg keeps errors in integration small by reducing the

required motion of the control grid.

Production of Markers .—The times h and s are now present in the

circuit as edges at the cathode of F5 and the plate of Fe respectively.

It remains to produce from these edges pips to act as brightness markers

on a CRT. The tubes F7 and Fg perform this function. The grid of

F7 is normally held at a potential slightly lower than the potential of

the integrator grid by D13 and Rn- When integration commences, the

^ Actually the zero iiitep;ration may be made a criterion of calibration: thus tla*

setting of Ci will also take into account incqiialitics of Ru and Ru.
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cathode of Du is quickly raised by the plate of Fe \da Cu, and V7 takes

grid current through Rai. At the same instant the plate current of Fi,

which is flowing through Ras, is cut off. As a result the point B between
Ru and Ra rises to a steady level which is maintained until the time t — h.

At this instant, a negative pip, 5 volts in amplitude and about \ /isec in

width, is produced in the cathode of Fs and applied to the grid of F7
via Z)i4. The shape of this pip is maintained in spite of the strays from
grid to ground by the comparatively heavy current through the small

leak 7^41, and a positive pip appears in the plate of F? and at point B,
At the end of the integrator waveform the grid of F7 is again cut off,

via C18 and Duy producing a positive step in the plate of F7 and at B.

The sharpness of this edge is enhanced by The point B returns to

its original level when the grid of Fi is turned on again; the resultant

waveform is shown in Fig. QASk.

This waveform is d-c restored to ground by C19, Ra^, and the grid of

Fa and produces the required positive k~ and s-pips across a low imped-
ance in the secondary of (Fig. 6*130* This d-c restoration ensures

that the s-pip occurs at the instant when the integrator tube returns to

its initial condition. Transformer Tz is a differentiating transformer with

a 3/1 step-down ratio. The width of these pips is approximately ^ /usee,

and their amplitude 20 volts.

6*7. Phase-shift Triangle Solution.—The addition of two alternating

voltages that are 90® out of phase may be con-

sidered a vector representation of the right

triangle in which the magnitude of the sum of

the voltages measures the hypotenuse and the

phase difference measures one of the acute

angles. If the two voltages representing r and

h are originally in the same phase, it is neces-

sary to shift the phase of one (usually the

/i-voltage) by 90®.

RC-networks .—The simplest method of doing this approximately is to

use a single RC- or Ci^-network; this, however, has the disadvantage

that the phase shift is not quite 90®, and the voltage amplitude is attenu-

ated considerably if the shift is to be nearly 90®. A better method is to

use a bridge composed of two such networks, one introducing a phase

lead and the other a lag (Fig. 6*14). The ratio of output to input for

this combined network is

1

62 __
R2 __ 1 d" (jn^RiRzCiC^

p T" MR^!^+ R2C2y

Fig. 6*14.—Network for 90°

phase shift.
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In the case R\Ci = R2C2, the output amplitude is equal to the input

amplitude, regardless of frequency. This method of phase shifting has

the disadvantage of high output impedance; furthermore, in order to get

the output voltage with respect to ground,

a transformer or similar device must l)e

used.

Phase Shifting by Feedback .—A method
of phase shifting that affords lower output

impedance and greater freedom of design

uses a feedback integrator and differen-

tiator.' . The same type of circuit that is

used in the parabolic-sweep triangle solver

(Sec. G'6) for integrating linear sawtooth
ViG. 6-16.—-Single-stage feedback waveforms may be used here for integrating

integrator.
waves. A general feedback circuit of

this type is shown in Fig. 6T 5 . The equations of operation may be

written for a sine-wave input.

Let ei = input voltage,

62 = output voltage,

€g — grid voltage,

i = current flowing from grid to plate through Z2,

ii = current in JKl,

Zi == impedance between input and grid,

Z2 = impedance between output and grid,

and assume ip = Qmeg fer a pentode. The derivation can be extended to

triodes by letting Rl represent the parallel combination of the load

' This method is due to W. G. Proctor. For a detailed treatment of the feedback

integrator and differentiator see Secs. 41 and 4 7; also Vol. 19, Chap. 18.
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resistance and the plate resistance. It is also assumed that no grid

current flows. By straightforward circuit analysis it may be shown that

the solution for over-all gain is

5?

ei

For an integrator, where

(2)

this becomes

ei

I

]<^c
and Zi = Ry

^ 3

o)RC

+ 250V

if gmR^ 1, gmRLy> 1, and gm/oiCy^ 1. The output amplitude is thus

inversely proportional to frecpicncy. In most practical designs the

impedances of R and C are large

relative to that of Rl in order that

the input impedance may be high.

Subject to this approximation, the

angle by which the phase lead exceeds

90° is

5
oiRCgmRh

radian.

If (i)RC = 1 (unity over-all gain) and

the tube is a 6AK5 with gmRi == 100,

b
— 0.6°. If a triode (e.g., a 6C4)

had been used, 5 would have been

about 5°.

If the variation of the computing

frequency is sufficiently small, an integrator alone can be used as a phase

shifter. A possible circuit for use at 500 cps is shown in Fig. 6T6.

If the capacitance and resistance connected to the grid in the pre-

vious circuit were interchanged, the circuit would be a differentiator.

It would be necessary to insert a blocking condenser in series with the

resistance from grid to plate and grid-leak resistor to ground. If, as in

Fig. 6T6, the resistance were 1 megohm, a blocking condenser of 0.1 ixi

would introduce a phase shift of 0.2° at 500 cps. An application of the

previous analysis together with Th^venin's theorem shows that the
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presence of a grid-leak resistor, even of the same order of impedance as

Zi and Z2, does not produce an appreciable additional phase shift; its

effect is of the order of the 1/gmZ terms rather than the larger 1 /g^R /

term.

The output of a differentiator circuit for sine-wave input is then a

sinusoid lagging the input by 90°; the amplitude response is proportional

to frequency. The fact that the amplitude response of a differentiator

increases with increasing frequency whereas that of an integrator decreases

makes it possible to compensate for the effects of frequency variation b>'

combining the two circuits. The method of combination depends on

how the phase-shifted output* is to be added to the r-voltage. One

method of adding the r- and /?-voltages

is to use parallel additicjn with a re-

sistance network (Chap. 3) ;
this results

in attenuation as well as addition.

Another method, which produces the

sum without attenuation, is shown in

Fig. 6* 17a. The two voltages to be

added are applied to the two terminals

of a diode; the system assumes an

e(iuilibrium state in which conduction

occurs at the peaks of (ci — 62). A
similar arrangement is possible with a

voltage-doubler rectifier, the difference

(ci — C2) being applied twice per cycle

(Fig. 6 176). In either case the two

phase-shifted voltages from the differ-

entiator and the integrator are added

separately to the a:-voltage and recti-

fied. If the resulting d-c voltages are

then combined by parallel adding, the desired freciuency compensation of

the output amplitude results. The two alternating r-voltages cannot be

added before rectification, for in that case the /i-components would cancel

one another.

Triangle Solver with Transformer Output .—A third method of com-

bining the X- and /i-voltages uses a transformer for addition (Fig. 6* 18).

This method provides not only the frequency compensation mentioned

above but also better compensation for small constant phase differences

between the 6- and r-voltages that may arise from the manner in which

they are obtained in the computer. The two outputs in the circuit of

Fig. 6*18 serve this purpose, as will be shown below. Since the tube

currents are equal and 180° out of phase, no cathode capacitor is necessary.

The calculations made above for the deviation of its phase shift

Fig. 6*17.— Methods of eombiiiing

two voltages differing by 90° in phase,

(a) Peak rectifier; (6) double rectifier.
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from 90° and for the amplitude response as a function of frecpiency no
longer hold because the two circuits are no longer independent. The
compound circuit may be analyzed in a similar manner.

It will be assumed, as in the above analysis, that the grid-circuit

currents are negligible when compared to the tube currents, that the

source impedance is zero, and that the phase shifter works into an infinite

impedance. In practice, this condition can be more nearly satisfied

if a condenser is used for parallel-resonant tuning of the transformer.

The tubes will be assumed identical. It will be assumed further that the

transformer is ^rideal” to the extent that the two voltages across the

halves of the primary are equal and opposite.

Let ep = plate voltage of integrator,

— Cp — plate voltage of differentiator,

ei = input voltage.

It will be assumed that each tube has a voltage gain G. If the plate

voltages are equal and opposite, the operation of the integrator can then

be expressed by the equation for the grid voltage,

.--A- +

and that of the differentiator by the equation
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By subtraction Ck may be eliminated; the result is

Bp _ 1 4~ (jt)^RiR2CiC2

ei

where

— 1 “h ci)^RiR2C 1C2 — ^jctjRiC

I

—

= Ki + ^

2co^C1C2Z1Z2

G

and
jcjCi

Z2 = R2 T~r^'
J03C 2

If the frequency of operation is given by oilRiR2C\C 2 = 1, and if G is

very large, the expression becomes

ei
(3)

+ 2jo}RiC\

This resembles very closely Kq. (1) obtained for the HC phase shifter.

At

2 - 2 ^^ ^0 p j? p p ^

the phase shift is 90®. The difference between this expression and the

previous one reflects the fact that the output of the /?C-network cannot

exceed the input whereas the output of the feedback system can. There

is a reversal of sign because a feedback integrator inverts the polarity

as well as integrates. The variation of phase shift with frequency is

given by

In the case mRiCi = 1 and G = oc, the output amplitude is equal to

the input amplitude regardless of frequency; in this case Eq. (3) for the

feedback phase shifter has the same form as Eq. (1) for the RC bridge

phase shifter. The output impedance of the circuit is roughly equal to

the output impedance without feedback divided by the gain of a stage.

If an integrator and differentiator are used without transformer con-

nection in the plate circuit, a considerable decrease in the variation of 0
with CO may be obtained. This result may be derived with the aid of

Eq. (2).

The phase-shifted /i-voltage is added^ to the r-voltasre at the trans-

former secondary as shown in Fig. 6T8. The two solutions for a are

^ This method is due to J. Lentz.
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related as the vector diagram of Fig. 6*18 shows. If the two secondary

voltages hi and h2 a;e equal in amplitude and 180® out of phase, the sum
of Si and sz after they have been converted to direct current represents

very nearly the correct solution of the triangle even if the h^a are not

exactly 90° out of phase with s. This is because the first-order differ-

ences of Si and S2 from the true value of s are equal and opposite; the

higher-order terms may be found by application of the law of cosines.

Thus if the A-input is not in phase with s, or if there is phase shift from
primary to secondary of the trans-

former, the effect will be largely

compensated . The compensation
is better when transformer output

is used than when the outputs of

the differentiator and integrator

are added separately to s; in the

case of separate addition, fre-

quency variation may cause hx

and 112 to differ in amplitude, thus

making first-order errors from

phase shift possible. The trans-

former circuit, on the other hand,

provides both frequency (H)mpen-

sation and the balanced output

necessary for phase (compensation,

provided a well-designed trans-

former is used.

Figure 6* 19 shows a phase-shifting circuit using a differentiator and

integrator and designed to operate at a frequency (rf 500 cps. The
additional network used in connection with the differentiator serves a

double purpose: It provides a d-c return for the grid and at the same time

permits compensation for the phase-shift error due to the blocking con-

denser in the feedback circuit. As regards feedback of the plate voltage

to the grid, the capacitances 0.1 and 0.0015 /x/ and the resistances 4.7 k,

1 M, and 0.428 M constitute effectively a Wien bridge. The grid is

nearly at ground a-c potential, so that the 1- and 0.428-M resistors are

effectively in parallel. If the bridge is balanced, the voltage at the upper

end of the 0.428-M resistor is in phase with the plate voltage; this is the

desired condition of operation.

Sources of Error ,—In a circuit of the type shown, errors may arise

from the following sources:

Si r S2

Fig. 619.—Integrator-differentiator
phase-shifting oircuit. {Courtesy of Bell

Telephone Laboratories, New York.)

1. A change in the amplitude of the source appears as a proportional

change in the amplitude of each variable. To eliminate this error,
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it is necessary to compensate for these changes; one method of

doing this is to use the source as a standard when changing the

representation of 5.

2. Frequency change in the voltage source changes both the amplitude

and the phase ot the voltage /i, as shown above.

3. Harmonic content in the voltage source is probably the most serious

cause of error in practical applications of a phase-shift triangle

solver. It is not difficult, however, to obtain a source having

about 0.1 per cent total harmonic content.^ The error due to

harmonic content does not lend itself to simple analysis, but

experience has shown that triangle solutions have percentage

errors that are of the same order of magnitude as the percentage

of total harmonic content.

4. Potentiometer nonlinearity obviously causes changes in amplitude

of the variables; the resulting error is of the same order of magni-

tude as the nonlinearity of the potentiometers used.

In the derivations above it is assumed that the impedance of

the input voltage source was negligible

compared with that of the input resis-

tor (or capacitor). The potentiom-

eter impedance affects the output as

though it were in series with the input

impedance; it is therefore necessary

that this impedance be small. One
way of reducing the peak error to

about two-thirds its magnitude is to

connect an impedance, equal to the

input impedance of the triangle solver,

between the potentiometer output and the top of the potentiome-

ter, as shown in Fig. 6*20 (see also Sec. 5-4).

5. The phase-shift error introduced by imperfect phase-shift operation

is roughly proportional to the square of the phase error in radians

if the compensation described above is done accurately.

6. Change of tube gain may affect the terms invoving gm in the

expressions for phase-shift and amplitude error. The effect of

gain changes is small, however, as long as the gain remains large.

7. Harmonics introduced by the phase shifter are usually negligible if

the tubes are operated as Class A amplifiers.

8. D-c drift in the rectifiers is a constant'' error, that is, it is inde-

pendent of the voltages being detected. A change in d-c level up
to 0.1 volt may be expected in common tubes with aging and with

10 per cent filament voltage changes. This error may be reduced

1 Chap. 16.

Fid. 6*20.- “Method of re-

ducing loading effect ou h-

potentiometer
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by regular calibration, by the use of a stabilized filament source,

or by the selection of a voltage scale such that 0.1 volt represents

only a small range. The scale factor is usually determined by
letting the maximum voltage available correspond to the desired

range of operation.

9. Unbalance in the transformer secondary or in the adding circuit

may produce first-order errors due to phase shift. If the two

voltages 7*1 and ri are added in such a way that ri contributes

more to the sum than does r2 ,
there results a first-order error

proportional to the departure from 90° phase shift and to the

fractional unbalance. Such a fractional unbalance may result

from an asymmetrical center tap of the transformer secondary

or from inequality of resistors in the network used to add the d-c

voltages. Another sort of error results if the voltages across the

two halves of the transformer secondary are not quite in phase

with each other; to reduce this it is necessary to wind the trans-

former symmetrically or to use resistive mixing instead of a trans-

former to add r and /i.

To summarize, the integrator-differentiator triangle solver has the

advantage as compared with an RC bridge network of low output imped-

ance, the ratio of input to output impedance being of the order of the

gain of a stage. It has the advantage over pulse methods and servo

methods of requiring very few parts, including only two pentodes or

triodes. A fuller comparison of the methods is difficult unless the

desired representations of input and output are stated; for radar appli-

cations a rectifier and a time-modulation circuit must be used to con-

vert the output of a phase-shift triangle solver to a delay in order to

produce a range marker.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL VECTORS AND TRANSFORMATIONS

When navigation is to be done over relatively short distances, of the

order of magnitude of 200 miles, the earth^s surface may be considered

nearly plane; consequently to a first approximation displacements may
be expressed as two-dimensional vectors. Two-dimensional vectors in a

plane may be represented by physical quantities resembling vectors, by
rectangular components, or by pairs of nonrectangular coordinates that

bear some relation to the form in which the navigational data are obtained.

Examples of the last sort are polar coordinates, a common form of radar

information, and bipolar or two-range coordinates, which make use of

distances from two radars of known location. Information obtained in

either of these forms may often be used more conveniently if transformed

into rectangular coordinates; circuits for performing these transformations

and others will be discussed.
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6*8. The Mathematical Expression of Transformations.—A cor-

respondence may be established between the points of one plane and

the points of another by means of two equations,

X = f{u,v),

y = g{u,v),

where the coordinates in one plane are u^v and in the other are x^y.

These equations define a transformation of a region of the u^v plane into

a corresponding region of the x^y plane. Pairs of relations of this sort

enter also into the redescription of a point in a plane in terms of a new
set of coordinates, when it has already been described in one set.

A special transformation that is of interest is the linear transforma-

tion, which in two dimensions is expressed by means of two simultaneous

linear equations,

X = aw d- bvj

y = cu + dv.

This corresponds in general to the transformation from one set of oblique

coordinates to another. An example of a transformation involving

oblique coordinates is given below in connection with the Loran plotting

board.

A further specialization may be made to the sort of linear transforma-

tion that corresponds to the rotation of rectangular coordinates without

change of scale factor. A transformation of this sort may be expressed

by the equations
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X = u cos 0 + v sin By , .

y = “W sin 0 + 2; cos By
^

where B is the angle through which the axes are rotated. The correspond-

ing geometry is shown in Fig. 6-21, relating the coordinates x^y of the

point P to the UyV coordinates of the point.

Most of the devices to be described operate in only two dimensions.

A general three-dimensional rotation can be accomplished by the use of

three two-dimensional rotations of this sort.

6*9. Rotation of Rectangular Coordinates.—To perform the coordi-

nate rotation described by Eqs. (4), devices producing sines and cosines^

must be used. These may each produce either a single sine function

(nonlinear potentiometers) or both sine and cosine together (resolvers,

square-card sine potentiometers, phase-shifting condensers). A block

Fia. 6*22.—notation of rectangular coordinates.

diagram showing how single sine elements may be connected to rotate

coordinates is given in Fig. 6-22. The products u cos B and v sin B are

formed and added to give .r; similarly, —u sin 6 is added to v cos B to

give y. The accuracy of such a transformation is limited by the accuracy

of the components used.

If a resolver is used to rotate rectangular coordinates,^ either it may
be considered to be solving the equations of transformation by producing

sines and cosines and adding them, or it ma}^ be considered a physical

model of the transformation in which the inputs are the projections of the

magnetic field on the stator axes and the outputs its projections on the

rotor axes. A schematic diagram of the rotation of coordinates by a

resolver is shown in Fig. 6*23. If square-card sine potentiometers are

to be used, two are necessary, for each produces one sine and one cosine

function.

When a-c amplitude and phase represent a vector, coordinate rotation

corresponds simply to changing the phase angle. A phase shift varying

^ For a detailed treatment of sine-cosine devices, see Secs. 5-6 and 5*9.

* See also Miller and Weisz, Coordinate Transformation Circuits Using Resolv-

ers,^^ NDRC Report No. 14-228, June 1, 1944.
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linearly with shaft rotation may be obtained by the use of a phase-

shifting condenser or a resolver. If the input signal is put on one input

terminal and the same signal phase-shifted through 90® on the other

input terminal, the rotor will pick up

a signal having amplitude propor-

tional to the input and phase shift

varjdng linearly with the angular posi-

tion of the rotor. Three-phase devices

may also be used. The accuracy ob-

tainable in this operation with phase-

shifting condensers is about 1°; with

resolvers 0.1° (see Vol. 20, Chaps. 12

and 13).

6*10. Polar to Rectangular Trans-

formations.—Transformation from po-

lar to rectangular coordinates is

simply the production of a sine and

a cosine. It may therefore be done as a special case of coordinate rota-

tion, by any of the methods mentioned in Sec. G-9. If the radial-coordi-

nate input is considered a vector that lies along one of the rectangular

axes and is to be rotated through an angle B

(the other polar coordinate), the operation

performed is the production of a sine and a

cosine. A block diagram of this special case

and a diagram showing the use of a resolver

to convert polar to rectangular coordinates

are shown in Fig. 6'24a and h respectively.

The input to the resolver in this case is to the

rotor and the outputs from the stators, but

the reverse arrangement might equally well

be used. In practice it is more common to

let the rotor be the input because there are a

number of l-to-2-phase'' devices that have

only one rotor winding but two stator

windings.

6«11. Rectangular to Polar Transforma-

tions.—The conversion of rectangular to polar 6*24.—Poiar-to-rectanguiar

coordinates involves somewhat more com-

plication. The equations of transformation, written in explicit form, are

r = y/x^ + 2/
2
,

Q = tan“^ -•

X

6

6*23.—Rotation of coordinates by a
resolver.
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^l"he operations of squaring, extraction of the square root, division, and
production of the inverse tangent are not simple. Implicit solutions are

more convenient in this case. The equations of transformation may be

expressed in implicit form as

X r cos By

2/
= r sin By

or again as
—x sin B + y cos 0 = 0,

X cos B + y sin B — r.

In the latter pair of equations, the first equation is an implicit one for B

in terms of x and y] the second is an explicit expression for r in terms of

.T,^, and By which can be c()mputed

in a straightforward wa}^ once the

first has been solved. A block dia-

gram showing how this trans-

formation can be performed with

single-sine elements is shown in Fig.

6*25a. The function (—a: sin 0 + 2/

cos 0) is computed by two of the

sine or cosine blocks, and this func-

tion is fed to a servoamplifier that

drives the 0-shaft until the func-

tion reaches zero. When this loop

reaches equilibrium, the proper

shaft rotation 0 will be fed into the

other sine-cosine blocks, producing

r explicitly.

The implicit solution of the

0-equation is similar to the type

discussed in Sec. 6*2 and shown in

Fig. 6T; in both cases a combina-

tion of operations generates a func-

tion that is desired to be zero, and
this function is fed back in such a

way as to reduce its value. There

is an essential difference between

the two methods, however. In the

circuit of Fig. 6T the function was

fed back as one of the input vari-

ables, whereas in this case, roughly

d
4

(b)

Fig. 6-25.—Rectaiigular-to-polar transfor-

mations.

speaking, it is fed back as a rate of change of one of the input

variables B. Thus the system of Fig. 6-1 has an inherent error resulting
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1

from the fact that at equilibrium the function fix^y) has a small residual

value measured by y/A
;
on the other hand, systems of the type used here,

in which the feedback determines the rate of change of a variable, will

have no such inherent position error at equilibrium, for the error signal

is /(a:, 2/) « {dy/dt)/A, and this is zero because at equilibrium dy/dt = 0.

Resolvers .—Figure 6*25b shows how this transformation may be per-

formed with a resolver.^ It will be seen that the operation is the same

if it is considered that one rotor winding picks up a voltage

— X sin B y cos B

and the other x cos ^ + 2/ sin The servoamplifier has the same func-

tion as before, and r may again be considered to be found explicitly.

Perhaps a simpler physical explanation of what happens is that tin*

servoamplifier causes one rotor to be oriented perpendicular to the mag-

netic field that is the resultant of the two fields produced by the stators;

the other rotor winding, parallel to the field, picks up the resultant

voltage. With the Arma resolver (No. 213044) or Bendix resolver

(XD-759542) such a transformation can be done with a peak error of

about ±0.1° in an angle and ±0.06 per cent of maximum output in

output a-c amplitude.

Sine Potentiometers .—The transformation from rectangular to polar

coordinates can also be made with a pair of ganged square-card sine

potentiometers. A method of this sort may be used with d-c voltage

representation. A diagram of this method is shown in Fig. 6-26. Each
sine potentiometer performs the operations corresponding to two of the

sine or cosine blocks in Fig. 6-25. The principal problem in the design

of such a system results from the fact that d-c voltages representing the

various quantities involved do not have ground potential as a referencci

level unless a push-pull supply is available for the sine potentiometer

(see Chap. 5). Also, in order to use the sine potentiometers with greatest

accuracy, the outputs should be taken push-pull rather than single-

ended. One possible approach is to produce balanced positive and nega-

tive voltages at the inputs, thereby centering the outputs at ground.

This, however, necessitates two voltage-inverting circuits, each of which

may require six triode sections (Chap. 3), whereas the method shown
requires only one inverting circuit.

The circuit shown provides for cancellation of the voltages Ax and
By which are added to the sine and c.osine components because the voltage

supplies for the sine potentiometers are not symmetrical. The servo-

amplifier that orients the shafts of the potentiometers must solve the

equation

X B — y cos 0 = 0.

* A sample design of a resolver servomechanism of this type is given in ISec. 1 1 -4.
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It does this by virtue of the fact that the “constant” terms Ax and By
are fed equally to the two inputs of the differential amplifier. The

equation actually solved is

— ^sin d + Ax + 6 + By = - sin e + Ax — ^cos $ + By;

but this is equivalent to

X sin 6 — y cos 0 = 0.

The terms Ax and By are removed from the output voltage by a similar

cancellation. The same subtraction that makes possible the push-pull

Fio. 6*26.—R«otangular-to-polar transformation using direct voltage.

operation of the output is also used to remove the “constant” voltages.

Addition before inversion makes it necessary to use only one d-c voltage-

inverting circuit.

There is a loading error that results from connecting the adding

resistors R directly to the sine potentiometers. If a sine potentiometer
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has 20-k resistance and the mixing resistors are of the order of 1 megohm,

the error from this source will be of the order of 0.3 per cent of maximum
output (see Sec. 5*7). An inconvenience of this circuit (and of all precise

adding circuits using resistance networks) is that the resistors require

calibration if maximum accurac^y is to be obtained. This requires five

calibration potentiometers in series with resistors. Since the sine

potentiometers may have ±0.25 per cent peak errors, the over-all peak

error of the computation may be as great as 1 per cent.

The Loaded-poientiometer Resolver .—There is another method of

transforming rectangular to polar coordinates that requires no special

parts like resolvers or sine potentiometers but operates over only a

limited range of angle (±50®, for example) depending on the degree of

approximation desired. This is the ‘Toaded-potentiometer resolver.”^

(a) ^ (6)

Fig. 0-27.—Loaded-potentiometer trianfcle solver.

This device makes use of the fact that a tangent function can be approxi-

mated by the use of a loaded potentiometer (Sec. 5*4). The ecpiations

of transformation used in this case are

X tan d — ijj

r = x + 2/ tan

This again is a case of an implicit solution for 0 followed by an explicit solu-

tion for r. These equations are equivalent to the equations x ^ r cos By

2/
= r sin 0; the equivalence is shown geometrically in Fig. 6*27a. By

laying off a distance x along the hypotenuse, the isosceles triangle ABD
is formed; if EC is constructed parallel to ABy the triangle CDE is similar

to ABD and therefore isosceles; and CE = CD. The angle EBC = 6/2;

therefore CD = CE = y tan 6/2 and r — x + y tan B/2.

Since two equations of transformation involving no trigonometric

functions other than tangents are given and a means of approximating

the tangent function is available (Sec. 5-4), a block diagram of a device

^ G. D. Schott, “Loaded Potentiometer Triangle Solver,” RL Group Report No.

63, May 31, 1944. The method is due to J. W, Gray.
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for making the transformation may be drawn. This is shown in Fig.

6-275. The function x tan 0 is produced, and the difference x tan 6 — y
actuates a servoamplifier that turns a motor orienting the 0-shaft; the

value of 6 computed there is then used to produce y tan 0/2; this is added
to X to give r. The error observed over a range of ± 50° is approximately

0.5 per cent in r and ±0.2° in 6, due chiefly to potentiometer nonlinearity

and inaccuracy of calibration.

The transformation from rectangular to polar coordinates may also

be done if a phase-shift triangle solver (Sec. 6-6) is used to produce both
phase and amplitude outputs. The phase shift may be converted to

rotation as shown in Chap. 3.

6-12. Special Coordinate Transformations. Oblique Coordinates:

The Loran Plotting Board .—In the Loran navigational system (Vol. 4),

an aircraft may find its position by measuring the differences in time

Iso-B lines

(a) Intersecting hyperbolas (6) Expanded region

Ku}. ()-28.— Loran geometry.

delays of synchronized pulses from two pairs of transmittei* stations.

The time difference (i.e., the difference in range) corresponding to each

pair of stations locates the aircraft on one of a family of hyperbolas, of

which the two stations are the foci. The measurement of two such time

differences, one from each pair of stations, locates the aircraft at a point

that is the intersection of two such hyperbolas. In practice, the trans-

mitters may be separated by several hundred miles. In some cases it

is desirable for the navigator to know his position in some region whose
dimensions are small compared with the separation of the transmitters.

In this case the approximation may be made that the coordinates may be
transformed linearly in that region (Fig. 6-28).

It has been desired to plot automatically the coordinates of the plane

on a board, as determined by the Loran information. Subject to the

assumption of straight-line oblique coordinates, there are at least two
ways in which such a plotting board may be built so that it can be adjusted

to provide for the many different angles of intersection which may be
encountered. One such method is to let the plotting point be moved
by two mechanical motions whose angles relative to one another are
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adjustable.^ A diagram of such a devdce is shown in Pig. 6-29. In the

device shown, one of the coordinates of the board must be parallel to

each of the families of hyperbolas in the region consideied.

If it is desired that the two mechanical motions of the plotting point

be N-S and E-W (rectangular coordinates), this can be done by means of

a transformation^ between the Loran delay

information and the information at the

boarfl. The Loran time delays may be

converted to proportional d-c voltages by
the use of delay circuits set manually to

produce the same delay as the Loran.

These d-c voltages then measure incre-

mental distances in an approximate system

of linear oblique coordinates. The proce-

dure is to transform the d-c voltages to

express position in N-8 and 10-W coordinates

measured from a predetermined origin in

the region considered.

The relation of the rectangular and the oblique coordinates is shown

in Fig. 6*30. The family of hyperbolas running most nearly east-west

will be called A-hyperbolas or iso-A lines, and the others iso-B lines.

The voltage corresponding to the A -delay is represented by Ea^ and Ejt

is the voltage corresponding to the .^-delay. If Ea varies alone, the

plotting point must move on an iso-B line, at an angle from north.

Ijct a represent the distance of movement

along an iso-B line required for each volt of

Ea- Then if Ea increases by AEa volts and

B is constant, the northward movement of

the plotting point is Ay = a cos AEa and

the eastward movement is Ax = a sin p AEa-

U Eb varies alone, the stylus moves in an

iso-A line, at an angle a from east. Let b

represent distance per volt of Eb along an

iso-A line. Then Ax — b cos a AEb, and

Ay — b sin a AEb- If both Ea and Eb change, the increments of x and y
give the equations of transformation

Ay ~ a cos AJEa + b sin a AEb,

Ao; = a sin iS AEa + b cos a AEb-

^ This method was used in a plotting board designed in Division 11 of the Radiation

Laboratory.

* This method is due to J. W. Gray.

Lkj. 6-30.— Relation of rectangu-
lar to oblique coordinates.

Motion of arm along edge of board

Fig. 0-29.- Plotting board
with two mechanical motiona

at adjustable angle.
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The signs of the various terms depend also on the sign convention adopted

for the positive directions of A and B,

A schematic diagram of a computer for doing this is shown in Fig.

6*31, and photographs of a plotting board constructed for this purpose

in Fig. 6*32. The instrumentation is as follows. Voltages measuring

AA and AB are obtained by comparing the outputs of time-modulation

circuits with the Loran delays. A voltage varying linearly wdth AA
and AB is obtained by a resistive mixing network; the coefficients of

AA and AB are adjusted by using potentiometers as shown in the dia-

gram. Since for a given mission the values of a, hj a, and are constant,

they may be set in advance. The final step of converting voltage to

displacement of the plotting point is done by means of linear-card

potentiometers and servos operating lead screws. The E-W lead screw

and potentiometer are actually moved across the board by two N-S
lead screws, as shown in Fig. 6*32. The plotting point moves in each

coordinate until the voltage picked up by the potentiometer arm is

equal to the transformed voltage in that coordinate. The adjustment

of the potentiometers may be checked by observing whether or not the

plotting point moves properly when each time delay is varied. Switches

must also be provided to allow for different orientations of the hyperbolas.

Bipolar Coordinates: A Transformation Using Squaring Devices .
—^The

Loran plotting board, which has just been described, is an instance of

the use of radar range data for locating a point in two dimensions.

Another problem of similar nature arises when the ranges of an aircraft

from two fixed stations on the ground are known and it is desired to
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Fiq. 8-32.—Loran plotting bonrd. (a) Top view; (6) bottom view.
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express the position of the aircraft in rectangular coordinates. This

constitutes a sort of bipolar coordinate system, but not an orthogonal

system. A pair of rectangular axes convenient for computation has its

origin at one of the fixed stations and its 2/-axis passing through both

stations. In this case the equations of transformation are no longer

linear. They are

I , — 71^

^2 = ^2 __ y
2

^

where a:, 2/
= the rectangular coordinates as described above,

I = distance between the two fixed points,

m = range from fixed point at origin,

n = range from other fixed point.

The geometry is shown in Fig. 6*33a. A computer for solving this prob-

lem was designed by H. 8. Sack^ and uses methods similar to those used

(a) (6)

Fia. 6-33.—Bipolar to rectangular transformation, (a) Geometry; (6) block diagram of

computer.

in the electronic triangle solver of Sec. 6*3. A block diagram of this

device is shown in Fig. 6*336. In the computation of y the operation of

squaring is carried out by a device that solves the equation (Chap. 3)

or

m + n _ u
21 rn — n

wr — n- — 2lu.

(Here u is an intermediate variable in the computation of y,) The
quantity 1/2 is then added to u. This is done by the four blocks in the

upper part of the diagram. Similarly the lower three blocks compute x

^ H. S. Sack, ‘‘Report on Computers Involving Squares and Square Roots,

Cornell University, Oct. 19, 1913. I'his work was done under an OSRD contract.
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as a function of m and 2/, by solving the equation

m + y _ X

X m — y

A schematic circuit diagram for this computer (from the report

referred to above) is shown in Fig. 6*84. Differential amplifiers with

constant-current tubes in the cathode circuits are used for addition and

subtraction. Each of these requires two envelopes: a pentode and a

double triode. Each attenuator block is a differential amplifier which

is made inoperative for part of the repetition interval by a variable-

length rectangular pulse from the attenuation adjuster. The feedback

-o

o-
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loop formed by the attenuation adjuster and the upper attenuator assumes

an equilibrium condition in which the output of the upper attenuator is

equal to the other input to the attenuation adjuster. The rectangular

pulse then causes the attenuator to multiply by a factor (m + n)/Z, in

the case of the ^/-computation. The same pulse then determines the

attenuation of the lower attenuator block, the output of which will be

{m — n)(m + n)/l.

The circuit as shown requires about 28 tube envelopes, not including

VR tubes or the trigger circuit. This number may be reduced if lower

precision is required or if different methods of attenuation and addition

are used. The error in y may be 0.25 per cent, that of t probably

somewhat greater.



CHAPTER 7

EXAMPLES OF COMPUTER DESIGN

By D. MacRae, Jr., I. A. Greenwood, Jr., and W. Roth^

7«1. Introduction.—Preceding* sections have covered metliods of

design, techniques, and devices for use in the creation of computers. It

is the object of this chapter to present two typi(^al computers to illustrate

the application of this information. The computers that will be dis-

cussed are (1) part of an airborne na\dgation computer and (2) a radar

trainer computer solving the problem of synthesizing the position of an

aircraft in polar coordinates relative to a moving ship.

The first computation to be discussed is one that solves part of the

problem of aircraft navigation using radar. The computer of which it

is a part is a ground-position indicator*-^ which integrates the airspeed of

an aircraft and the wind to jirovide a continuous indication of position;

it makes use of radar to obtain an accurate indication of the position of

the aircraft with respect to identifiable objects on the radar screen and

to find wind. The computation to be described has to do with the pro-

duction of markers on a radar screen, corresponding to two shaft rota-

tions that represent the rectangular coordinates of a point with r(\spect

to the aircraft; this constitutes only a portion of the entire navigational

computer. The treatment will })e detailed in order to show some of the

practical considerations that enter into a design. The discussion of this

computer will follow the general design procedure giv^en in S(‘c. 21; at

each step in the design the material of Sec. 2*1 is summarized, followed

by a discussion of the corresponding steps in the development of the

navigational computer.

At the time of termination of Radiation Laboratory technical devi'lop-

ment work, the design of this computer w as not finished, though most of

the circuits in it were completed or nearly completed. It is expected that

the development of this computer will be carried on by organizations

other than the Radiation Laboratory.

^Sections 7-1 to 7-7, inclusive, are by D. MacRae, Jr., and I. A. Greenwood, Jr.;

Secs. 7*8 to 7*11, inclusive, arc by W. Roth and I. A. Greenwood, Jr.

* B. Chance, '‘The Interconnection of Dead Reckoning and Radar Data for Pre-

cision Navigation and Prediction,” Jour. Franklin Inst.y 242, pp. 355-372; W. J.

Tull, N. W. MacLean, “GPI—An Automatic Navigational Computer,” Jour. Frank-

lin Inst.f 242, pp. 373-398, November 1946.

172
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The spherical-coordinate integrator, the second computer described,

was used extensively in radar training equipment. In the discussion of

this equipment, the emphasis is on the description of the device rather

than on the process of its design. In several instances different circuits

are used in the two computers to perform the same operations. This is

due mainly to different accuracy and weight requirements but also

partly to the fact that different personnel were involved in the two

designs.

NAVIGATIONAL COMPUTER

7*2. Preliminary Information. Procedure of Sec. 2*1.—It was stated

in Sec. 2*1 that the first step in the design of a computer is the determina-

tion of what is to be computed and the interpretation of functional needs

in terms of technical specifications and basic equations or empirical

relations. At this point the designer also makes tentative over-all

block diagrams, using his knowledge of computing elements. Judgment
and ingenuity are particularly required in this step. The characteristics

of the basic data, the factors that limit the designer's choices, and the

operating conditions must be determined. Desired controls, displays,

and outputs must be specified, and acceptable alternatives listed. At
this stage in the design it is appropriate to start discussing with com-

ponent specialists the possibilities of getting some of the scarce com-

ponents that might be useful in the design.

The GPI Navigational Computer.—

K

ground-position indicator (GPI),

designed at the Radiation Laboratory, makes use of radar information

both for locating the aircraft and for determining wdnd. Both these

operations use a group of circuits that transform the mechanical informa-

tion in the computer into markers wdiose intersection constitutes an

index of position on the radar display. These are the circuits w^hich are

discussed here in detail.

The air speed is resolved into north-south and east-west components,

and these are added to the respective components of wind, giving the

two resultant components of the velocity of the aircraft relative to the

earth. These are integrated by means of electromechanical integrators

of the type described in Sec. 4-9. The outputs of the two integrators are

shaft rotations representing the position of the aircraft and turning at a

rate determined by the values of air speed and wind which are integrated.

The relation of these coordinates (aircraft position) to the other coordi-

nates involved is shown in Fig. 7T. These shaft rotations can be sub-

tracted from another pair of adjustable shaft rotations that represent

the coordinates of a reference point identifiable on the radar display,

and the differences represent the coordinates of the reference point rela-

tive to the aircraft. These differences of coordinates may be used in
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locating the aircraft with respect to identifiable echoes on the radar

screen and in finding wind. Let the index be set to coincide with an

identifiable echo on the screen by first setting in the known coordinates

of the point and then bringing the index to coincidence by rotating the

shaft measuring aircraft position. When this is done, a fix is said to

have been taken. The readings of the aircraft position shafts will repre-

sent the actual location of the aircraft.

The same index can also be used for finding wind. Since the coordi-

nate differences from which the index is formed are changing with a

velocity corresponding to the vector

sum of air speed and wind, the index

will remain on an echo once it has been

set to coincidence with it provided all

velocities have been correctly entered.

The index and echo move across the

screen together as the aircraft flies past

the identified point. If there is an

error in the wind entered into the

integrator, the index will drift off the

echo. This information may be used

in a manual tracking mechanism (Vol.

20) to correct the wind value until

the index remains on the echo. It is

the tracking operation, rather than the

taking of fixes as such, that determines

the accuracy required in the circuits

producing the index.

Alternatives Jot Producing an Index .—It is first necessary to consider

the alternative methods for producing an index on a PPI radar display.

One method, used in a GPI produced by the British, is to have a fixed

marker at the center of the cathode-ray tube and to move the radar

picture in accordance with the input information until a desired echo

falls under the fixed index. This has the advantage that rectangular

coordinate input information can be used directly; it has the disadvantage

that the PPI must be made to give a satisfactorily uniform map of the

ground beneath the aircraft. Normally the map will not be uniform,

for range from the center of the PPI is ordinarily slant range rather than

ground range. This may be corrected by the use of ‘Aground-range

sweeps which compensate for the nonlinearity of the time delay vs.

ground-range function by introducing a nonlinear function of radial

displacement vs. delay depending on altitude. Even with this sort of

correction, however, the method is still relatively inaccurate.

Another method that depends on the cathode-ray-tube display of a

Origin of

coordinates

Fig. 7*1.—Coordinates represented in

navigational computer.
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true map is the use of a mechanical index. Such an index might be

moved in rectangular or polar coordinates. This, in addition to involving

the errors of the cathode-ray tube, may involve parallax.

The method chosen in this case is to intensify the beam of the cathode-

ray tube in accordance with the GPI information in the same waj’' that

the radar information intensifies the beam. Thus the characteristics

of the CRT enter in the same way for both radar and GPI information,

Fig. 7*2.—Radar plan-position indicator with range and azimuth markers.

and errors from this source tend to cancel. The procedure will then be

to define a time interval measured from the transmitted pulse, which

represents GPI slant range; at the end of this interval an intensifying

range mark will be produced. To indicate the azimuth of the point

given by the GPI coordinates, a radial trace on the PPI will be produced

by intensifying the beam for the duration of one or more radial sweeps at

the proper antenna angle,.that is, when the antenna azimuth relative to

north is equal to the angular coordinate corresponding to the GPI
information. The index will thus be the intersection of a circle and a

radial line.

Circuits Producing the Index ,
—^The computation then consists prin-

cipally of converting the rectangular coordinates given by the N-S and
E-W shaft rotations to the polar coordinates of the radar display. There
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are several changes of representation associated with this; they are

necessitated mainly by the facts that the inputs are shaft rotations, the

outputs are to be markers, and the most convenient rectangular-to-

polar coordinate transformation uses a-c voltages.

It is necessary to take into account the altitude of the aircraft in

producing the range marker. The method used for production of a range

marker is intensification of the beam in the cathode-ray tube at a time

instant delayed from the transmitted pulse by an interval correspond-

ing to the range of the echo in question. The ‘‘delays' of the radar echo

is proportional to the slant range, whereas the GPI shaft rotations

measure the components of “ground range. Thus in order to control

the slant-range time-modulation circuit it is necessary to correct the

ground-range voltage by an amount depending on the altitude.

Equations ,—There are onl}^ three operations other than the identity

operation to be performed in this computation. The first is the rec-

tangular-to-polar coordinate transformation, which may be expressed

thus

:

+ y^y \

An equivalent set of equations which more closely represents the opera-

tion performed is

x cos 0 — 1/ sin 0 = 0,

X sin d + y cos 6 - r.

The second operation to be performed is the computation of the hypote-

nuse of a right triangle, given the legs.

r2 -h /i2 = (3)

where r = ground range,

h = altitude,

8 = slant range.

The third operation is the subtraction of shaft rotations necessary

to produce the azimuth mark. This mark is to occur when

Sr = Oa -{ Scy (4)

where Sr = the angle of the resolver shaft (output of rectangular-to-

polar transformation),

6

A

= the angle of the antenna with respect to the aircraft,

Oc = the compass angle (the angle of the aircraft with respect to

north).

^ See Sec. 6-2 and Vol. 20, Chap. 4.
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Design Limitations ,—In connection with this computer three basic

decisions were made:

1. An attempt is to be made to meet strictly the performance speci-

fications and, wliere applicable, the component specifications of

the Army Air Forces and the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics. These

specifications relate mainly to the life of the ecjuipment and its

performance when exposed to extremes of temperature, humidity,

vibration, etc., and are briefly discussed in Chap. 19.

2. An attempt is to be made to cmploj" radical new techniques of

electronic construction and the most advanced design techniques

available if necessary in order to reduce drastically the weight of

this computer.

3. Strong emphasis is to be placed on reliability and the various

factors that contribute to it, such as ease of maintenance.

The emphasis on light weight points to the necessity of replacing

some components with much lighter substitutes. In some cases com-

ponents must be redesigned. Several basic electronic devi(;es of this

sort which are extremely important in the further development of this

computer are lightweight accurate resolvers; small lightweight servo

motors, controllable with small tubes; subminiature tubes; lightweight

small condensers; and small precision computer transformers. Labora-

tory development and discussions with manufacturers are initiated or

continued at this stage in the computer design, most of these devices

having been already under consideration for other purposes or as part

of a basic development program.

Errors .—Throughout the design process, the designer must have an

idea at least of the order of magnitude of the errors to be expected in

computation. In the GPI navigational computer, it is necessary to

consider the desired over-all performance in the light of other navigational

techniques and of limiting component accuracies. From a consideration

of this sort, approximate figures for the permissible over-all error may
be specified and this error may be apportioned among the various com-
puting elements.

The discussion of the circuits to be treated here will assume that

such a general error analysis has been performed, and that the probable

error of a setting of the. index, due to the circuits discussed, is not to

exceed i mile on a radar display having a 50-mile maximum range. An
assumption of this sort is quite arbitrary, and, in fact, it is often found

that the original apportionment of permissible errors has to be modified

as the design proceeds.

7*3. Creating a Block Diagram. Procedure of Sec. 2*1.—^After the

problem has been defined, the general nature of the computer decided
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upon, and most of the design limitations stated, the next step is to create

a block diagram. This process requires ingenuity and some knowledge

of available techniques. It is difficult to say when the best arrangement

of components for a given problem has been reached; successive trials,

aided by experimental and theoretical information, will generally lead

to improvements over the first diagrams drawn. Several different

representations of quantities will usually be found in the optimum
arrangement.

Representation of Quantities .—The nature of the output determines part

of the instrumentation; for example, the use of a time-modulated range

Fig. 7*3.—Generation of range and azimuth markers from integrator outputs.

mark makes it convenient to use a delay circuit (Sec. 6*6) actuated by a

d-c voltage. Some sort of transformation from rectangular to polar

coordinates is necessary, and at some point, either before or after the

transformation, the mechanical input information must be converted

to d-c voltage. The principal choice remaining has to do with whether

the transformation is to be done mechanically or electrically. In the

development of this computer consideration was given to both mechanical

and electromechanical methods. An electrical resolver, the electro-

mechanical device, was finally chosen for the operation after it was

shown to provide satisfactory accuracy, because it seemed easier to

obtain in quantity and because it was lighter than the mechanical device

considered.

The block diagram then assumes the form shown in Fig. 7-3. The
X- and 2/-shaft rotations are first converted to alternating voltages by

means of linear potentiometers. The voltage across the potentiometer
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is supplied by a sine-wave oscillator (see below). Since the voltages at

the potentiometer arms come from relatively high-impedance sources,

precise impedance-changing circuits (drivers) are necessary to reproduce

these voltages across the resolver stator windings without loading the

potentiometers. The coordinate transformation is done by means of a

servo (Sec. 6-9) that turns the resolver rotor until one winding picks up
no voltage. At this equilibrium position, the other rotor winding picks

up the resultant a-c voltage that measures the ground range r, and the

rotor shaft rotation measures the angle Or — tan“^

The range voltage then goes to a triangle solver, which computes to

slant range s from r and the altitude. The phase-shift triangle solver,^

which uses alternating voltages, is particularly convenient here. At
this point a rectifier converts s to d-c representation, and the delay circuit

produces a proportional time delay. Finally a sharp intensity marker is

generated at the time corresponding to s, and this marker is fed to the

CRT.
The angle 6r is taken off by an Autosyn,^ and by means of differential

Autosyns the algebraic sum Or — Oc — Ba is formed. The rotor output

voltage of the final Autosyn is zero whenever Br — Be — Ba = 0, and at

this time the azimuth mark appears. The azimuth mark circuit pro-

duces an intensifying pulse when the Autosyn output is a minimum.
An additional amplifier, not shown, is inserted at the output of the

resolver. The function of this amplifier is to multiply the r voltage by
a constant. This is done in order to permit the resolver drivers and the

oscillator supplying voltage to the potentiometers to operate at low

voltage level and thereby conserve power. In the entire computer

there are several other amplifiers similarly employed so that there is

considerable saving of power and consequent reduction of weight in the

power supply.

The use of the oscillator voltage as a reference for the linear delay

circuit may be done in such a way that, to a first approximation, varia-

tions in the oscillator output do not affect the delay of the range mark.

If the slope of the triangular waveform is made proportional to the oscil-

lator output, a given range (defined by input shaft rotations) will cor-

respond to a constant delay, regardless of small variations in oscillator

voltage.

7*4. Preliminary Design. Procedure of Sec. 2-1.—^After the block

diagram has been drawn, the first stage of design is to select the circuit

types to be used. This means taking the design to the point where the

values of most of the components are known approximately; the com-

1 Cf. Sec. 6-7.

* See Sec. 12-1*.
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ponents determining the accuracy must be known well enough to permit

a performance analysis, and it must be possible either to buy or to manu-
facture them. When the circuit types to be used are fairly standard, the

approximate accuracy obtainable may often be stated before any design

work is done for the particular problem at hand. If a new computing

circuit is required, however, considerable development work may be

required to make sure that the circuit can satisfy the requirements.

Circuit Types .—For each block in the block diagram of Fig. 7*3 a

specific circuit type must be chosen. The principal requirement on the

oscillator that supplies the computing voltages is that it produce a nearly

lOk (load)

pure sine wave, with not more than about 0.1 per cent harmonic content.

A further requirement imposed by other circuits in the computer is

that the output be fairly constant. Thus the circuit type chosen is a

Wien bridge oscillator with a thermistor for amplitude stabilization.

Positive and negative feedback are applied at the two terminals A and B
of the Wien bridge. The signal at the input grid is a measure of the

unbalance of the bridge. At the fundamental frequency the bridge is

balanced, but for harmonics there is considerable unbalance. The result

is a sharp frequency characteristic tending to reduce the harmonic
content of the output considerably. The feedback is taken from the

transformer secondary in order to minimize distortion introduced by
the transformer itself.

The drivers for the resolver stators are two-stage amplifiers with

high feedback gain, accomplishing the same purpose as cathode followers
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but having less variation in gain with respect to tube change and aging.

Circuits of this type are discussed in Vol. 18. The peak variation with

respect to tube change is expected to be about ±0.1 per cent.

The servo for the resolver uses an a-c amplifier, phase detector, and

final differential-current output stage driving the field windings of a split-

Fia. 7-5.—Resolver driver circuit.

field motor. This circuit may require further developmciiit work in order

to achieve the error figure of rAd = 100 yd peak error which was assigned

to it for this purpose.

Following the resolver is a step-up amplifier which changes the voltage

scale by a factor of about 5. This is a three-stage amplifier with a feed-

--

back circuit that consists of a parallel-adding combination of two resistors

in the grid circuit. The over-all gain of the amplifier with feedback is

determined almost entirely by the values of these resistors. A trans-

former might be used for this purpose, but the output impedance would
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be greater, harmonic distortion might be introduced, and there would

probably be more variation of ratio with temperature.

The triangle solver is of the phase-shift variety discussed in Sec. 6-6,

using electronic differentiation and integration to produce a 90° phase

shift ^vith amplitude reasonably constant over the frequency range used.

The rectifiers (one for each of the two output voltages of the triangle

solver) are of the voltage-doubler type, in order to increase the scale

of d-c volts per mile at the delay circuit. Crystal rectifiers might be

used here to avoid tube drift and to reduce filament power.

After the d-c voltages have been combined in an averaging network,

the average is compared with a periodic triangular waveform by means
of an amplitude comparison circuit. The triangu-

lar waveform is generated by a bootstrap integrator

circuit of a type discussed in Vol. 20. Deviations

from linearity may be of the order of 0.1 per cent

and level shifts 0.2 per cent of maximum output.

Methods of producing range marks are also dis-

cussed in Vol. 20. A blocking oscillator is used to

produce the final sharp pulse.

The azimuth mark circuit is an amplifier that

produces a pulse when the output of the Autosyn
^ chain reaches zero. This output goes to zero

twice during every revolution of the antenna, so

that some means must be provided for selecting one of these nulls and of

preventing a mark from being produced by the other, which occurs 180°

away from it. The principal sources of error in azimuth marking arise

from the autosyns; there may be errors of approximately 0.2° in the rotor

position at which minimum output occurs; and the minimum output may

' See Vol. 20, Chap. 4.
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differ from zero, so that it is necessary to provide in the amplifier for start-

ing the output pulse before the input reaches zero.

Components .—The potentiometers that convert shaft rotation to
voltage must have a linear variation of resistance with rotation. For this

purpose a 10-turn helical potentiometer^ can be used. Deviations from
linearity are held to 0.1 per cent or less of total resistance. Another
possibility is the single-turn RL270 potentiometer (Vol. 17, Chap. 8),

which was under development at the time of design and is capable of

the same accurac.y.

+250

A resolver that meets the design requirements is one developed by
Bendix Pioneer (XD-759542) for use in lightweight computers. This
device is accurate to 5 min in angle and ±0.06 per cent of maximum
output range under the conditions in which it is used in this computer.
The ratio of input to output voltage varies wdth temperature, changing by
about 0.2 per cent over a range of —55® to +70°C. This variation may
be reduced by changing the electrical loading on the resolver output.

The precision resistors that determine the gain of the step-up driver

must *Hrack” (preserve the constancy of resistance ratio) over the
desired temperature range. These may be wire-wound or other types
of precision resistors. The initial adjustment of ratio is made by a
factory-set calibration rheostat in series with one of the resistors; thus
even if an accuracy of computation of 0.1 per cent is desired, the initial

^ The “helipot” made by National Technical Laboratories or the “micropot” of

Thomas B. Gibbs Co.; See Vol. 17, Chap. 8,
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values of the resistors need not be held to closer tolerances than 1 per

cent.

The constancy of the slope of the triangular waveform with respect

to temperature depends on the constan(‘y of the RC product of the inte-

grating network (Vol. 19, Chap. 10). These components must be chosen

so that their temperature coefficients cancel to some extent. The
accuracy to which this can be done is limited by the designer's knowledge

of the temperature coefficients; if standard mica condensers such as those

specified in Specification JAN-C-6 (Apr. 20, 1914) are used, the variation

of temperature coefficient within one class in the specification is a limita-

tion. The best tolerance specified (type G) is from 0 to —50 ppm/°C.

When by proper choice of resistance type the average temperature

coefficient of RC is made zero, a change of ±0.25 per cent over a 100°

range can still be expected from a randomly chosen sample. If elements

are separately tested and matched, greater accuracy is possible, but

(juantity production becomes much more difficult.

These, then, arc the principal precision components which contribute

directly to the error of computation. The tubes used also contribute.

Clamp tubes in the linear dehay circuit,' the diodes in the rectifier, and the

coincidence tube all introduce d-c level changes. The triode amplifiers in

the oscillator introduce harmonics that must be removed by the Wien
bridge feedback.

Other special components introduced in this design are the split-field

servo motor, used in the resolver servo; the os(;illator output transformer,

specially designed for light weight and balanced output; and the ther-

mistor used to stabilize the oscillator output.

If production in quantity is contemplated, the possibility of obtaining

or manufacturing all these special components is investigated at an early

stage in the design.

Scale Factors ,—The maximum range of the radar with which this

computer is to be used determines some of the scale factors. The range

attainable on ordinary ground echoes (cities, land-water boundaries,

etc.) is from 30 to 60 miles; however, in order to provide for the longer

ranges that niay be obtained if radar beacons are used in navigation, it

is preferable to use a maximum range of 100 nautical miles. The poten-

tiometer that converts shaft rotation to voltage must then represent 100

nautical miles^ in either direction; that is, its entire length corresponds to

200 miles. If single-turn potentiometers with a full rotation of 350° are

used, the mechanical input must be at a scale of 200 miles = 350°.

For the same reason, the range mark must go out to 100 miles, the delay

circuit must be accurate to at least that range, and the full voltage of

• In the discussion that follows, “miles” will be used to refer to nautical miles.

A nautical mile is equal to a minute of latitude.
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the triangular wave form must then correspond to 100 miles. This full

voltage is made as large as possible in order that tube drifts shall cor-

respond to small errors in delay.

The plate supply voltage for the amplifiers can be an unregulated

300-volt supply. This limits the possible output of the step-up amplifier

following the resolver, for the peak-to-peak swing of the plate of the output

tube cannot exceed 300 volts. As a matter of fact, the nature of the

circuit restricts the maximum output to about 200 volts peak-to-peak,

or 70 volts rms. Thus the a-c voltage scale at the triangle solver is

70 volts rms = 100 miles, or 0.7 volt rms per mile. The voltage scale for

circuits preceding the step-up driver is 0.2 (volt rms)/ (mile), so that the

gain of the step-up driver is about 3.5. The output voltage of the oscil-

lator is then (200 miles) (0.2 volt/mile) = 40 volts rms. This appears

across the potentiometers. The maximum voltage in either coordinate

that goes to the resolver stator is 20 volts rms.

Since the differentiator and integrator in the triangle solver operate

better when the gain is less than unity, a larger altitude voltage than

the desired output is fed in. It is desired to provide for altitudes up to

40,000 ft (about 7 miles). If the entire oscillator voltage (20 volts) is

used to supply an altitude potentiometer whose full rotation represents

7 miles, a loss in gain of a factor of 14 can be taken in the phase shifter.

In the azimuth data a scale factor might conceivably be used if

“ two-speed data from geared-up synchros were used. In this case

however, no such gearing is employed, so that in one sense the scale

factor for azimuth information may be considered to be unity. The
information is actually transmitted in the form of two voltages which

measure the projections of a rotating Win) segment on oblique axes at

120° to one another. One such voltage is used as the input to the azimuth

mark circuit. This voltage varies as the sine of output angle, hence in the

useful region, where the voltage is nearly zero, it is nearly proportional

to the angle itself. A s(;ale of voltage/angle at null may then be defined;

if it is measured in volts per radian it is equal simply to the maximum
output of the autosyn chain. As the output signal is amplified, this

scale factor is multiplied by the gain of the amplifier.

One scale factor that enters into the design, although it does not

appear directly in the computation, is the sensitivity of the error signal

winding of the resolver. The voltage per radian of error, for small

error angles, is equal to the r-voltage that appears across the other rotor

winding, assuming that the two rotor windings have equal numbers of

turns.

7«6. Performance Analysis. Procedure of Sec, 2*1.—The performance

analysis is a check on paper to determine in the light of available data

whether or not the computer will operate satisfactorily. This consists
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chiefly of an error analysis with consideration of the effects on errors of

the conditions under which the computer is to operate: temperature,

humidity, pressure, etc. The particular value of a systematic check of

this sort is that it may show that some important data have not yet

been taken; for example, the probable life or behavior with temperature

of some important component may not be known.

Errors ,—In each case when a component error is known, its maximum
value is specified. Usually the error varies in such a complicated way

that it is extremely inconvenient to give a measure of error such as rms

or probable error. A linear potentiometer is a good example of this.

Yet when the errors of a number of components are combined it will be

extremely rare that the maximum errors of all the components appear

simultaneously and all affect the output in the same direction. If the

designer is more interested in the probable error of the computer than in

the limits of error, he must make some approximations and simplifying

assumptions in order to use the data available for the components. At a

later stage in the design (after a model has been made) probable errors

may be found by taking more data. At the present stage an estimate

must be arrived at without this information.

A set of working assumptions that have proved useful are the following:

1. The probable error of a component will be assumed equal to one-

third the peak error or tolerance (this corresponds to an error not

exceeded in 96 per cent of the cases in a normal probability

distribution).

2. Errors may be combined by squaring, adding, and extracting the

square root, as is customary for probable errors. The result of

calculations carried out on the basis of these assumptions may be

expected to be correct within something like a factor of 2. In

practice the most serious departures from the behavior predicted

in this way have been found to be due to systematic deviations

of the central value from the true value, due, for example, to

miscalibration.

The approximate values of maximum errors for the various compo-

nents and circuits mentioned, exclusive of temperature effects, may be

tabulated as shown in Table 7-1. These figures may be converted into

miles (or degrees in the case of the azimuth error, which may be calculated

separately), and the square root of the sum of the squares calculated.

If the resulting figure is then divided by 3 (this being the equivalent

of dividing each peak error by three), the result will be the assumed

probable error.
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The range error is then approximately

(Ar}prob ~

V(0.2)=* + ((ri)>* + (0.06)2 + 4(0.1)2 + (.01)2

3
0.11 mile. (5)

Similarly, the azimuth error is approximately

(A0)prob
\/(0.08)2 +(0.06)‘^ + 4(0.2)-

3
0 . 14

^^

(6 )

If a fix is taken at an average range of 50 miles, the corresponding error

rAB is

(rA0)prob = 0.12 mile. (7)

If these range and azimuth errors are combined by rms addition, the

result is a probable fix error of 0.18 mile. This is somewhat better than

the figure of i mile mentioned earlier.

Table 71.

—

MAXiMUAf ]^]rrors

Component Maximum error
Ar,

miles

A9,

d'*grees

Potentiometers + 0.1% of full range (200 miles) 0.20

Drivers +0.1% of output 0.10

Resolver ±5 min; +.06% of max. output (100 miles) 0.00 0.08

Resolver servo R A9 — 100 yd at K = 50 miles (average 0.06

range) ....

Autosvn s ±0.2° each, combining randomly 0.2

Azimuth mark circuit . . + 0.2° 0.20

Step-up driver + 0,1% of output 0.10

Triangle solver ±0.2% of altitude 0.01

Detectors ±0.2 volt (200 volts = 100 miles) 0.10

±0.2 volt (200 volts = 100 miles) 0.10

Delay circuit ‘ ±0.1 % of full range (100 miles) departure 0.10

from linearity.

Other Considerations .—The performance analysis of this computer

with respect to temperature is not detailed here. Some important

sources of error may be mentioned however. The variation with tempera-

ture of the stator-to-rotor voltage ratio of the resolver (0.2 per cent) is

significant and is characteristic of transformers. Change of air gaps

with expansion of core metal and change of wire resistance with tempera-

ture are probably responsible for the effect. These variations may be

compensated once they are accurately known.

At this stage of the design it is also well to consider the interaction

of the various separate circuits. For example, the loading effect of the
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resolver drivers on the precision potentiometers may be checked. The

input impedance of the drivers is very high and chiefly capacitive; but

until a rough quantitative check has been made, the designer cannot be

sure that significant phase shifts will not occur. The interaction of the

X and y channels may be examined in case current in a rotor winding

should produce coupling between the two stators. The operation of

the step-up driver and triangle solver with the detectors should be checked,

for the pulses of current drawn by the detectors may produce undesired

transients in the preceding circuits. These points require experimental

work with two circuits at a time and may expose difficulties before a

model has been constructed.

7-6. Detailed Design. Procedure of Sec, 2T.—The design must now
be carried to the point where each component is well enough specified

so that it may be ordered and so that it can be counted on to function

properly in the computer. In the following description, circuit designs

will be given, but in many cases tolei*ances are not available.

The tubes shown in these designs arc miniature tubes (the 6CU

triode, 6AK5 pentode, and 6ATi5 double diode) and subminiature tubes

(the Sylvania SD-834 triode’ and Raytheon C'K-604 pentode). The
circuits using miniature tubes may be redesigned for other tube types

by means of relatively minor changes.

Oscillator .—The 500-cps oscillator, a Wien bridge circuit, is based on

a design made at Bell Telephone Laboratories with the assistan(*c of a

Radiation Laboratory engineer. The circuit is shown in Fig. 7-4. The
output is 40 volts rms across 10,000 ohms. Tests on the circuit indicated

only 0.05 per cent second harmonic and 0.1 per cent third harmonic in

the output waveform.

Resolver Drivers .—These drivers are two-stage amplifiers with (cathode

feedback, as shown in Fig, 7-5. The design of these circuits is discussed

in detail in Vol. 19. With respect to variation in tubes, load impedance,

condensers, and resistors, the variation of gain does not exceed ±0.1

per cent. •

Resolver Servo .—For the servoamplifier to be used with the split-

field motor, an a-c amplifier, phase detector, ‘‘phase-lead’’ network,

and a differential current output stage, as shown in Fig. 7*6, should prove

satisfactory but is untested. A similar circuit which was used in a

related equipment is described in Sec. 14»3.

Step-up Driver .—The high feedback gain of this circuit and the use

of three stages of amplification necessitate careful design to prevent

oscillation. The design procedure for this amplifier is discussed in

detail in Vol. 18. The final design is shown in Fig. 7’7. The use of a

^ Now the 6K4.
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step-up amplifier here allows lower voltages to be used in the preceding

stages, with resultant over-all savings in power and weight.

Triangle Solver .—A tentative circuit design, incorporating the reduc-

tion in gain previously mentioned, is discussed in Sec. 6*6. The sources

of error in this type of triangle solver are also discussed in that section.

Detectors .—The type of voltage doubler recommended is shown in

Fig. 7*8. The principal design problem with this type of detector is

usually selection of proper capacitor values; this should not be difficult

in the present case, because of the low output impedance of the step-up

driver.

Time-modulation Circuit .—A time-modulation, or “delay,'’ circuit,

including sweep generator, coincidence circuit, and pip generator, is

similar to those for which detailed discussion and design procedures are

given in Vol. 20.

Azimuth Mark Circuit .—This circuit is shown in Fig. 7*9. It includes

a differential amplifier, a plate-circuit detector, and a legcnerative loop

which causes the output to be a rectangular gate several milliseconds in

length. Differential rather than single-ended amplification is used in

order to make it possible to use a shorter time constant in the detector.

This is necessary because the angular velocity of the antenna (200°/sec)

is such that one cycle of the 400-cps line supplying the autosyns corre-

sponds to i®.

The final autosyn is connected in such a way as to make available a

voltage that goes (approximately) to zero only once each revolution,

rather than twice. This is done by adding to the sine-modulated output

voltage a constant a-c voltage equal to the maximum output. The
resulting voltage is used to remove the “back trace" of the azimuth

mark.

7-7. Finishing the Design.—Several steps remain to be done in the

design of this computer. The detailed design has to be carried out for

several of the circuits. A model must be built as a check on the combina-

tion of circuits and mechanical components. One difficulty often encoun-

tered when circuits and mechanical parts are to be designed under

pressure of time is that the mechanical design has to be “frozen" much
sooner than the electrical design. This means that last-minute changes

can be made in the electrical design if experiments show that some

expectations are not realized; the corresponding mechanical changes,

however, may be much more difficult to make.

It is in the remainder of the design that the limitations already men-

tioned—light weight, reliability, conformity to aircraft specifications

—

enter particularly. Care must be taken in chassis layout to save weight

and space but at the same time to make servicing possible and to avoid

excessive heat dissipation at “hot spots" in the chassis. Exhaustive
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tests must be made to see whether or not the circuits perform satisfactorily

with respect to temperature, vibration, humidity, etc. Even such things

as the effect of chassis warm-up should be considered, for it has been

found in some instances that a circuit calibrated a short time after it

has been turned on may show substantial systematic errors after an

hour or two of operation.

SPHERICAL COORDINATE INTEGRATION

7*8. Statement of Problem and Preliminary Design Information.

—

The spherical coordinate integrator discussed in the following sections

was designed as part of a radar training device and solves the differential

equations of motion of an aircraft as observed from a moving ship.

Information such as heading, air speed, rate of climb, rate of turn of th(^

aircraft, direction and magnitude of the wind, and the course, speed, and

rate of turn of the ship are set into the integrator, which then operates

upon this information in such a manner as to yield the position of the

aircraft with respect to the ship, as measured in spherical coordinates.

Thus, slant range, azimuth angle measured in the horizontal plane, and

elevation angle of the aircraft above the horizontal plane are computed

as continuous functions of time. These data are used to simulate the

position information ordinarily obtained by a radar mounted aboard the

moving ship and tracking the maneuvering aircraft.^ •

Two fundamental methods of solving the differential equations of

motions may be investigated. One method involves resolution of the

various velocity vectors into three mutually perpendicular components

whose directions are fixed with respect to the earth, integration in these

coordinates, and transformation of the resulting position information

into the desired spherical coordinates. The second method consists of

transformation of the various velocity vectors into vectors in spherical

coordinates corresponding to the rate of change of range of the aircraft,

rate of change of azimuth, and rate of change of elevation, respectively,

followed by integration in these coordinates, no coordinate transforma-

tion of the resulting position information being necessary. After careful

consideration of both methods, the latter one was chosen. It is simpler

than the first method, since no final conversion from one set of coordi-

nates to another is used; because of this it is also capable of giving

smoother output information, since the output of a velocity servo is

usually smoother than that of a position servo running at a comparable

velocity and is certainly smoother than that of a velocity servo and a

position servo in series. This smoothness is desirable from the stand-

point of the radar trainer application.

^ A complete description of a trainer employing the spherical coordinate integrator

will be found in “SP Trainer,” R. Report No. 928.
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Upon investigation, several assumptions are found that simplify the

general equations and are acceptable from the radar training standpoint,

since they introduce negligible errors. These simplifying assumptions

resulted in considerable savings in over-all system complexity. The

effects of wind and ocean currents on the ship may be assumed equal to

Fig. 7*10.—Radar trainer using spherical coordinate integrator.

zero. Curvature of the earth may be neglected. Skidding of the aircraft

and the ship during turns may be neglected. Since a stabilized antenna

is used in the radar equipment that this trainer component was to simu-

late, roll and pitch of the ship may be neglected.

With these assumptions, the detailed differential equations of motion

of the aircraft with respect to the ship can now be developed.

The simplified system geometry is shown in Fig. 7T2. Complete
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ground plane geometry, including the effects of wind and motion of

the ship, is shown in Fig. 7*11.

The symbols used throughout the discussion have the following

meaning:

€ = elevation angle of aircraft with respect to horizontal,

d = azimuth angle of aircraft with respect to north,

(f)
— heading angle of aircraft with respect to north,

7 = course of ship with respecit to north,

T = direction of wind with respect to north,

C = rate of climb,

Va = horizontal true air speed,

S = ship speed,

W = wind speed,

h = altitude of aircraft,

p = slant range,

R = ground range,

0 = position of radar,

P = position of aircraft,

P' = projection of aircraft position on ground plane,

t = time.

Note that Va is a horizontal speed. When the aircraft is climbing,

the true air speed is the vector sum of Va and C.

Figure 7*12 indicates the position of the aircraft in space relative

to the ship at a given time t as well as the velocities of the aircraft at

that instant. Since the solution is desinnl in spherical coordinates, the

input information pertaining to the motions of the aircraft, ship, and

wdnd must be resolved into vectors representing rates of change of range,

elevation angle, and azimuth angle.

By inspection of Fig. 712, the radial component of ground speed is

where the subscript Va indicates the component is due to horizontal

air speed. Similar components due to ship motion and wind are obtained

as shown in Fig. 7T1.

Since

/e^)^ = F„sin (^ - 0), (9)

the rate of change of azimuth angle due to the (horizontal) air speed is

given by

fX. - 5
- '’> ( 10)
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Here again similar components are obtained as a result of the ship motion

and the presence of wind. The total rate of change of azimuth angle is

given by

and upon integration, the actual azimuth angle of the aircraft is obtained.

In a similar manner the rates of change of range and elevation angle

are obtained. Substitution yields the desired differential equations of

motion:

^ ^ [Fa sin {<!) — e) + W sin (r — 0) - S, sin (7 - 6)] \

~ i {C cos € — [Va cos (<^ — 0) + W cos (t — d) I
at p \ n2'l— S cos (7 -- 0)] sin €j /

^ = {C sin e + [Va cos {<t,- e) + w cos (r - 0) 1

— S cos (7 — 6)] cos 6) /

In order to obtain the actual displacements, these differential equa-

tions must be integrated with respect to time to give

6 60 + I ^ [Va sin (0 — ^) + IF sin (r — 0)
Jto

— S sin (7 — 0)] (it

€ = 60 + / - [C cos € — [Va cos (0 — 0) + IF cos (r — 0)
^

Jta P
— S cos (7 — 6)] sin (it\

P = po + f {C sin € + [Va cos (0 — 0) + IF cos (t — 0)
Jto

— S cos (7 — 0)] cos e} (if

These are the general equations^ which are to be solved by the inte-

grator. The quantities with the 0 subscript indicate the initial displace-

ments at the time to when the input data are introduced.

7'9. Integrator System Operation.—A simplified block diagram of the

integrator is shown in Fig. 7T3. The manner in which the necessary

input data are entered and the way in which the integrator solves the

equations can be explained with the aid of the block diagram. A more

detailed description of the operation of the individual blocks is presented

in a later section.

The input knobs that are employed to enter the necessary rate data

1 A detailed development of these equations of motion will be found in the previous

reference.
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are shown at the left of the figure, while the output dials representing

the spherical coordinates of the aircraft with respect to the ship are shown

to the right.

The input rates arc converted from mechanical shaft displacements

to a-c voltages whose magnitudes are proportional to the respective rate

shaft displacements. The conversion element in each case is a linear

potentiometer fed from a constant-voltage a-c source.

The rate-of-turn voltage derived from the rate-of-turn input knob

is used to control the speed of an a-c motor. Over the range used, the

speed of the motor is roughly linear with control voltage so that the output

shaft rotates the compass heading dial and shaft at a speed roughly pro-

portional to the desired rate of turn. The aircraft heading dial in meas-

uring the displacement integrates the rate of turn. This crude velocity

control can be used only because the required rate-of-turn accuracy is

not great.

The (horizontal) air speed knob is geared to the arm of a linear poten-

tiometer which is electrically connected to the rotor of the air speed

resolver. A resolver develops two output voltages proportional respec-

tively to the product of the sine and -cosine of the rotor angle and the

rotor input voltage. The rotor is turned by a mecdianical differential

which has the aircraft heading </> as one input and the azimuth angle 6

as the other. The differential is connected so that the output shaft

turns as (0 — 0). If the voltage impressed on the rotor of the true air

speed resolver is proportional to Fa, the output voltages are i)roportional

to Va cos (0 — 6) and Vo sin (0 — 0). These voltages are indicated

on Fig. 7T3 alongside the corresponding output winding of the resolver.

This resolver, therefore, has solved the ground speed triangle of Fig.

712.

The rate-of-climb input knob is geared to the arm of a linear poten-

tiometer which is electrically connected to the rotor of the rate of climb

resolver. The rotor is geared to the elevation angle shaft; and since

the rotor input voltage is proportional to C, the output voltages are pro-

portional to C sin € and C cos e respectively.

In a similar manner, the ship speed resolver takes the input voltage

S and the rotor angle (7 — 0) to give output voltages proportional to

S cos (7 — 0) and S sin (7 — 0). The wind speed resolver takes the

input voltage W and the rotor angle (r — 0) to give output voltages

proportional to W cos (r — 0) and W sin (r — 0).

By referring to Eq. (12), it is seen that we must take sums and differ-

ences of the vector quantities already obtained and further operate on the

resultants. This is done by connecting the resolver output windings in

series. Addition is performed by connecting the windings in like phase,

and subtraction is performed by connecting the windings in phase opposi-
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tion. The relative phases are shown in Fig. 7*13 by the plus and minus

signs at each terminal of the resolver output windings.

By following the series circuits starting with the wind speed resolver

output windings and paying proper regard to the phasing, we obtain a

voltage proportional to

HRW cos {t — B) — S cos (7 — 0) + Va cos

which feeds the rotor of the range rate resolver.

The second series circuit yields a voltage proportional to

W sin {t — 6) — S sin (7 — 0) + F„ sin {<!> — B) = ^ (1^)

which is employed to drive the azimuth angle velocity servo. Equation

(14) indicates that we have obtained an a-c voltage proportional to the

algebraic sum of all components entering into the rate of change of ground

range. Similarly Eq. (15) indicates that we have obtained an a-c voltage

proportional to the algebraic sum of all components entering into the

rate of change of azimuth angle. It still remains, however, to divide

Eq. (15) by R in order to obtain the actual rate of change of azimuth

angle dB/dt.

As shown in Fig. 7T2, the quantity dli/dt must be further resolved

to introduce the elevation angle €. This is done by the range rate resolver

as shown in Fig. 7*13. The voltage obtained in Eq. (14) feeds the rotor

of the resolver, while the angle e is set into the resolver by the shaft.

Hence, we obtain voltages proportional to {dR/dt) cos € and (dR/dt) sin e,

respectively. The contributions to the motion of the aircraft resulting

from the rate of climb are entered by adding the respective components

from the rate-of-climb and range rate resolvers as shown in Fig. 7-13.

Thus, by following through the two series circuits in a manner similar to

that used previously, we have

and

dR . d^
c cos e - sm e = p ^ (16)

• I
dJR dpC'sm«+-^cos* = ^ (17)

Equation (16) must be divided by p and integrated in order to give the

movement of elevation angle resulting from the input data. Similarly,

if Eq. (17) is integrated, the increment in range will have been obtained,

and the increment in azimuth can be obtained by dividing Eq. (15) by
R and integrating. The above quantities which are to be integrated

are all expressed by voltage amplitudes.
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Let us follow the integration of Eq. (15). It is desired to obtain

where the quantity R (dO/dt) is now available as a voltage e{t)» We
therefore write

® ^ ^ e{t) dt. (19)

Let

u = 1
e(t) dt

J

and
rt^t

j
® = ^0 "h 1 yi du*a

The integration is actually broken into the same two mathematical

steps, as above. The voltage e{t) is first integrated with respect to time

by a velocity servo integrator. The function i/R is then integrated with

respect to the output of the velocity servo integrator, by means of a ball-

disk integrator. The ball-disk integrator used for this second integration

is a convenient device for integrating with respect to a variable other

than time, whereas the velocity servo is a convenient method of inte-

grating with respect to time. A more complete discnission of this dis-

tinction will be found in Chap. 4.

An alternate method of solving the integration problem would have

been to multiply the voltage e{i) hy 1/R before integrating by the velocity

servo, the ball-disk integrator not being used. This alternative method

was not feasible here because a speed range of 10® (ratio of fastest speed

to slowest speed) was required. Neither a velocity servo nor a ball-disk

integrator is normally capable of such a wide speed range. However,

by cascading two devices, each with a speed range of 10®, the over-all

speed range requirement could be met. In an exactly analogous fashion

6 and p are obtained.

In connection with the integration of Eqs. (15) and (16), the multi-

plying factors 1/7^ and 1/p, respectively, must be used to position the

balls of the ball-disk integrators described above. These functions are

entered by dividing servos, which receive as their input data voltages

proportional to R and p, respectively. The operation of these servos is

shown in Fig. 7-13. The feedback voltage closing the loop of each

servo and used to balance the input voltage is derived from the poten-

tiometer on the servo output shaft, connected as shown in Fig. 7-13.

A constant a-c voltage is applied to the arm of this potentiometer, and
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hence, by Ohm’s law, the current through the lower part of this potentiom-

eter and its associated small resistance is inversely proportional to the

sum of the small resistance and the included resistance of the poten-

tiometer. The voltage across this small resistor is then balanced against

the input voltage in each servo, leading to a null in one case at a resistance

proportional to 1/R and in the other case to 1/p. The mechanical motion

is used directly to adjust the ball position of the ball-disk integrator.

Since the elevation angle e has been obtained and the range p is

known, the ground-range altitude triangle may be solved by means of

Fig. 7*14.—Combiiiution velocity servo and ball-disk integrator.

the ground-range resolver. If the rotor of this resolver is fed from the

arm of the p potentiometer and the « shaft is geared to the rotor, the

output voltages will be proportional to the ground range and altitude

respectively, since

R = p cos «, (20)

and
h = p sia «. (21)

Thus an a-c voltage whose amplitude is proportional to ground range R

is obtained and is used as the reference voltage to obtain the displacement

proportional to 1/R.

It is interesting to note that the ground range R could have been

obtained in a different way. It will be recalled that a voltage propor-

tional to dR/dt was obtained in order to feed the rotor of the range rate
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resolver. Since this quantity represents the rate of change of ground

range, upon integration there would be obtained the ground range R,

Although this method might seem more straightforward than the one

described above, it suffers from the fact that for the same over-all accuracy

greater accuracy is required of the individual elements than is the case

Fio. 7*15.—Hadar trainer with front panels removed.

With the method actually used. With the present system if errors arise

in the integration of dR/dt and de/dt to give p and e respectively, the

ground range R will still be consistent with these output data, since

it is derived from them. This is a typical example in which the choice

of a block was made on the basis of the effects that it would produce

elsewhere in the system and involves the concept of error cancellation

discussed in Sec. 2*8.
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Since the ground-range resolver was introduced to obtain a voltage

proportional to ground range in accordance with Eq. (20), at the same

time there can be obtained a voltage whose amplitude is proportional

to the altitude of the aircraft. This is given by Eq. (21).

A linear potentiometer which is driven from a constant a-c voltage

source serves as the data output element. The arm of this potentiometer

is geared to the servo motor as well as to the altitude-indicating dial and
is electrically connected to the input circuit of the servoamplifier. The
altitude voltage obtained from the ground-range resolver is also fed into

the input circuit of the servoamplifier. In the usual manner, the servo

motor will rotate the potentiometer arm in a direction such that the two
input voltages are equalized.

The terms po, do, and eo, which appear in the integrator equations,

are set in manually as initial displacements. These terms are integration

constants that fix the position of the aircraft with respect to the moving
ship at the start of a trainer problem.

The above analysis of the system operation by means of the simpli-

fied block diagram has shown how the range, elevation angle, azimuth,

and altitude of a moving aircraft with respect to a moving ship can be

obtained. The section that follows will present the actual detailed

circuits used and some of the design problems encountered.

7*10. Unit Operation.—This section will discuss specific circuit details

and design problems encountered during the development of the

spherical coordinate integrator. The values of circuit elements actually

used are given in the figures so that the reader can obtain an idea

of how the theory presented in the previous section was reduced to

practice.

Figure 7*16 is a schematic diagram of the rate-of-turn channel. A
Diehl FPE-25 two-phase induction motor is used as the turn rate motor.

The rate-of-turn potentiometer, which is fed from a center-tapped auto-

transformer, controls its speed. One winding of the motor receives

constant excitation from the 60-cps line, while the other winding receives

variable power from the rate-of-turn potentiometer and the autotrans-

former center tap. The capacitor placed in series with the fixed or

constantly excited field winding shifts the phase of the excitation to

provide the quadrature fields necessary for motor operation.

The voltage applied to the control field is a minimum when the arm of

the rate of turn potentiometer is at the center and is a maximum at

either end. Since the voltage is referred to the center tap of the auto-

transformer, the phase reverses as the potentiometer arm sweeps from

one end through the center to the other. In this manner, a voltage

reversible in phase and adjustable in amplitude is applied to the control

field of the motor. The direction of rotation of the motor is dependent
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upon the phase of the control voltage, and its speed is roughly propor-

tional to the voltage amplitude in the range covered.

Since the motor requires a control voltage of the order of 15 volts to

start under the actual loading conditions, a shaft rotation of about

±40° from the center would ordinarily be required to start the motor.

By adjusting the resistance of the zero set potentiometer, the voltage at

the center of the ratc-of-turn potentiometer can be made to equal the

value necessary to just start the motor. Hence, by modifying the stand-

ard commercial potentiometer, the rate-of-turn motor can be actuated

with about ±1° rotation of the potentiometer arm. Although this

feature in no way alters the theory or manner of operation, it does provide

an improvement in the method of turn simulation.

Heading motor Aircraft

Fio. 7-16.—Rate-of-turii control.

The schematic circuit diagram for the resolver channel is given in

Fig. 7T7. The central power source is a center-tapped autotransformer

fed from the 60-cps line. The horizontal true air speed knob is geared

to the arm of the true air speed potentiometer. The potentiometers

Pi andP2 are included so that the maximum and minimum true air speeds

respectively can be preset. The rotor winding of the true air speed

resolver is fed from the secondary of a step-down transformer which in

turn is driven by the air speed potentiometer.

The step-down transformer is used so that the loading of the poten-

tiometer by the rotor of the resolver is reduced to a negligible value.

The load impedance presented to the potentiometer is essentally that

of the reflected rotor impedance, which is high enough to prevent exces-

sive loading. Since the load is inductive and the source impedance is

resistive, a phase shift occurs that cannot be tolerated for reasons that
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Horizontal true
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will be discussed later. This phase shift is a function of potentiometer

setting because the source resistance varies as the arm rotates. By
tuning the load circuit comprising the step-down transformer, resolver,

and secondary circuit of the resolver, a load that is higher and resistive

can be presented to the true air speed potentiometer. In this manner,

approximateh" zero phase shift can be maintained independent of poten-

tiometer setting. The 2.0-/^/ capacitor in parallel with the transformer

primary is used for this tuning. It has been found that commercial

10 per cent tolerance capacitors maintain the over-all cir(‘uit phase shift

within the desired limits.

The rate-of-climb resolver is fed in a similar way, although the resistor

network required to feed the rate-of-climb potentiometer is quite different.

The rate-of-climb voltage must be able to reverse phase, one phase

indicating a climb and the other phase indicating a dive. In addition,

the maximum dive voltage must be greater than the maximum climb

voltage, since an aircraft may dive at much greater speeds than it climbs.

The four potentiometers can be adjusted to provide for the proper climb

and dive voltages as well as providing for a dual scale type of presenta-

tion. With the switch in Position 1, a regular scale is provided which is

used for most applications; however. Position 2 may be used to give

lower rates of climb or dive for the same potentiometer shaft rotation,

providing greater accuracy when setting in low rates of climb or dive.

The phase of the control voltage reverses when the arm is in the electrical

center of the potentiometer network in a manner similar to that discussed

above for the rate-of-turn potentiometer.

A step-down transformer plus tuning capacitor is again employed to

minimize loading of the rate-of-climb potentiometer and phase shifts,

as discussed above.

The ship and wind speed resolver circuits are made idcmtical, since

the maximum magnitude of wind considered is in the order of the maxi-

mum ship speed. Potentiometers P^ and I\ are included so adjustment

of the respective maximum speeds can be made if desired. The resolvers

are driven in the same manner as those discussed above so that poten-

tiometer loading and phase shifts are kept to a minimum. The fixed

resistors in series with P^ and P% respectively are included to attenuate

the voltage to the proper level for use in the two channels. The rela-

tive amplitudes of the voltages impressed on the rotors of the resolvers

must correspond to the relative amplitudes of the quantities that they

represent. These relations are set by the values of resistors and poten-

tiometers used in the networks feeding the rate potentiometers.

In the discussion of the block diagram, it was stated that the range

rate resolver received its voltage from one of the output windings of the

true air speed resolver. This cannot be done directly in practice, since
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the resolvers used must be open-circuitcd in order that the summation of

the voltage components be correct. To prevent loading, a GAG7 cathode

follower is used as a buffer and driver for the range rate resolver rotor.

The rotor winding is placed directly in the cathode circuit although it is

tuned by a 8.0-/x/ capacitor to obtain a higher and resistive cathode

impedance.

With the Diehl resolvers used, a 2/1 step-up exists from rotor to

stator windings. Since the same ratio exists in all previously mentioned

resolvers, no serious effects are introduced; however, the voltages on the

output windings of the range rate resolvers are the result of two cascaded

resolvers operating on the input signals. In order to correct for this

I

I

Output
shaft

Fig. 7- 1 8.“ •Velocity servo block diaKrarn.

discrepancy in relative scale factors, the actual voltage impressed on

the rotor of the range rate resolver is only one-half the output voltage

from the true air speed resolver. The attenuation is accompliwshed by

the 330-ohm resistor placed in scries with the rotor winding. Thus, the

cathode-follower stage serves both as an impedance matching element

and as an attenuator to equalize the existing scale factors.

The interconnections of the respective stator and rotor windings are

as shown in Fig. 7*13. The input impedance of the velocity servos is

large, since the signal is applied directly to the control grid of a vacuum

tube, no grid resistor being necessary.

The series circuits comprising the resolver stator windings generate

the correct voltages only if negligible current flows. If current passes

through the windings, a voltage drop occurs that causes an error pro-

portional to the winding impedance and current magnitude. In the

present case, however, the current flowing is essentially zero, since the
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velocity servo input impedance is so high. The respective windings can

therefore be connected in series as shown in Fig. 7T3, and no error will

exist if the voltages are all in phase.

The output voltages representing the desired vector summations as

discussed previously are converted into mechanical shaft rotations whose

angular velocities are proportional to the respective voltages by means of

the three velocity servos. The three channels are identical. The block

diagram is given in Fig. 7*18, and the schematic in Fig. 7’19.

As shown in Fig. 7T8, the 60-cps input voltage to the velocity servo

is first amplified and then rectified to obtain a d-c voltage proportional

to the amplitude of the input a-c voltage. This d-c voltage is further

amplified in a direct-coupled amplifier whose output controls the power

developed by the power output stage. The d-c power output is used to

To Diehl

Push pull

power amp

Signal 2

Fuj. 7-20.—Servoaniplifier block cliHfsran).

motor

drive a Bodine d-c motor after being fed through a reversing relay

which is used to control the direction of rotation.

The position of the revei\sing relay is controlled by a thyratron which

in turn receives its control voltage from a phase detector. The phase

detector develops a d-c voltage whose polarity and amplitude are depend-

ent upon the phase and amplitude respectively of the input a-c voltage.

The thyratron conducts for only a control voltage in phase with the anode

voltage. If the input signal reverses, the relay arms change contacts.

From the block diagram (Fig. 7*18) it can be seen that the motor

drives a d-c generator whose output voltage is fed back to the rectifier,

after feeding through the reversing relay. Thus, when the input phase

reverses, the direction of motor rotation reverses which would reverse

the polarity of the generator voltage. Since the generator leads are

also reversed by the relay, the polarity of the generator feedback voltage

is kept the same independent of the phase of the input signal.

The complete schema;tic diagram for the velocity servo is given in

Fig. 7-19. Although no detailed discussion of this circuit is included here,

it is fully described in Radiation Laboratory Report No. 645-10.

The block diagram of the servoamplifier that was briefly mentioned

in the discussion of Fig. 7*13 is given in Fig. 7*20, while the detailed

schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 7-21. The circuit needs very little

discussion, since it is very similar to the usual audio power amplifier
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with the exception of the parallel-T network. This network is included

to introduce a variable degree of phase-lead control for stability purposes.

Each of the two input signals is impressed on a primary terminal of

the input transformer so that the secondary voltage is proportional to

the difference between the two input signals. The difference signal is

amplified and applied to the control winding of the two-phase low-inertia

servo motor. ^

Although the general discussion of the ground-range resolver and the

three servo loops presented the problems one at a time, this procedure

cannot be followed here, since the circuits are more closely interrelated.

The circuitry for these channels is given in Fig. 7*22. The element

common to all these sections is the range potentiometer that is used to

develop an a-c voltage whose amplitude is proportional to the actual

slant range. •

The potentiometer is fed from a low-voltage tap on a variable

auto-transfoi-mer which in turn is fed by an isolation transformer from

the 60-cps line. Since it is not appreciably loaded, the linearity of

the potentiometer (±0.1 per cent) determines the accuracy by which the

displacement of the slant-range shaft is converted to a voltage. The

^ The operation of this servoamplifier is discussed in RL Report No. 645-2.
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1.2-k resistor in series with the range potentiometer serves merely as a

voltage divider.

The rotor of the ground-range resolver is driven by a 6AG7 cathode

follower whose control grid is directly connected to the arm of the range

potentiometer. The cathode-follower circuit is identical to that which

is used to feed the rotor of the range rate resolver discussed previously.

Since the gain of this cathode follower is nearly constant in the range used,

the rotor voltage varies directly as the range and is linear to about ±0.2

per cent. The resolver output voltages are proportional to the ground

range and altitude respectively.

The range voltage for use in the 1/p servo loop is also obtained from

the cathode follower that feeds the ground-range resolver. The 1/p

potentiometer which is turned by the servomotor is driven by a voltage

obtained from the arm of the 1/p variable autotransformer. The voltage

developed across the fixed resistor is fed back to the 1/p servo input,

where it is compared with the actual range voltage. Since the servo

loop acts to equalize the two input voltages, the servo motor drives the

arm of the 1/p potentiometer until this condition is fulfilled. The shaft

and arm of this potentiometer rotate an amount proportional to 1/p.

This same shaft is geared to the ball-positioning mechanism of the eleva-

tion ball-and-disk integrator.

The adjustable resistor Pn is used to set accurately the value of the

proportionality factor between the current flow and the voltage fed

back into the 1/p servoamplifier. The arm of the 1/p variable auto-

transformer is used to make the scale factor of the servo matching voltage

the same as that of the input range voltage.
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The l/R servo loop is identical with the 1/p loop with the exception

that the voltage whose amplitude is proportional to R comes from an

output winding of the ground-range resolver rather than a cathode fol-

lower. All other circuit details are identical with the channel discussed

above.

It has been stated that the actual aircraft altitude is presented as a

dial rotation. With an actual radar installation, the altitude must be

computed from the other observed data. A voltage whose amplitude

is proportional to altitude is obtained from an output winding of the

ground-range resolver as has been explained previously. The maximum
altitude permitted by mechanical design consideration was set at 35,000

h output

6.3V 60cps

Ground

B+300
h input

Fio. 7-23.—Altitude amplifier.

ft, whereas the maximum ground range was set at 100 miles. Thus, the

maximum amplitude of the altitude voltage from the ground-range

resolver is only about 7 per cent of the maximum amp!itude of the ground-

range voltage. Since a higher voltage level is required for suitable alti-

tude servo operation, a linear amplifier is placed between the altitude

output winding and the input to the h servoamplifier. The schematic

diagram of this amplifier is given in Fig. 7-23.

A two-stage T^C-coupled amplifier is used to drive a 6V6 power

amplifier. The output serves as one of the two input signals to the alti-

tude servoamplifier. Since the amplifier must be linear to better than

1 per cent in order that the altitude dial will present information with

1 per cent accuracy, a large value of degenerative feedback is included.

The feedback loop returns a portion of the output voltage to the cathode

of the first stage where it subtracts from the input signal.

With this amplifier, a gain of 60 is obtained and the linearity is of

the order of ±0.5 per cent. It accepts input voltages up to about 1

volt which corresponds to an altitude of about 40,000 ft. Thus, the

amplifier is operated linearly in the desired altitude range from zero to
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36,000 ft, and the output voltage level is in the range leading to optimum
servo performance.

The matching voltage for the altitude servo is obtained from the

arm of the altitude potentiometer which is rotated by the h servo motor.

This potentiometer is driven from a line isolation transformer through

the 47-k resistor which serves as an attenuator. The servo loop responds

in a manner such that the potentiometer voltage is made equal to the

h voltage coming from the amplifier. Since the h dial is geared to the

altitude potentiometer arm, the dial will be positioned proportional to

the potentiometer arm and hence proportional to altitude.

7*11. Over-all System Operation.—Both the theory of operation of

the spherical coordinate integrator and the acitual form of its reduction

to practice have been discussed in considerable detail in the foregoing

sections. The way in which the positional data from the integrator is

actually presented to the parent radar set in suitable form still remains

to be discussed.

The data defining the position of the aircraft with respect to the

moving ship ordinarily obtained by the radar set are range, azimuth

angle, and elevation angle. The equipment described presents this

information in the form of mechanical shaft displacements, as has been

shown, but some form of data conversion must be made before this

output information can actually be used. In order to understand the

necessity for this final data conversion, a brief discussion of radar trainer

operation will be found helpful.

The trainer generates i-f pulses corresponding in time to the actual

range of the aircraft from the ship. These pulses are fed into the receiver

of the parent radar set in place of the i-f signals normally feeding in

from the crystal mixer. In order that the proper azimuth and elevation

angle information be included, these i-f pulses are gated in accordance

with the relative positions of the antenna mount of the radar set and

the aircraft. When the position of the two coincide in both azimuth

and elevation angle, the i-f pulses feed through; however, if these condi-

tions are not fulfilled, the pulses do not feed through.

The time-modulation circuit that causes the i-f pulses to appear at the

proper time following the radar trigger is controlled by a d-c voltage.

The integrator must therefore develop a d-c voltage whose amplitude is

proportional to the displacement of the range shaft. This voltage can

then be used to control the linear delay circuit. This data conversion

is performed by gearing the arm of a linear potentiometer to the output

range shaft.

The azimuth and elevation angle information is obtained by mount-

ing 360® potentiometers on the radar antenna mount azimuth and eleva-

tion shafts and on azimuth and elevation output shafts of the integrator.
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Therefore, two azimuth and elevation potentiometers are present; and

if they are properly lined up, they can be used in two bridge circuits to

furnish the desired gating voltages. The voltage from such a bridge

circuit is a minimum when the arms of the two potentiometers in the

bridge are in corresponding positions. If either potentiometer shaft is

displaced, the output voltage will increase in the usual manner. Thus,

if the gating circuits are controlled so that the signal feeds through only

when the bridge voltage is a minimum, the synthetic radar echo appears

only when both potentiometer shafts are in corresponding positions.

The action is similar with respect to both the azimuth and the eleva-

tion bridge circuits, but they respond to motions in planes perpendicular

to one another. If the output voltages from the two bridges are properly

mixed before being applied to the gating tubes, the gating is dependent

upon the coincidence of both the azimuth and elevation angles of the

aircraft and the radar antenna mount. The signals, therefore, appear

only when the line of sight of the radar antenna mount intersecjts that

of the aircraft.

7 -12 .

—

Summary.—Two examples of electromechani(‘al computer

design have been presented. While at first glance the devices described

appear to be exceedingly complex, upon closer study each is seen to con-

sist merely of a collection of the simple computer circuits and devices

presented in preceding chapters (and elsewhere in the Series) coordinated

very much along the lines suggested by Chap. 2, and capable of design

by straightforward methods. The authors are confident that the near

future will see many more computing devices of this same general nature

take their places as working tools of science and industry.

The computer designs discussed in this chapter should serve also to

underscore a point made earlier; namely, that there is an intimate rela-

tionship between computers and servomechanisms. While servomech-

anisms have been treated as a separate subject in the chapters which

immediately follow, it should not be forgotten that these devices are as

much a part of the computer designer's ‘‘bag of tricks'^ as any of the

devices presented in Part I.
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CHAPTER 8

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF DESIGN PROCEDURE

By I. A. Greenwood, Jr.

INTRODUCTION

8'1. General Principles of Servomechanisms.—The design and use

of servomechanisms have grown to be an extremely important part of

electronic and mechanical technology. The increasing demands of

engineering and science for greater accuracies, speeds, and efficiencies;

the comparative newness of many aspects of the subject; and the increas-

ing availability and use of wartime developments are factors that tend

to make the servomechanism field one of rapid growth and widespread

interest at this time. The exacting technical requirements of military

devices brought a great acceleration in servo development during World
War II, and servos for military purposes were produced in vast quantities

during the war.

For the purposes of this book the definition of the term servo-

mechanism'^ as proposed by liazen^ and used by HalP and others will

be used. According to this definition a servomechanism is “a power-

amplifying device in which the amplifying element driving the output

is actuated by the difference between the input and the output." An
example of a servomechanism is the simple data-transmission system of

Fig. 8*1. With this system it is possible to turn the input shaft through

the angle and to have this motion repeated by an output shaft rotation

of do at a remote location, with a power amplification. If the rotation

of the output Bo is different from the rotation of the input ft, an error

voltage e is developed across the rotor leads of the synchro control trans-

former.^ This error voltage is phase- or sense-detected to yield a d-c

signal that when amplified and used to control power to the motor

will result in rotation of the motor tending to make ft correspond to ft.

Other schemes accomplishing the same end are, of course, used. At
first glance, it would appear that this is a fairly simple and potentially

^ H. L. Hazen, “Theory of Servomechanisms,” Jour. Franklin Inst.^ 218, No. 3,

279-330, September 1934.

* A. C. Hall, The Analysis and Synthesis of Linear Servomechanisms, MIT Servo-

mechanisms Laboratory, 1943. (Reprint of MIT doctorate thesis.)

*See Vol. 17 for a detailed discussion of control transformers. The subject is

also treated in Sec. 13*2.
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very useful device. This is true. Its apparent simplicity, however,

may be misleading in that careful and intelligent design based on a knowl-

edge of feedback theory is needed in order to ensure that the resulting

simple device will operate as desired. There may be a surprisingly

close resemblance between the circuit diagram of a useful and well-

behaved servomechanism and the circuit diagram of a servomechanism

that will burst into violent oscillation the moment power is applied.

Once the dangers are recognized, however, the techniques of servo design

are sufficiently straightforward so that design and use of servos can and

Input

Fio. 8.1.“

%
Output

-Simple remote follow-up servomechanism.

should become a useful professional tool for the average engineer and
scientist.

It is of interest to inquire further into the advantages that servo-

mechanisms may offer. An important advantage follows from the

definition, that is, the ability to amplify power, usually mechanical

power. A second advantage, mentioned in connection with the servo

of Fig. 8T, is the ability to transmit information from one place to another.

The combination of these two advantages, the ability to control large

powers remotely, has accounted for the development of a large fraction of

the servos that have been used to date. An advantage somewhat related

to the second listed above is the elimination of reaction on the controlling

element when large powers are controlled. An interesting application

in which this property is of importance is the use of servomechanisms to

allow unilateral flow of torque from one element to another in the M.I.T.

differential analyzer.^ Other advantages of servomechanisms are the

result of their ability to effect transformations from one type of data

^ Bush and Caldwell, New Type of Differential Analyzer,” Jour. Franklin

Inst.j 240
,
256-326, October 1945.
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representation to another, the most common transformation being from

electrical data to mechanical data. This ability to transform from one

data representation to another is of itself a valuable feature; it also allows

the techniques and advantages of feedback to be applied to systems

involving other than purely electronic elements (e.g., mechanical and
electromechanical elements), thereby increasing their accuracy of opera-

tion, speed, and efficiency and making possible automatic operation.

In Fig. 2*7 a servomechanism is used to operate the bridge computer

of Fig. IT. This illustrates the use of a servomechanism to apply feed-

back techniques to a loop involving electromechanical elements, thereby

changing the bridge into a device that may operate automatically.

8'2. Uses of Servos.—All of the advantages of servomechanisms

mentioned in the previous section apply to servomechanisms used in

computers. This type of usage was discussed in Sec. 2-7. Examples of

computers using servos are numerous, particularly in the field of military

devices. A differential analyzer application has already been mentioned.

Servos have been used in computers for ground- and ship-based anti-

aircraft gunnery, air-to-air gunnery, and bombing.

The ability of servos to facilitate control at a distance finds many
industrial and military applications. Practically all heavy antiaircraft

artillery, for example, is servo-controlled by the output of some type of

computer usually located remotely from the guns. The use of servos for

control of industrial machinery is a rapidly expanding field, a spectacular

example of such an application being a servo-controlled aircraft wing

spar milling machine^ which cut the time required for a complicated

machining job from hr to 5 min. Servomechanisms have been used

for turning the tuning condensers of push-button-controlled radios. An
interesting application of servomechanisms has been in the manufacture

of fissionable material for the atomic bomb, in which whole compli-

cated processes were remotely controlled. This is but one example from

what is probably the largest field of application of servomechanisms

—

industrial process control. An extensive technology® on process control

has already been built up. It is of interest to note that many of the

control devices used in present-day process control techniques are based

on other than electronic methods.^ There is good reason to believe that

many of the electronic devices reviewed in this volume and similar

' Electronics 17, 146, October 1944.

* H. Smyth, Atomic Energy for Military Purposes^ U.S. War Dept., 1945, Secs.

7, 27, and Appendix 4.

* See for example, D. P. Eckman, Industrial Process Control^ John Wiley & Sons,

New York, 1945; and E. S. Smith, Automatic Control Engineering^ McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York, 1944.

* C/. Sec. 1215.
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devices will see greatly increased use in the process control field during

the next few years.

8*3. Definitions of Terms and Concepts.—Hazen’s^ and Hairs® defini-

tions of the term servomechanism as ‘‘a power-amplifying device in

which the amplifying element driving the output is actuated by the

difference between the input and the output has already been mentioned;

for the purpose of this book, this definition will be used. There are

alternate definitions in the literature, however, that are of interest. The
ASME Proposed Glossary of Automatic Control Terms^ uses the term

‘‘automatic controller^' in nearly the same sense that servomechanism

is here used, defining it as a “mechanism which measures the value of a

variable quantity or condition and operates to correct or limit deviation

of this measured value from a selected reference." Two differences are

noted: lack of an implied power amplification and use of a “selected

reference" as opposed to “an input."

Current usage considers the words “servo" and “servomechanism"

as equivalent, although Brown gives a distinction between the two terms

in an early paper. ^ A recently proposed British definition^ of the term

“servo system" is “a power amplifying, automatic, error-actuated

control system."

Following a definition by Harris,® a “regulator" is considered to be

a special type of servomechanism which tends to keep a physical quantity

at a constant level, whereas a servomechanism may make the physical

quantity vary over a predetermined cycle or vary as a definite function

of some other arbitrarily varying quantity. A recently proposed British

definition^ of the term “automatic regulator system" differs only slightly

from Harris' usage in defining it as “an automatic error-actuated control

system, the input signal to which is preset to a constant value or to a

series of values varying with respect to time in a predetermined manner."

The British* definition will be used in this volume for the term “ automatic

control system" or merely ‘^control system," defined as ‘^an arrangement

‘ Hazen, loc, cit.

* Hall, loc. cit.

3 Reproduced in Eckman, op. cit., pp. 224-230. ASME stands for American

Society of Mechanical Engineers.

^G. S. Brown, ‘^Behavior and Design of Servomechanisms,^' NDRC Sec. D-2
Report, November 1940.

® Ministry of Supply Servomechanisms Panel, Glossary of Terms Used in Control

Systems with Particular Reference to Servomechanisms^ published by Military College

of Science, January 1946.

®H. Harris, “The Analysis and Design of Servomechanisms," NDRC Report,

1942.

^ Ministry of Supply Servomechanisms Panel, op. cit,

•Ibid.
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of elements interconnected in such a way that the operation of each

depends on the result of the operation of one or more other elements,

the purpose of which is to control some condition of a body, process, or

machine.” Hall's^ usage of this term is nearly the same but includes

the idea of power amplification.

It is of importance to distinguish between the types of control that

Hall has referred to as ‘^open-cycle control” and “closed-cycle control.”

Open-cycle control works on signals received solely from a controlling

instrument, while in closed-cycle control system, additional signals that

are derived from the position of the device or the state of the process

being controlled are received by the controller. Hallos term “open-cycle

control” has been referred to by the ASME Glossary"^ as “some form of

automatic operation,” and by the British as an “unmonitored control

system” or “input-actuated control system.”

The term “error” is iLsed by most authors to represent the difference

between the servo input and output. The ASME recommended term

for this is “deviation.” The terms “misalignment” and “difference”,

are occasionally used.

When highest ac.curacy in a servomechanism is required, a “ continuous

control system” is usually used. Halb^ defines such a system as one in

which “a definite and continuous corrective action is developed by the

servo controller and applied to the device being controlled no matter

how small is the error in the position of that device.” The majority

of the devices covered in Part II of this volume will be continuous-control

devices or devices operated such as to closely approximate continuous

control. For example, a vacuum-tube motor control is a “continuous

control”; an on-off relay motor control is not.

For the purpose of this volume, a distinction must be made between

instrument servos and power servos. The present treatment is limited

to instrument servos. An instrument servo is arbitrarily defined as a

servo rated at less than 100 watts maximum continuous output. The
term “instrument” in this title is derived from the fact that most of the

servos discussed will be those used in instruments, but exceptions will

be found. A synchro system by itself is not here considered to be a

servo, since it involves no power amplification, and is not treated. The
use of straight synchro systems is discussed in Vol. 17, while Vol, 25

treats higher-power servomechanisms.

The term “nonlinear servo” will be used frequently in this volume.

Two types of nonlinearity are recognized. In one type, elements such

as amplifiers or motors are nonlinear. In the other type, the gain of the

* Hall, loc, cit

2 Eckman, op. cit.j pp. 224-230.

* Hall, Zoc. cit.
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servo varies over the working range of the inputs and outputs; but for

any small region of the working range, the performance approximates

that of a servo with linear elements operated at a gain determined by the

particular region of operation chosen. An example of this type of non-

linearity is the resolver servo of Sec. 14*3. Obviously, if gain varies

drastically over a small region, nonlinearity equivalent to the first type

may result. Both types of nonlinearity may be present at once. Non-

linearity is treated in Sec. 11-11.

A convenient classification of servos may be made in accordance

with their uses, the principal examples of which are ^'position servos^’

and ‘Welocity servos.” A position servo” is one in which the displace-

ment of an output shaft or its equivalent is controlled by some input

variable. The simple servo shown in Fig. 8-1 is thus a position servo.

A ‘^velocity servo” is one in which the first derivative with respect to

time of the output is controlled by the input variable or the error signal.

In some cases, there may be difficulty in deciding which of these classifica-

tions is appropriate. Consider, for example, the case of a velocity servo

used to integrate an input voltage. Since the input voltage is usually

measured across a resistance, the input might be thought of as charge

rather than voltage, in whi(5h case the output rather than the derivative

of the output would seem to be the quantity directly controlled by the

input, and one would be tempted to classify this as a position servo.

Its correct classification as a velocity servo is clarified hy examination

of the error signal controlling the output. In this case the error signal

is a voltage that is a function of the first derivatives of assumed input

and output. There are a few types of servos that do not fit either posi-

tion or velocity servo definitions very well; nevertheless, th('se descriptive

terms are widely used and are appropriate in most instances. Servos

could also be designed such that the second or higher derivatives of the

output would be controlled by some input variable, but such servos are

extremely rare.

8*4. Plan and Scope of Part II.—Following the above introductory

sections are a number of sections dealing with the recommended proce-

dures and techniques for designing electronic instrument servo systems.

These constitute a summary only, with references to following sections

where detailed discussions of each of the various components may be

found. Chapters 9, 10, and 11 present a theoretical background for the

study of the characteristics of servo components and of over-all servo

systems, emphasizing particularly factors of stability and over-all

accuracy. This theoretical discussion approaches the servo design

problem from both the transient and steady-state viewpoints. A
number of special problems, s\ich as data smoothing, nonlinearity,

gear ratios, etc., are discussed in Chap. Chapter 12 is devoted to a
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rather detailed discussion of the principal components of the usual elec-

tronic servo systems, namely: data input and output devices; amplifiers,

phase detectors, modulators, etc.; motors and other power devices; and
power-control circuits. Chapter 13 summarizes practical techniques

for obtaining measurements of the characteristics of servo components

and servo systems. Chapter 14 summarizes a number of special servo

systems. Detailed circuit diagrams are included.

Although the emphasis of this treatment is on electronic devices,

brief references to some competing nonelectronic devices have been

included.

DESIGN TECHNIQUES

8«6. Preliminary Design Data.—The first step in the design of a

servomechanism is the deierminaiion of what must be designed. This is

important, and time spent in carefully stating design requirements will

generally be saved in succeeding stages of the design.

Type of Servo Required.—It must first be decided what functional

type of servo is recpiired, that is, velocity servo, position servo, etc.

Other classifications of servos that have been mentioned, such as con-

tinuous vs. noncontinuous or linear vs. nonlinear, specify alternate ways
of fulfilling given requirements rather than fundamental classifications

of the requirements with which this section is concerned.

Data Input and Output Representations.—The input and output

repnisentations of data must be specified. The subject of data representa-

tion is discussed in Secs. 2T1 to 2T3 and in Secs. 12T to 12-6. Before

the servo of Fig. 81 could be designed, for example, it would be necessary

to know that the input data representation is a mechanical shaft rota-

tion and that the output data repn^sentation is also a shaft rotation.

Scale factors and ranges must, of course, also be known.

Power Available.—The power available should be specified as to

voltages, allowable currents, and, if alternating current, the frequency.

Voltage and frequency tolerances arc very important in servo design

and should be carefully determined.

Quality.—It is important to specify accurately the minimum accept-

able quality. A design procedure must attempt to yield a servo a factor

of safety better than this minimum; to go very much further may be a

waste of expensive equipment and design time. In many cases the

requirements on a servo are so severe that one must go to extremes of

present techniques to achieve satisfactory performance; in other cases

cheap simple devices and rudimentary design may suffice.

Quality may be expressed in a variety of ways. Maximum, average,

or probable errors may be stated for specified inputs. Probable or

average errors are usually associated with input and noise specified in
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terms of their power-frequency distributions. Maximum errors under

the special input conditions of velocity and position steps of given mag-

nitude are frequently used. Steady-state velocity and accleration errors

are very convenient means for specifying quality; it will be shown later

that they may easily be related to the feedback loop decibel gain vs.

log frequency characteristics of the servo. Bandwidth is frequently

used as an index of speed of response/’ a term somewhat loosely used

but referring principally to the acceleration of a servo.

It is usually desirable to specify the damping of the servo. For this

the damping factor (or factors) may be used; a more convenient index

of stability is the height of the- peak of the sinusoidal steady-state over-

all response curve (cf. Chaps. 9 to 11). The smoothness of operation

may also be specified.

Load Specification .—It is necessary to specify the force or torque

and inertial load on the output of the servo and the speed range over

which it must operate, including slewing.

Other Factors .—The list of design factors of Chap. 19 should be

checked; appropriate factors listed as design requirements; and specific

limits and operating conditions chosen for these design factors. Factors

applying particularly to servos are the following: slip ring and com-

mutator electrical noise, operating position, backlash, hysteresis, life,

and reliability.

8*6. Design Procedure,—The following discussion of design procedure

is intended merely to summarize the recommended steps in designing a

servomechanism after the preliminary design data have been assembled.

For most steps, a reference is given to a succeeding section for detailed

treatment of the problems involved. Although arbitrary, the procedure

has been found to be useful.

After completing the preliminary specifications, the designer may
proceed as follows:

1. Choose the motor and motor-control circuit or their equivalents

and the approximate motor gear reduction. Chapter 12 treats

these components. Problems of gear ratios, friction, and back-

lash are discussed in Sec. 11T2.

2. Choose the data input and output devices and their approximate

gearing, unless these have already been specified in the preliminary

design data. See Secs. 12*1 to 12*8 for a detailed discussion of

data input and output devices.

3. Choose types of circuits for the amplifiers, phase detectors, modu-
lators, demodulators, etc., required. In the choice of these cir-

cuits sufficient amplification should usually be allowed to make up
a loss in gain of roughly 10 (20 db) due to phase-lead circuits which
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may be used for stability in addition to the usual factor of 2 to

4 for tube aging, line voltage changes, component aging, etc. See

Secs. (12*10 to 12*12 for further discussions of these circuits. An
important part of this design step is a choice of the type or com-

bination of types of controller characteristics that are to be

achieved. Chapters 9 to 11 discuss these characteristics.

4. Make a first design in some detail for each of the above por-

tions of the servomechanism. It should be kept in mind that only

parts procurable in the desired quantities should be specified, even

in this early phase of the design. The remarks of Sec. 2*2 apply

here.

5. Determine by calculations, measurements, and reference to pre-

viously established data the detailed characteristics of the motor

and control equipment; the amplifiers, phase detectors, modulators,

etc.; and the input and output devices. This may or may not

include phase-lead circuits or devices. See Chap. 13 for a dis-

cussion of the techniques of such measurements. The theory of

Chaps. 9 to 11 will be found helpful in any calculations required.

It may be desirable to build up a breadboard model of the

power-control circuit so that empirical data on the motor and

control circuit combined may be obtained. This procedure is

particularly justified when local feedback is used in the power-

control and motor circuits, resulting in more nearly linear over-all

characteristics for the combination than for the motor alone or

when the waveforms of the controlling circuit are so complex as

to make the accuracy of theoretical calculations questionable or

the labor of computation excessive.

6. On the basis of the information obtained in the last step, design

in detail the phase-lead circuits, integral control circuits, amplifiers,

velocity feedback circuits, dampers, or other devices or circuits

where changes in the shape of the transmission-frequency char-

acteristics ^vill improve the stability, accuracy, or smoothness.

The theoretical treatment of Chaps. 9 to 11 should be referred to.

7. Work over the design to make all elements consistent with the

preliminary design considerations and specifications and with each

other.

8. Build a prototype or breadboard model to test performance and
as a check on the theoretical calculations. It is good practice to

test such a model at some time with all limit tolerance parts, with

tolerances chosen such that resulting errors will add.

A breadboard model or prototype model also allows the final

adjustment of component values that is often necessary even

with good theoretical design.
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9. Determine tolerances and specifications for each and every com-

ponent. A design cannot be considered complete until this has

been done in every detail and the component is shown to be obtain-

able in the quantity req)iired. Failure to complete this may mean
that a single unsatisfactory component will necessitate a complete

redesign, although this is not likely.

The steps of this procedure, particularly the first three, are intimat ely

related. It will usually he necessary to repeat the procedure several times

before a fully satisfactory design is achieved.

8«7. Design of Servos by Experimental Techniques.—For low-cpiality

servos or for designs that arc mmilar to previously tested designs, it is

sometimes safe to omit the theoretical design of stabilizing circuits.

Final component values under such a shortened procedure are determined

by experiment and test, using limit tubes and components if possible.

Preliminary design is based on sufficient gain to allow for a stabilization

circuit attenuation factor of roughly 10, unless other stabilizing means are

used, and must include the right type of controller characteristics as

mentioned in Step 1 of the design procedure of the preceding section.

It is important that the servo designer understand the theory of use of these

various types of controller circuits regardless of whether or not the theoretical

calculations are made. A person who works with st'rvos can rapidly

acquire an ability to adjust an existing design to near-maximum per-

formance. When this ability is combined with a basic understanding

of the theory of servomechanisms and of the many special-purpose cir-

cuits and devices available, the resulting combination of skills will fre-

quently allow good servos to be produced rapidly without extensive

theoretical calculations. Acquisition of the adjustment skill alone,

however, is usually wasteful of time in the long run.

Where a design is to be produced in quantity, it is desirable to know
what the accuracy and stability safety factors will be under adverse

combinations of production component tolerances. The extreme impor-

tance of having this information for production designs normally justifies

both theoretical analysis and careful experimentation, although careful

experimentation alone may suffice in some cases.



CHAPTER 9

SERVO THEORY: INTRODUCTION AND TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

By G. L. Krkezer

INTRODUCTION

9'1. The Aims of Servo Theory.—The following three chapters deal

with the application of mathematical methods to problems of servo

design and adjustment. A later chapter deals with the considerations

relevant to the selection of the components of a system intended to meet
given performance specifications. Ways of evaluating this provisional

choice to determine if a system made up of these components will, in

fact, perform as required will be considered here. Theoretical principles

are introduced at this point, since it will be helpful for them to be kept

in mind in the survey of available components that follows.

To evaluate a system made up of a given set of components, the most
obvious procedure is to (!onstruct a trial model and determine its per-

formance through actual observation and test. Such a procedure is

more readily feasible in the case of small instrument-type servos than it

is for systems of greater power level, but even here it may be uneconomical

of time and materials, requiring a long sequence of trial constructions

and tests. It is natural, therefore, to attempt to (;arry out the trial

construction on paper through the medium of a mathematical model. ^

So-called servo theory makes possible the construction of a symbolic

model of the proposed system in the form of mathematical equations,

and the carrying out of the appropriate tests, experiments, and adjust-

ments on this model by means of mathematical operations. The basic

questions in servo theory are, therefore, the same obvious ones that any
experiments with a physical model would attempt to answer.

1. How does this system perform?

2. How does its performance compare with the standard specifications,

set up on the basis of practical needs?

3. If it fails to meet performance specifications, how can it be modi-

fied so that it will do so?

1 Theoretical treatment has the additional merit of facilitating specification of

production tolerances of the components to be used in a given system. For on a

mathematical basis, the effect on performance of variations in magnitude of com-
ponent parameters may be predicted. On an experimental basis, trials are necessary

of the worst cases to be expected in practice.

225
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The methods of servo theory are designed merely to make possible

answers to these simple questions. In the present account, these ques-

tions will be used to provide the framework for our survey. Thus,

under the subject of the determination of system performance will be con-

sidered the methods available for finding out how a given system per-

forms; under the subject of evaluation of system performance^ the ways
available for comparing its performance with specifications; and under

the subject of correction of system performance, ways for removing defi-

ciencies in performance through suitable modifications in the structure

of the system. In a final section on special problems, some problems of a

more complex or special type \yill be examined. But it is necessary to

review first certain preliminary concepts and definitions that will be

utilized in subsequent discussions.

Preliminary Concepts and Methods

9*2. Transformation and Operational Methods.—In the present

survey of servo theory, considerable use will be made of the Laplace

transformation. It is necessary, therefore, to review some of the salient

features of the method.

The Laplace transformation provides a way of representing a function

of a real variable /(O by a function of a complex variable F{s), and con-

versely. The variable t will be regarded here as standing for time, and
the complex variable s as standing for a + jw. By means of the direct

Laplace transformation, we may pass from the real function f{t) to the

complex function F{s). This transformation is designated symbolically

as

mi)] = F(s)

and is read ‘The Laplace transform of f(t) equals F(s).” By means
of the inverse Laplace transformation, we may pass from F{s) to f{t).

In symbols,

mF{s)] =/(o

and is read, “the inverse Laplace transformation of F(s) equals

The equations^ defining these two transformations are

^ In representation of functions in the two domains, the practice of Gardner and
Barnes of representing functions of a real variable by small letters and the correspond-

ing function of a complex variable by large letters will, for the most part, be followed.

Occasionally, the same letter will be retained for the corresponding functions in

the real and complex domains, where ambiguity might otherwise result. In every

case, however, the domain in which the function lies will be indicated by the variable

inside the parenthesis. Thus ei(t) is a fimction of time, and 6i(s) is its Laplace trans-

form, a function of the complex variable a.

*For a discussion of these equations and the conditions for their validity see
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F{s) = £[/(<)] = f{t)er>* dt, ca < <r, (1)

and

/«) = £-»[^’(s)] = ‘
Fis)e’‘ ds, = [ (2)

The possibility of a function being represented as a function either of

a real variable or of a complex variable is of value in that a problem

difficult to solve in one domain may be relatively easy in the other.

Difficulties may then be bypassed by shifting to the less difficult domain.

In the case of the problems arising in servo theory, this advantage will

be utilized chiefly in the provision of relatively simple procedures for

the solution of linear differential equations. Differential equations

involving functions of time become after transformation algebraic

equations in 5. These equations can be manipulated easily by purely

algebraic operations. We may solve for the function of interest, in the

complex domain, and then pass to the corresponding real function that

provides the solution of our differential equation. Certain special

advantages arise in relation to the concept of transfer function which is

considered below. It should be noted that since our direct transform

F{s) is a function of a complex variable, it is feasible to apply, where

useful, any of the special procedures that form a part of complex function

theory. •

So much by way of preliminary orientation. The chief relation-

ships that we shall need to use in our treatment of servo systems may now
be summarized.^ The starting point for a given problem will typically

be a differential equation made up of functions of L The first step in

the use of the Laplace transformation will consist in application of the

direct Laplace transformation to both sides of the equation. This

operation might be carried out by application of the defining Eq. (1). But
since certain types of function and algebraic operations on functions

repeatedly occur in different equations, it has been found convenient

to set up tables of transform pairs such as Tables 9Ta and 9*16, which

M. F. Gardner and J. L. Barnes, Transients in Liriear Systems, Vol. I, Wiley, New
York, 1942, pp. 100-107.

^ For the derivation of these relationships and a fuller treatment of the Laplace

transformation, the following references maybe consulted: Gardner and Barnes, loc.

cit.; N. W. McLachlan, Complex Variable and Operational Calculus, Cambridge,

London, 1942; R. V. Churchill, Modern Operational Mathematics in Engineering,

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1944; G. Doetsch, Theorie und Anwendung der Laplace

Transformation, Springer, Berlin, 1937; E. S. Smith, Automatic Control Engineering,

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1944, pp. 302-308. A brief treatment may be found in

Vol. 18 of this series. The present account is based largely on Gardner and Barnes.
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show the result of applying the direct and inverse transformations to

commonly occurring functions and operations.

Table 9*1o.—Laplace Transform Pairs for Operations

No. m Special conditions and definitions

a am aF{s) a is a constant or a variable independent

\

of t and 8

h Mt) ±Mi) Fi(s) ± Fiis)

r
dm
di'

sF(s) -/(0+) /(O-f) is value of f{t) immediately fol-

lowing t = 0

d
dm

dJfi
sV(s) - «/(()+ ) -/'(O) /<0. - T],.o

e //«) dl
S S

j

r'(t) = //(/) 'll

r'(o+) =/-«)], »o+

Table 9- 16. Laplac?e Transform Pairs for Functions*

Pair

No. ;(«)=£ [/(o] CTa
Location

of poles

Type of

f(t) function

a
1

-oc 1 -
-a* r

b sin (ot
(O

S2+W2 0

•^jUJ

-j(0
r vy V

c cos (Oi
s

s2-^cb2
0

-\\ r\ f

d cos wl
.S + a

{8-*-0t)2-t(V2

- a
-OL-jfO •

j

e 1, or u{i)
1

S
0

1

, m
t

f

1

1

t 1

1

52
0

2nd
order pole

-

1

9 J. p-ots
s

^ 0 1

-
1 m

f- - r* a
1

* Modified from tables in Gardner and Barnes, op. cil.t pp. 120, 332, 350: and E. S. Smith, Automatic
Control Engineering, McGraw-Hill, 1944, pp. 322//.

Table 9Ta shows the effect of applying the direct transformation to

the most commonly occurring operations. In Column 2 is shown the

real function /(O; in Column 3 the equivalent complex function F(s),

obtained after application of the direct transformation. Column 4

specifies the special conditions under which the correspondence is valid.

Table 9Tfc is a similar table for specific functions. Column 2 gives

the real function f{t)\ Column 3 the corresponding complex function

F{s). In any given problem, one need only find the appropriate func-
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tion in the table and can then write down the function in the other domain

to which it corresponds, much as he would use a table of integrals.

Column 4 gives o-a, the <r of absolute convergence, i.e., the minimum value

of the real part of for which /(O can be regarded as the inverse transform

of F{s),^ Columns 5 and 6 give a graphical representation of the trans-

form pair in question. Thus column 5 shows the location in the complex

plane of the poles of the function F(s), and Column 6 the graph of the

type of time function corresponding to this location of the poles. ^ Deter-

mining the location of the poles of a complex function F{s) is of great

importance, since the location and order of the poles establish the

nature of the time function that appears on carrying out the inverse

transformation.

Tt may be of interest to add a few words on the relation of the Laplace

transformation to the historically older operational methods derived

from Heaviside. The Laplace transformation method has been char-

acterized as the modern equivalent of the Heaviside operational calculus.

The expressions derived by the two methods show marked similarities.

Smith has aptly referred to them as “two dialects of the same mother

tongue. The chief differences consist in the method used to represent

input functions and in the method of inserting initial conditions. The
differences in appearance are at a minimum when the initial conditions

are zero. Thus, if with initial conditions zero the Laplace transformation

is applied to a differential equation to obtain an algebraic equation in s,

the same result could be obtained by substituting s for the differential

operator d/di and 1/s for the integration operator, just as in the case of

the operational calculus. Where time functions such as Bo{t)y or

F{t) occur, they are still written as functions of t in the case of the

' See Gardner and Barnes, op. at., pp. 102, 122ir.

* It will be recalled that the poles of a complex function Fis) constitute a certain

type of singularity of the function, singularities being the values of s for which Fis)

or its first derivative fails to be finite and single-valued. (See McLachlan, op. cit.,

pp. 8-14.) If it is assunuid that Fis) is a rational function, it may be represented as

the ratio of two polynomials Pis) and Qis) of degrees m and n respectively. If the

roots of Pis) and Qis) are known, them the function Fis) can be represented as in Eq.

(3).

(g + S„)i8 8h) • •
• is + 8m)

Qis) is + 8,)i8 82) . •
• («+«„)’ (3)

where — «a,
* *

*
»

are the roots of P(s) = 0, and — si, -“«
2 ,

* * •
•

,
“*«»

are the roots of Qis) * 0. If identical factors in numerator and denominator have
been canceled out, and if s is given the value of any one of the roots of the denomi-

nator, Qis) will equal zero and Fis) will equal infinity. The roots of Qis) are there-

fore designated as *
‘ poles, first-order poles if the root occurs only once, second-order

poles if a particular root occurs twice, and so on. In similar manner, the roots of

Pis) are called the zeros of the function Fis).

* Smith, op. dt.f p. 303.
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Heaviside operational method but are written as functions of s in the

case of the transformation method. Consequently, in the operational

calculus, operational expressions in p may be found combined with time

functions, whereas such hybrids will not occur if one is using a transforma-

tion method. Equations will contain only functions of time in the real

domain or only functions of 5 in the complex domain. A more fundamen-

tal difference between the two methods lies in the fact that the s of the

expressions obtained by means of the Laplace transformation is a complex

variable whereas the p or 1/p of the expressions obtained in the Heaviside

calculus are merely symbols for the operations of differentiation and

integration. Despite this difference in the fundamental significance

of the variable s or p,^ it has been customary to refer to both types of

expression as operational expressions, a practice that will also be fol-

lowed here.^

9-3. Transfer Functions.—A concept that pervades the entire field of

servo theory and is basic in the application of the frequency method of

analysis is that of transfer function,^ The nature of the concept may be

understood by considering its relation to the differential equation used

to describe a given system. Let us assume a system describable by an

ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients, such as Eq. (4).

The independent variable is time ty and the dependent variables Si and

do are regarded as functions of time. In functional notation they may
be written 6i{t) and 6o(t), The term 6i(t) can be regarded as the forcing

function or input signal of the system, and do{t) as the response or output

signal. The transfer function is defined as the ratio of the output to

1 The particular symbol used in operational expressions whether a, p, X, or any

other is, of course, trivial.

2 For further discussion of the relation of different operational methods, see

Gardner and Barnes, op. cit.j pp. 99-107 and pp. 359-366; McLachlan, op. cit.y pp. vi,

115; and Smith, op. cit.^ pp. 302-306.

3 Somewhat different names have been used by different authors in referring to this

concept. Thus Gardner and Barnes, op. cit.j pp. 132, 152, use the term system Junc-^

lion. This is a term which we should have preferred except for the possible implica-

tion here that the term applies only to the entire servo system. H. W. Bode, Network

Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design, Van Nostrand, New York, pp. 15, 227ff., in

general uses the term immittance function, although at times he also uses the term

transfer function in the sense used here. A. C. Hall, Analysis and Synthesis of Linear

Servomechanisms, MIT, uses the term transfer function; but in defining it, he seems to

limit it to what we call the feedback transfer function. Writers following the termi-

nology of the Heaviside operational calculus use the term operators, McColl, Servo--

mechanisms, Van Nostrand, New York, in dealing with steady-state relations, uses

the term transmission ratio. The familiar concepts of transfer impedance and admit-

tance functions of electrical circuit theory may be regarded as special forms of transfer

function. See E. A. Guillemin, Communication Networks, Vol. 2, Wiley, New York,

1935, p. 475.
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the input, after the differential equation has been transformed to an

algebraic equation through the application of some one of the methods
of operational calculus (Heaviside calculus, Fourier transformation, or

Laplace transformation). These steps are carried through for Eq. (4),

with the Laplace transformation being used to transform the equation.

We may assume that the initial conditions are all zero.

T- - «') (-t)

^ (5)

Js^ois) + fsdois) = e,(s), (6)

+ fd) 1h{s) = Oiis), (7)

11
1

Js‘^ + fs
(8)

In accordance with our definition, the ratio do(s)/6i(s) may be designated

as the transfer function of the system. The chief advantages resulting

6i(K)

^ -/>(«)

—

1

Fio, 9*1.—Block diagram illustrating use of transfer function.

from use of the transfer function concept in servo theory may be brief!}"

summarized.

1. The transfer function fits in readily with the representation of

complex systems by means of block diagrams. Thus a given block, in a

block diagram, corresponds to the

Pi {8)

Eiis)
P2{8)

/?3(S)

P3W

Fia. 9-2.- Combinations of transfer func-

tions.

transfer function. The forcing

function, in operational form, is

considered as the input; and the

response, in operational form, as

the output. Thus Eq. (8) may be represented by the block diagram of

Fig. 9T. A sequence of such units in cascade, as in Fig. 9-2, can be used

to represent a set of independent transfer functions. This correspondence

will be clearer from the discussion below on the combination of transfer

functions.

2. The response of a given system to an arbitrary forcing function

can be simply represented as the product of the forcing function, in

operational form, and the transfer function. This result follows directly

from the definition. Let us represent the transfer function as P(s).
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Then,

Oo(s)

Biis)

dais) = P{s)di{s).

To obtain do as a function of time, it is necessary only to transform the

function P(s)6i{s) to a time function by means of the inverse Laplace

transformation.

3. The transfer function concept provides a convenient way of obtain-

ing the over-all equation of a system from the transfer functions of com-

ponent units. Let us consider the system represented in Fig. 9*2.

Reading from left to right, the output of ea(‘h unit is the input for the

next. The over-all transfer function Ea{s)/Ei(s) may be readily found,

since it will be the product of the component transfer functions. Thus,

Ei(s)

Elis)
Piis)P.(s)P,is), (9)

4. A special case of the general transfer function P{s) is the frequency

transfer function Pijo)). The independent variable (s) of the transfer

function Pis) is complex and may be regarded as ecpiivalent to a + jco,

with cr the real part and jo) the imaginary part of tlu* complex variable is )

.

If <r is taken as 0, 5 = jo) and can be substituted in the transfer function

in place of is). Accordingly, Eq. (8) becomes

^ _i ^ i
Biijw) Jj'o:- + fjo)

This form of the equation can be designated as Pijo)). Since co can be

regarded as representing the angular frequency of a sinusoidal function,*

this form of the transfer function leads to the representation of response

of a system as a Fourier spectrum. The means for computing this Fourier

spectrum from the transfer function will be described later. Thus

Pis) and P(jco) may be regarded as two alternative forms of the transfer

function, and the discussion given for the P(s) form holds also for the

Pijoi) form.

9*4. Generalized Block Diagrams and Components of Servo Systems.

Figure 9*3 shows the chief functional units of a servo system together

with the symbols that will be used to represent the different parts of the

system and the signals occurring at various points. These symbols

may be defined as follows:

* The basis for this relationship is given in Table 9-16. It depends essentially on the

nature of those transform pairs which show the correspondence of the imaginary part

of the roots of the characteristic equation and the time function for which it stands.
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di(t) = the input time function signal, or disturbance,

Bo{t) = the output time function signal, or response,

E{t) = the servo error, defined as equal to 6i{t) — do{t)y

H{s) = the operator or transfer function representing the controlled

member,

C(s) = the controller operator or transfer function. It represents

the effect that the controller member exercises on the error.

The physical controller may be defined as including all the units

involved in conversion of the error signal to the forcing function that is

applied to the output member. In the usual case, in which the output

member is a mechanical load, its forcing function (or input) is a torque,

and the controller will incude an error-corrective network, amplifier, and

0^(s) KG{8) Output transfer function

l+^G(s)
*"

Error transfer function Feedback transfer function

1

«,(*) \*KG(s)

Fiq. 9*3.—Block diagram of servo system.

motor. Corrective networks are those which are inserted in a system

to improve performance properties through suitable modification of the

frequency-response curves of the system and therefore of its transient

or steady-state response. They are called error corrective networks if

they operate directly on the error signal.

In the simplest servo system, that characterized by a proportional

controller, corrective networks of any kind are absent and the motor

torque is directly proportional to the error. A derivative controller is

one in which the corrective network operates on the error signal to give

its (approximate) first or second derivative or both, and an integral

controller one in which the corrective network gives the integral of the

error signal. Brown designates a servo system as Type 1, 2, or 3,

depending on whether it contains a proportional, derivative, or integral

controller, respectively. Thus the type of corrective network present

is the customary basis on which the controller and the total system are

classified and named.
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9*5. Interrelations among the Transfer Functions of a Servo System.

For mathematical representation of a servo system, three different forms

of transfer function have been found useful: the feedback transfer func-

tion eo(s)/E{s), the output transfer function do{s)/di(s)y and the error

transfer function E(s)/di(s) (see Fig. 9*3). The ratios given in each

case constitute the definition of the function. It is easily shown that the

output and error transfer functions can be written in terms of the feed-

back transfer function. These relations are given by Eqs. (12) and

(14), with KO(s) being used to represent 6o(s)/E(8)j following the notation

of Hall.

To obtain the error function E{s)/0i(s):

let

m -

but

E{s) = Biis) — dois), so e„(s) = di(s) — E(s).

Substituting in Eq. (11) for do{s),

Solving for Eis)/di(s),

6iis) — E(s)

E{s)
= KG(s).

E(s) _ 1

0iis) 1 + KG{s) (12)

To derive the expression for the output function 6o{s)/0i(s):

do(s) _ 0»(s) E(s) _ 1

0^(8) E(s) OKs)
^ ’

1 + KG{S)'

dois) _ KGis)

ft(s) 1 + KGis)

(13)

(14)

9*6. Standard Types of Input Function.—To test a given servo system,

either in concrete physical form or in its symbolic counterpart, it is

necessary to apply an input disturbance di(t) which will represent signals

or disturbances to which the system will be subjected in actual use.

Though the most suitable test functions would seem to be a representive

sampling of those expected to occur in practice, this is frequently not
possible, owing to the varied nature of such signals. It has, therefore,

been customary to use certain standard test signals which provide a basis

for estimating how the system will behave under conditions of actual

use. Following is a list of the chief standard test signals or conditions.
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together with their Laplace transforms. The form of the first three

time functions is illustrated in Fig. 9-4.

Step Displacement {Heaviside Unit

Function):

Biit) = 1, t>Q
= 0

, < ^ 0

m - i

The time function may be repre-

sented by following the termi-

nology of Gardner and Barnes.^ In

the Heaviside calculus, it is represented

by a special symbol meaning unit step

function.

Step Velocity Input:

6i{t) = Nt, t> 0,

where iV is a constant.

= p-

McColl proposes the term ^^rainp function^' for this input function,

following a suggestion of Darrow.^

Sinusoidal Input:

Oi(t) = cos wt or 6i(t) = sin o)t,

Initial Error:

diif) = 0; Bait) = <#>; E{t) = Bi{t) - Bo{t) = -«

This condition is useful in testing the adequacy of a system as a

regulator,® in the narrow sense of maintaining the regulated variable at

a constant level.

DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Let us suppose that a provisional selection has been made of the

components of a servo system and a block diagram drawn to represent

their arrangement. The first question that must be answered is, How
will the system perform? What are its response properties? Two

^ Gardner and Barnes, Transients in Linear Systems, Vol. I, Wiley, New York,

1942, pp. 100, 115.

* McColl, Servomechanisms, Van Nostrand, New York, 1945, p. 38.

’ For definition, see Sec. 8-3.

0

step displacement

0 (
—

step velocity (ramp function)

Fig. 9*4.—Standard types ot input
function Oi(t).
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alternative approaches may be used. In the one, referred to as the

transient approach, the response is obtained in terms of the variation

of output or error as a function of time for various standard input func-

tions. In the other, designated as the frequency or sinusoidal steady-

state approach, performance is represented in terms of frequency-response

curves of output Bo, relative to error or input, when the system is excited

by sinusoidal test functions. Both approaches will be described here

in some detail, the transient approach in the present chapter and the

frequency approach in the following chapter.

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

Two principal steps are involved in determination of the response of

a given system by means of the transient method of analysis: setting

up the differential equation representing the system and solution of this

equation to show either the error E or the output signal Bo as a function

of time. The first step, that of setting up the equation of the system,

is not limited to the transient method of analysis, since it is also a pre-

liminary to the frequency approach. It is in the second step, in the solu-

tion of this equation, that one is dealing specifically with the transient

method of analysis. It obtains its name from the fact that the complete

solution of the differential equation of the system exhibits the character-

istics of the transient part of the solution as well as the steady-state part.

9-7. Setting Up the Differential Equation.—The bulk of servo theory

is based on the assumption that the system being analyzed is linear,

more specifically, that it is one which can be represented by a linear

differential equation with constant coefficients.^ A brief discussion of

the limitations involved in this assumption and of the status of nonlinear

theory is given in Sec. 11*11. The procedure for setting up the differ-

ential equation representing a servo system is therefore no different in

nature from that used in writing the equations for any linear system, such

as those of electric circuit theory. From the known structure of the

system and the physical laws governing the phenomena in different parts,

a set of equations is written for different functional units. By appro-

priate operations, these equations are finally, in the case of a system of

one degree of freedom, reduced to a single differential equation containing

two functions, beside the independent variable time. In the case of

servo systems, these two functions will be the input signal Bi{t) and
either the error E{t) or the output signal Bo{t), depending on which is of

more practical interest. The error E{t) will usually be of greater interest,

since determination of this function will indicate the extent to which

' Our subs(jquent reference to linear systems will be to linear systems in this

narrow sense.
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the servo system deviates from an ideal system. In an ideal system

E{t) will always be zero.

As a substitute for the procedure summarized above, an alternative

procedure involves application of the transfer function concept. In the

case of a complex system, it is simpler algebraically and gives one a

clearer perspective on the sequence of operations required for obtain-

ing the final differential equation of the system. The procedure consists

of the following steps: (1) drawing the block diagram of the system with

the various units connected in cascade, (2) determining the transfer

function of each of the units represented in the block diagram in the way
already described in Sec. 9-3, (3) combining these component transfer

functions by multiplication to give the feedback transfer function

do{s)/E(s)y and (4) deriving the error transfer function E{s)/6i(s) by
means of Eq. (12). If desired, this error equation can easily be rewritten

in terms of derivatives to show its identity with the system differential

equation derived by the more conventional procedures. The foregoing

procedure may be illustrated by means of the following example of a

proportional servo system.

Step 1. Block Diagram of the System,—For our example the block diagram is

given by Fig. 9*3. It shows three units: the error detector or error-measuring

means; the controller, comprising here amplifier and motor; and the output

member or load.

Step 2. Determining Transfer Functions of Components,—First write the

equations of the three units. These are given by Eqs. (15) to (17).

= /?(0 (15)

for the error measuring means,

11
(16)

for the proportional controller, and

j p (i)^ dt^ dt
” (17)

for the controlled member, in this case the load driven by motor torque, where

ko= the proportionality constant of controller, in pound-feet per radian error,

J = the inertia of load, slug-ft*, in and

/ = the viscous friction of the load, in Ib-ft per radian per sec.

The remaining symbols have the meanings given in Sec. 9*4.

Equation (16) states that the torque provided by the controller is proportional

to the error. For a more complex controller, this equation will be a differential

equation or contain an integral term. Equation (17) states that the torque

applied to the load is balanced by the opposing torques due to acceleration plus

that due to viscous friction. One next transforms each equation of interest to

operational form and solves for the ratio of output to input. In the present
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instance, since we wish initially to obtain the feedback transfer function

6o{8)/E{s), we need consider only Eqs. (16) and (17).

From Eq. (16) we thus obtain

TM
W) = ho* (18)

From Eq. (17) we obtain, by application of the Laplace transformation and a

little algebra.

Js^dM +/sd,(s) = 7’,(s),

«„(«) _ _1

Tris) - +fs

(19)

(20)

Step 3. Combinaiion of Component Transfer Functions.—Combining transfer

functions given by Eqs. (20) and (18), we obtain

and therefore

Us) TM _ 1__ .

T,(s) E(s)
~

./s* + fs

AT/(8)
Us) _ ko

Els)
~ J^+fs (21 )

This is the feedback transfer function.

Step 4. Derivation of Error Transfer Function.—Application of Eq. (12) gives

Els) _ _l_ _ _ 1
Hs)

-
1 + AG(s) “

,

ko
~

' ^ Js^-Vfs

Js‘‘ + /s

./s’* + /s + ka

(22 )

(22a)

(23)

This equation gives, in operational form, the error as a function of the parameters

of the system, the complex variable s, and the input function Bx(s).

Formulated in terms of derivatives, this equation can be written as

d^E(t)

dt

dm
, , _ J

^i(l) .
rM

-f/ +•'
eft

’ (24)

where E and ft are functions of t. This form is derived from Eq. (23) by multi-

plying both sides of the equation by the characteristic function, in order to relate

the operational expression to the appropriate variable, and then replacing the

terms in operational symbols by the appropriate differential expressions. The

procedure is merely the reverse of that followed in obtaining the transfer function

from the differential equation. Thus, from Eq. (23) we obtain

(Js^ +/s + ko)E(s) = (/s* +/5)ft'(5),

J8^E(8) +f8E(8) + koE(s) = JsWiis) +/sft(s),

rd^Eit)
.
,dE(t)

. , ^d^em
.
M) (26)
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In most cases, one will not wish to rewrite Eq. (23) in terms of derivatives,

since it will itself be the starting point for the subsequent steps. If, however, the

problem specifies initial conditions for E{t) and di{t) and their first derivatives

that are different from zero, then it is probably clearest to prepare for the inser-

tion of these initial conditions by first writing the equation in the form of a

differential equation in i [Eq. (24)] and then applying the rules for the Laplace

transformation of the derivative terms to each term in turn. These rules provide

for the insertion of initial conditions (see Table 9- la).

9*8. Complete Solution of the Differential Equation of the System.

—

Solution of the system equation, as given by either Eq. (23) or (24),

means finding an equation that gives the error E as a function of time i.

A plot of this equation provides a graphical picture of the response, which

may be compared with a plot of the required performance. Finding

such a solution, however, depends on first substituting some function

for Bi{t) or Bi{s), either one of the standard input functions described in

Sec. 9*6, or a function representing some arbitrary input of practical

interest. The solution therefore will show what the error response is to

this particular input function Bi{t). The points of special interest in

the present section may be conveniently classified under the following

topics: (1) the sequence of steps involved in obtaining a solution, (2)

relational and nondimensional parameters, (3) nondimensional response

curves, and (4) procedures for handling more complex problems. Under
the first three topics, discussion will be limited to the simplest possible

system—a proportional servo—since the fundamental techniques are-

involved here as well as in the more complex systems and can thus be

made to stand out more clearly. Under the fourth topic, the nature of

the supplementary procedures introduced to take care of more complex

problems will be considered.

Steps Involved in Obtaining a Solution ,—As is well known, a number
of alternative procedures are available for finding a solution for differen-

tial equations with constant coefficients. Among these are the tradi-

tional methods described in any text 'on differential equations and the

operational methods, such as the operational calculus of Heaviside or the

related procedures involving the Laplace or Fourier transformations.

The present exposition employs the Laplace transformation, as already

indicated. Except for differences pointed out in Sec. 9*2, similar steps

would be required if one of the other operational methods were employed.

Assuming that we start with a differential equation representing the

system, three chief steps are required in obtaining a solution: (1) trans-

formation of the differential equation to operational form, (2) algebraic

manipulation of the operational equation in order to change it to a form

suitable for application of the inverse transformation, and (3) application

of the inverse Laplace transformation to yield the required variable as a
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function of time. These three steps are illustrated below for Eq, (24),

representing a proportional servo system.

1. Transformation of differential equation. Application of the

Laplace transformation to Eq. (24) yields Eq. (26). Initial conditions

[i.e. the value of E{t) and 6i(t) and their first derivatives at ^ = 0] are

here assumed equal to zero, in order to simplify the algebra. When any

of these initial conditions are different from zero, they may easily be

inserted in the equation by means of the formal rules for application

of the Laplace transformation to derivatives (see Table 9* la). Equa-
tion (26) may now be manipulated like any ordinary algebraic equation.

Js'^E{s) + fsE{s) + koE(s) = Js%(s) + fsdi{s). (26)

2. Manipulation of operational equation. Our purpose is next to

write Eq. (26) in a form that will permit us to obtain the error E as a

function of time when the inverse Laplace transformation is applied.

Two steps arc therefore necessary: solving Eq. (26) for the variable or

function of interest E(s) and recasting the resultant equation in a form

to permit the inverse transformation to be evaluated. Let us first solve

for the required variable E(s). From Eq. (26) we obtain

E(s)
Js^ -f fs

Js^+Js + ko
(27)

It will be noted that this equation is the same as Eq. (23), obtained

initially by the transfer function procedure of setting up the equation

of the system. If we now substitute some specific function for di{s)y we
will be in a position to attempt the inverse transformation. Let us

assume that the input function 6i(t) is a step function. Therefore di(s)

equals 1/s, and

E(s)
(Js+f)s 1

+ /s + A*o s

Js+f ^^
Js^+fs + ko Q{$)

(28)

(29)

To determine an appropriate form for Eq. (29) prior to application

of the inverse transformation it is expedient to consider the fundamental

forms that appear under F(s) in a table of transform pairs. Inspection

of Table 9T6 shows that the form of the time function corresponding to

a given function of s, such as E{s) of Eq. (29), depends on the poles of

the function. These are determined, it will be recalled, by determining

the roots of the equation Q{s) = 0* This equation is known as the

charQcteristic equation, and the polynomial Q(s) as the characteristic
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function.^ The roots may be more clearly displayed by writing Q(s) as a

product of factors containing the roots.

E{s) =
P{s)

(s + Si)(s + S2)
(30)

As a final step Eq. (30) may be written as a sum of partial fractions

P(A)___ __ ^ A B
(s + Si)(s + S2) S + Si s + S2

(31)

where A and B are constants and — Si and --S2 are the roots of Q{s) = 0.

Several methods are available for evaluating the constants, or coefficients,

A and B. One basic method, the method of undetermined coefficients,

will be found described in any standard algebra.

A second method, corresponding to a procedure commonly used for

evaluating the residues at the poles of a complex rational function, is

almost apparent by inspection of Eq. (31). To determine A, we may
multiply both sides of the equation by (s + si). This new equation

will be true for all values of s, hence for s = — Si, which may be substi-

tuted for s throughout.

Pis)

(s + ^ 2).

= A +
= A 4-0.

B(-si 4- si)

-Si -f $2
(32)

Thus terms on the right other than A are eliminated and the value of A
can be found from the left-hand side of the equation. A like procedure

can be used for evaluating the other constant B, Analogous though

slightly modified methods are applicable when any one of the denomina-

tors on the right-hand side of the equation contains higher degree terms

in s, such as The same procedure may be followed regardless

of the number of factors, and therefore constants, involved.

Since in our example the characteristic function is of second degree,

the roots obtained by setting it equal to zero are readily found.

4“ /s 4" A*o = Oj

It will be found convenient later if we now write the above roots as com-
plex numbers, by factoring out j = from the radical.

^ See Gardner and Barnes, op. city p. 132.

* For a detailed description of procedures, see Gardner and Barnes, op. city pp.
153-164.
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3. Application of inverse Laplace transformation. We are now in a

position to determine the different types of time response that may occur

in the case of an error function such as P'q. (29) with a second-degree

characteristic equation. Consideration of Eq. (34), giving the roots of

a quadratic, together vdth our table of transform pairs will show what
kinds of time response are possible and the reason why any given one

occurs. We shall find that three types of time response may occur:

(a) an undamped sinusoidal oscillation, (6) a damped oscillation, and
(c) a nonoscillatory damped exponential. (These responses are illus-

trated in Fig. 9*6 for both the error and the output response.) The type

Roots conjugate imaginary Roots conjugate complex Roots real and equal Roots real and unequal

Fig. 9-5.—Types of response curves corresponding to diflfercnt solutions of a second-degree
characteristic equation.

of response occurring will depend on the character of the roots of our quad-

ratic. These in turn will depend on the value of f/2J relative to y/kalJ
[see Eq. (34)]. When / and therefore f/2J = 0, the two roots of the

quadratic are conjugate imaginaries and the time response is an undamped
oscillation. When f/2J is greater than zero but less than y/k^/J, the

roots are conjugate complex and the time response is a damped oscilla-

tion. When f/2J = y/k^lJj the roots are real and equal and the error

time response is a decreasing exponential. Finally, when//2J > \/ko/J,

the two roots are real and unequal and the time response is the sum of

two exponentials. These results are illustrated in Fig. 9*5. The curve

corresponding to f/2J = ^/k^fJ is designated as critically damped,
since it represents the smallest value of f/2J relative to \^ko/J at which

oscillations will not occur. Curves corresponding to still greater values

of f/2J are designated as overdamped. These results may be readily

obtained by substituting different values of f/2J into Eq. (34) and deter-

mining the nature of the roots resulting. Then by examination of our
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table of transform pairs the nature of the time response corresponding

to different types of roots may be determined. For purposes of illus-

tration this procedure is carried out in two of the special cases.

1. Undamped Oscillations. When//2/ = 0, s = ±j y/k(s/J- There

are thus two conjugate imaginary roots, representing two conjugate poles

on the imaginary axis. Transform pair (c) of Table 9*16 shows that the

corresponding time function is an undamped oscillation of frequency

This frequency is called the undamped natural frecpiency and
represented by the symbol

If we wish to evaluate formally the inverse transform of we
find, substituting / = 0 in Eq. (29),

Js

J s‘^ i ko

s

+ 0)1
(36)

Then upon applying transform pair (c), there results the inverse Laplace

transform

E{t) = cos oij. (36)

This equation gives the complete solution of our differential equation

under the condition specified.

2. Damped oscillations. We again start with the error equation

for a step-function input, given by Eq. (29) and repeated here:

m = 7
+/

/
j

Js‘^ + fs + ko ko
'' + 7 ® j

(29)

The roots of the characteristic equation are

= — « ± /co

Then Eq. (29) can be written

rt/ \ ^ + 2« _ ^ + 2a
^ {s + a — j<a){s + a -h jcj) (s + a)^ -h

Applying transform pair 1.303, page 342, Gardner and Barnes,

^(0 = sin {(at + <^),)

^ = tan”^ -• 1

(37)
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Relational and Nondimensional Parameters.—The outline given of the

steps involved in solving the system equation was limited for reasons

of concreteness to the dipiensional parameters characterizing specific

physical components. Examples of such parameters are the moment of

inertia J, measured in slug ft^ (or gm-cm^), the viscous friction /, meas-

ured in Ib-ft (or dyne-cm) per radian per sec and the stiffness or propor-

tionality constant /rn, measured in Ib-ft (or dyne-cm) per radian error.

It has been found of value in many problems to employ instead what

might be called relational parameters^ i.e., parameters that depend on

relations or ratios among the dimensional parameters rather than on

any one physical property. In the present section a few of the more

important of these parameters ^\^ll be considered and an attempt made
to show how they arise naturally out of the different types of solution

considered above. In some instances these parameters are nondimen-

sional, a feature that contributes greatly to their value. ^ In other

instances, though not in themselves nondimensional, they provide a

basis for easily forming new nondimensional parameters through com-

bination with other parameters or variables having the inverse dimensions.

Let us consider, first, a pair of parameters that are defined in relation

to the amount of damping in a system, namely, the damping ratio f

and the undamped natural angular frequency Wn. It was found possible

in the previous section to arrange the different types of time response in

a series corresponding to the magnitude of f/2J relative to \/k{i/J. As

f/2J increases from zero to values greater than y/ko/Jj the time response

was found to change progressively from an oscillation of constant ampli-

tude to damped oscillations that are damped out more and more rapidly*

and finally to nonoscillatory responses compounded of exponentials.

If, now, we wish to indicate the position in such a series at which the

response of a given system will lie, it seems natural to select as a reference

point one that will separate the oscillatory from the nonoscillatory

responses. Such a reference point is provided by the response that occurs

when the roots of the characteristic equation are real and equal. It is

known as the critically damped response and will occur when

L- h
2j y j

For smaller values of f/2J oscillatory responses occur; for greater values,

nonoscillatory responses. We may refer to / as the damping parameter

of the system, since with all other parameters constant, variation of it

alone will provide the series of responses mentioned above. Similarly,

fc may be used to designate the value of / for critical damping. Then f

^ A clear discussion of nondimensional equations may be found in D. P. Campbell,

^‘Theory of Automatic Control Systems,” Industrial Aviation, September 1945, p. 62-
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is designated as the damping ratio and is defined as the ratio ///c, or the

ratio of actual damping to critical damping. It is convenient to be able

to express f in terms of the whole set of system parameters. As a pre-

liminary step, fc is written in terms of system parameters. When / = /c,

i.e., for critical damping,

therefore

and

A = /^o.

2J yjj’

fc = 2 \''k^

fc 2 y/kj

(38)

The quantity f now provides a convenient index of the position of a

given response in the series of possible responses. For a critically

damped system, f = 1, as is apparent from Eq. (38). For f < 1, oscil-

latory or underdamped responses occur; for f > 1, nonoscillatory or

overdainped responses occur.

The related parameter Wn, the undamped angular frequency, has

already been defined as equal to y/k^/J. It is the value of the frequency

w when / and therefore f equal zero.

These new parameters f and a>n may now be substituted for the

physical parameters'^ J, /, and fro appearing in any of the equations

occurring in our analysis of the proportional servomechanism. Thus in

place of Eq. (27), the error equation can be written as

E{s) = + 2tfa>nS

5*2 2fWnS + (jfn

Oiis). (39)

From this point, we might proceed exactly as before and find the various

possible time solutions in terms of f and Wn for any given input function.

This is in fact the more usual procedure in expositions already published. ‘

If, however, the solutions have already been obtained in terms of /, /,

and fro, it may be simpler to use them as the point at which the substi-

tutions are made.* The equations for the different types of response

to step functions may be written as in the following equations:^

1 G. S. Brown, Transient Behavior and Design of Servomechanisms,” NDRC
Sec. D-2 Report, November 1940; H. Harris, **The Analysis and Design of Servo-

mechanisms,” NDRC Report, 1942; C. S. Draper and G. V. Schliestett, General

Principles of Instrument Analysis,” Imtruments, 12, 137-142, 1939,

* In making the substitutions in any equation, it will be found convenient to

perform such algebraic operations as will lead to coefficients such Bsf/J and fro// and
to substitute for these ratios terms containing wj and f . Thus, it is readily shown
from the definitions of «» and f that fro// * wj and /// « 2fwn-

* Cf, Brown, op. cit.j Table IV.
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(40)

(41)

E{t) = 0i cos uj for f = 0,

p—funt

E(t) = Si— -rr- -: sin (\/l + </>) foF 0 ^ f < 1,

vl -
= diil + for f = 1, (42)

= ^cosh — 1 (»>nt + sinh Vf ^ — 1

for f > I
, (43)

where is the magnitude of step function di(t) and <t>
= tan“^ Vl — fVf-

It will be shown in the following subsection how equations such as

these provide a basis for construction of sets of generalized response

curves that may be used to simplify the determination of system

response.

A second pair of relational parameters frequently useful is A*v, the

velocity error constant of the system, and T or r, the so-called time con-

stant or characteristic time of some portion of the system. T is fre-

quently written with a subscript to indicate the portion of the system

represented when such time constants appear in various parts of the

system. Thus Tm stands for the motor time constant. (The motor

time constant is the time required for the motor to reach 63.3 per cent

of its final speed after the application of a step input voltage.) In the

case of the proportional servomechanism, hv is defined as ko/f and has

the dimension of 1/time, and T is defined as J/f and has the dimension

of time.^ One way of indicating the origin of these parameters is to

start with the feedback transfer function as given by Eq. (21) and divide

the numerator and denominator by /. Substitution of kv and 7^ as

defined above will now permit elimination of the three original physical

parameters.

h
6o(s) ko _ f _ kv

E(s) Js'^ + fs J
,

Ts^ +
y

S S

If this transfer function is used in determination of types of error response,

the response equations will, of course, be given in terms of kv and T
instead of fro, J and /, or «n and f . The parameters to be preferred in a

given problem will naturally depend on the nature of the application.

Thus if one is interested in the magnitude of the velocity lag error it is

convenient to use the velocity error constant kv as a parameter, since

Ev = N/kv, where Ev is the velocity lag error and N is the slope of the

input ramp function.*

1 The symbol T for time constant should not be confused with Tc(0, used for torque

output of controller.

* For derivation of this equation see Sec. 9-9.
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Nondimensional Response Curves .—The solution of a system equation

in terms of relational parameters which can readily be converted into

nondimensional parameters leads directly to the construction of non-

dimensional graphs of the various possible forms of response. This

approach has been developed in this country by Draper and his students

in the analysis of instruments and extended to the analysis of servo-

mechanisms by Brown and his students and others. The procedure

is of great value in that the same set of response curves may be used to

represent systems that, although equivalent in organization and hence

in the form of the system equations, may differ widely in the values of

the physical parameters. For a given type of system, one may refer to

the appropriate set of curves and determine the form of the response and

its duration and magnitude in terms of nondimensional variables. The
nondimensional magnitudes and durations may then be converted into

dimensional terms, and the actual characteristics of, the response deter-

mined. The curves may also be used in the inverse problem of deter-

mining the design parameters required for a system to meet given

performance specifications. For a detailed account of this approach, the

papers by Draper, Brown, and their co-workers may be consulted.^

The construction and use of nondimensional response curves may be

illustrated here for the proportional servo system discussed above. The
equations for the error response to a step function are given by Eqs.

(40) through (43), with E the dependent variable, t the independent

variable, and f and Wn the parameters. If both sides of the equations

are divided by Si, the magnitude of the input step function, and is

taken as the independent variable, then the equations will be nondimen-

sional. By way of illustration, Eq. (45) shows the result of carrying out

these operations on Eq. (41).

for 0 ^ f < 1.

^'C. S. Draper and G. V. Schlie^tett, ‘^General Principles of Instrument Analysis,”

Instruments^ 1^7-142 (1939); C. S. Draper and G. P. Bentley, ‘‘Design Factors

Controlling the Dynamic Performance of Instruments,” Trans, ASME^ 62, No. 5,

421-432, July 1940; G. S. Brown, op. cil., pp. 1-47. References to the German
literature dealing with the use of dimensionless ratios may be found in K. S. Smith,

Automatic Control Engineering

y

McGraw-Hill, 1943, pp. 343J^. Material on the

theoretical background in the field of dimensional and nondimensional analysis may
be found in P. W. Bridgman, Dimensional AnalysiSy Yale University Press, New
Haven, 1931. Recent expository accounts that may also prove useful are those of

H. Sohon, Engineering Mathematics, Chap. 3, “Dimensional Analysis,” Van Nostrand,

New York, 1944; and E. R. Van Driest, “On Dimensional Analysis and the Presenta-

tion of Data in Fluid-flow Problems,” Convention ASME, Paper 45, Nov. 26, 1945.
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The independent variable caj is dimensionless, for con has the dimen-

sions of 1/sec and t the dimensions of sec. E {t)/di is dimensionless, since it

is the ratio of two quantities with the same dimensions. Equation (45)

may now be plotted by the procedure used for plotting any equation.

(Ont

Fig. 9*6.—Dimensionless transient error curves of a servomechanism with a Type 1

controller when subjected to a suddenly applied input angle d. {Courtesy of G. S. Brown,
Transient Behavior and Design of Servomechanisms, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

1941 and 1943.)

For any particular value of the remaining parameter f, (aj, is given each

of a series of numerical values, 0, 1, 2 etc., and the corresponding values

of E{t)/Bi calculated. The procedure is then repeated for another value

of f in the allowable range, and so on. The resulting plots of Eqs. (41)

to (43) for different values of f are given in Fig. 9-6.

Equation (40) represents a limiting case of Eq. (41), which occurs

when f = 0, and is an oscillation of constant amplitude or zero decrement.
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The way that such nondimensional curves may be used to determine

the response of a system whose physical parameters are known may be
illustrated by the following simple example. Suppose in a proportional

servomechanism that J = 2 slug-ft^ / = 12 Ib-ft/radian-per-scc and
A*o = 50 Ib-ft/radian and that the magnitude of the input step function

is 10°. Suppose one wishes to plot the error response curve as a function

of time and to determine the interval that will elapse before the error

is less than 0.4°. The first step is to determine the magnitude of the

relational parameters.

f =

=

/ _ 12

2 V^A-o 2 \/2^
= 0 .6

;

radians per sec.

Turning to Fig. 9*6, it is apparent that the form of the response curve is

given by the curve for f = 0.6. To read durations in seconds, we need

to find t from as indicated by Eq. (46).

Oin 5
sec. (46)

Thus the nondimensional abscissa values of Fig. 9*6 need only be divided

by 6 to give us the time coordinate in seconds. Similarly, the ordinate

values can be multiplied by di = 10° to give the error in degrees. From
this scale, the time corresponding to an error of 0.4° or less can be read

off. Alternatively, the error specification can be formulated in nondi-

raensional terms as a required error of less than E/di = 0.4°/10° or 4 per

cent. The nondimensional curve shows that the corresponding value of

03nt is 5.5. In time units this will correspond to 5.5/5, or 1.1 sec.

In the above example, the relevant nondimensional curves (Fig. 9*6)^

were those showing the error response resulting from an input step func-

tion. Figure 9*72 shows the family of nondimensional response curves

resulting from an input ramp function. In this curve the ordinate is

given in terms of E(t)/Ess where Ess signifies the steady-state error, which

will here be a velocity lag. The abscissa is again given in terms of the

dimensionless product, osj. Dimensionless curves for more complex

systems, such as the Type 2 (derivative controller) and Type 3 (integral

controller) may be found in Brown's report.

Treatment of More Complex Problems ,—In the sections above, an

outline has been given of the formal procedures involved in solving the

differential equation of a servo system. An extremely simple system

operating under the influence of a simple set of external agencies was

* From Brown, op. dt,^ p. 44.

» IUd„ p. 13.
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chosen for purposes of illustration. It will be of interest now to determine

how the basic scheme outlined is modified as the external conditions

and the system become somewhat more complex. Possible changes in

the external agencies consist in (1) variation in the form of the input

forcing function and (2) application of accessory disturbances at other

points of the system. Possible changes in the system itself consist in

(1) changes in the nature of the controller or corrective network and

(2) an increase ‘in the number of energy-storage units in the output

member or other parts of the system. It will be found that the same

(Ont

Fiq. 9*7.—Dimensionless transient error curves for a servomechanism with a Type 1 con-
troller when subjected to a suddenly applied input velocity. {Courtesy of G. S. Brown.)

formal procedure already described for determination of system response

is applicable to these more complex problems. Complicating factors

are incorporated in the treatment by properly representing the given

condition in the differential or operational equations initially set up.

After one has solved for the function of interest, such as E{s)^ it will be

found that the expression on the right-hand side of the equation will

merely be somewhat more elaborate than in our previous example and
may contain additional functions representing external disturbances

whose form must be known. But one may proceed as before to recast

the equation in a way to facilitate evaluation of the inverse Laplace

transformation and finally carry out the transformation. Let us now
consider more specifically how the changes just mentioned will be repre-

sented in the equations.

Procedures for dealing with different types of input function can be

disposed of quite easily. A convenient starting point for the discussion

is the error transfer function given in general form by Eq. (47) and for
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the proportional servo system by Eq. (22a). Since KG(s) is invariably

a rational function, it may be written as P(s)/Q(«). Then

and

E{s) _ 1 _ 1 _ Qis)

0i{s)

~
1 + KGia) . , ^ P(s) + QisY

^ Qis)

Eis) = Qis)

Pis) + Qis)
Oiis).

(47)

(48)

In our previous example 0<(s) was equal to 1/s, which was substituted for

6iis). Whatever form fli(s) takes, it may be substituted at this point for

diis), and any factors in its denominator that are identical with factors of

Q(s) may be cancelled out. The resultant expression is then treated in

the manner already described until the inverse transform of E{s) has

been obtained. Where initial conditions other than zero must be inserted.

Fio. 9-8.—Block diagram of a servo system involving an output disturbance 7"o(»).

the procedure previously discussed (page 239) is applicable regardless of

the nature of the input function.

By an accessory disturbance is meant any forcing function applied to

the system at points other than at the input that may tend to introduce

a servo error or interfere with its elimination. Thus in Fig. 9*8, a torque

To{t) acting on the output member will tend to alter Bo and hence produce

an error. Such disturbances may be handled by incorporating them
in the original differential or operational equation set up to represent

the system. The final error function will then contain To{s) or an equiva-

lent symbol in addition to Bi{s). Hence, a preliminary to the manip-

ulation of E{s) and evaluation of its inverse transform will be the

substitution of a specific function for To{s) as well as for Bi{s),

By way of illustration, let us derive a general expression for the error

in a servo system acted on by a disturbing torque in addition to Bi{t),

The block diagram is given by Fig. 9-8, with the various functions written

as functions of s.

The transfer function of the controller member is represented by
C{s) and of the output or controlled member by //(s). For obtaining
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Bois) in terms of-^(s), the equations of interest are those characterizing

units between E{s) and ^o(s).

.(«) = Ci8)E{s)

„(s) = II(s)TM

where Ta(s) is the Laplace transform of 'J'a(t) and Ta(t) represents the

total torque applied to the output member. Since Ta(t) will equal the

sum of the controller torque 7’c(l) and the disturbing torque* To(t),

TM = + Tois).

0„(s) = //(s)[7’.(s) + 7’.(s)]
]

= I/(s)lC(s)E(s) + 7’„(s)]. (50)

0.,(s) = C(s)ff(s) E(s) + H(s)TM. )

This equation gives the output response in terms of the error function

E{s) and the torque disturbance To(s), in addition to system transfer

functions. To obtain an equation comparable to Eq. (23) of our previous

example we want to solve for E(s) and to eliminate Bo(s). This may be

done by substituting di(s) — E(s) for 6o(s). The validity of the substitu-

tion follows from Eq. (61), which may be assumed for the error detector.

m - MO - OoiO ;

'

therefore • (5j)

<?r,(5) = Bi{s) — E(s).

Upon making the substitution in Eq. (50) and solving for E{s)y we obtain

1 + C(«)//W
~

1 + C{s)H{s)

1 + C(«)//(s)
[0,(s) - H{8)TMI

This equation, written in terms of operators, is designated by Brown
and HalP as the basic equation for a closed-cycle system such as shown

in Fig. 9*8. The equation shows the error as a function of the transfer

functions of the different units and the excitation functions Bi{s) and

To(s). If the system transfer functions C(s) and H(s) are known and
in addition the form of the excitation functions 0,(s) and To{s), then our

equation will contain only known parameters in addition to terms in s.

1 Some authors take the sign preceding To(s) as negative and thus obtain a cor-

responding reversal of sign in the final equation.

* See Brown and Hall, op. cit., p. 3. The symbols use4 here closely follow those of

Brown and Hall. The chief difference lies in the fact that these authors treat p as an

operator and thus write equations in which transfer functions appear as functions of p
and excitation functions as functions of t.
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It may therefore be recast in partial fraction form, and the inverse

Laplace transformation applied. The first term of Eq. (52) shows in

operational form the part of the error response due to the input function

di(s), and the second term the part due to the accessory disturbance

To{s). If To{s) is assumed to be zero, the second term vanishes and we
are left with the basic error equation of a servo system not subject to

accessory disturbances.

Finally, in order that we may see more clearly the relation of Eq. (52)

to that previously obtained for a proportional servo system, Eq. (23), let

us substitute for C{s) and H(s) the transfer functions used in our pre-

vious example. There, C(s) = A*o and II(s) = l/(Js^ + fs). Therefore,

E(s) =
I

1 + A*.

- - 1

Js" + fs

Js- + fs

1 + kc

Bris)

Js'^+fs

1

J + /s + A’o

If, as before, Bi(t) is a step function, then

^ (Js+f)
Js'^ -t- ^ + A-0 +fs + ko

To{s)

: Tois).
0

(53)

TM- (54)

Comparison of Eq. (53) with Eq. (23) shows them to be identical except

for the second term in Eq. (53), due to the disturbing torque To(s). When
a known function is substituted for To{s)j determination of E{t) can pro-

ceed as described.

So much for the effect of more complex excitation conditions on our

problem. Let us now consider the chief ways in which the system itself

may increase in complexity. Two types of possible variation have been

mentioned: variations in the type of controller and variations in the

type and number of energy storage units. It should be apparent that

changes of either type will be reflected in the nature of the transfer func-

tions of various units of the system and hence in the over-all transfer

function.

Let us consider first the more common variations that may occur in

the controller. In the sections dealing with correction of servo-system

performance in Chap. 11, development of particular types of controller

will be reviewed. Here it will suffice to consider the nature of the transfer

functions of two important controller types, the integral and derivative

error controllers, and to indicate how their incorporation in a system

modifies the error equation. Finally, at the end of this section, the

nature and effect of energy storage elements and procedures for solution

of the higher-order equations that occur will be reviewed. In Sec. 11*8,

we shall find that the integral type of controller has been developed as a
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means for compensating for the steady-state errors of a servo system.

The transfer function of such a controller is given by Eq. (65).

, Tcis) , ,n .fiiwl kos + n ....

where A*o and n are constants that indicate the amount of proportional

and integral control, respectively. To determine the effect of an integral

controller on the error equation of the system, let us start with the basic

error equation, as given by Eq. (52). For purposes of simplification,

let it be assumed that the disturbing torque To(s) = 0 and that

H{s) = 1

Js- + fs

as in our earlier illustrations. Then

E{s) =
Js^ + fs

Js^+fs + C{s)
(56)

Substituting for C(s) as given by Eq. (55), there results

E(s) =
Js^ + fs

Js^ 4- fs +
f + n
s

Oiis)

{Js+f)s^
j s^ + fs'^ + k'oS + n

(57)

The incorporation of an integral controller in the system raises the

degree of the characteristic equation by 1. The error transfer function

is now of the third order rather than of the second order, as in the case

of a proportional or Type 1 servo system.

Another important type of controller is the derivative error controller,

to be considered in more detail in Sec. 11*4. It is important as a device

either for increasing the stability of a system or for reduction of its

transient error. The transfer function of an ideal derivative controller,

involving proportional, first derivative, and second derivative control is

given by

C(s) =^ = k^ + kxs -I- kiS\ (58)

Its effect on the error equation of a system is indicated by substituting

this function for C{s) in Eq. (56).

' /s*+/s-|- (froVfriS-bfrsS*)

{J + k2)s^ + (/ + ki)s + fro
(59)
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The incorporation of this type of controller does not alter the degree of

the characteristic equation at all but merely changes the value of the

coefficients. Solution of the error equation may therefore be carried out

by the same procedures as already described.

Let us consider now the effect of components that are commonly
referred to as energy-storage units

^

or units responsible for response lags

in the system. The effect of such units is to add factors of the form

\/{As + B) or l/s(As + B) to the feedback transfer function.

An example of an energy storage unit is the field control circuit of a d-c motor,

in which inductance and resistance in series may sometimes be encountered. Let

us suppose that the instantaneous motor torque^ is proportional to the instantane-

ous field current, the proportionality constant being represented by The
equations of the motor can then be written

Tcit) = h„,if{t),

e(() ^L^ + RiAt),
(60)

where e(t) is the applied voltage, i/(t) the field current, and Tc(t) the resultant

torque. Written as transfer functions, Eq. (60) becomes

so

e(s)

TM

1

~ Ls-h R

~ kmy (61)

Tc(s) km

e(s) Ls -j- R (62)

Another example is provided by the smoothing network of Fig. 9*9a. Its

differential equation is

Ri{t) A- ^ f lit) dt = e»(0,

so

(b + ^) 7(8) = eAs),

where ei{t) is the applied voltage and i{t) the current.

I{s) _ _l Cs

ei{s) p ,
1 + 1

^ It should be borne in mind that the instantaneous torque referred to here can be

measured directly at motor output only when the motor velocity has been brought to

zero by an opposing torque. At motor speeds greater than zero the measured torque

will decrease as speed increases. This decrease in torque, as shown in the familiar

torque-speed curves, can, however, be regarded as due to a counter torque associated

with viscous friction. For discussion of this problem, see Sec. 13*2.
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But

i dtf

therefore

go(g) _ _1_

/(s) “ Cs

Then,

Bois) _ e^s) /(s
) __

Cs J ^ _
€i{s) I is) Ciis)

~ RCs + 1 Cs
”” RCs + 1* (63)

The transfer functions of physical networks incorporated as part of derivative

or integral controllers are likely to contain factors indicative of such energy

storage elements in addition to the function that one desires to synthesize.

R

ejf)

o
c gpj

o

( «l

—

o

cAt)

Fig. 9*9.

—

(a) “Smoothing,” or low-pass network; (b) “phase-lead” network.

Thus, one common type of network used as part of a derivative controller

(intended to provide proportional and first derivative terms) is that shown in

Fig. 9*96. Its transfer function is given by

62 (5) Ri 1 -|“ R2C2S

61(5) Ri -f- R2 ,
RiR 2C 2

It is thus of the form

€2(5) _ 1 + ^25

e,is)
-

A- T^s

(64)

(65)

where fco, Ti, T 2 are constants.

The transfer function for an ideal derivative controller is, however, of the form

ds) == A;o(l -b Ts).

The factor 1/(1 + Tis) in Eq. (65) thus represents the extent to which a passive

network fails to meet the requirements of an ideal derivative controller.

Finally, it will be recalled that the mechanical load of a servo system involving

inertia and viscous friction has a transfer function of this same form and is written

e.cs) 1

Tcis) “ siJs +/)*

As these examples indicate, factors of the type in question may occur

at various points throughout the servo system. The effect, when several

such factors are present, will be to increase the degree of the character-
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istic equation of the feedback and error transfer functions. An example

is provided by the system represented in the block diagram of Fig. 9*10.

The transfer functions and conversion constants for the various units are

given in the diagram. The feedback transfer function is obtained readily

through multiplication of the component transfer functions.

1^^/ \ ^0 (5) l^pkakm
~ E{s) “ 8{Js + f)iLs + R)

Hence, the error transfer function is given by

E(s) ^ 1 ^ s(Js + f)(Ls + R)

Oi{s) 1 + KG{s) s{Js + f){Es R) + kpkjcm

(66)

(67)

To proceed with the formal procedure outlined earlier for solution of the

error equation, the expressions in numerator and denominator would be

multiplied out to give polynomials. The term di(s) would be transferred

to the right side, and some standard input function such as 1/s or 1/s^

Error Motor

Fig. 9‘10.—Block diagram of system containing two energy-storage elements.

substituted for it. The characteristic equation, which would now be of

degree three, would be solved for its roots, and so on. The point of

special interest here is that the characteristic equation would be of degree

three. If more energy storage units were present, the order would be

still higher. As is well known, solution of algebraic equations of degree

three and higher is somewhat more difficult, the degree of difficulty

tending to increase disproportionally with the degree of the equation.

It is the necessity of solving for the roots of such higher-degree algebraic

equations that makes it laborious to carry to completion the transient

solution of the error equation of higher-order functions. The solution

is carrieil through in exactly the same way already outlined for the

second-order transfer function. To solve the higher-degree equation

for its roots, a number of methods are available such as Graeffe’s root-

squaring method, Cardanos
.
method, and synthetic division used in

conjunction with graphical methods. The reader can find these methods

and others described in standard algebraic and engineering texts. ^

* Representative references are: E. Smith, Automatic Control Engineering
j
McGraw-

Hill, New York, 1944, pp. 246-252; R. S. Burington, Handbook of Mathematical Tables

and Formulas, Handbook Publishers, Sandusky, Ohio, 1941 ;
M. Merriman and R. S.

Woodward, Higher Mathematics, Wiley, New York, 1886; R. E. Doherty and E. G.
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Where one finds it necessary only occasionally to solve higher-degree

equations, it will probably be found easiest to rely on a comparatively

simple method such as synthetic division rather than to go to the labor

of learning the more complex methods.

At best, however, such solutions are laborious, and it is found that

the transient solutions even when obtained are not so useful for design

purposes as might be expected on the basis of treatment of servo systems

with second-order transfer functions. Attempts have consequently

been made, on the one hand, to develop methods that avoid or reduce

the labor involved in solution of higher-degree algebraic equations and
that will, on the other hand, fit in more directly with problems of design.

Some of the methods concerned primarily with the first problem are

considered in the following section. Methods intended to bypass the

difficulties associated with the transient solution as well as to facilitate

design are represented by the frequency approach to be considered in

the next chapter.

9-9. Short-cut Methods and Part Solutions of System Equation.

—

The previous section has described procedures for determining the com-

plete response of a servo system to applied excitation functions. This

response may be formulated in terms of either the output or the error as a

function of time, but either form can be readily converted into the other.

The nature of the response will be given by an analytic expression that will

include both transient and steady-st^ate terms. The transient terms are

those which approach zero as t approaches infinity, and the steady-state

terms those which remain constant as t approaches infinity. From the

analytic representation of the complete response or from the correspond-

ing graphs, one can answer any questions that may be raised concerning

special features of the response.

Problems arise, however, in which it is not necessary to have complete

details concerning all features of the response. One may, for example,

need to know only whether or not a particular type of time function, such

as an oscillatory phenomenon, is present or whether the transients are

substantially over in a certain time interval. The question arises,

Keller, Mathematics of Modern Engineering, Vol. I, Wiley, New York, 1936; L. E.

Dickson, First Course in Theory of Equations, Wiley, New York, 1922; J. B. Scar-

borough, Numerical Mathematical Analyses, The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore,

1930; E. T. Whittaker and G. Robinson, The Calculus of Observations, Blackie, Glas-

gow, 1929, pp. 106-118; and T. von Karman and M. A. Biot, Mathematical Methods

in Engineering, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940. Papers bearing particularly on the

determination of complex roots are those of S. Liu, “ Method of Successive Approxima-

tions for Evaluating the Real and Complex Roots of Higher Order Polynomials,^^

Jour. Math, and Physics, 20, No. 3, August 1941; and H. S. Sharp, Comparison of

Methods for Evaluating the Complex Roots of Quartic Equations,’’ Jour. Math,

and PhysicSf 20, No. 3, August 1941.
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therefore, whether or not such limited items of information can be obtained

by less laborious procedures than those described, i.e., can we obtain

special types of information without bothering to obtain the rest. In

the present section are collected a number of methods that have such

limited objectives. In certain problems they may be capable of ghing

us all the information that we require; in others they may help by giving

us a relatively quick estimate of certain features of the response as a

preliminary to the carrying through of the complete solution. The
following topics will be considered: (1) determination of steady-state

response, (2) inferences from roots of the characteristic equation, (3)

inferences from coefficients of the characteristic equation, and (4) graph-

ical methods and higher-degree equations.

Determination of Steady-state Errors .—Since the steady-state errors

represent important performance properties, it is often of interest to be

able to determine their magnitude without the necessity of obtaining

the complete solution. This result may be achieved through application

of one of the special theorems of Laplace transform theory, the final

value theorem. It states that
^

lim F{t) — lim sF{s).
i—> 00 s—>0

It is applicable when the function Fis) has no poles on the jo) axis or in

the right half plane. ^

In applying this theorem to determination of steady-state errors,

one starts with the error equation of a given system and substitutes the

appropriate function for di (s) such as K/s if the displacement error is to

be determined, N/s^ if the velocity error, and so on. (Here K and N
are constants that represent the magnitude of a step function and the

slope of a ramp function respectively.) At this point, one merely multi-

plies E(s) by s and evaluates the limit of sE(s) as s —» 0. The procedure

is illustrated below for the error equation of a proportional servo system.

It is assumed that the velocity error is to be determined; hence Bi (s) is

taken as N/s^.

E{s) = ft (s) =Js^ + fs

Js^ fs ku

^ (Js+f)N
s(Js^ + fs + ko)

lim E(t) = lim . ^

t-*oo «-»0 s + /« + A'o)

./s* +fs N
./s* +fs + ko s2

ko

(68)

(69)

(70)

= i AT if fr. = h
Kv J

^ Gardner and Barnes, Trarments in Linear Systems, Vol. I, Wiley, New York,

1942, p. 265.
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the so-called ‘‘velocity error constant.’* If the displacement steady-

state error is wanted, K/s is substituted for Bi{s) and it is found that

and

E{s)
{Js+i)K

lim E{t) = lim
t-* 00 S-+0

s{Js+S)K
J s -h fs ko ko

= 0 .

Hence, in the case of the proportional servo system with an inertia-

viscous friction load, the steady-state displacement error is zero, and

the velocity lag error is N/kvt or the slope of the input velocity function

divided by the velocity error constant.

It is of interest to compare the procedure involved in application of

the final value theorem and that involved in evaluation of the steady-

state term when one obtains the complete solution. Let us review the

steps carried out in finding the complete solution of Eq. (69).

s{Js'^ -|- fs ku) s s S 2 + s^
(71)

where -A, By and C represent constants that are still to be determined

and —82 and —sz are the roots of the quadratic factor in the character-

istic function. It will be recalled that a term such as A /s, corresponding

to a first-order pole at the origin, has the constant A as its inverse trans-

form. If the remaining terms do not have poles on the jo axis or in the

right half plane, then A will be the value of the steady-state error.

Poles on the jo axis would indicate a sinusoid of constant amplitude;

poles in the right half-plane, a time function (either oscillatory or expo-

nential) of progressively increasing magnitude. First-order poles in the

left half plane, however, signify decreasing exponentials or damped
oscillations, which will tend to zero as ^ > oo . Consequently, if the real

part of roots —s^ and —S3 are negative, this latter situation holds, and

the second and third terms in Eq. (71) can be neglected, since they give

rise in the time solution to transient terms. The steady-state error is

thus given by A. If A is evaluated by the procedure described in Sec.

9-8, it is found that

A = (js+m 1

s(Js^ + fco)J«-0
(72)

We thus find, by comparison of Eq. (72) with Eq. (70), that the procedure

prescribed for evaluating the constant A in a partial fraction expansion

is identical with that called for by the final value theorem. Hence,
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application of the theorem is equivalent to carrying out the inverse

transformation of the error equation and discarding all terms in the partial

fraction expansion other than those with a first-order pole at s = 0.

Inferences from Roots of Characteristic Equation ,—In obtaining the

complete solution of the error equation, one essential step, as a pre-

liminary to the partial fraction expansion, was determination of the

roots of the characteristic equation. These roots were then represented

in the denominators of the various partial fraction terms [see Eq. (31)]

and subsequently determined the form of the time functions that appear

upon carrying out the inverse transformation. It is thus evident that

the nature of the roots will determine the form of the various terms in

the time solution. Hence, if one is interested only in the form of the

time solution it is not necessary to carry out all the steps that would be
required for the complete solution.

The specific correlations that hold between the character of the roots

and the time functions are probably most clearly exhibited by diagrams

such as those of Table 9*16, which shows the relation of the poles of the

function and the corresponding time function. Specification of the

location of a pole is equivalent to plotting a root of the characteristic

equation in the complex plane. Wherever a complex root occurs, there

is also a conjugate root, and hence poles not on the real axis occur in

(ionjugate pairs.

The chief relations that hold between the position of the poles and

the form of the time functions may be summarized as follows:

1. Consider first how the time function changes as the poles move
from the right to left side of the complex plane. Poles in the right

half plane indicate an unstable system, signifying time functions

that grow progressively in magnitude; poles on the imaginary axis

signify steady-state functions, a constant if the pole is at the

origin and a sinusoid of constant amplitude if the poles are on both

sides of the real axis; poles in the left half-plane signify transient

• terms, decreasing exponentially with time. If the poles are

paired, lying above and below the real axis, the time function is a

sinusoid with an exponential envelope. If the pole lies on the real

axis, the time function is simply an exponential (the carrier sinusoid

may perhaps be regarded here as of zero frequency). The dis-

tance of the pole from the imaginary axis corresponds to the rate

of decrease or increase of the time function, i.e., to the slope of the

exponential—the greater the distance the greater the slope. In

the special case in which the poles lie on the imaginary axis, the

real part of the root is zero, and consequently the slope of the

exponential curve or envelope is zero.
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2. Consider second how the time function changes as a pair of poles,

corresponding to conjugate complex roots, moves closer and closer

to the real axis. The imaginary part of the root, represented

graphically by the distance of the poles from the real axis, is equal

to the angular frequency of the sinusoid. Therefore, as this

distance decreases, the frequency of the oscillation decreases

progressively to zero.

The relations just summarized all relate to first-order poles, corre-

sponding to any given root occurring singly. Similar relations, corre-

sponding to higher-order poles, may be readily derived by inspection of

a suitable table of transform pairs. It will be found helpful to visualize

or construct a graphical plot of the poles while verbally formulating the

relationships.

Inferences from the Coefficients of the Characteristic Equation.—If the

characteristic equation is of the third or fourth degree or greater, deter-

mination of the roots is laborious as already pointed out. Hence efforts

have been made to find clues to the nature of the time response at a still

earlier stage in the process of solution. With respect to the stability of

the system (unstable systems being represented by time furu^tions of

increasing magnitude), Routh found such an index in the relations between

the signs and magnitudes of the coefficients of the characteristic ecpiation.

(3ne necessary condition for stability is that all the terms in the equation

be of like sign. Even if tliis condition is met, however, the system may
still be unstable. To determine the supplementary conditions required

for stability, a determinant must be set up based on the relative mag-

nitudes and signs of the coefficients. A clear description of the method,

with examples, may be found in Gardner and Barnes. Routh ’s criterion

rests ultimately on the same basis as that of using the roots of the

characteristic equation, since the character of the roots depends on the rela-

tions existing between the coefficients of the original equation. Rela-

tions of this sort will be familiar to the reader acquainted with the theory

of equations.

Graphical Methods and Higher-degree Equations.—Frequent reference

has been made above to the difficulty involved in solving system equa-

tions with higher-degree characteristic equations. This circumstance

has led to attempts to develop easier methods for determining the nature

of the transient response. A way out has been sought through the use

of graphical procedures based on the use of relational parameters and

nondimensional response curves. Two different though related types

of approach may be distinguished: (1) the development of special charts

for finding the roots of specific equations of higher degree, and (2) a

general procedure of factoring an algebraic equation of any degree greater
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than the second into a series of factors of first or second degree. Both

approaches represent extensions of the nondimensional methods described

in Sec. 9-8, originally developed by Draper, Brown, and their students.

The first approach has been followed by Weiss, Liu, and Evans^

through the provision of special charts for determining the roots of

third- and fourth-degree equations. Weiss^ charts, for finding the roots

of the cubic equation, are based on the writing of the cubic in the form

p* + 2^c00nP^ + (tilp -f S<al = 0, (73)

with p representing the variable and the other terms specially defined

relational parameters. Liu and Evans also developed cubic charts, but

on the basis of the cubic written in terms of a different set of parameters.

They represent the cubic as the product of a linear and quadratic factor,

as in Eq. (74), and define their parameters a)„g and as the undamped
natural period and the damping ratio, respectively, of the quadratic

factor.2 The factor f is selected so that — jeon^ represents the single

real root of the cubic.

(P + fw„Q)(p^ + 2^g03nqP + CoJ,) = 0. (74)

The merit of this choice of relational parameters lies in the fact that the

nondimensional response curves already developed for the quadratic

(see Sec. 9*8) can now be used in determining the characteristics of the

oscillatory component of the cubic.* The parameters fc and con of Weiss^

equation do not, on the contrary, represent a damping ratio and undamped
natural frequency but are defined simply in terms of the coefficients of

the original cubic equation. In Brownes opinion, Liiris charts have

’ H. K. Weiss, “Constant Speed Control Theory,’^ Jour, Aero, Sci.j 6, No. 4,

February 1939; Y. J. Liu, Servomechanisms: Charts for Verifying Their Stability and for

Finding the Roots of Their Third and Fourth Degree Characteristic Equations^ privately

printed by D(»partinent of Electrical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, 1941; L. W. Evans, Solution of the Cubic Equation and the Cubic Charts^

privately printed by Department of Electrical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, 1941. A stability chart for the cubic, based on Liu’s chart, may also

be found in E. S. Smith, op. a7., p. 242.

* For comments on these two procedures for developing cubic charts, see G. S.

Brown, Transient Behavior and Design of Servomechanisms^ privately printed by
M.I.T., Department of FJlectrical Engineering, 1941 and 1943, pp. 30^.; and G. S.

Brown, and A. C. Hall, Dynamic Behavior and Design of Servomechanisms^ preprint

ASME meetings, November 1945, p. 18.

* The possibility of dealing with the cubic in this way follows from the simple

inference that a cubic must contain at least one real root. Since a third-degree equa-

tion must have three roots, and since complex roots always occur in conjugate pairs,

one of the three roots must of necessity be real. It is the one represented in the linear

factor (p 4” ^w„g). The other two roots may be either real or complex depending on

the value of The question of which they are is left open by incorporating these

two roots as the roots of a quadratic.
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proved somewhat more useful in servo-system analysis than have the

charts of Weiss.

Liu^s charts for obtaining the roots of the fourth-degree equation are

based on the procedure of factoring the fourth-degree polynomial into

two quadratic factors, each of which may have two roots which can be

real or complex. This method of factoring is shown in Eq. (75), taken

from Liu.

(X^ H- 2ficoriX H- a)y(X^ -f- 2f2WrsX -h = 0, (75)

where X = the independent variable,

fi = the damping ratio of cojyiponent (or factor) 1,

f2 = the damping ratio of component (or factor) 2,

corj = the natural frequency of component 1,

Wr, = the natural frequency of component 2.

The treatment of the quartic -thus follows along the same lines as that

developed for the cubic. Since there are four roots, they may be regarded

as grouped in pairs as the roots of two quadratics. The parameters {*,

a damping ratio, and Wr, a natural frequency, have the same significance

as indicated in the discussion of the second-degree characteristic equation.

The second approach mentioned above represents an extension of

Liu’s method of factoring third- and fourth-degree equations. A poly-

nomial of any order is represented as the product of a scries of quadratics

if the polynomial is of even order. . There is an additional linear factor

if the order is odd. The reason for this is exactly the same as that given

for the presence of a linear factor in the case of a cubic equation. In

analytical form, the factoring of a higher-degree equation in this way
is shown by Eq. (75), based on Browm and Hall.'

+ bp^~^ + cp”~^ -f-
. . .

— (P^ 4" 2^a(^naP + wSa)(p^ + 2^b(*>nbP + * *
* (p + «) . (75)

As explained by Brown and Hall

Each quadratic factor contributes to a mode of oscillation in the solution

having damping ratios fa, ft, fc, and undamped natural frequency Wna, Wnt, conc,

and so on. Then by the principle of linear superposition the servomechanism

response is the sum of the responses attributed to the specific modes a, 6, c, etc.

Thus for each component of the error response the duration of the transient is

given qualitatively by reference to the t^*pes of solution given ... for simple

quadratics, and the magnitude can often be approximated from the observation

that the higher the magnitude of the root the smaller the coefficient of the time

solution involving that root.

^ For further discussion of this method of treating higher degree characteristic

equations, see Brown and Hall, op, cit., p. 22.

»/Wd., p. 22.
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9*10. Summary.—The present chapter has introduced the general sub-

ject of the theoretical study of servomechanisms. The three basic ques-

tions in servo theory are: (1) how does the system perform; (2) how does

its performance compare with specifications; and (3) if it fails to meet

specifications, how can it be modified so that it will do so. Preliminary

concepts and methods discussed have included: transformation and

operational methods, particularly the Laplace transform methods; trans-

fer functions; generalized block diagrams; and standard forms of input

functions. The setting up and the solving of system equations have been

treated, together with short cut methods of value both in obtaining

complete solutions rapidly and in obtaining partial solutions which answer

specific questions (e.g., stability). The emphasis of the present chapter

has been on transient solutions.

The next two chapters will consider the steady-state frequency analy-

sis approach, evaluation and correction of system performance, and a

number of special problems such as nonlinearity and change of gain.



CHAPTER 10

SERVO THEORY: FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

By G. L. Kreezer

10* 1. Introduction.—A second approach to the analysis and design

of servo systems is based on the steady-state response of the system to

sinusoidal inputs. This method of analysis has two chief merits com-

pared with the transient method: (1) It is less laborious to apply when
the system becomes relatively complicated and the degree of the char-

acteristic equation exceeds two or three, and (2) it lends itself more

directly to the development of design procedures for improving the sys-

tem. The method depends essentially on the construction and inter-

pretation of graphs representing the steady-state response of the system

to sinusoidal inputs covering an appropriate frequency range. This

method will consequently be referred to as the frequency approach.

The steady-state response to a sinusoidal input of any particular

frequency will be a sinusoid of the same frecpiency but generally differing

in amplitude and phase. Hence the response at a given frecpiency can

be completely defined by giving its amplitude and phase relative to

that of the input signal. These relations can be concisely represented

symbolically.^

If Bi(t) = Ai cos + 0i) = £^nd

Bo{t) = Ao cos + <t>o)
= Re(A,>c^'‘^‘’c^'"0,

then the relation of 6o(t) to di(t) at any particular frequency w can be

completely specified by means of the ratio P(jco) of the rotating vectors

used to represent them. The symbol ^^Re^^ designates the real part of

the complex number or function.

PU^)
Ai

( 1 )

The value of this ratio, which may be designated as the transfer ratio,

is thus a complex number with Ao/Ai constituting the modulus or abso-

lute value and (0o — ^t) the phase angle. Like any complex number, it

can be regarded as represented by a vector drawn from the origin of the

^ The method of representation follows closely that of Hall. The terminology

here differs from Hall, however, in that the term **servo system transfer function” is

not limited to the feedback transfer function.

266
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complex plane. Alternatively, it can be specified by giving its real and

imaginary parts. The modulus Ao/Ai gives the ratio of output to input

amplitude, and {<t>o ~ 0t) gives the magnitude of phase difference between

output and input. A negative sign will indicate that do lags behind 0*,

and a positive sign that it leads. Now if w is allowed to take on a range

of different values, we obtain a specific amplitude ratio and a specific

phase difference for each value of <u. The set of values of the amplitude

ratio corresponding to different values of w may be designated as the

amplitude^ or gain Junction, and the set of values for the phase as the

phase function. The amplitude and phase functions together constitute

the frequency response of the system. These two frequency-response

functions can be plotted as graphs in a number of different ways which

will be described below.

Any such graphical representation may be regarded as a means for

representing the characteristics of the system, and the ensuing inter-

pretation of the graphs a procedure for determining performance or

response characteristics. The steps involved in thus determining system

performance by the frequency approach consist in (1) determination of

frequency-response data for the system, (2) plotting the data by one or

more of the available methods, and (3) interpretation of the graphs to

give performance characteristics of the system. Each of these steps will

be considered in turn in the following sections. A final section will

summarize the kind of operations that may be performed on the various

types of frequency diagram.

In the section on preliminary concepts, three different kinds of transfei*

function have been defined: the feedback transfer function Bo{s)/E{s),

the output transfer function do(s)/di(s), and the error transfer function

E(s)/6i(s). As already pointed out, the last two functions are uniquely

determined if the feedback transfer function is known. Although the

different ways of plotting frequency-response curves might formally be

used for any one of the three types of transfer function, the frequency

approach relates principally to the feedback transfer function. Unless

otherwise specified, the sections to follow will relate to it. Some use is

also made of the output-transfer function as a basis for the development of

certain principles of interpretation. The error transfer function, which

plays so prominent a role in the transient analysis, is not used at all in

the frequency method.

10*2. Determination of Frequency-response Data.—Since the applica-

tion of the frequency approach is based on the use of graphs of the

frequency response of the system, the first need is to obtain the data

' This use of the term amplitude, in accordance with conventional a-c terminology,

should not be confused with the occasional use of amplitude in mathematics to desig-

nate the. argument or phase angle of a complex number.
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corresponding to the amplitude and phase functions. A number of alter-

native methods are available. In case the feedback transfer function of

the system is known analytically, the amplitude and phase functions can

be computed from the transfer function. A second computational pro-

cedure has been described by Bode (see below), which permits either the

phase or amplitude function to be computed from the other function.

Finally, if the physical system is available, the necessary data may be

obtained empirically.

Computation from the Transfer Function .—From the definition given

of the transfer function, it follows that for a known transfer function

and any given input function, the value of the output response may be

computed. Thus we may assume the input to be a sinusoidal wave and
represent it by the appropriate operational expression (as given, for

example, by transform pairs 6 or c of Table 9-11), compute the steady-

state part of the output response, and thus determine the amplitude and

phase relations of output to input. It turns out that the same result can

be obtained more easily by starting with the transfer function of the

system KG(s), substituting jw for s to give the frequency transfer

function KGijo)), and finally substituting an appropriate range of specific

values for the angular frequency w, to obtain the amplitude and phase

functions. At any particular value of <*>, the transfer function will be a

complex number that can be specified in terms of either its modulus and

phase angle or its real and imaginary parts. The set of values of ampli-

tude and phase thus determined provides the necessary data for plotting

amplitude and phase functions.

The relation of this procedure to the concepts of complex function

theory is of interest. The function KGis) is a function of the complex

variable s. The nature of the function can be examined by means of

corresponding plots on two complex planes, on the complex s-plane to

show a given set of values of s and on the complex KG(s)~p\aiie to show

the corresponding values of KG(s). If it is assumed that s takes on the

series of values extending from —j oo to +j oo
,
this set of points is repre-

sented in the s plane by the jw, or imaginary axis. The KG(jo3) function

defines the corresponding set of values in the KG(s) plane. When
plotted, the resultant curve constitutes the conformal map of the jo)

line on the KG(,s) plane. As will be apparent later, this conformal plot

is identical with the transfer locus, which plays an important part in the

analysis of feedback systems by means of the frequency approach.

Phase Function and Amplitude Function Computed from Each Other .

—

Bode, in his discussion of design procedures for feedback amplifiers,

has emphasized the fact that in a minimal phase system the amplitude

and phase functions are not independent. When one is specified, the

other is thereby determined. Mathematical investigations bearing on
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this relationship had been made by a number of previous workers, though

in different contexts. ^ Bode has also worked out procedures to facilitate

computation of the one function when the other is given or when only

parts of each function are given for different parts of the frequency range.

These methods are of special value in cases in which a physical system

has been set up but the feedback transfer function is not known ana-

lytically. In such cases the amplitude function may usually be deter-

mined quite readily by direct measurement, but empirical measurement

of the phase response is often difficult. Bode^s methods make it possible

to dispense with physical measurement of the phase response and to

compute it from the amplitude function. For a description of these

methods, Bode should be consulted.*-^ The reciprocal dependence of the

two functions has also been utilized by Bode to develop criteria of basic

importance in the design of feedback amplifiers. * These same criteria

are also relevant in the design of servo systems, since servo systems

are exact analogues of feedback amplifiers.

Empirical Determination of Frequency-response Data .—It is also pos-

sible to obtain the data corresponding to amplitude- and phase-frequency

functions by means of direct physical measurement. If a sinusoidal

oscillation of constant amplitude is introduced at the input of the servo

system, then within a relatively short interval, steady-state conditions

may be assumed to be operative and all points of the system will show
sinusoidal oscillations of the same frequency but possibly differing in

amplitude and phase from each other. If the amplitude and phase of

this oscillation for the error E{t) and the output do{t) arc measured by
appropriate experimental methods,^ the amplitude ratio and phase

difference can be computed, the amplitude and phase of the error being

taken as reference. If the input signal is made to vary in frequency

from zero through an appropriate frequency range, the amplitude and

phase relations can be determined as a function of frequency.

If it is experimentally possible to measure the output response and
error response directly, then it does not matter in theory whether the

feedback loop is open or closed. For although the properties of the

oscillation at a given point will differ for these two conditions, the pro-

cedure of measurement assures our obtaining the ratio of the vectors

representing doif) and E{t). This ratio must always be the same for a

^ See, e.g., Y. W. Lee, ** Synthesis of Electric Networks by Fourier Transformation

of Laguerre^s Functions,^' Jour. Math, and Physics, 11, 83-113, June 1932.

* H. W. Bode, Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design, Van Nostrand,

New York, 1945, pp. 303-369; see also Sec. 10-3 of this volume.
* H. W. Bode, op. dt, pp. 451-488; “Relations between Attenuation and Phase in

Feedback Amplifier Design,’^ Bell System Tech. Jour., 19, 421-454, July 1940; U.S.

Patent 2123178, July 12, 1938.
* See Chap. 13.
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given frequency, since it depends only on the parameters of the part of

the system lying between the ‘^error point^’ and the ^‘output point’^

(see Fig. 9*3). One must be sure, however, that the error, defined as

0i(t) — is actually being measured, for in many systems this quan-

tity may not be accessible to physical measurement but must be inferred

from measurements made at some adjacent point of the system. In such

instances, if the amplitude and phase of the error function cannot be

computed by a mathematical relation, it may be necessary to make
measurements with the feedback loop open at a convenient point. Then
the vector ratio of the a-c signal at the end of the loop to the signal fed

in at the beginning of the loop *will correspond to the desired ratio

do(jo3)/E(jG)) at the given value of o) (except for a possible reversal of

sign).^ If the signal is actually fed in at the Si point and measured at

the do point, then the do/di ratio will be identical with the 6o/E ratio,

since with loop open or broken, the error and input sinusoids are the

same. For in this instance,

E{t) = di(t) - doit) = diit)
- 0. (2)

In some systems, however, opening the loop may make measurements

difficult due to system instability occasioned by removal of the corrective

influence of the negative feedback link. Experimental techniques and

precautions necessary for actually measuring amplitude and phase

relationships are considered in Chap. 13.

10-3. Graphical Plots of the Frequency Response.—The utilization of

the frequency method of analysis hinges on the fact that important per-

formance properties of the system can be determined from graphs of the

frequency functions. In the present section different ways of plotting

these functions are described. The interpretation of the graphs in

terms of performance properties will follow in the next section. As a

preliminary to the methods described below, it is assumed that the value

of the complex number representing the transfer ratio of output to input

has been obtained for an appropriate range of values of w.

Transfer-locus Plot in the Complex Plane .—For any given value of co,

a point may be plotted in the complex plane for each pair of values

specifying the value of the complex number representing do(jo))/E(jo}).

The real and imaginary parts may be used to find the point or the modulus

and phase angle, as polar coordinates. The line connecting all of these

points, for various values of w, is designated as the transfer locus (following

Hairs terminology) or the Nyquist diagram. At representative points

along the locus, the value of w may be specified to indicate the corre-

^ In making such measurements, it is, of course, necessary that impedance rela-

tions not be allowed to change when the loop is broken and an a-c source and measur-

ing instruments inserted at the place where the loop is broken. See Chap. 13.
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spondence of different regions of the locus with the frequency scale. The
vector drawn from the origin to any point on the locus represents the

transfer ratio of output to input at

that frequency. An example of this

type of graph is shown in Fig. 10*1.

Reference to Sec. 10*2 will show that

the transfer locus is identical with the

conformal mapping on the complex

eo{s)/E{s) plane of the line s = jo).

Decibel vs. Log Frequency Dia-

grams. ^—If the frequency-response

data corresponding to a set of values

of CO is given in terms of the modulus

\d„(ji*))\/\E(jijCi)\ and the phase lag <t>,

then the relation of these quantities

to frequency may be shown by plot-

ting two separate curves in rectangu-

lar coordinates, the modulus, or gain, in decibels against logarithm of the

frequency and the phase against logarithm of the frequency. In some

cases it is satisfactory to plot the two curves on separate grids; in other

Fig. 10-1.—Graphical determination of

system and error transfer functions.

Fig. 10*2.—Nyquist’s stability criterion as applied in decibels vs. log frequency method of

plotting feedback transfer function.

cases, when the relationship between the two is of paramount interest,

as in the application of the Nyquist criterion, then it is more useful to

^ A reference to the literature dealing with frequency-response curves or decibel

vs. log frequency diagrams may be confusing at times, since a considerable variety of

terms may be used to refer to the curve showing the dependence of the absolute value

of transfer ratio on frequency. This is due to the variety of terms that can be applied

to this magnitude. Among the terms that have been used are amplitude response,

gain, attenuation, and decibel. Although these terms all refer to the same transfer

ratio, they may represent it in different units or with different signs.
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plot them on the same grid. In such cases, for reasons that will be

apparent in Sec. 10-4, it is helpful to let the x-axis represent both the

0-db level and a phase lag of 180®. An example of such a plot is given

in Fig. 10*2. In this figure, the two separate scales for gain and phase

are indicated along the t/-axis.

It is of interest to note that this type of graph really represents a

plot of the logarithm of the transfer ratio against the logarithm of oj,

in the form of two separate curves. For if

MM
\E{joi)

(3)

where R{(S) represents the modulus, expressed as a function of w, and

0(co) specifies the phase angle as a function of to, then, taking the natural

logarithm of each side.

In = In + jXo,). (4)

We thus have a new complex function in which the In /^(w) is the real

part and is the imaginary part. Each part may be plotted sepa-

rately against the logarithm of w. It has been customary to plot R in

decibels (which amounts to a plot of 20 logio R)j and w as logio w. Plot-

ting R and w in these units rather than in terms of the natural logarithms

given by Eq. (4) amounts merely to a change in the size of the scale

units used in the graph and does not alter the logarithmic relationships

between the variables.

Decibel vs. Log Frequency Diagrams: Approximate Curves .—In place

of the exact decibel log o) curves, approximate curves can be used that

represent the data with sufficient accuracy and have certain special

advantages.^ These advantages include elimination of laborious com-

putation, the provision of valuable indices of system accuracy, and the

direct graphical representation of the time constants of the dynamic

units of the system.

For purposes of illustration, let us again use the transfer function of

the proportional servo system, with a load member involving inertia

and viscous friction, as given by Eq. (5). It is convenient here to sub-

^ Descriptions of or references to this approximation method of plotting decibel

log w diagrams have been given by E. B. Ferrell, **The Servo Problem as a Transmis-

sion Problem,^' Proc. IRE, 33, 763-767, November 1945; L. A. McColl, Fundamental

Theory of Servomechanisms^ Van Nostrand, New York, 1945, pp. 45-48; N. B. Nichols,

see following reference; D. P. Campbell, Discussion of the Db-log Frequency

Methods of Analysis and Synthesis of Automatic Control System Behavior, based on

lecture by N. B. Nichols, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dec. 21, 1945;

H. Lauer, R. Lesnick, and L. E. Matson, Servomechanism Fundamentals^ Chap. 9,

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1947. See also Vol. 25, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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stitute predimensional parameters kp and T for the physical parameters

to give the transfer function in the form of Eq. (6) [see Eq. (44), sec. 9-8].

KGis) =

KG(s) =

ko

Js^ +fs
kp

(5)

(6)
Ts^ + s

Substituting ju for s to give the frequency transfer function, we obtain

1
KG{j<.) = =kp-

oy(l 03 — 3) 00 + 1 )
(7)

In determining the form of the gain curve of this function, we need con-

sider onl}’^ the frequency-depen-

dent portion

O(jo^) =

,
0.3 ffh

co(r^w‘^ + 1)
(-Tc-j).

(8)

The constant gain factor /r« can

have the elfect only of changing

the position of the whole curve

relative to the 0-db axis but cannot

change its shape. Adjustment of

the position of the curve corre-

sponding to the magnitude of

can therefore be made later, after

the plot of 6^0'co) has been obtained.

An approximate plot of

in terms of the decibel log w
scheme can now be made very

simply.^ The steps involved in

plotting the gain curve, |6^(yco)|d6 are:^ (1) Plot the point corresponding

to a gain of 3 db plus \G(jo3)\db at w = l/Tf (2) to the left of this point,

draw a straight line with a slope of ~6 db per octave; (3) to the right

of the point, draw another straight line with a slope of — 12 db per octave.

Fig. 10-3.—Gain in decibels vs. log

frequency plot of KG{jo3). This may be
taken a.s a plot of Gijui) if the gain constant
k or kv is unity (0 db), in which case wo = I

radian per second.

^ In making such plots either log-log paper or semilog paper may be used depend-

ing on whether gain is plotted in .units of decibels or in terms of absolute ratio. It is

often helpful to use log-log paper and show the gain scale in terms of both the absolute

ratio |G(yw)| and decibels. Then one may read off the gain or plot it in either type of

unit.

* The procedure for plotting the phase curve is given at the end of this section,

following complete discussion of the gain curve.

® Note somewhat easier procedure for plotting low-frequency asymptote proposed

later in this section.
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This curve constitutes our approximation to the gain function of Eq. (8)

.

It will be referred to as an asymptotic decibel log co plot, since the straight

lines are asymptotes to the exact curve. Figure 10*3 can be regarded as

showing the results of this procedure if the constants K and shown in

the figure are understood to equal 1

.

What is the justification for the above procedure? In approximating

the true curve in this way, four assumptions are involved: (1) that the

straight line of — 6 db per octave slope

can be used to represent the gain curve

for values of w <$C 1/7", (2) that the line

of — 12 db slope can be used to represent

the curve for 1/7", (3) that their

intersection will occur at co = 1/ T, and

(4) that the errors of approximation arc

sufficiently small at all points to be con-

sidered negligible. The maximum
value of this error will be 3 db, and it

will occur at (0 = 1/7".

Justification for these assumptions

can be obtained quite readily from a

consideration of Eq. (8). From this equation, let us find the value of the

modulus |f7(ico)| and the argument or phase function c#>(jco). By means of

the conventional procedure for finding the value of the modulus and phase

angle of a complex number, wc find (see Fig. 10*4)

Fio. 10‘4.—Computation of modulus
and phase angle of G(Ju).

\G{jo>)\ =
CO \/TW + 1

1

4>(j(>}) = — 180° + tan-' jr

= - 180° + (90° - tan-' Tw)
= —90° — tan-' Tu.

(9)

( 10)

Writing Eq. (9) in terms of decibels, we obtain

|G'(i<‘>)ldb = 20 log
1

CO + 1

= -20 log CO - 20 log VTW+T. ( 11 )

We may now obtain approximate expressions for the gain |G(jco)lab in

the two regions in which we are interested.

1. The decibel gain curve as co approaches zero: When co <K l/T,

Tco « 1, and T^co" «: 1. Therefore

VTvTl « 1,
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and Eq. (11) becomes

lG^0*w)Idb « ~ 20 log w. (12)

This equation represents |Cr(^‘a))|db as a linear function of log co; hence

a plot of it against log co will be a straight line. What will be the slope

of this straight line in relation to w? Let us designate as coo some value

of w in the region of the curve for which Eq. (12) is valid and compute
from Eq. (12) the value of \G(jo))\dh at w = coo, 2coo, 4coo, and so on. The
results are shown in Table 10-1.

Table lO-l

0) |G0a,)|db

0)a —20 log 0>a

2c0a —20 log toa — 6 db

4c0rt — 20 log £Oa — 12 db

For each octave increase in cu, the gain line falls by 6 db. This result

confirms the assumption made concerning the low-frequency end of the

curve.

2. The decibel gain curve for w l/T: When co l/T, To) 1, and

1. Therefore,

Hence, if To) is substituted for \/ T‘^co‘^ + 1 in Eq. (9),

and

\0{jc.)\

l^(jw)|db « — 20 log w — 20 log To). (13)

|f^(i^*>)ldb is here, too, a linear function of log co, since each of the two
terms on the right-hand side are linear functions of log co. Therefore

the decibel curve for aj;» l/T will also be a straight line. To find its

slope relative to cd, let cjt represent a value of 1/7", and compute

the decibel gain for cob, 2aj6, and so on, by substitution for co in Eq. (13).

The results are given in Table 10*2.

Table 10-2

CO
1

IGWIdb
(Ob ( -20 log (Ob — 20 log T(Ob)

2<Ob (-201og (Ob — 20 log T(Ob) — 40 log 2

- (-20 log — 20 log T<ob)1

— 12 db
4a)6 (-20 log (Ob — 20 log T(Ob) — 24 db

Thus for every octave increase in co, the gain curve falls by 12 db.

A somewhat simpler procedure than that given above may be pro-

posed for plotting lG(jco)|db in the interval 0 < co < 1/7", on the basis of
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the value of co at which the gain line intersects the 0-db axis. The equa-

tion of this line, as given by Eq. (12) is

\G{jc^)U = -20 log CO. (12)

At the point of intersection with the 0-db axis,

lG(ia,)U = 0,

0 = —20 log 0),

log CO = 0,

Therefore

CO f= 1.

Hence, this line may be plotted by drawing a straight line of — 6 db per

octave slope through the point on the 0-db axis corresponding to co = 1.

Then, the point on this line whose abscissa is co = l/T is used as the

initial point of the line drawn in the next interval, with a slope of — 12 db
per octave, given by Eq. (13). These tw’o lines constitute our plot of the

asymptotic gain characteristic for Eq. (8).

3. Where will the two straight lines intersect? The fact that the

two lines will intersect at co = l/T is shown most easily by substituting

CO = l/T in the equation for each line, Eqs. (12) and (13). In both

cases,

l(?(j‘»)|db = -20 log Y
Hence the lines must intersect at co = l/T.

4. What will be the errors of approximation involved in the use of

the asymptotic curves in place of the true (uirve? Equations for the

errors in the low and high regions of the co scale are readily computed.

For low CO, let us subtract the value of gain given by the exact equation

(11) from that given by the approximate equation (12). A positive sign

for the error will indicate that the approximate curve lies above the

exact curve at that point. The symbol e stands for the error of the

approximation.

= -20 log (14)

Similarly for co > l/2\ we use Eqs. (11) and (13). Then

«hw.o, = -20 log To) + 20 log VTWTI. (15)

Table 10*3 shows the value of the error computed for various values of co.

The table shows that the en or is greatest at the point of intersection of

the asymptotes, at co = 1/7^, but even here it is relatively small, equal

to only 3 db. As co varies by octave steps from the point of intersection,
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the errors become quite negligible. Figure 10-3 shows the relation of

the exact and approximate curves, drawn on the basis of these data.

The simple procedure just described for making an approximate plot

of the feedback transfer function given by Eq. (6) may now be extended

to transfer functions of any order and for cases where factors are present

in numerator as well as denominator. The steps involved are as follows:

1. The feedback transfer function, if given in terms of physical param-

eters, is rewritten in terms of the relational parameters kv and time

constants Ti, 7^2, ... , Tk, . . . j
Tn. The various factors are

Table 10*3.

—

Ehkok (e) in |C?0a))|di>

U) VII For CO ^ y,

1
0.3 db

AT
1

1.0 db
2t
1

T
3.0 db

1

3.0 db

2

T
1.0 db

4

f 0.3 db

arranged in sequence to correspond to progressively decreasing time

constants, as Ti, T2 ,
. . . ,

T*, . . . ,
Tn. The form of the

resultant transfer function, for the general case, is given by Eq. (16).^

The symbol Tk is used to represent any time constant, whether it

appears in numerator or denominator, and Tn the smallest time

constant.

li
-

_ kv(T2S + l)(!r4S +!)•••
“

s(TiS + l){T,s +1) • •
• {TkS +!)••• (Tns + ij

The equation as written does not imply a like number of factors in

numerator and denominator. Factors containing s may, in fact,

be entirely absent from the numerator, as in cases where the

system does not contain phase advance components.

2. Through substitution of jca for s, the frequency feedback transfer

function is obtained, as in Eq. (17).

^ The factors in this equation are here represented in the form (T*s + 1) instead of

since the form given first leads readily to the approximations for various

factors derived later in this section.
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Gijco) =
O'w^2 + l)(jo)Ti +!)•••

^ j ^
V

Mjo^Ti + l)0’coW+ 1)
• •

• + 1)
* *

• O'co^n + 1)
^ ^

In this equation, only the frequency dependent part of the function,

G(jca)y is given, for reasons indicated earlier. Hence A*,, is not

shown on the right side of the equation.

3. The approximate expression for the gain transfer function \G(jci})\

can now be written as shown in Column 2 of Table 10-4. The
symbol \G{jo))\ is used to represent the approximate gain function.

Table 10-4 shows that \G(jo3)\ differs for different intervals on the

CO axis. The location of these* intervals is determined by the

location, on the co axis, of the reciprocals of the various time con-

Table 10-4.—Approximate Gain Functions for Hiciier-order Transfer
Fun(?tions

Pf- \ 4-J) ;
• •

^ + 1 ) 0w 7’3 4- 1 )
• *

• (jccTk 4- 1 )
• •

• {ji»>Tn 4- 1 )

Frequency
interval Approx, gain function

K7(;a.)ldb
Slope of

|Sf(j<-)|db

0 < " < r. w
— 20 log u — 0 db/octave

¥x ^¥2
1 1

<i) ojT 1

- 20 log « — 20 log 0)7 ’

1

— 12 db/octave

Tt ^ Ti
20 logo) - 20logo)rj ^ 20logo)7’'> — 6 db/octave

A E A
U Zf, ^3 -2()loiro) - 20logo)7’i -f 20 logo) re — 12 db/octave

— 20 log <jiT%

-L <„ < L
Tk

^ ^
r*+i

“ Z¥i ^¥4
’ '

' Z¥k
-20 logo) — 201ogo)7’i -f 20logo)7’2

— 201ogo)7’3 • • ’ —20 log 0)7’*

+ 6a db/octave*

— 66 db/octave

* a equals number of factors in numerator, and 6 equals number of factors in denominator of |(f(yw).|

stants. In each succeeding interval an additional factor is present

in the function. The process of approximation consists in sub-

stituting CO for the jeo term, coT* for each factor of the form

{joiTje + 1) where co7* > 1, and substituting 1 for each factor

where coT^^b < 1. Tk here signifies any time constant. The same
type of substitution is made for factors in numerator or denomi-

nator. The justification for this procedure will be given below.

4. The approximate gain function is written in decibel form as shown
in Column 3 of Table 10-4. The procedure consists simply in

taking 20 logio \Q{jo})\. Thus, for any given interval

Jl ^ ^ _i_.
/p

^ ^ ^ m
Ik i fc+1

l5(j«)ldb = 20 logic |50'w)l = —20 log « — 20 log uTi

+ 20 log wr* — 20 log wTs + • • • — 20 log wPifc. (18)
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The sign is plus for terms in the numerator of \G(jo))\ and minus

for terms in the denominator of |G0co)l.

5 . \G(j<A})\dh can now be plotted by an extension of the procedure

already described for the proportional system. The straight line

for the interval 0 < co < 1/Ti is plotted in exactly the same way
as before, by drawing a straight line of slope —6 db/octave through

the point ( 1
,
0) and locating on the line the point corresponding to

0) = l/Ti. The next linear section of the curve starts from this

point and runs to co = l/ 7
’

2 ,
and so on for each succeeding interval.

The slope of the curve in each interval depends on the number of

terms present in the approximate gain function |&(ja))l in that

interval. The line has a slope of 6 db octave for each term (of the

form CO or (coT) present in the approximate gain function. The sign

for the slope contributed by each term corresponds to the sign

of the logarithmic term. Thus for Eq. (19), the slope of the

curve in the interval i/Tz < o) < oowill be (—

6

— 6 + 6 — 6)

db/octave, or — 12 db/octave, as indicated by Eq. (20).

Gijcci) = (jo)T2 + 1 )
(19)

jo){jo)Ti + + 1 )

= — 20 log CO — 20 log coTi + 20 log C0T2 — 20 log oTz]

for 7^- < CO < 00
.

1 3
(20)

6 . Finally, the whole gain curve is displaced upward by an interval

equal to /r„, in decibels,^

Some of the steps given above require further elaboration or proof.

Let us consider them in the order listed.

The initial step of writing the feedback transfer function in the form

shown in Eq. (16) (with the time-constant set of parameters) has already

been considered for a system with one time-constant factor (the propor-

tional servo system of Sec. 9*8 [Eq. (9*44)]. Let us see how the procedure

is carried out in the more general case. For illustrative purposes, it is

sufficient to consider a system with one additional time delay factor such

as that represented by Eq. (21) below, previously designated as Eq. 9*66

(Sec. 9 *8). The additional delay factor here is provided by the induct-

ance-resistance field control circuit of a d-c motor. The transfer func-

tion for the system in terms of physical parameters is

KG(s) =
kpkakm

^(77+/KL?qM0' (21 )

^ A review of the various steps outlined will indicate that once the procedure has

been understood, it can be carried out merely from inspection of Eq. (16) or (17),

since these equations contain all the information needed for making the plot, taken in

conjunction with the rules just enumerated.
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where kpy hay and km represent sensitivity or conversion factors of poten-

tiometer, amplifier, and motor respectively. To throw the equation

into the form of Eq. (16), the isolated constant in each parenthesis is

factored out, and all constants collected in the numerator. Thus

KG(s) = kpkakrn

A'pA’aA*.*

1R
(22)

Now if the term is substituted for the combination of constant terms
in the numerator, Tl for J/f, and for L/R, the equation will be in the
required form, as shown in Eq. (23).

KG(s) = k-o

\){TmS + 1)’ (23 )

As defined here, k^ merely signifies the aggregation of constants repre-

senting the gain when the transfer function has been manipulated to
put it in the form of Eq. (22). What this aggregation includes will

depend, of course, on the number and nature of the energy storage
components. But iL can be shown that kvy if obtained in this way, will

have the dimensions of 1/sec and that' it can be regarded as the velocity
error constant of the total system (see Sec. 104). It cannot be defined
in terms of a specific group of physical parameters that is the same for
all systems but depends on a group of physical parameters distributed
throughout the entire system, in the manner illustrated by the present
example.

We may now consider the basis for the procedure proposed in Step 3
for approximating terms in the gain function \G(jco)\, Equation (17) can
be rewritten as a product of a series of separate factors.

1 1

-h 1
(jcaTi + 1 )

1

jtaTz + 1

Therefore

1

jo)Tk + 1

1

joiTn + r
(24 )

1

'a)Ti -t- 1
\j<aT2 + ll

1

ju)Tk + 1
^

1

\juTn + M
(25)

In passing from Eq. (24) to Eq. (25) we have merely determined the
absolute value of a complex function G(jui) by multiplying the absolute
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values of a series of component complex functions. Thus, at any value

of w, G(jo)) as well as all the separate factors on the right-hand side are

complex numbers. Hence, the absolute value of G will equal the product

of the absolute values of all the components. It may be helpful here to

think in terms of the familiar conception of a complex number as a

vector, with the absolute value being equal to its length. Then

\G{jo>)\
1 1

« VioTiy +

1

VR’*)* +

1

1

V{<»T,y +

1

1

+ 1
(26)

Now, if for any term of the form V(wTky + 1, w <5C l/Tu, then uTk <5C 1,

{o)Tk)^ 1, and \/(o)Tky + 1 ~ 1. Thus 1 can be used to approximate

the term y/{<aTky^ + 1. This approximation is even closer for all terms

of this form still later in the series of terms in Eq. (26), since the terms

were arranged in order of decreasing time constants. That is.

therefore

or

Tk > Tk+i > Tk-\-2 *
*

*
,

o)Tk > o)Tk+i > coTk+2 ' *
*

,

0)Tk+2 ^ Ci)Tk ^ 1 * (27)

Now, if at the same time it is assumed that then a> Tit-

1

1,

(a)r*-.i)2» 1, and

y/iwTk-iY + 1 « = «n_,.

This same type of approximation will hold for all earlier terms of this

form in the series, since

• •
• Tk-z > Tk-2 > Tk-\

• •
• OiTk-Z > 0iTk-.2 '> 1 .

Hence Eq. (26) can be written approximately as

for l/Tk-i « <0 « \/Tk.

This same approximation may be assumed for the interval

1 ^ ^-1^ ^ Tk

as well as for the interval l/T'jfc-.i <SC « though it cannot be

expected to be as good at the extremes of the interval. The magnitude

of the errors involved in the approximation is considered below. The
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result represented by Eq. (28) is the basis for the approximations for

l(?(jco)l given in Column 2 of Table 10-4.

A graphical, Und perhaps simpler, basis for passing from the terms of

Eq. (25) to those of Eq. (28) is provided if we think of each of the terms

of the form {j(*)Tk + 1) as a vector. For then the length of the vector

can be regarded as approximated by the length of its longer component
if the two components differ markedly in length, as illustrated in Fig.

10*6. On this basis we may skip the algebraic procedure of deriving

I

l+i (oTi^
1
1 -Hj

I

=!= 1

for a)Ti^»l for

Fig. 10*6.—Vector diagrams illustrating approximation of a vector by its longer component.

the approximation and pass directly from the terms represented in

Eq. (25) to those in Eq. (28). For where

(oTk'^ 1
,

\jooTk + 1
|

« o)Tkf

, and where

coTk « i, \jcoTk +11-^1.

Let us now determine whether or not we can provide a measure of the

errors of approximation involved in representing a transfer function of

any number of factors by means of an asymptotic plot. This is probably

done most simply by determining the error involved at any frequency

(Oa, due to any given factor in the transfer function. For in constructing

the asymptotic plot there has been an approximation made for every

factor in the gain function. Hence the total error of approximation will

equal the sum of the errors due to each factor present. We shall find

that the magnitude of the error due to a given factor, of the form

l/{jo)Tk + 1) or {joiTk + 1), will depend on the ratio of the frequency Wo

to the reciprocal of the time constant of the term considered
;
i.e., the error

will depend on oia/O^/Tk) or WaTfc. The sign of the error will depend on

whether {joiTk + 1) appears in the numerator or denominator of the

transfer function. The error c in decibels is computed by the obvious

procedure of determining the difference between the approximate expres-

sion for the absolute value of the factor and its exact value, with each

being given in decibels. That is, at a given frequency coo, the error cor-
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responding to a term l/(ja)Tk + 1) will be

€db
1 1

j037\ + 1 db approx j(jt)Tk + 1

Cdb = 20 log
1

jo)Tk + 1|

20 log

db exact

1

jo)Tk + 1|

(29)

(29a)

A positive error will indicate that the approximate or asymptotic curve

lies above the exact curve; a negative error, that it lies below. The
procedure for determining the actual magnitude of errors consists merely

in substituting appropriate expressions for the two terms in Eq. (29a)

and then calculating €db for different values of coTk. Two types of cases

must be considered separately: (1) those in which 1/Tk < Woand (2) those

in which l/Tk > COa.

1. Let us consider first the cases in which 1/Tk < w, i.e., 1 < caTk.

In such cases,

1 ^ 1_
jcjTk + 1 [exact

and

therefore

1

\jo)Tk + 1

edb = 20 log
1

20 log
1

'

\/'(o>ny +

1

= — 20 log uTk + 20 log -\/{wTkY + 1.

(30)

(31)

We can now compute the c corresponding to different values of or
1/ ik

(aTk- The results are given in Table 10-5.* They were obtained by

substitution of the specified value of (aTk in Eq. (31) and use of a table

of common logarithms.

2. We may consider now the second type of case, that in which

1/Tk > CO, i.e., 1 > coTk, In such cases,

as before, and

therefore

1 ^ _ J
j(aTk + i exact VWk)^ + i

1

IjcoTk + ll

= 1;

edb = 20 log 1 — 20 log—

= 0 + 20 i6g \/(«n)» + 1.

(32)

(33)

' The table previously given (Table 10-3) for the simple case of a transfer function

containing a single time-constant factor can be considered a special case of the present

table, as will be apparent from a comparison of the entries in the two tables.
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The results obtained for various values of wTk are shown in the right

half of Table 10*5. It will be noted that the table shows a logarithmic

symmetry in that the error (except for an altogether negligible difference

in two items) is the same for any given value of coTk and its reciprocal.

Table 10*5.—Error op Approximation € Due to Any Term l/ijuTh + 1) in

Transfer Functions G(jti))*

= coTfc ^ 1 --- - a,n ^ 1

toTk €, db o>Tk €, db

1 +3.00 1 +3.00
2 + 1.00 h + 1.00

3 +0.46 i +0.45
4 +0.26 i +0.25
5 +0.17 1 +0.17

* When the factor is {jwTk + 1) instead of l/iJutTk + 1). the sign given for the error t is reversed.

A positive error indicates that the approximate curve lies above exact curve.

The results of Table 10*5 hold for factors of the form l/{j(t)Tk + 1).

By running through the various steps with (jo)Tk + 1) substituted for

its reciprocal, it will be observed that the same results will be obtained,

but with a change of sign. This reversal of sign will occur in going

from Eq, (30) to (31) and from (32) to (33). Hence for cases with

{ji^Tk + 1) appearing in the numerator instead of denominator, the

entries of Table 10*5 can still be used if the sign is reversed.

In applying the results given in Table 10*5 to a given transfer func-

tion, one need only determine the values of caTk for each time constant

Tk appearing in the transfer function, obtain the corresponding error of

approximation from the table, and add up all these errors to give the

total error. It is apparent from the table that as oTk becomes greater

than 2 or less than owing to the increasing interval between w and

l/Tkf the error due to a given term becomes negligible. The ratio of w
to any given l/Tk can often be obtained most readily from inspection

of an asymptotic plot on which the various l/T values have been indi-

cated along the co-axis as a preparation for drawing in the asymptotic

gain curve.

One further point that may require comment is the statement in

Step 6 concerning the slope of the decibel gain curve. It was stated that

each term in the approximate gain function |tf(^‘co)l contributes 6 db per

octave to the slope of the decibel curve in that interval (see Table 10*4).

This result may, perhaps, be inferred from Table 10*4 and the procedure

used in determining the slope of the lines in the gain function of the
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proportional servo. It may be desirable, however, to demonstrate this

relationship explicitly for the general case. Let the approximate gain

function be given by Eq. (34). We may then determine the gain in

decibels at two points Wa and 2o)a, an octave apart. The differences in

gain at these two points is 6 db for each term of the form co or wT in the

gain function G(jw), the sign being positive for terms in the numerator

and negative for terms in the denominator. Consequently, the slope of

the line joining the points will be 6 db per octave for each term, with the

same rule for the sign as just mentioned.

|G(ico)|db = —20 logo) — 201oga)!ri + 201ogcoT2 * • * —20logo)Tk * *
*

;

at o) = coo*.

lG(jco)|db = — 20 log ojtt — 20 log o)aTi + 20 log a>aT2 —
• • • — 20 log 0)aTk + * *

•
;

at w — 2o)a>

|G(yw)|db = — 20 log 2a>a ~ 20 log 2o}aTi + 20 log 2o)aT2 —
• • • — 20 log 2wo5rifc

* * •

= — 20 log Wo — 20 log OJaTi + 20 log 0)aT2
•

• • — 20 log (A)aTk • • •

~ 20 log 2 — 20 log 2 + 20 log 2 — 20 log 2.

Difference in gain at Wa and 2coa:

Difference = \G(jo) 2o)li)> — \G(jo)„)Uu

== — 20 log 2 — 20 log 2 + 20 log 2 — 20 log 2
= — 6 db — 6 db + 6 db — 6 db.

There is thus a 6-db difference for each term, the sign being positive for

factors in the numerator and negative for factors in the denominator.

It will be noted in Table 10-4 that as we proceed to each succeeding

interval, one additional term is added to the gain function, and hence the

slope in the new interval changes by 6 db per octave, plus or minus,

relative to the slope of the previous interval.

The discussion up to this point has dealt wholly with the procedures

for obtaining an approximate plot of the gain function. It is necessary

to indicate a procedure for plotting the phase function as well. The data

for the phase function might be obtained, of course, by the straight-

forward substitution of different values of w in the transfer function as

described in Sec. 10-2. But if the transfer function contains many factors

in numerator or denominator or is of high order, the procedure is laborious.

The techniques utilized above of writing the transfer function in terms

of relational parameters 7\, 3^2, ,
etc., and of regarding separate

factors as vectors turn out here too to be useful. Equation (35) gives
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the general expression for the feedback transfer function used previously.

Only the frequency dependent part is considered, since the phase of

any constant gain factor ^vill be zero. The component factors are written

separately to indicate that each is to be thought of as a separate function.

Each is a complex function and may be represented at any given w as a

vector.

The phase of G(j(a) can be readily obtained from that of the component

factors if we apply the rule that the phase of the product of a series of

vectors (or complex numbers) is equal to the sum of the phase angles of

the separate factors. To obtain the phase angle of the factors containing

complex functions in the denominator, we may apply the rule that the

phase angle of the quotient of two complex numbers is the phase angle

of the numerator term minus the phase angle of the denominator. Or
we may regard numerator and denominator as written in exponential

form and simply take the difference of the exponents. The phase angle

of any term such as (j(j)Tk + 1) will be tan~^ o)Tk and of jco will be 7r/2.

Hence the expression for the phase angle 0(jco) of Giju)) can be written

by inspection of Eq. (35) as given by Eq. (36).

G(jo^)

<t>(jo)) =

joojojTi + 1
^

^ jojTz +1 jo>Tk + i
^

— I
— tan~^ o}Ti + tan wT2 — tan“^ wTs — • • •

— tan"^ coTk — • •
•

.

(35)

(36)

Every term in Eq. (35) of the form {jooTk + 1) contributes an angle

equal to tan“^ ojTk to the phase angle. The sign of this contribution is

positive if the term occurs in the numerator and negative if it occurs in

the denominator. Equation (36) holds for the entire range of values

of CO. However, the contribution of any term in Eq. (36) to the total

phase angle, for a given value of co, will depend on the size of the time

constant of that term relative to the larger time constants occurring

earlier in the series.

To compute the phase angle
<t> for any value of co, it is necessary only

to know the relative magnitudes of the time constants Ti, ^2 ,

* *
•

,
and

to substitute the given value of co in Eq. (36). To illustrate, suppose

that the function (?(jco) contained only the first four factors shown in

Eq. (35). Then the phase angle is given by

0(i") “ ^ ^
+ tan”^ o)T2 — tan*”^ coTs. (37)

Suppose it is specified that T 2 = iTi and Tz = iTi, Then

</>(jco) = tan“^ coTi + tan“^ —^ — tan““^
z Jo (38)
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Table 10-6 shows the value of the angles corresponding to the successive

terms in Eq. (38), as determined from a table of natural tangents.

Table 10-6.—Computation of Phase Angles

Cl) oaTi - tan ^ coTi -f tan~^
CO 7’

2
^ — tan-’

5

0 0 -90“ -90°

1

5^1 1
-90° - 11° + 6° -- 2° -97°

1

21\ i
-90° - 27° 4- 14° - 6° -109“

1

Ti
1 -90° - 45° 4-27° - 11° = -119°

2
2 -90° - 64° 4- 45° - 22° = -131°

3

T,
3 -90° -f 72° 4- 50° - 31° = -137°

5
5 -90° - 79° 4- 78° - 45° =: -146°

etc.

Reference has already been made (Sec. 10*2) to the formulas and

charts developed by Bode for determining the imaginary component
from the real component of a network function and conversely. These

procedures are relevant here, since the natural logarithm of a transfer

function, when expressed in exponential form, gives the logarithmic gain

function as the real part and the phase function as the imaginary part

as shown by Eq. (4). If the gain function is transformed to a loss or

attenuation function, then it will be in the form required for Bode's

formulas. It should be noted that the charts are especially designed to

permit determination of the imaginary component from the real com-
ponent when the real component is approximated by a series of straight

lines, as is the case in the construction of the asymptotic gain curves

discussed above. Bode’s book should be consulted for a description of

the charts and their use.^

In order to complete the method given above for rapid plotting of

frequency gain functions, reference should be made to a procedure for

dealing with quadratic factors. Thus a quadratic factor will occur in

the denominator of a feedback transfer function if an elastance as well

as inertial and dissipative types of component are involved in a given

energy storage unit. This quadratic factor may, of course, then contain

^ H. Bode, Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design^ Van Nostrand,
New York, 1945, Chap. 15, Graphical Computation of Relations between Real and
Imaginary Components of Network Functions, pp. 337-359.
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complex roots, a situation that it was not necessary to take into account

in dealing with the linear factors so far considered. A mechanical

example of a physical unit giving rise to a quadratic factor is the load

member of a servo system containing inertia, viscous friction, and

mechanical elastance. An electrical analogue is a single mesh containing

inductance, resistance, and capacitance in series, as shown in Fig. 10*6.

This electrical example will be used here

for purposes of illustration, since the

dimensional status of combinations of the

familiar electrical parameters will be more
immediately obvious.

To indicate a method for dealing with

such quadratic factors, let us determine the frequency-transfer function of

this electrical unit and then determine what procedures can be used in

making a rapid plot of its decibel gain curve. The transfer function of

the network is readily shown to be

Fig. 10-6.—Electrical circuit giving?

rise to quadratic factor.

p(g\ _ _ _JL_ .

ei{s) LCs^ + RCS+1 (39)

It is convenient to rewrite this equation in terms of the relational param-

eters Tqf and f, where

and

Tq = \/L(7 with the dimensions of sec,

f = i
j with no dimensions.

2 y/L/C
(40)

This symbol f is exactly equivalent to that defined in Sec. 9-8. The
only difference is that it is here expressed in terms of electrical param-

eters rather than mechanical ones.

From Eq. (40) we obtain

LC = Tl,

RC = 2Tqi.

Substitution in Eq. (39) gives

fp* +”2flvTl’

The frequency transfer function is given by

1

(-«»n + 1) +2j«7’/

(41)

(42)

Let us now determine the information required for a rapid plot of the

decibel gain curve of this transfer function.
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For CO « \/Tq, i.e., as w — 0,

|P0«)l » \

and

= 0. (43)

For 0) » l/Tq, or coTq » 1,

and

\P(jo^)U = -20 log (44)

where the symbol \P(jo3)\dh has the meaning approximate gain function/’

The slope of this high co portion of the decibel gain curve can be shown

to have a slope of —12 db per octave by the same procedure used pre-

viously (comparing \P(jo})\dh for coa and 2o)a).

Let us now determine the value of co at which the low- [Eq. (43)] and

high-frecpiency [Eq. (44)] asymptotes intersect.

0 = -20 log

<^^T\ = 1
;

therefore

1

In case the gain curve has a peak, it will occur at about this value of

CO. The height of the gain curve above the 0-db level of the low-fre-

quency asymptote is found by substituting \/Tq for co in Eq. (42). It

is thus found that

(46)

IWIdb = -201og2f. (47)

This equation is of interest, since it gives us a direct relation between the

value of f and the approximate height of the peak in the frequency gain

curve. Inspection of the equation shows that for values of f less than

the decibel gain level is positive, indicating the presence of a peak.

For f equal to i, the gain is 0 db; and for f greater than i, the gain level

is negative, indicating a tapering off of the gain curve as it approaches

the high-frequency asymptote and the absence of a peak.

On the basis of the relations just reviewed, the procedure for plotting

the decibel gain function corresponding to a quadratic in the denominator

of a transfer function can be summarized as follows: (1) The point cor-

responding to o; = 1/Tq is determined on the frequency axis. (2) The
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gain level at this point, or of the resonant peak if one exists, is given by

Eq. (47). (3) The low-frequency asymptote is given by the 0-db axis;

the high-frequency asymptote by a line drawn through o) — l/Tg with

a slope of — 12 db per octave. (4) The transition between the asymptotes

and the gain at = l/Tq can be sketched in by hand; or if a more exact

determination of the decibel gain in the neighborhood of co = i/r, is

desired, it may be obtained by computing the values of |P(jw)|ab corre-

sponding to different values of a> substituted in Eq. (42), or from appro-

priate charts. (See Vol. 25 of this series.)

For a quadratic factor appearing in the numerator of a transfer firnc-

tion instead of in the denominator, these same rules apply except for

a reversal of the sign of the decibel gain level. This will be evident from

a review of the development given above, but with the quadratic factor

shifted to the numerator.

A final question may be raised concerning the plotting procedure

appropriate when additional factors appear in the transfer function, as

in Eq. (48).

PM =
s(i\s+ 1 )

• •
• (fy + 2^fgs + vy

where Ti > > Tq.

The answer to this question becomes clear if we regard P(s) factored into

parts as given by Eq. (49).

P(s) = Pi(s)P2 {s)
(T2S+~1) 1

s(TiS + 1) Ty + 2^TqS~+ V (49)

where Pi(s) stands for the factors involving 7'i, To, . . . , 7\_i and P 2 (s)

stands for the quadratic factor. It will be evident that \Pi{j(a)\ah can be

plotted by the procedures considered earlier and lP2 (jco)|db by the method
just considered. Consequently, \P{j<f))\dh will be given by the sum of

these two gain curves. Hence, if a decibel plot has been made for Pi(s),

the quadratic factor is incorporated in this plot by locating on the high

CO asymptote of the Pi(5) function the point corresponding to co = l/Tq.

To the right of this point a line is drawn at a slope of — 12 db/octave

relative to the asymptote just to the left of this point, and the decibel

gain will correspond to that due to both the quadratic and Pi(s) curves.

The result of this procedure is illustrated in P'ig. 10-7 for the transfer

function of Eq. (49).

In the example just considered, the factors present in Pi(s) are all of

the linear type. But the same principle of adding decibel gain curves

will, of course, hold even when Pi(s) contains quadratic factors in addition

to the linear factors.

Decibel vs. Phase-margin Diagram .—The data represented in the

decibel vs. log frequency diagram may be plotted in a type of graph
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known as the phase-margin diagram. ' The method of plotting consists

essentially in plotting decibel gain against phase angle in rectangular

coordinates and then relabeling the abscissa to give the phase angle in

terms of phase margin rather than phase angle. The phase margin in

such a diagram is defined as 180° minus the phase lag. Since the phase

P0’a>)

Fia. 10*7.—Asymptotic gain curve for transfer function:

pu) =
»(r,s + i)(r,v + 27’,j-s + 1)

with actual gain curve in vicinity of w — l/T^.

lag equals the negative of the phase angle,

= 180° — (— 4>) = 180° + <l>.

The above characterization of the phase-margin diagram is illustrated

in Fig. 10*8. We may think of the decibel gain and phase coordinates for

various values of w (e.g., Wa, w*, cur, etc.) as plotted in relation to the

coordinate axes drawn in solid lines. Then at a phase angle of — 180°

a new vertical axis is drawn {shown as a broken line) and used as the

reference for phase-margin measurements. It is obvious from inspection

of the scales along the abscissa that the phase margin will equal 180° plus

the phase angle. In plotting frequency-response data in such a diagram,

‘ A. Sobezyk, RL Report No. 811, 1946; and D. P. Campbell, Nichols lecture,

loc. cit. See also Vol. 25, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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it will, of course, not be necessary to make use of the phase reference

axis, since the phase margin can easily be obtained from the phase angle

by adding 180°. It is of interest to note the likeness of the phase-

margin diagram to the transfer locus in that both involve essentially a

plot of gain against phase. The two differ in that the one is in rectangular

coordinates whereas the other is in polar coordinates and in the use of

the decibel scale for representing gain in the phase-margin diagram.

I'lo. lO'S.—Pha.se-inargiu diagram.

10-4 . The Interpretation of Frequency Diagrams.—The previous

section summarizes different ways in which the frequency-response curves

can be plotted. In the present section will be considered the ways in

which these graphs may be interpreted to yield predictions of the per-

formance of the system for various excitation conditions. Such esti-

mates are not limited to input signals of periodic character. The specific

question that this section will attempt to answer is this—from any given

type of graph, what predictions can be made concerning the performance

of the system represented? The discussion will be concerned principally

with the feedback transfer function KG{j(a),

The Output Transfer Function .—In order to develop criteria for

interpretation of the transfer locus, it is helpful to consider first the

output transfer function and its relation to the transient response of the

system. From the correlations thus established, it will be possible to

proceed to the transfer locus, which represents the feedback transfer

function, and establish techniques for relating it to the transient response.

The amplitude and phase curves of BXjo))/ may simply be plotted

as two separate curves as shown in Fig. 10*9. The logarithmic plot

need not be used.

A preliminary consideration of the response curves of an ideal system

(one in which, the output follows the input immediately) indicates the
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bearing of the frequency-response curves on the transient response. In

an ideal system, the amplitude function will be equal to 1 and the phase

response equal to 0 for the entire frequency range from 0 to oo.i A
system with such response curves would give perfect following, as is

evident from Fourier integral concepts. Thus, any nonperiodic input

disturbance can be represented by a specific continuous frequency

spectrum extending from — oo to -h . If each of the component fre-

quencies is transmitted by the servo system without change in amplitude or

phase (as implied by a constant amplitude response of 1), then each of the

input frequencies will reappear at the output in its original magnitude

and phase. The recombination

of these component frequencies by

means of a Fourier synthesis will, I

therefore, reproduce the original

input disturbance.

No physical system is, of

course, capable of showing this ^ +90

ideal response. The same con- ^ 0

cepts are, however, applicable. ^ -90
The arbitrary input signal, ex- ^-iso
pressed as a function of time, can

^^270
again be represented by a Fourier

spectrum. The frequency-
response curves of the total system Hponse curves of output transfer function

will indicate the extent to which

each fre(iuency component in the signal is transmitted by the system, i.e.,

the change that it undergoes in amplitude and phase. More precisely, the

frequency-amplitude curve representing the input signal multiplied by the

amplitude transfer curve of the system will give the Fourier spectrum of

the output signal. The phase function of the output might be obtained

similarly by adding the phase function of the system to the phase function

representing the input time signal. The output signal expressed as a time

function, or transient response, may again be obtained by the Fourier

synthesis of the component frequencies. These considerations indicate

that it is reasonable to expect a correlation between the properties of the

transient-response and the frequency-response curves for the total system.

By way of a practical though approximate index of the transient

response, Hall has reported the following correlation, based on a com-

parison of frequency-response curves and transient response for the same

systems. The presence of peaks in the amplitude response is generally

associated with the occurrence of complex roots of the characteristic

^ 111 a minimum phase system, the specification of a constant amplitude of 1 would

he sufficient to indicate a constant phase of 0 .

10*9.—Amplitude and phase re-
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equation. The height of the peak, relative to the flat, low-frequency

part of the curve, is an index of the real part of the root, tending to

increase as the magnitude of the real part decreases. The angular

frequency at which the peak occurs is an index of the imaginary part of

the root, tending to increase as the magnitude of the imaginary part

increases. Hence the frequency of the peak will be an index of the fre-

quency of the oscillatory component of the transient response, and the

height an index of its damping.^ In numerical terms. Hall states that

if the height of the peak (relative to the response at w = 0) is limited

to li, then the damping ratio f will lie between 0.5 and 0.8, and the

angular frequency of the peak will equal the frequency of oscillation to

within about 20 per cent. A damping ratio of about 0.8 has been pro-

posed as a useful practical standard in the design of many systems, for

it provides for a quick transient response with relatively little overshoot.-

I^imitation of the resonant peak to li thus provides a criterion that can

be used in adjusting the parameters of the system.

A possible qualitative basis for this type of correlation may exist in the rela-

tions derived in Sec. 10*3 between the damping ratio f and the form of the gain

curve of a transfer function consisting of a quadratic factor. Let us take as an

example a proportional servo system. Its feedback transfer function is

KG{s) =
Eis) “ Js^ + fs

The output transfer function is found from this to be

e„is) _ KG(s) _ _ko
^i(s) 1 -+ KG{s) Js^ fs A' ko

= - —J
(50)

This equation can be written in terms of the relational parameters f and Tg con-

sidered previously by setting

/

2 y/kj
(nonclimensional)

and

(with dimensions of sec).

* It may be helpful to refer back at this point to Sec. 9-8 on the relation of the

transient response to the real and imaginary parts of the complex roots of a quadratic

characteristic equation.

*H. Harris, ‘‘The Analysis and Design of Servomechanisms, NDRC Report,

1942, p. 11, points out, however, that although this criterion is particularly useful

in the design of regulators, additional factors must be considered in the case of

servomechanisms.
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These parameters are exactly equivalent to those considered previously, the

only difference being that here they are defined in terms of mechanical rather than

electrical physical parameters. Equation (50) written in terms of the new
parameters becomes

(9o(.s) ^
1 _

Bi{s) Ty-]-2rr,s^\

It will be noted that this equation is identical with that given previously

[Eq. (41)] in discussing the nature of the gain function plot of a quadratic factor.

Hence the conclusions derived then apply here, and the value of the gain function

at w = 1/T„ the approximate location of the peak in the 0o(iw)/0»(ja>) function,

will be given by

0o(jw) _
edioj) ’2r*

We thus find an inverse relationship between the damping ratio f and the height

of the peak that suggests the possibility of utilizing the height of the peak as an

index of the damping and stability of the system.

Transfer Locus .—Although graphs of the output transfer function

are useful for estimating the performance of a system, they are not so

convenient as a basis for design as are the transfer loci. Certain of the

measures of performance given for the 0o(jo))/0i(jcj) curves are therefore

used in developing criteria that may be applied to the 6o{jo))/E{jo))

loci. In the design and adjustment of servo systems the goal of the

designer is to obtain a system that will be stable and will meet certain

specifications of accuracy. The following material on the interpretation

of transfer loci will therefore be considered in relation to these two

topics.

Stability .—The criterion ’of servo-system stability utilized in the fre-

quency approach is based on NyquisCs theoretical analysis of regenera-

tion in feedback amplifiers.^ A servo system may be considered as

dynamically analogous to a negative feedback amplifier.- The criterion

of stability developed for the latter may, therefore, be carried over and

applied to servo systems.

To apply this criterion it is necessary to determine whether or not the

transfer locus of KGijw), corresponding to values of co from — oo to

+ 00
,
encircles the critical point +y0.® If the locus encircles the

^ H. Nyquist, “Regeneration Theory,” Bell System Tech. Jour., 11, 125-147,

January 1932.

* See A. C. Hall, Analysis and Synthesis of Linear Servomechanisms, Technology

Press, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1943, pp. 34^.

* Nyquist’s criterion originally formulated (op. cit.) for feedback amplifiers was

given in terms of the relation of the polar plot of the feedback function /a/3 to the point

4-1 +j0. Since in terms of the symbols used here /a = KG(jQ») and /3 « — 1, the servo
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critical point, the system represented is unstable; otherwise it is stable.

Figure 10*10 shows examples of loci of the two types. A and B are

stable loci; C and Z>, unstable loci. The loci in the figure have been

drawn only for positive values of co. The part of any locus corresponding

to negative values of co will be the mirror image in the real axis of the

part drawn, since the value of the vector KG(jiaa)y for any specific fre-

quency Wo, will be the conjugate

of the vector KG{—j(j0a). The
locus corresponding to negative

values of w may therefore be

sketched in readily.

In some cases, it may be difficult

to decide whether or not the critical

point is enclosed. For such cases, the

following supplementary rule pro-

posed by Nyquist is of help. Assume
that a straight line is drawn between

the critical point — 1 to any point

on the locus of the function KG{jot)).

As the frequency varies from + oo to

— 00
,

let the end of the line on the

locus trace out the locus, while the

end of the line at the critical point

remains fixed. If the final angle (net

angle) of swing of the straight line is

zero as the frequency varies from

-f- 00 to — 00
,

then the system is

stable; if it is different from zero, the

Fig. 10*10.—ExampleH of transfer loci

representing stable (A and B) and unstable

(C and D) servo systems.

system is unstable. ^ The unstable systems of Fig. 10* 10 may be used as examples

in trying out this method. In applying the rule, a pencil laid over the graph may
be used to represent the straight line.

Special difficulties of interpretation may arise in the case of loci that

extend to oo along the negative real axis such as that of B of Fig. 10* 10.

In applying the Nyquist criterion to loci of this type, the part of the

locus approaching — oo should be regarded as connected by a circle of

feedback transfer function would be represented as —KG{j(a) and its relation to the

point -fl +i0 determined. The stability criterion can, however, be just as well

formulated in terms of the relation of i-KGijco) to the —1 +^0 point, which is equiva-

lent to the relation of — /i|3 to the -f 1 -fjO point. The tendency has been for the

Nyquist criterion to be used in this form. See, for example, Hall, op. cit.f p. 36;

and H. W. Bode, Bell System Tech. Jour., 19, 421-454, July 1940. For a discussion of

Nyquist *s criterion in relation to complex function theory, see H. W. Bode, Network

Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design, Van Nostrand, New York, 1946, pp. 137-169.

^ Taken, with slight modifications, from Hall, op. ciU, pp. 35jf.
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infinite radius as shown in Fig. 10*11. The appropriateness of this

procedure becomes clear when it is noted that vectors corresponding to

ft;«0

/

is

(6 )

\
\
\
\

\

L

Real axis I

/

/
/

Fig. 10-11. -Use of infinite oirele in application of Nyquist’s criterion for stability.

180
®

KGUco)
plane

Real axis

Stable system

positive frequencies (solid line) are approaching a phase angle of

as 0) —> 0, whereas vectors corre-

sponding to negative frequencies

are approaching a phase angle of

+ 180® as co-^0. These phase

angles are therefore to be regarded

as 360® apart. ^

Loci such as E of Fig. 10*12

have given rise to a distinction

between “absolute’’ stability and

“conditional” stability. ^ Curve

El represents a “conditionally”

stable system. As drawn here the

locus does not enclose the critical

point. The corresponding system

is therefore stable. If, however,

the gain of the system is increased,

to give Curve E^ as its locus, or the

gain is decreased, to give Curve Ez

as its locus, then the system is no

longer stable. The term “ Nyquist

stability” has also been used as a synonym for “conditional” stability.

Gain increased
Unstable system

Gain decreased
Unstable system

Fig. 10-12.—Effect of variation in gain

on transfer locus of system with conditional

or “Nyquist stability.”

* See Hall, op. di., p. 40; Brown and Hall, op. cit., p. 28; and McColl, Servo-

mechanisrns, Van Nostrand, New York, 1945, pp. 2Sff.

2 See H. W. Bode, Bell System Tech. Jour., 19, 421-454, July 1940; and Network

Aiuxlysis and Feedback Amplifier Design, pp. 162-164.
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Nyquist stability is not, in general, satisfactory in a servo system, since

changes in any of the factors that influence the over-all gain (such as loss

of tube gain with age or increase of tube gain from zero as power is first

applied to the amplifier) ' may result in an unstable system.

In the adjustment of a servo system in order to provide stability,

it is evident that a system which barely passed the test of stability (e.g.,

curve S of Fig. 10-13) might not be satisfactory. Slight uncontrollable

changes in the parameters of the system, such as occur in aging, might

produce sufficient change in the

locus of the system to move it over

) plane to the other side of the critical

stability point (curve U of Fig.

10-9). In the adjustment of such

systems, it has, therefore, been

found desirable to provide margins

of safety. Bodo^ has discussed the

theoretical considerations involved

in the selection of such margins in

the design of feedback amplifiers

and introduces the concepts of phase

and gain margins.^ FerrelF in dis-

Fid. 10‘1.S.- Diagram iUiistrating the CUSsing the application of Bodc’s

orstabiiitT^^^'^

adjustment treatment to servo systems states

that a phase margin of between 40®

and 60® and a gain margin of 10 to 20 db constitute good design practice.

These criteria mean that at the frequency at which the gain has fallen to 0

db, the phase margin should be not less than 40® to 60® (i.e., the phase lag

should not exceed 120® to 140®); when the phase lag has reached 180®,

the gain in decibels should have fallen to between —10 and —20 db.

Hence in the interpretation of loci, one must determine not only whether

or not the system represented is stable but also whether or not adequate

or standard margins of safety have been provided.

It should be noted that the principles given above relative to system

^ This type of situation may lead to damage to the system due to excessive oscilla-

tions that may occur for low-gain values of the amplifier before the system becomes
stable at the higher-gain values associated with steady-state temperature of the tube

cathodes.

2 H. W. Bode, Relations between Attenuation and Phase in Feedback Amplifier

Design,” Bell System Tech. Jour.j 19, 433-436, July 1940.

® The term phase margin has already been introduced, it will be recalled, in Sec.

1 0-3, in the description given of a method for plotting decibel-phase-margin diagrams.

^ Ferrell, ^^The Servo Problem as a Transmission Problem,” Proc. IRE, 33
,
763-767,

November 1945.
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stability apply equally well to regulators that is to say, to systems

designed to maintain some property constant on the basis of a feedback

loop. A regulator can be regarded as a servo system in which the input

function 6,{t) is constant. A block diagram of a d-c voltage regulator

regarded from this point of view is given in Fig. 10*14. Comparison of

this diagram with one used to represent a servo system (e.g., Fig. 9*8)

shows that there are no essential differences in the structure of the two

systems. The differences consist rather in the nature of the disturbances

that tend to produce variations in the output quantity eo{t). In the

voltage regulator, the origin of such variations is in the d-c voltage source

applied to the regulator tube and in the parameters of the load circuit,

rather than in the input forcing function ei{t). Since the latter is pur-

posely kept constant, the output response eoit) tends to return to this

same value following disturbances in the voltage source or in the load.

Accuracy.—As shown above, the transfer locus provides a simple and

precise basis for inferences concerning the stability of a system. It is

much less satisfactory as a basis for estimates of accuracy. These

limitations are not, however, inherent in the frequency approach. As we
shall see, a shift to the decibel log frequency methods of representation

permits certain conventional estimates of servo error to be made with

considerable precision. Before going on to consider these procedures, let

us review the chief relations that have been established between transfer

loci and measures of servo error. HalB has pointed out an interesting

series of relations between conditions of zero steady-state error and the

shape of the locus as the angular frequency w approaches zero. These

correlations are represented in Fig. 10*15.

In systems with zero displacement error, the locus approaches <x> along

the negative imaginary axis as « approaches zero. This relationship is

shown in Fig. 10* 15a. The specification of a zero displacement error

means that the steady-state value of the error will be zero if the input

^ See Sec. 8-3 for a definition of regulators.

* Hall, op. cit.^ pp. 38-41.
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KGiju)) plane

6i(t) consists of a fixed displacement, such as occurs in the case of a step-

function input.

In systems with zero velocity error, the locus of the transfer function

approaches oo along the negative real axis as co approaches zero. This rela-

tion is shown in Fig. 10T56. The
specification of zero velocity error

means that the steady-state error

will be zero if the input Bi{t) con-

sists of a fixed velocity, such as

occurs for a step-velocity input.

In systems with zero acceleration

error, the locus approaches oc along

the positive imaginary axis as u>

approaches zero. This is shown in

Fig. to- 15c. Specification of zero

acceleration error means that the

steady-state error will be zero for

a fixed input acceleration.

It is evident that as the order

of the zero steady-state error

increases, the axis along which the

locus approaches x (when oj —> 0)

shifts progressively in a clockwise

direction. We might, on this

basis, readily lay down the require-

ments for zero steady-state errors

of still higher order. But systems

are seldom required to meet such

higher-order specifications, since

the input functions that occur

commonly do not tend to show

constancy in the higher-order de-

rivatives of the displacement.

Inputs approximating constant

velocities (the first derivative of

the displacement) are probably

most common.

The correlations just given are useful in comparing a proposed servo-

system with performance specifications. By noting whether or not the

low-frequency end of a given locus approaches x along the correct

axis, one may determine the nature of corrections needed in the system

to provide a locus of the required type.

What is the reason for these correlations? To understand them, two

KGUoj)
plane

Real axis

Fig. 10-15. Transfer locus diagrams repre-

senting systems with aero steady-state errors,

(a) zero displacement error; (6) zero velocity

error; and (c) zero acceleration error.
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facts must be considered: (1) the properties that specification of a given

steady-state error as zero imposes on the transfer function KG{s) and

(2) the nature of the behavior of the corresponding KG(joi) function as

CO —> 0.

The first relationship is made concrete by considering a specific system,

such as the proportional servo of previous illustrations. Its error func-

tion is

E{8) =
Js^ +fs
+ fs + ko

Biis). (51a)

Suppose the system is required to have a zero displacement error. This

implies that when 6i(t) is a step function, there must be no constant terms

in the solution E(t). Substituting l/s for 9i{s)y

K(s)
Js^ + fs 1

Js^ 4* fs + ko s
(516)

If there were no factor ,s in the numerator to cancel the s introduced into

the denominator by 0i(s)> then, upon application of the inverse Laplace

transformation, there w^ould be a constant term in the equation for E{t)y

corresponding to the factor s in the denominator of E{s). This follows

from transform pair (a) of Table 9*la, and (fi) of Table 9*16. The
constant term would constitute the steady-state error, since it would be

unchanged as ^ ^ <» . Hence, specification of a zero steady-state error

requires absence of 5 as a separate factor in the denominator of E(s).

But since an s is introduced into the denominator by 0t(s), a factor s

must be present in the numerator of the transfer function E{s)/6i(s) to

cancel it. This requirement is met in the case of Eq. (51 b) of our example,

since an s factor is available in the numerator to cancel that of the denomi-

nator. But we know that the numerator of the error transfer function

E(s)/di{s) is identical with the denominator of the feedback-transfer

function KG{s), as will be evident from inspection of Eqs. (9.22) and (9.47)

showing derivation of E(s)/di{s) from KG{s). Therefore to cancel a first-

order pole introduced by dXs) into E(s)y there must be a first-order pole in

KG(s) ;
to cancel a second-order pole, there must be a second-order pole

in KG(s) ;
and so on.

Hence, specification of zero displacement error means that KG(s) is

of the form

fcr - (s + qi)(g + qa)(s + a») • • •

* «(s + bi){s + 62) (s + 6s)
• • •

(52a)

Specification of zero velocity error implies KG(s) is of form

irry /.x _ (« + «l)(» + 02)(« + Os) • • •

-
^2(g + + 5^) (5 + 6,) . .

(526)

and so on
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We are now ready to consider the nature of the transfer loci corre-

sponding to Eqs. (52a) and (525). The frequency-transfer function corre-

sponding to Eq. (52a) will be

jcr (n \
+ ^2)(ia> + as) •

^ ^ + ^2)(jW + 63)
• * '

(52c)

What happens to the various factors as oj approaches zero? Each

of the factors of the form (jo) a) and (jo) + b) are complex numbers.

The terms represented by ai, a2, as, ,
and 61, 62, 63, ...

,
may be

real or complex. As w —» 0, jo) becomes negligible relative to the other

part of the factor; therefore the jo> term inside each parenthesis can be

neglected, and each factor can be approximated by its root alone.

Therefore

lim KG,

{

30,) « . (53a)
w-»0 J0){bih2bz) •

• *

The produ(;ts aia^aza^ . . . and bib^bzbi . . . will be real, since if

any of the single roots is complex, it will be paired with a conjugate

root and the product of the two will be real. The right-hand side of

Eq. (53a) will therefore be an imaginary number that approaches —joo

as CO approaches zero. Hence the function KG, (jo)) will approach infinity

along the —j axis as co approaches zero.

A similar line of reasoning indicates that if a zero velocity error is

prescribed, then di{s) is represented by N/s^, and KG2 is) must contain an
5^ term in its denominator, as shown by Eq. (525). The corresponding

frequency-transfer function is

(jco + ai){jo) + a2)
• • • (jco + an)

+ 5i)(jc0 + 52)
• •

* (jCO + 5n)

(jco + ai) (ico + az)
’ • •

— Co2(jcO + 5l)(jc0 + 52)
' •

• (jco + 5n)^

lim KG,(j^) « . (536)
^-^0 -w^bMz ••• bn

XG2(jco) =

therefore

This is a real number which will lie on the negative real axis and will

approach — 00 as co approaches zero. Hence the function KG2 (jcj) will

approach « along the negative real axis as co approaches zero.

We might proceed by a similar line of reasoning to sketch the behavior,

in the low-frequency region, of the transfer loci corresponding to zero

steady-state errors of still higher orders. The examples given above,

however, should be sufficient. It may be of interest, before leaving this

topic, to note the characteristics of the transfer function KG(j(a) which

determine the behavior of the locus at its /ligf/i-frequency end. As HalL
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points out,* the behavior of the locus in this region depends on the order

of the transfer function. The order of the transfer function may be

defined, on the basis of the following equation, as the difference (q — p).

GO'co)
(Jtay

(54)

This equation shows the form taken by the frequency-transfer function

representing any given system, [E<i. (52c)] for large values of to. As

« ^
,
the transfer locus will approach zero from a direction determined

by the order {q — p). Thus, if {q — p) = 2, Eq. (54) becomes

ijoi)''
- J 1

03
2»

i.e., — l/o}‘\ For large values of o), the transfer locus

approaches zero along the negative real axis.

If (q — p) is assumed to equal 3, Eq. (54) becomes

G(j03)l^
1

(joyy

1

For large values of co, f/(jco) approaches 0 along the + imaginary axis.

If iq — p) is assumed to e(iual 4, Eq. (54) becomes

{jo3r

For large values of 03, Gijo)) approaches 0 along the + real axis. The
shape of the locus at the high-frequency end may thus be readily deter-

mined from the order of the transfer function.

As Hall points out, the interpretation thus indicated for different

regions of the locus permits the locus of a given system to be sketched

rapidly with a minimum of computation. The shape of the locus at the

high-frequency end is indicated by the order of the transfer function,

which is determined by the number of energy-storage devices in the sys-

tem. The shape at the low-frequency end is indicated by the specifica-

tions regarding the required zero steady-state error. Finally, the required

relation of the locus to the critical point (
— 1 + jO) is indicated by

NyquisFs stability criterion.

In its ability to provide estimates of the transient error

^

the frequency

approach, as represented by curves of the output transfer function or by

transfer locus plots, is again not quite satisfactory. The decibel-log w

plots here, too, turn out to be somewhat more useful. Some general

correlations have, however, been reported. It will be recalled from

^ Hall, op. cit.j pp. 41^.
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Sec. 9-8 that the magnitude of real roots of the characteristic equation of

the error function, if negative, determines the rate of decay of exponential

components of the error response and that the magnitude of the real

part of complex roots, if negative, determines the rate of decay of any

oscillatory component. In both cases, the greater the absolute magnitude

(of the real root, or the real part of a complex root) the more rapid is

the decay, that is, the shorter is the transient. HalU reports, from his

comparison of transient and frequency-response curves, that the height

of the peak of the amplitude curve of the output transfer function

can be used as an index of the size of real roots and the real parts of

complex roots. He states that in order for these to be large, “the peaks

in the amplitude response function must be limited in magnitude and

occur at large frequencies.’^

The specification coni^erning the peaks in the amplitude function

can be carried over to the transfer locus. A simple geometrical procedure

to be described in Sec. 10*5 permits one to determine, on the locus, the

frequency at which such a peak in the amplitude response [of d^ijeo) / 6i(jo))]

will occur. The reported association between high frequency of the peak

and short duration of the transient,

although not particularly useful in

making possible quantitative esti-

mates of the duration of the tran-

«ient, will be found of value in the

design of corrective devices that

are intended to bring about an

increase in frequency of the peak

through a counter-clockwise rota-

tion of the transfer locus.

Decibel-logFrequencyDiagrams.

The data represented in the feed-

back transfer function can be plot-

ted as a log-log plot in the way
already described, instead of as a

polar plot of gain against phase.

This type of plot, although based

on the same data, represents it in

a different manner and is more

useful for some purposes. As was

to be expected, we find some of the same criteria discussed in the section

above reformulated in terms of the new curves. The interpretation of

these curves is considered here, too, in relation to the topics of stability

and accuracy.

‘ Hall, op. cit. p. 17.

Fia. 10-16.—Decibel v-s. log frequency
plots illustrating relations of gain and phase
curves in stable and unstable systems.
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Stability,—Figure 10*16 shows decibel-log w plots of stable and

unstable systems such as are represented in the polar plots of Fig. 10*10:

The upper curves (A) correspond to a stable system; and the lower curves

{B) to an unstable system. Nyquist^s criterion is again used but formu-

lated now in terms of the new method of representation.

It will be sufficient to formulate the criterion for an absolutely stable

system, such as those represented by Curves A and B of Fig. 10*10.^

In terms of NyquisFs criterion^ the essential requirement for the system

to be stable^ is that the gain be less than one by the time, with increasing

frequency, the phase lag reaches 180°. In our db-log co diagram of

Fig. 10*16 the gain and phase curves are plotted relative to the same axis.

The horizontal axis, for the gain curve, indicates 0 db. Regions below

the axis indicate gains less than

one. For the phase curve, the

horizontal axis represents a phase

lag of 180°, and regions below the

axis, phase lags greater than 180°.

If the gain and phase curves cross

the axis at the same point (as in

Fig. 10*17), it would moan that at

the frequency at which the phase

lag reached 180°, the gain was

exactly one. This condition would

correspond to a transfer locus

crossing the negative real axis at

the critical stability point — 1 + jO,

The system would therefore be unstable. In order for the system to be

stable, the gain must be less than one at this value of the phase. Con-

sequently, Nyquist’s criterion may be formulated as follows. In an

absolutely stable system^ the gain curve must cross the 0-db axis at a lower

frequency than that at which the phase curve crosses the — 180° phase axis.

In the diagram, the phase crossover point must lie to the right of the

gain crossover point, as in Fig. 10* 16a.

Stability Margins.—The rule just stated may now be reformulated

to provide the margins of safety considered in connection with transfer

loci. Ferrell, it will be recalled, proposed as good design practice a

phase margin of 40° to 60° at the gain crossover point and a gain margin

of 10 to 20 db at the phase crossover point. The definitions given of gain

and phase margins are illustrated in Fig, 10*2.

^ The reader, if he so desires, should have no difficulty in formulating a similar rule

sufficiently general to Include conditionally stable systems, through inspection of

Fig. 10-12 and equivalent curves drawn for a decibel-log w plot.

* See, for example, H. W. Bode, Bell System Tech. Jour., 19, 432, July 1940.

Fig. 10-17.—Decibel vs. log frequency
diagram of a system just as the boundary
line between stability and instability. Gain
and phase margins are zero.
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Accuracy .—FerrelP has pointed out that the asymptotic decibel-log w

gain curve may be used to provide measures of system accuracy. His

method is important, since it makes up for what was previously a defi-

ciency in the frequency approach. FerrelPs derivation of the method is

given only for the proportional servo system, characterized by a second-

order transfer function. In the present discussion, a brief summary of

FerrelPs account will be given first, retaining the symbols used b}'^ him to

represent measures of servo-system error. The relation of his parameters

to the time-constant set (/r^, T, o)n) described in Sec. 9*8 will be pointed

out, and finally a proof will be given of the applicability of FerrelPs

method to determination of the steady-state velocity error of systems

with higher-order transfer functions.

Ferrell’s method may be understood by reference to the asymptotic

plot of Fig. 10-3, which gives the curve for the loop gain /x of a proportional

servo system. The equation given for the loop gain of the system

[equivalent to our feedback transfer function is“

/i =
S + pR + pV (55)

where Sm = conversion constant of a potentiometer that converts input

mechanical displacement to volts,

Hm = motor conversion constant, in torque units per volt,

>S = elastance or stiffness of the motor load,

R == resistance of the load, regarded as including both the motor’s

internal resistance and the viscous friction of the load,

J = inertia of the load,

p = differential operator d/dt.

The equation given for the error M is

Ad = -• (56)

Here 6 is regarded as representing either the input di or the output 02,

an approximation considered justifiable by Ferrell when the loop gain /x

is assumed to be very large. On this basis, this equation can be regarded

as merely equivalent to the definition of the loop gain, stating (after

interchanging /x and Ad) that the loop gain equals the output divided by
the error.

^ E. B. Ferrell, *‘The Servo Problem as a Transmission Problem,” Bell Telephone

Laboratories Report No. MM45-180-6, Jan. 27, 1945; also Proc. IREy 33,
763-767,

November 1945.

* This equation corresponds to Eq. (9-21), Sec. 9*3. The only difference in the

systems represented is that Ferrell regards the output or load member as including

elastance, represented by the parameter S, in addition to inertia and dissipative

parameters.
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If, now, it is assumed that the load elastance S — 0 and the terms

(57)

Wo and wi are substituted in Eq. (55), then it can be rewritten

WoWi
^ "

p{p + ohY

where

SmUmII
o3

and

R
"> = r

If this value of /i is substituted in Eq. (56), we obtain

= P(P + “ t)
0 = + pcoiO

Ci^o^l COoCOl

COo OSoCJl Wo WoWi
(58)

Equation (58) states that the error Ad may be regarded as made up of

two parts, a velocity error (1/wo)^', which is proportional to the velocity

6' (of input or output), and an acceleration error (l/wowi)^", which is

proportional to the acceleration 0" (of input or output). The propor-

tionality factor for the velocity error is 1/coo and for the acceleration error

is 1/wocoi. Hence, if 6' and are regarded as determinable from the

input function, then these two components of the error could be computed

if the values of wo and wi or wowi were known. Turning now to the

decibel gain curve (Fig. 10*3), Ferrell states that the values of the ‘‘inter-

cept points Wo, wi and \/wowi can be determined as follows: The inter-

section of the straight line representing the low-frequency part of the

curve with the zero db axis is wo; the intersection of the second segment,

the “higher-frequency line'^ is V«owi; and the value of w at which the

two lines intersect, the “corner-frequency is wi. Thus if an asymptotic

gain plot is available, the proportionality factors in Eq. (58) can be

computed.

The smaller these proportionality constants the smaller will be the

total error. Hence, large values of wo and wiwo will correspond to small

values of the error. Consequently
^
the further toward the high-frequency

end of the curve that these intercept points occur the smaller will he the

servo error. This important correlation is the one proposed by Ferrell

for use as an index of error of the system.

It is of interest now to determine how the intercept points wo, coi

and V'wowi may be defined in terms of the relational parameters A*v, T,

and wn introduced in Sec. 9*8 in our discussion of the transient response

of a servo system. The two sets of parameters may be related by con-
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sidering how the members of each set are defined in terms of physical

or dimensional parameters. The dimensional parameters SmfXmf R, and

J used by Ferrell are equivalent to A*o, /, and respectively, the symbols

used in Sec. 9*8. Ferrell's intercept parameters may therefore be trans-

lated into the previously introduced relational parameters as follows:

coo =

=

"B 7
R
J J

\/OJoCOl =

(69)

Ferrell's parameters are shown in the first two columns of P]q. (59), and

ours in the last two.^ To complete the set of relations between the two

sets of parameters, it is of interest to compute the value of the damping
ratio {* in terms of the intercept parameters.

^ = i “1
or - h-

^ y/ktfJ 2 \<oo

A performance property of considerable importance in many instru-

ment servo systems is the steady-state velocity error. In Sec. 9-9, a

method was described for computing it by means of the final value

theorem, a procedure that may be considered a short-cut variant of the

transient approach. Let us now consider how it might be determined

by the application of Ferrell's intercept method. Consider first Ferrell's

formulation, in Eq. (58), of the error equation for a second-order system.

If, as is necessary in computing the steady-state velocity error, the

input function is assumed to have a constant slope, say A, then at values

of < > 0, d^Sldt^ equals zero, and Eq. (58) becomes

Ae = - N =
Wo tCv

Thus the steady-state velocity error can be found simply by determining

the value of kv on the decibel-log w diagram and dividing it into the slope

N of the input function. Even where the decibel-log w gain curve has

been plotted from empirical data rather than a known feedback transfer

function, it is possible to determine graphically the asymptote to the

low-frequency end of the curve and thus determine its intersection with

the 0-db axis, which will equal wo or /r«.

^ In Fig. 10-3 it may be noted that the intercept points are labeled in terms of both

types of parameter, the designation in terms of FerrelPs symbols being given above the

point and in terms of the kvy T, an set of parameters below the point.
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The simplicity of the method suggests that it may prove an extremely

useful procedure. It is therefore natural to inquire whether or not it

can be used in the case of higher-order transfer functions as well as for the

second-order system discussed by Ferrell.

Let the feedback transfer function of the system be given by Eq. (60)

written in terms of the time-constant set of relational parameters. The
order of the trans er function will equal the number of factors contain-

ing w in the denominator minus the number in numerator. Only one

factor is shown in the numerator in order to keep the expression as simple

as possible, but this does not alter the logic involved.

^oO'w) ^ kv(j<*)Ta + 1)

^Xico) MjoYi\ + + 1) +~iy
Tr > T2 •

+1| + 11''

• > Tn. (60)

_ J
Ijcjtn + ij

on the basis of the same line of reasoning followed in Sec. 10*3. At the

low-frequency end of the decibel curve, that is, for

w « 1/Ti < I/T2 < l/Tn and 0; « l/T^,

E{jw)\
~

'"'’w
(61)

since all terms of the form {ju'I'k + 1| will approximately equal 1.

Therefore

£’(i«) |db

« 20 log kv — 20 log CO. (62)

Thus the first segment of the asymptotic gain curve is the same regardless

of the number of factors of the form (jeoTn + 1) in either numerator or

denominator, since these all reduce to 1. Hence its intercept with the

0-db axis will be independent of the number of such factors in numerator

or denominator. The value of this intercept is easily shown to equal kv,

by setting the left-hand side of Eep (62) equal to 0.

0 = 20 log kv

20 log (a = 2D log kv

. <t) kv

20 log o>

It is necessary now to show only that l/kv is always the velocity error

constant of the system, i.e., that kv is the constant which, when divided

into the slope of the velocity input function, gives the steady-state

velocity error. This may be done by computing the steady-state velocity

error Ev in the usual way, from 6o(s)/Eis), This transfer function is
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given by Eq. (63) with s substituted for ju.

h{T.s + 1 )
KG{S) -

^ jy • (T„s + 1)

Applying Eq. (12) (Sec. 9*5) and substituting JV/s^ for 0i(s),

= r+-W)
1 N

1 + UTaS + 1)

s(T,s + 1)(T2S + 1) (T^S + 1)

(63)

_ s(T:S + 1)(T2S +!)••• (7’n.s + 1)A

[s(riS + 1)(T2S + 1)
• •

• (TnS + 1) + /UTaS + 1)192

Applying the Laplace transformation final value theorem (assuming

that the specification is met concerning absen(;e of poles on the jco axis

or in the right-half plane),

= Um ss(7\s + 1)
• •

• (7\s + i)N

S^oUTlS + 1)
•

•'

• WnS + 1) + hiTaS + l)]s2

N
kj

since all terms of the form (Tkfi + 1) approach one.

Thus we see that for the type of system represented above kv is the

velocity error constant regardless of the number of factors of the form

(TkS + 1) contained in numerator or denominator.^ By similar rea-

soning if the first factor in the denominator of Eq. (60) is (jcci)'^ rather

than (^w), then kv == co^ and E{t) = (0)N/kv, In this case, the velocity

error constant is zero regardless of the value of A\,.

Decibel Phase-margin Diagram,—The phase-margin diagram is

notable for the simple form that Nyquist^s criterion assumes when it is

reformulated for use with this type of diagram. Figure 10T8 shows a

family of curves representing a proportional servo system plotted for

different values of the damping ratio f. The system is that defined by
the transfer function of Eq. (21) (Sec. 9*7). In terms of Nyquist's

criterion, any given curve indicates an unstable system if, as w increases,

the curve crosses the zero phase-margin axis (F-axis) before it crosses the

0-db axis (a;-axis). Any given curve is regarded as proceeding from

above downward, i.e., from low to high values of w. If the curve crosses

the 0-db axis before reaching the zero-phase-margin axis, its phase

^ This statement should not be taken to mean that the value of kv v ill be the same
regardless of the number and kind of energy-storage components or phase-advance

components in the physical system. It means only that once kv has been correctly

determined for the over-all system in the way described in Sec. 10-3, then it can be
regarded as the velocity error constant of the system.
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margin at 0 db can immediately be read from the graph. Or if it

is an unstable system, its phase-margin deficiency is equally directly

perceptible.

In the provision of indices of accuracy, the phase-margin diagram is

of no particular value. For this purpose the decibel-log w diagrams

described above should be used.

10*5. Operations on Frequency

Diagrams.—In the present section

are collected the chief operations

that may be performed on the

various types of frequency dia-

gram. These operations are uti-

lized in the design of corrective

devices for compensating for

system deficiencies. Some of

them also find a use as graphical

substitutes for computation.

Operations on Transfer Loci:

Graphical Computation of the Out-

put and Error Transfer Functions,

The operations represented in P]qs.

(9T2), and (9T4), giving output

and error transfer functions in

terms of KG{j(S)y may be carried

out graphically.^ The only re-

quirement is a plot of the transfer

locus KGijoj). Consider first the

procedure used to find the output

transfer function 0oO*w)/0t(iw).

Figure lOT shows a representative

transfer locus, with a vector drawn

Fig. 10- 18.—Phase-margin diagrams for a
proportional servo system. Different curves
differ in value of the damping ratio f . As f
decreases, the phase margin decreases for a
given gain.

to the point C, corresponding to the frequency Wc. Now

^o(jco) _ KGjjo))

1 + KG(jo>y

The vector representing KG(jo)) is OC, since by definition, all points on

the locus represent the function RGifco). If we add the vector 1 (repre-

sented by AO) to XG(jw), we obtain

1 + KG(j(a) = AO + OC = AC.

' See H. Harris, ^‘The Analysis and Design of Servomechanisms,’^ NDRC Report,

1942, pp. 61^.; and A. C. Hall, Analysis and Synthesis of Linear Servomechanisms

y

Technology Press, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1943, pp. 39-33, for further

details.
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Therefore, \KG\/\\ + KG\ = 10C|/|AC|; consequently, \KG\/\l + KG\,

which is equal to may be found by dividing the length of OC by

the length of AC.

The phase of do(j(^)/6i(jo)) = phase angle of KG(jcS) minus phase angle

of (1 + KG) = a — jS = 6. The sign of 5 will be negative. Thus the

phase of Bo{j(x>)/B,{j<S) is given in magnitude by the angle between the

vectors representing KG{jo}) and 1 + KG{jo)) and is negative in sign.

The same procedure, carried through for a range of values of co, per-

mits the frequency-response data for the amplitude and phase curves of

Bo(jo))/Bi(j(a) to be obtained. These curves may be sketched in approxi-

mately simply by inspection of the transfer locus, or they can be deter-

mined more precisely by use of a protractor for measuring angles and

dividers and ruler for measuring vector lengths.

A similar procedure can be used for graphical computation of the

error transfer function E{joi)/6i{joi)^ as shown by Fig. lOT. At any

angular frequency coc,

E(jco)

1

I -f KG(j^y
1 _ 1

II + KG\ AC

The phase of E{jo3)/Bi{joi) = 0 — = ~ p. This procedure carried

through for the range of value of w gives the necessary data for plotting

the function E{j(a)/B (jw).

A second method for graphical determination of the output transfer

function Bo(jo))/Bi(j(jj) from the transfer locus depends on the plotting of

transfer locus curves for which Bo{joo)/Bi{jia) is a constant. On a transfer

locus plot, these curves are circles whose radius and position are a function

of the constant, to be designated as R, Figure 10T9, taken from Harris^

shows the family of circles corresponding to different values of R. A
similar family of curves exists for the phase angle <t>^ If the family of

curves of constant R are superimposed on the transfer locus A of a

particular system, then the amplitude function of Bo(j<j>))/Bi(jo}) for that

system can be determined from the points where locus A intersects the

curves of constant R, For any given intersection, the value of co is

given by the w of that point on the locus A. The corresponding value

of the amplitude ratio Bo(jo))/Bi(jui) is given by the R of that particular

circle. The same procedure is used in finding the coordinates of the

intersections with all other circles. One thus assembles a series of pairs

‘ Harris, op. cit.j p. 51a. Harris uses the symbol (GH) in place of the symbol used

here of KG for the feedback transfer function.

* Ihid.f p. 55a.
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of values representing So(jo3)/6Xjoi) as a function of co. The same pro-

cedure carried out with the curves of constant phase superimposed on

the locus A permits the phase-response curve for So(jo))/0i(j(jj) to be

determined. ^

At this point, it is convenient to indicate a way in which the circles

of constant M may be used, in conjunction with the transfer locus, to

indicate the frequency at which a peak will occur in the 6o(ju))/Bi{jco)

Fig. 10*19.—Transfer locus corresponding to constant |^o0*a>)/^i0*w)| ratios. {Baaed on
Harris^ *'The Analyaia and Design of Servomechaniamst*' NDRC Report^ 1942, Fig. 25.)

amplitude curve and the height of this peak.^ The transfer locus KGijo))

is first plotted, and the family of circles of constant M superimposed

upon it. Then the point of tangency of the circle that is tangent to the

locus will indicate the frequency of either a maximum or minimum of the

amplitude curve. The magnitude of the amplitude relation at this point

will be given by the M characteristic of that circle or can be found by
dividing the length of the KG{jw) vector by that of the [1 + KG{jo))]

vector in the manner described some paragraphs earlier (i.e., in Fig.

10*1 OC is divided by AC). Whether this point gives a maximum or a

^ The derivation of the formulas used in plotting the curves of constant amplitude

may be found in Hall, op. cit., pp. 50^. Expositions of this method are given by both

Harris, op. cit
, pp. 51^., and Hall, op. dt., pp. 50-54. Hall uses the symbol M for

the constant-amplitude ratio in place of R. His formulas for the points used in plot-

ting the circles of constant amplitude are c = — — 1), where c is the number
specifying location of the center of circle in the complex plane, and r =» — 1),

where r is the radius of the circle. The formula for c shows that the center of the

circle will lie on the negative real axis when M > \ and on the positive real axis

when M <1.
* A description of the method is given by Hall, op. cit.f pp. 49-52.
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minimum can be easily determined by finding the amplitude ratio for a

few points adjacent to the point of tangency, hy either of the graphic.al

procedures already described [i.e., by observing the APs associated with

intersections of locus and circles at adjacent points or by graphical

division of KG and (I + KG) vectors at these points]. The frequency

and height of the peak is thus easily determined.

By inverting the method it can be used to determine the value of K,
in KG(jo3)j that will correspond to some specified value of the peak in the

Bo{jo))/6i{jo)) amplitude curve. One plots the circle with an M value

corresponding to the height of the peak required (e.g., 1^) and then

adjusts the value of the gain factor K until the locus corresponding to

this K is tangent to the circle.^

Operations on Transfer Loci: Scale Changes.—An operation of con-

siderable importance in many problems is the determination of optimal

values of the gain K in the transfer function KG(jo)). Since K is a con-

stant and independent of frequency, the effect of changes in it may be

shown either by plotting KG(jo}) for different values of K or by plotting

the locus of Gijoi) and regarding changes in the gain factorK as correspond-

ing to changes in the magnitude of the scale units of the real and imaginary

axes. PJach of these points of view is used in different procedures for

determining the optimal value of K in servo-system adjustment.

Multiplication uf Loci.—Another operation that will be found to be

important in procedures for adjustment of servomechanisms is that of

locus multiplication. It corresponds to the analytic operation of multi-

plying two transfer functions and the physical operation of connecting

two networks in cascade, figure 10-20 shows two loci, A and B, each

of which can be assumed to represent the transfer function of two units

connected in cascade. How may the locus of the over-all system A • B
be obtained from their individual loci? The appropriate procedure

follows directly from the fact that each locus represents a set of vectors

and that any vector (corresponding to a complex number) stands for

the transfer function of a given physical component at a particular fre-

quency. Multiplication of loci is therefore equivalent to multiplication,

at each of a number of angular frequencies, of the vectors (or complex

^ Hall also gives two other methods of finding the optimum X, i.e., the value of K
corresponding to a specified peak in the 0o(ja))/ 9i{j<a) amplitude curve. One method

consists in drawing various loci corresponding to different K values and finding for

each locus the magnitude of the amplitude peak by the graphical division method.

The K corresponding to the required peak is finally determined by interpolation. The
other method, which he considers the simplest of the three, is based on the plotting of

the locus instead of the KG(jo>) locus. The details are given by Hall, op. cit.j

pp. 52ff. It seems to the present writer that the simplest method now available for

adjusting K is that given in relation to the decibel-log u method of plotting later on

in this section.
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numbers) corresponding to that frequency on the two curves. Such

multiplication is carried out by arithmetic multiplication of the lengths

of the vectors to give the absolute value of the product and addition of

the angles of the two vectors. The nature of the resultant locus may be

sketched in approximately by inspection or determined more exactly

through the aid of ruler and dividers. Locus C in the figure represents

the product of loci A and B,

Division can be carried through by the inverse process. Division

of locus A by locus B will therefore be carried out, at any given frequency,

by dividing the length of vector A
by that of B to give the resultant

length of the quotient and by sub-

tracting the angle of vector B from

that of A to give the phase angle

of the quotient.

Operations on Decibel-log to and

Phase-margin Diagra

m

s

.

—The
chief operations that may be per-

formed on transfer loci, described

above, find a parallel in operations

that may be performed upon

decibel-log w diagrams. The
starting point in both cases is, of

course, the nature of the operation

carried out on the transfer function.

Changes in the constant-gain factor K in the feedback transfer function

KG{jo}) are represented by changes in the vertical level of the decibel-

log 0) gain curve relative to the 0-db axis. A given curve moves up as

the gain increases and down as it decreases, the amount of change cor-

responding to the change in gain in decibels.

Since the gain factor K is independent of frequency, changes in it

must alter the gain or amplitude function equally at all values of w.

Hence there can be no change in the shape of the gain curve, but only in

its level.

A convenient way of determining how changes in the constant-gain

factor K will influence performance properties of the system is provided

by plotting the gain curves and phase curves on separate pieces of paper.

Thus if the gain curve corresponding to a constant-gain factor of 1 (or

0 db) is plotted on a transparent piece of paper, the phase curve and
coordinate scales on a second graph, and the first laid over the second,

then the height of the gain curve jnay be readily shifted to correspond to

different values of K. As the level of the gain curve changes with X, its

relation to the phase curve will change to provide measures of system

</)

lU
c

(O

E

-l+jO

KGijcj

)

plane

Real axis

\
Locus of \

B
corrected system \

Locus of

ideal

Locus of \ integral

system before 1
controller

correction i

Fig. 10’20.—Correction of system with
velocity log error (locus .4) by means of
integral controller (locus B). The locus of
the corrected system C equals A times B.
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stability, as described in the previous section. The phase curve will

not change with Kj however, since it depends only on the shape of the

gain curve and not on its level. The shifts in level of the gain curve may
also be used to determine the effects on system accuracy, as represented

by the intercepts of the gain curve with the 0-db axis (as discussed in

Sec. 10*4). This method for determining the optimum gain K compatible

with system stability will probably be found easier than that involving

operations on the transfer locus intended to provide a specified peak in the

^o{joi)/ Oi{j<a) amplitude curve.

Multiplication of two transfer functions can be carried out on the

decibel-log w diagrams by addition .of the gain curves corresponding to

the two functions to give the gain curve of the product and addition of

the phase curves to give the phase curve of the product. The correctness

of this procedure can be demonstrated by the familiar procedure of

taking logarithms of the product. Thus, let

KAMjo^) = KaGa(jco)KuG,(jcJ)

where KaGa(jo)) = transfer function of unit a,

KbGiAjco) = transfer function of unit 6,

KiGrijo)) = transfer function of the- units a and b connected in

cascade.

The K symbols represent constants, and G{jo)) symbols represent the

frequency-dependent parts of the transfer functions. Then
20 log |KrGr(ja,)l = 20 log \KaGaW\ + 20 log \K,Gb{jo^)\,

This equation states that if the functions corresponding to the first

and second terms on the right-hand side are plotted separately, their

sum will be the function on the left. But the decibel gain curves consti-

tute the graphs of these functions; hence the gain curve of the product

can be found by adding the gain curves of the components.

The rule for adding phase curves can be derived by writing the various

transfer functions in exponential form and taking logarithms as before.

Thus, if the subscripts have the same meaning as above and each transfer

function is written in the form Re^j where R represents the amplitude

ratio, 0 the phase angle, and R and 0 are each regarded as functions of

then

= Rae^’^^Rie^'*\

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides.

In Rt + = In Ra + j<t>a + In 726 + j<t>h

= In /2o + In Rb + j(<t>a + 06).

Equating real and imaginary parts of both sides.

In Rt = In Ra + In Rb,

j<t>T = i(0o + 06)

;
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that is, = <t>a(j(*3) + 4>h{jo)). This final equation is equivalent to

the statement that the separate phase curves of components a and 6,

when added together, give the phase curve of the two units in cascade.

The operation for division of two transfer functions can be inferred

immediately from the procedure for multiplication. Since the log of the

quotient of two numbers is the log of the dividend minus the log of the

divisor, an equivalent rule will hold for the quotient of two transfer

functions. Hence, to obtain the amplitude function of the quotient, one

subtracts the gain curve of the divisor transfer function from that of the

dividend; to obtain the phase curve of the quotient, the phase curve of

divisor function is subtracted from that of dividend function. That is to

say, the rule for multiplication is used, but with the amplitude and phase

curves of divisor transfer function given a negative sign.

If we turn now to the phase-margin diagram^ we find that the procedure

of representing changes in gain of the transfer function by changes in

height of the curve still holds. For the phase curve associated with a

given gain curve depends only on the shape of the gain curve and

not on its level or distance from the 0-db axis.^ Hence, correspond-

ing to a gain curve of a given shape, there will be a unique phase curve

and therefore a unique phase-margin diagram. Changing the gain factor

of the transfer func.tion will alter merely the level of the gain curve and

not its shape. Hence there will be no change in the phase curve or the

shape of phase-margin diagram. Changes in gain will thus be repre-

sented only by a constant change in the decibel coordinate of the phase-

margin diagram for all values of w. That is to say, there will be a change

only in the height of the curve as a whole. Graphical multiplication

and division of transfer functions by means of phase-margin diagrams

may be carried out by procedures analogous to those used for multiplica-

tion and division of transfer loci. It is desirable, however, to use the

phase-angle reference axis rather than the phase-margin reference axis.

Then, if the phase-margin curves representing the different transfer

functions are plotted, the phase-margin curve representing their product

can be obtained by adding the ordinates (gain in decibels) corresponding

to a particular value of w on the two curves and, similarly, by adding the

abscissas representing phase angle. This procedure carried out for the

necessary range of values of « provides the data for the over-all phase-

margin curve. The same information may be obtained more easily,

however, from the decibel-log w curves.

The operations required for graphical computation of the do(j(a)/0i(jo3)

1 This conclusion follows from the relations established by Bode between the gain

and phase functions of minimum phase systems. See H. W. Bode, Relations

between Attenuation and Phase in Feedback Amplifier Design,'^ Bell System Tech,

Jovr., 19
, 421-454, July 1940.
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function from the feedback transfer function can also be carried out with

the phase-margin diagrams. The procedure is directly analogous to that

involving families of circles corresponding to constant \So(jo))/Bi(j(a)\

ratios and constant phase relation between So and ^t. The same data

[amplitude ratio and phase of 6o(jo})/E(jo))] represented in plots of these

circles as transfer loci on a complex plane may be used in plots upon a

phase-margin diagram. The resultant curves are no longer circles, but

they may serve the same function as before. Each curve in one set

corresponds to a constant ratio \So(jco)\/\Si{j(jj)\. Each curve in a second

set corresponds to a constant phase angle
<t> equal to arc do(jc>)) — arc Oi{jo))

.

The intersections of these curves with the phase-margin curve represent-

ing any given system provide the data for determining the amplitude

and phase response curves for 6o(jo3)/6i(j(jci),'^

The other graphical method described in the early part of this section

for computing 6o{jo^) / and E{jo))/0i(ju)) functions from KG{jo)) can-

not be applied to decibel frequency diagrams, since the method involves

addition of vectors and not solely multiplication or division. Logarithmic

plots do not provide any equivalent for addition other than previous

addition of the magnitudes themselves, since on a logarithmic diagram

addition of curves is used to represent multiplication of the original

functions.

^ Charts for carrying out this method may be found in Vol. 25.



CHAPTER 11

SERVO THEORY: EVALUATION AND CORRECTION
OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS

By G. L. Kreezer and I. A. Greenwood, Jr.^

EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Once the performance properties of a given system have been deter-

mined by such methods as are reviewed in the preceding chapters, there

arises the question of whether or not the performance meets specifications.

The present section is concerned with ways available for thus evaluating

a system. The notion of evaluation implies comparison of a test object

with standards. Since no conventional set of standards of servo-system

performance seems to have been set up, the standards adopted depending

rather on the nature of the specific problem, the discussion may be limited

to a brief survey of the kinds of performance property that are important

and to an itemization of different w^ays of making the comparison of

performance with a standard. These procedures are fairly obvious and

may be review^ed briefly. Three methods may be mentioned: evaluation

of the system on the basis of response curves, evaluation on the basis of

a set of specifications of required performance properties, and evaluation

by way of a single figure of merit for the entire system.

11*1. Response Curves.—On the graphical plot of the error or output

time functions, lines or curves may be drawn indicating the allowable

range within which the response curves may lie, thus making readily

perceptible in just what region of the curve the standards of performance

are not met. It may be specified, for example, that the transient or

steady-state error for a given type of input should not exceed 1 per cent

of the input after a given interval of time. Horizontal lines drawm at

appropriate distances above and below'^ the time axis of the error curve

will show at a glance if this requirement is met. Similar procedures may
be used to represent graphically other specifications of the required

response.

11*2. Specifications for a Set of Performance Properties.—The
required performance, instead of being represented on a graph, may be

^ Sec 11-12 is by I. A. Greenwood, Jr.; the rest of Chap. 11 is by G. L. Kreezer.
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formulated numerically in terms of the important properties of perform-

ance, classifiable under the heads of stability and accuracy.

Stability ,—A servo system is said to be unstable if it shows oscilla-

tions that do not finally damp out.^ This condition might be represented

either by constant amplitude oscillations or by oscillations of steadily

increasing amplitude. In any physical system the latter condition (;an-

not continue beyond a certain point. After the amplitude passes a (cer-

tain magnitude, regions of nonlinearity or approach to cutoff points will

be reached in one or more of the system elements and the amplitude of the

oscillations will fail to increase further. This transition to a nonlinear

region will not, however, be indicated by the mathematical solution of a

system assumed to be linear. Even though a system is found to be

stable, in the sense specified above, its performance may be unacceptable

if there are positively damped oscillations present that die out too

slowly.^ The specifications with respect to stability may be given in

terms of the allowable number of oscillations or “overshoots’^ before

the oscillations fall below a given amplitude; in terms of the magnitude

of the real part of the complex root, which determines the rate of damp-
ing; in terms of the logarithmic decrement shown by successive cycles;

or in terms of the damping ratio f for certain types of system. From
the point of view of the frequency approach, stability reipiirements may
be specified in terms of phase and gain margins.

Accuracy ,—The allowable transient error may be specified in terms of

the interval of time within which the error must fall to a given absolute

magnitude or to a certain percentage of the input signal or in terms of the

required time constant. The latter specification is equivalent, in the case

of a simple exponential error curve, to the requirement that the error

fall to 36.8 per cent of its initial value in the time specified for the time

constant.

Under the head of steady-state errors, those of most interest are the

displacement or static error and the velocity lag error. The standards in

these respects may be given simply as the maximum allowable magnitudes

of these two quantities.

11*3. Unitary Figures of Merit.—Some attempts have been made to

provide some unitary measure of the “goodness” of a servo system in

order to indicate its over-all value without restriction to a particular

^ In mechanics the designation of a system as unstable is limited to those which

give rise to oscillations or phenomena of progressively increasing magnitude. Such
phenomena, in a linear system, correspond to a characteristic equation with roots that

lie in the right half plane. In physical servo systems, it is customary to designate as

unstable systems exhibiting oscillations of constant amplitude, even though in a strict

mathematical sense they might be regarded as stable.

* This question of the rate at which oscillations damp out might possibly be con-

sidered more properly a problem of the transient error rather than of stability.
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type of input function. Thus Hazen^ and Brown^ have proposed ways

of obtaining such over-all ratings of the system. More elaborate mathe-

matical procedures have been discussed by Phillips^ and by HalP on the

basis of the minimum integral squared or mean squared error. In

terms of this criterion, the best system or adjustment of a system is

considered to be that which makes the following function of the error

curve a minimum:

/ = jjmwdt. ( 1 )

CORRECTION OF SERVO-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

On the basis of the principles covered to this point, one may deter-

mine the response of a given system to various types of inputs and

determine how this response compares with standards or specifications.

Suppose the computed performance is deficient in some respect. How
can the system be adjusted or corrected so as to eliminate these defi-

ciencies? The present section of the chapter will deal with this question

of servo-system correction. The problem can often be conveniently

fractionated. One may determine first the types of device that can be

used to eliminate a particular type of deficiency and then go on to deter-

mine the quantitative adjustments necessary in a given device so that the

system will meet specifications. We shall be concerned with both types

of problem. The transient method of analysis is often better adapted

to the first type of problem, helping to give one an insight into the appro-

priateness of a particular kind of corrective network; the frequency

method of analysis, on the other hand, is usually more effective in the

problem of specific design. We shall have occasion to make use of both

methods; no attempt will be made to carry both through completely

on all problems. Interest will center rather in illustrating the ways in

which each method can contribute to the general question of system

correction. The survey of system deficiencies will deal with the same
performance properties itemized in Sec. 11*2. Corrective procedures for

stabilization will be considered first, followed by procedures for improve-

ment of system accuracy.

‘ H. L. Hazen, “Theory of Servo-mechanisms,” Jour, Franklin Inst,, 218, 3, Z22ff,,

September 1934.

* G. S. Brown, Transient Behavior and Design of Servomechanisms, privately

printed, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1943 and 1945, p. 14.

3R. S. Phillips, “Servo Mechanisms,” RL Internal Report No. 81-6, May 11,

1943, pp. 1-32.

A. C. Hall, Analysis and Synthesis of Linear Servomechanisms, Technology Press,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1943, pp. 19-27.
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Stabilization Procedures

Mathematical analysis or empirical test may show the servo system

to be unstable or to possess an insufficient stability margin. How can

its stability be increased? Three methods have been found particularly

useful: (1) introduction of phase advance^ or a derivative error controller;

(2) feedback of the derivative of the output signal, a method commonly
known as tachometer feedback; and (3) the use of oscillation dampers.

We wish to determine, in terms of the methods developed in the sections

on transient and frequency analysis, why these devices are effective and

how the correct parameters for a giyen device may be determined.

114. Derivative Error Controller (Phase Advance). Transient

Analysis .—The simplest type of continuous controller is one in which the

transfer function is a constant, as in the proportional servo. This type

of system has been analyzed in Sec. 9-8. If the performance require-

ments are not too stringent, this simple system may prove satisfactory.

In certain applications, however, it shows defects that require the devel-

opment of a more complex type of controller.

The defects arise from the following two circumstances:

1. In the proportional controller the parameter that is effective in

preventing oscillation, if it is sufficiently large, is the viscous fric-

tion /. But this parameter also involves the dissipation of

energy in the system by heat. Unlike inertia or elastance param-

eters in the output load, it does not merely involve temporary

storage of energy which is subsequently returned to the system.

Consequently, if this damping term must be large in order to

stabilize the system, on account of the other special properties

of the system (such as a large inertia J or a large gain factor /ro),

then there will be a large power loss that will be of use only for

stabilizing the system. This loss is not serious, however, for small

instrument servos.

2. A second type of defect arises when one needs to utilize an / of

appreciable magnitude for damping the system and yet needs to

bring the velocit}’’ lag error under a given level. The magnitude

of the velocity lag error is proportional to / as shown by Eq. (3)

.

It is impossible, therefore, both to increase / for damping purposes

and to keep the velocity lag error from increasing. These rela-

tions are summarized by Eqs. (2) and (3). Equation (2) shows

that the damping ratio f increases directly with /, but Eq. (3)

shows that the velocity lag error Bv does so also.

1 The terms “phase advance^' and “phase lead” are used interchaiigably.
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/ .

2
(2)

— N
ko

(3)

where N is slope of input ramp function.

The so-called derivative error controller has been developed in order to

provide for a damping term in the characteristic equation of a servo

system that will not have the disadvantages just enumerated for the

viscous friction parameter /. Equation (4), the error equation of a

proportional system, shows the presence of a term fs in the characteristic

function.

Js^ + fs

J “f“ /s ^0
Biis), (4)

The first two terms of the characteristic function are due to the denomi-

nator of H (s) ;
the last to C(s) . Without the fs term in the characteristic

function, the system would be oscillatory.* In this instance tliis term

is provided by the viscous friction present in the output load. If a term

of like nature could be provided by means of the C{s) member and the

fs term then reduced to zero by making the viscous friction / equal to

zero or negligible, we should have a means of stabilizing the system with-

out the defects enumerated above. This result is achieved by construct-

ing the controller member so it operates on the error in the manner

indicated by Eq. (5).

TM = koEit) + (5)

The transfer function of the controller is readily obtained.

^

= fro + fris. (6)

If in the denominator of Eq. (4) the new value of C(s) is substituted for

A*o, and the fs term originally provided by H{s) is reduced to zero, we
obtain

The characteristic equation, Eq. (8), now has a damping term kiSy which

does not depend on viscous friction; consequently, the defects introduced

by an fs term will be eliminated.

«/s* -f" kiS -f" A*o — 0. (8)

^ See, for example, the solution of the equation of a system in which / is equal to

zero in Sec. 9-8.

2 The method has been given in Sec. 9*3.
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In addition to the introduction of a term corresponding to the first

derivative of the error, controllers have been proposed that introduce,

in addition, a term corresponding to the second derivative of the error.

It may have either a positive or negative sign. If the sign is positive,

this new term has the effect of increasing the inertia of the system; if it

is negative, of decreasing the effective inertia and hence of contributing

to system stability. For discussions of this type of controller from the

transient point of view, the reports of Minorsky,^ Brown, and Harris®

should be consulted.

The method described above may be used as a basis for formulating

a general 'procedure for determjning the form of the controller transfer

function required to correct a given system. The steps reejuired may be

outlined as follows:

1.

Write the equation of the error function J?(s), with the controller

represented by C{s).

In the problem above, with/ assumed to be zero and BXt) a

step function,

E{s) =
,/ 6*2 1

Js^ + C(s) s

Js

~J .S’® “h
(9)

2. Decide on the form of the error function or, more specifically, of

the characteristic equation necessary to produce a time solution

with the required properties.

In the present problem, the characteristic equation must have

the form given by Eq. (8), with a sufficiently large damping param-
eter A-i.

3. Write the transfer function C{s) in a form that meets the require-

ments of Step 2.

In this problem, it is necessary in Eq. (9) that C{s) = A-q + Atis,

as should be apparent from comparison of Eq. (8) with the char-

acteristic equation of Eq. (9).

4. Design a physical controller that will have the transfer function

specified for C(s).

In this problem, the required controller is provided approxi-

mately by the networks of Fig. 11-3.

It will be found that this same general procedure can be applied

to meet other special requirements.

^ N. Minorsky, ^^Directional Stability of Automatically Steered Bodies,*^ Jour. Am.
Soc. Naval Eng.^ 34, No. 2, 280-309, May 1922.

* Brown, op. cit., pp. 17-26.

* H. Harris, *‘The Analysis and Design of Servomechanisms,” NDRC Report,

1942, pp. 19-22.
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Frequency Analysis .
—^Let us consider now how the problem of system

stabilization is attacked on the basis of the frequency approach, more

particularly through the use of the transfer locus method of representa-

tion. Curves A, J5, and C of Fig. 11-1 represent the loci of a propor-

tional servo system with progressively decreasing values of gain K,

The Nyquist criterion immediately shows that the system represented

by A is unstable since locus A encloses the critical point (
— 1,0). What

corrective measures are possible? Inspection of the figure suggests two

alternative procedures. The gain of the

system may be reduced to give stable loci

such as B or C. Or the whole locus or

the part of it in the neighborhood of the

critical point may be rotated in a counter-

clockwise direction so that the critical

point will no longer be enclosed and the

locus will show the proper phase and gain

margins.

System stabilization through a reduc-

tion in gain seems an attractive pro-

cedure, since it is relatively simple to

carry out physically and, except for

special types of system,' it should, if

carried far enough, always be effective in fio. im.—

E

ffent of reduction in

producing stabilization. For as gain is transfer i(><;us of unstable

, , -1 • n servo system.
reduced, the locus contracts until it finally

no longer encloses the critical point. ^ Unfortunately, gain reduction can-

not be relied on as a generally satisfactory pro*cedure for stabilization,

since it will also reduce the accuracy of the system by increasing the

steady-state and transient errors. It may be used, therefore, only up to

the point permitted by specifications of required accuracy. An early

step required of the designer, therefore, is to compute the minimum gain

required to meet accuracy specifications. Let us suppose that after this

has been done, the gain requirement is such as to give rise to a locus of the

form of A in Fig. 11*1 and that stabilization by further reduction in gain

is therefore not feasible. We must therefore consider the second pro-

cedure proposed above.

^ It cannot be depended on to produce stabilization in systems with loci of the type

found in conditionally stable systems and in cases in which the physical nature of the

components are such as to prevent gain reduction to be carried beyond a given point

without introduction of new disturbing factors.

* Or alternatively, as suggested in Sec. 10*5, one may think of only the G{j<a) part

of the feedback transfer function being plotted and the gain K represented by the

scale value. As K decreases, the critical point will move to the left on the negative

real axis and thus may be shifted to the left of the locus.
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To rotate all or parts of a locus, such as curve A in Fig. 11*2, in a

counterclockwise direction, it is apparent that the given locus must be

multiplied by one with leading phase angles, such as given by Curves B,

C, and D in Fig. 11*2. As indicated in Sec. 10*5, multiplication of two

loci at any specific frequency means multiplication of the corresponding

vectors, and this operation consists of addition of the phase angles and

multiplication of the lengths of the vectors. Hence, to reduce the abso-

lute value of any of the negative

phase angles of Curve A, they

must be added to positive phase

angles, such as are provided by
loci B, C, and £>. Multiplication of

the unstable locus A by phase-lead

loci B, C, and D leads to loci B', C',

and B', respectively. Nyquist’s

criterion shows immediately that

the systems represented by the

latter three loci will be stable.

At this point it is of interest to

compare the results derived from

the transient and from the fre-

quency approach to the present

problem of system stabilization.

On the basis of the transient ap-

proach, it was concluded that an

unstal)le proportional servo system

could be stabilized by means of a

derivative error controller, one

with a transfer function of the

form given by Eq. (6); on the basis of the frequency approach, it

was concluded that the system could be stabilized by introducing in

cascade devices possessing loci with a suitable range of positive phase

angles as in loci B, C, and D of Fig. 11 *20 . Are these two proposals two

ways of saying the same thing, or do they point to different kinds of

corrective device? An answer can be obtained by expressing both prin-

ciples in the same terms. Let us plot the transfer function of the deriva-

tive error controller as a transfer locus. Substituting j<a for s in Eq. (6),

we obtain

This transfer function can be plotted by inspection to give locus h of

Fig. 11*26. At « = 0, the transfer vector equals /to; at oj = 1, it equals

(6 )

Fig. 11-2.

—

(a) Different types of phase-

lead loci and their effect on the locus A of an

unstable system; (6) transfer locus of a

derivative controller.
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h +i(A*i//ro); and so on. We see that locus b of the derivative error

controller is identical in form with phase-lead locus B of Fig. ll-2a. The

two approaches thus lead to consistent results. The frequency approach,

however, suggests the suitability of a wider class of corrective devices

(such as those corresponding to loci C and D of Fig. 11 •2a) than has the

transient approach. Locus b, orresponding to an ideal derivative net-

work, can be considered a special case of the general class of loci showing

a range of positive phase angles.

Can loci of this class be physically realized? It is commonly known
that an exact synthesis of a derivative network is not possible. No passive

network can be made to yield an output proportional to the mathematical

derivative of the input, for all types of input. Consequently, a network

First unit Second unit

Fia. 11 ‘3.—Circuit diagrams of (a) basic and (6) compound lead controllers.

cannot be built that will have a locus like that of B (Fig. 1 1 -20) . Physical

networks can be constructed, however, that will correspond to the other

loci represented, such as C and D. Such loci can be used to bring about

a counterclockwise rotation of the unstable locus (as A) in the region

in which we are primarily interested, the neighborhood of the critical

point. Networks capable of approximating a derivative network, in

the sense that they provide for positive phase advance, can thus be

realized and used as a basis for stabilization adjustments.

Circuit diagrams of physical networks that can be used for this

purpose are given in Fig. 11*3. The circuit of Fig. ll*3a, designated by
Hall as a basic lead controller, shows a passive network very commonly
used for obtaining the approximate derivative of a signal, in cascade

with an isolating amplifier. It corresponds to a locus of type D in Fig.

ll*2a. Figure 11-3& shows a compound lead controller. Its transfer

function is represented by a locus of type C in Fig. 11 -20. This type of

controller is capable of providing a greater maximum phase advance

than the basic lead controller and approximates a second derivative error

controller. For a discussion of the factors to be taken into account
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in the selection of a particular type of lead controller and of methods for

adjusting its parameters to produce the necessary amount of phase

advance, the detailed report by Hall should be consulted.^

The stabilization principles discussed above in relation to the transfer

locus may be reformulated for use with the decibel-log frequency plots and

decibel phase-margin diagrams. It will be sufficient here, in view of the

detailed treatment of the decibel method in the previous chapter, to

show how a typical phase-advance controller is represented on a decibel

plot and the effect of incorporating such a controller in a sample system.

Let us take the basic lead controller of Fig. 11*3 as our example.

It is readily shown by the method .described in Sec. 9-3 that the transfer

function of the controller is given^ by Eq. (11).

“'W - W)
- *

RiK
Ri -{- Ri

Ri

^
1 + R 2C2S

1 + R 2C 2S

^
. R1R2C2S

Rr+~R2

^ 1 + otdTdS

ad 1 + TdS

( 11 )

(12)

where Td = RiR 2C 2/{Ri + -R 2), the network time constant, and

Ri -f" R2

rT'’

the attenuation constant. Equation (12) gives the transfer function

of the phase advance controller in a form suitable for plotting by the

decibel approximation method previously described. Considering only

the frequency dependent part, it is given as a frequency transfer function

by

Gd(jo^) = jiaadTd + 1

ji^Td + i' (13)

The constant ka/ad will merely shift the gain curve upward by an amount
equal to the constant, in decibels. A brief examination of Eq. (13)

permits us to plot it by inspection. We note, first of all, that as

w —> 0, {Gdijdf) Idb 0.

The low-frequency asymptote will therefore coincide with the 0-db axis.

The corner points will be at w = l/adTa and w = l/T^d. Since ad is

greater than 1, adTd > Tdy thus indicating that the corner point corre-

* Hall, op. cU.f pp. 89-127.
’ Hall, op. cit,f pp. 95j^. See also Harris, op. cit., pp. 39^.
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spending to l/aaTd occurs first, i.e., at the lower frequency. When
the low-frequency asymptote reaches this corner point, with increasing

frequency, it will slope up at 6 db per octave corresponding to the factor

in the numerator of Eq. (13)] until it reaches w = l/^Td, at which point

it is added to a slope of — 6 db per octave (corresponding to the denomi-

nator term), thus resulting in another horizontal line with a net slope of

0 db per octave. This gain curve is plotted as Curve A in the lower

part of Fig. 11-4.

The upper gain curves of Fig. 11*4 show the effect of cascading the

phase-lead controller with a proportional servo system. The broken line

starting at w = l/a^Td shows how
the gain curve of the servo system

{B)y represented by the solid line,

is altered by introduction of the

lead network. The effect is to

reduce the average rate at which

the gain level falls with increasing

frequency. This effect is impor-

tant, since, as Bode^ has empha-

sized, the magnitude of the phase

lag is directly dependent on the

rate of attenuation, increasing as

the rate of attenuation increases.

The phase-lead controller, by

decreasing the average rate of

attenuation in the frequency range

in which gain level is greater than

zero, decreases the net phase lag and so permits the gain crossover to occur

before the phase lag has fallen to 180®. Consequently, a system that

might otherwise be unstable becomes stable. In general, the introduction

of a phase-lead network decreases the rate at which the phase curve

approaches the phase crossover point by decreasing the average attenua-

tion rate of the gain curve.

11*6. Derivative (Tachometer) Feedback.—In many systems it may
be inconvenient to insert a network at a point lying between the error

detector and the servomotor for the purpose of taking the derivative of

the error, or the nature of the physical signal at accessible points may be

such that a suitable differentiating device may not be constructed easily.

In such cases, it is often possible to achieve the same effect by a device

inserted at some other, more accessible point. Figure 11*6 is a block

diagram of a servo system characterized by what is commonly called

* H. W. Bode, “Relations between Attenuation and Phase in Feedback Amplifier

Design, Bell System Tech. Jour., 19, July 1940.

Fia. 11*4.—Effect of adding decibel gain
curve (A) of derivative network to that of
proportional servo system (B).
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tachometer feedback. The tachometer feeds back to the input of the

amplifier an electrical signal proportional to the rate of motion of the

output displacement. If the sign of the feedback signal is positive,

this signal will help to oppose the effect of any viscous friction present;

if negative, it will supplement or substitute for viscous friction and

thereby help to stabilize the system. How are these effects to be under-

stood in relation to our previous analysis of the factors determining

stability?

Consider first the error equation of a proportional servo system as

given by Eq. (14),

As pointed out in Sec. 9*8, if a term of the form of fs is absent from the

denominator, the system will show oscillations of constant amplitude.

Ko
t

^
N

Fig. 11-5.—Proportional servo sy.stein with taohoinotor foodbaek.

The damping out of these oscillations can come about either through the

presence of viscous friction /, which provides a term /s in the charac-

teristic equation, or a network that takes the derivative of the error to

provide a term kis of the same form. Similarly, a device that follows

the output Bo and feeds back a signal proportional to its derivative may
also be used for the introduction of a term of this form.

This result is readily demonstrated analytically. The relevant

transfer functions and the symbols for signals at various points are shown
on the block diagram. The diagram represents the same proportional

servo system considered previously, with the addition of a feedback

link from Bo to the amplifier input. The over-all gain factor A*o is regarded

as broken up into A-p, the conversion factor of a potentiometer for con-

verting error angle into error voltage, and ka, the conversion factor of the

amplifier-motor combination. The dimensions of kp will be volts per

radian error and of /r®, torque in pound-feet per volt error. It will be

noted that the feedback transfer function represents a device that takes
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the derivative of 6o(t).

Crit) = kd
ddo(t)

.

dt ^

ep^s) = kdsdo(s).

(15)

This operation is readily performed by a d-c electrical generator which,

when mounted on the output shaft of the motor, will deliver a d-c voltage

proportional to the shaft angular velocity. A (— 1) conversion factor

has been introduced after ep to symbolize the fact that the feedback link

is connected so that ep will be subtracted from ep rather than added to

it. Some means are provided to control the size of the proportionality

factor kd.

Let us now find the feedback transfer function do(s)/E(s). The
necessary component equations are

= j^-fs (
16)

Tc{s) = A-„[e«(s) - e^(a)], (17)

epXs) = kpE{s), (IS)

ep(s) = kdsdo(s), (19)

Substituting esis) and eF(s) as given by Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq.

(17), and substituting Tc(s) as given by Eq. (17) into Eq. (16), we obtain

6o(s) = q,
[kakpE{s) - kakdsOois)].

Solving for 6o(s)/E(8)j

^o(s) kakp ko

+ (/ + kal^S ” J^TjPTkal^S

Comparison of this equation with the feedback transfer function given

by Eq. (9*21) shows that (/ + kak^ here plays exactly the same role as

/ does in the system without tachometer feedback. This fact indicates,

first of all, that the transient and frequency analyses given in Secs. 9*8

and 10-3 for a system with viscous friction will hold here too, with the

new term substituted for /. It indicates, second, that we might permit

the viscous friction / to equal zero and its role in stabilizing the system

to be taken over by kakd. Since fra, the gain of amplifier-motor combina-

tion can be assumed to be given, kd is the only parameter that would

need to be controlled. It can be selected so that the product kakd will

be equal numerically to whatever value of/is found necessary to suitably

damp the system, since / and kjkd have exactly the same dimensions

(torque per radian-per-second).

The fact that the term (/ + kakd) in Eq. (20) plays the same role as
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/ alone in the equation of a proportional servo (one with viscous friction

in the load and no tachometer feedback) means that this term will also

take the place of / in the equation for the velocity lag error. This error

will consequently be given by

N (21 )
ko

instead of by (///ro)A^, as in Eq. (9*70). A simple method to prevent

the tachometer feedback from contributing to the velocity error is to

place a condenser in the feedback path between the tachometer and

amplifier. The condenser may, in physical terms, be regarded perhaps

as blocking the low-frequency signals that contribute to the steady-

state velocity error and passing without interference the higher-frequency

signals that help to stabilize the system. A more detailed discussion of

the role of tachometer feedback loops in stabilizing a serVo system may
be found in Harris,^ Williams,^ and Jofeh.^ Oscillation Hampers, to be

discussed in a later section, are also of interest here, since it can be shown

that such dampers have exact analogues in different typles of feedback

network.

11'6, Oscillation Dampers.—A third method of stabilization useful

in some systems makes it possible to change the relative amounts of

inertia and viscous friction present in the load membel- through the

medium of a special type of oscillation damper. This device, which

may be of the tuned or untuned type, consists of a shell providing some

additional inertia and an internal flywheel coupled to the shell by means
of the viscous friction of the oil in which the internal flywheel is immersed-

The shaft connected to the outer shell is coupled rigidly tb the shaft of

the load member. The damper as described above is of the untuned

type. If, in addition, a spring is introduced to retard the rnovement of

the internal flywheel relative to the case, the damper is sai^ to be of the

tuned variety. Although flywheel dampers have been widely used for

stabilizing mechanical systems, the use of such dampers fot purposes of

servo-system stabilization is apparently due to the MIT Serv6mechanisms

Laboratory. An analysis from the transient point of view hds been given

by Jofeh.'^ The frequency approach may also be used. Both points

of view are considered below.

‘ H. Harris, ^^The Analysis and Design of Servomechanisms,” NDRC Report,

1942, pp. 68-72.

* F. C. Williams, **Automatic Following Mirror Systems,” TR^ Report No.
T-1505.

* L. Jofeh, Shooting at Aircraft,” Report No. 100, A. C. Cossor, Ltd.

^L. Jofeh, ^^Application of Oscillation Damper to Servo-mechAnisms,” RL
No. Goss 3914; OSRD ref. No. WA-271324, Report No. MR-141, A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,

August 1944.
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Untuned Damper: Transient Analysis .—Figure 11-6 shows the block

diagram of a proportional servomechanism equipped with an untuned

damper. The following four symbols have already been defined in the

Load with damper

-1

Fig. 1 I G.—Block diagram of servo system with untuned viscous friction flywheel damper.

section on transient analysis, namely, 0t(O, ^*>(0) and /ro. The fol-

lowing additional symbols will also be used.

= position of the damper flywheel relative to bearings of out-

put shaft, i.e., measured from the same reference position

used in measuring Boy

Jl = motnent of inertia of the load without the damper attached,

/l = visfcous friction of the load without damper,

Js = mciment of inertia of the damper shell,

fs = any additional viscous friction operating on initial load due

to attachment of damper (this can ordinarily be assumed to

ecjual zero),

J 2 = mbment of inertia of internal flywheel of damper,

/2 = viscous friction between outer shell of damper and inner

flywheel,

Ji = Jt + J s. By means of this equation we can lump the inertia

of original load and that added by damper shell.

/i = />- + /s. Similarly we can lump the viscous friction existing

between output shaft and bearings of output shaft.

The following three equations describe the dynamics of the separate

units of the system, namely, the error detector, controller, and load with

damper, respectively.

E{t) = Bi{t) - doit). (22)

0
11 (23)

/ r dBo\
, J

d^Bd
(24)

Equations (22) and (23) are merely a repetition of the relations with which

we are fanliliar from our analysis of the proportional controller. Equa-

tion (24) I’epresents the equilibrium of torques involved in the load

member. The equation states that the applied torque Tc{t) equals the

opposing torques due to acceleration and velocity of different parts of
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the load. This opposing torque is made up of two parts: that provided

by the part of the load which is rigidly coupled to the output shaft and

that dependent on the internal structure of the damper. The first por-

tion is represented by Ji(d^6o/dt^) + fi(dBo/dt) just as in the case of a

load without an attached damper, but with the parameters of the damper

shell lumped with those of the initial load. The second factor in the

opposing torque may be represented by the opposing torcpie

due to the acceleration of the internal flywheel. The viscous friction

existing between the flywheel and the outer shell may be regarded as

merely providing a coupling connection by means of which motion of

the outer shell is transmitted to the inner flywheel and does not enter

into the equation. The angular position of the inner mass will be less

than that of the shell, lagging behind it by an amount (do — 0d), repre-

senting the forward slip of the shell relative to the flywheel. If we con-

sider the torcpies acting on the flywheel alone, we can write

. dlBoit) - BAt)] _ j. d^BAt)

dt dt^
(25)

This equation states that the torque applied to the inner flywheel is

provided by the viscous friction existing between output shaft or shell

and the flywheel and that it is opposed by the ecjiial back torque asso-

ciated with acceleration of the flywheel. This equation will be useful in

permitting us to eliminate Bd from our over-all servo equation.

On the bavsis of Eqs. (23) and (24) the transfer functions of the con-

troller and output members may be obtained and combined to give the

feedback transfer function. From it the error transfer funrfion can be

derived. The error function will provide the point of departure for the

transient analysis considered below, while the feedback function may be

used as the starting point of the frequency analysis. From Eq. (23) we
obtain

Te(s)

E(s)
= ko (26)

in torque units per radian error. This is the conversion factor of the

controller, which here consists of error potentiometer, amplifier, and
motor, in cascade. From Eq. (24), we obtain

TAs) = (Jis^ +fis)Bo(s) + JoS^Bdis). (27)

To eliminate Bd(s) from Eq. (27) we make use of Eq. (25). Taking the

Laplace transformation of this function and solving for Bd(s), we obtain

h
«/25 + /2

Bo(s).^d(s) = (28)
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Substituting for dd{a) in Eq. (27), we obtain

r.(s) = (/is* +/is)6.(s) + 0,(s).
^2S *T /2

After some simplification we get

fp _ JiJ2S^ + (flJ 2 + /2J1 + f2j2)s^ + flf2S
^

/2S + /2
*

J2S 4-/2

Tc(s) s[JiJ2S^ + ifiJ 2 + fzJ 1 + /2«/2)5 + /1/2]

Multiplying Ecjs. (26) and (31) there results

Bo{s) ko{J28 4~ /2)

E{s) s[J iJ2S^ + (flJ2 + /2»/ 1 + /2'/2)5 + 71/2]

335

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

This equation represents the feedback transfer function K(t(s). By
applying Eq. (9T2) and a little algebra, we obtain the error transfer

function E{s)/di(s):

m
Oiis)

_J
. ,

ko(J2S +/2)

s[J iJ 2S^ + (f\J 2 + /2*/l + /2»/ 2)5 + flf2]

JiJ2S^ + (flJ2 + /2«/

1

~t~ /2*/ 2)*^^ 4~

JiJ2S^ + {flJ

2

+ 72/ 1 + /2«/ 2)*'^ + (/1/2 + kofl2)S -|“ /2/ro

(33)

(34)

Equations (32) and (34) can be written in terms of relational parameters

by means of the following relations, the first two of which will be familiar

from our treatment of the proportional servo system in Sec. 9-8:^

ko 2

J, =

h
J 2

2a2,

fi = J i2oci,

ko = J lOjfo,

^2 ” J^2oL2 ~ 2 «/ lTlOi2f

and J 2 = Jin.

(35)2

^ The relational parameters defined in Sec. 9*8 have the following relations to

a and 0)10,
as may be easily verified by inspection of the defining equations:

= «io.

2 The symbols used in defining this set of relationships are those of Jofeh. Sub-

sequently, however, in the representation of response relationships, the symbols

introduced in the discussion of quadratic factors will be used.
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If we make use of the relations given in the right-hand column, substitut-

ing them for/i,

/

2 , A*o, and J 2 in Eq. (32), all the original physical param-

eters are readily eliminated, giving the transfer function in terms of

relational parameters,

0o{s) + 2a203io

E{s) s'^ + 2[ai + a2(n -f- i)]s^ + laia 2S
^ ^

The error transfer function, in terms of the same parameters, can be

obtained by the usual procedure [i.c., application of Eq. (9*12)],

E(s) + 2[ai +«Q?2(n + l)]g^ + i(XiCX2S

Biis) + 2[ai + o£2(^ 4“ + (4aia2 + + 2a2wfo

Equations (36) and (37) provide a basis for selection of appropriate con-

stants for the damper in a given problem.

As Jofeh points out, two familiar types of problems may arise. One

is to determine the response of the system, given the parameters of the

system and the damper; the other is to determine the design parameters

of the damper, given the parameters of the system without damper and

specifications of required performance. ' The treatment of the first

problem is straightforward and may follow the method described in the

sections on the transient appri)ach. It will be noted that the charac-

teristic equation of Eq. (37) is a cubic. It may therefore be factored in

the manner proposed by Liu and Evans [see lOq. (9-74)]. The character-

istic equation of Eq. (37) can thus be represented as

{s + + coj,) = 0. (38)

If the parameters of this equation are known in terms of the given param-

eters of the system, the response characteristics can be found. The
values of and conq and a set of nondimensional charts for the quadratic

will give the response characteristics corresponding to the quadratic

factor, and the real root will specify the characteristics of the expo-

nential component. It becomes necessary then to determine the values

of oJnqj and ^ojnq in terms of the physical or relational parameters of

the original system and damper. This may be accomplished by the

familiar procedure of matching coefficients of two equations regarded as

equivalent. Thus if the factors in Eq. (38) are multiplied out, we obtain

+ C0n«(2f, + {)6*2 + coS.d 4- 2U)s + fcoj, = 0. (39)

If the coefficients of this equation are set equal to the corresponding

coefficients of the characteristic function in Eq. (37), the following set of

equalities is obtained.
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Wn^(2f5 + f) = 2[ai + (1 + n)a2],

Wn«(l + 2fgf) = 4otia2 + wjo,

= 2a20)fo.

(40)

All the parameters on the right-hand side of these three equations will

be known from the data given concerning the system with damper; the

left-hand side contains a total of three unknowns, andoj^?. Since

there are three equations, the values of the three unknowns can be found

and hence the response characteristics of the system.

The second type of problem, that of determining design parameters

for the damper, can be solved in a similar manner. In this case, the

parameters of the original system and response specifications are given.

Let us suppose that data on the original system are given in terms of

physical parameters Ji and fi but that gain ko is left unspecified. One
relational parameter 2ai can be obtained from the ratio of fi to Ji.

The specification of required response properties can be given in terms

of parameters and since, as pointed out, specific response

components correspond to these parameters. Referring now to the

three equations in (40), we note that there will be four known parameters,

the set just mentioned and three unknown parameters, namely, o-io,

a 2 f
and n. Consequently, the three simultaneous equations may be

solved for these three unknowns. If we refer now to Eq. (35), it will

be noted that the parameters thus solved for will determine the physical

parameters of the damper and the constant-gain factor /to, for the

three relational parameters wio, 0:2,
and n are defined, by way of three

equations, in terms of four physical parameters, /to, Ji, J 2 ,
and /2 ,

(3ne of these, Ji, is one of the known properties of the original system.

Hence the values of the other three physical parameters A*o, J2 ,
and /2

can be computed. The problem of determining the design parameters for

the damper is thus completed.

Tuned Damper: Transient Analysis ,—^An exactly parallel treatment

can be carried out for the tuned damper. The detailed steps may be

omitted and only the chief results given. The error-transfer function for

the tuned damper is found to be

m ^
ejs)

JiJ2^^ + {Jif

2

+ J.2fl + J2/2)^^ + (/1/2 + S2Jl)s^ + ^2/1^

J \J 2S^+ {Jl/2+«/2/l+«/2/2)5^+ (/l/2+/S2t/lA^koJ2)5^+ (S2/i+A*o/2)54*A’o52

(41)

where the only new parameter is the elastance of the damper spring

8%. This equation is converted to one written in terms of relational

parameters exactly as before. The only new relational parameter
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involved is W20»
defined as Si/Jj.

E(s) ^
Siis)

S* + 2[ai + (n + l)a2]g^ + (4aia2 + co|o)g^ + 2aiaj^og

+2[a 1+ "h 1 ) + (4a: ia 2+wfo+ o) + (2^: la 20+ 2a20)io) + <*>i 0^20

(42)

The characteristic equation is now a quartic instead of a cubic. It may
be factored into two quadratics in the manner proposed by Liu for fourth-

degree equations (see Sec. 9*9).

{S^ + 2^a03naS + (5$‘^ + 2^bO)nbS + CO^b) = 0. (43)

If the two quadratic factors^ are multiplied out and coefficients equated

to corresponding terms of the characteristic function (i.e., that in the

denominator) of Eq. (42), four simultaneous equations are obtained:

faWna + tbO^nh = Ofi + (?1 + I)«2,

4faf6WnaWn6 + + 0)^ = 4aia2 + Co|o +
C0naC0nh(faWn& + ^b(*)na) = ttlCofo + a2WlO>

= WloC*>20-

The left-hand side (contains parameters that indicate, in conjunction

with nondimensional quadratic charts, the response properties of the

system, while the right hand side contains the parameters ai, a 2 , ^lo,

wloj and n which are defined in terms of the physical properties of the

S3’'stem and damper. One may thus use these equations in the same

manner as described for the case of untuned damper to solve either the

'^response problem'^ or the ^^design problem.'^ The only difference is

that four simultaneous equations will be involved here instead of three.

That is, given parameters ai, ^2, (aUy <*^20 ,
and n, parameters derived

from the physical parameters of the system, the set of four equations

may be solved to give the four response parameters fa, fb, ctna, ojnh

and thus the solution of the response problem. Or, given the param-

eter representing the load member of the original system, ai, and given

the response parameters fa, fb, Wna, and Wn6, then the set of four equa-

tions can be solved for the four unknowns 0:2 , wfo, co^o, and n which

represent the design parameters of the tuned damper and the gain con-

stant of the system .

2

1 The symbols of Brown and Hall are used here rather than the symbols used by
Liu in Eq. (9-5).

* In the case of both the untuned and tuned dampers, the two types of problem

considered may often be simplified by assuming that /i = 0, since f\ will generally

be small, and this approximation will therefore usually yield results sufficiently

accurate.
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The transient analysis of the damper has been considered in some

detail, since it provides a good illustration of the method for treatment

of higher-order error equations proposed in Sec. 9*9 as well as a satis-

factory basis for utilization of a useful device. The feedback transfer

functions of untuned and tuned dampers, given by Eqs. (36) and (45)

respectively, might also be treated by the methods of frequency analysis

as described in earlier sections, and the solution of response and design

problems obtained in this way

6o(s) ^ __ + 2^20^10^ + ______
E{s) s‘^ + 2[a\ + \n -h l)a 2]s^ + (4aiQ:2 + wlo)^^ + 2aico2oS

I'his latter approach becomes increasingly useful relative to the tran-

sient approach in case the servo system without damper contains addi-

tional energy storage or delay components. These would raise the

order of the transfer function and make the transient analysis increasingly

difficult. The treatment of these higher-order functions by the fre-

quency method has already been discussed in considerable detail (Sec.

10*3), and its application to the transfer functions of the untuned and

tuned dampers should offer no special difficulty.

Before closing this section, reference should be made to the analogy,

already mentioned, that has been found to exist between the oscillation

damper and special types of negative feedback network. Thus Harris^

points out that a feedback network characterized by the transfer function

~ i“+Xs

is the control analogue of the type of damper designated above as an

untuned damper. Here R is the ratio of damper inertia to output

shaft inertia, and A is the ratio of damper inertia to viscous friction

coefficient between the two inertias. In terms of the symbols used

earlier in this section,

and

Harris points out that this transfer function [Eq. (46)] is obtained elec-

trically by differentiating a velocity signal in the type of network that

also provides a time lag. Jofeh^ also stresses this analogy, showing

^ Harris, op. ci^., p. 72.

2 Jofeh, op. cU.
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explicitly the equivalence of the equations representing the two types

of oscillation damper and two corresponding types of feedback network.

The error equation for the untuned damper is shown to be equivalent

to that of an electrical servo system in which a voltage proportional

to the derivative of the output is fed back to the input of the amplifier

through a condenser-resistance coupling. The error equation of the

tuned damper is shown to be equivalent to that of an electrical system

in which the tachometer voltage is applied to a circuit consisting of a

condenser in series with a resistance shunted by an inductance, the

voltage across the L-R combination being the input to the amplifier.

He suggests that the analogues may be of practical value by making it

easier to determine whether or not servo systems originally designed to

work with negative feedback may be modified readily to work with

oscillation dampers.

Improvement of Accuracy

11*7. Correction of Transient Error.—The duration of the transient

error may be given in terms of the time required for the error response

curve to fall to less than a specified absolute value or to less than a

specified percentage of its initial value. ,Or if the response is given in

terms of output, a comparable definition is readily formulated in terms

of the difference (or ratio) of the response at any instant and its final

steady-state value. It is obvious that the specification of maximum
allowable duration of the transient' in such terms calls for a knowledge

of the form and magnitude of the transient response, to be obtained

either directly by way of transient analysis or experimental test or

indirectly from frequency-response properties that may be correlated

with the transient response. In case a comparison of the transient of

a given system with specifications has been made on the basis of any
one of these methods and its duration has been found excessive, its

reduction then becomes necessary.

The type of corrective network appropriate for the reduction of the

transient has been known for some time. It turns out to be the same
type of device that was found effective in system stabilization, namely,

one that takes the derivative of the error signal, i.e., one that intro-

duces phase advance into the system. The association between deriva-

tive taking and reduction of transient time is fairly clear, since the

taking of the derivative can be regarded as a way of anticipating future

response and thus making possible more rapid error correction. The
association between stability and small transient error is also readily

made plausible by recalling that the system components that serve

to delay the response of a network and thus increase the duration of the

transient are thereby introducing time lags that predispose to insta-
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bility. The equivalent of long time lags in the time response is phase

lag in the frequency response, a phenomenon that, as we know, tends

to produce system instability. Considered from the point of view of

the Fourier analysis, a long lasting transient, or slow response, is equiva-

lent to a spectrum in which the higher frequencies are attenuated. The
frequency of the resonant peak of the do(jo))/dt(jo)) response curve will,

therefore, be low. The introduction of a phase-advance network will

raise the frequency of the resonant peak, thus increasing the transmis-

sion of the higher frequencies. The equivalent time response to a step

function will, therefore, be sharper.

The basic procedures for representing and designing phase-lead

networks have already been considered in Sec. 1T4. It is unnecessary,

therefore, to repeat this material here. What would be desirable at

this point, however, would be a simple and direct method for relating

the required reduction in the duration of the transient to the specification

of the design parameters required in the phase advance network. Unfor-

tunately, no such direct method seems to be available for any but the

simplest systems. The most extensive attempt to develop design prin-

ciples directed especially to transient reduction seems to be that of Hall*

based on the transfer locus approach. The procedures for matching

the corrective network to the system to be corrected may become quite

involved; hence the original account should b^ consulted. Relevant

principles formulated in terms of other points of view may be found

in Draper and Bentley,*^ Brown,® Harris, Ferrell,*^ and McColl.® In

any case, the final test of whether or not the correct parameters have

been chosen must be based on a new determination of the transient

response. A mathematical cut-and-try process thus seems to some

extent unavoidable.

11'8. Correction of Steady-state Errors.—As has been pointed out in

previous sections, a number of different kinds of steady-state error may
be defined, depending on the nature of the input test function. Pro-

cedures for compensating for steady-state errors of different order are

similar. It will therefore be sufficient here to limit ourselves to a dis-

^ A. C. Hall, Analysis and Synthesis of Linear Servomechanisms, Technology Press,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1943, “Theory of Phase Lead Controllers,”

Chap. 6, pp. 89-127.

*C. S. Draper and G. P. Bentley, “Design Factors Controlling the Dynamic

Performance of Instruments,” Trans, ASME, 62, 428if., July 1940.

* G. S. Brown, op. cit., pp. 14, 39^.
* H. Harris, “The Analysis and Design of Servomechanisms,” NDRC Report,

1942, pp. 15, 17, 20, 24, 32-42, bff.

* E. B. Ferrell, “The Servo Problem as a Transmission Problem,” Proc. IRE, SSy

November 1945, pp. of reprint.

* L. A. McColl, Servomechanisms, Van Nostrand, New York, 1945, pp. 41, 104.
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cussion of procedures for compensation of the velocity lag error. This

type of steady-state error is the one which is generally of most impor-

tance in servo-system correction. It will be of interest to consider the

nature of both the transient and frequency approaches to this problem.

Velocity-lag Error: Transient Approach .—The need for correcting

servo systems for effects due to coulomb friction and constant torque

loads applied to the output member has led to the development of the

so-called integral controller. The need for integral controllers to coun-

teract constant output torques was demonstrated by Minorsky' in 1922.

Brown and Hall have recently analyzed the problem anew and reach

the same conclusions. ^ They represent their analysis as an illustration

of a general method for the desigii of controllers to meet specific condi-

tions of excitation and performance. This method consists of first

examining the error equation to see “what properties it must have to

yield the solution desired and second in “manipulating it mathe-

matically to give it these properties. The manipulations consist in

adjustment of the characteristics of the C{s) operator in the error equa-

tion until this equation has the required properties. One may then

attempt to synthesize physically a controller that can be represented

by the expression finally derived for C{sy In the present chapter, this

general procedure was summarized in Sec. 11*4 in relation to the deriva-

tive error controller. In the case of the integral controller, the applica-

tion of this general method indicates that the required form for the

transfer function of the controller is

C{s)
TM
Els)

ko + (47)

where ko is the proportionality factor for proportional control and n is

the proportionality factor for integral control. The integral equation

for the controller corresponding to the transfer function of Eq. (47) is

Tcit) = koEit) + nj E{t) dt. (48)

If a controller of this type is introduced into a system with a char-

acteristic equation of any given degree, the effect will be to increase the

degree of the characteristic equation by one, as already shown in Sec.

9-8, for a system with a second-degree equation. Ways of solving such

higher-degree equations have also been considered. Brown® and Brown

‘ N. Minorsky, “Directional Stability of Automatically Steered Bodies,'^ Jour.

Soc. Naval Eng., 34
,
No. 2, 280-309, May 1922.

* G. S. Brown and A. C. Hall, “Dynamic Behavior and Design of Servomecha-

nisms,“ ASME Preprint, November 1945, pp. 14-20.

“ Brown, op. dt., pp. 26-36.
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and IlalP carry out such solutions for a number of sample systems and
discuss the effect of various relations among the parameters on the final

form of the solution. What is of particular significance for us here is

first the fact that a form for the controller transfer function can be found
which will eliminate the steady-state velocity error due to various factors

in the system and, second, the question of how integral controllers may
be designed so that the over-all system will show the required perform-

ance properties. At this point it becomes desirable to shift to the fre-

(juency method of analysis, since such problems of design are more
effectively carried out by this method.

Velocity-lag Errors: Frequency Approach .—In an earlier section, the

relation between zero steady-state errors and the nature of the transfer

locus as the frec^uency approaches zero was pointed out. Here, we may
attempt to make use of these correlations in the design of servo systems

with the recpiired zero or minimal velocity-lag errors. Like principles

are operative in adjusting systems for other types of zero steady-state

errors, such as displacement errors and acceleration errors.

To show a zero velocity-lag error, the transfer function do/E{j<jo)

must have a second-order pole or greater at = 0, and the locus must

approach oo along the negative real axis. To achieve this condition,

ways must be found of making the locus conform to this requirement.

The obvious preliminary steps will be to plot the locus of the proposed

systems, without any special adjustment or corrective device for velocity-

lag control, and then determine the type of locus that must be multi-

plied with the locus of the given system to make it conform to the

required condition of approach to <» along the negative real axis as co

approaches zero.

An example is given by Curve A of Fig. 10*20 (Sec. 10*5) regarded as

representing a given servo system. This locus approaches oo by way

of the negative imaginary axis. To meet the required conditions, the

low-frequency portion must be rotated by —90° so that it will run to oo

along the negative real axis. Hence the given locus must be multiplied

by a locus of the type represented by Curve B, one that will provide the

required negative phase shift approximating 90° at the low end of the

frequency scale, but not shifting enough to make the system unstable

at the higher-frequency end. The product of Curve A by corrective

locus B results in Curve C, which meets the required conditions for a

zero velocity-lag error. If, now, the transfer function of Eq. (47),

representing an integral controller, is plotted as a transfer locus, it is

found to be identical with the type of locus shown by Curve B in Fig.

10*20. Thus two different approaches have led to the same result. A

* Brown and Hall, op. cit., pp. 17-21.
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controller with a locus of the nature of B is required for correcting a

system with an initial velocity-lag error.

Can physical controllers be built that are represented by this type

of transfer locus? Since the form of the locus implies infinite gain at

zero frequency, it is necessary to use a regenerative amplifier.^ A block

diagram of such a controller is shown in Fig. 11*7. Hall has discussed

the adjustment of the parameters of this network and demonstrated that

1

Feedback
path

Lis)

L
1

/iK^(.s)

Direct path

His)

O- 1

V:<S)
^ * T A

A

Vnis)
I .

1

Fig. 11*7.—Block diagram of regenerative feedback amplifier.

for certain values of the network parameters, it will realize the transfer

function given above for the integral controller. He points out, how-

ever, that one particular parameter //, in the circuit transfer function

(49) below, must equal one, exactly, in order for this equation to reduce

to the transfer function of the integral controller.

Precise adjustment is often not possible, due to accidental variation of

circuit parameters, so that this

network usually approximates an

integral controller but does not

realize it exactly. If /i < 1, the

controller is called an undercom-

pensating integral controller; if

h > Ij it is called an overcom-

pensating integral controller.

The loci corresponding to these

two types of controller are shown
as the right and left half-circles

of Fig. 1T8, and an ideal integral

controller corresponding to A = 1, by the line. Under- and overcom-

pensating controllers are designated as minimal velocity error systems,

since the failure of the parameter h to equal one exactly gives rise to a

system equation for which the velocity-lag errors can be made as small as

desired but cannot be eliminated entirely. For detailed theoretical

treatment of these systems, HalPs paper should be consulted.

* Hall, op. cit., p. 66.

Fig. 11*8.—Transfer loci of various types of

integral controllers.
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Before completing our brief survey of the integral controller, it should

be noted that if a particular application permits the use of an under-

compensating integral controller, the regenerative type of controller is

not necessary, and this minimal velocity error controller can be physically

realized by a filter (with the response characteristic of Fig. 11 -Qa) in cas-

cade with an amplifier. This circuit is shown in Fig. 11*95. Its locus

and the general form of its transfer function are the same as that of

the undercompensating regenerative integral controller. ^

(a) (6)

Fia. 11-9.— (a) Amplitude response of undercompensating integral controller which may
be reproduced by passive filter circuit (reproduced from Hall, op. cii., p. 86) ; (6) non-
regenerative circuit having response curve shown in o.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS
11*9. Changes in Loop Gain.—In some servo systems, the special

problem arises of stabilizing a system that is characterized by the equiva-

lent of a variation in the loop gain. An example is the Arma-resolver

servo system described in Sec. 14*3. In this system, the equivalent of a

variation in loop gain is produced by the physical device used for error

detection, an Arma resolver. This unit, a two-coil selsyn-type of device,

can be regarded for present purposes as equivalent to an ideal error

detector (used to determine the difference between input and output

angles) in cascade with a converter (for converting angular error to an

a-c voltage) in which the conversion factor varies in time under the

influence of the input signal. ^ The nature of the application was such

that the conversion factor changed during the course of a certain tactical

operation. The problem arises then of how such a system may be

stabilized, since standard servo theory assumes the constancy of all

parameters.

For purposes of theoretical analysis, the system can be represented

^ Hall, op. cit.y pp. 87if.

* The error detector also contains a small nonlinear factor, since the error voltage is

proportional to the sine of the angular error rather than to the angle itself. For

small values of the angular error this difference may be neglected.
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by the block diagram of Fig. 11*10. To consider questions of stability

it is convenient to determine the feedback transfer function. We may
assume that at a given instant, a, A*a, and are constants. Then

KGis) = = akJc^His). (50)

At a given instant, akakm will represent the servo gain Ky and the system

might be stabilized at any particular value of K on the basis of procedures

already described. But at another instant, a and therefore K may be

greater and the system may no longer be stable
;
in any case, the phase mar-

gin will have decreased. Conversely, a and thereforeK may have become

Error detector

Fig. 11‘10. Block diagram of a servo, system with variable loop gain. Symbols:
ct is error detector conversion factor eE(.s)/^(s) in a-c volts per radian error, ka is gain of

electronic amplifier ea/cE in numerical units, km is motor conversion factor 7V(s)/eo(«) in

torque units per volt applied, and H{s) is transfer function of output member, in this case
the motor load.

smaller. The transient response will consequently be slower and may
not meet specifications. What means are available for avoiding these

undesirable effects?

The problem can be simplified by first assuming that values for the

amplifier gain and over-all gain have been selected to meet performance

specifications over the full range and the system is to be stabilized for

these conditions. Thus, for some representative value of a, a value of

ka may be selected to give an acceptably small static error, and a value

for the over-all gain K to provide a sufficiently short transient. Under
these conditions an appropriate stabilizing device can be designed, if

needed, to provide a sufficient stability margin by procedures already

described. We may thus think of a stabilizing unit introduced at some
point in our block diagram of the system.

The problem is now reduced to finding ways of preventing insta-

bility when K increases owing to an increase in a and of avoiding the

effects of a decrease in over-all gain K when a decreases. A review of
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the standard principles for system stabilization outlined in previous sec-

tions suggests the following possibilities:

1. Initially stabilizing the system for the maximum value of K
expected to occur, as when a has its maximum value. The system

will then be stable for all smaller values of a and K.^

2. Maintaining over-all gain K constant as a varies by automatically

changing one of the other factors in the gain, such as /to, or km, to

compensate for changes in a. This scheme would thus require

some method of automatic gain control.

3. Allowing the over-all gain K to vary with a, but automatically

adjusting the stabilization network to produce a greater degree

of correction as K increases and a reduced amount as K decreases.

4. Allowing the system, if nonlinear, to oscillate as a and K increase

but setting the other factors in K so high that the frequency of

oscillation will be high enough and the amplitude low enough so

as not to exceed the allowable margin of error.

Method 1 may be considered the most conventional, and amounts to

designing a nonadjustable system that has sufficient margins of safety

to meet the worst conditions to be expected in practice. Methods 2 and

4 have both been tried and found satisfactory.^ Method 3 has not, to

the author^s knowledge, been tried, but there seems no fundamental rea-

son why it should not be feasible. If, for example, in the basic type of

phase-advance circuit shown in Fig. 1T3 Ih were decreased as a increased,

such a decrease in Ri would have the simultaneous effect both of reducing

the over-all system gain and of advancing the phase, effects that would

supplement each other in counteracting the effects of an increase in a.

In any automatic adjustment scheme, it will, of course, be necessary

to utilize some signal dependent on di(t) or on a to control the adjust-

ment. The selection of suitable circuits will depend on the nature of

the physical components of the system in any given case.

11*10. Filtering and Data Smoothing in the Servo Loop.—The previ-

ous discussion of servo theory has been based on the assumption that

the performance required of the output of a servo system is, within

certain limits of tolerance, that of duplicating the form of the disturb-

ance f{t) imposed on the input (or some specific function of this input).

Under operating conditions, however, the problem may be complicated

by the fact that there may be superimposed on the correct signal f(t)

^ This scheme would not work for a conditionally stable system, as is apparent

from the discussion in Sec. 10-4.

* A. H. Fredrick at the Radiation Laboratory found that it was possible to

use Method 4 effectively in the adjustment of nonlinear systems. Further details

are given in Sec. 12-24.
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an extraneous or undesired signal g(t)j either applied at the input or

arising at some other point within the servo loop. This unwanted

signal may be referred to as ‘^noise.'^ It may arise in a number cf

different ways: noise phenomena in vacuum-tube amplifiers, the chatter

of gears, static friction effects in motor loads, interference effects in radar

signals, and the like. If small enough, these noise effects may be

neglected. At times, however, they may be great enough to exceed the

acceptable tolerance of error in servo performance. The servo error

must now be considered to be made up of two factors, a factor repre-

sented by poor following of the correct signal f{t) and an additional

factor due to good following of the noise signal g(t). To eliminate this

additional source of error, it is necessary to find some way of making the

servo discriminate between the correct input function f(t) and the

incorrect one g(t). The problem imposed on the servo is to follow f(t)

even though a function f(t) + g(t) is imposed on the input. This is a

problem of filter design. The servo system may thus be regarded as a

special type of filter, and w^e may require the servo to satisfy certain

filter specifications as well as the requirements of stability and accuracy

considered in previous sections.

It will not be possible in the space available to go into this problem

in detail. We may, however, review briefly the lines along which the

problem may be attacked and indi(;ate some of the sources where a more
exhaustive treatment may be found.

Three types of approach have been followed or proposed. The more'

obvious and common approach has been based on the realization that a

servo system (i.e., one containing mechanical elements) can be regarded

as a low-pass filter. The amplitude transmission curve shows a certain

range of transmission in the low-frequency region, followed by more oi*

less sharp attenuation as the frequency increases. If the noise signal

g(t) is represented by a Fourier spectrum that lies above the frequency

range which must be transmitted to realize the acceleration recpiirements

of our servo system, then it should be possible to design the servo system

so that its cutoff point lies below the frequency range of the noise signal.

If such a design can be realized, the servo will be able to discriminate

between the correct signal and the noise.

It is in this context that the problem of so-called data smoothing

may be regarded as a special instance of a filter problem. In data-

smoothing problems, we are interested in following the trend or average

of a sequence of measurements or magnitudes rather than the instan-

taneous values, which will show more extreme fluctuations. Since

these instantaneous fluctuations occur at a higher frequency than those

of the averaged curve, the instantaneous fluctuations may be regarded

as a high-frequency effect superimposed on the low-frequency variations
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present in the average curve. A servo system that is not capable of

following the high-frequency fluctuations will thus have the effect of

averaging out these fluctuations and hence of smoothing the data.''

In terms of the discussion of the preceding paragraphs, methods for

filtering out the high-frequency noise sequence g(t) or smoothing a given

time sequence f(t) + g(t) will be directed to reducing the higher-frequency

response of the servo or, in filter terms, reducing the frequency of the

cutoff point. There must be an increase in the inertia of the servo load

or an equivalent change in the parameters of electrical networks. Such

an increase in inertia will be accompanied, however, by an increase in the

phase lags of the sj^stem and hence reduce the instability margin. It will

therefore be necessary to introduce additional factors tending to increase

damping factors or produce phase advance.

The approach just discussed might be designated, for brevity, as the

^Mnertia method." It depends essentially on the common experience

that mechanical or electrical inertia will have the effect of reducing the

speed or frequency of response of a system and hence smooth out higher-

frequency disturbances. It does not take into account the detailed

nature of the two time functions to be separated or give any assurance

that a given physical system designed on this basis is the best one for

performing such a discrimination. A number of authors have recently

proposed methods based on a more sophisticated mathematical back-

ground. A method proposed by Graham^ for reducing the effects of

signal noise uniformly distributed in frequency involves adjustment of

the system so that it will show a transmission spectrum corresponding

to the Fourier spe(flrum of the input signals expected to occur in prac-

tice. The method seems to involve some such sequence as the following.

One first determines a time function f{t) that can be regarded as repre-

senting the input signals to which the system will be required to respond.

This time function is then represented as a frequency function by Fourier

or Laplace transformation methods. Corrective networks are now
incorporated in the servo system so the system as a whole will show fre-

quency-transmission (jurves like that of the assumed signal. The system

will thus pass signals of the specified form with a minimum of attenua-

tion and all other signals, such as those involved in noise disturbances,

with greater attenuation. Undesirable effects accompany the substi-

tution of a limited pass band for a broader unselective pass band. These

effects consist principally, in the introduction of considerably increased

time lags in the transient response. Just how great an increase in the

duration of the transients can be tolerated for the sake of greater freedom

from disturbing noise will depend on the specific application. A practical

^ R. E. Graham, “Linear Servo Theory,” Bell System Tech. Jour., 26, 616-651,

October 1946.
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difficulty in the application of this or any other method of analysis of the

noise smoothing problem may consist in the difficulty of selecting

standard time functions f{t) and g{t) as representations of the input and

noise signals, respectively. The problem is of great importance in the

design of automatic following radar equipment such as the SCR-584.

A more elaborate mathematical theory, originally proposed by

Wiener' and supplemented somewhat by Daniells^ and Levinson® seems

to offer a more general basis for treatment of problems of this sort.

The theory is not formulated specifically with reference to servomecha-

nisms, but rather in relation to the more general problem of the design

of filters and predictors for operating on a given time sequence /(/) Avhich

may or may not be contaminated by a noise signal g{t). It is pointed

out, however, that servomechanisms fall within the scope of the theory.

For the reader interested primarily in the possibilities for practical appli-

cation of the theory, the report by Daniells and Levinson’s second paper

will probably be found most useful. These authors disclaim any attempt

at mathematical rigor but aim rather to present the basic ideas in a way
that will facilitate their practical use in engineering problems. The
paper by Wiener and Levinson’s first paper will be of more interest to

the professional mathematician.

Nonlinearity in Servo Systems.—Practically all of the material

available on servo theory is based on the assumption that the system

being considered is linear, in the narrow sense already mentioned: that

it can be represented by a linear -differential equation with constant

coefficients. These constant coefficients constitute the physical param-

eters of the system, such as ./, /, r, and S] the assumption of linearity

implies that such properties of the components may be regarded as con-

stant, regardless of the magnitude of the forces applied or of the responses

resulting. And yet, it is questionable whether any physical system is

strictly linear, particularly when the events within the system exceed

very small magnitudes. Why then has it been customary to analyze

such systems by means of linear theory?

The reason, essentially, is that linear methods are available whereas

^ N. Wiener, “The Extrapolation, Interpolation, and Smoothing of Stationary

Time-series,” OSRD Report No. 370, February 1942, pp. 176, available as U.S. Dept.

Commerce Publication Board No. PB39700; abstracted Bib. Sci. Ind. ReportSy Dept.

Commerce
j
3 ,

Nov. 8, 1946.

* P. J. Daniells, Digest of the Manual on The Extrapolation, Interpolation and
Smoothing of Stationary Time-series With Engineering Applications by Norbert

Wiener,” (British) OSRD ref. no. W-386-1, Mar. 25, 1943.

2 N. Levinson, “An Expository Account of Wiener^s Theory of Prediction,”

NDRC Applied Math. Panel Note No. 20, June 1945; “The Wiener RMS Error

Criterion in Filter Design and Prediction,” Jour. Math, and Physiesy 25, pp. 261-278,

Jan. 1947.
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nonlinear methods are not. There are no general methods for solution

of nonlinear differential equations. Special methods that are available

are relatively cumbersome and difficult to apply. Methods for analysis

of linear systems are, on the contrary, usually comparatively easy to

apply and turn out in practice to give results that are sufficiently accurate

for engineering purposes. Predictions of system response are likely to

fall within the limits of experimental errors of measurement; specifications

of design parameters are likely to fall within the limits of precision of

commercially available components. Final, small adjustments may then

be made experimentally.

Yet cases do occur in which linear theory falls short—the system

when built may show oscillations not predicted by theory, or it may
not be possible to design a system that will meet the most stringent

specifications on accuracy, for the assumption of linearity represents

essentially an idealization of the physical system and therefore affords

solutions that are only approximations. In cases in which the degree

of nonlinearity of certain components is extreme or in which the response

of a given component covers a considerable range, the approximation

may be unsatisfactory. Nonlinear theory then becomes necessary. It

would seem necessary, too, if we are to assess the proper scope of linear

theory. For even in cases in which linear theory now seems adequate it

hardly seems possible to determine the magnitude of the errors of approxi-

mation involved unless exact results may be obtained to check the

approximations. Finally, development of a theory of nonlinear systems

seems necessary in order to permit overt use of nonlinear components in

achieving engineering objectives. Special phenomena arising in non-

linear systems have already led to some useful applications on an empirical

basis. If a suitable theory for predicting the effects of nonlinear com-

ponents were available, much more extensive use might be made of such

components in servo design.

It will not be possible here to consider the problem in any detail.

We shall limit ourselves to recording the chief units of the system in

which nonlinearities of different kinds may occur, to pointing out the

explicit attempts that have been made to deal with such nonlinear rela-

tions mathematically, and finally, to calling attention to the work going

on in the more general field of nonlinear mechanics that provides a

source of material for attack on the more special nonlinear problems of

servomechanisms.

Following is a list of some of the units or parameters of a servo

system in which nonlinear relations may occur:

1. Nonlinearity in stiffness or torquejerror ratio,

a. On-off control or relay servo systems. In such systems, torque

is applied by the motor to the load only when the error exceeds a
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given threshold. Then the maximum torque is applied and

remains constant until the error falls below this or a related

threshold. A graph of the torque-error relationship is not a

straight line; the relationship is, therefore, designated as

nonlinear.

5. Torque saturation in motor. Any motor has a maximum avail-

able torque, regardless of the magnitude of the error. Thus
the output torque of the motor (as measured, e.g., with an

opposing torque made large enough to stall the motor) may
be proportional to the error up to a certain point and then

approach a limiting value as the error is increased. The motor

may therefore be considered a linear device until the error

exceeds a certain critical value. For signals greater than this

critical value, it will be operating as a nonlinear device.

2. Nonlinearity in frictional or dissipation parameters.

a. Coulomb friction. Coulomb friction may be defined as a fric-

tional force or torque the direction of which is always opposite

to the direction of motion of the responding component. It

thus depends on a property of the response; it is therefore to be

considered nonlinear.

b. Nonlinear viscous friction. A nonlinear viscous friction param-

eter may be indicated by a nonlinear torque-speed curve.

As explained in Sec. 13-2, the decrease in torcjiic as the angular

velocity of the motor increases may be represented as due to

an opposing frictional force that increases with the velocity.

The slope of this line provides a measure of the magnitude of

the viscous friction parameter /. If the slope is not constant,

then / is not constant but is itself a function of the absolute

velocity of the motor shaft. It must therefore be considered

a nonlinear parameter, analogous in character to the nonlinear

resistance of an electric circuit.

3. Nonlinearity in inertia and other load parameters due to backlash.

Backlash in gear trains has the dynamic effect of a removal of the

load on the driving shaft when this shaft reverses in direction or

deaccelerates. At a given point, the parameters of the load are

reduced to zero (in their effect on driving shaft) to resume their

original magnitudes when the dead space between the gear teeth

has been traversed. The magnitude of the load parameters thus

depends on the nature of the response of the driven member in

relation to the driving member and must consequently be con-

sidered nonlinear.

4. Nonlinearity in amplifiers. As is well known, the parameters of

a vacuum tube /i, and are not constants; yet they are com-
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monly assumed to be constant in circuit computations, an approxi-

mation that is justifiable only while the tube is operating over a

relatively narrow region and in the straight-line part of its char-

acteristic curve. The magnitude of the tube parameters varies

with the current through the tube and hence represents nonlinear

relations between plate current and grid voltage or plate current

and plate voltage. Such nonlinear effects in the amplifier of a servo

system may show up in the behavior of the total system as the

signals increase in magnitude.

5. Nonlinearity in carrier conversion units. Modulators and detectors

may be used in servo systems to permit use of a-c amplifiers in

place of d-c amplifiers. The modulator can be regarded as a

component for converting a signal with a zero frequency carrier

to one with a carrier of finite frequency. The detector later

performs the reverse operation. The signal is represented by the

form of the envelope. The conversion factor or ratio for either

of these types of units is, as is well known, not a constant for all

levels of signal but varies with the level. These units are thus

inherently nonlinear.

To what extent have mathematical procedures been developed for

analysis of servo systems involving such nonlinear relations? Unfortu-

nately, the work so far reported is extremely meager. The number of

papers published explicitly on nonlinearities in servo systems does not

exceed six or seven. Ilazen,^ in his pioneer paper on the theory of

servomechanisms, gives a graphical, step-by-step analysis of an on-off

or relay type of servo system. Browm,^ in his 1941 paper, gives a brief

treatment of coulomb friction in servomechanisms. Minorsky,^ in 1941,

gave a brief review of nonlinear control problems, treated analytically.

Harris,^ in 1942, discussed the nature of some of the nonlinearities that

may occur in servomechanisms and possible methods of treatment.

Hurew'icz and Nichols® in 1944 presented an analysis of servo systems

with torque saturation. This account includes a brief treatment of

mathematical procedures for dealing with nonlinear speed-torque curves.

^ H. L. Hazen, Theory of Servomechanisms,^^ Jour. Franklin Inst., 218, No. 5,

287-313, November 1934.

2 G. S. Brown, op. cii., pp. 27

3 N. Minorsky, “Control Problems,” Jour. Franklin Inst.j 232 , 53, 451-487, 519-

551, December 1941.

'*11. Harris, “The Analysis and Design of Servomechanisms,” NDRC Report,

1942 pp, 60-64.

* W. Hurewicz and N. B. Nichols, “Servos with Torque Saturation,” Part I,

RL Report No. 555, May 1, 1944; W. Hurewicz, “Servos with Torque Saturation,”

Part II, RL Report No. 592, Sept. 28, 1944.
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Finally, McColl,^ in 1945, gave a treatment of the on-ofT servomechanism

based on what has been called a topological method of plotting curves

representing the differential equation of the system in phase space. We
may perhaps add to the list a preliminary attempt by Nichols and

Kreezer,- in 1946, to utilize the decibel-frequency approach in repre-

senting the effects of backlash in servomechanisms.

As examination of the references cited will show, nothing of the

nature of a general approach to the handling of nonlinearities in servo-

mechanisms is available. The work so far reported tends to be intro-

ductory in character, involving special methods for each of the special

types of nonlinearity and special assumptions that tend to restrict the

range of application of the results: It is apparent that only the barest

beginning has been made in this field and that the bulk of the work
remains for the future. On the other hand, it is conceivable that no

single or general approach can be found owing to the large variety of

ways in which a system may fail to meet the requirements for linearity.

In attempts to develop suitable methods, some help may be obtain-

able from the fields of nonlinear mechanics. This may be defined as

the branch of mechanics that deals with the solution of the differential

equations of nonlinear physical systems. , It may be thus thought of as

the more general field in which the theory of nonlinear servomechanisms

would form a special part. This reference to the more general field does

not imply that one may find there general methods for handling non-

linear differential equations. The methods reported in the framework

of nonlinear mechanics tend to have the same special character men-

tioned above. In this broader field, however, one finds a much greater

wealth of literature than represented by the relatively few papers cited

above which deal explicitly with servomechanisms. One finds, too, an

effort being made toward a more general approach, as illustrated perhaps

by the work on topological methods, and by Kryloff and Bogoliuboff^s

method of successive approximations. In the greater wealth of material

available, one may hope too to find physical systems treated that exhibit

^ L. A. McColl, FufidameMal Theory of Sermmechanisms, Van Nostrand, New York,

1945, pp. 107-125.

2 N. B. Nichols and G. L. Kreezer, ^‘Analysis of Servosystems (k)ntaining Back-

lash,'^ unpublished, 1946. The procedure consists in assuming a sinusoidal oscillation

imposed on the input of the system and dc»termining the amplitude and phase of the

first Fourier component of the nonsinusoidal output response. By assuming that this

Fourier component can be used to represent the output response, to a first approxima-

tion, the ratio of output to error signal may be dealt with as described in Sec. 10*3 for

strictly linear systems. The error of approximation can be checked against a step-by-

step solution of the nonlinear differential equations of the system. The use of the

first Fourier component to represent the nonsinusoidal response is similar to the proce-

dure employed by Kryloff and Bogoliuboff in their method of treating nonlinear

systems.
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nonlinearities analogous to those found in servomechanisms. Thus con-

siderable work has been done on the solution of the second-order differ-

ential equations of a single-mesh electrical circuit containing a nonlinear

resistance. Such a nonlinear resistance would seem to be directly

analogous to a nonlinear viscous friction. There should consequently

be a carry-over from one problem to the other. As a matter of fact,

practically all the methods so far introduced fA* treatment of nonlinearities

in servomechanisms are found applied in a more general setting, in the

field of nonlinear mechanics. To aid in the acquisition of a background
in this latter field, a selection is given below of references to a number of

useful review papers, taken from a bibliography compiled by the author

of recent publications in the field of nonlinear mechanics.

Kryloff, N., and N. Bogoliuboff, Introduction to Nonlinear Mechanics (translated

by S. Lcfschetz), Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J., 1943.

Mandelstam, L., N. Papalexi, A. Andronow, S. Chaikin, and A. Witt, ^‘Expos6 des

recherches recentes sur les oscillations non-lineaires,^’ Tech. Phys. U.S.S.R.j 2, 81--134

(1935).

Von Karman, T., *^The Engineer Grapples with Non-Linear Problems,” Bid.

Am. Math. Soc., 46, pp. 615-683, August 1940. (Good bibliography).

Minorsky, N., Introduction to Nondinear Mechanics^ Part 1, Topological

Methods,” Report No. 534, December 1944; Part 2, “Analytical Methods of Non-
linear Mechanics,” Report No. 546, September 1945; Part 3, “Non-linear Resonance,”

Report No. 558, May 1946; Part 4, ‘‘Relaxation Oscillations,” David Taylor Model

Basin, 1947; Edwards, Ann Arbor, 1946.

Kellar, E. G., Mathematics of Modem Engineering

j

Chap. 3, “Nonlinearity in

Engineering,” Wiley, New York, 1942, pp. 201-304.

LeCorbeiller, P., Les systernes autoentretenues et les oscillations de relaxation, Libraire

Scientifique, Hermann & Cie,, Paris, 1937, pp. 46.

Preismaii, A., Graphical Constructions in Vacuum Tube Circuits, McGraw Hill,

New York, 1943.

Van der Pol, B., “The Nonlinear Theory of Electric Oscillations,” Proc. IRE,

22, No. 9, 1051-1086, September 1934.

11«12. Miscellaneous Accuracy Considerations. Gear Ratios .—An
important consideration in the design of servos is the balancing of factors

affecting the choice of gear ratios. It is desirable from the standpoint

of smoothness and stability to have a large reduction between the motor

and the output device. From the standpoint of speed of response,

maximum speed, and maximum power transferred to load, relatively

lower gear ratios are desirable. The exact requirements may be more

exactly stated if position servos and velocity servos are discussed sepa-

rately. For velocity servos, the lowest speed at which the motor will

run smoothly as a servo motor divided by the desired minimum output

speed sets a lower limit on n, where \/n is the gear reduction. The

highest speed at which the motor may be run with a reserve of torque

for acceleration, divided by the desired maximum running speed of the
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output, sets an upper limit on n. If it is necessary also to slew with the

motor, the top speed of the motor divided by the desired output slewing

speed sets another (and usually lower) upper limit on n. In order to

meet these conflicting requirements, it may frequently be necessary to

use a low value of n to allow rapid slewing and to rely on tachometer

(velocity) feedback and high amplifier gain to lower the minimum smooth

speed of the motors. Minftnum smooth motor speeds as low as 4 rpm
can be obtained in this way. For integrator applications, electrical

means for removing the errors caused by rough operation at low speeds

may be used (c/. Chap. 4). These conflicting requirements also lead

the designer to favor motors with high top speeds, provided the minimum
smooth speed is not sacrificed.

In a position servo, the requirements are much the same. The lower

limit on the gear ratio is the smallest increment that the motor may be

made to turn, or the amplitude of its “jitter,’’ divided by the maximum
position error allowable from these causes. As above, the conditions

for minimum and maximum smooth operating speeds and slewing s])eeds

also apply.

A very important consideration when dealing with servos where rapid

response is required is the maximum load acceleration This is given

(neglecting friction) by

ah = nT
J + Jl

(51)

where 1/n = gear reduction from motor to output,

T = motor torque,

Jm = motor inertia, including gears on the motor shaft,

Jl = load inertia, measured at the load.

By differentiating with respect to n and setting ecpial to zero, there

results

This tells us that for maximum acceleration of the load, the inertia of the

load as seen at the motor shaft, Jh/n^ should be matclml to the motor inertia.

This is also the condition for maximum power transfer to the load and
is analogous to impedance matching in electrical and acoustical problems.

The maximum acceleration measured at the load is

T
OLLiaax = r i—— ’ (53)

2 "y/J ij

^ Although derived independently by the author, this treatment has subsequently

been found in part to be equivalent to that of a memorandum from ADRDE dated

Sept 9, 1942, entitled “A Note on Gear Ratio Value in Servo Systems.” See also,

G. S. Perkins, ‘‘Analysis of Servo Mechanisms for Instrument and Power Drives,”

Product Eng., 17, No. 4, 332, April 1946.
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For maximum acceleration in the presence of load friction or load

torque, the gear ratio n should be increased somewhat. In the usual

instrument servo, is so large that the inertial load at the motor is

essentially that of the motor armature and the first few gears

This treatment leads to a number of simple criteria useful in choosing

motors for high acceleration servos. Where freedom to choose gear

ratios exists, the best motor from the standpoint of acceleration at the

load is that motor having the highest value of The T/J..

ratio is frequently erroneously taken as a figure of merit. This ratio

can be changed merely by adding a gear to the motor! However, if for

any reason the gear ratio n between

motor and load is restricted to a

value large enough so that the motor
inertia as seen at the load is large

compared with the load inertia, then

the criterion for maximum accelera-

tion at the load is that T/Jm be

maximum. Where n is such that

the motor inertia as seen at the load

is small compared with the load

inertia, the criterion is maximum
7\ Intermediate cases may be

evaluated by substituting values t^uiKiannuatir representatioii

in Eq. (51).

Friction ,—It is necessary in most servos that operation at low speeds

be smooth. A brief consideration of the factors determining whether

or not smooth operation will prevail and what (;an be done to improve

low-speed operation may therefore be of interest.^

We begin by defining terms. ‘‘Stiction^’ or ^‘static friction’^ is the

torque necessary just to initiate motion from rest, “('oulornb friction

or dynamical friction is that friction torcpie which opposes motion

of the output and is independent of the output velocity. “Viscous

friction is a torque that opposes motion and is roughly proportional

to the velocity of the output member. Figure 1 T 11 shows a diagrammatic

representation of these types of friction. “Lumpy friction is a torque

^"arying with time and due to imperfections in gears, bearings, etc.

‘ Most of this discussion is based on the following British reports which have been

generously made available: F. G. Williams, “Automatic Following Mirror Systems,’*

TRE Report No. T1505, Part I, pp. 8-9; L. Jofeh, “The Effect of Stiction on Cyclic

Control Systems,” A. D. Cossor, Ltd, Research r>partment Report No. MRllO;
and N. R. Eyres, J. Howlett, J. Michel, and A. Porter, “A Theoretical Investigation

of the Effect of Stiction and Coulomb Friction on the Minimum Smooth Running

Speed of a Metadyne Controlled Motor as Incorporated in A.F.l,” ADRDE Report

No. 180.
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The effects of these various types of friction in the case of proportional

or proportional plus derivative servos may be summarized as follows.

Stiction produces a ‘‘dead zone/’ that is, a range of input that produces

no output motion. For a simple proportional servo, the total width

of this dead zone is 2S/ky where S is the stiction and k is the gain constant

relating error and torque produced.

Coulomb friction F is usually less than static friction. The difference

between the two, S — F, may cause jerky operation at slow speeds.

Once the output motion has stopped, error or misalignment e increases

until the value S/k is reached, at which time the torque ke is equal to S.

Motion then starts. Immediately the accelerating torque jumps to

^ F)j causing the output member to be accelerated in the direction

that will reduce the error. As the velocity builds up and the error e is

reduced, the accelerating torque ke — F — f ddo/dt falls toward zero and

may reverse sign. In this expression, / is viscous friction, and ddo/dt is

the output velocity. Where the values are such that the acceleration

reverses sign, the resulting deceleration may cause the velocity of the
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output to fall to zero. Once this happens, stiction again rules, and no

further motion will take place until the error again increases to aS/U,

giving jerky motion.
‘ 'Lumpy friction also produces jerky operation

at low speeds, the process being very similar.

The literature on these effects is apt to be confusing. Both Williams^

and Jofeh^ make the mistake of assuming that motion will stop if e

becomes less than F/k. P"or a system with inertia this is not the case.

In Fig. llT2a, reprinted from the ADRDE report,^ a case is illustrated

w'here e becomes less than F/k but stopping does not occur. Figure

11T26 show^s a case where stopping does occur. The main conclusions

of the ADRDP] report, based on a differential analyzer investigation of

a particular system, arc

1. The critical value of >S — F is a function of K, /, and do/dty

2. For given values of / and A*, the minimum smooth running speed

of the motor is directly proportional to (S — F),

3. For given values of (S — F) and ddo/dt^ the viscous friction / must
increase with the "stiffness’^ A*, and

4. For given values of f and ddo/dtj k must be decreased as {S — F)

increases.

Williams'^ points out that for best low^-speed operation it is desirable

to achieve a large inertia/torque ratio, where the "inertia’^ may be either

mechanical or electrical, and to incorporate a large amount of output

velocity feedback coupled by a high-pass filter to retain d-c loop gain.

This is helpful in reducing the effect of lumpy friction. lie states as a

convenient criterion of design that the feedback should be such that if

the motor is suddenly stopped from the lowest running speed required,

full torque is applied.

Backlash .—Because it is a nonlinear problem, backlash is difficult to

deal with theoretically. This accounts for the great scarcity of theo-

retical information on the subject. A few simple generalities may,

however, be given. The problem is of major importance only in position

servos. In velocity servos, the load is usually large enough so that the

gears run loaded, therefore eliminating the effects of backlash. At very

low speeds, backlash does compete with stiction as a source of rough

operation, although the effects are different, stiction causing jerky running

and backlash causing oscillation or reduced stability.

In Fig. 11T3 is shown a schematic gearing diagram for a typical

servo. This shows the three principal sources of backlash errors, namely,

1 Williams, op. cU.

2 Jofeh, op. cit.

^ ADRDE Report No. 180.

* Williams, op. cit.
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the gearing or couplings between A, input shaft, and data input device;

By output shaft and data output device; and C, motor and output shaft.

The backlash requirement of each point must be considered separately.

Backlash at A causes errors in the output of exactly the value of the

backlash, with appropriate factors for gear reductions applied. Backlash

at this point has no effv?ct on stability. Backlash at B causes errors in

the output equal to the backlash as measured at the output shaft. In

Fiq. 11*13.—Schematic gearing diagram showing jmssible locations of backlash.

addition, this backlash contributes to instability, for it allows the motor

velocity to build up before a reverse error signal can be applied. Back-

lash at C does not cause any errors in the output but contributes to

instability. The output error due to the instability effects of the total

backlash at B and C is reduced by increasing the fraction of this total

occurring at C,

Based on the above considerations, standard practice is to use spring

loaded or precision gears at A and B and reasonably good but not neces-

sarily precision gearing at C.

A possible alternative to the

arrangement illustrated is to gear

or connect the data output device

to the motor rather than to the

output shaft. This is usually not

preferred, since the output is then

in error by the backlash errors of

C, these usually being larger than

those of B because heavier torques

must be transmitted by C.

Fig. 11*14.—Error signal vs. motor position In d-C field-COntrolled motors,
with backlash pre.sent.

jf hystcresis errors are present,

they act in a manner similar to backlash at point B. This fact should

be kept in mind when designing or choosing a motor, particularly for

position servo applications.

The following heuristic explanation of the effect of backlash may
help the reader understand the instability caused by backlash. Figure

11*14 should be consulted. A fundamental explanation of the damping
of a transient is that the energy dissipated by the system in a cycle of

oscillation is greater than the energy gained in a cycle. The greater
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the ratio of the energy lost to the energy gained during a cycle the more

rapidly will the transient damp out. The effect of backlash is to allow

a torque kcr (where Cr is the error in a transient at which motor reversal

occurs) to act over an angle 0j5, the backlash, before the normal elec-

trical damping means (operating on the error) come into effect. Thus,

energy is added to the system each cycle, as compared with the same

system without backlash. This extra energy added each cycle will

reduce the ratio of energy lost to energy gained and hence reduce the

damping or may even lead to oscillation. This explanation points the

way toward a method of reducing the effects of backlash on instability,

namely, use of damping means that operate directly on the motor shaft

so that damping may be applied even during the backlash portion of

the oscillation cycle. Among the methods included in this category

are viscous damping, tachometer feedback (with either a-c or d-c cou-

pling), and magnetic or viscous ‘‘flywheer’ dampers.



CHAPTER 12

CHOICE AND DESIGN OF COMPONENTS

By I. A. Greenwood, Jr., S. B. Cohen, ^ D. MacRae, Jr., J. R. Rogers,

W. D. Green, Jr., W. Goodell, Jr., and W. Roth

DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES

12‘1. Data Input and Output Devices : Introduction.—It is a funda-

mental feature of servomechanisms that a null or balance is sought by

such systems. The principal purpose of data input and output devices

is to furnish the necessary null or error signal to the amplifier and power-

control devices or to furnish signals from which the error signal may
be derived. Usually this involves a change of data representation as

well as a discrimination, subtraction, or comparison of some kind. By
way of illustration, a typical servo problem will be considered from

the standpoint of these data devices. Input data are available as a cer-

tain representation, say shaft rotation, 6u Output data in the form of,

say, shaft rotation arc desired. In some manner, the output data must be

compared with the input data, and an error signal derived representing

the diffcren(!c between the desired output (as a function of the input) and

the actual output. This error signal may then be fed into the servo-

amplifier and used to actuate a motor or other power device in such a

sense as to cause the error signal to be reduced by motion of the output.

The first and second synchros in Fig. 8*1 are typical data input and

output devices, respectively.

Data input and output devices may be conveniently divided into

two general types, depending on the manner in which error signals are

derived. The first type supplies an error signal directly. The synchro

data system of Fig. 8T is such a system, for the signal from the second

synchro directly represents the error in the position of the output. The

second type yields two separate signals that must be compared (dis-

criminated) in some way in order to obtain an error signal.

It is not always necessary that both a data input and a data output

device be present, since sometimes input or output data may be in a

form suitable for direct use in the control circuits without further change

of representation. For example, in supplying an error signal to a servo

motor positioning a shaft such that its rotation is proportional to a

* Sections 12- 1 to 12-8, inclusive, are by 1. A. Greenwood, Jr., and S. B. Cohen.
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voltage derived from a preceding computer element, this computer
voltage may be used directly in the same way as a voltage derived from

an output data device such as a potentiometer, no input data device

being required.

In choosing an input or output device, one should apply the list of

design factors of Chap. 19. Factors that are particularly important

with regard to input and output devices include resolution, speed of

rotation, mechanical loading, electrical loading, accuracy, a-c or d-c

operation, frequency of alternating current, life, interaction of units

operated in parallel, size, weight, complexity of associated equipment,

and range of operation.

When an input or output device with poor resolution^ such as a coarse

potentiometer, is used in a servo following a smooth, small velocity input,

an interesting type of jerky operation may occur. This is illustrated

in Fig. 12*1. The lack of smoothness, measured quantitatively by the

percentage variation in instantaneous velocity, has been shown to be

inversely proportional to the mean velocity of rotation and the number
of discrete steps per degree. In-

creasing the damping ratio re-

duces the jerkiness somewhat.

For constant damping ratio and

constant number of steps per de-

gree, the speed at which a given

percentage variation in velocity

obtains is directly proportional to

the undamped natural frequency

of the servomechanism. While

jerky operation due to this cause is to be guarded against, use of ordinary

high-resolution potentiometers is usually sufficient to make the effect

negligible. Errors of approximately the magnitude of the resolution will,

of course, be introduced in positioning servos when devices such as poten-

tiometers are used as data input or output devices.

Speed of rotation affects life and quality of moving contacts. Mechan-

ical loading may be an important factor in the choice of a data input

device. For very lowest loads, instrument Magnesyns, Microsyns,

Telegons, Microtorque potentiometers, and other similar devices are to

be recommended. These are discussed below. Accuracy is usually

expressed as an angular limit error for synchros and other similar cyclic

devices and as a percentage independent linearity limit error ^ for poten-

tiometers and other similar devices.

Fig. 12' 1.—Characteristics of jerky motion
caused by insufficient resolution.

1 The term ‘^independent linearity error” refers to deviations from the best fit

straight line for the plot of output voltage or percentage of total resistance vs. shaft

rotation, both slope and zero being adjusted in the fitting process.
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Interaction of parallel units^ is of importance, particularly in the case

of synchros, where conditions may lead to anything from negligible errors

to prohibitive errors. The principal factors are electrical loading and
rotor design. This subject will be discussed below in more detail.

12*2. Synchros and Related Devices.—Synchros are among the most

common and most important data input and output devices. They may
be characterized by low mechanical loads, long life, suitability for parallel

operation if not excessively loaded, moderate to high accuracies (1.5® to

0.1°), continuous rotation, a-c operation, and in some sizes light weight.

Their theory of operation has been discussed in Vol. 17 of this series.

As has been pointed out, synchros provide direct error signal, no com-

parison of signals being necessary.

In servo systems, synchros are used as (1) generators, (2) control

transformers, and (3) differentials. Their use as synchro motors will

not be treated here. Used as control transformers in a servo system,

synchros are considerably more accurate than as synchro motors. Several

synchro control transformers may be used in parallel driven by a single

synchro generator. The errors of such a system are minimized by (1)

light electrical loads on the control transformer rotors, (2) use of dis-

tributed-winding type rotors, and (3) operation of all rotors at or near

null. If the latter condition obtains, larger electrical loads are permissible.

Navy type synchros^ are designated by a number 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, or

8 which indicates the size and is roughly equal to the weight in pounds.

Size 5 is the most common size 60-cycle synchro and is the largest-size

synchro motor. Errors for this series may run from 1.5® for Size 1 to

0.5® for Size 5. A particularly accurate, small, and light series of 400-

cycle synchros for airborne use is sold under the trade name of AY-10()

series Autosyns.® Such a synchro is shown in Fig. 5T2. Accuracies of

these synchros may run from to tV°-

The Magnesyn^ is another type of data input device. In servos it is

usually used with a synchro control transformer. Because it has no

brushes or slip rings the Magnesyn is particularly useful for applications

where the mechanical load introduced by the data device is required to

be extremely small. Its use is illustrated in Fig. 12-2 and also in Fig.

12-64, Sec. 12-23.

The Magnesyn consists of a laminated core on which a toroidal coil is

^ See Vol. 18 of this series.

* Army type synchros, although similar in characteristics, were not classified by
any such simple system.

* Manufactured by Eclipse-Pioneer Division of Bendix Aviation Corp., Teterboro,

N. J.

^R. S. Childs, Magnesyn Remote Indication, Trans. AIEEj 63, 679-83, Sep-

tember 1944. Magnesyn” is a trade name of the Eclipse-Pioneer Division of

Bendix Aviation Corp.
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wound. The rotor is a small permanent magnet. The coil is excited

by 26 volts of 400-cycle power. The constants of the system are so

chosen that the core will be completely saturated at each peak of the

excitation current. Owing to the unsymmetrical saturation of the core

when it is magnetically biased by the flux of the rotor, alternating

voltages of second and higher even harmonic frequencies are set up at

the three take-off points of the coil. The relative values of the voltages

at these points depend on the position of the rotor. Leads from the

three points are connected to the three stator windings of an Autosyn
through a special transformer canceling voltage components at the

26v o
400 cycle

supply

Magnesyn

Transformer to eliminate

fundamental frequency

Rotor

Output shaft

K

f'

1—
Error

voltage

Servo
motor

Servo
amplifier

Fig. 12*2.—Use of MaKiiesyn in servo loop.

exciting frequency. The Autosyn is operated as a control synchro in the

usual manner. The phase detection of the error signal from the Autosyn

is, of course, done at the second harmonic frequency. Torque required

to turn a Magnesyn varies widely but is at least an order of magnitude

smaller than the 0.04 in.-oz of the Autosyn-type synchros. Accuracies

of approximately ±t° are obtained.

A Magnesyn has been used to advantage as the data input device

in a servo follow-up actuated by the low^-torque output shaft of an air-

speed meter and has also been used frequently in other similar applica-

tions. A considerable number of Magnesyns were used in conjunction

with Bendix Gyro Fluxgate compasses as input elements in follow-up

systems using compass data, an important example being in the north-

stabilization of the AN/APS-15 radar plan position indicator.'

Another data input or output device of interest is the Microsyn} A
Microsyn is an electromagnetic device which has a specially shaped two-

pole, soft iron rotor and a four-pole stator. Coils are wound on each

stator pole. The characteristics of the unit are determined by the type

of windings and connections used and by the shape of the rotor. The

basic Microsyn can be so designed and connected as to provide (1) an

a-c voltage varying linearly in amplitude with the product of the exciting

> See Vol. 22 for details of PPI north stabilization.

* The Microsyn was developed at the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory but is not

yet available commercially.
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current and the angular rotation of the rotor from a null or initial posi-

tion, (2) a torque output that is proportional to the square of a d-c

input current or to the product of the currents in two exciting windings

but is essentially constant over a reasonably large angle of rotation of

the rotor, or (3) a torque output that is proportional to angular rotation

and varies with the square of the exciting current. The connection

shown in Fig. 12*3 corresponds to Case 1. The output is alternating

current, and its relative phase

changes by 180® as the rotor goes

through the null position.

As used for a data input or out-

put device for servo use, the

Microsyn is not itself positioned

for minimum voltage, but rather

the output unit positioned to give

a voltage of opposite phase and of

magnitude equal to that of the

voltage from the input unit. The
algebraic sum of the two voltages

is then near zero and constitutes

the error voltage input to the servo amplifier. A Mi(;rosyn is normally

used only over a limited angular range.

Because each Microsyn is separately excited, it is possible by the use

of high-impedance comparison devices to position several units so as to

follow an input unit or to make a series of units position in cascade.

Microsyns require controlled exciting current for some applications; for

other applications it is sufficient to pass the same exciting current through

both the input and output units.

An important advantage of the Microsyn lies in the fact that, like

the Magnesyn, it requires no slip rings for the rotor and therefore its

torque load is only that of the shaft bearings, which may be made very

small. One small Microsyn unit has an outside diameter of about

2 in. An amplitude vs. shaft rotation plot of the output is linear to

about ±0.08®, and two units will track together in a null-balancing

circuit to within ±0.06® for angles up to ±7i®. Null operation with

somewhat reduced accuracy is possible out to 12^° either side of the

zero position. Normally the exciting windings are low impedance, of

the order of 10 ohms at 400 cycles, and the output windings have an

effective impedance of the order of 2500 ohms.

The Telegon^ is another member of the synchro family. By virtue of

a unique type of construction, it, like the Magnesyn and Microsyn, has

Exciting

circuit

400 cps
4

Output
circuit

Rotor
shaft

Rotor' Laminated pole

structure

Fig. 12-3.—Schematic diagram of Microsyn.

' Telegon is a trade name of the Kollsman Instrument Co.
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no moving contact. This results in a minimum of radio and other

electrical interference, long life, and extremely light torque load.

A Telegon includes two stator coils, as in an ordinary synchro. The
rotor consists of a shaft turning in jewel bearings and carrying two
soft iron vanes. The rotor is magnetically excited by an a-c coil con-

centric with its shaft. The vanes serve to distort the field produced by
the rotor excitation coil such that a maximum flux linkage with the

stator structure occurs in a plane containing the vane axis and the

shaft. This plane, of course, rotates as the rotor is turned, thereby

causing induced voltages in the two stator coils to vary nearly as the

sine and cosine of the rotor angle,

pairs, it is not essential that the

stator voltages vary exactly sinu-

soidally with rotor rotation but

merely that the variation be iden-

tical for units used together.

Telegons are available for 400-

cycle, 110- and 26-volt excitation

and for 700-cycle, 85-volt excita-

tion. Their average weight is ap-

proximately 4 oz.

The physical arrangement of

parts is shown in Fig. 12*4. Wind-

ing M is the concentric rotor-ex-

citing coil, while windings F and

F\ are the stator coils. The axes

of the three windings are mutually

perpendicular. Part K is the rotor with its soft iron vanes, the remainder

of the flux path being completed by a soft iron shell S, which also serves as

a magnetic shield.

12*3. Potentiometers.—Although having some disadvantages as

compared with the devices discussed above, potentiometers as input or

output devices are often more practical because of their small size,

small weight, low cost, ready availability, low power requirements,

possibilities for d-c operation, and adaptability to specific systems.

Disadvantages of potentiometers as data input and output devices some-

times encountered are mechanical loading, electrical loading, speed

limitations, short life, resolution, and insufficient accuracy. This list

of possible shortcomings of potentiometers should not be interpreted as

a blanket indictment of all potentiometers, for there are a number that

do not fall down on any of these counts, anct there are many applications

where some of these characteristics are of no importance. Potentiom-

eters are treated in detail in Vol. 17 of this series. This discussion will

Since Telegons are normally used in

F F,

Fia. 12-4.—CroSwS section of Tclegon. {Cour-

tesy of Kollsman Instrument Co.)
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be limited to those characteristics particularly important when poten-

tiometers are used as data input and output devices.

A potentiometer is generally lighter and smaller than a GO-cps synchro

capable of doing the same job but is about equivalent in size and weight

to a number of 400 cps devices such as Autosyns, Telegons, etc. In

servo applications, potentiometers are usually, but not always, operated

as high-resistance (say 20,000 ohms) potential dividers and hence require

little power for energizing. In comparison, synchros draw considerably

more total power, although this may bo directly from the a-c line and

therefore not particularly difficult to obtain.

Potentiometers are suitable for use with both direct and a-f alter-

nating current. They are particularly flexible, since they can be used

in a variety of electrical combinations as either variable resistors or

potential dividers. They are particularly useful as output devices,

allowing servos to follow input voltages of any desired nature. In

general, potentiometers require more torque than synchros, 1 to 3 oz-in.

being typical. Special potentiometers have been built with very low

torque however, an example being the Microtorque potentiometer^ having

a load of only 0.003 oz-in.

A frequent restriction on the use of, a potentiometer may be the

requirement that it feed a low-impedance load. Normally, this intro-

duces a loading error which may be quite serious. However, if one

potentiometer is matched against another, the electrical loading of a

balanced servo input circaiit connected between the two arms will not

cause any inaccuracy in the null point. The speeds at which potentiom-

eters may be used vary widely; in general the maximum speeds arc

appreciably less than the maximum speeds for synchros or condensers.

The speed problem is discussed in Vol. 17. Intimately related to speed

is the useful life of a potentiometer. Life is an important consideration in

the choice of an input or output device. From this standpoint, synchros,

condensers, and other types of slip ring or no-moving-contact devices

are preferred to potentiometers, particularly for the higher-speed applica-

tions. Considerable progress has been made in the design and construc-

tion of potentiometers for long life; if a potentiometer is properly made
and is not operated at excessive speeds, a useful life of the order of

millions of cycles is possible.

The accuracy and resolution of a potentiometer is also a very impor-

tant consideration as regards its use as a data input or output device.

Where desired, the resolution and accuracy of a potentiometer may be

made very high; for example, in the 10-turn Helipot^ or Micropot^ type

' See Vol. 17. Made by G. M. Giannini and Co., 161 East California St., Pasa-
dena, Calif.

* Trade name of the Helipot Corporation, 1011 Mission St., South Pasadena, Calif.

* Trade name of Thomas B. Gibbs and Co., Delevan, Wis.
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of construction, accuracies of 0.02 to 0.10 per cent independent linearity

limit error and resolutions of one turn of wire equal to 0.01 per cent of full

scale are available in 20,000-ohm potentiometers. In the RTj-274 and
RL-270* single-turn potentiometers, accuracies of approximately ±0.07
per cent and resolutions of 0.03 per cent of full scale are obtained.

Accurate, low-resistance potentiometers and variable resistors were

designed and manufactured in small quantities by the Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Company.
124. Condensers.—Condensers are useful for data transmission and

particularly as data input devices because of their low torque loads and
the high speeds at which they may be used. Condensers for high-speed

applications are generally built without moving contacts, and therefore

only the frictional torque of bear-

ings need be overcome in rotating

the shafts. The low torque char-

acteristics of a condenser data

input device have been used suc-

cessfully and to great advantage

in the MIT dilTerential analyzer.-*

It is extremely important in the

operation of this machine that the

data take-off which transmits the

motion of the output disk of each

integrator impose a minimum me-

chanical load on the disk. In this

application the condenser is of the

rotating dielectric type. A pair

of condensers whose capacitances

are varied as the sine and cosine

of the input shaft rotation constitutes a transmitting or receiving element

of this data-transmission system.

Figure 12*5 shows another common application of condensers as data-

transmission elements, in which a bridge circuit is used to obtain an error

voltage. This circuit, of course, has the restriction that only the range

of data covered by the limited range of operation of the condenser can

be covered, cyclic operation being impractical. As in most a-c bridge

circuits, it is necessary to take precautions about ground capacities, etc.

Another application of a rotating condenser is found in the Tele-

plotter equipment.® In this application a beat-frequency type of circuit

' Designed by Radiation Laboratory and manufactured by the Fairchild Camera

and Instrument Co. and the Muter Corp.

* V. Bush and S. Caldwell, A New Type of Differential Analyzer,*' Jour. Franklin

240
, 4, October 1945.

• Brown Instrument Co., 4428 Wayne Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.

Fia. 12-5.—Use of condensers as data input

and output devices.
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is employed, in which each condenser input and output is part of the

tuned circuit in a very stable oscillator. When the input and output

positions are identical, other constants in the circuit are so adjusted

that identical frequencies in each oscillator circuit are produced. A
selective filter produces an error voltage proportional to the beat fre-

quency that is present if the condensers are not in corresponding positions,

and this error voltage is used in the usual manner to position one of the

condensers so as to reduce the error signal. This method is advantageous

for radio or wire transmission of data to remote points, the frequency of

the input condenser oscillator being the data representation in this

case.

The accuracy of phase-shifting condensers is an important consid-

eration in their choices as data input and output devices. The best

condensers available to date have peak errors of approximately 1° and
are available^ in three- and four-plate styles for use with three- and
two-phase oscillators, respectively. For further details see Vol. 17,

Chap. 9.

12«5. Miscellaneous Data Input Devices.—There are an endless

variety of input devices that may be used to transform physical measure-

ments into electrical or mechanical forms suitable for use in instru-

ment servos. Detailed discussions of this subject may be found in the

literature of process control.^

12*6. Time-derivative Data Input and Output Devices.—The use of

time-derivative reference devices in. velocity servos is discussed in detail

in Chaps. 4 and 14. In choosing an output device for a velocity servo

the usual list of design considerations of Chap. 19 should be kept in

mind. However, the following characteristics are of particular impor-

tance: weight, accuracy, life, voltage, scale factor, a-c vs. d-c operation,

variable vs. constant frequency if alternating current, and means for

controlling the voltage s(!ale factor. For d-c circuits several d-c gen-

erator type tachometers are available or in development.® Condenser

tachometers have also proved themselves valuable for some applications.

A condenser tachometer has the advantage that its output may be the

product of an input d-c voltage and the speed of rotation of its shaft.

Alternating current tachometers are generally desired with constant

frequencies. These may be obtained by exciting one winding of a two-

phase induction motor type device with a constant-frequency alter-

nating current, obtaining a voltage proportional to speed of rotation

^ P. J. Nilsen Co., Chicago, 111.

* See, for example, E. S. Smith, Avtomatic Control Engineeringf McGraw-Hill,

New York, 1944; Eckman, Principles of Industrial Process Control, Wiley, New York,

1945; and R. R. Batcher and W. Moulic, Electronic Control Handbook, Caldwell

Clements, 1947.

* See Vol. 17 of this series.
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from the other winding. The Kollsman^ and Arma^ drag-cup generators

are examples of the better devices available for this use.

Alternating current tachometers generating variable-frequency alter-

nating current may also be used, generally in conjunction with an input

device or signal characterized by a frequency that is to be matched.
This scheme is particularly useful where it is desired to maintain accu-

rately a fixed speed of rotation. An example of such a circuit is a Bell

Telephone Laboratory crystal-controlled motor. Variable frecpiency a-c

tachometers might also be used in conjunction with frequeiKjy-measuring

circuits, but this is seldom done. In some applications it is necessary

to have the velocity servo operate for only a short period of time; in such

cases it may be advantageous to use a potentiometer with direct current

across it as the output device, differentiating the output voltage from the

arm of the potentiometer by means of a network to obtain a voltage

proportional to velocity.^

Time reference devices may be used in positioning servos as sta-

bilizing devices, since a voltage proportional to speed added to the normal

error signal in a linear system is equivalent to viscous damping applied

to the motor. This stabilizing technique is widely used, both with d-c

and a-(! velocity references in d-c and a-c servos, respectively. For this

application the accuracy of the velocity reference device is relatively

unimportant. When d-c velocity feedback is used for stabilizing pur-

poses, a large (amdenser is often inserted in series with this feedback

to avoid the increase in velocity error due to the viscous damping effect

while still retaining the stabilizing action at the higher frecpiencies where

such action is needed. The stabilization of servos by means of velocity

feedback is discussed in Chap. 11.

Occasionally a voltage proportional to the second derivative with

respect to time of the output or input is desired. Possible but not

common applications might be for extra stabilization of velocity servos

or in servos where output data proportional to the second derivative or

integral with respect to time of input data is desired. One method of

obtaining such voltages is to differentiate the voltage obtained by use of a

velocity device; however, this is usually not very satisfactory because

of its tendency to exaggerate commutation noise. The subject of higher

time derivative elements is discussed in Chap. 4. Mechanical devices

taking advantage of the relation F = ma are sometimes used as accelera-

tion-measuring devices.^

1 Models 915-B-04602 and 863-04302, Kollsman Instrument Division of Square D
Co., 80-08 45th Ave., Elmhurst, N.Y.

* Arma Corp., 254 36th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
3 See Chap. 4.

< See, for example, C. S. Draper and W. Wrigley, ‘'An Instrument for Measuring

Low Frequency Acceleration in Flight,” /. Aero Sci., 7, 388-401, July 1940.
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12*7. Nonlinear Positioning.—It is often desired that the output

motion of a servo system be some nonlinear function of the input data;

this situation is frequently encountered in computers. In a servo loop

the nonlinearity may be introduced in either the input or the output

device. The input or output device may be nonlinear or may be non-

linearly connected to the input or output data. An example of the

former method might be a nonlinear potentiometer; an example of the

latter method might be a linear potentiometer connected to the output

shaft by means of nonlinear gears. The techniques for producing such

nonlinear transformations of data have been discussed elsewhere;^ how-

ever, a few general considerations that affect over-all servo loop per-

formance are of interest here.

If the nonlinearity is introduced in the input device or in the con-

nection between the input data and the input device, then the servo

system is not subject to change of gain and nonlinearity in the servo

loop. If, however, the nonlinearity is introduced in the output device

or in the connection between the output data and the output device,

then this nonlinearity becomes a part of the servo loop and affects its

analysis from the standpoint of change of gain, nonlinearity of loop,

or both. 2 Thus, one important conclusion may be immediately drawn:

If a choice is possible, the nonlinearity should he introduced at the input

element or between the output data device and the load; i.e,, outside the feed-

back loop.

In Fig. 12*6a a linear potentiometer is used as an input device and a

resolver as an output device, yielding a servo loop in which the sine of

the output is proportional to the input. In Fig. 12-66 the functions of

the input and output devices are reversed, resulting in a system whose

output is proportional to the sine of the input. In the first system, the

loop gain varies; in the second system, the loop gain is constant.

12*8. Single-speed vs. Multispeed Data Transmission.®—In systems

where the accuracy of data transmission required is greater than can

be conveniently obtained with synchros operating as shown in Fig. 8-1,

it is common practice to use a second synchro channel operating at a

higher speed relative to the first channel, such as 36 speed. The error

signals are then taken from the high-speed synchro channel. This

method has two advantages: It reduces the effect of synchro inaccuracy

inversely as the speed of rotation is multiplied and results in an increase

of servo gain proportional to the multiplication of speed. Of course,

means must be provided for controlling from the output of the 1-speed

' See Chap. 5.

* Cf. Sec. 11-11 for a discussion of the effects of nonlinearity of different types on
servo performance and analysis.

*C/. Sec. 2-11.
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synchro channel until the right revolution of the higher-speed synchro

has been reached, i.e., the systems must be synchronized. In some

systems, such as the British remote-reading aircraft compass, the func-

tion of the 1-speed element is fulfilled by other means. In the case of

the remote-reading compass this is by voice communication over an

interphone system. The major disadvantage of the multispeed data-

transmission system is, of course, the additional complexity and equip-

ment involved.

E

(a)

Fig. 12-6.—Examples of variablc-Rain type nonlinear servo loops.

The choice of the exact speed of the high-speed element depends,

among other things, on the relation between the accuracy of the high-

speed element and the over-all accuracy required, and on the relation

between the velocity of the 1-speed element and the maximum speed

allowable for the high-speed element. As an example of this limitation,

synchros are usually rated at 1000 rpm, except for Sizes 1 and 6F, which

are limited to 400 rpm.

By way of illustration, consider a system using synchros with accu-

racies of ±i°. If in addition to a 1-speed s)mchro channel, another

synchro channel were added at 36-speed, the error of following (measured

at the 1-speed shaft) due to the ssmehro errors would be reduced to
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only 0.014°, and the gain of the servo system would be increased by a

factor of 36. Figure 12-7 is a block diagram of such a 1- and 36-speed

servo system. Block A in this figure conta'ns the data input devices, in

this case 1- and 36-speed synchros. These drive 1- and 36-speed synchro

control transformers in block B. The control transformers are lined up

so that the electrical zero position of the 1-speed device coincides with

an electrical zero position of the 36-speed devi(;e. As indicated, the

rotor outputs are fed to a single-pole double-throw relay. The normally

open position of the relay connects the 36-speed information to the

A B

servoamplifier. The 1-speed error voltage is fed to an amplifier that

closes the relay only if the error voltage from the 1 -speed control trans-

former corresponds to more than a 5° angular position error. If more

than a 5° error is present, the servoamplifier is operated from the 1-speed

error voltage. As soon as the servomotor has decreased the error of

following to less than 5°, the relay will open and the 36-speed synchro

control transformer will again take control of the servoamplifier. Thus,

the servo will always operate in the correct sector with no ambiguity.

In Fig. 12-8 is shown an amplifier circuit suitable for this type of servo

operation. As the 1-speed error voltage increases, a value of grid

voltage of the first tube is reached at which the plate current closes the

relay, connecting the 1-speed error voltage to the input of the servo-

amplifier. A number of alternate schemes for this type of operation of

multispeed systems have been developed. Some of the simpler circuits

use series or parallel addition of the two synchro rotor voltages with

contact rectifiers, diodes, or neon lamps to limit the voltage from the

high-speed data synchro to a value which insures that the 1-speed

synchro will assume control for large errors.
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l'’lo. 12'8.—Ainplifier arid relay for .synchronizing inultispced .servo system.

AMPLIFIERS, MODULATORS, AND PHASE DETECTORS ‘

12‘9. General Considerations.—The circuits considered here arc those

Avhich change the voltage that represents the error signal from alter-

nating to direct voltage, or vice versa, or change the voltage scale factor

of the error signal. Together with networks and devices for servo

stabilization they constitute the remainder of the servo system after the

motor, power-control element, and data devices have been selected. The
design of the amplifier is related to that of the stabilization networks to

such an extent that the amplifier cannot usually be designed entirely

independently. One important reason for this interdependence is that

gain must usually be sacrificed in stabilization networks; this necessitates

higher amplifier gain. Also, the amplifier is often the most logical loca-

tion for certain stabilization networks.

Loop Gain ,—The over-all accuracy requirements determine the loop

gain that the servo must have, and these, together with the properties

of the control element, data input device, and stabilization networks,

determine the gain necessary in the amplifier and associated circuits.

Once a particular value has been assigned to the error that may
result from finite loop gain, the necessary gain can be calculated. The

usual requirement is that the gain be sufficient to prevent any error

larger than the tolerable amount from remaining uncorrected under the

given input conditions. If it is necessary to use a d-c error signal, the

most critical loop gain factor is usually the drift in level of the first d-c

' Sections 12*9 to 1212 inclusive, are by P. MacRae, Jr.
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tube. Error specifications usually require that the drift in the amplifier

over any period of time during which it is expected to operate without

recalibration must correspond to less than the maximum specified error.

Thus, various characteristics of the elements chosen for the servo deter-

mine the minimum loop gain that can be used, and this determines the

minimum gain that the amplifier and the detector, modulator, and sta-

bilization networks (if any) together must have.

Frequency Response .—The frequency response of the amplifier and

phase detector contributes to the over-all frequency response of the

loop and influences the stability and transient response of the servo.

The most important frequency-response characteristic when a phase

detector is used is that due to the filtering or ‘‘smoothing” network

which follows the phase detector. Choice of phase detector filter char-

acteristics is a compromise between desired attenuation of ripple fre-

quencies and xmdesired attenuation in the (lower) frequency region that

controls the servo stability. The amount of smoothing or filtering

necessary is often determined by a vacuum-tube stage to which the

filtered output is fed; the alternating component should not drive the

tube out of its linear region. This may necessitate a smoothing time

constant greater than the period of tho carrier. If a low carrier fre-

quency is used—60 cycles, for example—considerable care in design and

networks more complicated than single RC low-pass filters may be

necessary.

Instead of cascading frequency-response corrective networks and

amplifiers, one may often combine the networks and amplifiers. Some-

times a desired frequency characteristic may be obtained by use of a

feedback amplifier with networks in the feedback circuit. Such a circuit

can usually use smaller physical components than the cascaded network

and amplifier that it replaces. The amplifier may also be used as a

noise filter to reduce the effect of the noise and high-frequency com-

ponents in the error signal. The theory of corrective and smoothing

networks has been discussed in Chaps. 9 to 11.

Factors Determining Type of Circuit Used .—The choice of modulator or

phase detector circuits to be used depends largely on the form in which

the error signal comes from the data input device and on the type of

input required by the control element. The general circuit types may
be classified as shown in Table 12-1.

In cases where there is a choice between d-c and a-c amplification,

it is usually desirable to use a-c amplifiers because of the additional

design freedom resulting from the use of condensers and the consequent

ease of setting d-c levels. It is partly for this reason that a-c rather

than d-c amplifiers are used in Cases 2 and 3 of Table 121. In Case 3,

however, a much more important reason for amplifying the alternating
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voltage before rectifying is the reduction of the effect of d-c drifts. If

the phase detector introduces a given d-c drift, this corresponds to a

much smaller error if a-c amplification precedes the detector. If the

amplifier has gain G, the effect of d-c drift in the phase detector will be

less by a factor \/G in the case when a-c amplification is used.

Table 121.—General Circuit Types

Case No. Input Output Circuit types

1 A-c A-c A-c amplifier

2 D-c A-c Modulator and a-c amplifier

3 A-c D-c A-c amplifier and phase detector

4 D-c D-c D-c amplifier; or modulator, a-c amplifier, and phase

detector

In the choice between d-c amplifiers and modulation-demodulation

systems (Case 4), the latter are preferable, both because of lower drifts

and because the difficulties of maintaining levels in a high-gain d-c

amplifier are eliminated by the use of a-c amplification. The advantage

of d-c amplifiers is economy of parts.

A further consideration in the design of these circuits is the effect

of noise or signals other than the desired error signal. This may influ-

ence the choice of data input devices in so far as they determine the

signal-to-noise ratio when the servo is near equilibrium. If large unde-

sired signals containing harmonics of the error signal frequency are

introduced into a phase detector, erroneous output voltages usually

result.

12*10. Amplifiers.—A detailed treatment of d-c amplifiers is given in

Vol. 18. The design of a-c amplifiers for servos may be done according

to well-known methods of audio-amplifier design.^ Methods of gain

control in amplifiers are of special interest to the servo designer. In some

cases, such as a resolver servo, the loop gain varies with the input data

to the device using the servo; with the aid of some signal also dependent

on the input data, automatic gain control may be achieved. An impor-

tant use of gain controls in servos produced in quantity is to allow near

optimum gain adjustment even with large component tolerances or to

compensate for varying conditions under which the servos may be used.

If tube changes or tube aging produce so large a change in gain that it

1 See for example: F. E. Terman, Radio Engineers' Handbook^ 1st ed., McGraw-

Hill, New York, 1943; Radio Engineering, 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1937;

H. J. Reich, Theory and Application of Electron Tubes, 1st ed., McGraw-Hill, New

York, 1939; W. L. Everitt, Communication Engineering, 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New

York; and F. L. Smith, The Radiotron Designer's Handbook, 3d ed., Amalgamated

Wireless Valve Company, Sydney (RCA Mfg. Co.), 1941.
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cannot be provided for in the design, an adjustment is usually incor-

porated so that from time to time the gain may be adjusted for optimum
performance. It is sometimes convenient to use a standard servo design

with a variety of loads; in this case a gain control may make reasonably

satisfactory but not optimum performance possible for a wide range of

loads. Gain controls in experimental models are, of course, essential if

servos are designed by experimentation, an occasionally justifiable

practice.

The usual method of gain control uses a potentiometer to attenuate

the signals fed to the grid circuit of one stage of an amplifier. Automatic

gain control may be achieved through the use of variable-gain tubes, the

gain being electronically controlled by the grid bias voltage. Sometimes

controlled limiting is used as a form of gain control; here also the control

may be electronic and automatic. The over-all gain of a servo may be

varied by operating on the motor or power control element. While the

principal gain control methods have been listed, others will suggest them-

selves in special applications.

A balance contror^ is often inserted in the servo loop to ensure that

for zero error signal the output signal to the motor is zero. A common
method is to insert a potentiometer between the cathodes of a differential

amplifier or phase detector, the cathode resistor being connected to the

movable contact of the potentiometer. An adjustment may then be

made in the servo loop. Where feasible, it is preferable to omit the

balance control, using instead a loop'gain high enough so that the expected

unbalance requires a compensating error of a magnitude that is small

compared with the allowable error.

Modulators. The Use of Modulators in Servos.—A modulat-

ing device used in a servo must provide an alternating output voltage that

indicates the sense as well as the magnitude of the input signals; if the

polarity of the input changes, corresponding to a change in the sign of the

error, this must be indicated in the output. The most common method of

indicating change in input polarity is an inversion of the output wave-

form. This symmetry condition somewhat restricts the class of modu-
lator to be considered in connection with servos.^ The conditions will

also be imposed that output amplitude be roughly proportional to input

amplitude, at least in the vicinity of zero error signal, and that for zero

d-c input, there be zero a-c output. While the input signal to a modu-
lator device may be a single-ended d-c error signal, it is more commonly
two d-c signals whose difference represents the error signal. The class

of circuits most frequently used as modulators uses elements that act as

switches: diodes, crystal rectifiers, triodes used as clamp tubes, mechanical

* For a more general discussion of modulator circuits, see Vol. 19 of this series, and

Secs. 3-10 and 15-4 of this volume.
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contactors, etc. The general property of such circuits is that during

one portion of the cycle of the carrier certain switches are closed and
others are open whereas during the remainder of the cycle the switch

positions are reversed. In the circuits using two-terminal devices (e.g.,

diodes, crystal rectifiers) as switches, both the modulating signal and the

carrier in general influence the time at which the switches may be con-

sidered to open and close; but if the carrier amplitude is large, as is usually

the case, the opening and closing times may be considered functions of the

carrier waveform alone.

Analysis of Switch-type Modulator and Phase Detector .—It may be

shown easily that any modulator of this type may also be used as a phase

detector. Suppose the circuit consists of double-throw switches that

have one position during one part of the carrier cycle (the part having

duration /i) and another position during the remainder (of duration <2)

of the cycle. Assume further that the switches are “idear^ and that

during cither interval or ^2 the circuit may be considered a linear resis-

tive network. A modulator of this type can then be described as a device

that produces an output e^ which varies as a function of the input ei in

the following manner:

62 = AiCi during the interval h,

e2 = A 2^1 during the interval t^.

If 61 is a slowly varying voltage over the interval ti + <2, the device then

acts as a modulator; the output will be an alternating voltage of rectangu-

lar waveform whose peak-to-peak amplitude is Aiei ~ A 261. The output

therefore has the desired property of inverting when ei changes polarity.

A device described by these equations can also be used as a phase detector

if the input Ci is a periodic waveform of period ti + t2. If the waveform

Cl varies in amplitude but maintains its shape, it can be described by the

expression

61 = Cf(th ( 1 )

and C is a real quantity that varies slowly over the interval ti + <2 and

can be positive or negative. If the average values of f(f) during the

intervals ti and <2 are /i and /2 respectively, then the average output

voltage of the circuit is

62 = AiCfi (2)

over the interval ti, and

C2 = A2C/2 (3)

over the interval <2.

entire cycle will be
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and the average output will vary with C if the quantity in brackets does

not vanish.

Practical Circuits ,—An excellent example of this type of circuit is the

mechanical switch,^ which may be

used either as a modulator or as

a phase-sensitive demodulator. If

the switch short-circuits the signal

to ground during the interval t^ to a

good approximation, one may write

for conventional modulators

t\ = t^j

A, = 1
,

A 2 = 0. (5)

The output waveform is a rectangu-

lar wave with peak-to-peak ampli-

tude equal to the input Ci. If the

same circuit is used as a demodu-

lator,

e, = C/2 (6)

The averaging process to separate

62 from highcr-frcquency compon-

ents may be done with a simple PC
low-pass filter or other type filter.

Four typical circuits using
switches for modulation are shown

in Fig. 12-9. The output wave-

forms of the shunt and series circuits

(a) and (b) are equivalent; as the waveform photograph (Fig. 12T0) shows,

the output is at ground potential on alternate half cycles of the carrier.

If the output impedance of the

source is high, circuit (a) is prefer-

able; if it is low, circuit (6) can be

used. C rcuit type (c) produces a

push-pull modulated output. Cir-

cuit (d) converts a push-pull or dif-

ferential signal to a single-ended

output; it is particularly useful,

since the comparison of two d-c

voltages is usually necessary and most of the a-c amplifiers used for the

modulated carrier are single-ended.

1 See Chap. 16 for more details on switch modulators.

; V '-'i

Fig. 12-10.—Waveform of switch modu-
lators of Fig. 12-9 a and b.
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Fig. 12-9.—Typical switch modulator
circuits.
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Several other modulator circuits of the switch type are shown in

Fig. 12*11. In the first three, diodes or other two-terminal unilateral

Fig. 12-11.—Switch-type modulators that may also be used as phase detectors.

impedances (copper oxide, selenium, or germanium rectifiers, for example)

may be used. In the fourth the two triodes together constitute the elec-

tronic equivalent of a switch.^

1 Other switch-type modulator circuits are shown in F. E. Terman, Radio Engineers'

Handbook^ McGraw-Hill, New York, 1943, p. 563. See also Vol. 19 of this series.
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The twodiode modulator of Fig. 12* 11a effectively clamps the output

to ground every other half cycle. When the voltage at the upper end

of the transformer is positive, both diodes conduct, the current through

them being limited by the resistances Ri. If Ri<^Ry the output €2 will

be nearly zero during this interval. When the carrier has the opposite

polarity, the diodes are effectively open circuits and 62 = The prin-

cipal errors in the operation of this circuit result from the fact that the

diode characteristics are not ideal and identical. The departure of

diodes from the ideal characteristic is treated in detail in Vol. 19. Asym-
metry may cause sharp positive or negative “ spikes to appear in the

output waveform and obscure the null that should be produced when the

d-c input is zero. The reduction .of heater voltage produces improve-

ment in some cases at the expense of shortened tube life. The four-diode

modulator (^Miamond”) shown in Fig. 12T16 shows less dependence on

diode characteristics. During the

half cycle when the upper end of the

transformer secondary is positive, di-

odes Vi and V2 conduct while Fa and

V4 are cut off, and 62 « ei. On the op-

posite half cycle, Fi and V2 are cut off

and Fa and V

4

connect the output to

ground through resistors Ri. This

has the advantage that the null point

of the modulator is determined by the

diode Fa and F4 at only one part of their characteristics; in Circuit

(a) symmetry was required over a considerable range of the conducting

regions.

The circuit of Fig. 12Tlc is the same as Circuit (a) of Fig. 12-9,

except that a four-diode bridge is used in place of the mechanical switch.

Most of the modulator circuits of Fig. 12*11 may also be used when
the difference of two d-c voltages is the modulating signal. In this case

one of the inputs is at the same input terminal as in Fig. 12*11, and the

other is at the ground terminal. Circuit (a), for example, might assume

the form shown in Fig. 12*12. The additional input has now been added

effectively at the center tap of the transformer. In case the transformer

winding is not center-tapped with sufficient symmetry, or if a trans-

former has no center tap, a potentiometer in parallel with the transformer

secondary may be used as shown to produce the same effect. When the

transformer secondary is floating as in this case, it is desirable to use a

well-shielded transformer, for commercial transformers frequently have

high capacitive coupling between windings. As a result of this coupling,

an undesired alternating voltage of the carrier frequency may be super-

imposed on the d-c input. This effect is particularly noticeable at 400

Fig. 12-12.—Modulator comparing tvo
d-c voltages.
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cycles and higher carrier frequencies; if generators are used, their high

harmonic content accentuates the effect. In order to minimize this

effect, the designer should keep input impedances to ground low or

introduce an RC low-pass filter in

one or both d-c inputs.

Modulators of other varieties

than the switch type may also be

used. Those employing special

characteristics such as double

input vacuum tubes and those

employing signal-controlled am-
plitude selection^ do not in their

simplest forms provide zero a-c

output for zero input. This can

be remedied, however, by the con-

struction of a balanced circuit in

which one output is subtracted

from another produced by a similar element with the signal or carrier

inverted. One example of such a circuit is shown in Fig. 12T3.

1242. Phase Detectors.—To convert a modulated alternating

voltage, measuring an error signal, to a direct voltage requires a demodu-

lator that responds to the sense of the modulated wave.^ Such circuits

are commonly called phase detectors, although in servo applications

it usually is the variation of amplitude from positive to negative values

rather than the variation of relative phase angle that is of importance.

Most of the circuits shown will detect either phase or amplitude variations,

however. Phase detectors for servos must have relatively stable zero

points and must remain saturated^’ for very large input signals corre-

sponding to large servo errors. The circuits mentioned above, using

switches that operate at times determined by the carrier or reference

signal and providing no amplification in themselves, belong to the impor-

tant and useful controlled-switch phase detector class. Other types of

phase detectors of importance are those in which switching does not occur

at fixed times and those which amplify as well as provide switching.

A phase detector in which switching does not occur at fixed times is

shown in Fig. 12-14. It operates on the principle of adding the error

signal to and subtracting it from the reference voltage. The two result-

ing alternating voltages are rectified; the two d-c voltage outputs are

equal only when the component of error signal in phase with the reference

voltage is zero. A similar circuit is used in some f-m discriminators.

A number of phase detector circuits that use triodes and provide

1 These modulator circuits are treated extensively in Vol. 19.

* See Vol, 19.
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amplification are shown in Fig. 12*15. In each of these circuits, two

triodes are balanced against each other to give symmetrical operation.

It is necessary to use either a push-pull signal or a push-pull reference

voltage (carrier), for if the signal is zero, the average currents through the

triodes are the same, and cancel by subtraction; but as the error signal

varies, the subtracted currents will then vary in opposite directions. In

symmetrical circuits of this kind, differences in tube characteristics may
lead to asymmetry in the output at zero signal. This effect is less impor-

tant in phase detectors than in modulators, however, for phase detectors

voltage

Fio. 12' 14.—Phase detector using addition of voltages.

are usually operated at voltage levels that are high relative to the voltage

asymmetry which may result from tube differences.

Circuit (a) uses a push-pull signal at the grids of two triodes and

provides the two plate voltages by means of floating transformer wind-

ings. Circuit (6) is similar but provides the plate voltages by changing

the voltages of the grids and cathodes relative to the plates. In Circuit

(5) an undesired signal may result from capacitive coupling between the

secondary of the transformer and ground.

Circuit (c) resembles Circuit (5) with the exception that the output

current is used directly to control relays or a motor. If the windings in

which the current is used may float with respect to ground, the reference

voltage may be applied as shown mthout a transformer. Either (a) or

(c) may be used with push-pull plate voltages and a single-ended signal

which is fed to both grids; in this case a transformer is necessary to supply

the plate voltage.

In Circuit (d) the switching action, or time selection, is made more

definite by the use of a rectangular reference voltage. When the refer-

ence waveform is positive, the cathodes of the differential amplifier are

raised and the tubes are cut off; during the negative part of the reference

waveform, the diode does not conduct and the differential amplifier func-
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tions as an amplitude discriminating circuit. The common cathode

resistor effectively provides nearly push-pull grid-cathode voltages.

This phase detector is used in the a-c integrating servo described in Sec.

4*10.

Circuit (e) uses a series tube, which is effectively a switch, in series

with a differential amplifier. When the reference waveform is positive,

the differential amplifier functions normally
;
when it is negative the switch

tube and consequently the amplifier tubes are cut off.

Circuit (/) is similar to (d), since it is a differential amplifier whicdi

operates normally during part of the carrier cycle. In this case an

approximation to a rectangular reference waveform may be generated

from a sine wave by means of the* resistance-capacitance-diode circuit.

Circuit (g) is similar to a cathode follower with alternate paths for

the cathode current; it provides a differential current with low output

impedance. This circuit has the advantage of maintaining its zero fairly

well with respect to component variation.

In the circuits using sinusoidal reference voltages and error signals,

difficulties may arise from phase shifts of the error signal. A phase shift

may cause a slight overlap between the reference voltage and the error

signal in the ^^off^^ tube. During the interval when the error signal and
reference voltage coincide, a pulse of current will flow in this tube; and if

the error signal is large, the tube may be turned “full on^^ (driven to zero

grid bias). If a smoothing filler is used which gives peak detection, the

output of the “off^^ tube may be nearly the same as that of the “on^^

tube. This can result in sluggish servo action at large values of error.

The amount of filtering necessary in the output circuit of a phase

detector depends largely on the nature of the circuit to which the output

voltage is fed.

MOTORS AND OTHER POWER DEVICES

12-13. Motors.^—The design factors listed in Chap. 19 apply to the

choice and design of motors. In connection with this list, attention is

called to the following factors: type of power available, commutator or

slip ring electrical noise, brush wear, output power, speed range, torque,

inertia, and smoothness.

It must be emphasized that most simple servo design problems can

be solved with any one of a number of motors. Usually the choice of one

motor in preference to others is intimately related to the choice of the

rest of the circuit, and particularly the power-control portion of the

circuit.

Commutator electrical noise is frequently a serious source of inter-

ference with other equipments. A-c devices using slip rings or devices

1 Section 12-13 is by I. A. Greenwood, Jr.
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using no rotating contacts at all are considerably superior to d-c motors

on this count. Commutator noise can nearly always be eliminated—it is

merely a painstaking job to do this. Usually electrical noise gets out of

the motor by radiation and by conduction on the power leads; both

shielding and filters may be required to eliminate such motor noise

effectively.

The type of power available will affect the selection of a motor. It

is necessary to know whether the power source is alternating or direct

current and to know the voltage, the frequency, the load that may be

drawn, and sometimes the waveform.

D-c motors should be considered from the standpoint of brush wear,

particularly in the case of aircraft equipment which must operate at high

altitudes. Care should be taken to see that brush life is adequate for

the applications and that carbon dust from the brushes does not provide

undesirable leakage paths. Frequently a-c motors are chosen in prefer-

ence to d-c motors just because maintenance is easier.

Power and torque-to-inertia ratio or torque-to-square-root-of-inertia

are very important characteristics of motors with regard to their use in

servos. Power determines the load that can be put on a servo, while

the torque-to-inertia or torciue-to-square-root-of-inertia ratio affects the

upper limit of the speed of response (acceleration) of a servo containing

the motor, along with power and smoothness. It was shown in Sec.

11T2 that where gear ratios can be changed, maximum acceleration at

the load is produced by the motor having the highest torque-to-square-

root-of-inertia ratio; where gear ratios are predetermined and large, the

maximum acceleration is produced by a motor having largest torque-to-

inertia ratio. For fastest response, specially designed squirrel-cage induc-

tion motors, drag-cup induction motors, or magnetic-clutch devices should

be considered. The smoothness of a motor greatly affects its use in a

servomechanism, since it is a factor in determining how small a gear

reduction can be used. Smoothness is improved by armature skewing,

thus reducing slot lock; many armature poles and commutator bars;

reduction of friction; and reduction of backlash.

It is a fundamental feature of feedback technique that over-all char-

acteristics of a circuit with feedback are less dependent on the charac-

teristics of the jLt portion of the loop and more dependent on the 0 portion

of the loop. In a servo system, the portion, consisting usually of data

input and output devices and associated circuits, may be made very

accurate, linear, and stable compared with the elements of the m portion

of the loop. Because high-gain feedback loops are involved in most

servos, and because the motor is part of the m portion of the feedback

loop, motor and motor-control characteristics are not very critical.

There is another factor in the operation of many servos that tends to
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make the motor characteristics less critical. In these servos control of

power to the motor is accomplished by controlling the fraction of the

time that full power is applied to the motor rather than controlling the

amount of power applied steadily to the motor. This means that as com-
pared with nonservo operation of motors at low speeds the effects of

irregular friction, slot lock, etc., cause less variation in operation, since

they are acting against full motor torque. This type of power control is

available in circuits such as relay control, thyratron control, and other

types. In circuits where genuine continuous control is used, the slight

changes in motion caused by the load and friction irregularities listed also

cause short pulses of power to be applied to the motor, thereby making

full torques available at low speed. By way of comparison, when the

ordinary motor is run at low speed without being part of a closed-cycle

control system, a slight increase in torcjue load may stall the motor,

while a slight decrease in torque load will cause it to speed up with the

result that operation at low speeds may be very unstable and jerky and

completely impossible at the very low speeds at which servos may be

smoothly operated. This technique of applying short pulses of power to

a motor has a disadvantage that must be considered: The a-c component

of the resulting drive waveform produces heat but no average torque in

those motors where the alternating current docs not also act on the field.

Dissipation of this a-c energy must be provided for.

D-c Motors.—D-c motors in general have the advantages of being

lighter for the same power output* and of having higher starting and

reversing torques than a-c motors.

Series motors have high starting torque and poor speed regulation with

torque. This high negative slope of the torque-speed characteristic

(the latter is approximately linear) is equivalent to a high vis(5ous damp-

ing torque and contributes materially to servo stability' but adds also to

velocity errors. Higher torques on reversal can be obtained with series

motors than with other types of motor. In general, a straight-series

motor has the disadvantage of being a unidirectional device unless

some type of switching is used that reverses either the armature or field

connections but not both. Series motors with such change of field con-

nections made by a relay have been used in some cases to achieve bidirec;-

tional control, an example being a radar trainer integrator servo. This

type of relay-switched direction control is suitable for velocity servos

where the direction is not changed frequently and where operation very

close to zero speed is not required but would not be very suitable for a

position control.

Split-series motors are characterized by high starting torque and have

the advantage of bidirectional control with a small number of control

^ See Sec.. 13-2.
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elements. In Fig. 12- 16 are shown two typical relay control circuits,

one for a separately controlled armature motor and one for a split-series

motor. It is seen that only half as many relay contacts are required for

the split-series motor. Because the split-series motor can utilize only

one-half of the field winding space at any one instant, its design is gen-

erally not so compact as a straight-series motor of the same rating.

Comparing motors wound on the same frame, a split-series motor will

have a lower field flux and a lower torque rating than a straight-series

motor.

Shunt motors and armature-controlled motors are characterized by a

smaller change in speed with load than series motors. Starting torques

are moderate. Shunt motors used in servos are generally operated as

armature-controlled motors, with

the field windings continuously

connected to the power source.

When so connected, these motors

may be reversed by reversing the

armature current. If operated as

straight shunt motors, reversal of

the direction of rotation must be

done by reversing armature or

field leads but not both, as with

series motors. By taking ad-

vantage of the intermittent duty

ratios of most servos, the torque limitations of shunt motors may be

overcome to some extent by the application of momentary overloads.

Permanent-magnet motors are simple and light but are subject to the

limitation that the field may be demagnetized if the motor is badly

overloaded. Specifically, demagnetization of the field by the armature

is likely to occur if the demagnetizing force due to armature current

exceeds the value for which the magnet is stabilized. Frequently, rota-

tion of the poles with respect to the brushes rather than demagnetization

is observed. This limitation, once recognized, is not serious, for it is

relatively easy to guard against the possibility of such overloads when
designing driving circuits.

In circuit applications, permanent-magnet motors are characterized

by economy of drive, in that no power is used in the field. By reversing

the direction of armature current the direction of rotation of the motor is

easily reversed. High torques on reversal are available.

Field-controlled motors have the advantage of high-impedance drive,

which makes them particularly suitable for control with small vacuum

tubes. Ordinarily, when controlling a motor by controlling its field, the

field current must be increased for a decrease of speed. This characteris-

Reiay bidirectional control

separately controlled

armature motor Two relay poles

are required

Relay bidirectional

control of split-series motor
Only one relay pole

IS required

Fio. 12-16.—Reduction of relay pole require-

ments by use of split-series motor.
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tic of motors has in general made field control of d-c motors unpopular.

However, if the armature current is kept reasonably constant rather than

allowed to vary over wide limits as the armature back emf changes

due to changes in field current, then it is possible to achieve a satisfactory

motor control in which there is speed or tongue increase with increase

Fig. 12-17.—Lightweight field-controlled d-c motor, Holtzer Cabot RBD 0808.

of field current. Three examples of such motors^ are the British Velo-

dynes, the MIT Servomechanisms Laboratory 100-watt instrument

servo motor, and the RBD 0808, a lightweight aircraft instrument motor

designed for the Radiation Laboratory by the Holtzer-Cabot Company
(Fig. 12T7) . All these motors may be

controlled by vacuum tubes whoso

power ratings are small compared with

the power of the motors; i.e., the

motors themselves constitute power-

amplifying devices. The inductance

of the field of such motors is usually

very high. In this type motor, field

hysteresis effects must be kept to a

minimum; otherwise serious instabil-

ity may result comparable to that

Alternating-current Motors,—Alternating-current motors are exten-

sively used in servo applications because of their simplicity, reliability,

absence of commutator sparking, rapid response, and economy.

Two-phase induction motor characteristics depend on the resistance

of the conducting material of the armature. If this resistance is low,

the torque vs. slip characteristic is as shown in Fig. 12T8 by the curve

marked “low resistance.'^ The result of this type of characteristic is

low starting torque but higher torque near top speed. This is true in

‘ See Sec. 12-19 below.

Fig. 12-18.—Effect of armature re-

sistance on characteristics of induction

motor.

arising from excessive backlash.
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most induction motors. By increasing the armature resistance, the

starting torque may be increased at the expense of torque at high speeds.

This may be done by the use of such materials as zinc for conducting bars.

Alternating-current motors for servo applications arc generally designed

so that maximum torque occurs with the motor stalled, although maxi-

mum power is usually near top speed. As with series motors, this char-

Fia. 12-19.—Cutaway view of a typical Diehl low-inertia squirrel-cage induction motor.

acteristic of decreasing torque with increasing speed contributes to servo

stability.^ As in the case of shunt motors torque may be increased

merely by momentary overload up to the point where saturation of the

iron becomes a limiting factor.

The rapid response of some induction motor servos is due to their

high torque/inertia and torque/square-root-of-inertia ratios. Inertia can

be kept low because of the simplicity of the armature.

In both the Diehl low-inertia squirrel-cage induction motors (Figs.

12T9 and 12-20) and the drag-cup type induction motors, torque-inertia

ratios may be very high, accelerations of greater than 6000 radians per

second per second being possible with both motors. While acceleration

1 See See. 13-2,
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figures for the drag-cup type motor are somewhat higher than for the

squirrel-cage motor, this type of motor is characterized by low torque for

its size and weight.

It is more efficient for the two windings of an induction motor to be

of different impedance. The low-impedance winding is connected directly

to the a-c power source, while the high-impedance winding is connected

to the control circuit. Direction of rotation is changed by change of phase

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6

Torque in oz. in.

Fio. 12*20.—Characteristics of Diehl FPE-25-9 low-inertia squirrel-cage induction motor.

in the control winding. A phase shift of 90® must be introduced in the

current flowing in either the line phase or the control phase. In practice

both methods are used. Some induction motors, such as the Bendix-

Pioneer CK-5, have eddy-current damping devices built into the motor.

This type of damping allows a-c servos to be built in which the error

signal need not be converted to direct current. Stabilizing circuits for

a-c signals are not very satisfactory unless the frequency of the signal

is kept relatively constant; in the applications where this motor is most

frequently desired, the required constancy of frequency would be imprac-

tical. For applications where highest accuracy is required, damping
of this circuit is usually supplemented by feedback from an a-c tachometer.

Synchronous motors are used mainly as a means for data transmission

and as synchronous drives for such mechanisms as timers. They are

seldom if ever used for servo-motor drives.
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Universal motors are series motors that may be operated on either

alternating or direct current. In order to achieve bidirectional control

either the armature or field windings must be reversed but not both.

Single-phase a-c motors require special tricks in order to achieve rever-

sal of direction of rotation. Fixed pole shading is generally used to

cause the motor to start in the desired direction. Bidirectional control

may be achieved by using two sets of shading coils on the pole, each

tending to cause rotation in an opposite direction, and remotely complet-

ing the circuit of the appropriate coil leaving the other coil open-cir-

cuited. This makes an extremely cheap and easily reversed motor.

The split-phase motor is similar to the two-phase induction motor,

in that the current in one winding is shifted in phase by a capacitor,

usually connected in shunt with the high-impedance winding. In this

case the impedance of the phase-shifted winding is larger than the directly

fed winding, so that a small capacitance may be used. Unless connec-

tions to either winding, but not both, are reversed a split-phase motor is

a unidirectional device.

Repulsion motors resemble series motors in their characteristics, in

that they have high stall torques and high speeds at light loads with

full power applied. Repulsion motors may be controlled for servo appli-

cations by control of current in the path between the shorting brushes.

By the use of two sets of brushes for each pair of stator poles, bidirectional

rotation can be achieved. This type of control is used in the MIT differ-

ential analyzer.^

1244. Magnetic Clutches.^—The term magnetic clutch is applied to a

family of devices used to control the coupling of torque from an input

shaft to an output shaft by means of electrical signals. The torque

coupling may be achieved by contact between friction surfaces or by

interaction of a magnetic field and the field associated with eddy currents

produced by the motion of the first-mentioned field past a conducting

surface. Since a magnetic clutch is required only to transmit torque

rather than to generate torque, it may have power and torque outputs

that are large for the size of the device and the power needed to control

it. Since the input shaft to a magnetic clutch may run at a constant,

relatively high speed, high momentary torques may be made available

to the clutch by the simple expedient of using a large inertia on the input

shaft. The result of all this is that a small motor turning at high speed

a large flywheel coupled by a magnetic clutch to a load may be able to

impart very large acceleration to the load—much larger than is possible

with just an electric motor—and an equal or somewhat larger accelera-

^ V. Bush and S. Caldwell, **A New Type of Differential Analyzer,^' Jour. Franklin

Inst., 240, October 1045.

* Sections 12*14 to 12*16, inclusive, are by J. R. Rogers and I. A. Greenwood, Jr.
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tion as compared Avith a hydraulic motor. For applications where very

high accelerations or very large torque overloads are involved, magnetic

clutches are therefore of great interest.

There is another feature of magnetic clutches that partially justifies

their use in some other applications, namely, the effective power ampli-

fication that may be achieved. The practical statement of this property

is that magnetic clutches capable of supplying instniment servo power

may be controlled from small thyratrons or receiving-type vacuum
tubes.

Magnetic clutches are used in two distinct ways: as electrically con-

trolled connections between mechanical shafts and as pow'er devices in

servomechanisms. The latter usaige will be the chief interest of this

section. The former usage should not be forgotten, however, for it has

many applications in electronic and electromechanical devices, a typical

example being its use in the MIT differential analyzer.^

Friction vs. Eddy-current Types .—Two distinct types of magnetic

clutches are recognized, those which transmit torque by the physical

contact of frictional surfaces and those Avhich transmit torque by the

action of magnetic flux produced either by two sets of coils or by one

set of coils and eddy current induced in a conducting surface by the

rotation of this set of coils. The eddy-current variety is more common
than the two-coil variety. It is of interest to compare the frictional

surface and eddy-current types of magnetic clutches on the basis of wear,

heat dissipation, ability to give proportional control, and power ampli-

fication. The problem of wear is a serious consideration in the design

of clutches operating by contact of frictional surfaces. Allowance for

excessive wear may require an unduly large air gap and thus complicate

the design of the magnetic structure. For instrument-size magnetic

clutches, cork on steel has been found to be a reasonably satisfactory

combination of surfaces and is probably used on more equipments than

any other combination. For larger clutches there are available a variety

of materials which have been developed especially as clutch faces. From
the standpoint of heat dissipation there is little basis for choice between

the two types of clutches. When both types are operated with the

same slip, the heat dissipated is principally that due to the conversion

into heat of the power represented by the product of torque and slip and

the I^R loss in the control coil. Under the same conditions of torque

transmitted and slippage, the two types will, of course, have equal torque-

slip power dissipation. The difference in PR losses is small but will be

in the favor of the frictional surface type, for this type requires less

power to operate than does the eddy-current type. In the eddy-current

type clutch, some additional cooling may be achieved as compared with

* Bush and Caldwell, op. dt.
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the friction surface type by the circulation of air through the air gap,

where it may directly contact the region of origin of much of the

heat. Forced circulation is seldom worth its cost in magnetic clutches

designed for instrument servo applications. From the standpoint of

smoothness of control, the eddy-current type magnetic clutch has a

considerable advantage over the frictional surface type. Factors con-

trolling the lack of smoothness of frictional surface type clutches are the

difference between static and coulomb friction, the amount of “ lumpy
or irregular friction, and the tendency of the frictional surfaces to vibrate

or bounce. These effects are not present, of course, in the eddy-current

type clutch. In spite of the effects just mentioned, a frictional type

clutch may be made smooth enough for most applications. In this type

clutch, decrease in the size of the air gap as exciting power increases

results in a torque characteristic that increases more nearly as the square

of the exciting current than as the first power. In the eddy-current

type device, the magnetic air gap stays constant; but for a given value

of slip, both the exciting flux and the flux produced by the eddy currents

increase as the exciting current increases, with the result that the torque

output is roughly proportional to the sejuare of the exciting current.

Thus, there is little choice between the two types from the standpoint of

proportionality of control characteristics; both are sufficiently close to

linearity in their characteristics to be entirely suitable in this respect for

the less demanding servo applications.

Proportional Control.—One additional method of achieving propor-

tional control with clutches (principally of the frictional surface type)

which may act in an essentially on-off'^ manner is through the use of

“buzz^’ circuits. *‘Buzz’^ control of relays for controlling servo motors

is discussed in Sec. 12T9. The principles discussed in this section apply

directly to the present section.

Moving-coil vs. Stationary-coil Types.—Magnetic clutches are made in

both the moving-coil and the stationary-coil type. In the moving-coil

type, the coil actuating the moving member rotates, and leads are con-

nected to it by means of slip rings. In the stationary-coil type, an extra

air gap is introduced, so that both the driving member and the driven

member may rotate with respect to fixed coils. Examples of both types

are shown below.

Velocity^ Torque, and Acceleration Considerations.—In Fig. 12*21 is

shown a gearing and inertia schematic for a typical magnetic clutch

installation. For a given application, the gear reduction nia^ is

determined by the ratio of the speed of rotation of the motor and the

desired speed of rotation of the output shaft. For a given torque applied

to the load under these conditions, it is of interest to note that the rela-

tive values of ni and n2 do not affect the power dissipated in the clutch.
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It will be recalled that the power dissipated in the clutch is nearly equal

to the PR loss in the windings and the torque-slip product. If in Fig.

12*21 n2 is increased to and ni is decreased to n(, where njrij equals

nin2, the torque that the clutch must transmit is reduced by the factor

n2/n2y while the slip of the clutch is increased by the ratio ni/nj. Thus

the product of torque and slip remains constant, and other criteria may
bu used in choosing the relative values of Win2, given their product.

It is, of course, necessary that the torque T transmitted by the magnetic

clutch when multiplied by the last gear ratio 712 be great enough to furnish

the required output torque.

Gearing Magnetic Load
clutch inertia

Fia. 12-21.—Mechanical schematic of magnetic clutch drive.

The choice of the gear ratio 712 to produce the maximum acceleration

of the load inertia Jl will next be considered. This subject is discussed

in Sec. 11 * 12 . Using the methods of that secti^ it is easily shown that

a maximum angular acceleration of T/2 \/JcJl will result when the

gear ratio 712 is chosen such as to make equal the inertia of the load-side

member of the clutch as seen at the load, and the load inertia Jl. It

will be recalled that inertia seen through gearing varies as the square of

the gear ratio. Thus, for maximum acceleration at the load, = J i.

Consideration of the equation for maximum acceleration leads to a simple

criterion which may be used as a figure of merit in comparing clutches.

This figure of merit is the transmitted torque divided by the square root

of the inertia of the output member.

On the basis of the relations just given, a simple procedure can now
be formulated for using the various constants involved. Ijet it be assumed

that the load inertia Jl and the maximum required load velocity wl are

given and that a servo response is to be as fast as possible; i.e., the load

acceleration is to be made as large as possible. A design may be stated
by choosing or designing a magnetic clutch with a value of T/\/Jc as

large as is possible or reasonable. The gear ratio 712 is then chosen to

match the clutch inertia Jc and the load inertia ./i, by use of the relation

74 — Jl/Jc. a motor is next chosen capable of supplying the necessary

average power. In order that a small flywheel may be used with the

motor, it is preferable to choose a motor having a high speed and low

torque rather than one having the same power but with low speed and
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high torque. The gear ratio Ui is then chosen so that wi/nin2 = «/.

for the condition of zero slip.

The flywheel inertia Ji which also includes the inertia of the motor

armature is next chosen such that Jin\ is large compared with 2Jc^

The design procedure given is, of course, only a part of the complete

design procedure, which is discussed in more detail in Chap. 8. Further

methods and equations for the design of magnetic clutches are given by

Andrews and Shanely^ and in Vol. 17 of this series.

Typical Designs and Applications clutches have been

used extensively in servomechanisms usecl to control aircraft. A familiar

example of this type of usage is the Minneapolis-IIoneywell C-1 auto-

matic flight control equipment.^

This equipment uses a total of

four frictional-type magnetic
clutches, in combination with a

differential. A motor running at

constant speed is coupled by a

magnetic clutch to one of two in-

put shafts of the differential, the

other input shaft being locked by

means of a magnetic clutch. By
this means, bidirectional rotation

of the output is achieved. When
either clutches or brakes are not

energized, the output may be

turned through the manual air-

craft controls without additional load, even though the servo drive motor

is running. The frictional surfaces used in these clutches are cork on

polished steel.

Figures 12*22 and 12*23 show designs for small friction-type magnetic

clutches.

The clutch shown in Fig, 12*22 is designed to have a low inertia and

has a maximum torque of 15 oz-in. Both clutches are controlled by 0

to 27 volts applied to their control windings.

12*16. Hydraulic and Pneumatic Devices.—The possibility of using

hydraulic, electro hydraulic, pneumatic, or electro pneumatic power

devices will often arise in the survey pf a particular servo problem. The

choice among these devices and electronic or electrical devices will, in

1 L. Andrews and F. Shanely, **One Type of Rotary Magnetic Clutch and Its

Associated Brake Used on Aircraft Pllectric Motors,” Elec. Eng.,, 63 , 893, December

1944.

*W. H. Gille and H. T. Sparrow, ” Electronic Auto-pilot Circuits,” Electronics,

17, 110, October 1944.

Fia. 12-22.—Fixed-coil friction-type mag-
netic clutch.
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general, be based both on a comparison of the devices considered them-

selves and on the facilities and experience of the designer and producer.

Hydraulic and pneumatic power devices have the advantage of fast

response; in this respect they can be made to surpass the best electric

motor drives and are about on a par with the best magnetic clutch sys-

tems. In hydraulic systems, for example, accelerations of 100,000 radians

per second-pcr-second and velocity errors of 75^^° per degree-per-second

Fig. 12-23.— Moving-coil friction-type magnetic clutch.

have been reported. ^ CConventional hydraulic servos may achieve

accelerations in excess of 20,000 radians per second-per-second. Pneu-

matic devices are simple and rugged and in general may be produced

slightly cheaper than competing electronic cejuipment when large quantity

production is concerned. When properly designed, little maintenance

is required for these devices. For these reasons, and also because to

some extent some of the techniques of electronic control have been newer

developments, hydraulic and pneumatic systems have been extensively

used for industrial process control, where they are used in systems for

control of temperature, flow, level, and many other similar applications.

Pneumatic servos have been used occasionally in airborne applications;

the T-1 bombsight computer and the German V-1 control mechanism are

^ Fundamental Studies in Servomechanisms Hated Approximately 100 Watts,

MIT Servomechanisms Laboratory, September 1943.
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typical examples. One of the most serious objections to hydraulic and

pneumatic systems is the problem of piping control or data leads long

distances. Such an installation is inflexible; and if damaged, the entire

sealed system may have to be removed for repair. Long piped leads

also introduce time lags which at best are undesirable and at worst may
seriously interfere with the response of a control system. Hydraulic

systems arc usually used for heavy loads, and pneumatic systems for the

lighter loads. Pneumatic systems offer important anti-explosion features.

Introductions to the conventional techniques of process control are

found in two recent volumes by Eckman^ and Smith. ^ The first gives

a good treatment of the characteristics of many control elements and

includes a fairly complete bibliography. The latter includes appendices

reviewing the mathematics of transient analysis and contains an extensive

anotated bibliography. These books are written primarily from the

hydraulic and pneumatic controller point of view and use many terms

that will sound unfamiliar to the electronic circuit designer; in the light

of available electronic developments some of what is described seems

complicated or cumbersome. However, the methods presented represent

the techniques of a large and important industry, with a long record of

dependable performance, and should not be lightly regarded.

When hydraulic and pneumatic devices are considered from the stand-

point of their relation to the designer and producer, other factors become
important. The first of these is the relative unavailability of ready-

made, instrument-size hydraulic devices. To some extent, the avail-

ability problem is less acute in the pneumatic device field. Where
relatively small numbers of instrument servos are to be used, design cost

and time become relatively important and will usually be higher per unit for

hydraulic or pneumatic than for electronic devices. The principal reason

for this is the availability and cheapness of standard electronic devices

such as motors and vacuum tubes and the ease with which they can be

adapted to new applications. The production facilities required for

producing electronic servos are generally less critical than those for

producing hydraulic or pneumatic servos. In summary, it may be said

that hydraulic and pneumatic devices offer rapid response and depend-

ability, and, for some applications, economy, but may be more difficult

to design, produce, and maintain. Their advantages for many applica-

tions are sufficiently great, however, to offer a real challenge to the

designer of electronic equipment.

A recent Fortune^ magazine article on the process control instrument

industry examines one company in detail and presents an interesting

^ D. P. Eckman, Principles of Industrial Process Control Wiley, New York, 1945.

2 E. S. Smith, Automatic Control Engineering, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1945.

** Taylor Instruments,'^ Fortune, 34
,
No. 2, 89.
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picture of the competitive conditions in the field and is recommended
for further reading.

12*16. Control of D-c Motors.—The purpose of the power-control

circuit of a servomechanism is the utilization of information in the error

signal and its derivatives and integrals to control the sense and the

amount of the power output of the motor in such a manner as to reduce

the error and hence the error signal. The control circuit itself may be

as simple as a sv/itch or relay, connecting the motor to a power main in

the correct sense, or it may be a more complicated device such as a

thyratron or hard tube circuit or a still more complicated device such as

an Amplidyne or other controlled d-c generator.

Relays have the advantages of being light, compact, and simple.

The disadvantages of ordinary relays are short life and limited load-

handling capacity. Special relays,^ such as the Western Electric

D-168479 relay with mercury-wetted contacts, have successfully stood

up under severe service and are satisfactory for many applications,

although they cannot be operated in all positions. By the use of suit-

able ^‘buzz’^ or “ flutter circuits, relay action may be made to approach

continuous control, in that power applied to the motor may be varied

smoothly from maximum in one direction through zero to maximum in

the opposite direction. In relay seiwos, great care must be exercised in

the design of suitable networks for contact protection; lack of adequate

networks may result in short relay life. The principal reason for this

is the high inductive voltage that results when motor current is inter-

rupted by an opening relay contact.

Thyratrons are slightly lighter than relays but cannot control as much
current. Small thyratrons, such as 2050's, can handle hundreds of

milliamperes, whereas mercury-contact relays can handle amperes.

Thyratrons are not so suitable as relays for control of motors directly

from low-voltage supplies because of the voltage drop across the thyra-

tron. A thyratron motor circuit usually involves either a transformer,

which constitutes a major part of the weight and the bulk of the circuit,

or a d-c supply, which is even heavier and bulkier.

Vacuum-tube drive gives the smoothest control of any type so far

mentioned, but with proper design other types of drive circuits are usually

also satisfactory in this regard. In the case of field-controlled motors

and other devices that because of their inherent power amplification

may be directly controlled with small vacuum tubes this type of control

is usually the lightest and simplest. When armature currents must be

controlled, vacuum-tube control becomes comparable in weight and

complexity to thyratron control but is somewhat less efficient.

^ See Sec. 12-20.
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Controlled generators such as Amplidynes or Ward-Leonard generators

have been used extensively for higher-power servos; however, for the

instrument servo field their weight and complexity compare unfavorably

with the simpler power-control methods discussed.

It is often important in choosing or designing a power-control circuit

that the motor be operated at high efficiency, for with any given motor
and load conditions, the maximum load acceleration is directly propor-

tional to the torque output of the motor. A change of amplifier gain

alone, while increasing the gain of the system, will not increase the maxi-

mum torque available at the motor but will merely allow the system to

overload at smaller values of error, the resulting maximum acceleration

remaining unchanged. Consequently, for maximum performance, every

precaution should be taken to permit high power input to the motor and

high motor efficiency. Specifically, this means that the motor should be

designed for low core losses, should have an allowable temperature rise

as large as possible, and should be mounted to dissipate as much heat as

possible by conduction, radiation, and convection or forced circulation.

For most motors, an extremely important factor in motor efficiency is

the waveform of the control voltage applied to the motor, that is, the

relative amounts of a-c and d-c power applied to the motor. Since only

the d-c power can proauce useful work in armature-controlled or field-

controlled d-c motors, the percentage of a-c power delivered to the motor

should be kept as low as possible with these types of motors.

It is usually desirable to reduce power at the servo balance or null

position to the point where either a-c ripple peaks or imposed signal peaks

provide just enough torque to vibrate the armature, which means enough

to overcome brush, bearing, gear, and load friction and load inertia. A
preferred type of operation involves alternate short pulses of full motor

power in opposite directions separated by periods of zero power. This

type of operation is more efficient than the type where full power is

always applied in either one direction or the other, but the latter type is

usually easier to provide and is therefore more common. Either type

greatly reduces the effect of starting friction and hence results in a system

that is very sensitive to small signals.

Comparison of FvlUwave and Half-wave Power-control Circuits,—The
action of thyratrons and vacuum tubes used to control d-c motors from

a-c power sources may be compared to the use of controlled rectifiers.

Conventional controlled rectifier theory applies to it with only a few

special provisions.^

1 P. E. Mayer, ‘‘Electronic Control of D-c Motors,” Electronics^ I, 98, May 1943;

II, 119, June 1943; III, 118, July 1943; IV, 133, September 1943; V, 128, October

1943; P. T. Chin and G. E. Walter, “Transient Response of Controlled Rectifier

Circuits,” AIEE Tram,, 64, 208-214, April 1945; P. T. Chin and E. E. Moyer, “A
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Factors that must be considered in evaluating the voltage and current

waveforms applied to the motor are a-c supply voltage, inductance and

resistance of motor, back emf of motor, line frequency, voltage drop

across control tube, and firing angle in the case of thyratrons.

When a half-wave rectifier such as a grid-controlled thyratron is used

without a large capacitance to supply power to a d-c motor, continuous

current flow cannot be achieved, regardless of the combination of values,

except during transients when a motor emf of polarity such as to increase

the flow of current is present or if a backswing damper is used. A large

capacitance, while permitting continuous current flow, draws large (cur-

rents for short periods from the reptifler. A backswing damper is an ele-

ment possessing rectifier characteristic; it is connected in shunt with the

motor load so that when a positive voltage is applied to the motor

load through the controlled rectifier, the damper appears as a large resist-

ance connected across the motor load. When rectifier current is inter-

rupted, motor current may continue to flow in the circuit formed by the

motor and the backswing damper in series. Backswing dampers have

been found to be very useful and efficient in the unidirectional control

of d-c motors from half-wave rectifier circuits. Where bidirectional con-

inA of motors is required, backswing dampers cannot be used across any

element in which the direction of current flo\v is reversed in order to

achieve a reversal of direction of rotation of the motor. However, they

can be used across the two halves of a split motor field where each half of

the field carries current in only one direction. Through their use, the

power that can be transferred to a motor by half-wave drives is greatly

increased. An increase of a-c frequency for conditions where the current

flow is not continuous and all other parameters are kept constant results

in a decrease of the power that can be transferred to the motor load.

Where current flow is continuous, change of frecjuency affects principally

the percentage ripple, but not the average current. If not obvious, the

explanation of these statements may be found in the paper of Chin and

Moyer previously cited.

Full-wave control at low firing angles has much the same character-

istics as half-wave control. Current is not continuous, and power trans-

ferred to the load decreases with increasing frequency. A backswing

damper may be used to get continuous flow of current where discontin-

uous flow would otherwise obtain. As firing angle is increased, a point

is suddenly reached at which current flow becomes continuous. Chin

and Moyer point out that current is discontinuous as long as the conduc-

tion of one tube in a full-wave circuit terminates before the start of

Graphical Analysis of the Voltage and Current Waveform of Controlled Rectifier

Circuits,'' AIEE Trans.^ 63, 501-508, July 1944.
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conduction in the other tube. When termination of current flow in one

tube coincides with initiation of current flow in the other tube, continuous

current flow prevails.

The build-up of current to its steady-state condition starting from

zero or discontinuous flow of current has been treated by Chin and
Walter.^ Under continuous flow conditions, the average current flowing

in the load does not change with frequency. However, the percentage

ripple does, ripple power decreasing as the frequency is increased. In

full-wave control circuits, the transition from discontinuous to con-

tinuous (airrent flow as the firing angle is changed may result in an abrupt

change of slope in the motor torque vs. control signal characteristics of

the combination of motor and control circuit. When current flow is

continuous, the presence of a backswing damper docs no harm and may
increase slightly the average current that flows, since the voltage applied

to the motor is forced to remain positive.

By way of illustrating the magnitudes of these effects, it has been

found advisable to derate d-c motors used in discontinuous current cir-

cuits by a factor of roughly 50 per cent, and those used in continuous

current flow circuits by roughly 25 per cent of their normal d-c ratings.

Limit Switches .—Some means is usually needed for stopping the motor

of a positioning servo at the desired travel limits. This may take any of

several forms but usually involves the use of limit switches operating at

the desired limit of travel. When operated, the limit switch removes

driving power to prevent further travel but leaves the drive circuit for

reverse travel connec^ted. If no other precaution is taken, overtravel

even with limit switches may be excessive.

To prevent this, some form of dynamic braking may be obtained by

the limit switch connection and perhaps by auxiliary equipment. A
single-pole double-throw limit switch can be connected to remove drive

power and at the same time to connect a suitable load across the

motor for dynamic braking. For armature control, as in the circuit of

Fig. 12-3(), a rectifier of suitable capacity can be connected as a dynamic-

braking load without changing the drive conditions for the reverse

direction.

Alternatively, the drive circuit itself may be reconnected by the limit

switch so as to apply reverse power to prevent or minimize overtravel.

With such an arrangement, the servo will then drive away from the limit

switch until the switch is- released, with the result that the servo will

oscillate about the limit switch position as long as the servo input corre-

sponds to an output position beyond the limit. With such oscillation,

power dissipation in the motor will be high and may cause excessive

heating and excessive wear on the gear train. This method is therefore

* Loc. cit.
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recommended only for applications where limit input signals are usually

avoided or where operation at the limit switch is required for short

periods of time only.

Practical limit switches are characterized by an appreciable operating

differential travel. This is required in order to get snap-action interrup-

tion of the circuit. The fraction of the servo scale that is represented by

the differential travel is dependent on the type of actuator used and the

mechanical design of the gear train as well as the particular switch chosen.

The limit-switch operating mechanism should, of course, be designed to

minimize this operating differential. For higher power drives some

contact protection may be required even with snap-action switches.

The principles of relay contact protection outlined in Sec. 13*20 apply here.

Several companies make switches suitable for servo limit switching.'

One other method of limit protection is important. A combination

of mechanical limit stops and a slip clutch can be used either alone or

with limit switches to remove motor power. A slip clutch may be

inserted between the motor and the servo output shaft, because the motor

may slip any number of revolutions without affecting servo operation.

The output shaft is decelerated by the mechanical limit stop, while

the slip clutch, stopped on the output side by this limit stop, applies a

decelerating torque to the armature, bringing it gradually to a stop.

The design of slip clutches is discussed in Vol. 17. This type of limit

protection may be used in small units without disconnecting the motor

power at the limit of travel. Because of the low power dissipation and

short life of small clutches while slipping, however, their use is best

restricted to very low power applications or to those applications where

input signal values requiring frequent slippage are not encountered. In

other applications, limit switches should be employed to remove motor

power at the limit of travel.

One interesting variation of a clutch arrangement is employed in

certain Lear motors.^ Here motor power is applied through a magnetic

clutch energized in series with the motor windings. When power is

removed by operation of the limit switch, the driven clutch plate is

spring-loaded in the unactivated direction to bear against a stationary

friction surface, thus acting as a friction brake on the driven gear train

to minimize overrun.

^ The list includes the Microswitch Co., the Mu-Switch Co., and the Aero Electric

Co. A particularly useful switch is the General Electric Co. Switchette which is

extremely small in size, has a high current rating and a satisfactorily long life. A
variety of contact arrangements can be obtained from all of the manufacturers listed.

See Vol. 17 of this series for further details.

*L. Andrews and F. Shanely, ^*One Type of Rotary Magnetic Clutch and Its

Associated Brake Used on Aircraft Electric Motors,” AIEE Tram. 68, 893, December
1944.
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12*17. Thyratron Control.^—Grid-controlled, gas-filled thyratron

rectifier tubes offer attractive possibilities for d-c motor control. Recent
developments have produced several inert gas-filled types that are rela-

tively insensitive to temperature or mounting position and have average

current ratings in the range from 75 ma to several amperes.

Thyratrons permit some economy of circuit design, power consump-
tion, size, and weight. They require a few special circuits not needed
for hard tubes; but if the circuits are properly engineered, they are capa-

ble of reasonably smooth, proportional control and are adaptable to a

wide variety of operating conditions.

Thyratron Characteristics .—A thyratron behaves essentially like a

switch in series with a small direct voltage. The switch is closed (i.e.,

the tube fires) if, for a given value of positive anode voltage, the grid

potential exceeds a critical value. Current, for values less than the peak

emission of which the cathode is capable, is limited by the anode circuit

load and the applied voltage minus the internal tube drop. The tube

will not fire for any grid voltage until the anode voltage exceeds a certain

minimum value; after it fires, the anode-to-cathode voltage drops to a

low value—approximately 15 volts for mercury tubes and between 8

and 20 volts for other gas tubes. Once the tube fires, the grid normally

loses control until the anode potential falls below an extinction value that

depends on the type of tube and the grid voltage but is usually of the

order of 25 volts. An exception to the statement that the grid loses

control must be made for special conditions where high negative grid

voltages can interrupt low anode currents. This phenomenon, however,

is of no practical use for motor control.

A finite time is required for deionization before the grid can regain

control after the anode potential drops to zero. This may vary from

20 to 100 /xsec for the inert-gas tubes and from 100 to as high as 1000

jusec for mercury vapor tubes. This deionization time increases with

increasing anode current and, for mercury tubes, with increase of bulb

temperature. At commercial power frequencies no deionization trouble

is usually encountered with either type tube, except in some special

applic^ions such as inverters. For mechanical and thermal reasons,

the mercury tubes are not suitable for aircraft usage. Inert gas thyra-

trons have been used satisfactorily in airborne equipment.

It is desirable to delay the application of anode voltage until the

cathode has been heated to the point where emission is higher than needed

for the circuit conditions. If tube drop exceeds a critical value in the

neighborhood of 20 to 25 volts for mercury vapor or inert gases, as may
happen if anode voltage is applied while emission is low or if the maximum
safe current is exceeded, the cathode will be bombarded by positive ions

^ Sections 12‘17 to 12-19, inclusive, are by J. R. Rogers.
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of sufficiently high energy to cause disintegration of coated-type cathodes.

At normal tube drops, the ions have insufficient energy to cause appre-

ciable damage. Accordingly, time delay relays or manual sequence

controls are necessary if maximum tube life is to be obtained.

For small servos using type 2050 or similar thyratrons it is often pos-

sible to secure adequate tube life without time delay relays, particularly

where the equipment is operated for relatively long periods without being

turned off. In some cases the operation of other ecpiipment such as

thermionic voltage regulators may involve suitable delays for the opera-

tion of thyratron plate power relays. Alternatively the heater warm-up
delay of a tube controlling a plate power relay may be used, with the

tube heater operated in parallel with the heaters of the thyratrons. Such
thermally-controlled power circuit relays are better than nonthermal

relays in that if power is momentarily interrupted, operation can be

restored. However, variability and aging of tubes makes the circuit

difficult to control accurately.

Despite these special characteristics, thyratrons offer for many appli-

cations the most economical control method. Low tube drop means

that low transformer voltages may
be used. A relatively low-imped-

ance (hence higher current) motor

can be used without excessive

power loss in the rectifier. Low-
impedance motors are easier to

wind, are less apt to fail because

of insulation breakdown, and are

more likely to be commercially

available. Any increase that
Fia.i2.24.-Simplc thyratron control circuit,

thyratron control may produce

in drive efficiency is, of course, most significant under conditions where

the power to be controlled is large relative to the fixed heater and ampli-

fier power required. For example, thyratrons would hardly be enough

more efficient than vacuum tubes for relay operation to justify their

increased cost on the basis of efficiency alone.

The nature of thyratron tube characteristics does require that certain

simple circuit precautions be observed if smooth motor control compara-

ble to the best other control methods is to be attained.

By way of illustration, control with the simple thyratron circuit of

Fig. 12-24 is of an off-on nature. If the voltage applied to the grid of

the thyratron exceeds, at any time during the half-cycle of positive anode

voltage, a critical value dependent upon the instantaneous anode voltage,

the tube fires and conducts for the balance of that half cycle, extinguish-

ing when the anode voltage drops below a value of approximately 20 to
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30 volts determined by tube design. During the period of conduction,

the internal tube drop is nearly constant at a value determined by such

design factors as the nature of gases and gas pressure within the tube.

Figure 12-25 shows the relation between anode voltage and critical grid

potential for operation from an a-c anode supply. Referring to Fig.

12-256, it will be seen that a change of d-c grid bias from the value A,

at which the tube never fires, to the value B will result in the tube firing

once each cycle at the time when

the critical firing voltage becomes > Anode potential

-Critical grid

potential

/Ionization

/ potential

r Critical

firing

potential

the critical firing voltage becomes >| Anode potential

just equal to the grid bias. In Time
‘vlonization

this case, the tube will fire for the _ . A/ potential

second half of each positive half /
"

' \ ^

cycle. For a new and less nega- ' \j g^i^j

tive value of grid-bias voltage R' potential

this point of intc^rsection of the

bias mth the critical firing voltage

will occur earlier in the half cycle; §|

and by proper choice of bias, any Time
.

|/^\ /*pot?nt?al

value of current flow into the load 4

can be obtained between half (90®) ^ ^
J
^

and essentially the entire positive ^ L ^ \J L * ^
filing

half cycle (180®) of anode supply potential

voltage. Angles of current flow

between 0® and 90® cannot be wf

secured with this arrangement, ^
because a d-c bias cannot first ,/ \ / \
intersect the critical firing curve gX /

0

later in the positive part of the

cycle than the point of maximum / V/
anode voltage. Power supplied to

j

the load, therefore, may be varied
f.o. 12-25 -Firing characteristics of

smoothly by varving the d-c grid thyratron circuits, (o) Relation between

bi«, from halt to Ml ,»wer, but

when the negative bias is in- point; (c) control of Bring point with d-c

creased, the power delivered «‘-e Wes.

jumps suddenly from half power to zero power. Such an arrangement

used for servo motor control would seriously increase the difficulties of

stabilization, because the system would have essentially an off-on type of

control over part of its range.

To avoid these difficulties, an a-c bias is usually superposed on the

d-c grid bias. The special case of interest here is that of an a-c grid bias

voltage that lags the anode voltage by an angle between 90® and 150®.

Figure 12 25c illustrates the control obtained with a combination of d-c

ic)

Fig. 12-25—Firing characteristics of

thyratron circuits, (o) Relation between
anode potential and critical grid potential;

(6) effects of change of grid potential on firing

point; (c) control of firing point with d-c

plus lagging-phase a-c bias.
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bias and a-c lagging phase bias. At B no conduction occurs; at A, a less

negative d-c bias, the critical bias is crossed near the end of the cycle,

the tube fires, and current flows for a negligibly small angle. For d-c

bias values increasingly more positive than A, the angle of flow increases

smoothly until conduction occurs over essentially the entire half cycle.

A square-wave voltage in phase with the anode voltage and superimposed

on the combination d-c and a-c bias A of Fig. 12 *250 could likewise produce

Fig. 12 -26 . —Practical circuits for securing phaso’shiftod a-c bias.

smooth control proportional to the amplitude of the square wave.

Effectively, the same result can be secured with a sine wave error signal

with amplitude proportional to the error and in phase with the anode

voltage. In this case, the curve of firing angle against input signal

amplitude is obviously altered, but smooth control is secured because, in

effect, the phase of the net a-c grid voltage is advanced and the net bias

is made to cross the critical value earlier in the cycle as the control voltage

is increased.

Practical circuits for securing phase-shifted a-c bias are shown in

Fig. 12*26. The choice of circuits depends, in some measure, on the

control circuit, on the available transformers, and on the nature of the

power supply. In some cases, it will be necessary or desirable to intro-

duce some filtering in the supply to the phase-shifted output to reduce the

effects of harmonics. Circuit 12*26d is better than 12*26e in this respect.
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employing the drop across C as the phase-shifted output. This lags the

voltage applied across R and C, For pure sine wave input and a 90°

phase shift, taking the voltage across R and reversing the phase of the

input will be equivalent; if harmonic content is high, this will result in

higher harmonic content of the output.

Various other methods of controlling the thyratron firing angle have

been proposed. One of interest' consists of developing a pulse whose

time of occurrence relative to the anode supply waveform is determined

by a voltage-sensitive time-modulation circuit such as a cathode-coupled

multivibrator (c/. Vol. 20). The output of such a multivibrator may be

used to trigger a pulse generator, this pulse being used to fire a normally

nonconducting thyratron. For some applications such a circuit may be

useful
;
usually it will be too complicated.

The firing angle may also be controlled by phase shifting. This phase

shift can then be controlled by the output of the servoamplifier, often with

an appreciable gain in power. For example, direct current driving a

saturable reactor may be used to provide phase control of the net grid bias.

Likewise d-c bias control of the gain of an amplifier tube in a “fed-back

time constant^' or Miller effect circuit may be used. The equivalent C
thus obtained is used as part of a fixed Ry variable C phase shifter.

Difficulty will usually be found in securing a smooth control over the

range from zero to full half-cycle conduction with devices of this type,

and they are not in general recommended.

It is extremely important, if smooth and symmetrical control is to

be secured, to eliminate the pickup of stray a-c voltages. One of the

commonest sources of trouble in this regard is the fact that power trans-

formers of conventional design rarely have adequate interwinding shields,

and in particular, they usually have no shields between the high-voltage

windings and the outside-wound heater windings. If a heater winding

of such a transformer is used as a supply source for a phase-shifter

circuit, enough alternating current may be coupled into the phase-shifter

circuit through the interwinding capacitance to mask completely the

desired phase-shifted voltage. Trouble from this source will increase

as frequency of line power increases and may be serious if the a-c power

supply has a high content of second and higher harmonics for which

the interwinding capacitance represents an impedance lower than for the

fundamental. A phase-shifter circuit that can be grounded or run at

low impedance to ground is thus preferred. The phase shift for any

harmonics present will be different from that for the fundamental and

may be different for the different drive tubes.

Several types of thyratron tubes are available, differing with regard

1 M. M. Morack, Gen. Elec. Rev.y 37, 288 (1934); H. J. Reich, Theory and Apylica-

tiom of Electron Tiiheaj McGraw-Hill, 1939, ^c. 12-32.
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to temperature sensitivity, control-grid characteristics, and suitability

for mobile or portable applications. For average currents up to approxi-

mately 5 amp a wide variety of tubes filled with inert gases are avail-

able. These tubes, filled with argon, krypton, xenon, or a mixture of

these gases, are relatively insensitive to bulb temperature, mounting

position, and vibration, as compared with mercury-vapor tubes. The

latter are available with average current ratings from 0.25 amp upward,

the largest sizes approaching in capacity the pool-type tubes of the

ignitron class.

For instrument servo applications only tubes with ratings below 1- or

2-amp average current are of interest. Table 12-2 summarizes the most

commonly available units.

Table 12 -2 .—Important Characteristics of Thyrathon Tubes Suitable for
Operation of Low-power Servos

Tube
type

Mfr.

Max.
anode
voltage

(for-

ward),

volts

Peak
anode

current

(max.)

Average
ano<le

current*

(max.)

j

Inert

gas or

1 mer-

cury

vapor

1

1

1

'I'riode or

shield grid

i

Heater or

filament

Heater

power

GL.546 GE 100 ma
1

10 ma Gas Shield grid Heater 6.3v 0.2 arnp

2D21 RCA 650 500 nia 100 ma Gas Shield grid Heater 0 . 3v 0 6 amp
884 RCA 350 300 ina 75 ma. Gas Triode Heater 6. 3 V 0.0 amp
2051 RCA 350 375 ma 75 ma Gas Shield grid Heater 6.3v O.C amp
2050 RCA 650 500 ma 100 mat Gas Shield grid Heater 6. 3v 0.6 amp
3D22 RCA 650 6 . 0 amp . 75 amp Gas Shield grid Heater 6.3v 2.0 amp

FG-17 GE 2500 2.0 amp 0 . 5 amp Vapor Triode Filament 2 . 5v 5. 0 amp
FG-27A GE 1000 10.0 amp 2 . 5 amp Vapor Triode Filament 5.0v 4. 5 amp
FG-33 GE 1000 15.0 amp 2.5 amp Vapor Triode Heater 5 . Ov 4 . 5 amp

(pos. grid)

FG-97 GE 1000 2.0 amp 0.5 amp Vapor Shield grid Filament 2. 5v 5. 0 amp
FG-98-A GE 180 2.0 amp 0.5 amp Gas Shield grid h'ilament 2.5v 5.0 amp
FG-178A GE 310 0.5 amp 0.125 amp Gas Triode Filament 2.5v 2.25 amp
ELCIA Electrons, 170 2 . 5 amp 0 . 40 amp Gas Triode Filament 2. 5v 6.0 amp

Inc.

Averaged over 30 sec.

t Higher currents allowed for operation at low anode potentials.

Two basic tube constructions, triodes and tetrodes, are available both

in inert gas and mercury-filled tubes. With the straight triode thyra-

trons (types 884 and FG-67, for example), a relatively high grid current

flows even before the tube fires. If such a tube is operated from a high-

impedance circuit, this current may cause sufficiently high voltage drops

in the input circuit to interfere seriously with the intended operating

conditions. Because grid current will flow anyway after the tube fires,

a protective resistor must be used in series with the grid to limit the grid

current. If the value of resistance used is too large, the drop across the
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resistor caused by grid current in the nonconducting state may even

prevent firing.

The shield grid thyratron (types 2050, 3D22, and FG-98, for example),

was designed to minimize this grid current previous to firing. Such tubes

have a somewhat different control characteristic and a relatively high

grid impedance. It is possible to use a grid circuit resistance as high as

10 megohms with the 2050 tube, whereas the rated maximum value for

the corresponding triode, type 884, is \ megohm.

Mercury-filled tubes will operate satisfactorily only over a rather

limited range of temperature because of the rapid change with tempera-

ture of the vapor pressure of mercury in a saturated system. Tubes

filled with a mixture of mercury and one of the inert gases are somewhat

better in this respect. Where operation over a wide range of bulb

temperature is necessary, tubes filled with inert gases are preferred.

Most inert gas tubes now available can be operated between —50° and

-1-90°C.

A further advantage of the inert gas-filled tubes is that having no

liquid mercury, they are not critical as to operating position and only

moderately sensitive to vibration, but no more so than vacuum tubes with

similar mechanical construction. For instrument servo control, gas-

filled thyrations of the shield grid type are therefore recommended.

One consequence of the finite grid circuit impedance of thyratrons

is that where two tubes are driven from a single source of moderately

high impedance and appreciable reactance, such as a coupling condenser,

it is possible for grid current of one tube to cause a bias to build up that

tends to prevent the other tube from firing at its normal control point.

This effect (or similar effects caused by feedback from the fired tube to

the amplifier input) gives rise to a peculiar servo performance in which the

apparent balance point is different for the two directions of rotation.

As the error signal is reduced, the servo approaches a balance point that

turns out to correspond to an overshoot and gives a reverse error. In

driving back in the opposite direction a similar effect is present. Under

these conditions, a control circuit and motor may hunt with an amplitude

that cannot be controlled by varying the amplifier gain. The remedy

is to isolate the grid circuits of the thyratrons for both directions of drive,

to reduce common impedances, and to increase the individual series

current-limiting resistors to reduce grid current. In some cases it may
be desirable to drive the tubes for each direction from a separate isolat-

ing tube or otherwise isolate the control. For example, the circuit of

Fig. 12-27 has separate d-c grid returns for the two tubes. Further isola-

tion can be had by increasing the series grid resistors from 100 to 200 k

or even higher, by lowering the output impedance of the driving amplifier,

or by using a final amplifier stage consisting of two tubes operated with
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grids in parallel but with separate plate circuits driving each thyratron

from the plate of one of these tubes. The two-null condition described

is not a frequent occurrence, but it can be very confusing when encoun-

tered unless the designer is prepared for it. It may also ociuu \\ ith other

types of servo motor controls but has been discussetl liere liecause it

is more apt to occur with thyratron controls.
.

For the reasons discussed in Sec. 12-16, the use of full-wai e drive is

to be preferred where variable-freiiuency power supply is a requirement.

Operation over a range of freipiem^y of about 2 to 1 is possible li t he phase-

shift circuit is correctly chosen. For a much wider range ot iHujuency,

proportional control may be lost at the extreme supply fr('(iuencies.

This may prevent proper stal^ilization.

Fig. 12-27.—Circuit for thyratron bi- Fig. 12-28.— Circuit of Fij?. 1 2-27 used with

directional control of motor armature from a-c error siKnal.

d-c error signal.

The problem of operation with high supply frequencies is important

for airborne equipment because of the power supply economies at high

frequencies and particularly when engine-driven variable-frequency gen-

erators can be used. To date, the tendency among designers has been

to avoid the variable-frequency problem, if possible, by using 400 cps

or lower power frequencies or, if necessary, by using other types of con-

trol (such as relay control), obtaining motor power from the 28-volt d-c

supply of the aircraft. A compact a-c operated servomechanism that

is independent of power-supply frequency would help considerably in

simplifying aircraft control and navigational equipment.

It may be desirable for some applications to operate a motor directly

from a high-voltage (110 to 220 volts or higher), d-c supply. Thyratrons

are desirable for control tubes in such an application because of their

low internal voltage drop and high current-carrying capacity. Because

the thyratron grid normally loses control over plate current when the

tube fires, special provision must be made to reduce the anode potential
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when it is desired to extinguish the tube. In practice, the use of two
thyratrons in an inverter circuit offers the best approach to this problem.^

Basically sucli circuits operate so that when the nonconducting tube
fires, it causes the anode potential of the conducting tube to drop below

the extinction point and causes a transfer of load current to the first

tube. Interconnection with suitable time constants makes the process

automatically repetitive. By injecting control signals of suitable nature

and by use of auxiliary control

tubes, the action of the inverter

may be controlled to vary the load

power.

Such devices are primarily
suitable for somewhat higher pow-

er applications than those of this

chapter. For most instrument

servos the use of vacuum tubes,

grid controlled by a d-c error volt-

age, will be the best way to operate a motor directly from a high-voltage

d-c supply. For low-voltage supplies, direct relay control may be used

to advantage.

12«18. Practical Thyratron Motor-control Circuits.—Figures 12*29 and

12-30 show the thyratron circuits on which are based most of the other

circuits given. A relatively small change of grid voltage is sufficient to

cover the full range of motor power for normal values of lagging a-c grid

bias. Motor speed is controlled principally by the transformer voltage,

generated back emf, load friction, and the friction losses in the motor.

If the motor load is put in the cathode circuit of the thyratron, a higher

degree of speed regulation is obtained, particularly if the load consists

of only the motor armature. The point in the a-c cycle at which the

1 See, for example, Reich, op, cit.j Sec. 12-44.

Fig. 12-30.- 'Basic motor-control circuit with
cathode load.
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thyratron fires will depend on the d-c grid-to-cathode voltage while the

tube is nonconducting; and with the motor in the thyratron cathode

circuit, this depends directly on the generated emf, a quantity approxi-

mately proportional to speed. Hence, the motor speed will be almost

proportional to the error signal. This characteristic is highly desirable

from the standpoint of both servo stabilization and the linearization of

motor characteristics that it provides but does require high gain and swing

in the error signal amplifier.

Figure 12-31 illustrates two adaptations of the basic circuit of Fig.

12-29, designed for half-wave armature control of a separately excited

field motor with relatively high-impedance armature operated at 100

to 115 volts direct current. The circuits of Fig. 12-31 float at the out-

put potential of the d-c error amplifier, while that of Fig. 12-27 can bo

tied down by grounding the center of the resistor divider across the

motor. The outstanding characteristic of circuit of Fig. 12-27 is inherent

speed control obtained by cathode feedback of half the armature voltage.

If lagging grid bias is used, motor speed will be roughly proportional to

error signal up to high speeds. This feature together with rapid response

to changes in the error signal makes the circuit capable of surprisingly

smooth and linear servo performance with a minimum of additional

stabilization and goes far to make up for the disadvantages of half-wave

drive. Reversal of rotation can be extremely rapid with this circuit, as

armature voltage adds to the transformer voltage on reversal, providing

extra current for stopping and reversal. Power output is about 0.003

hp for the Elinco^ Midget B-35 or PM-l-M permanent-magnet field

motor and 0.005 hp for the Elinco B-64 motor which has a lower-imped-

ance armature and a 28-volt wound field. These figures are for a 400-

cycle design; higher outputs can be secured at 60 cycles. The input

signal for maximum speed is high, from 125 to 150 volts d-c grid-to-grid,

but this value can be obtained with 6SL7 or 6SN7 amplifiers and offers no

serious difficulties.

A circuit for bidirectional full-wave thyratron control of split-series

^ Electric Indicator Co., Stamford, Conn.
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motors is shown in Fig. 12*32. Care must be taken to prevent both sets

of drive tubes from firing together, as the resultant field flux in the split-

series fields will then cancel and cause the motor torque to fall to zero.

This circuit has inherent speed control characteristics because of the

motor armature voltage feedback to the grid circuit. This contributes

to the stability of this servo.

Fig. 12*32.—Push-pull bidirectional thyratron control circuit for Elinco MS-2 or FB
split-series motor.

The chief disadvantage of the circuit of Fig. 12*32 is the fact that it

floats above ground at a potential determined by the amplifier output

level. The motor must therefore be insulated for approximately 200

volts, and insulation failure will disrupt the drive circuit operation.

This difficulty can be avoided either by use of a d-c amplifier with an

output at ground potential in the absence of a signal or by the use of

a-c amplifiers driving the thyratrons. With either of these arrangements,

the thyratron cathodes and one end of the armature can be grounded.
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Direct current amplifier output at or near ground potential requires a

negative power supply and may require an appreciable gain reduction.

Ticvel changing circuits are discussed briefly in Chap. 3. The use of a-c

error signals eliminates the problem of d-c amplifier drift and by the

Fiq. 12*84.—Unidirectional full-

wave thyratron control of d-c motor,
using a-c error signal.

use of suitable transformers may be

adapted to most drive circuits. Fig-

ure 12-33 illustrates a-c drive to a

push-pull circuit for split-series motor

control. The use of transformers for

both the error signal and the out-of-

phase grid bias is cumbersome, and it

is preferable to derive this bias directly

from the high-voltage plate trans-

former through the use of a phase-

shifting network.

Where unidirectional operation is

desired, or where the motor connec-

tions can be satisfactorily reversed by
a switch or relay, the push-pull circuit

of Fig. 12*34 is useful. It is suitable

for control of series motors or for arm-

ature control of separately excited field or permanent-magnet field motors.
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While a variety of circuits thatmay be used for thyratron motor control

have been presented and many more are possible, choice of a specific

circuit for a particular application will be simplified by the small number
of suitable circuits that ^ill remain after available motors, power supply
sources, power transformers, and error signals are considered.

Experience shows that it is nearly always profitable to experiment with
the filtering to the motor. With bidirectional push-pull circuits it may
also be desirable to return the thyratron grid circuit to a tap across the

motor armature to obtain a small amount of negative feedback. Such
feedback, particularly if through an RC circuit, helps to make the grid

voltage slightly more negative than normal should all four tubes fire

for any reason while the motor is at rest, without seriously affecting the

control characteristics; it accordingly helps to reduce power dissipation

in the motor for low values of error signal.

12-19. Vacuum-tube Control of D-c Motors.—Hard tubes can be used

for direct control of nearly all the types of instrument servo motors for

which thyratron control is possible. Circuit details and efficiencies are

different for vacuum tubes, however, and it will be seen that they are

best suited to certain motor types and operating requirements whereas,

for other requirements, thyratrons are preferred. Several character-

istics of vacuum tubes are of direct interest in this connection. Among
these are the relatively high internal plate circuit voltage drop and, for

triodes, the amount by which this tube voltage drop changes with the

current through the tube when bias conditions are held constant. For

control purposes the triode connection is generally used to minimize

static plate resistance and to avoid the constant-current characteristics

(high dynamic resistance) of the tetrode or pentode connection.^ Exam-
ples of tubes used for d-c motor control are the triode-connected 6L6

tetrode, which can be driven for short periods to 100 ma at a 100-volt

internal drop if the grid is driven 7^ volts positive, giving a drop under

this condition equivalent to 1000 ohms in series with the load, and the

2A3-G and 6B4 which will have about the same voltage drop at zero

bias. Unfortunately, these are filamentary types; and although suitable

for stationary applications, are unsatisfactory for mobile, portable, or

airborne equipment. In addition, separate filament transformers may
be required for each tube in some circuits, whereas heater-type tubes

can withstand 100 volts or more heater-to-cathode potential difference

and hence can use a common heater supply.

One interesting tube type is the 6Y6G which has an unusually heavy

cathode and will pass 110 ma when triode-connected with an internal

^ Pentode drive circuits are sometimes used to reduce the time constants of high

inductance loads.
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drop of 100 volts with the grid about 9 volts negative. Some grid cur-

rent flows even then, but the resulting loading is not serious. The maxi-

mum plate and screen voltage ratings are rather low, 220 and 150 volts,

respectively, and may prevent use of the tube wliere high supply voltages

are necessary because of load impedance or generated back emf in cathode-

lead circuits.

A new tube type, the 6AR6, made by Western Electric, Tung-Sol,

and Hytron, combines the high cathode current of the 6Y6G with the

higher anode and screen voltage ratings of the 6L6 and offers good possi-

bilities for improving both the efficiency and power-handling abilities

of small hard-tube servo-motor controls.

A second new tube, the RCA-6AS7-G, offers still greater possibilities.

This tube, shown in Fig. 15-28, is a low-/i power twin-triode designed

particularly for use as a scries regulator tube in power supplies. It has

the following continuous maximum ratings for each triode unit: plate

voltage, 250 volts; plate current, 125 ma; plate dissipation, 13 watts;

heater-cathode voltage of either polarity, 300 volts; amplification factor,

2. 1 ;
plate resistance, 280 ohms

;
transeonductance, 7500 jumhos

;
and heater

drain, 2.5 amp at 6.3 volts. The plate drop for 100 mils at zero bias is

only 30 volts. The glass envelope is the S-T-IG size, with a medium shell

octal pin base, the same size as a 6L6-G. Availability of this compara-

tively new tube may be expected to increase greatly the use of hard-tube

control of small d-c motors.

A well-known characteristic of vacuum-tube control which should

not be forgotten when designing this type of circuit is the grid current

that flows in power tubes such as the 6L6 when the grids are driven posi-

tive enough to allow the tubes to pass the heavy current required for

motor control. A second characteristic, of less practical importance, is

the greater control-voltage range that must be used to operate vacuum
tubes, as compared with thyratrons, if the entire range from maximum
rated power to cutoff is to be covered. For a tube such as the 6L6, for

example, a 40- to 50-volt change in grid bias may be necessary to cover

the full current to cutoff range, whereas with a 2050 type thyratron, a

change in grid bias of roughly 25 volts is sufficient, the exact value being

determined by the amplitude of the a-c out-of-phase bias. It is not

important, however, that a vacuum tube be completely cut off if used in

a bidirectional control circuit where the current flowing in another tube

may counteract the effects of a tube not being completely cut off. The
statements of Sec. 12-16 with regard to the use of rectified alternating

current for d-c motor drive apply directly to vacuum-tube control.

Practical Circuits for Vacuum-tube Motor ControL—^A motor that is

relatively easy to control with vacuum tubes is the split-series unit.

Figure 12-36a shows a basic circuit for vacuum-tube control of a split-
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series motor from an a-c supply using half-wave rectification. Figure

12-356 shows the same basic circuit changed for full-wave operation.

Tt requires less filtering than does the half-wave circuit. If a-c control

signals are used, they must be fed through transformers or converted to

direct current in a previous stage. The full-wave circuit permits higher

mechanical power output for the same motor temperature rise.

Fig. 12-.35.—Control of split-series d-c motor by vacuum tubes, (o) Half-wave drive; (b)

full-wave drive. Either d-c or a-c error signals may be used.

Figure 12-36 gives circuit details for a velocity servo that uses push-

pull 6L6’s for the motor control. The Elinco B-50 motor is conservatively

rated at 0.003 hp when operated at 115 volts direct current. As used in

this circuit, a peak mechanical output of the order of 0.005 hp is obtained.

It is of interest here, however, to consider the operation of the motor-

control circuit. The high-gain amplifier and the tachometer and poten-

tiometer input and output data devices provide a continuous d-c error

signal to the drive circuit to bring the motor nearly to the desired speed

rapidly and then provide drive to the 6L6^s in the form of pulses corre-

sponding to the tachometer ripple. The amplifier is essentially saturated,

and the drive circuit is turned full on at the peaks of these tachometer

ripple pulses. The fraction of the time that the drive circuit is tuned

full on depends on the voltage difference between the tachometer-gener-

ator output voltage and the speed control or input potentiometer voltage.

This provides effectively a proportional control circuit with the average

motor power varying smoothly to give the desired motor speed. A note
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of caution must be interjected here. In some other circuits, recovery

from saturation on tachometer ripple may be too slow, with the result

that the amplifier is completely blocked and hence becomes very ineffec-

tive. Therefore this must be used carefully.

It is possible to use armature control with hard tubes instead of

thyratrons in the circuit of Fig. 12*27. The inherent speed regulation

llOv 60 cps

obtained is poorer for the vacuum-tube circuit because the voltage

impressed on the armature during the driving half cycle is averaged with

the motor back emf during the nonconducting half cycle and fed back

into the grid circuit. Since the driving voltage feedback is higher for

heavy loads and tends to reduce the drive, larger error signals are neces-

sary to get maximum power from the motor, and top speed drops more
with increasing load than for a circuit using thyratrons in which the

thyratron firing point is affected only by the armature voltage just before

current flows into the armature. Special a-c bias is not necessary for

smooth control.

Figure 12*37 gives circuit details of a vacuum-tube motor-control

circuit for a velocity servo used in a laboratory test instrument. A com-

plex limit-switching circuit allows push-button control of on-off and

reversal. This circuit controls a large (for instrument use) shunt-type

motor, the Bodine NSII-12, with push-pull parallel drive to the armature

and reverses the direction of motor rotation by reversing both the motor

armature and the tachometer-generator output. The motor field is

excited from the high voltage d-c amplifier plate supply. Parasitic sup-

pressors such as 25- to 50-ohm resistors or small chokes shunted by



Fig.
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resistors may have to be inserted in the 6L6 screen leads to prevent

oscillations. In other respects the control circuit offers no unusual

difficulties.

One point may be mentioned here which bears on the quality of speed

regulation that can be obtained from a circuit of this type. A small

amount of commutation and slot ripple will appear in the generator

Constant
current

supply

for arm-

ature

(o)

Constant

current

supply

for arnn

ature

(ft)

Fig. 12-38.—Basic circuits for bidirectional field-control of d-c motors with vacuum tubes.

output. If the generator is incorrectly phased’’ with respect to the

motor, its ripple voltage may combine with the variations in motor

torque because of motor commutation and armature slot lock to cause

periodic variations in speed. The effect is greatest at low speeds and

is particularly bad if it is desired to operate below 25 to 50 rpm. A
reduction of this effect by a factor of 5 or more may often be obtained

by rotating the tachometer generator relative to the motor a few degrees

at a time until the smoothest operation is secured.

A difficulty that may be hard to trace is erratic operation caused by

a slipping coupling between motor and generator. This usually causes

fluctuations in speed or failure of the speed-control circuit to function
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at all, with the motor running away if unloaded. Reversal of the

tachometer leads will also, of course, cause loss of control of motor speed,

but this is an easy error to locate and correct.

Another important circuit for hard-tube control of d-c motors uses

field control of a motor having a separate field winding for each direction

of rotation. Figure 12*38 shows the basic circuit. Field-controlled

motors are normally characterized by increase of speed as field excitation

drops and by reduced torque at high speed. The most practical com-

pensation for these effects is control of the armature current by a ballast

tube or other constant-current device. Saturable-reactor control of a-c

power to an armature supply rec-

tifier has been used successfully to

secure constant armature current. ^

For many purposes approxi-

mate control of armature current

by use of a high-voltage supply

and a fixed series resistance large

with respect to the armature re-

sistance will suffice, giving a grade

of current regulation intermediate

between that of a series ballast

tube and no compensation. This

arrangement, of course, is ineffi-

cient because of the relatively

large amount of power that is dis-

sipated in the series resistance.

When no compensation is used,

the armature must be fed from a

very low voltage supply to prevent

excessive dissipation in the ab-

sence of field excitation. This

results in low maximum speed and does not normally give a usable con-

trol. Figure 12*39 shows speed-torque curves for a typical field-controlled

motor with and without armature current control.

Because of the relative scarcity of motors suitable for field control

and because of the attractive features of this method of control, descrip-

tions of several motors together with circuit information, where available,

are shown in Table 12*3. A Servomechanisms Laboratory report^ covers

the factors involved in the choice and design of field-type motor control

for servo applications in the 75- to 100-watt power output class.

1 Fundamental Studies in Servomechanisms^ Vol. II, Part 3, MIT Servomechanisms

Laboratory, September 1943, p. 42.

*Ihid.

Torque in oz-in.

Fig. 12-39.—Torque .speed character-

istics of Holtzer Cabot RBD-0808 field-

controlled d-c motor.
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An early and successful design of a motor intended specifically for

field control is the British Velbdyne, which is a split-field motor and

tachometer generator mounted on one shaft, designed specifically for

velocity-servo applications. As normally used, the motor fields arc

controlled by the output of a high-gain amplifier. Input to the amplifier

consists of a d-c voltage represent-

ing the error in instantaneous

speed as compared with desired

speed or the integral of this quan-

tity. The V^elodyne circuit is dis-

cussed further in Sec. 12*13.

Figure 12*40 illustrates the ap-

plication of the Velodyne for speed

control.

Series armature resistance is

used to hold the armature current

nearly constant over the range of

speed of operation. The control

tubes, British type VT-75^s, are

approximately equivalent to

American type 6L6 tubes. Pro-

Fiq. 12*40.—Block diagram of British tective I’CSlstOl’S ot 5000 olims are
Velodyne circuit. shunted across the field to reduce

the surge voltage developed when field current is cut off.

Table 12*3 shows the most important characteristics of several sizes

of Velodynes and motors without tachometer generators.

Another field-control motor that is particularly useful for instrument

servo applications is the Holtzer-Cabot type RBD-0808 unit, recently

designed for the Radiation Laboratory for airborne computer use and
shown in Fig. 12*17. Normal full-on operating conditions are 6 ma in

either 8000-ohm field and 28-volt armature supply with a series ballast

resistor to hold armature current at 0.8 amp. Under these conditions

a torque output of 0.9 to 1.0 oz.-in. can be maintained up to approxi-

mately 8000 rpm. At this speed, the power output is 0.007 hp, comparing

favorably with that of the larger d-c and a-c motors. Figure 12*39

shows speed-torque curves obtained for this motor with full field excita-

tion under several armature supply conditions.

Because of the low field current necessary at full power, this motor
can be driven with the fields directly in the plate circuits of any small

receiving-type triodes such as the 6J6 or 6SN7 types, and consequently a

minimum of d-c power is required for the amplifier. The chief drawback

of such a motor design in a small unit is the expense of manufacturing

such a high-impedance field with suitable insulation and sufficiently
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well sealed to prevent moisture from penetrating the windings with sub-

sequent corrosion and failure. The motor described has hermetically

sealed fields.

Table 12-3.—Motors for Field Control*

Motor arm., amp.
Field, ma

Stall torque, oz-in

.

Moment of inertia, arm., Ib-ft*.

Max.

Hughes
MIOMKII,
MK III

Hoover
type 86

British

Thomp-
son-

Houston

tyiMJ

Ba-136

Hoover
type

73

Scophony
Hoover
type 74

Hoover
type

88

1 . 55 0.2 4.5 0.2 5 1 25

10 80 100 80 80 45

7 . 5/2000 None 200/4000 60/2000 56/2000 38/6000
PM None PM 95 350 16

;G.O 1,35 ii7 17 2.1
'0 0126/6000 0.08/4000 0.3/4000 0.08/4000 0.08/4000 0.015/6000

0 049 0.00356 0.003.56 0 . 0003

1

10/3000 50/2000 80/2000

j

15000 1200 4400 9000 9000 6000

Hughes
M 15

Oonenil Elec-

tric, Ltd.-inin.

servo motor

FHM
Ltd.

Holtzer-

Cabot
RBr)0808

1

Dumore
KBf

!

Oster

K8-l-lt

4.5 4.0 2.5 0.8

10 10 1000 6

Tachometer arm., v/rpm None None 200/4000 None None None

Field, ma None None 180 None None None

Stall torque, nz-in 1.6 48 1.0

pn^er hp at. rpm 0.015/.3000j0.00536/6000!
i

0.2/6000
3.4 X 10"^

XVX Ul 1X1^1 2XiilXI«f 1*1 At . • «

Back emf arm, full field, v at rpm.
1

14/6000 58/3000

M[ax accel rpm/spr* , , 10,000 45,000

i

Manufacturers: (British) Henry Hughes and Sons, Barkingside, Essex; Hoover, Ltd., Grecnford,

Middlesex; Scophony, Ltd; British Thompson-Houston, Ltd., Rugby; The General Electric Co., Ltd.,

Witton, Birmingham; Fractional Horsepower Motors, Ltd.; (U.S.) Holtzer Cabot, Dumore and Oster.

t Fields rewound 3250 turns each of No. 37 wire. (See MIT Servomechanisms Report, loc cii).

t Fields wound with 4000 turns each of No. 36 wire. (See MIT Servomechanisms Report, loc cit).

Induced voltages up to several thousand volts may be developed

across the highly inductive control windings of field control motors when

the field current is cut off for reversal. To prevent breakdown of the

insulation, some shunt protective device should be used to limit the

voltage rise. For small motors, it is practical to shunt each field winding

with a fixed resistor. This is recommended for the Velodyne motor

control where a value of 5000 ohms shunted across the fields had been

found satisfactory. Alternatively, this problem may be solved by the

use of one or more neon lamps in series, with a striking voltage enough

higher than the normal IR drop in the field coil to break down only when
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excessive voltage is developed. For larger units nonlinear resistors of

the thyrite or germanium crystal type may be shunted across the fields.

It is also possible to use a diode connected to act as a short circuit for

the induced emf. With any of these provisions care must be taken to

avoid loading the field in such a way that the time constant for flux decay

becomes excessive. A compromise between voltage limitation and flux

decay time constant is usually de-

sirable.

In practice, vacuum-tube con-

trol usually has been restricted to

conventional split-series motors;

until recently there have been few

low-power motors suitable for field

control or few tubes ideally suited

for controlling standard motors.

By contrast, suitable split-field

motors are relatively cheap and

are available from a number of

manufacturers in a wide range of

sizes. Unless high-impedance
motors can be secured, hard-tube

control is generally uneconomical.

The practical minimum imped-

ance for reasonably efficient direct

vacuum-tube control of small mo-
tors is probably at about the 110-

volt appliance motor level.

Control requirements may permit the use of circuits for unidirectional

drive only. For velocity servos, unidirectional drive is often adequate

for smooth output, even though the reverse control circuit should be

connected for best transient response and perhaps also for extremely

low speed operation.

Another possibility for d-c motor control by vacuum tubes is the use

of an a-c anode supply for the power-control stage, with transformer

coupling of the a-c output to selenium or copper oxide rectifiers supplying

a motor. Figure 12-41 is an example of this type of circuit. This basic

circuit allows the use of a low-impedance motor with high-impedance

vacuum-tube drives; the impedance matching is done by the transformer.

Hard-tube control of a d-c motor from a d-c source as illustrated in

Fig. 12*42 may have advantages for some applications, for example,

where independence of power-supply frequency is essential. The require-

ment of rectifiers and filters to provide a sufficiently low impedance source

usually limits the use of this type of control to low-power applications

High current low voltage selenium

Fig. 12*41.—Transformer and contact

rectifier control circuit for split-series d-c

motor.
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or those with very special requirements. If only one d-c bus is available,

a split-series motor must be connected in the cathode circuit of the drive

tubes for bidirectional arive or the motor must be run ^v^th all its termi-

nals above ground potential. If the

motor is placed in the cathode circuit

of the drive tubes, a high grid-driving

voltage is required to overcome the back

emf of the armature.

12-20. Relay Control of D-c Mo-
tors. ^—This section will consider motor

controls in which the power supplied

to d-c motors of either the permanent-

magnet or wound-field type is controlled

by relays. The principal advantage of

this method of power control is that the

power may be taken directly from a low-

impedance d-c source, making unneces-

sary the heavy and expensive power

transformers, rectifiers, filter chokes,

etc., that are otherwise needed to supply

and control power to a d-c motor. The Fm. 1 2*42.—Circuit for vacuum-

principal disadvantage is that smooth-

ness and linearity of control are more

difficult to achieve with relay control than with other types of control,

although not at all impossible, and relay life may be short unless great

care is taken. Methods for getting smooth linear and reliable relay con-

trol operation will be described.

Erratic relay operation is some-

times encountered and has been a

serious limitation in a few appli-

cations.

Relay servos may be divided

into two convenient categories:

“ on-off control, in which power

to the motor is roughly constant

but of polarity corresponding to

the polarity of the input error sig-

Fio. l2-43.-ReUy on-off control character-
amplifier, aS shown in

Fig. 12-43, and proportional”

control in which the power, averaged over a time that is short compared

with the mechanical time constant J/f of the motor, is roughly propor-

tional to the input error signal, as shown in Fig. 12-44. Both figures are

' Section 12*20 is by W, D. Green, Jr.
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very approximate representations of the actual characteristics found in

relay servos.

The first type, on-off, is usable only in rather low quality servos, where

it is permissible for ‘‘hunting” to occur or where the accuracy require-

ments are such as to allow a dead

space large enough to permit the

motor to coast to a stop before

power is applied to reverse it.

Electrically operated brakes have

been helpful in making this type

of servo useful, by reducing the

distance that the motor coasts,

after power is turned off.

The second type, proportional

control, when properly designed,

can be used in almost any instrument servo application. One way of

achieving proportional control with relays is represented by the Westing-

house Silverstat. This is a relay device with a series of moving contacts

arranged so that the number of contacts closed is proportional to the

current through the control coil. This' device can be utilized for pro-

portional control by using the contacts to short-circuit the resistance in

series with the motor, using one Silverstat for each direction of rotation.

Fig. 12-44.—Relay proportional control

characteristic.

t«

-0

0

(n ) Alternate pulses of opposite polarity (b) All pulses of same polarity

Fig. 12-45.—Typical (idealized) power waveforms for proportional control by variation of

pulse length.

Perhaps the best method for proportional control is that in which

power is supplied to the motor in a series of pulses of duration short

compared with the mechanical time constant to the motor, so that the

average power is proportional to the length of the pulse. Then, by
making pulse length proportional to error signal input, it is possible to

achieve proportional control. There are two possibilities here. One is

that power can be applied to the motor first in one direction, then in the

other, so that the effective power is the difference between the two
(see Fig. 12-45). This method wastes power and heats the motor, so

it is usable only where the power involved is small or the efficiency of the

motor and control is unimportant or where a suitable filter may be used.
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Fiq. 12*46.— Contact connections for bi-

directional control of d-c motor with two
relays.

The second possibility is that the two pulse lengths be nearly zero for

zero power, with the proper pulse increasing in width depending on the

amount and polarity of net power that it is desired to apply to the motor.

This action can be achieved in the following way: Consider a pair of

single-pole, double-throw relays,

connected as shown in Fig. 12 -46 .

It can be seen that if both moving

contacts Ci and C2 are against

fixed contacts ai and 02 or against

fixed contacts fei and 62, respec-

tively, there is no voltage applied

to the load. If, however, Ci is

against hi and C2 against 02, the

voltage E is applied to the load.

Similarly, if Ci is against ai and C2

against 62, the voltage E is again

applied to the load, but in the op-

posite direction. Now consider

what happens when Ci and C2 are caused to move back and forth between

tti and hi and and 62, respectively. If both move from a to b at the

same time, no voltage is applied to the load; but if Ci preceds C2, voltage

is applied for the period that Ci is at oi and C2 is at 62. This is shown

graphically in Fig. 12 *47 .

As a means of obtaining the action described above there may be used

two currents h = Uci + I sin 2wft

and u = idc2 ~ I sin 2Tft flowing

in the coils of the two relays, re-

spectively, where Uci and Uc^ are

fixed currents and I is the ampli-

tude of the sinusoidal current flow-

ing in both relays. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 12 -48 . The circuit

is shown in Fig. 12 *46 . The con-

tacts C will move back and forth

between a and b. If Uci is in-

creased and idc2 is decreased, Ci

will move to ai before C2 moves to

a2. Furthermore, Ci will remain at ai longer than C2 will remain at 02.

The result is a series of pulses, at twice the flutter frequency, of duration

roughly proportional to the difference between Uei and fdc*. The exact

relation is a function of Udy idev '^opy trey /, and the resonant properties

of the relays. A simple analysis, neglecting the mechanical character-

istics of the relay and assuming that the control currents in the two relays

Voltage ai|-
at contact

61'

Voltage 0-2!

at contact

^2 621

Voltage
on load

1

1 L

Time

iH

1

1

1

f

“L
[rime
1

i

1_
Time

Fig. 12-47,—Voltage waveforms at relay

contacts in control circuit for bidirectional

control of d-c motors.
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are symmetrical with respect to the average of the operating and release

currents (ida + ida = top + ire), leads to a characteristic somewhat like

that shown in Fig. 12*49a.

Fio. 12-48.—Graphical analysis of proportional control characteristics.

If and 'idci ^vere symmetrical ahout the average of ^op and %re) the

resulting pulses of power to the motor would be of equal width.
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For the symmetrical case (not illustrated),
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In Fig. 12-49 a plot of power applied to motor vs. differential control

current idci — Uc, is shown. The part of the curve labeled a is a modified

(a> Control currents symmetrical about average

of operate and release currents.

(6) Control currents asymmetrical with respect to

average of operate and release currents.

Fiq. 12-49.—Characteristics of proportional control with relay.

sine function. Part b is an abrupt increase which occurs when (uci — /)

becomes greater than ire and {idct + I) become less than Up. If the Ue

currents are not symmetrical with respect to the mean of the operating

and release currents, there will be two such discontinuities in the char-

acteristic, as shown in (6) . Part c of the curve represents full power applied

to the motor. The magnitude of part b is the full magnitude of c times

2 cos~^ (1
- Consequently, I must be large compared with

(top — irt) if it is desired to extend the proportional control to its limit.
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As emphasized previously, this is a somewhat oversimplified analysis.

It serves, however, to outline the general philosophy of this type of

control. A note regarding the effect of the frequency / is in order.

Because of the inertia of the moving contacts, some time must be spent

between fixed contacts, so that, at higher frequencies, a smaller propor-

tion of the time is available for power. Also, the mechanical motion of

the contacts in general will lag in phase the driving current in the coil;

this effect increases with frequency but is com-

plicated by resonance phenomenon. It should also

be pointed out that characteristics of the same
model relay may differ appreciably from one unit

to the next, which further complicates analysis.

It is possible to use waveforms other than sinu-

soidal to cause the relay contacts to vibrate.

Because ordinary relays are relatively slow moving,

a special, fast-moving relay is desirable for the type

of use described above. Such a relay is the West-

ern Electric D-168479, known also as the type 80.

This is a single-pole double-throw relay, whose con-

tacts are enclosed,' under pressure, in a sealed-glass

cartridge. A sketch of this relay is shown in Fig.

12-50. The contacts are wet with mercury, which

ensures large contact area, reduces bouncing of the

contacts, and enables the unit to handle large

currents. The moving contact, which is fixed at

the lower end, touches a pool of mercury, which, by
a wetting action, deposits itself in a thin film over

all the contacts. The magnetic field that actuates

the relay is applied longitudinally. The coil wind-

ings are in the form of a hollow cylinder, inside

which the glass cartridge is placed. The whole

assembly is placed in an octal base metal tube,

resembling very closely a metal 6V6. As sup-

plied by Western Electric, these relays have two coil windings, so

that the d-c control current can be applied through one and an a-c

*^buzz” current through the other. However, there is no reason why
the two cannot be added electrically, and it is a common practice to

use the two coils in series. This relay is capable of operation at fre-

quencies in excess of 100 cps and of controlling instrument servo motors

of all sizes. It is necessary to go to some lengths to protect the contacts

when large powers are involved. There are two principal methods for

making the contacts vibrate. One is that suggested above, in which

some external source of alternating current is used to vary the current

Fio. 12-50.—Western
Electric D-168479 mer-
cury contact relay.
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in the relay coil. This external source can be a separate oscillator:

or where 60 cps is the power frequency, a 6.3 volt filament supply may be
used for this purpos'^. The a-c can be applied directly to the relay

coils, or it can be introduced at the grids or cathodes of the amplifier.

A second method, especially useful if a suitable source for a-c is not

already present, or if economy of weight, size, or even expense demands
that parts be kept at a minimum, is that in which, by suitable regenera-

tion, the relays are made part of a self-oscillatory circuit. This circuit

P^iG. 12-51.—AN/APA-4r) anteima-eontrol servo using two mercury contact relays.

bears considerable resemblance to an ordinary doorbell or buzzer.

Again, this can be accomplished through connections either to the coils

or to the amplifiers. Figure 12*51 shows circuits for achieving this self-

oscillation. It can be seen that if the grid is at a potential such that cur-

rent through the relay coil is somewhat more than enough to operate the

relay, the relay will operate, raising the cathode potential and, through

condenser Ci, the grid potential. Ci will discharge through iJi, and

the potential of the grid will drop, reducing the plate current until

the relay releases. When this occurs, the cathode potential is reduced,

as is the grid, through Ci, but again Ci charges, and the grid potential

rises, increasing the plate current, and the relay again operates. This

oscillation continues at a frequency dependent on RiCi and also the

mechanical and electromagnetic time constants associated with the relays.

This type of circuit was used quite successfully in the AN/APA-46
antenna servo, ^ where this arrangement was used on both halves of the

differential amplifier driving the relays. The equipment is shown in

* Designed by Radiation Laboratory, produced by Thomas B. Gibb Co.,

Delavan, Wis.
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Fig. 12-52, and the circuit is shown in Fig. 12*53. It is true that the

signal changes the oscillation slightly, but this is of no great importance.

With these relays, there is invariably a very short period of bridging

between the two fixed contacts as the moving contact changes from one

fixed contact to the other. Suitable means must be provided to limit

the current that flows under this condition. This action also modifies

slightly the operation of the buzz circuit described.

Fig. 12*52.—AN/APA-40 airborne radar antcnnn-rontrol servo.

In spite of the fact that the response of the relays system described

is not so rapid as vacuum-tube or thyratron control, it is much more

rapid than the motor in the usual circuit and hence gives smooth and

fairly linear control of motor power. The use of relays in the manner

described has little effect on the design of the rest of the servo. The

worst limitation of relay servos has usually been a tendency toward

erratic operation of the relays. The self-oscillation buzz circuits aid

somewhat in reducing the extent of erratic operation.

An alternate method of achieving approximately linear control from

a relay or other on-off type control device is to allow the servo itself to

oscillate at a high frequency but with low amplitude by suitable adjust-

ment of servo loop parameters. MacColl^ has discussed both the auxil-

^L. A. MacColl, Fundamental Theory of Servomechanumsj Van Nostrand, New
York, 1940, pp. 78-87.
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Contact
rectifiers

Relay Split-series

contacts motor

Fig. 12-54. - Relay contact protection

small rectifiers.

with

iary sinusoid and the oscillating system method of using on-oif servos to

approximate linear control.

One of the most important considerations in the design of a relay

servo is the protection of the contacts. Because of the inductive motor

armature and the presence of back emf, this is sometimes a difficult

problem. In general, it is necessary, by the use of combinations of

capacitors and inductors, to limit the rate of change of .current through

them, as well as limiting the peak currents. The manufacturers have

made specific recommendations

for this protection.^

A method of contact protec-

tion is illustrated in Fig. 12*54.

This circuit uses small contact rec-

tifiers to limit the voltage peaks

when the current through the

motor is interrupted by the relay

contact. 2 Other relays require
similar protection. In addition,

there can arise mechanical trou-

bles, as a result of the hammering
of the contacts. This, however, is

a question of relay design and is not something that can be remedied by
circuit design. It should, however, be borne in mind when selecting

relays.

12-21. Controlled Generators.®—Motor-speed control can obviously

be obtained by varying the voltage of the line supplying power to the

motor. Several practical ways of doing this have been proposed, and

two or three have achieved rather wide use for applications requiring

output powers between 100 watts and 1 hp. The general plan is to use

vacuum-tube control of the field current of a d-c generator, using the

generator output to operate a d-c motor. A high power gain can b(?

achieved in the controlled generator, and consequently a pair of 6L6\s

or similar tubes may give adequate drive for ultimately controlling a gun

turret or other heavy load. The chief disadvantage of this system, and
.

one that becomes increasingly important for low-power applications, is

the need for three rotating machines: a motor to turn the controlled

generator, the generator itself, and the final servo motor. For some

applications the time lags involved in establishing and in reversing the

generator flux are excessive; this is particularly true of the Amplidyne

^ Bell Telephone Laboratories Report No. 741.

*This circuit has been used extensively in servos designed by Bell Telephone

I^aboratories.

® Section 12-21 is by J. R. Rogers and 1. A, Greenwood, Jr.
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generators where a short-circuited armature provides the effective mag-
netic flux for generation of the usable d-c output.

For these reasons, and particularly because of their size, controlled gen-

erators are usually out of the question for instrument servo applications.

For completeness, however, the important types will be mentioned
briefly, and notes on their range of sizes and peculiar characteristics will

be given below.

The Ward-Leonard System consists of a vacuum-tube-controlled field

on a d-c generator, the output of the d-c generator being used to operate

a d-c motor. An a-c or d-c motor is used to turn the control generator.

This system suffers from the large amount of equipment required. For
applications where this disadvantage is not serious, the system has been

used extensively and has given fairly satisfactory performance.

Amplidyne Generator Systems^ are a trade-marked product of the

General Electric Company. A low-power generator control field is

energized by the output of a vacuum-tube amplifier. A nearly conven-

tional generator armature is used, but there are two sets of brushes 90°

apart. The brushes in the position for generating output from the control

field flux are short-circuited. A reaction flux is set up at 90° from the

control field flux, and this acts on the armature to give a generator output

voltage from the second -pair of brushes, the output being in proportion

to the current flowing in the control field. The Amplidyne differs

from the Ward-Leonard system in that a high gain is obtained by the

use of the short-circuited brush connection in the controlled generator

so that larger loads may be controlled with smaller vacuum tubes. These

units are available in capacities from 75 watts to 5-kw output. The

generators and drive motors for the small sizes are available mounted as

a single motor-generator unit. A variety of circuit arrangements have

been worked out for stabilizing Amplidyne servos; in general these involve

feedback from the generator output or from the output load current to

compensating windings on the control field poles.

12-22. Vacuum-tube Control of A-c Motors. ^—Perhaps the most

common method of controlling a-c motors for servo applications is by the

use of vacuum tubes. This method is especially applicable to the control

of small two-phase squirrel-cage induction motors such as the Diehl

FPE 25-9 but is also used in the control of other types of motors.

Since all the power controlled by a vacuum-tube power-control cir-

cuit must pass through the output tubes, the method is necessarily

inefficient and bulky. . It is to be noted, however, that half or more of

the power of a two-phase motor comes directly from the line and need

1 For details see, for instance, J. R. Williams, “Amplidyne Characteristics and

Operating Principles,” Elec. Eng., 65, 208-13, May, 1946.

* Section 12*22 is by W. Goodell., Jr, and I. A. Greenwood, Jr.
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not be controlled. Large tubes and heavy transformers must still be

used if the load is appreciable. With a 60-cycle power frequency the

transformers and filter chokes and condensers needed are particularly

bulky and heavy. Since considerable power is dissipated in the tubes,

the problem of cooling them must be considered. The most important

consideration in the design of a vacuum-tube power-control circuit for

the control of an a-c motor is its output impedance. If the motor-

control circuit is designed for a particular motor, the output impedance

should be matched to that motor under normal load conditions. If the

amplifier is to be used with any of several unspecified motors, the output

impedance is generally made as low as is convenient. Because of the

relatively low impedance of most a-c motors, it is usually necessary to

use an impedance-matching transformer in order to obtain the desired

amount of power in the load with the vacuum tubes that are available.

Very low impedance tubes, such as the 6AS7G (vp of 280 ohms at Cc =0),
may sometimes be used without transformers.

A second important consideration in the design of power-control cir-

cuits for a-c motors, and in particular for control of two-phase induction

motors, is the question of phase shift. Where frequency is sufficiently

constant, it is convenient to tunc the load—the load in this case being

the control winding of the motor as seen through the impedance-matching

transformer. The tuning may be done by connecting a condenser either

across the motor winding or on the primary side of the motor-driving

transformer; the advantage of the latter connection is that a smaller

size capacitance is required. The tuning also attenuates harmonics of

the carrier frequency.

It is appropriate at this point to warn the reader of the complexities

involved in a complete understanding of the phase and amplitude rela-

tions in the two windings of the motor as speed, torque, and control

voltage are varied. A particularly troublesome point is the change of

power factor and impedance due to back emf. In practice, it is usual

to determine the optimum shunt capacitance empirically. Under some

conditions, the optimum capacitance will differ considerably from that

which tunes the motor-winding inductance for the a-c frequency used.

Maximum torque is produced when the currents in the two windings

differ in phase by nearly 90°. Factors that must be considered are the

complex characteristics of the motor itself, the source impedance, the

shunt or series capacitance, the load conditions that will be imposed on

the motor, and sometimes nonlinearity in the operation of the control

element or motor. Most of these difficulties may be resolved by simple

experimental study, and those remaining are minimized in importance

by the fact that the control circuit and motor are part of a feedback

loop in which high gain and accurate linear feedback minimize irregu-

larities in the ^-portion of the feedback loop.
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In circuits where the alternating current applied to the controlled

winding of the motor is obtained from amplification of the error signal,

the necessary phase-shift network is occasionally introduced in the error

voltage circuits prior to the power-control stage.

There are many methods by which a-c motors may be controlled by
vacuum tubes, a few of which are listed and described below. Figure

12-55 shows the circuit for a general-purpose amplifier and a general-

purpose all a-c servo circuit, capable of driving a variety of motors and

of working smoothly with a wide range of loads and speeds. It consists

of a 60-cycle carrier stabilization network, the constants of which may

be changed to fit the particular load used; a three-stage amplifier with a

gain of 200,000 (106 db); a phase inverter; two push-pull 807 output

tubes; and an output transformer. Negative feedback is employed

across the transformer and amplifier to cut the gain to 12,000 (82 db)

and to reduce the output impedance to about 33 ohms. Any 60-cycle

two-phase induction motor with a voltage rating for the control phase

of less than 150 volts and of less than 50 watts rated output may be used,

although the specific motor for which the stage was designed was the

Diehl FPE-49 low-inertia two-phase squirrel-cage induction motor.
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115v
400 cps

y

Figure 12*56 shows the output stage of a 400-cycle airborne servo driving

a Diehl FPE-25-9 induction motor. The plates of the push-pull output

tubes are connected through the output transformer to the control

winding of the motor. The grids of the output tubes are fed with push-

pull alternating voltage proportional to the error signal. The load is

tuned by a condenser across the

primary of the transformer.

Figure 12*57 shows the output

stage of a small 400-cy(;le servo.

The two output tubes act as mod-
ulators for the output current, the

phase of the output voltage de-

pending on the phase of the a-c in-

put error signal. The condenser

across the motor field serves to

smooth out the a-c wave shape as

well as to tune the motor.

Figure 12*58 shows a typical

single-ended output stage used in

a ship-borne 60-cycle system.

FPE25-9

Fig. 12-56—Airborne servo power stage for

400-cps operation of induction motor.

Feedback around the transformer is used to provide additional stability

and linearity of control.

Figure 12*59 shows how v acuum-tube control may be applied to

field-controlled universal-type motors. The output tubes are connected

Fig. 12-57.—Output stage of Brown Instrument Co. 400-cp8 servo.

differentially to the split field of the a-c motor. Brush noise is apt to

be troublesome in this circuit. Brush life should be carefully checked,

as wear may be rapid.

12*23. Alternating-current Control with Saturable Reactors.^—The
major disadvantages associated with vacuum-tube control of a-c motors

are inefficiency and rather great space and weight requirements. These

disadvantages result from the fact that in this type of control all the

^ Section 12-23 is by S. B. Cohen and I. A. Greenwood, Jr.
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power delivered to the controlling winding of the motor must pass through
a vacuum tube or tubes. Elimination of this condition is a feature com-
mon to saturable reactor, saturable transformer, and relay control of

a-c motors. In these types of control small amounts of power may be

Fig. 12*68.—Bingle-ended motor power-control stage.

Fig. 12*69.—Vacuum-tube control of split-field universal-type motor operated on a-c.

used to control the large amounts of power necessary to operate motors.

Relay control of a-c motors is discussed in Sec. 12-24. Saturable trans-

formers followed by contact rectifiers are sometimes used for the control of

d-c motors.

Both saturable reactors and saturable transformers are used for con-

trolling a-c motors. Figure 12-60 shows in a simplified form one type
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of saturable reactor. This unit has a core with three legs; the outside

two have a-c windings which are wound either in series aiding or in parallel

opposing, while the center leg has a d-c or control winding. Sometimes

an additional winding is also put on the center leg to produce a flux bias

to set the operating point of the B~H curve. The flux of the two a-c

windings cancels in the center leg. As the d-c control current increases,

the two a-c legs will saturate. This saturation causes the reactance of

the a-c windings to be reduced. Thus, when the d-c control current is

varied, the reactance as seen at the a-c terminals will vary over an

Fig. 12*60.—Simple saturable reactor. Fia. 12*61.—Use of saturable reactor in

series with load.

appreciable range. ^ The ratio of maximum to minimum reactance

obtainable with this type of saturable reactor is about 25/1, although

larger ratios have been obtained with very special core materials and

coil arrangements. The ratio of the d-c power used in a saturable reactor

to the power controlled by it may run from 1/15 to 1/35.

Figure 12*61 is a block diagram showing an application of one of these

reactors in a servo system. The reactor is in series with the motor load.

As the d-c control voltage from the servoamplifier is varied, the reactance

of the saturable reactor varies and thus the voltage across the motor

varies. The motor may be a two-phase induction motor with one

winding excited by a voltage 90° out of phase with the controlled phase,

or other a-c motors may also be used. If bidirectional operation is

desired with this type of control, a relay and sense-detecting circuit

must be used to make the motor operate in the proper direction. With

these limitations the circuit as shown would be appropriate for velocity

control but not for position control.

Since the reactance varies smoothly over its range, smooth but not

necessarily linear control may be obtained with this type of power-

control element. The time constant introduced by the reactor sometimes

limits the speed of operation of this type of system. A serious limitation

^Fundamental Studies in Servomechanisms, MIT Servomechanisms Laboratory,

Vol. II, Sec. 3.
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in the application of linear servo theory is encountered in connection with

saturable reactors, for they are usually quite nonlinear.

The disadvantages of using a relay to reverse the motor rotation may
be eliminated by using a type of con-

trol shown in Fig. 12-62. This system

consists of a conventional servoamp-

lifier which drives two separate satur-

able transformers so connected that at

balance the output voltage to the

motor is zero. In operation, the out-

put voltage will reverse its phase

relative to the line voltage as one trans-

former becomes more saturated than

the other. A saturable reactor servo-

mechanism used extensively in airborne application is shown in Fig. 12-63.

These units are produced under the trade name of Torque Unit and Torque

Fia. 12-62.—Use of saturable trans-

former in servo system.

Amplifier^ and were used in the AN/APS-15 and AN/APQ-13 radars, in

the Fluxgate Compass system, and in other airborne applications.

The saturable transformer unit, in the plate circuits of tubes Vz and

^ Trade names of the Eclipse-Pioneer Division of the Bendix Aviation Corp.,

Teterboro, N.J.
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Viy consists of two transformers with separate cores connected so that

under balance conditions no voltage is applied to the controlled winding

of the induction motor. Any error signal present is amplified by tube

Vi and further amplified and phase-detected by tubes Vs and Vi. The
resultant direct current flowing in the saturable transformers tends to

increase the voltage output of one transformer and decrease the voltage

of the other transformer, resulting in voltage being applied to the con-

trolled winding of the induction motor. The parallel capacitor shifts

Fio. 12*64.—Bendix “Torque Amplifier” usin^ saturable transformer and Magnesyn.

the phase of the current in the controlled winding. The saturable

transformer unit, consisting of the two separate transformers mounted

together, weighs approximately 18 oz and may be used to control a

Bendix CK-1 or CK-5 motor. For stabilization purposes, the motor

usually includes a small magnetic damper, the equivalent of viscous

damping on the output shaft. For highest performance, stabilization

may be achieved by an induction-type a-c tachometer used with its

output signal added to the error signal by series connection.

A number of variations of the servo shown in Fig. 12*63 are available,

including that shown in Fig. 12*64 which is a servo system using a Mag-
nesyn as the input data device and an Autosyn as the data output device.

Transformer 1\ removes signals at the exciting frequency from the

Autosyn. A double-frequency signal for reference purposes is derived

from tube F2 ,
applied to the diode bridge formed by tubes Vz and F 4 ,

to

which the amplified signal from tube Vi is also applied. The resulting
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direct current is amplified in tubes V^a and V^b and controls the relative

saturation of the two transformers thereby controlling the rotation

of the motor.

12*24. Relay Control of A-c Motors.^—Relays offer additional methods
for the control of a-c motors. In general, their use is much the same as

that described in Sec. 12*20 for the control of d-c motors. Relay control

has the advantages of less power dissipation in the control unit, less

weight, and smaller size as compared with vacuum-tube, thyratron, or

saturable reactor control of a-c motors. On the other hand, as before,

smoothness and accuracy are less than are obtainable with these other

methods. Nevertheless, there are a great many servo applications

w-here the requirements can be more than adequately met by relay control.

The problem of proportional control in a-c servos is somewhat com-

plicated by the relation between the power frequency and the frequency

of vibration of the relay contacts. Unless the difference between these

two frequencies is large compared with the frequency at which the motor

can respond, erratic motion may result. Consequently, if the power fre-

quency is 60 cps, the contact frequency would have to be quite low, say

10 or 15 cps, or considerably higher than 60 cps, say 100 cps. Most
commercially available relays are incapable of the higher frequency, an

exception being the Western Electric D-168479 relay discussed in Sec.

12*20. Another possibility, however, is to have the contact frequency

the same as the power frequency. As before, the proportionality is

achieved by variation of the length of the power pulse.

Except for its effect on the frequency of contact vibration, the use of

a-c power has little effect on the design of the amplifier and relay control

circuits. Protection of the relay contacts is easier than with direct

current, since alternating current does not sustain an arc. As a further

refinement of contact protection, it is even possible to do the switching

when the instantaneous current through the contacts is zero.

Figure 12*65 illustrates a control unit comprising two 2D21 miniature

thyratrons and two Western Electric D-168479 mercury contact relays

of the type discussed in Sec. 12*20. This control unit is designed for a

servo application that does not require highly accurate positioning or

particularly fast response to input error signals. The entire unit is

extremely compact and can be built to fit into a 4-in. cubical space. It

can be used to drive a large variety of a-c motors, although the particular

motor for which it was designed is a Diehl FPE-49 two-phase 60-cps

squirrel-cage induction motor, which has a rating of 1 1 watts mechanical

output.

The plates of the thyratrons are energized from the center-tapped

secondary of a step-up transformer, and the grids are energized by the

^ Section 12-24 is by W. Roth and W. D. Green, Jr.
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60-cycle error voltage. The voltages on the respective plates are 180®

out of phase while the grid signals are in phase; therefore, one thyratron

will conduct during the time that its plate voltage is positive for one

polarity of input signal, while the other one will conduct for the opposite

polarity of input signal. Since a relay coil is in the cathode circuit of

each thyratron, one relay will be actuated for input signals of one phase

while the other relay will be actuated for input signals of the opposite

phase. Thus, if the motor is connected to the relays so that each relay

Fio. 12-65.—Simple thyratron and relay control for a-c motors.

controls one direction of rotation of the motor, the motor will be driven

in a direction that is dependent upon the polarity of the input error signal.

The pulse-rate control shown is an adjustment controlling the number

of times per second the tubes conduct for a given amplitude of error

signal.

The operation is as follows: The capacitor of the RC time constant

that is placed in the cathode of either tube receives an increment of charge

each time the tube conducts. This causes an increase in cathode voltage

which prevents tube conduction for several cycles until the cathode volt-

age decays to a level that permits the grid again to fire the tube. Since

the increment of charge per conduction cycle is nearly the same regard-

less of the size of the grid signal, for small grid signals the cathode voltage

must decay for a longer period of time before conduction can again occur

as compared with larger grid signals. Thus, the rate of pulses per second

for small signals is less than that for large grid signals. The effect of this

is to give a throttling action roughly proportional to amplitude of error,

so that the rate at which the motor decreases the error is proportional
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to the error. Such a proportional response system is desirable, since it

has greater inherent stability than a system whose rate of positioning is

constant.

In addition, a control action approximating derivative control is

present, for the lag of the cathode voltage with respect to an increasing

or decreasing grid signal is proportional to the rate of change and hence
introduces a bias term roughly proportional to the first derivative. For
example, a fairly large, rapid increase in error signal will turn the system
full on until the cathode condenser has charged up to the point where the

normal throttling action operates. This is the behavior obtained with

the more conventional proportional plus lagged-derivative types of con-

troller characteristics. By adjusting the dual potentiometer, the

time constant can be varied and the pulse rate adjusted for different

applications.

In order to compensate for variations in tube characteristics, two

zero set adjustments are provided. They are included so that a d-c

})ias may be applied to the cathodes to prevent tube conduction with

zero input signal.

The wiring of the motor and relay contacts is self-explanatory if it is

understood that only one of the relays is closed at any instant. The
0.1-/zf capacitors across the relay contacts are included to protect the

mercury contact.

Figure 12*66 illustrates a relay unit capable of higher positioning

accuracy and faster response than that of Fig. 12-65. The error input

device for which this was designed is shown for the sake of clarity,

although other input devices may also be used. The servo motor is

required to position the output shaft to correspond to the position of the

shaft of the 5G input synchro. In the usual manner error voltage propor-

tional to the sine of the angular difference between the shafts of the hG

and the bCT synchros is developed at the rotor of the CT synchro. This

voltage is series-added to a stabilizing voltage obtained from an a-c

induction tachometer, and the sum is applied to the input stage of the

servoamplifier.

Two stages of amplification are provided so that high sensitivity can

be obtained for applications that demand high positioning accuracy.

The output stage is similar to that shown in Fig. 12*65 with the excep-

tion that the relays are in the plate circuits of vacuum tubes. Again,

the plates are fed with a-c signals 180® out of phase while the grid signals

are in phase, so that each relay is actuated for only one phase of input

signal. The connections between the motor and the relay contacts are

identical with* those of Fig. 12*65.

A feature of this unit that makes for good stability is the velocity

voltage feedback. By employing an a-c tachometer generator as shown,

a voltage whose amplitude is approximately proportional to the speed of
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the servo motor is injected into the input circuit. This is roughly

equivalent to the addition of viscous damping to the output shaft. For

further discussion of this subject, vsoe Chap. 11. The ratio of velocity

feedback voltage to error voltage can be adjusted for the optimum
damping ratio by means of the potentiometer shown. A gain control

adds flexibility to the unit.

Fio. 12-66.—A-c tachometer-stabilized servo with relay (control of a-c motor.

A third servo is shown in Fig. 12*67. This servo was designed to

operate from 400 cps power. The motor is a I^endix CK-1, a two-phase

induction motor. Usually, 26 volts, 400 cps are put across the low-imped-

ance motor winding, and the output of a servoamplifier, phase-shifted

roughly 90°, is applied to the high-impedance winding. The motor in

this application turns a synchro-type resolver, described in Vol. 17, in

such a way that the a-c voltage across one of the rotor windings is nulled.

The error signal taken from this winding is amplified in two stages and

then applied to the grid of the lower 6C4. A 400-cycle, 200-volt refer-

ence signal is applied to the grid of the upper 6C4. Consequently, the

current through the two triodes and the coil of the relay is approxi-

mately proportional to the sum of the reference voltage and the amplified

error voltage. This means that a signal of the same phase as the refer-

ence voltage will produce more than normal current, thus operating the

D-168479 mercury contact relay, while a signal that is out of phase with

the reference voltage will not operate the relay. This servo operates in a

very unusual fashion. No provision is made for achieving proportional

control. Instead, by using a very high gain, the hunt frequency is made
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high and the hunt amplitude low. In a linear system, this would be

impossible, but nonlinearity here is such that the amplitude can be kept

low. In addition, a viscous damper is used, geared down 30 to 12 from

the motor shaft. The gear ratio between the motor and the resolver is

1000/1. With these features the servo hunts at approximately 16 cps

Squirrel cage
induction motor

Fio. 12*67. -Relay servo for Bendix CK-1 motor. This somewhat unusual servo is oper-

ated at high gain, hunting steadily at about x*o° amplitude.

with an amplitude of less than yV measured at the resolver shaft. The
success achieved in this instance with this simple but highly irregular

method suggests that it could be used more frequently than it is.

12-25. Step, or Impulse, Motors.*—Step, or impulse, motors operate

to give a fixed rotation of the output shaft for each input impulse. Some
types may be controlled to give either direction of output rotation as

desired; others must be installed in duplicate with the necessary means

to energize the correct unit for the desired direction of rotation Step and

impulse motors are of particular interest for low cost, low performance,

and servo drives or for those installations where inaccuracies will be

averaged over a long period of operation and so cause no trouble. For

exacting requirements, they are usually unsuitable.

Probably the simplest electrically operated step motor is the type with

a solenoid-operated ratchet-type drive, so constructed as to advance the

output shaft through a fixed angle each time the solenoid is energized.

If drives in either direction are desired, two mechanisms are needed,

and the operating pawls must be kept away from the drive wheel when

not in use. Rapid wear of the mechanical parts may be expected under

^ Section 12-25 is by J. R. Rogers and I. A. Greenwood, Jr.
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continuous duty and is one of the major disadvantages of this type of

design for use in servomechanisms.

The ratchet wheel and pawl construction is avoided in the Dynatrol ”

step motor. ^ This inexpensive motor was used in motor-driven automatic

radio receiver tuning. In this design, illustrated in Fig. 12*68, the ratchet

wheels are replaced by a drum around which arc mounted two solenoid-

operated elastic belts to which cork friction surfaces have been cemented.

When either solenoid is energized, the band for the desired direction of

rotation is tightened around the drum, rotating it by an amount deter-

mined by the solenoid plunger travel. When the solenoid is unenergized,

the tension of the stretched belt returns it to its starting position. Inertia

and friction of the drum on its shaft keep the drum from slipping back.

As normally used, it is driven by applying 60 cps a-c power to the solenoid

giving the desired direction of drive. The output is a series of small steps

at 60 cycles equivalent for practical purposes to a continuous shaft rota-

tion. The unit was incorporated in a contactor type follow-up with the

power applied to the motor until it drives into a dead zone. This

results in an extremely simple system but is adequate for the job required.

^ Dynatrol is a trade name of the Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.



CHAPTER 13

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

By J. R. Rogers and L A. Greenwood, Jr.

13*1. Introduction.—The purposes of the experimental techniques to

be discussed are (1) to obtain rough quantitative data on which to base

a choice of components, (2) to determine accurately component charac-

teristics for use in servo-system design, and (3) to provide experimental

data on performance of over-all systems. The performance data will

tell how closely the requirements have been satisfied and will also give a

necessary check on the assumptions and values used in the analytical

treatment, as well as checking the analytical computations. This

chapter will discuss measurement first of components and then of system

performance, in rough order of increasing complexity.

Available data on components adapted to servomechanism use are

usually inadequate. Motor manufacturers, for example, publish data

covering the normal operating conditions for their motors but they rarely

give or have available data on performance under other operating condi-

tions. As a result of the different source impedances, voltage and current

waveforms, loading cycles, etc,, encountered in servomechanism service,

it is usually necessary to check motors with the proposed servomechanism

drive circuit. The effective characteristics of motors may be drastically

modified by feedback techniques; this fact also argues for checking with

the proposed drive circuits.

Similarly, potentiometers and other input and output data devices

are not completely described in available catalogues. Measurements of

deviation from linearity (or from a required function), of resolution,

of noise, of reproducibility, of temperature coefficients, etc., may often

be necessary.

Amplifier design and the measurement of gain and phase character-

istics are treated in Vol. 18 and in a number of textbooks.^ For practical

purposes it is usually sufficient to calculate an approximate gain for the

^ F. E. Terman, Radio Engirmrs* Handhooh, 1st ed., McGraw-Hill, New York,

1943, Sec. 6, pp. 947, 964-971; Radio Engineering^ 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York,

1938, Chaps. V and VI; H. J, Reich, Theory and Application of Electron Tvbeey 2d

ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1944, pp. 15&-164, 235-237, 665, 666; H. W. Bode,

Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design, Van Nostrand, New York, 1945, pp.

283-291, 479, 497.
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amplifier, checking to determine whether and under what conditions

this gain is actually obtained. Reduction of amplifier gain by such things

as parasitic oscillations and electrical noise (e.g., tachometer ripple or

motor brush noise) should be looked for experimentally.

Motor characteristics of interest may include armature inertia; static,

coulomb, and viscous friction; speed-torque curves for various conditions

of drive (supply voltage, error signal to the control circuit, and sometimes

power-supply frequency); temperature rise of the motor windings and

frame over ambient; and other characteristics for particular applications.

As will be discussed, a simple set of parameters may be used to describe

a motor for the purposes of engineering analysis of accuracy and sta-

bility. Not all of these need be measured to narrow the choice of a

motor and control circuit to a few units, but complete data are essential

for adequate design of the over-all servo system.

COMPONENT TESTS

13*2. Motors.—In analysis of a servomechanism for stability and

accuracy, it is necessary to assign definite values to a small number of

physical constants in order that a representation of the system be

obtained which is suitable for the mathematical manipulations of ordi-

nary engineering calculations. It has been found convenient to repre-

sent motors by the following three constants: inertia^ viscous friction,

and a constant relating torque to applied current or voltage. Although a

very complicated series of nonlinear relationships would be necessary

to specify exactly the characteristics of the usual motor, it is believed

that these three simple constants represent a sufficiently good approxi-

mation to actual physical characteristics to satisfy the demand of most

servomechanism engineering calculations. Reduction of the character-

istics of a motor to three simple constants is possible by so choosing these

constants that they include not only the magnitudes of the physical

quantities to which their names refer but also modification as necessary

in order to include the effects of other factors. While these three factors

suffice for most of the purposes of stability and accuracy analysis, it is,

of course, necessary to obtain data on a number of other characteristics

of motors in order to engineer a servo system properly. It is usually

found that other factors, such as static and coulomb friction and the

effects of voltage fluctuations, frequency, temperature rise, etc., enter

the calculations principally by way of modifications or limitations of

range of the three constants listed above. Thus, for example, temperature

data may be used to define the regions of the family of speed-torque

curves that may be safely used in design. This section will first discuss

the three constants listed above and then the experimental methods by
which the data necessary for their calculations may be obtained. This
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will be followed by a discussion of other factors of importance in engineer-

ing a motor and control power circuit in a servomechanism.

The most important characteristic which may be modified in order

to represent more than the physical quantity to which its name refers is

the viscous damping constant/ usually designated as / or /o. In the

case of practically all motors used in servomechanisms, torque decreases

as speed increases for a given applied voltage. The effect of viscous

friction is to decrease the available torque by an amount that is directly

proportional to speed. Because of this analogous behavior, the speed-

torque characteristics of a motor may therefore be conveniently repre-

Fio. 13-1.—Speed-torque curves at various d-c control voltages for Elinco Midget type

MS-1 motor. Broken straight lines show assumed linear characteristics.

sented mathematically by a suitable modification of the viscous friction

constant of the motor. In the ordinary servo this decrease in torque

with speed constitutes an important part of the servo damping. In

some servos, this damping action alone may be sufficient for operation

at low gain.

In choosing voltage-torque and viscous friction constants for a motor,

it is convenient to plot torque as a function of speed for various values

of applied voltage. A graph of this type is shown in Fig. 13-1 which

represents the characteristics of an Elinco Midget MS-1 split-field motor.

The average slope of the various curves is taken as the viscous damping

coefficient. A constant relating stall torque and applied voltage must

now be found such that the actual speed-torque curves will be approxi-

1 The importance of this effect has been discussed by several authors; see, for

example, H. Harris, ^^The Analysis and Design of Servomechanisms,” OSRD-464, 1942.
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mated by a series of straight lines of slope equal to the chosen viscous

damping coefficient and with zero-speed (stall) torque intercepts given

by the constant times the applied voltage corresponding to each of the

respective speed-torque curves. One convenient method of finding the

right voltage-torque relationship is to draw a best-fit set of parallel lines

representing the speed-torque curves. The torque intercepts of these

lines at zero speed may then be used, together with the control voltages

of the curves that the lines approximate, to find the constant relating

Fio. 13-2.—Stall torque vs. d-c control voltage. The broken line indicates the assumed
linear characteristics.

stall torque and applied voltage. In Fig. 13-2, graphs of stall torque vs.

control voltage are shown. In this figure, the solid line connecting the

small circles represents the actual stall-torque vs. applied voltage char-

acteristic, the small triangles represent the zero-speed intercepts of the

best-fit parallel-lines shown in Fig. 13-1, and the broken line represents

the assumed torque-voltage relation. The broken lines of Fig. 13- 1,

whose zero speed intercepts are based on this relationship and whose
slopes are the same as the best-fit set of parallel lines, represent a fair

fit to the actual speed-torque curves over the working range of the motor.

In Fig. 13*2, the value of torque for the solid line corresponding to an
applied voltage of zero may be taken as an indication of friction, either

static or coulomb. The exact interpretation of this intercept, and in

fact of any direct stall torque data, is complicated by the fact that friction

may either add to or subtract from the torque produced by the motor,

depending on the exact details of the experimental method used in taking

this data. For this reason, it is preferable to measure coulomb and
static frictional forces directly.
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It will be recalled that static and coulomb friction are occasionally

used in the theory presented in Chaps. 9 to 11. In view of this, it may
be inquired why the assumed stall torque vs. voltage relationship of

Fig. 13-2 is taken so as to pass through the origin when an obviously bet-

ter fit to the triangular data points could be obtained by a straight line

intercepting the torque axis below zero. The answer to this is that most

of the equations of Chaps. 9 to 11 become unnecessarily complicated

when account is taken of such a zero-voltage torque. For certain steady-

state error calculations, however, static or coulomb friction, the equivalent

of this zero voltage torque, may be taken into account.

From the curves it is thus found that this motor may be approximated

reasonably well by the following assumed parameters: torque constant,

1.8 X lO'"^ oz-in. per volt; and viscous friction, 3.8 X 10~^ oz-in. per

rpm. The inertia of the motor need not be modified.

In many cases it will not be possible to obtain fits to actual data by
linear approximation as good as those just discussed. In such cases it

is best to fit the portion of the curves resulting in approximations that are

conservative. Specifically, the torque constant should be chosen low,

and the coulomb friction and viscous friction coefficient high. Choosing

the viscous friction coefficient high leads to conservative estimates of

velocity errors (f.e., actual errors less than estimated errors) but opti-

mistic estimates of the damping properties of the motor. In analyzing

nonlinear devices such as motors on the basis of linear approximations,

the extent of the approximations must always be kept in mind. The
effects of nonlinearities are discussed in Sec. IT 11,

The method just presented may be compared with, a method reported

by Ferrell,^ in which a constant relating stall torque and applied voltage

and a constant relating zero-torque speed and applied voltage are meas-

ured and the ratio of these constants taken as the viscous term / (in his

notation, R). Farrell’s method has the disadvantage of not taking into

account curvature of the speed-torque characteristics between their

intercepts on the speed and torque axes and is also subject to possible

confusion regarding friction when taking stall torque data. The latter

disadvantage is not serious if careful technique is observed. The method,

however, is somewhat faster and simpler than that given above.

Measurement of Inertia .—^Armature inertia can be measured easily

by the torsion pendulum method. A steel or other spring wire is fastened

coaxially into one end of a cylinder of brass or other metal, of dimensions

(and inertia) comparable to the armature to be tested. A hole in the

other end of the cylinder should just fit the shaft of the armature in

question. The torsional period Ti of the brass cylinder alone is meas-

1 E. B. Ferrell, ^‘The Servo Problem as a Transmission Problem,” Proc. IRE, 8$»

No. 11, 763-767, November 1946.
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ured; the armature is fastened into the cylinder; and the torsional period

Ti of the combined mass is measured. For a given suspension wire the

periods and inertias arc related’ as shown by Eq. (1); /i is the moment of

inertia of the cylinder alone, and J2 = Ji + Jay where Ja is the required

armature moment of inertia. If the standard or comparison mass is a

cylinder, its moment of inertia can be calculated from the formula

J = mr^/2. Usually the mass of material removed from the hole for

chucking the armature can be neglected; if not, its inertia can be cal-

culated and subtracted from that of the cylinder. It may be desirable

also to calculate or to measure the inertia of the shafts in the gear train

driven directly by the motor and to refer it to the armature shaft. To
do this, divide the value obtained for each shaft by the square of the

reduction from the motor to that shaft.^ If the value obtained is one-

fifth or less of the motor armature inertia, it may usually be neglected for

practical purposes.

It is, of course, ne(5essary to calculate or measure the load inertia as

well as the motor and gear-reduction inertia. Often in instrument servos

the load inertia reduced to the motor shaft is small compared with the

motor inertia itself.

Torque ,—A number of devices of all degrees of complexity are avail-

able for measuring torque. The field divides itself into those devices

which measure torque transmitted and those which can produce a known
or measurable torque loading. In the first class are calibrated spring

couplings which may be viewed while rotating by means of stroboscopic

illumination, piezoelectric devices, and resistance strain gauge devices

which measure strain of some part under torsional stress. Indirect

measurements of torque can be made by substitution methods, details

of which will vary with the individual problem.

Typical torque loading devices are the prony brake, whose couple is

measured by a spring deflection or weight lifted at a known distance,

and the eddy-current brake or other electromagnetic dynamometer,

which must be independently calibrated. One of the simplest and most
practical methods, requiring no external measuring equipment, uses only

a brass pulley with a flat groove, some cord, and a spring balance. Good
quality linen fishline is very satisfactory for the cord, although almost

any cord, can be used if necessary. Unless a considerable length of the

^ See almost any mechanical engineering handbook or college experimental physics

manual for a discussion of this measurement.
^ Section 11-12 further discusses the effects of gear reduction on inertia.
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cord is in contact with the pulley surface, there is a tendency for it to

grab at high tensions and low speeds, causing vibration of the spring

balance and uncertain readings. For higher torques, . a larger pulley

should be used or an extra wrap of the cord around the pulley taken.

Lubrication is unnecessary, but the pulley surface should be smooth.

An arrangement of this type is suitable for torque measurements between

a fraction of an ounce-inch and several foot-pounds. For the higher

torque values other methods are generally to be preferred because the

pulley-cord arrangement has limited heat-dissipating ability.

Friction brakes of the shoe type are illustrated in all the mechanical

engineering handbooks. For instrument-type motors they offer few

advantages other than larger power ratings over the spring-balance

device just described, particularly as many of these brakes are designed

for use with one direction of rotation only.

One useful design of torque loader combines a mechanical dyna-

mometer torque-measuring device with a graphite on steel friction-plate

torque loader. This device may be coupled directly to the unit to be

loaded. It has the advantage of relative independence of speed and the

ability to maintain its settings over a reasonably long run. Care must be

taken to keep the friction surfaces clean.

An auxiliary motor may be coupled to the shaft to be loaded and so

connected and energized as to oppose the rotation of the shaft. Calibra-

tion of the torque output against input power at the speeds of interest

must be made, but once calibrated it is a convenient and useful test

instrument.

Eddy-current brakes have certain advantages, particularly at low

speeds. Like ordinary motors, they require calibration or the use of a

torque-measuring device.

These torque-loading devices differ in their operating characteristics.

The torque produced by the spring balance may exhibit ‘‘stick-slip^'

characteristics of serious magnitude at low speeds. A loader of the fric-

tion-plate type using graphite against steel can be made to have a torque

load that is constant much closer to zero speed and does not have the same

high starting friction. By use of a stiff spring and very sensitive dis-

placement indicator such as a dial micrometer, this device can be made
to have very little of the dead space or apparent backlash of the spring

balance.

Because of the difference in characteristics of the various torque-

loading and torque-measuring devices described, care should be taken in

the choice of a torque-measuring means for attachment to an operating

servo system. Fortunately, measurements of motor characteristics out-

side a servo system may be made much more conveniently.

Occasionally it is necessary to measure torque at low temperatures to
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determine lubricant and other loads. If an extension shaft can be run

out of the cold chamber and mounted on ball bearings lubricated with

very light oil, such as Univis 48, it may be coupled to the motor with a

flexible coupling and the torque measurements made on the shaft exten-

sion. It is, of course, desirable to make a measurement on the shaft and

its bearings with the motor disconnected but with all other conditions

the same.

Speed .—Motor speed may be measured stroboscopically, by timing

and counting the revolutions of a geared shaft, by measuring the voltage

from a tachometer generator, by use of a spring drag device like the

automobile speedometer, or by measuring the frequency of any waveform

associated ^vith the motor rotation. In practice, the first two methods

are preferred for measuring motor characteristics. For low speeds (below

500 rpm) or for erratic speeds, stroboscopic methods are sometimes diffi-

cult, and it is easier to count (usually with a Veeder-Root type counter)

the rpm of a shaft running at a known reduction from the motor. For

speeds from 600 up to 14,000 rpm the General Radio Strobotac, model

631B, is satisfactory; it can be calibrated directly against 60-cycle line

frequency and is easy to use.

A direct reading of the speed in rpm is given by the highest freciueney

setting at which a single distant image can be obtained of the shaft or gear

being observed.

Special pattern disks can be attached to the rotating part which

permit extension of the range of measurement to lower speeds. Twofold

or fourfold symmetry will permit a proportionate reduction in measured

speeds. The common stroboscopic disk for 33^- and 78-rpm phonograph

turntables gives an idea of the low speeds to which stroboscopic measure-

ments may be extended.

If the stroboscopic light is run at 60-cycle line frequency, the motor
shaft will appear to stand still at 3600 rpm, at 7200 rpm, and at higher

multiples of the line frequency. At 1800 rpm the single pattern will

appear double. Higher symmetry patterns will stand still at lower

speeds. It is possible to design a stroboscope disk with several patterns

so planned that one ring stands still every 100 rpm, another every 400,

etc., making it possible to determine motor speed to a few rpm when the

card is viewed under light from a stroboscopic source. Figure 13-3 shows

such a disk.^ When illuminated at 3600 flashes per minute, as by a

General Radio Strobotac, successive rings appear to stand still at the

following speeds, starting at the outside and going toward the center:

every 100, 400, 600, 720, 900, 514, 1200, 720, 1800, and 3600 rpm. At
3600 rpm the entire card appears to stand still. If the illumination is at

^ This is a copy of a tachometer test card described in The General Radio Experi-

menter^ August 1943.
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7200 flashes per minute as, for example, from a neon lamp flashes twice per

cycle from a 60-cycle supply, these speeds will be doubled. Similar

cards can be designed for special purposes and pasted on a pulley or gear.

Where a Strobotac is not available, a 3-watt neon lamp with internal

resistor, GE type Ne-40, for example, can be used from the 60-cycle

supply, although care must be taken to prevent room illumination from

masking the stroboscopic effect. It is not completely satisfactory, how-

ever, since the flashes are long compared with Strobotac flashes.

Fig. 13-3.—Stroboscope disk for speed measurements.

Another method of speed measurement makes use of a calibrated d-c

or a-c tachometer generator whose output voltage (or frequency) is

known as a function of speed. One must take into account the additional

friction load imposed by the generator, which may be a considerable

fraction of an ounce-inch for units commonly used. Once calibrated, a

voltmeter can be adjusted to read speed directly and may result in an

appreciable saving of time and effort when many measurements must be

made. Where greater accuracy is desired, a precision potentiometer and

null indicator (e.g., galvanometer) may be used to match the tachometer

voltage, thus eliminating the meter errors. Measurements of speed may
be made with tachometers to an accuracy of ± i to 5 per cent, depending

upon the equipment used. It is convenient to measure power input to

the motor at the same time speed-torque curves are taken. This gives

enough data to determine power output and eflSiciency under all condi-

tions. Power output may be accurately computed or estimated by the

following approximate (6.5 per cent low) formula:

Horsepower = speed in rpm X torque in ounce^nches X 10^,

which is easy to remember and easy to use.
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Measurement of Friction ,—It is usually desirable to measure directly

static and coulomb friction, since these measurements are extremely simple.

Friction may be caused by bearings, lubricant, brushes, or slip rings.

The simplest way to measure running friction is to drive the motor

through a calibrated spring coupling from another motor, observing the

displacement of the coupling at the operating speed by stroboscopic

illumination.

A low speeds friction can be measured by a spring balance or a pan

of weights, a cord, and a pulley of known diameter mounted on the motor

shaft. The cord is attached to the pulley rim, and weights put in the

pan or tension applied through the spring balance to cause the motor to

maintain a given initial speed .\vithout acceleration or deceleration.

The product of the weight or tension required and the pulley radius gives

the coulomb friction torque. Static friction (stiction) may be measured

with the same equipment in an obvious way. Although providing a

simple way to measure static friction, weights are difficult to use for

measuring running friction, since it is not possible to average easily with

the weight method, and because with this method a momentary increase

in friction may stop the armature. With a spring balance, a slight added

pull suffices to keep the armature turning slowly, and with a little practice

the observer can learn to average the results or take the maximum as

desired. Results should be easily reproduced to within 10 or 15 per

cent with these methods of measurement.

I'emperature ,—Temperature rise can be determined in a number of

ways. Surface temperatures can be measured approximately by a small

mercury thermometer whose bulb is covered with putty to hold it in

close thermal contact with the surface. Thermocouples can be installed

in less accessible locations but require more equipment and are more

difficult to use. If temperatures must be measured at several places on a

motor, thermocouples are probably the best method. Surface thermom-
eters are available from several manufacturers. ^ Such a device is placed

in contact with the surface and gives a direct reading with only a few

seconds delay.

Of greater interest than surface temperatures are the winding tempera-

tures. The windings are not accessible, but fortunately an average value

for the winding temperature can be calculated easily from the change in

winding resistance between some known temperature (windings and

frame at room temperature at start of test, for example) and at the

temperature to be measured. The temperature coefficient of resistivity

of copper wire^ is approximately 0.004 part per degree centigrade.

' A representative instrument is made by Illinois Testing Laboratories, 420 N.

LaSalle, Chicago, 111., and is sold under the trade name Pyracon.
* Pender and Mcllwain, Electrical Engineers* Handbooky 3d ed., Wiley, New York,

1936, pp. 2*-04.
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Motor 'Time Constant .—A simple and useful quantity specifying the

dynamic response of a motor ii^ known as the motor time constant Tm,

and is experimentally measured by observing the time required for a
motor to reach 63 per cent of steady-state speed for any given applied

voltage. The reciprocal of Tm is the angular frequency o) in radians per

second at which the asymptote to the feedback transfer function on a
decibel — log o) plot breaks downward at 12 db/octave. For further

details, see Chaps. 10 and 11.

13-3. Data Input and Output Devices.—One is interested first in the

accuracy of input and output devices, such as synchros and potentiome-

ters. Several other characteristics are also of importance in servo-

mechanisms; this section will outline tests for these characteristics as well.

Synchros .—For a given pair of synchros for use in a servo, the depar-

ture of the control transformer position from that of the generator can be

measured in degrees with relatively little difficulty. An accurate vernier-

type dial is attached at each shaft. One unit is set to successive readings

at desired intervals on the dial. With an oscilloscope across the output

of the control transformer it is adjusted to the best possible null, and the

angle is read. A plot of deviation against angle will show any periodic

components as well as the limiting accuracy of positioning possible for a

servo using the pair of elements tested, when connected as in the test.

If one calibrated unit is used, the absolute accuracy of the other can be

determined; otherwise the measured deviations apply only for the par-

ticular pair tested and only for the particular stator connection used.

Alternatively, the two units may be coupled, adjusted to be at or near

null, and the amplitude and phase of the CT output then measured for a

number of angles. Care should be taken that any (flexible) coupling

used does not introduce periodic errors in the relative position of the two

rotors and that the shafts are not bent by a lateral stress due to misalign-

ment of the rotors. For precise synchros where measurements must be

made to a tenth of a degree or so, ordinary flexible couplings may intro-

duce angular errors large enough to mask the actual instrument errors.^

Potentiometers .—Potentiometer linearity can be measured most con-

veniently by comparison with a linear potentiometer in a bridge circuit,

using a microammeter, galvanometer, or oscilloscope as a null indicator.

It is not difficult to arrange to display the curve of deviation on the

oscilloscope screen as a function of rotation. ^ Special fixtures can also

^ Satisfactory results can be obtained by using a coupling made of a f-in. diameter

metal bellows with five or six convolutions. The end convolutions are soldered into

collars bored to fit the shafts to be connected. This coupling has negligible periodic

error; it can stand misalignments of the shafts as high as 5® and shaft offsets of up to

^ in. If beryllium copper bellows are used, the units may be run at speeds up to

8000 rpm.
* See Chap. 18 and Vol 17 for detailed descriptions of such setups.
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be devised to lock the standard potentiometer to the one being tested.

For small quantities it is usually easier to use a dial on each unit and to

compare dial readings at the null balance.

Most potentiometers, d-c generators, and other data devices are

characterized by discontinuous output. For design purposes it is

important to know the resolution, that is, the magnitude of the dis-

continuities. This subject is discussed in Secs. 12*1 to 12*8. Potentiom-

eter resolution may be determined by counting the turns per unit of

ending length and calculating the number for full scale. If a servo

system has already been set up, as for measuring sealed units, it may be

easier to use a sensitive voltmeter (perhaps coupled through a large

condenser) to indicate the wire-to-wire increments of potentiometer

voltage, counting the steps as the system is turned slowly through a

measured angle. An oscilloscope with a fairly high gain amplifier may
also be used for this observation.

Tachometer ripple may be conveniently observed with an ordinary

oscilloscope or may be recorded on a recording oscilloscope for more care-

ful studies of small irregularities and a permanent record.

Other Tests .— characteristic of importance in many data input

devices is the mechanical loading imposed by the device. Techniques

applicable to the measurement of these loads may be essentially those

discussed under torque measurements of motors in Sec. 13-3. Because

of the very light loads involved, however, techniques must, in general, be

more delicate. Pulleys, for example, should be very light. Thread

should be used rather than linen cords.

The accuracy-measuring techniques discussed above in connection

with s3aichros and potentiometers form the basic test for measuring the

effects of electrical loading and for the interaction of parallel units. It is

necessary only to repeat the simple tests described with the electrical

loading or paralleled unit(s) present.

Other characteristics of interest affect amplifier performance and

include waveform distortion, a-c pickup, potentiometer contact noise,

thyratron transients, and motor brush noise. Observation on an oscillo-

scope of the error input to the amplifier or of the output of the data device

will help to show trouble of this sort. In some cases it may be necessary

to use a wave analyzer or sound analyzer to determine the frequencies

present.

/ TESTS OF COMPLETE SERVO SYSTEMS

13*4. Inspection Tests.—The tests described above apply primarily to

component parts of the servo system but do not cover performance as a

system. The following sections outline quantitative tests of the over-all

servo system, including methods of determining both static and dynamic
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characteristics. A number of simple inspection tests are available by
which the servo designer may rapidly estimate servo performance and
locate major trouble. This section will deal with such tests.

By turning the data input device through the angle necessary to pro-

duce motor rotation, first in one direction and then in the other, an

estimate of the ‘'dead zone^^ is rapidly obtained. A scale, preferably a

vernier scale, on the data input device makes this an excellent quantita-

tive test of servo performance under these conditions. An alternate

method of measuring dead zone is turning the motor shaft by hand
(keeping fingers away from gear meshes) and counting the number of

revolutions between control action in one direction and control action

in the other. This method is particularly convenient, since it utilizes the

gear reduction between motor and data output device as a vernier. A
fraction of the angle through which the motor turns must be attributed to

backlash and must be determined and subtracted in order to determine

the dead zone width as referred to the data output device. Counting

the motor revolutions to reach maximum motor current gives a figure of

use in velocity and/or torque lag calculations.

13*6. Quantitative Tests,—Positioning accuracy is determined mainly

by the linearity and accuracy of the data input and output devices,

accuracy of gearing, gearing backlash, width of control dead zone, com-
ponent drifts, and sensitivity to temperature, line voltage, frequency, and

other changes. Positioning accuracy is often referred to as a static

characteristic. The measurements necessary to determine it are usually

obvious; most of the special tricks have already been mentioned in

Secs. 13*3 and 13-4. Accuracy and error are usually expressed in terms

of per cent of full scale value; for some applications its absolute value is

important. The application will determine whether maximum error,

average error, or probable error should be specified. It is often helpful

to give both maximum and average errors. Static characteristics are

greatly affected by “buzz’' or high-frequency superimposed oscillations,

as discussed in Sec. 12-20.

A second set of characteristics, referred to as dynamic characteristics^

describes the system response to changes in the input data. Included in

this category are the various steady-state responses, the most important

being velocity errors, acceleration errors, torque errors, and responses to

sinusoidal steady-state excitations. Also included are the important

transient characteristics.

Velocity error coefficient or velocity lag relates the error of a position servo

in following a steady velocity input to the input velocity. It is expressed

in degrees per degree-per-second or volts per volt-per-second, and its

dimension is therefore just time. If specified in seconds no information is

given as to the conditions of test; consequently it may often be preferable
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to specify the lag in degrees and the speed. Velocity error coefficient is

measured by recording the speed as a function of input voltage with the

loop open for inputs above and below the data output device setting,

carrying the measurements up to the point of maximum motor speed.

To open the loop, the data output device should be disconnected so that

the motor can operate the load continuously without changing the error

signal. The motor will run at a speed dependent upon the actual net

error signal. This error is then the error necessary for the servo system

to follow an input signal changing at the rate corresponding to the motor

speed.

It is of some general interest to consider the increase of error caused

by an increase of torque load and of great importance when the servo is

to be subjected to large external torque loads. This increase may be

directly calculated from the speed-torque curves of the motor and control

circuits, together with a knowledge of the gain of the amplifier. It is

measured in terms of error increase per unit of added torque load.

It may be directly determined by measuring the error signal necessary to

maintain a constant speed as torque load is varied. For servo systems

whose motors can be approximated by the linear characteristics of the

type shown in Fig. 13*1, the torque error constant is substantially inde-

pendent of speed; however, increasing torque loads will mean lower top

speeds and lower maximum torques available for acceleration.

Application of a step-function input to the operating system will

give data from which damping characteristics and time constants can be

determined. If there is available a curve tracer or recording oscillograph

of adequate frequency response, these data can be most conveniently

studied. The procedure consists of recording the servo output response

and/or error following a sudden change in input data. If the system is

underdamped, the amplitude of overshoot, the frequency of oscillations,

and their decrement can be determined from the plot. Time constants

of the system can be obtained, and magnitudes and characteristics of

any positioning irregularities can be measured.

A curve tracer^ will be found particularly useful for studying transient

responses. It is capable of varying the position input data to the servo

under test at constant rates and of switching rapidly from one value of

input rate to another. A pencil or ink plot is made of servo error against

input position. The unit can be driven out and back at constant speed;

the difference between the error tracings for the two directions is then

equal to twice the velocity lag for the speed of operation. Other data

from this plot are dynamic fluctuations while following a smooth rate,

1 Section 12- 19 contains the circuit for the servo used with one such unit, the range-

tracking calibrator.
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roughness or noise or steps in the data output or reference element, and
time for reversal at the speed of drive.

By switching the input rates, the transient response can be plotted

to give damping, natural frequency of the system, and time constants.

For many servo systems data can be obtained with simple input

switching and a slow^-swxep low-frequency oscilloscope, particularly if

the latter has a persistent-trace tube (P-7 phosphor such as 3BP7 or

5BP7).

Observation of the error amplifier output or of the data output device

will give much of the information obtainable from a curve tracer. For

d-c input servos, a slow^-sweep generator capable of generating a d-c

voltage varying linearly with time between the required limits will

give helpful information on smoothness of following. Fixed voltages

from a divider supplied from the same source as the data output device

can be switched to provide convenient step inputs.

As discussed at length in Chaps. 10 and 11, introduction of sinusoidal

waveforms into the feedba(;k loop of a servomechanism will provide

information on the resonant frequencies of the system, on damping, and

on response to spurious signals and noise, as well as the expected input

signals.

V^aluable information is obtained from the response to sinusoidal

excitation either with the loop closed or with the loop open. Response

w’ith the loop closed gives a direct measure of the frequency and amplitude

of the resonant peak, thereby giving an indication of the “speed of

response and damping characteristics of the servo. Data taken with

the loop open are important in the determination of modifications that

can be made to improve stability and accuracy; in this case it is often

desirable to measure phase response as well as amplitude response,

although one is theoretically suflficient to determine the other for the

minimum phase-shift networks used in servomechanisms. In the simplest

technique for sinusoidal excitation one connects a small variable-fre-

quency a-c voltage in series with either the input or output data device

and observes servo response to this input. Oscillators suitable for this

purpose are commercially available with frequency ranges from 2.0 cps

upward.^ Simple /?C-oscillators can be made that will operate satis-

factorily at frequencies down to a small fraction of a cycle per second.

A beat-frequency oscillator using two high-stability /?C-oscillators should

be easy to construct for the frequency range up to 10 or 20 cps and would

be equally useful.

Perhaps the simplest and most useful source of low-frequency excita-

tion is a sine potentiometer, such as the RL ll-C,*-^ turned by a small

1 Hewlett-Packard model 200D.

» See Vol. 17.
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geared-down motor. For very wide speed ranges this could be driven

by a velocity servo; otherwise variation of motor voltage and/or change

of gear ratios are usually sufficient to cover the range desired. This

device has the additional advantage that it may be used to generate

either an a-c or d-c synthetic error signal whose magnitude is varied

sinusoidally at the low frequencies at which the system response is to

be measured.

Motion of the servo output may be changed to a voltage suitable for

observation and recording either by the data output device, if this hap-

pens to be satisfactory, or by an auxiliary potentiometer mounted on

the output shaft or on a shaft intermediate between the motor and the

output shaft. This potentiometer should be chosen for particularly

high resolution, as it is usually of interest to take accurate data at fre-

quencies where the output amplitude is extremely small. For those

applications where the mechanical load of a potentiometer would be

excessive, other data devices may, of course, be used.

In regard to sinusoidal steady-state data, a caution is in order.

Sinusoidal steady-state analysis is based on the assumption of a linear

system. If considerable nonlinearities are present and are entering the

test data, such data are completely useless as far as this type of analysis is

concerned. Practically, this means that amplitudes of sinusoidal ex(!ita-

tion must be small enough so that all components are operated with nearly

linear characteristics. A convenient test for this condition is to change

the input excitation and observe whether or not the output changes

proportionally. If there are system discontinuities such as potentiom-

eter steps, their size will limit the minimum signal input for which a

clean-cut, reliable set of data can be obtained. If it is difficult to observe

amplitudes accurately for low signal inputs, this may indicate the need

for better data devices or for cleanup of noise, microphonics, a-c pickup,

or other disturbances. When taking open-loop data for transfer char-

acteristics, it is essential that all elements work into the same impedances

as with the loop closed.

There is much to be said for the practice of taking all sinusoidal

response data with the servo loop closed, recording input, output, and

error signal or only the last two. This has the advantages that conditions

are not changed at all from normal operation and that the drifts and

random effects which normally interfere somewhat with low-frequency

open-loop measurements will cause less or no trouble. The feedback

transfer function is the ratio of the output to the error, whether the

loop is open or closed. If input, output, and error are recorded, both

feedback transfer function and over-all response are available from the

same, test run.

There are several methods of measuring system phase shift under
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operating conditions. Phase shift, as a function of frequency, is most
conveniently measured at the same time as amplitude response. Phase

measurements are normally associated only with feedback transfer char-

acteristics. If a d-c coupled amplifier oscilloscope is available, phase

shift between the electrical synthetic error excitation and a voltage indi-

cating the output shaft position can be easily determined. Phase shift

can then be determined by the usual methods, for a number of frequencies

in the range of interest.^

If a multichannel recording oscillograph is available, recordings of

input and output waveforms on adjacent traces will give a permanent

record from which phase shift can be measured directly.

Another method which may be useful is the use of an electronic switch

and an oscilloscope capable of responding to the low frequencies of

interest. Both input and output can be observed simultaneously, and

phase shift observed directly. A motor- or vibrator-operated switch will

suffice here. Mechanical comparison methods are possible, but the

problem of correcting for varying amplitude of the output makes them

relatively unsuited for phase-shift measurements.

A simple and useful method of obtaining data regarding the response-

frequency characteristics of a servo system involves temporarily con-

necting an RC time constant of known value into the system and

observing the change in the natural frequency. Since the effect of the

time constant can be easily computed, such a measurement can yield

information regarding the shape of the feedback transfer function.

1 F. E. Tcrman, Radio Engineers^ Handbooky 1st ed., McGraw-Hill, New York,

1943, p. 947.



CHAPTER 14

SPECIAL SERVO SYSTEMS

By J. R. Rogers, W. F. Goodell, Jr., I. A. Greenwood, Jr., D.

MacRae, Jr., and J. W. Gray

14-1. AN/APG-6 Range Follqw-up Servo. ^ Description .—This air-

borne servo system converts a d-c voltage representing target range, as

measured by radar, into shaft rotation linearly proportional to the input

voltage. This shaft rotation is used as the range input of a gunsight

computer. A scale factor of 1.33 revolutions of the servo output shaft

per volt change of the input is specified. The input voltage varies

between +28 and +43 volts relative to ground. Direct-current power

for the amplifier and for a motor-driven data output potentiometer are

supplied by the radar system. The circuits require 10 to 12 ma of accu-

rately regulated plus 250 volts and 2 'ma from a VR-tube-stabilized

minus 150-volt supply. In addition, the servo system requires approxi-

mately 65 watts of 115-volt, 400-cps power, regulation uncritical, and

10 watts of plus 26.5 volt d-c power for the motor field. For lower power

consumption, a permanent-magnet field motor (Elinco type B-35 or

PM-l-M) may be substituted for the Elinco B-64 wound-field motor,

eliminating the need for the 26.5-volt supply.

The servo system consists of a two-stage d-c differential amplifier;

a motor control circuit using type 2050 thyratrons; a gear box containing

the wound-field motor, a potentiometer, and a power take-off; and the

necessary intercabling. The amplifier weighs 5 lb, the gear box 3^ lb,

and the cabling junction box 3 lb. The servo system is integrated into

the AN/APG-5 radar range-measuring system in such a way that the

motor can be switched to manual control for emergency operation, a

manual-automatic relay being located in the system junction box through

which the various elements of the servo are cabled. Figure 14- 1 is

a photograph of the servo gear box, junction box, and amplifier. Figure

14*2 is a simplified schematic, indicating component values but neglecting

the junction box and other cabling provisions. A number of points are

of interest. The negative feedback network of Fig. 14*2 provides a

convenient means of adjusting the servo gain as well as contributing to

the servo stabilization. This network results in the negative feedback

decreasing in magnitude with increasing frequency. The amplifier char-

‘ Section 14* 1 is by J. R. Rogers.
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acteristic thus obtained is equivalent to that of a phase-lead network

and an amplifier with flat frequency response.

The characteristics of the thyratron motor-control circuit, described

in Secs. 13-17 and 13-18, are such that smooth control of motor power is

possible from zero to the maximum value and speed is roughly propor-

(a )
Motor at rest, positioning on
stationary input, both thyrations

firing for small angle.

(6) Same but one tube firing over larger

and the other over smaller angle,

corresponding to small error signal.

(e) Same but full error signal one tube cut

off entirely, the other full on.

Fig. 14-3.—Waveforms of voltage across
AN/APG-5 servo motor armature, (o)

Motor at rest, thyratrons firing for small
angles; (Jb) small error signal present; (c)

full error signal, one tube off, other full on.

opposing continued rotation. Such a

tional to error signal magnitude up
to the point of amplifier satura-

tion. Figure 14-3 shows arma-

ture voltage waveforms with this

circuit.

With armature voltage feed-

back as provided by this circuit,

motor speed is roughly proportion-

al to error amplifier output signal

over a range of motor torque loads.

A decrease of error voltage causes

reduction of the firing angle for

the next few; positive half cycles or

a complete reversal of power to the

motor, even though the input error

voltage may not have been re-

versed in polarity.

Provision is made for dynamic
braking of the motor upon opera-

tion of the limit switches to re-

duce overtravel at either end of the

allowable range. A selenium rec-

tifier mounted in the system junc-

tion box is switched across the

armature to provide what is essen-

tially a short circuit for the gener-

ated armature voltage, thereby

away from the limit switch, since in this case it acts as a high-resistance

shunt.

The data output device is a 20,000-ohm DeJur model 292 potentiom-
eter chosen to have less than ± 0.3 per cent of full-scale deviation from
linearity. A divider supplying direct current to this potentiometer is

composed of all wire-wound resistors. The divider circuit permits of

nearly independent adjustment of zero and scale factor. Voltage supply

for this divider is obtained from the same regulated supply as the voltage

to be measured, thus minimizing errors due to fluctuating line voltage.

Performance ,—Static positioning error is 0.1 to 0.2 per cent of full

scale. Nonlinearity of the reference element gives a maximum error of
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±0.3 per cent of full scale. With the normal gain setting to give slightly

underdamped operation, positioning is smooth with average fluctuations

of ±0.05 per cent of full scale and maximum fluctuations of ±0.15 per

cent of full scale about the correct position, at all speeds up to 10 per

cent of full scale per second. Maximum speed unloaded is 3.5 sec for

full-scale travel, corresponding to approximately 350 rpm of the power
take-off shaft. The recommended maximum connected torque load of

10 oz-in. on this shaft reduces the maximum speed to approximately

250 rpm. Stall torque is above 35 oz-in. at the output. Velocity error

coefficient is approximately -yV sec at speeds of 180 rpm.

The gear box is equipped with a thermostat and 28-volt heater

which the thermostat turns on whenever the temperature of the gear

box drops below — 16®C. The gear box is lubricated with a low-tem-

perature grease, and it represents a negligible load on the motor above

this temperature.

The following criticism of the present system is intended to aid the

designer in making use of this or similar circuits. The d-c amplifier

drive to the control circuit requires that the motor and motor-control

circuit operate at a potential of 125 volts above ground and requires

that there be low leakage from the motor armature to ground. No
trouble is encountered* with the motors used, Elinco type B-64 or B-35,

if they are fitted with straight carbon brushes and if the brush holders

are so constructed (or modified) as to minimize the collection of carbon

parti(;les on the terminal boards. Carbon can collect across the terminal

from the brush holders to ground or to the motor field terminal and cause

leakage, making both thyratrons fire when the system is at balance.

Current production motors have baffles installed around the brush

holders, but some of the early units must be modified in order to give

satisfactory operating life between brush-cleaning periods.

Any circuit in which the center tap across the motor is at ground

potential will be less critical in this respect; for this reason a circuit with

a-c amplifier and a-c error signal to the same control circuit is preferred.

Such an a-c circuit has the further advantage that semipermanent read-

justments of the tube elements under vibration or shock do not affect

the calibration as they do with d-c amplifiers. This is of value for precise

work where long-term stability of calibration is essential.

14*2. PPI Follow-up Servo. ^—The plan position indicator (PPI)

follow-up servo described in the present section mechanically rotates a

sweep deflection coil around a cathode-ray tube in synchronism with

radar antenna or other source of information. The major problem

encountered in the design and construction of such a servo is the high

degree of smoothness and accuracy required under conditions of large

input velocities and accelerations and relatively high torque and inertial

' Section 14-2 is by W. F. Goodell, Jr., and I. A. Greenwood,, Jr.
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loads on the motor. The specific servo system described was designed

for airborne use and is one of the best of its kind. With minor modifica-

tions in the phase-lead network and gear train, this servo may be used

over a wide range of antenna speeds with a high degree of accuracy.

Development of this circuit was a joint effort of the MIT Servomecha-

nisms Laboratory, the General Electric Company, and the MIT Radia-

tion Laboratory.

The operating specifications to be met are

1. Continuous antenna rotation at 6 rpm maximum.
2. Sector scanning^ with maximum acceleration 90°/sec‘^.

3. Torque load of approximately 20 oz-in. at a 10-speed drive shaft

at 6 rpm antenna rotation speed.

4. Error of 0.5° maximum at constant velocity and 0.7° maximum
when sector scanning.

5. Power frequency of 400 cps.

6. Compactness and lightness appropriate for airborne use.

The data input system consists of a Bendix AY-102-D synchro

generator^ on the flux-gate compass indicator (necessary for azimuth

stabilization*’ of the PPI) driving an AY-131-D differential synchro on the

antenna mount, which in turn drives an AY-lOl-D control transformer

on the PPI coil assembly, this last synchro being the data output devic.e.

The over-all accuracy of the synchro system when used in this way is

about ±0.3°. The entire system operates at one-speed, since this

provides sufficient accuracy and eliminates extra phasing devices.

The electrical circuit for the amplifier and output stages is shown in

Fig. 14*4. The rotor voltage of the AY-10 1-D synchro control trans-

former is fed to a phase inverter consisting of two halves of a 6SL7

triode and the balancing network 7^4, Tie, and (72. Resistor Tie is made
slightly larger than 7^4 to compensate for the finite gain of V \b and the

loss of gain due to the divider action of Cj and Tie. The plate and grid

leads indicated are shielded to minimize pickup of unwanted power

frequency voltages which might give rise to spurious signals. Capacitors

Cz and C4 bypass to ground high-frequency pickup and high-frequency

harmonic voltages which may be generated in the synchro system.

The a-c error signals are fed into a phase detector consisting of two

halves of a 68N7 triode V2A and V2B, two plate transformers Ti and Tzy

and the filter Ru, Ru, Cy, and (Ts. The primaries of the plate trans-

formers are connected to the 400-cps line which supplies the excitation

for the synchro system. The operation of one side of the circuit will be

' See Vol. 6 for explanation of this radar term.
2
Cf. Sec. 12-2.

* See Vol. 6 for explanation of this radar term.
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described, operation of the other side being equivalent but of opposite

phase. When the plate end of 7^2 is positive, current flows through

V2A and Rii, charging C7 negatively to provide a bias for F3. The
amount of current and hence the voltage to which C7 is charged depends
upon the potential on the grid of V^a during this period. With no
external error signal the common cathode resistor Rn provides a bias of

— 1.7 volts, which permits a current through the tube sufficient to main-
tain the bias on T3 at —19.5 volts. If the error signal is in phase with

+300v

Fig. 14-4.—Schematic of PPI follow-up servo.

the plate voltage, the average grid potential of V za during the period of

conduction is more positive and the average current is therefore increased.

This results in a more negative bias for F3, and C7 becomes charged to a

higher negative value. If the error signal is 180° out of phase with the

plate voltage, the average grid potential of 1^2^ during the period of

conduction becomes more negative, the average current is decreased.

Cl charges to a smaller negative voltage, and the grid voltage of F3

becomes more positive.

The above action is duplicated inversely by the other side of the

circuit consisting of Y Tz, Rizy Cs, and V 4, and so furnishes a push-pull

input to the driver tubes F3 and F4. Since the operation of F2A and

V2B is push-pull, no bypass condenser is needed for Ru^ For an error

signal corresponding to an angular error of 1°, the bias on F3 rises to

— 13.5 volts, and the bias on F4 falls to —26.5 volts.

Capacitor C9 is placed across the output of the filter to balance the

voltages applied to the driver grids. For filter output voltage compo-

nents of frequency lower than 150 cps this condenser will charge and
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discharge, allowing an unbalance to occur on the driver grids. Very
rapid changes of error signal such as might result from noise pickup will,

on the other hand, not cause an unbalance on the driver grids. It is

found that the error signal under normal operating conditions contains

only negligible components of greater than 100-cps frequency.

The rectified and partially filtered error signals are then fed through

a two-channel phase-lead network consisting of Ru, Rig, and C9 and

Ribf Rnj and Cn. This network stabilizes the servo in the manner
discussed in Chap. 11. The two pairs of resistors also serve as dividers

to scale down the voltages appearing across C7 and Cg to the correct

values for the driver tubes.

The phase-lead circuit has an. attenuation factor of approximately

20 db (10). This results in a maximum phase shift of approximately

55®, occurring at a frequency of approximately 3 cps. The magnitudes

of condensers C7 and Cs are chosen sufficiently small so that with the

plate impedances of tubes V2A and V2B in series with these condensers,

the voltage across the condensers will be reduced by approximately

1 db at 10 cycles and approximately 6 db at 50 cycles, falling off at

6 db/octave at higher frequencies. This characteristic represents a

compromise between the maximum filtering of the signal from tubes

V2A and V2B and the minimum interference by way of introduction of

lagging phase shifts in the servo response frequency range, zero to roughly

20 cps.

The driver stage consists of two.GLG beam power tetrodes driving an

output transformer push-pull. The secondary of this transformer is

connected to one phase of a Diehl FPE-25-9 two-phase, four-pole,

400-cps, squirrel-cage induction motor, rated at 7 watts output. The
other phase of this motor is connected through Ciz to the common 400-

cycle line. Ciz is adjusted to give maximum output torque when an

artificial error signal is introduced into the amplifier and thus compensates

for any phase shifts that may occur in the synchro system or the ampli-

fiers, as well as introducing the necessary phase angle^ (nominally 90®)

between the currents in the two motor windings. The plate and screen

voltages of the GLG drivers are supplied from a transformer whose pri-

mary is connected to the 400-cps line. The phasing is such that the

plates and screens of the drivers are positive and are drawing current

at the time that Vza and Vzb are nonconducting. This is done because

during this time the bias voltages on the drivers are changing relatively

slowly due to the smoothing action of the filter. When V2A and Vzb are

conducting, the filter is charging up rather rapidly through the low plate

resistances of the tubes; but when they are nonconducting, the filter is

1
Cf, Sec. 12-22.
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discharging rather slowly through the much larger resistors Ru and Rn,
This connection gives more stable operation.

If there is no error signal, the bias voltages on Vz and F4 are equal

and the two tubes conduct equally. Since the plate currents oppose

each other in the primary of the output transformer, there is no resultant

voltage applied to the control phase of the motor. If an error voltage is

introduced, the bias on one of the drivers will increase and that on the

other will decrease, thus allowing more current to pass through one of

the tubes than through the other. This unbalance causes a voltage

to be applied to the control phase of the motor through the output

transformer.

The motor used is a special Diehl motor designed for servo use, and

its torque-speed and voltage-speed curves are the same for both directions

of rotation. The motor has a rated speed of 11,000 rpm and a rated

stall torque of 2.6 oz-in. The gearing is such that the motor runs at 1000

speed and therefore is normally operating at 6000 rpm. This allows

sufficient excess speed and torque to follow the required accelerations.

The gearing in one of the models of the gear boxes is as follows:

A small 18-tooth gear on the motor shaft drives a 72-tooth bakelite gear.

This gear is made light to reduce the inertial load on the motor. The
rest of the gears in the train are metal, as their effective inertia through

the step-up of the train is not important. The shaft with the 72-tooth

gear also holds a 16-tooth gear driving an 80-tooth gear. On the shaft

of the latter gear there is another 16-tooth gear driving an 80-tooth

gear. The shaft for this last gear is the power output shaft at 10 speed

and is connected through precision worm gears to the deflection coil

mounts. Also on this shaft is a 32-tooth gear driving a 64-tooth split

spring mounted gear. This shaft again has a 16-tooth gear driving

another 80-tooth split spring mounted gear. This final shaft is the one-

speed output to which is coupled the AY-lOl-D synchro. The split

gears are used to ensure as little backlash as posvsible between the one-

and ten-speed shafts. All gears except the first 72-tooth gear are metal

32-pitch commercial gears.

The operation of the amplifier, motor, and gear train described is

satisfactory for the prescribed use, that is, for following antenna rotation

with a PPI sweep, the accuracy being somethat better than that specified.

The servo will pull into position upon warm-up with very little hunting

and will also follow the required velocity and acceleration smoothly.

14*3. Resolver Servo. ^—The lightweight, low-power, position servo

described in the present section was designed to position the rotor of an

Arma resolver.^ It is of special interest because of the variable loop

^ Section 14*3 is by Duncan MacRae, Jr.

* Chap. 6 and Vol. 17, Chap. 10.
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gain problem involved. This servo was designed largely by experi-

mental methods. It uses a Bendix CK-5 induction motor and a saturable

transformer^ for power control and requires three miniature tubes. It

will operate with errors not exceeding 0.3®, without the use of any con-

trols; if a balance control is inserted, this accuracy is improved. Because

of the way in which the resolver is used, accuracy criteria and perform-

ance specifications for the servo are, however, best expressed, not in

terms of a fixed angular error, but rather in terms of a position error,

as will be described in detail.

Problems of Resolver Servo Design,—

K

resolver having two stator

windings that produce fields perpendicular to each other and two similar

rotor windings may be used to transform rectangular coordinates to

polar coordinates.^ This is accomplished by impressing on the stator

windings voltages that represent two rectangular coordinates x and y
and by orienting a rotor winding with its axis perpendicular to the

resultant magnetic field. The error voltage from the rotor winding is

made the input to a servoamplifier, the output of which is connected to

a motor that turns the rotor to a position of (nearly) zero error voltage,

thus achieving the desired rotor orientation. The second rotor winding

then has at its terminals a voltage r proportional to the magnitude of the

vector sum of x and y.

In applications of this coordinate transformation to radar naviga-

tion and bombing computers, the error requirement usually specifies

that the errors resulting from the circuit shall not exceed a fixed position

error on the earth^s surface, 100 yd being a typical value. A fixed angular

error results in position errors that depend on the range of the point

represented by the rectangular or polar coordinates; if the angular error is

A^, the distance error is r^B, The quantity rAB is available as the servo

error signal, since the error signal is proportional to both the angular dis-

placement^ from the position of zero error and the magnetic field produced

by the vector addition of x and y^ that is, to r. The result of this is that

if in the circuit there is a source of error equivalent to the addition of a

fixed voltage to the servo error signal, this corresponds to a fixed error

measured as a distance on the earth’s surface even though the angular

error from this source will vary inversely with range. It is seen that

this is a fortunate circumstance when the preferred method of error

specification is in terms of a fixed distance error.

The fact that the error signal per unit angular error is proportional

to r does, however, introduce a difficulty in the design, for this corre-

1 Sec. 12-23.

* Chap. 6.

2 More precisely, the sine of the angular displacement, but if A0 is small,

sin » AO.
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spends to a variation of servo loop gain^ with r. If the range varies

by a factor of 20 (from 1 to 20 miles, for example), the loop gain will also

vary by this factor. If at the lower limit of r the loop gain is made suffi-

ciently high to overcome the effects of friction and of d-c level variations,

there may then be enough gain at the upper limit of r to cause serious

oscillations. This problem also arises in the case of other devices for

converting rectangular to polar coordinates, such as sine potentiometers^

used with servos.

Reference voltage

It is possible to compensate for this variation in loop gain by the

insertion of an automatic gain control if the variable r is available in the

system. A straightforward but cumbersome method of doing this uses

a servo to produce a shaft rotation proportional to 1/r, with a potentiom-

eter on this shaft used as a gain control for the amplifier. An accurate

solution such as this is usually unnecessary. A variable-gain tube can

be used in the amplifier with the r-voltage being rectified and used as a

grid-bias gain control. The method used in the present design omits

the automatic gain control altogether, in the interest of economy of

parts. This results in somewhat inferior performance as compared with a

constant-gain servo but nevertheless is satisfactory for the desired appli-

cation. In the final design some oscillation is observed at large values

of r.

* Variation of servo loop gain is discussed in Sec. 11*9.

Chap. 6.
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Design Procedure ,—A schematic diagram of the circuit type chosen is

shown in Fig. 14*5. An induction motor is controlled by a saturable

transformer^ which in turn is driven by the d-c plate current of two triodes

in push-pull. This control circuit, as originally used by Bendix,^ received

a-c signals at the grids of the two triodes; an alternating reference voltage

(the 400-cps line) constituted the plate supply for the triodes, which there-

fore acted as phase detectors. This method is modified in the present

circuit in order that a phase-lead network may be inserted to reduce

loop instability at large values of r. In general, phase-lead networks

may be used with either a-c or d-c error signals; in the case of an a-c

signal, however, the carrier frequency must be very nearly constant.

The carrier frequency for which this circuit is designed, the output of a

400-cps aircraft power supply, is subject to variation of about ± 10 per

cent, so that a-c phase-lead methods cannot be used. Thus a phase

detector is used to make a d-c error signal available before the control

stage. An a-c amplifier preceding the phase detector decreases the per-

centage effects of tube asymmetry and drifts in the phase detector. ,

The mechanical load of this servo is shown in Fig. 14*6. It consists

of the resolver, a 500/1 gear train, and a synchro for transmitting the

1 Cf. Sec. 12-23.

* Eclipse-Pioneer Division, Bendix Aviation Corp., Teterboro, N.J.
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output angular information. A similar resolver servo unit using light-

weight components is shown in Fig. 19*24.

The CK-5 induction motor is also shown in Fig. 14*6. When full

power is supplied to the motor, it draws 0.2 amp in its 26-volt winding.

In Fig. 14*5, a condenser is shown connected in parallel with the controlled

motor winding; this has the functions of phase-shifting the fundamental
component of the saturable transformer signal so that the induction motor
will have a rotating field and of filtering the output waveform from the

Bendix

saturable transformer. The phase shift produced by this condenser varies

with frequency, however, so that the motor can be controlled satisfactorily

only over a frequency range pf approximately 350 to 450 cycles.

The saturable transformer used (Bendix Pioneer No. PBX-22741)

requires approximately 2 ma of direct current to saturate one winding,

in which case the filtered output from the secondary is about 60 volts

rms. The d-c windings in the plate circuit of the triodes have many
times the number of turns of the winding connected to the 400-cycle line.

Therefore, even though the magnetic circuit is approximately balanced,

400-cycle voltages as great as 300 volts rms may be observed across the

d-c windings when they are open-circuited. A serious limitation imposed

on a circuit of this type by the use of a saturable transformer as a control

element results from the time lag associated with the relatively large

inductance of its d-c windings. This time lag, if large, tends to make the
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servo loop unstable. One method of reducing this time lag is tp use

pentodes as control tubes; the action is then more nearly that of current

generators, and the reactor time constant L/R is accordingly reduced.

Miniature tubes, 6J6^s and a 6AK6, are used in the design for com-
pactness. The a-c amplifier uses the 6AK5 miniature pentode. A
plate circuit transformer produces floating push-pull voltages for the

phase detector, as shown in Fig. 14*7. The low primary impedance and
high secondary impedance of this transformer make the gain from pentode

grid to phase detector grids roughly 20.

The reference voltage for the phase detector is supplied from a

cathode follower to avoid nonlinear loading of the source of reference

voltage with consequent introduction of harmonics into the a-c computing

voltages that supply x and y. The reference voltage allows current to

flow on each half cycle when the cathodes of the phase detector 6J6 go

below ground potential. Depending on the sense of the error signal, one

or the other triode conducts more during this interval.

In each of the two output channels of the phase detector is a phase-

lead network consisting of two 330-k resistors, a 39-k resistor, and a

0.02-/xf condenser. Either the T-network of resistors shown or the

equivalent 7r-network may be used. Resistance values of the T-network

are lower, however, so that high impedances can be obtained without

using high resistance values.

The performance of the system was checked by substituting a number
of 6J6’s in the circuit. The error rAd was observed on a calibrated

oscilloscope screen with the aid of an amplifier. A voltage scale of 3

volts rms = 2000 yd was used. Systematic errors of rAd = 100 yd
were observed. At maximum range (40,000 yd) the servo oscillated with

an amplitude of ±270 yd, or ±0.4®. This could be observed easily

on the oscilloscope. At a range of 20,000 yd the servo did not oscillate.

The constant error of 100 yd then corresponded to an angular error of

0.3®.

14*4. Velocity Servos.^ Introduction ,—A velocity, or rate, servo is a

servomechanism whose output speed, rather than position, is controlled

by an input quantity, such as d-c or a-c voltage or current, the frequency

of an electrical waveform, or a mechanical displacement. Many velocity

servos may also be referred to as integrators, since the total output of a

velocity servo is the time integral of the input quantity. This aspect

of velocity servos is discussed in Chap. 4.

A velocity servo comprises a motor that drives the output, a speed-

measuring device (tachometer) attached thereto, and an amplifier. The
tachometer produces a quantity that is proportional to or otherwise a

measure of the speed and is generally of a nature similar to the controlling

' Sections 14*4 and 14-5 are l)y J. W. Gray.
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quantity. The amplifier receives the difference (error signal) between
the controlling quantity and the tachometer output and controls the

speed of the motor so as to minimize the error signal or some function of

the error signal.

Most generally the control signal is variable, and the output speed is

required to be an accurate measure of this over a fairly wide range, often

including negative values as Avell as positive. In some cases, however,

the velocity servo is simply a constant-speed device with a constant input

signal. The control signal might not even exist as such, the error being

developed by the action of the tachometer output on a special device

such as a frequency-sensitive bridge.

Peculiarities,—The ‘'error signal,'^ unlike that of a positioning servo,

is not necessarily a measure of the error of the servo. The error signal

could be an appreciable part of the input signal; but if it were linear with

lespect to the latter and stable at any given speed, the device could be

calibrated so that the signal would not matter.

If the speed is recpiired to pass through zero, so that static friction

reverses, or if the output torque is to vary at any given speed, the error

signal will be subject to considerable deviation from linearity and sta-

bility. For high precision, therefore, the amplifier gain should be as

high as is permitted by considerations of freedom from oscillation.

In the analysis and prevention of oscillation the same principles

apply as in the case of positioning servos. Velocity of the motor takes

the place of position, however, and acceleration replaces velocity. Thus,

the rate of correction of an error is measured by the acceleration or

deceleration rather than by the speed of the mechanical system. In this

respect the prevention of rate servo oscillation is easier than in the case

of a positioning servo, for while the mechanical inertia prevents any abrupt

change of speed, it does not prevent abrupt changes of acceleration.

To clarify the significance of this difference, consider a simple posi-

tioning servo and a simple rate servo, each having amplifiers with no

time lag and no corrective networks, which provide motor torque pro-

portional to the error signal. Now, if a small abrupt change of input is

made (not sufficient to drive the amplifier beyond its linear range), the

feedback voltage of the rate servo, which is a measure of the velocity,

begins immediately to approach the input. As it does so, the error and

torque decrease, with a resulting exponential approach to equilibrium.

The positioning servo feedback, on the other hand, being a measure of

the position, which is the integral of velocity, will not immediately start

toward the new input. Unless the viscous friction is high and the ampli-

fier gain is small, at the time the error becomes zero the velocity is not

zero, with resulting overshoot of position.

Another way of expressing the difference is in terms of the transfer
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locus from motor input to feedback voltage, as explained in Chap. 10.

If there is no time lag between motor input and electrical torque, the

transfer function is expressed as

KG{s) =
Ja + F

Fig. 14*8.—Servo motor transfer loci.

rather than the expression of Eq.

(10-6), since the feedback quantity

is here proportional to dQ/dt in-

stead of 6. This transfer function

corresponds to a locus as shown by
Curve A in Fig. 14*8 as compared

with Curve which applies to the

positional feedback. This differ-

ence allows more additional time

lag to appear in a servo loop in the case of a velocity servo before oscilla-

tion will occur, as revealed by Nyquist’s criterion. Just such an addi-

tional phase retardation may be imposed, however, by the necessity to

filter the output of certain types of speed-measuring devices.

In many cases the performance with the amplifier saturated, i.e.,

full input power to the motor, is of critical interest. Some types of

control operate normally in this condition, with the power alternating

between full ahead and off or full reverse. In any case, saturation obtains

if the input signal changes more rapidly than the available acceleration

or deceleration. The quality that distinguishes the saturated behavior

of velocity servos from the similar condition in most positioning servos is

the lack of symmetry in the former

—deceleration is there greater than

acceleration. The two curves of

Fig. 14*9 show how the speed may
change after a complete reversal of

power one way or the other. The
abrupt change in rate at zero speed

is due to the reversal of static friction. If the servo is operating in the

neighborhood of a given speed, as that of the dashed line, the rate of error

correction with the amplifier saturated in one sense will be measured by
the slope of Curve A where it crosses the dashed line, while with satura-

tion in the opposite sense the slope of Curve B applies.

This peculiarity of rate servos may cause considerable error in a
simple power-reversal type of servo even though the amplifier sensitivity

is very high. In Fig. 14T0 the distance from the input level to either

dashed line represents the error required to cause a power reversal.

But after the speed, as measured by the tachometer output, has crossed

Fio. 14-9.—Typical acceleration curves at

rate servo motor with load.
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either of these limits, a certain time lag ensues (e.g., relay closing time

or motor field inductance effect) before actual reversal occurs. The
difference between acceleration and deceleration results in the average

speed being below the input signal, as shown, and this difference will be

a function of mechanical load.

Types of Velocity Servos .—The choice of motor and control circuit for

a velocity servo is largely the same as for positioning servos and depends

on various factors, such as available power sources, requirements as to

mechanical load (including tachometer), acceleration, speed range,

precision, smoothness of operation, etc. If the range of speeds embraces

zero and if precision and smoothness are desired, the motor should be

as homogeneous as possible with respect to rotation; i.e., it should have

the minimum of “slot lock” due to magnetic saliency.

The form of the input signal is usually predetermined by the kind of

service to be performed. The input narrows the choice of tachometer,

method of comparison, and amplifica-

tion of the error signal. Types of ta-

chometers suitable for use in integrating

rate servos are discussed in Chap. 4 and

in Sec. 12-6 and include those develop-

ing d-c voltage, d-c current (condenser

tachometers), a-c voltage, and mechan-

ical displacement. Other types of ta-

chometers, which are applicable in rate

servos for purposes other than integration, include those whose frequency

output measures the speed and nonlinear devices like centrifugal gov-

ernors, which operate within a small speed range.

Production of Error Signal .—In the case of a voltage control and a

generator tachometer the error signal may be developed by means of a

simple series addition, as both generator terminals are generally avail-

able. In some circuits parallel resistance adding may be more con-

venient, although this reduces the error scale factor. If a commutated
condenser tachometer is used in conjunction with a d-c voltage input, the

speed is made to be such that the current passed by the device is sufficient

to produce across a resistor a voltage equal to the input.

There are a large number of possible ways to develop electrical error

signals from mechanical-output tachometers. The simplest is a con-

tactor between the controlling position (which may or may not be vari-

able) and the tachometer output, which switches the motor power on or

off (or reverse) either directly or via a relay. Other possibilities include

photoelectric pickoffs, capacity-change devices, flux-linkage devices, and

electric strain gauges. Any method that gives “proportional” error

signal, i.e., a signal that changes continuously and roughly proportionally

Input

Fig. 14*10.—Action of power reversal
in rate servo with time lag.
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with the error, is capable of greater precision than one that does not, for

the reason illustrated in Fig. 14*10. This may be achieved even in the

case of the contactor type, by superimposing on the normal contactor

motion an excitation that causes rapid opening and closing in the vicinity

of zero error, in such a way that the ratio of time closed to time open

varies continuously with error.

A frequency type of tachometer may be an actual synchronous gen-

erator, a simple contactor on the motor shaft, or simply the use of some
electrical ripple characteristic of the motor. The input control frequency

may not exist as a voltage or current, being instead a characteristic of

some network, such as an /?C-bridge, upon which the measured frequency

is impressed and which develops the error as an output voltage. If there

is an input w^ave whose frequency is to be followed, the error might be

derived either from the frequency difference or from the phase difference.

The latter is, of course, much more precise but has the difficulty that if

an appreciable frequency error ever exists (e.g., following a transient of

some kind), the algebraic average error signal during each ‘‘slip^^ cycle

is zero, so the operation is incorrect. It is possible to add the phase

error and frequency error together so as to obviate this difficulty. A
frequency error may be developed as the difference between the rectified

output of two equal frequency-sensitive networks which receive respec-

tively the control and the measured waves, these having been equalized

in amplitude by the use of ACiC. Another possibility is to run a syn-

chronous motor from the input wave and compare its position with the

output rotation.

Amplifiers .—The output or power stage of the amplifier is dictated by
the type of motor and the available power. Various types are discussed

in Chap. 12. In general, smooth control of the motor is preferable, and

the rate of response, in terms of change of accelerating torque, should

be as great as possible.

The voltage amplification is largely affected by the same considera-

tions as in the case of positioning servos (cf. C'hap. 12). Where the error

is a d-c voltage, the simplest amplifier is direct coupled, but this is subject

to considerable drift, and in certain applications requiring high stability

a modulator or chopper^’ is used, with a-c amplification.

One very useful device, which is also occasionally applicable to posi-

tioning servos, is the division of the amplifier into two parts, with RC
feedback over the first part, as described in Chap. 4. This serves a

double purpose: It stores, or remembers,” the integral of any large

error that may accrue during rapid acceleration, causing this to be can-

celed by a measured overshooting of the speed, and it affords an excellent

means of damping and inhibiting over-all oscillation. The memory
feature operates by Miller feedback integration and is explained in
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Chap. 4. This feedback also prevents any appreciable amount of the

tachometer commutator ripple from appearing at the grid; such a ripple

could decrease the effective amplifier gain by saturation.

The damping action is that of integral control, as explained in Chaps.

10 and 11. If the part of the amplifier over which the RC feedback

exists has infinite gain by itself (as, indeed, it may have if positive feed-

back is employed), its transfer locus with the feedback is as shown in

Fig. 10*20 for the “ideal integral controller.’^ This locus is multiplied

by that of the rest of the servo loop, giving a very high loop gain at low

freciuencies and still avoiding the point of oscillation as the frequency is

increased.

14* 6. Examples of Velocity Servos. Thyratron Rate Servo .—

A

medium-precision motor-control system of extreme simplicity, yet having

all of the aforementioned elements of a rate servo, is shown in Fig. 14*11.

The motor has constant field excitation or a permanent-magnet field,

so that when the thyratron is not

conducting, the armature voltage

is proportional to its speed. The

error signal or difference between

this and the control voltage ap-

pears between cathode and grid.

Whenever the armature voltage

drops to within a volt or two of

the grid potential, the thyratron

will conduct on the next positive

swing of the plate slightly accelerating the motor. Conduction ceases

when the plate drops below the cathode, and the armature voltage again

is a measure of speed. Thus, at equilibrium, voltage produced by the

motor while it acts as a tachometer is slightly above the input control

voltage by an amount depending on the thyratron characteristics.

The erratic effect of commutator ripple upon the firing of the thyra-

tron may be objectionable in some applications; it may be eliminated

or reduced by an appropriate condenser across the motor.

If it is desirable that zero speed correspond with zero input, a small

amount of a-c voltage of the proper phase may be added at the grid.

This may also be used to obtain a slower minimum speed, by permitting

firing late in the positive half cycle and thus reducing the energy delivered

to the motor. Ratios of minimum to maximum speed of the order of

1 to 500 are obtainable, and the linearity may be as good as 1 per cent

between control potential and speed.

This is a unidirectional rate servo, but if the control potential is from

a rectified a-c voltage, a reversing relay may be employed similar to that

described below. On the other hand, if the input is alternating voltage

Fi<i. 1411.—Thyratron rate servo employing
back emf as tachometer.
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of the same frequency as the power source, and if unidirectional operation

is satisfactory, the input need not be rectified. With the input voltage

roughly in phase with cr somewhat leading the power voltage, the speed
V ill be such that the back emf is about equal to the peak of the input.

If the motor has a wound field, the field current should be made inde-

pendent of temperature by the use of a constant-current circuit or by
compensation. If a fixed d-c voltage is employed across the winding,

the field current will decrease with temperature rise, at about 0.4 per cent

per degree centigrade, with an equivalent speed increase resulting.

Permanent-magnet fields also have temperature coefficients; for example,

0.03 per cent per degree centigrade for Alnico V.

Rate Servo with A-c Amplifier ,—Figure 14*12 shows a much more
elaborate rate servo, used in radar trainer equipment, in which the error

voltage is converted to an a-c error voltage by a vibrator (such as a Brown
Converter), amplified as such and used to control a two-phase induction

motor, whose speed is measured by a tachometer generator. A rectifier

and a switching circuit are provided, permitting the use of an a-c control

potential if desired.

The relay circuit is phase sensitive, causing reversal of the motor

when the a-c input becomes negative with respect to the reference.

Tachometer output must be reversed as well.

The rectifier is of the balanced type, having an auxiliary diode in

series with the detector output, to cancel the effect of heater voltage

variation and to produce zero d-c output at zero a-c input (assuming

equal diode characteristics). The rectifier output is the rate servo d-c

input, from which the tachometer voltage (or a certain fraction of it) is

subtracted to produce the error voltage.

The error voltage is converted to a 60-cycle square wave by the

Brown Converter. This is amplified by a multistage Class A amplifier

having over-all negative feedback to reduce its output impedance. The
output drives one phase of an induction motor, whose other phase is

excited from the 60-cycle source. These voltages are in quadrature by

virtue of a phase shift at the converter. The amplifier gain is about

15,000 (84 db) with feedback, so the error voltage need be only a few

millivolts for full power to, the motor.

The resistances and condenser at the converter input attenuate the

high frequency ripple of the generator by a factor of 1000/1.5, without

attenuation of the d-c error yoltage. The 1.5-k resistance preserves a

small amount of a-c gain without phase retardation—enough to keep the

time lag of this filter from causing oscillation. The stabilizing action is

that of integral control, as explained in Chaps. 10 and 11.

Rate Servo with RC Feedback ,—In the rate servo of Fig. 14*13, a

direct-coupled amplifier is employed to drive a pair of relays that control
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the power delivered to a small 28-volt motor. Smooth or proportional

control of the motor is obtained by vibrating the relays at 60 cps by
use of auxiliary coils (Sec. 12-20). A continuous change of power to

the motor is obtained, from full power in one direction to full power in

the reverse direction, as the input Ep to the relay control tube is moved
through a range of about 7 volts.

Mercury relays

Fig. 14*13. -Rate servo employing HC feedback for damping and error integration.

The first stage of the amplifier has two triodes arranged so as to

cancel the drift caused by heater voltage variation (c/. Vol. 18). Positive

feedback is provided to the second grid, such that the first grid voltage

Eg will remain within a few millivolts of zero as Ep moves through a

considerable range.

The network between Ep, Eg, and the error input Ei prevents the first

stage from being saturated by commutator ripple or sudden changes of

input, stores any error at which might result from inability of the

mechanical system to follow rapid input changes, and prevents hunting.

These functions are explained in Chap. 4. This type of network was

apparently first reported for use in velocity servos by F. C. Williams.^

Pitot Marine Log System .—The pressure produced by a centrifugal

pump when the water is not permitted to flow bears the same relation-

ship to the speed of the pump as the pressure from a pitot tube bears to

its speed through the water. Thus if the pump pressure and pitot pres-

sure are made to be equal by adjusting the pump speed, the latter will

be proportional to the pitot speed, and total rotation will be a measure

of distance traveled. A rate servo may be used to correct the pump
speed on the basis of difference-of-pressure data.

‘ F. C. Williams, “The Velodyne,“ TRE Report No. 4035.
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Such a system^ is shown schematically in Fig. 14*14. The comparison

of pressures is done by a bellows, exposed internally to the pitot pressure

and externally to the pump pressure. If the former exceeds the latter,

the bellows expands and pushes a contactor which closes the circuit of

one of the shaded poles of a single-phase induction motor, causing this to

turn a variable auotransformer so as to increase the power delivered to

the pump motor, thus increasing its speed. If the pump pressure is too

great, the opposite action takes place. In the vicinity of equilibrium

between pressures, the contactor is caused to vibrate between the two

Input = pitot Feedback * pressure
pressure from pump

positions, by the magnets A and By each of which tends to pull the con-

tactor arm away from the contact that is made. This rapid vibration

gives a proportional^^ control characteristic to the error input and

counteracts an over-all tendency to hunt. Limit switches in the shaded

pole circuits are mounted on the variable autotransformer to prevent

the induction motor from overdriving.

The cascading of time lags as a consequence of the means used to

achieve a high power gain is stable in this velocity servo, but a similar

cascading of time lags in a position servo would necessitate considerably

more in the way of stabilizing circuits or devices. The explanation has

been given in Sec. 14*4.

1 This type of log is made by the Pitometer Log Corporation. A somewhat similar

device for aircraft, using air instead of water, is called an “Air Mileage Unit” and is

made by the Eclipse-Pioneer Division, Bendix Aviation Corporation.
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CHAPTER 15

REGULATOR ELEMENTS

By a. Jacobsen and J. V. Hoedam, Jii.

16’ 1. Introduction.—In the design of electronic instruments it is

often necessary to maintain voltage or current constant within specified

limits or to have voltage or current determined within specified limits

by some controlling voltage, current, or mechanical displacement. To
achieve this result devices known as voltage or current regulators are

commonly used.

Regulators may be classified as “simple” or “degenerative.” Degen-

erative regulators depend on a negative feedback loop to provide power

at low impedance in voltage regulators and at very high impedance in

current regulators. Simple regulators do not use feedback but simply

combine nonlinear elements with linear elements to effect a low output

impedance for v oltage regulators and a high output impedance for cur-

rent regulators.

Most degenerative regulators contain thes(! basii; elements: a refer-

ence element which may be a voltage source, a current soiirce, an electro-

mechanical device in which a spring or mass is used for reference, or a

nonlinear element in which a small change in voltage or current is realized

for a large change in curretit or voltage; a sampling circuit yielding some

desired function of the regulator output; a comparison circuit to provide

an error signal representing the deviation of the output from the output

desired; and a control element. These divisions are convenient because

they are clear-cut for a number of the most important regulators, but in

others two or more of these functions may be performed by the same

element.

Factors of importance in specifying the performance of regulators

include voltage, current, and power-handling capacity; impedance of

output; output ripple; range of inputs and outputs; long-time stability;

short-time or dynamic stability; absolute accuracy; and frequency

characteristics.

Long-time Stability.—^Long-time (static) stability may be defined as

the constancy over a period of hours of the output averaged ove» periods

of seconds. Long-time stability is impaired principally by slow changes

in the characteristics of the sampling circuit, the comparison circuit, or

the reference element. The extent to which these effects must be elimi-

nated depends upon the performance required of the regulator.

493
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Dynamic Stability,—Short-time, or dynamic, stability is defined as the

constancy of the instantaneous output. Dynamic stability may be

impaired by noise or microphonic eflfects in one of the elements or by
inadequate stabilization of the degenerative loop.

A degenerative regulator may be considered as a negative feedback

amplifier for which the input function is a constant. The theoretical

principles for the design of stable high loop gain degenerative loops are

presented in VoL 18 and are similar to the principles of servo stabiliza-

tion treated in Chaps. 9 to 11 of the present volume. See, in particular.

Sec. 10-4.

16*2. Reference Elements.—Reference elements can be divided into

three broad classes: constant-voltage elements, constant-current ele-

ments, and networks containing nonlinear impedances.

Constant-voltage Sources of emf that are nearly constant

with time are used as reference elements for regulators. The most

important characteristics are constancy of voltage with aging, change of

temperature, current drain, vibration, and change of position. Other

characteristics important in the practical use of a reference clement are

voltage magnitude and effects of momentary short circuits.

Batteries .—Dry batteries can, for laboratory purposes, provide a volt-

age reference that is accurate to about 0.05 per cent for a period of

several months when operated under specified conditions. The impor-

tant requirements are fresh batteries, operation at all times with very

low current drains (less than 1 nv)', maintenance of constant temperature

(within a few dcgre(is), and maximum temperature not much above

25°C. Low temperatures do not damage dry batteries; in fact, their

“shelf life” materially improves at 0®C. High temperatures (50° to

70°C) materially reduce the life of batteries and hence should be avoided.

The temperature coefficient of 45-volt Z30N small Burgess batteries is

about 0.02 per cent per degree centigrade over a range of —55° to 70°C.

Batteries have a thermal time constant of 15 to 30 min depending on

size, construction, and material.

The most important requirement for constant potential of dry bat-

teries is the complete absence of short-circuiting or even of appreciable

current drains. If short-circuited briefly, a battery will recover to a

steady potential of somewhat lower value, but its life as a constant

potential element is materially reduced.

A series of tests^ on Burgess 5156 batteries showed them to be con-

stant to better than 0.05 per cent over a period of 1 to 3 months. Current

drain was less than 0.1 ga except during periodic measurements when the

current went up to a few microamperes. During these tests, the tem-

^ H. Sack, Constancy of EMF^s of Dry BatterieSf Cornell University, Oct. 2, 1945.
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perature ranged from 20® to 25®C. An electronically regulated power
supply using several Burgess Z30N batteries as a reference when checked

over a period of 20 days was found to be constant to about 0.05 per cent.

Because of the large potentials available from dry batteries a com-
paratively insensitive comparison

circuit can often be used with a

dry battery reference element.

Standard Cells?—In applica-

tions where a more precise volt-

age reference is required than that

provided by dry batteries, unsat-

urated cadmium cells (Weston

type) are of value. These cells

(Fig. 15* 1) have a potential of

slightly over 1 volt which is con-

stant within ±0.1 per cent of the

original voltage over a temperature range of —16° to 50°C. This cell

can be tilted to 110° without introducing errors; but when inverted, the

cell is open-circuited. Currents of the order of 100 /xa for a short time

do not cause permanent damage.

The most serious difficulty in the use of standard cells as reference

elements is the requirement of better than ± 100-mv stability of the

equating circuit.

Glow Tubes .—Glow tubes of the neon-bulb and VR-tube variety

are very popular regulator voltage reference elements in electronic^

instruments.

Glow tubes are very nonlinear resistance elements; for a consider-

able current range, the voltage across the tube is nearly constant. The
construction of glow tubes is very simple. Two electrodes of iron,

nickel, aluminum, or magnesium in a low-pressure gas or mixture of

gases (usually hydrogen, nitrogen, helium, neon, or argon) make up a

glow tube. By choice of gas mixture and electrode geometry a range of

50 to several thousand volts operating potential is obtainable. The
ordinary commercially available tubes (Fig. 15-2) have operating poten-

tials of 55 to 150 volts. Glow discharge tubes require a potential 25 to

50 per cent higher than the operating potential to initiate the glow dis-

charge and require a minimum current to maintain the glow discharge.

These tubes generally function in a satisfactory manner over a wide

temperature range, in excess of —65° to +80°C. Vibration and change

in position do not adversely affect the stability of these tubes. The
striking potential is in some cases affected by the photoelectric proper-

^‘‘Eppley Standard Cells,” Bull. 1, The Eppley Laboratory, Inc., Newport, R.I.,

July 1941.

CdS04+Ag

CdS04 C'y&tali

Cd amalgam

Fig. 15*1.—Standard cell.
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ties of the electrode material. Table 15-1 is a summary of the charac-

teristics of neon bulbs and VR tubes.

Neon bulbs vary considerably in characteristics from tube to tube,

whereas VR-tube characteristics are constant within a few per cent due

to more careful construction and more thorough testing. The useful

current range as gi\ cn in Table 15*1 is conservative and, in general, is

the range over which the tube should be used as a voltage reference.

Currents between 5 and 40 ma are acceptable for the VR-75, VR-105,

GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

Neon bulbs VR-tubes

Fig. 15-2.—Gas discharge reference elements.

and VR-150 tubes. Higher currents shorten tube life, and lower currents

result in erratic operation.

The desirable characteristics of glow tubes as voltage reference ele-

ments differ somewhat from those for simple regulators. Effects of time

and temperature on the voltage at a constant current are of primary

importance in applications of glow tubes as reference elements. The

exact operating voltage, if large, is of relatively little importance in the

choice of a glow tube for a voltage reference. Wide range of current

and low dynamic impedance are the important features of glow tubes for

simple regulators.

The volt-ampere characteristic, of prime importance in simple regu-

lator elements, is of secondary importance for reference elements.

Although a small slope is desirable, one may compensate for greater

slope by more gain in the amplifier to obtain the desired degree of regu-

lation. Figure 15-3 shows the modes in a typical volt-ampere curve for

a VR-105.
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Notes

Characteristics

quite

variable

C’haracteristics

quite

variable

C'haracteristics

quite

variable

Characteristics

quite

variable

Same

size

as

i
w

neon

A8-67

v.

Voltage

limits

for

0.5

to

2
ma

AA'cragc

drift

rate

for

aver-

age

tube

at

15

hr,

mv/min 50 0.121 0.20/
0.20 0.20 0.25

Current

for

drift

test, ma 0.1

fl5 130 15 15 15

Temp,
coef.

for

average.

ppm/°C

-50 4-30 -50
-200

4-70 4-20 -60

Mini-
mum

starting
voltage

75 85
125

75 87
105 133 185 135

% increase over useful current
range

8.00
18.00 15.00 22.00

3.17 0.70 0.40 0.67

Useful
current

range,

ma
0.2-1

0.5-10

1-10 1-20

0.5-2

10-30 10-30 10-30 10-30

Average

voltage

at

current

58

V

0
.

2
ma

52

V

0
.

5
ma

95

V

1
ma

58

V

1
ma

55

V

0
.

5
ma

73

V

10

ma

105

V

10

ma

150

V

10

ma

107

V

10

ma

No. tested

-OOrttOSO
CO T-H

Size

0.04

w

iw 4w 1w
Regular

octal
Regular

octal
Regular

octal

Miniature

1 Neon

NE2
Neon

NE16

Neon

NE29

Neon

NE32 991 0A3
VR75 OC3 VR105 OD3 VR150 VR105

S860
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1

Average

drift

rate

for

aver-

age

tube

at

15

hr,

mv/min 0.20 0.10 0.40 0.42 0.33 0.60

Current

for

drift

test, ma 15 3 15 15 6 6

Temp,
coef.

for

average,

ppm/°C iSSSS t§ ss
+ 1 +1 +1 1

Mini-
mum

starting
voltage

135 135 185 185 185

% increase
over useful current

range
1.52 4.00 6.67 0.33 1.00 3.67 4.82

Useful
current

range,

ma
10-30 2-4 10-30 10-28 10-27 10-20

5-10

Average

voltage

at

current

105

V

10

ma

105

V

2
ma

151

.5
V

10

ma

148 148
73 92

No. tested

1

O CO o o ^

Size
Miniature Miniature Miniature Miniature Miniature

British

miniature

British

miniature

1
VR105 HD-52 VR105

S901
VR150 OA2 (S856) VR

150

OA2 VR

150

HD

51

VR

75

CV284 VR

95

CV

286
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Figure 15*4 (scope picture redrawn) shows the effect of increasing

current (lower trace left-hand side) and decreasing current (upper

trace) on the modes of operation.

The volt-ampere curve (Fig. 15*3) was chosen as an example of the

characteristics of a glow tube with very distinct modes in order to show
more clearly the effects of chang-

ing from one mode to another.

The voltage difference between

two modes for a VR tube is of the

order of 0.1 to 0.5 volt. This

change in mode of operation oc-

curs when the tube is ignited, when
the current is changed, or for other

reasons which are not always ap-

parent. Mode changing is prima-

rily due to time variations in the

spatial distribution of the glow dis-

charge on the electrode system

and to variations in the current.

Figure 15-5 shows the effect of

mode changes over a period of

time during which the tube was

turned off every 4 min for 20 sec.

An unusual characteristic of this effect is the very low frequency of the

occurrence of large changes, although these changes may amount to i
volt for a 105-volt tube. A statis-

tical analysis of considerable data

on VR-105^s indicates that the

probability of any randomly
chosen instantaneous voltage
differing from the mean by more

than 0. 1 volt is less than 10 per cent.

Temperature effects on glow

tubes are of two types : a reversible

change of the voltage with tem-

perature and an irreversible
change. The former is produced

by reducing the temperature of the

glow tube from room temperature, while the latter occurs when the glow

tube is heated to 80°C. The time-voltage curve of Fig. 15*5 shows such an

irreversible temperature effect. An interesting feature of the VR-105 and

many other tubes is the fact that the temperature coefficients are of oppo-

site signs for deviations above and below room temperature, A small

0 30

Fig. 15*4.—Volt-ampere characteristics

of VH-105 for increasing and decreasing

current.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Current, ma.

Fig. 15*3.—OC-3 (VR-105) glow tube volt-

ampere characteristics.
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number of tubes tested had variations of less than ^ per cent over the

temperature range from 25° to — 50° and less than i per cent from 25° to

t I » I , I
ou I I ..J I I I 10123456789 10 11

Time -hours

Fiq. 16*6.—Time, voltage, and temperature characteristics of a glow tube. Tube switched
off for 20 sec every 4 min.

Since temperature variation does not affect the current at which

changes in modes occur, the appropriate current for a VR tube as a

reference element can fortunately be chosen to minimize to a great

extent the possibility of error due to changes in mode of operation.

VR-105 tubes have been found to have maximum stability when oper-

ated with a steady current of 12 ma.

Drift of voltage with time is of considerable importance in the use of

glow tubes for reference elements. The effect of age upon the voltage

of a glow tube is shown in Fig. 15-6. The drift is less for lower currents

for an average tube. These typical characteristics show a large initial

drift followed by a rather steady drift of 200 juv/min continuing for the

operating life of the tube. From all available information the drift

appears to be statistical with a tendency for positive drift for the first

part of the tube life.
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Constant-current Elements ,—Any one of a number of filaments of

various metals may be operated at elevated temperatures as a nonlinear

element that may be used in series with a load as a current regulator or

in a bridge or divider network as a reference element. The filament is

usually placed in a vacuum or in an inert gas atmosphere to reduce

oxidation and to realize more nearly the desired thermal properties.

There are two classes of filamentary elements. One class, consisting

of an iron filament in an atmosphere of hydrogen, provides good current

regulation, but its characteristics vary considerably with ambient tem-

perature. These elements depend on the heating of the filament for

change in resistance and have a

time constant, depending on con-

struction, of a fraction of a second

to several seconds. Typical volt-

ampere characteristics for an Am-
perite current regulator (ballast)

are given in Fig. 15*7, The ap-

proximate curve for any other

Amperite can be obtained by ap-

propriate change of current or

voltage scale. Amperite tubes

are commercially available to reg-

ulate at current values from 0.060 to 8 amp and have threshold values from

0.4 to 60 volts. After being aged for approximately 12 hr the tubes show

no further appreciable changes in characteristics.

The other class of filamentary elements has a high-temperature tung-

sten filament in a vacuum, resulting in a reduction of the effect of ambient

Fig. 15-8.—Volt-ampere characteristic of

110-volt Mazda lamps.
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temperature on the volt-ampere characteristics. This class of filamen-

tary elements is often used in resistance-capacitance oscillators to stabilize

the output amplitude, an ordinary 3- or 6-watt 110-volt Mazda lamp

being used in a divider to adjust the amount of negative feedback auto-

Fig. 15*9,—Filamentary reference elements.

Fio. 16*10.—Volt-ampere characteristics of Victoreen filament-type reference tube.

matically in a majority of the circuits. Volt-ampere characteristics for

these two Mazda lamps are shown in Fig. 15*8.

An experimental tube was developed by the Victoreen Instrument

Co. (Fig. 15.9, center) in an effort to obtain an efficient stable reference

element for regulated d-c supplies that must be better than ^ per cent.

The volt-ampere characteristics are given in Fig. 15*10. When operated
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at 10 volts and 24 ma in a suitable resistance network across a 250-volt

d-c supply, 53-mv output is realized for each per cent change in the supply.

For an output accuracy of^ per cent a comparing circuit used with such
an element would have to have stability of better than 5 mv. A number
of the resistance elements may be connected in series for a larger output.

Miscellaneous Nonlinear Impedances .—There are two broad classes

of nonlinear element: those which are nonlinear resistances due to other

than thermal effects, such as Thyrite and glow tubes, and those which are

Fig. 16*11.—Typical Thyrite units.

nonlinear due to thermal effects, such as Thermistors, diodes, and fila-

mentary elements.

In the use of nonlinear reference elements, the volt-ampere charac-

teristic is very important because it shows how effectively the element

may be applied to a particular circuit. Other important characteristics

are current requirement, temperature coefficient, temperature limits,

change of volt-ampere characteristics with age, voltage rating, effects of

vibration, size, weight, and frequency response.

Thyrite .—Thyrite is the trade name of a nonlinear resistance mate-

rial produced by the General Electric Company. Figure 15*11 shows

various commercial units. ^ This material is made of silicon carbide with

a ceramic binder. A metal coating is sprayed on the surfaces to provide

electrical contact. The instantaneous and steady-state volt-ampere

characteristic of Thyrite is given by the equation

I = KE^. (1)

The quantity K depends on the resistivity and dimensions of the par-

ticular Thyrite unit. The exponent n is at least 3.6 and can be as high

as 7 in special cases. Figure 15*12 shows volt-ampere characteristics of

a number of commercially available types.

The volt-ampere characteristics are the same for impulses of micro-

seconds duration as for direct current and there are negligible polarizing

^ From OE Thyrite Bvll. GEA 4138. Western Electric Co. Varisiora are similar

in composition and characteristics.
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effects. Voltage and current are almost exactly in phase, and the volt-

ampere characteristic is symmetrical for both positive and negative

polarity.

A continuous rating of i watt per square inch is allowable in still air.

A short time temperature rise of 80°C results from an input of 2000

watt-sec per cubic inch.

The most serious limitation to the use of Thyrite for reference ele-

ments is its high temperature coefficient. At constant voltage, current

Fig. 15* 12.—Volt-ampere characteristics of Thyrite.

increases 1 per cent per degree centigrade. Thyrite may operate at

110®C continuously. Humidity has very little effect on properly impreg-
nated units. ^

Thermistors,—Thermistors^ are nonlinear elements that depend on
power dissipated in the element to raise the temperature and decrease

the resistance. There are many types with widely varied characteristics.

Thermistors are made by Western Electric of a mixture of metallic

oxides. While there are many possible combinations of materials,

nickel oxide appears in most mixtures with manganese, uranium or

^ Considerable information on circuit applications may be found in T. Brownlee^
‘‘The Calculations of Circuits Using Thyrite," Gen. Elec, Rev,f April 1934, pp. 175-179,
and May 1934, pp. 218-23.

* J. A. Becker, C. B. Green, and G. 1.. Pearson, “Properties and Uses of Ther-
mistors—Thermally Sensitive Resistors," Elec, Eng,, 65, Trans. 711-725, November
1946.
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copper oxides, and other materials for binders. The very small bead

units are made in a number of mechanical variations of which types

D-163903 and D-166382 are two examples. Curves for typical units are

02 03 1.0 2 5 10 20 50 100

Current in miltiamperes

Fig. 1.513.—Typical Thermistor characteristics at 25®C in still air.

Fig. 1514.

0.1 02 0.5 1.0 2 5 10 20 50 • 100
Current in milliamperes

-Variations in Thermistor characteristics with ambient temperature. These

data are foi- D-163903 and D-166382 unite.

shown in Fig. 15’13. Figure 16-14 indicates the variations in charac-

teristics with ambient temperature of type D-166382.

The variation of the resistance of a Thermistor with ambient tempera-

ture and power dissipation may be indicated by the following formulas:
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R — and
IF = C(!r - To), j

where i2o =* resistance, ohms, at temperature To, degrees Kelvin,

B, C = constants, and

W = power dissipation.

The thermal time lags vary from a small fraction of a second with

the small bead type D-166382 to several hours for large units.

1.0 1.1 12 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8

J? volts

Fia. 16*15.—Typical plate current vs. filament voltage characteri8tic.s of 5Y3 as emission
limitoci reference element.

The ratio of voltage output to change of voltage input of the bridge

or divider sampling circuit utilizing-Thermistors of course depends greatly

on the circuit and component details. In a specific case where all factors

were carefully chosen the ratio of percentage output change to percentage

input change was 4: 1.

Thermistors, like nearly all nonlinear elements, cannot be manufac-

tured to very close specifications. A typical Thermistor D-166382 has

tolerances at a particular temperature of 25 per cent for resistance at no

current and at 25 ma. The power level tolerance at 250 ohms is also

as high as ± 25 per cent. However, as the result of considerable develop-

ment effort by Bell Telephone Laboratories, Thermistors are very stable

in their characteristics even though characteristics may vary from unit to

unit.

Thermionic Vacuum Tubes as Reference Elements .— diode may be

used as a reference element in a regulator circuit. Figure 15*15 shows the

plate-current change for a small percentage filament-voltage change.

A plate current of about 100 ns, and a filament voltage of 1.33 volts

are suitable operating conditions. Ten tubes were checked, and filament

voltages for plate currents of 100 /^a were fairly evenly distributed over

a range of 1.20 to 1.35 volts.

As a reference element a diode should be operated in a bridge circuit
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such as is illustrated in Fig. 15-16. To obtain the greatest ratio between
a-c voltage into the diode and the voltage out to the control tube grid

a high resistance should be associated with the diode and a high voltage

should be used across the bridge. The time constant of this circuit

depends on the thermal lag of the filament; it may be a fraction of a
second to several seconds depending on construction. Such oxide-coated

cathode thermionic elements operated

at heater voltages below manufactur-

ers^ ratings are apt to have short life

unless current is kept very low. The
explanation for this lies in the fact

that at low heater temperatures the

cathode coating has a tendency to be

destroyed at the surface faster than

replacement molecules of the oxide can

diffuse to the surface. Any such low-

voltage application should therefore be

subject to careful life tests. As with

other nonstandard characteristics of vacuum tubes, such tests should be

made on representative samples of tubes made by all or at least many
manufacturers.

16 *3 . Sampling Circuits.—The function of the sampling circuit is to

provide a fraction of the regulator output or to provide some other voltage

for comparison with the output of the reference element in order to

derive an error signal that may be used to operate the control element.

In some regulator systems, the functions of the sampling circuit, com-

paring circuit, and reference are all performed by one nonlinear network,

and any division of this type of circuit into the above circuits is artificial.

Nevertheless, there are a sufficient number of circuits that divide logically

into these subcircuits to make the system of classification a useful one.

In typical regulators, the regulator output is varied in such a way as

to make the sampling circuit output equal to the reference element out-

put. Consequently, any variation in the percentage of the regulator

output that is taken as a sample is reflected directly in the regulator

output. Since most sampling circuits take only a portion of the output

for comparison with the reference element, small variations in the sam-

pling circuit may lead to rather large (absolute) variations in the output.

There are three broad classes of sampling networks: linear networks,

nonlinear networks, and compensating circuits. The term ^^compen-

sating circuits'' is here defined as a network introducing into the sampling

circuit a voltage proportional to or at least a direct function of the

input voltage and/or load current in such a way as to increase the regula-

tion factor and/or reduce the source impedance. Many regulator cir-

A-c Sampling
voltage

Fia. 16*16.—Bridge circuit for diode
emission reference element.
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cuits employ more than one class; for instance, compensating circuits

may be used in conjunction with linear networks to reduce the output

impedance of the regulators. In general, linear networks have the best

static stability. Nonlinear networks are of value because they have less

d-c attenuation than linear networks; hence, for some applications, the

increase in gain may more than make up for the poorer stability. Com-
pensating networks are very useful when regulation is required over a

large range of input voltage; by proper sampling of the input voltage

the requirements on the regulator output sampling circuit are reduced.

Linear Networks .—Voltage dividers made up of resistors are the usual

sampling circuits. Figure 15- 17 shows two examples of this type of

Fi«. 15*17.—Representative sampling circuits.

circuit. For maximum stability it is necessary to use wire-wound

resistors, both for the fixed and for the adjustable components. If a

potentiometer is used, it should be no larger than is necessary to provide

the required range of control; this precaution minimizes the effect of the

discrete values of resistance obtainable from wire-wound potentiometers

and the effects of the temperature coefficient of the potentiometer.

In practically every case, sampling circuits cause a loss of gain around
the degenerative loop, but this is normally not a serious matter. Since

most comparison circuits require the outputs from the sampling circuit

and the reference element to be at approximately the same voltage level,

higher reference voltages mean smaller sampling circuit gain reductions.

The loop gain at audio frequencies can be increased by capacitively

coupling directly from the output of the regulator to the input of the

comparing circuit. Such an arrangement does not affect the d-c attenua-

tion but does greatly reduce the a-c attenuation. This reduces the output

ripple at these frequencies and in addition contributes to stability of

the loop if correctly designed.

For certain applications, particularly for low-voltage, high-current
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regulation, a solenoid or induction device is useful as a sampling circuit.

For these applications a spring may be used as a reference element.

Nonlinear NetworKS .—Figure 15*18 shows two applications of non-

linear networks as sampling circuits. Tn circuits such as these it is

meaningless to separate the sampling circuit from the reference element.

T* Non-linear alemants

Fig. 16-18.—Sampling circuits with nonlinear elements.

Compensating Networks .—In many degenerative regulators the regu-

lation factor and the output impedance may be improved by the use of

suitable compensating networks associated with the sampling circuit.

A compensation circuit has been defined above as a circuit that intro-
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duces voltages proportional to input voltage and/or load current into

the sampling circuit in such a way as to increase the regulation factor

and/or reduce the source impedance.

Compensation is most practical in electronic regulators that have rela-

tively low loop gain and are operated over a limited range of line and
load variations. Linearity of sampling, comparison, amplifier, and con-

trol circuits determines the extent to which compensation can improve
the operation of a regulator circuit.'

GT,i=*4700/i mho

Fia. 16’ 19.—Compensated regulator.

Circuits, analysis of operation, and results of use of compensation of a

regulator for line and load variations have been described in the literature.

The following equations of conditions to make the regulation factor

infinity and the source impedance zero have been taken from HilLs

article.

To make the regulation factor high with the circuit of Fig. 15*19 the

following relation between and Ks must be realized:

If R\ is chosen to be 100 k and with other values as shown in Fig.

‘ F. L. Hogg, Regulated Power Supplies,'' WireleBa Worlds November and
December 1943; W. R. Hill, Jr., Analysis of Voltage-Regulator Operation," Proc.

IREf 83, 38-45, January 1945; F. V. Hunt and R. W. Hickman, Rev. Sci. Imt.j 10, 6
(1939).
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15*19, an optimum value of if 6 of 1,160 ohms was found experimentally,

in reasonably good agreement with the calculated value.

With compensation, the regulation factor of this circuit was improved

by more than a factor of 10 over an input range of 25 per cent with a

40-ma load current.

The use of a compensating circuit to reduce the effective source

impedance of a regulator to nearly zero by a series resistor in the

sampling circuit is also shown in Fig. 15*19.

The value of ife is low, usually less than 10 ohms, and may be calcu-

lated by the equation^

The computed value of for the values given was 6.05 ohms, and
the experimental value was 7.0 ohms at a load of 40 ma. At an input

of 500 volts and a current range of 0 to 100 ma the source impedance

was negative over part of the range and the value was of the order of

2 ohms. The source impedance without compensation was about 6

ohms; the improvement of a factor of 3 is probably not worth while in

most instances because R^ would have to be adjustable and there is

danger of oscillations occurring.

The main disadvantages of compensation methods are that circuit

adjustment may be required when tubes are replaced and, in the case

of the lowered source impedance circuit, a ‘‘floating'' supply is required.

16 '4. Comparison Circuits.^—The comparison circuit in a degenera-

tive regulator produces a signal that is a measure of the magnitude and

sense of the difference in potential between the sampling circuit and the

reference element. There are two broad classes of comparing circuits:

direct-coupled amplifiers and modulators. The direct-coupled ampli-

fiers have two inputs, one for the output of the reference element and

one for the output of the sampling circuit; the output of the direct-

coupled amplifier is the amplified d-c difference between these quantities.

A modulator performs the same discrimination function except that the

output is an a-c error voltage whose amplitude is at least roughly pro-

portional to the magnitude of the error and whose phase indicates the

sense of the error.

The most important characteristics of comparison circuits are the

dynamic response and static stability, sensitivity, and effects on

‘ This corrects an error in Hiirs paper.

* See Vol. 18 for detailed treatment of d-c amplifiers.
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From
sampling

circuit

Output

the reference element and sampling circuit. In d-c amplifier circuits

the sensitivity is usually much better than the static stability; hence the

static stability determines the utility of the circuit. vStatic stability

is measured quantitatively by the change in grid-cathode bias necessary

to maintain constant plate current as

the tube ages or as heater voltage

changes. Static stability is usually

expressed, somewhat arbitrarily, as

change in bias (AJ^c) per unit time or

for a 20 per cent change in heater volt-

age. For tubes used in differential-

^amplifier circuits the differential

change in bias is more important than

the change in bias of either tube. Di-

rect-coupled amplifier comparing cir-

cuits have good dynamic response.

Modulator comparing circuits, while

having excellent static stability, are

limited in their dynamic response,

since the error information is available

only at the carrier frequency.

Direct-coupled A mplifiers .—Figure

15-20 is a schematic of the three prin-

ciple types of direct-coupled ampli-

fier circuits used as comparing circuits.

The amplified output of each of these

circuits is a measure of the difference

voltage between the sampling circuit

and the reference element.

The single-ended amplifier (Fig.

15-20a) usually employs a multigrid

tube to provide high gain. The
single-ended amplifier has the charac-

teristic of passing current through

the reference element, an undesirable

feature with many reference elements. A further disadvantage is that

no compensation is provided for changes in cathode-grid voltage due to

heater voltage fluctuations and aging.

The cascode amplifier (Fig. 15-206) has the same inherent disadvan-

tages as the single-end amplifier but has the advantage of very much
higher gain. The increased gain reduces the effective output impedance

and hence improves the regulation. The static stability is limited by
the AEc characteristics of only the lower tube.

Output

From
sampling

circuit

Fio. 16*20.—Direct-coupled ampli-

fier comparison circuits, (o) Single-

ended amplifier; (b) cascode amplifier;

(c) balanced amplifier.
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The balanced amplifier (Fig. 15-20c) loads neither the reference ele-

ment nor sampling circuit and balances out a large percentage of the

effects of changing heater voltage and aging. The use of a dual tube is

hence recommended where possible.

Table 15-2 is a summary of the results of tests on a number of tubes

to illustrate the effects of heater voltage variations for a comparison

tube. The desirability of keeping the plate current low is shown by the

lower values of AEc and AAEe for lower currents.

Table 15-2.—Summary of Tubes for Equating Circuits

AEc for 20% change AAEe* for 20% change

Type of
No. tested

Single Plate in Eh, mv in Eh, mv

tube anced /p, ma
Min. Max.

Aver- 90%
Max.

Aver-

age under age

in fS . 2.5 182 308 216
DOJ / lU

1IS 10.0 212 936 410

fs 2.0 180 336 210
6AC7 10

]IS 8.0 204 700 310

6AG7 Jfs 10.0 197 375 230

(RCA)
iU

1is 40.0 231 663 317

6SN7
10 J

Both 2.0 183 313 210 30 40 14

(20 sections) 1[Both 10.9 228 624 470 150 180 83

6V6 S 56.0 111 677 400

6SL7 18 B 0.1 189 228 20

(36 sections)

6SU7 67 B 0.1 25

Tung sol
1i

i

Note: All groups of tubes are of assorted makes, except as noted.

* Difference between sections of a twin tube in balanced amplifier.

Fluctuating effects have about the same magnitude for diodes, triodes,

tetrodes, and pentodes; for high and low ju^s; and for high and low trans-

conductances. In fact, these effects appear to be common to all oxide-

coated unipotential cathode structures. At or below 25 per cent of the

allowable average current, the fluctuating voltage is about 0.25 volt

(measured at the grid or cathode) for a 20 per cent change in heater

current. Aging effects are similar to the effects of changing heater poten-

tial. From the standpoint of this fluctuating potential the 6SL7 is as

low as or lower than any other common tube. Since it is a dual tube,

the differential fluctuation voltage is quite low. Tests indicate that

after proper aging, 90 per cent of 6SL7^s or 6SU7's operated at low plate

currents—0.1 to 0.4 ma—have differential errors under +25 mv for a

20 per cent change in heater voltage and under errors ± 26 mv differential

over a period of one week at constant heater potential.
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Permanent changes of Ee of the order of 10 to 20 mv may result

from mechanical shocks which cause permanent changes in the tube

geometry. This effect is small compared with other factors in single-

ended circuits but may be important in balanced circuits, as these other

factors tend to cancel out and one tube may go plus and the other go

minus; hence AAEc may be 20 to 40 mv.

Change in Ec with time, even when Eh is constant, is due primarily

to changes in the oxide-coated cathode. This effect is quite serious and

in a period of 7 days may amount to as large a change in Ec as would be

produced by a 10 per cent change in Eh.

Drift tests on five pairs of 6SJ7^s, connected in a differential d-c

amplifier circuit operating at about 0.1 ma, constant Ehy and at about

100 volts between plate and cathode, showed an average differential

drift rate of about 7 /uv/min for 40 to 60 hr. Thus, for a period of 50 hr,

differential drift of less than ± 50 mv should be realized.

Modulator Equating Circuits ,—There are three classes of modulator

discriminator circuits. Triodes (or multigrid tubes) depend on curva-

ture of tube characteristics; diodes depend on discontinuity between two

(nearly) linear characteristics; and moving contact vibrators and break-

ers depend on switch action. Each produces, when actuated by a

carrier, an a-c signal that indicates by its phase and amplitude the voltage

difference between the sampling circuit and reference voltage.

Tube modulators have essentially the same limitations of stability

as have d-c amplifiers, as nearly alFinstability is due to the characteristics

of the oxide-coated cathode.

Three balanced-modulator circuits are shown in Fig. 15*21; two use

double diodes, one a double triode. These circuits have two cathodes

each which tend to balance out Ec fluctuations, giving about the same
stability as direct-coupled amplifiers. Figure 15*22 shows a typical cir-

cuit using a modulator to obtain a d-c voltage that is an amplified meas-

ure of the voltage E 2 — Ei and may be used to operate a control element.

Mechanical switch modulators used as comparison circuits provide

a much higher order of stability than electronic tubes. Under favorable

conditions it is possible to detect a voltage difference of the order of

lO”® volt at 5 ohms impedance level with the General Motors Research

Laboratory modulator circuit. ^ For regulator applications, because of the

higher impedances involved, accuracies of the order of 1 mv are usually

realized with switch type modulators.

The Brown Converter vibrator and the Leeds and Northrup vibrator

' W. P. Wills, ^‘D-c to A-c Conversion Systems,” Elec. Eng.j 66, 39-40, January

1947; M. D. Liston, C. E. Quinn, W. E. Sargeant and G. G. Scott, “Contact Modulated
Amplifier to Replace Sensitive Suspension Galvanometers,” Rev.Sd. Inst,, 17, 194-198,

May 1946.
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IqooJ~^
A-c output

are examples of single-pole two-position switches which may be used in

comparing circuits similar to Fig. 15*22. These units (Fig. 15*23a and 6),

are especially designed to obtain a high order of accuracy and stability.

The Brown Converter consists of a vibrating reed which forms the

center contact of a single-pole two-position switch. The reed is driven

electromagnetically and makes intermittent connection to two contacts.

The complete unit is encased in a metal shell to provide mechanical,

electrical, and dust shielding and is

designed to plug into a standard tube

socket. The commercially available

unit has a reed with a resonant

frequency of approximately 90 cycles

and is designed to operate at 50 to 60

cycles, 6.3 volts. The outside con-

tacts are normally shorted together

through the reed for 7 per cent of

the operating cycle, although they

may be adjusted for other types of

operating conditions. Figure 16*22

illustrates normal contact shorting.

The unit is insensitive to tempera-

ture and mounting position. Its life

is long when required to break no

Carrier

(6) Diode modulator

UmaJcoii
HF

T
Ei

-Vibrator
contacts

Li A-c Phase
amplifier detector

Fig. 16-21.—Vacuum-tube modulators.

Vo

Fig. 15*22.—Switch-type modulator
comparison circuit.

more than 10 volts, but contact life is materially shortened if operated at

more than 16 to 18 volts.

The limit of the sensitivity of the Brown Converter is determined by

the impedance of the circuit in which it is used. Even with considerable

shielding there is capacitive coupling between the coil and the reed

of the order of 6 ixfii] this gives, for instance, 1 mv of ^‘noise^^ for an

input impedance of 100,000 ohms.
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Switch-type modulators give the maximum static stability of all

comparing circuit designs; but as with all modulator comparing circuits,

they are limited in dynamic response by the rate at which the informa-

tion is gathered. For the Brown Converter this limit is 60 cycles.

Vibartor modulators have been built to operate at higher carrier

frequencies, but they arc still experimental.

Miscellaneous Devices ,—Another modulator^ of particular interest

because of its high frequency and accuracy is based on the elements of a

Fig. 15-23.—Vibrator ennatiiiK devices.

condenser microphone and has been used by RCA and others for equating

and as a linear modulator in computers. Figure 15*24 shows the RCA
unit disassembled, and Fig. 15*25 shows the use of this unit in a modulat-

ing circuit. When d-c potentials are applied to the plates through high

impedances, the change in capacity between the plates and the diaphragm

causes an a-c potential to appear at the plates. The amplitude of the

alternating current is proportional to the d-c potential difference between
the diaphragm and the plate and the amplitude of the diaphragm vibra-

tion. The diaphragm is driven by the “voice coil,” and the amplitude

controlled (the amplitude can be constant or controlled and variable)

by a feedback amplifier with one of the plates at fixed or variable potential

as a reference.

In the circuit shown in Fig, 15*25 the diaphragm is designed to be

operated at ground potential. The diaphragm is mechanically resonant

^ See, for example, S. Rosenfeld and W. M. Hoskins, ** Modified Zisman Apparatus
for Measuring Contact Potential Difference in Air,” Rev, Sci. Imt., 16, 343-345,
December 1945; J. A. Williams, ” Crystal Driven Modulator for D-c Amplifiers,”

EMronicSy 18, 12S-129, December 1945.
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at 2615 cps, and there are four separate pickup probes or plates. The
alternating current induced by the diaphragm vibration is approximately
1 per cent of the d-c potential, and the accuracy is better than 0.1 per
cent.

Vibration muitipfier

Permanent magnet
air-gap

Fiq. 15*24.—Vibrator multiplier, disassembled view.

An equating circuit that is capable of very high precision, particularly

Tor laboratory use, is shown schematically in Fig. 15*26. A sensitive

galvanometer, a lamp, a double photocell, and a difference-taking d-c

amplifier are connected in such a way that a small current in the coil

causes a mirror to move, changing the photocell balance and giving a

large d-c output voltage. This is sometimes called the ‘‘Roberts gal-
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vanometer^^ and is discussed more fully in Vol. 20. This principle has

been used in a circuit to regulate the beam current of a cyclotron.^

In applications where the peak value of an a-c signal is compared
with a d-c reference, a diode demodulator (detector) may be used as a

comparing circuit. The loading on the peaks of the output by the diode

Permanent magnet

Fig. 15*25.—Modulation circuit employing vibration multiplier.

Reference Sampling circuit

voltage voltage

Fig. 15*26.—Use of galvanometer and photocells in comparison circuit.

detector may generate harmonics in the a-c output; such loading is

minimized by using high-impedance circuits and by providing a low-

impedance a-c source for the detector (see Figs. 15.27 and 16.20).

Summary of Comparison Circuits.—Some of the features of comparison

circuits described in this section are summarized in Table 15*3.

‘ Ridenour and Lampson, Thermionic Control of Ionization Gauge,” Rev. Sci.

/rwf., S, No. 6, 162“164, May 1937; G. Asset, ‘‘Photoelectric Galvanometer Ampli-
fier,” Electronics^ 18 , 126-129, February 1945.
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Table 16-3.—Summary op Comparison Circuits

1

Carrier

fre-

quency
Accuracy

Shock and
vibration

Position

effects

Tem-
pera-

ture

effects

Loading of

reference

voltage

Actu-

ating

volt-

age

Single-ended tube, low/p*. . . . ±150 mv 10 mv None None Yes
1 .

.

Single-ended tube, high/p*. . . ±300 mv 10 mv None None Yes
Dual tube in symmetrical cir-

± 50 mv No
Same high Jp (0SN7)* ± 100 mv 15 mv None None No
Diode and triode;*

Symmetrical modulators

low current at balancef. . Any ± 50 mv 15 mv None None Depends

on

circuit

Brown converter 50-

60 cps

± 1 MV
at 10 ohms

1

Somewhat
affected

Requires re-

b alan ce
for best

accuracy

None Not at

balance

6-9

Leeds and Northrup vibrator.

.

1

GO cpa Less than

15 MV

Somewhat
affected

Requires re-

b alan c

c

for best

accuracy

None Not at

balance

35

Roberts galvanometer 0.01 mh Very seri-

ous

Serious None Small

Gen. Mot. Res. Lab. switch

modulator 75 cpa 10-» V at 5

ohms
Not serious Not serious None Not at

balance

* For 10 per cent change in heater voltage, 100 hr. time,

t This refers to symmetrical circuits in which two cathodes are used.

control

element

100k
O—^Ar—( -LJ

-wv—

I

To d-c >

amplifierN
o

D-c
reference
voltage

A'C output

16*6. Control Elements.—In a degenerative regulator the element

that modifies the input in order to obtain the desired output may be

called the control element. Modification of the input to obtain the

desired output may be realized by attenuation introduced by a variable

impedance or by a component added or

subtracted from the input by a device

such as a variable autotransformer.

Variable impedance control ele-

ments may be resistive or reactive.

Vacuum tubes, thyratrons, potentiom-

eters, rheostats, and carbon pile ele-

ments are resistive control elements.

Variable inductors in which impedance

variation is accomplished by mechanic-

ally changing air gaps or by magnetic

saturation are reactive control elements. Variable transformers provide

means for adding to or subtracting from the input.

Vacuum tubes are used in series or shunt to regulate d-c supplies.

Vacuum tubes used as control elements usually have fair linearity and

Fio. 16-27.- Diode detector equating
circuit.
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very short time constants. Their high input impedance for the con-

trolling voltage results in very high power gain. Their worst feature is

low efficiency, sometimes less than 50 per cent.

The choice of a control tube for a specific application is influenced

by a number of factors. The allowable plate power loss, maximum plate

current, and minimum voltage for rated plate current are very important

limitations. Less important are heater power loss, allowable heater-

cathode potential, and the desirability of keeping the number of separate

tube types as low as practical in a particular instrument.

Fig. 16-28.—6AS7-G control tube.s.

In general the series control tube should have high transconductance

and high plate dissipation rating and should pass rated plate current at

low plate-cathode potentials. Popular control tubes for direct current

regulators include the 6V6, 6L6, 6B4, 28D7, 26A7, 6Y6, and 6AS7-G.

The 6AS7-G (Fig. 15*28) is an excellent new tube of high current-rating

(200 ma) and low voltage drop developed especially for series control use.

Its low 2.1, requires a rather large control voltage range from the ampli-

fier, but this is not serious.

Circuits incorporating shunt control tubes are usually less efficient in

regulator circuits than series control tubes, particularly for high-current

regulators. A shunt regulator using a specially developed tube to

regulate a high-voltage, low-current supply is shown in Fig. 16*54,

Sec. 16*8, and is described in detail in Vol. 22.
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Thyratrons can be used as controlled rectifiers to provide a regulated
supply at higher efficiency than that obtainable with high vacuum tubes.

Thyratron controlled rectifiers usually require extra filtering and shielding

for satisfactory operation.

Saturable reactors^ are the basis for simple a-c regulators widely used
to provide reasonably constant voltage from power lines. Commercial
versions are described in Sec. 16*3. The power efficiency of saturable

reactor a-c regulators may be high compared with tube d-c regulators, as

the variable impedance introduces reactive voltage drop instead of

resistive (hence dissipative) drop. Saturable reactors are characterized

by time constants ranging from milliseconds to seconds, depending on the

Control winding

Fig. 15*29,—Saturable reactor with d-c control.

design and the driving impedance. In a typical case, a simple a-c

regulator provides full correction after 2 cycles at 60 cps.

Saturable reactors, being very nonlinear, introduce harmonics into

the output potential that may be undesirable and complicate the design

of a regulator for a specific application.

Figure 15-29 is a sketch of a saturable reactor in which the introduc-

tion of the alternating current into the d-c control winding is minimized

by a balanced construction. In most designs the d-c control winding

has a large number of turns in order to obtain the maximum NI with a

minimum current. The time constant resulting from this high-imped-

ance control winding may be a disadvantage in some applications. It is

minimized by pentode drive.

One simple application of a saturable reactor is in the so-called ^

swinging choke'' for power supplies.

A transformer with an adjustable slider electromechanically activated

by a solenoid or a servo motor can be used as a control element. Motor-

pperated regulators in which transformer taps are changed are widely

1 See Sec. 12-23.

* Regulation of rectifier power supplies can be improved by the use of an input

choke in which impedance decreases with increase in load current. This tends to make
the filter look more like a condenser input filter for higher currents, resulting in an

improvement in regulation for load changes.
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used in power applications where rough regulation with high efficiency

is desired.

A carbon pile variable resistance element, in which resistance is an

inverse function of pressure, is used as a control element for directly

regulating high-current low-voltage d-c supplies (see Fig. 15-30). The

carbon pile is actuated by a solenoid which samples the output, a spring

acting as a reference element. Vibration of the mechanism of a carbon

pile regulator and its relatively slow response limit the smoothness of

output under practical operation conditions. A variable resistance,

mechanically actuated by a servo motor, a solenoid, or other electro-

Carbon pile

Fio. 15*30.—Carbon pile voltage regulator.

mechanical devices can be used as a regulator control circuit. Variable

resistance elements have the advantage of controlling alternating current

without wave shape distortion but are not so efficient as elements like

saturable reactors. The primary disadvantage of variable resistance

elements is the slow response due to the mechanical motion required to

actuate the element. These characteristics are particularly troublesome

in high-current units.

In many applications the use of an electromechanically actuated

control element to provide slow control, combined with a vacuum tube

or saturable reactor control element to provide a small amount of rapid

control, may be of advantage. This dual arrangement may be more

efficient and provide much better regulation than any single control

element regulator.



CHAPTER 16

PRACTICAL REGULATOR DESIGN

By a. Jacobsen and J. V. Holdam, Jr.

16-1. Design Considerations.—Chapter 15 contains detailed informa-

tion on the characteristics of the four major parts of regulators: reference

elements, sampling circuits, comparing circuits, and control elements.

This chapter is a study of the over-all characteristics of regulators, and an

attempt is made to show how these characteristics influence regulator

design.

In general, regulators are required for circuits or systems whose

satisfactory operation depends upon constancy of voltage or current and

that operate under conditions where there are variations in supply

voltage and load. Since regulation is required for specific purposes,

specifications can be written precisely. The type of regulator called for is

determined by the input voltage, whether it is alternating or direct

current, how much the input voltage fluctuates, and the required

range and accuracy of output. The actual circuits used in the regulator

are determined by more detailed specifications such as the type of opera-

tion: whether it is industrial or military; shipborne, airborne, or ground;

mobile or stationary; or laboratory. Even more detailed specifications

include such information as the magnitude of the output voltage and the

per cent regulation required; the upper limit of the output impedance,

usually determined by the range of load (current) variation; the degree

of dynamic stability, determined by the character of the transients

expected and the sensitivity of the circuit following the regulator to such

transients; and the required static stability, usually determined by the

length of time that the equipment must remain stable between adjust-

ments. For the sake of classification, regulator specifications have been

divided into two main groups: a-c regulation and d-c regulation. Each

group is subdivided into several classes of regulators, the distinction

between classes depending primarily upon the power level available

from the regulator and whether the regulating action is simple or degen-

erative. Admittedly, this division is arbitrary; in some cases the classes

overlap, and there are many omissions. It is impossible in the space

available to include circuit diagrams, operating characteristics, and a

theoretical discussion of all common regulator designs. Examples of

523
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most of the various classes of regulators are described, and many circuit

diagrams and operating characteristics are included.

A-c Regulation.—Alternating-current regulation may be divided into

four broad classes: the regulation of power generated by a large central

station with well-stabilized frequency, regulation of a local a-c generator

or inverter, simple regulation at low power levels for specific circuit

applications, and regulation of the output of electronic or mechanical

oscillators. Table 16T gives a r6sum4 of the principal characteristics of

these classes of regulators.

Simple regulators, employing magnetic saturation, are extremely use-

ful in regulating a-c power, provided the frequency is constant. Com-
mercial regulators, employing magnetic saturation, are available for a

large range of power levels. Because of its importance as a class, this

type of regulator is discussed in some detail in Sec. 16*3. Electro-

mechanical regulators, to which Sec. 16*4 is devoted, are considerably

more flexible. Motor control of a variable transformer provides a-c

regulation for conditions that magnetic saturation regulators cannot

I

meet. In particular, this method of regulation is relatively insensitive

to fluctuations in frequency and output power factors, two conditions

that must meet stringent recjuirements for satisfactory operation of

magnetic saturation regulators.

Nonsaturating resonant circuits to provide constant current have

sometimes been used, particularly for controlling the input to high-power

oscillators. Application of this type of a-c regulation is limited to

central station power sources with carefully controlled frequency, since

the resonant circuit has a high Q and hence is sensitive to frequency

variations. The control of the output of local inverters by means of

varying the field current with a carbon pile variable resistor in a degen-

erative circuit has found considerable application in airborne and other

portable inverters. Field control by carbon pile regulators is not too

satisfactory but has found widespread use owing to the lack of a better

system. These classes of regulators, together with simple regulators and

oscillators employing nonlinear impedances as stabilizing elements, are

discussed in Sec 16'5.

D-c Regulators .—Table 16*2 divides d-c regulators into several classes,

the classes being determined primarily by the voltage, current, and power

levels, and gives the general characteristics of each class. Field control

of d-c generators is the usual practical way to provide d-c regulation at

high power levels. Carbon pile control elements in a degenerative

regulator circuit are widely used in controlling the field current in low-

voltag^, high-current generators. For the regulation of low voltage at

medium current and power levels, the carbon pile can be used as a series

impedance control element in a degenerative regulator circuit. This
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type of regulation is discussed in Sec. 16*4. Low voltage at low current

can often be regulated to the required accuracy by the use of nonlinear

impedances in simple regulator circuits. Nonlinear impedances are

available in a wide range of operating characteristics. They can also

be used in simple regulators for medium voltage at low current. These
classes of regulators together with the regulating bridge circuits are dis-

cussed in Secs. 16*2 and 16*8.

To provide very precise regulation in the voltage range of 100 to

500 volts, electronic degenerative regulators are employed. Several

useful circuits are described in Secs. 16*6 and 16*7. Section 16*2 contains

some theoretical considerations of the characteristics of degenerative

regulators that are very useful in designing such circuits. Section 16*8

includes some regulators designed to operate at high voltage and low
current. Volume 22 of this series includes considerably more information

on high-voltage regulated supplies.

Combination of Regulators .—Although the various regulators dis-

cussed in this chapter are complete units, it should not be inferred that

improved performance cannot be achieved by a combination of separate

regulators. Indeed, for many applications, using two or more regulator

circuits in cascade gives greatly increased performance. Regulator cir-

cuits, however, may not be put in cascade indiscriminately. In general,

the use of two or more regulators in series improves the output of simple

regulators; this is so because simple regulators contain only passive

elements and tend to divide the input fluctuations by a definite fraction.

On the other hand, degenerative regulators are characterized by active

elements and are limited by the drift and change in characteristics of the

active elements.

The use of simple regulators in series can improve only the regulation;

the output impedance is either unaffected or made worse as is the dynamic
and static stability. For example, two a-c voltage regulators of the

magnetic saturation class will give a fractional regulation that is

approximately equal to the product of the regulation fractions of the

individual regulators. The output impedance, however, is the same as

for one regulator; the static stability is somewhat poorer, whereas the

d3aiamic stability is soinewhat improved; and the efficiency is the product

of the efficiencies of the two individual units.

If regulator circuits are combined in other ways than by cascading,

improved performance can be gained in degenerative regulators as well.

For instance. Sec. 16*6 includes the description of a degenerative regulator

that employs two comparing circuits and two reference elements. One
of the circuits, wholly electronic, is designed to give the regulator a very

short response time and hence good dynamic stability. The electronic

reference element, however, does not have adequate static stability, and
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this is provided by a separate comparing circuit utilizing a mechanical

converter. The second, more accurate, comparing circuit is used to cor-

rect the output of the first and, hence, gives the regulator excellent static

stability.

No general rules can be laid down to follow in combining regulator

circuits. Combinations will be

useful wherever input fluctuations

are very large and where the speci-

fications on regulation and static

and dynamic stability are very

L

severe.

16*2. Prediction of Perfonp.-
(a) Simplified schematic of voltage regulator

ance.—The basic purpose of the

present chapter is to enable the de-

signer to choose the appropriate

elements to meet the desired speci-

fications. This section contains
theoretical treatments of idealized

circuits so the designer will have a

better understanding of the work-

ings and limitations of the various

circuits.

Since the typical circuits that

are analyzed are idealized, it is

rarely sufficient to predict perform-

L

Ii Amperes

(6) Characteristics for saturable reactor,

Fia. 16 * 1 .—Resonant constant-current Fig. 16 -2 .—Simplified circuit and char-
circuit. acteristics of reactor for magnetic saturable

reactor a-c voltage regulator.

ance wholly on the basis of calculations; it is usually necessary to use lab-

oratory methods to make the final adjustment of variable parameters and
to check the performance.

Simple A-c Regulators,—There are a great many applications, both
industrial and laboratory, where regulated a-c voltage or current is

required. One of the simplest regulators, the resonant constant-current

regulator, is shown in Figure 16*1. It is easy to show that the average
load current, /z, is equal to where Eo sin cut is the input from
a zero-impedance source and <a = 1/LC. Thus the load current is inde-

pendent of the load resistance under these conditions.
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Since they have found wide application, constant-voltage units are

manufactured commercially by many manufacturers (see Sec. 16-3).

Although commercial designs differ, they can all be understood from the

explanation of a simplified circuit.

In Fig. 16-2 Eo is independent of Ei provided has a characteristic

of the general form Lo = Li/{\ + al) and L and a are properly chosen.

If all the components are without resistance, the voltage relations

can be written very compactly using only elementary circuit theory.

Ei = + A (1 _ i^^LoCDEo) (1)
Ijo

Lo h a saturable reactor whose performance can be characterized by the

empirical relation

Lo
Li

1 + al^ (2)

where Lo is the equivalent inductance, and I is the magnitude of the

cui rent through Lo. Thus, L^ is a real number. Also,

|/|
= A.

(t)Lo
(3)

I and Lo can be eliminated from Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), giving

EiLi = --El(l- o>^LC) + E
03

'Jo L(1 — 03^LiC) + Li + Er
r

01.

i
~~ *

0)_
(4)

But LC = 1/co^, so

Eo
EiOiLi

Lo) “h aEi

If Lo3 « aEiy Eq. (6) becomes

a

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

and -Eo is independent of E<.

This is only approximate, for the assumptions regarding the behavior

of Lo are somewhat drastic. It is also noted that the above derivation has

neglected the load current. The approximation improves as Ei increases.

As will be seen later (Sec. 16-3), balancing terms may be introduced to

give more nearly perfect regulation by suitable simple connections.

This regulator has essentially the same stability characteristics as the

constant-current regulator. Dynamic response is approximately 2/f sec,

and static stability is limited by the stability of the circuit elements.

Simple D-c Regulators ,—Circuits for regulating direct current with

wholly passive elements (simple regulator) usually consists of linear and

nonlinear impedances combined to provide reasonably constant output.

Detailed characteristics of the most popular nonlinear impedance are

given in Sec. 15*2 (Reference Elements).
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Most nonlinear impedances, of which a glow tube is a good example,

are connected as shown in Fig. 16-3 to form simple regulators. The

regulation and internal impedance are calculable from the values of the

linear elements and the data on nonlinear elements contained in Sec. 15*2.

For example, in the circuit shown in Fig. 16-3, if the glow tube is a

VR-105, the average dynamic impedance is 40 ohms. Table 15*1 lists

a VR-105 as having a 0.7 per cent increase in Eg over the useful current

range of 10 to 30 ma. Hence

AEa _ 0.007 X 105 _ 0.8

Ala 0.030 - 0.010 0.02
40 ohms,

and

per cent regulation

100 V
100 AEl _ ^ 40 + 40 „
AEo

j, ,
40Rl' —Ri + ^

"i + D

(9)

(10)

if 72L is large compared with 40 ohms.

Such calculations are only approximate because the value of Ra is

an average value. If dEa/dIa is measured as a function of /a, it is not

Fia. 16*3.—Simple glow tube regu- Fio. 16-4.—Internal impedance of VB-105 vs.

lator. current.

constant; in fact it fluctuates rather violently. A typical example is

shown in Fig. 16*4.

For constant average current la the impedance is not independent

of the frequency of fluctuations of J®. The reactive component

depends on la in an erratic fashion that does not lend itself to

critical analysis. Figure 16*5 shows typical Ra vs. frequency curves for

VR-105^s.

No analysis is made of circuits employing other nonlinear imped-
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ances. Because of their temperature instability other nonlinear imped-

ances have not found so wide applications as glow tubes.

Perhaps the most widely used simple d-c regulator is a condenser.

It is a common practice for designers to place condensers across voltage

buses whose stability is impaired by load transients. Capacity across a

Fig. lG-5.—Internal impedance of VR-105’s vs. frequency.

source is particularly effective if the source impedance is large. Figure

16*6 is a schematic of such an arrangement, where R is the source imped-

ance, 72 l is the load impedance, and C is the filter, or regulating, capaci-

tance. Such a regulator has an internal impedance of R/y/(a^R^C^ + 1.

The d-c regulation dE/dE^ is obviously Rl/{R + Rl); whereas the

regulation for fluctuations is

where

dE _ VK^ +
dE, RC{K^ +

„ _ 7? + Rl 1

Rl RC

(11 )

(12)

Electronic Degenerative Regulators .—A simple form of degenerative

regulator is the d-c cathode follower (Fig. 107). From the definition

O—'VNAr-'
R

FJSf sinwtn
h
n
> E

a
Fio. 16-6.—Regu-

lation with capacitor

shunting load.

Unregulated
Input

Reference
voltage

To load

Fio. 16-7.—Cathode-fol-

lower degenerative regu-

lator.

of M and gm it is apparent that the per cent regulation is 1/m X 100 and

the internal impedance is If a pentode is used, the regulation is
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very good, since the plate current is essentially independent of the plate

voltage. Pentodes are often difficult to use, however, since they require

stabilized screen voltages in order to obtain the pentode benefits.

The transconductance bridge (Fig. 16*8) has excellent regulation but

very high internal impedance. Balance is achieved when

_ + Rz

R2RZ
(13)

The bridge may be unbalanced to give either negative or positive regula-

tion.

Fig. 16‘8.—Transconductance bridge. Fig. 16*9.—Degenerative bridge regulator.

Control

element

_Sh

The amplification bridge (Fig. 16‘9) is similar to the transconductance

bridge in that regulation is good but output impedance is high. The

_ . , condition for balance is approxi-
Input

,
-

^ 9 1

j
mately

/4n Control
j? m 1?

Comparison provided Ri is small enough so
andampli^ k

|
R^i, < R^/(R, + R,)E^.

y(jui L- . The most popular form of elec-

\ZJ/ tronic degenerative regulator is

^ shown in Fig. 16-10. The follow-

analysis neglects the effect of

IT the internal impedance of the ref-

erence element.
* *

* circuit* Connecting R^ to Eb has been
^if-Voltage reference found desirable, as the amplifier

Fio. I6.l0.-I>egenerative d-c regulator. operates in a more Unear

manner and the gain is somewhat higher than if Rb were connected to Eo.

Using current from the regulated output, as in Fig. 16-10, to keep the glow

Ri and 1^2* Sampling
circuit

^if-Voltage reference

Fig. 16*10.—Degenerative d-c regulator.

tube operating is best practice but requires more control tube capacity.

To find regulation, let
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N = /?2

“1“ /?2

Regulation =

UG,Ny> 1,/X2 > 1,

then

G,

dEo
dEs

M1^3
^ ^ Tpi

'f'p\ "i“ E<z Vp^ -}- /?3

-|- 1

I + M2(i + G,N) +
tjQ

rP2>

regulation = dE„

dhjo

1

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

'i he output impedance (wometimes called source impedance) is given

by

i + M2(l + G\N)

\iG\Ny> 1, /X > 1, then

~ gn^GiN

(19)

(20)

If the regulator is fed through a source impedance Rn (rectifier, filter, etc.)

and has regulating factor R against changes in input voltage, then

Ti = RRn + r.

If the proceeding approximations are considered,

{^i^K + 1)7?* + r,,j

(21 )

In predicting the estimated performance of a regulator more pre-

cisely than by the preceding analysis, an experimental check on the

behavior of the supply source Eb with lo should be made for the line

and load variations. From the tube characteristics for the control tube

or tubes, the grid-cathode voltage excursion for the plate voltage and

current can be determined.

The next step is to determine the gain necessary to provide the

required control tube grid-cathode voltage variation for the allowable

difference between regulator output and voltage reference. The com-

paring circuit and amplifier may then be designed with due regard to

d-c levels and linear operation of the amplifier tubes.

Stability Con$ideratiom,-^lvL addition to correct d-c conditions degenr

erative regulators require dynamic stability for satisfactory operation.

Dynamic instability appears as oscillation of the feedback loop if the gain

is more than unity when the phase shift is 180°. A lesser degree of

instability may still cause excessive response to transients. The output

impedance of the degenerative regulator also becomes high when the gain
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goes down and the phase shifts in a direction to make the loop less stable.

In general, a wide bandwidth of the amplifier improves the dynamic

stability, provided phase shift remains small over the pass band. Chap-

ters 9 to 1 1 deal with the necessary stability theory.

The long-time stability of regulators is primarily determined by the

effects of aging on the reference element and comparing circuit. This

subject is discussed in Sec. 15*2 (Reference Elements) and Sec. 15-4

(Comparing Circuits).

Source Source

(a) Motor actuated control element (6) Carbon pile control element

Fia. 16' 11.—Mechanical degenerative regulators.

Mechanical Degenerative Regulators ,—This class of degenerative regu-

lator is considered separately because mechanically actuated control

elements may differ in many important characteristics from electronic

control elements. As indicated in Tables 16T and 16-2 motor-driven

control elements for alternating current and carbon pile control elements

for direct current are about the only satisfactory mechanisms for high-

power regulation. Carbon pile control elements are used for direct

variable attenuation of the power source voltage or for variable attenua-

tion of field current in a generator.

Figure 16T1 shows block diagrams of the two principal types of

mechanical degenerative regulators. The quality of the static regulation

of the circuit of Fig. 16Tla is determined by the change in output

voltage required to cause the motor to operate. As an example, let the

output Eo be 100 volts, the voltage reference be a 1-volt standard cell,

and a switch modulator be used for the comparison circuit.

If the amplifier gain is 10,000 and 30 volts output is required to break

the starting friction of the servo motor, then with the loss in gain of

100 in the sampling circuit the AEo necessary to make corrections is
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AEo
sampling circuit loss X volts to operate motor

amplifier gain

100 X 30

10,000
= 0.30 volts. (22)

This is ±0.3 per cent, if the output is 100 volts. To realize a dead
space of 0.1 per cent would thus require three times this gain. The
gain of the amplifier could be increased, the loss in the sampling circuit

could be reduced (by using a higher reference voltage), and/or a more
sensitive motor circuit could be used to achieve a higher static accuracy.

The static stability limitations of reference voltage and equating circuit

Saturable
reactor

(o)

G-E circuit

(b)

Raytheon circuit

Resonant
winding

-Li
X g

Magnetic ~
shunt

—

Input

(0
Sola circuit

Ftg. 1 6*1 2 .—Commercial constant-voltago transformers.

are the same as for purely electronic regulators. Dynamically these

regulators, like all electromechanical servos, have a time lag dependent

on the motor and mechanism and may be dynamically stabilized by the

usual phase-advance networks or tachometers. (C/. Chaps. 9 to 1 1)

.

16*3. Regulation Using Magnetic Saturation Constant-voltage Trans-

formers.—As explained in the preceding section voltage regulators can be

built that depend on the saturation of a magnetic material to produce the

necessary nonlinear impedance. Figure 16*12 shows schematics of three

commercial versions of constant-voltage transformers.^ Although the

circuits are different in detail, they all operate on essentially the same

principle. There are two respects in which these circuits differ from that

Fig. 16*2 (Sec. 16*2) : The output is taken from only part of Lo, and the

output Eo is the difference between the voltage from Lo and the voltage

across L.

Since in Fig. 16*2, Eo = caLi/a, Li must be fairly small to keep Eo

to the proper value, and consequently C must be large (Li > L). If the

^ There are many possible combinations of reactors, transformers, and capacitors

that achieve the desired simple regulator effects. For other see K. J. Way, ** Voltage

Regulators Using Magnetic Saturation/’ Electronical July 1937; also F. Terman, Radio

Engineers* Handhookj McGraw-Hill, New York, p. 615.
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output is taken from a part of Lq then Eo = K{(aLi/a), and Lo can be

made correspondingly larger.

As shown in Eqs. (6) to (8), the system does not give perfect

regulation for practical values of a. However, a perfectly flat (or even

a drooping) Eo vs. Ein characteristic can be obtained by connecting the

output of Lo in opposition to a small secondary winding on L. This also

allows a larger Lo, since the output voltage is reduced still further. By
giving the secondary of L the proper turns ratio the bucking voltage just

cancels the term of the voltage taken from Lo.

For many applications the use of these regulators provides the most

economical and convenient way of realizing satisfactory operation of

electronic instruments. However, the output waveform is necessarily

distorted by core saturation, and

this may be serious in the opera-

tion of some instruments.

Probably the most serious dis-

advantage of these simple regula-

tors is the large error caused by
frequency change. This is due to

the use of resonance to achieve

regulation. The percentage
change in output potential is ap-

proximately proportional to the

percentage change of frequency.

This is satisfactory for large inter-

connected power systems where frequency is within ± i of a cycle, but the

error may be very serious for small isolated power systems such as are used

in ships and some industrial plants and small communities. For aircraft

power systems the errors due to frequency change would be prohibitively

large.

A test was run on two Sola 120-watt regulators in series to determine

if cascade operation would be of value. For a line voltage change of

100 to 125 volts with a 40-watt load on the second regulator, the first

regulator output changed approximately 1 volt while the second regulator

output changed less than 0.1 volt. The 40-watt load was removed, and

the output increased by 0.1 volt. The wave shape from the second

regulator was somewhat more distorted than the output of the first, but

not by more than a few per cent. This cascade arrangement would not

be any better for changes in frequency than one regulator.

The following information relates to a General Electric Company
regulator but is typical of the performance of all commercial units. ^

The rated output voltage, when operating at rated load and rated

* Data taken from GE Bull. GEA-3634A.

119

117

1 115

111

109

95 105 115 125 135
Input, volts (60 cps]

Fio. 16*13.—Output voltage va. input
voltage for 500-volt-ampere unit at rated
unity power factor load. Data subject to

1 per cent manufacturers’ tolerance.

— Estat iljsbe jljtab iijzaJtK jn IjfT jtsjL

—

'
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(unity) power factor, varies less than ±1 per cent. Figure 16-13 shows
the relation between input voltage and output voltage at rated load

and unity power factor for a typical 500-volt-ampere stabilizer. The
actual variation of the output volt-

age from the rated value is consid-

erably less than ± 1 per cent.

The variation in output volt-

age resulting from change in load

with unity power factor, from no
load to full load, with the input

voltage constant, is less than ± 1

per jent. For simultaneous vari-

ations of input voltage and load

conditions, within the previously-

described limits, the output-volt-

age variations are less than ±2
per cent. Figure 16-14 shows the

relation between input voltage

and output voltage for various

loads at unity power factor.

The output”voltage relations to load power factor and to load are

shown in Figs. 16*15 and 16-16 respectively. Note that load power
factors lower than unity decrease the output-voltage level. This

117

115

113

^111
§
•3109
Q.

^107

105

103

101

L

90

A

C
D

— -

7^

E >

z_
Per cent of rated output

A 50%
B Open circuit

C 110%
D 100%
E 125%
F 150%

~7

F /

r_
95 100 105 no 115 120 125 130

Input volts

Fig. 16*14.—Typical regulation curves for

various unity power factor loads for a
standard 600-volt-ampcre voltage stabilizer.

117

115

113

^ 111

5
“3 109
B
o 107

105

103

101
1

Fig. 16*16.—Output voltage vs: power factor at various loads for a standard voltage
stabilizer.

decrease is considerably less for 50 per cent load than for 100 per cent

load. The lowered output-voltage level, however, remains practically

constant with change in line voltage for any given load or load power-

factor condition.

.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4

Load power factor
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A change of 1 per cent in the frequency of the input voltage causes a

per cent change in the output voltage, the voltage change being in the

same direction as the frequency change. This is a very important

characteristic and a serious limitation in many cases.

50 75 100 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130
Percentage of full load Input, volts

Fig. 1616.—Output voltage vs. per- Fig. 16*17.—Harmonic content of standard
centage of full load at various load power voltage stabilizer,

factors for a standard 500-volt-ampere volt-

age stabilizer. Input, 115 volts; nominal
output, 115 volts.

Figure 16T7 shows the harmonic content of the output voltage for

116 volts input, full load. Special stabilizers incorporating a harmonic
filter are available for applications that require low-harmonic content.

95 115 130

input, volts

Fig. 16*18.—Input and output current under short-circuit conditions as a function of input
voltage for a standard 500-volt-ampere voltage stabilizer.

An inherent characteristic which makes saturable reactor regulators

very useful is the limited short-circuit current. At 130 volts input the

current is limited to approximately 200 per cent of the rated output
current. . This characteristic protects both the unit itself and the load

from excessive damage due to a short-circuit condition. This character-

istic is very useful for applications that require large starting current
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such as motors. Figure 16*18 shows both input and output current for a
500-volt-ampere unit under rated and short-circuit conditions.

Table 16*3 is a summary of characteristics of a number of available
units. Many other models are made for other voltages, frequencies, and
incorporating output filters for special applications. The simplicity
of construction of a typical model is indicated by Fig. 16*19, showing the
interior of a Ratheon VR-4 250-volt-ampere unit.

Degenerative Voltage Regulation .—Simple a-c regulators, discussed in

the first part of this section, are very frequency sensitive because the

regulating action is closely allied to a resonance phenomenon. How-
ever, magnetic saturation may be satisfactorily used to control an a-c

voltage over a frequency range of one octave when employed in an

electronic-degenerative circuit. Figure 16*20 shows such a circuit. This

regulator was developed to regulate accurately a few watts of power for

an airborne computer.

The output of this regulator is compared with a d-c signal derived

from the 260-volt regulated bus. The output is maintained at 115 volts

mthin 0.1 per cent for an input of 115 volts +10 per cent and for a

frequency range of 380 to 450 cycles. The output wave shape is very

good, with less than 0.1 per cent second harmonic and less than 0.2 per

cent third harmonic when operated from an ordinary aircraft inverter.

The output changes by less than 0.1 per cent for a 20 per cent change in

output load impedance. Since the time constant for making corrections

is of the order of i sec., subharmonics of the input frequency are not

removed either by the filter or by the regulator control action. This is a

practical diflBiculty of some importance, since appreciable amounts of

subharmonics are present in aircraft a-c systems.
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In operation this degenerative a-c regulator depends on the use of a

saturable reactor as the variable attenuator. The input transformer

raises the input voltage
;
the saturable reactor provides variable attenua-

Tablb 16*3.—Data on Typical Stock Voltage Stabilizers, 60-cycle, Single-

phase, 95-130 Volts Input

Manufacturer 1

1

Output E, volts Volt-amperes Weight, lb

!

!
116 50 16

/ 115, 120, 125 100 18

\
115, 120, 125 250 40

]
115, 120, 125 500 68

General Electric Co < 115, 120, 125 750 100

]
115. 120, 125 1000 118

/ 115, 120, 125 2000 210

1 115, 120, 125 3000 310

1 115, 120, 125 5000 500

1
6 . 3 or 7 .

5

30 8

i / 115 30 8
1

1

1
\

115 60 18

Raytheon Manufacturing Co
) 115

]
115

120 i

250

26

46

1

1 115 500 70

1 115 1000 140

' 115 2000 200

/
6.0 15 4

/
115.0 15 4

(
6.3 17 4^

[
115.0 15 4^

\ 6.3 15 2

1 115.0 15 2

I 115.0 30 11

Sola Electric Co
(

115.0 60 12

J
115.0 120 15

1 6.0 25 10

I 6.3 50 12

I
115.0 250 28

I 115.0 500 40

\
115.0 1000 115

' 115.0 2000 175

tion determined by the direct current from the control amplifier; and

the filter reduces the harmonics of the input wave and those introduced

by the saturable reactor to very small percentages. A degenerative

feedback loop is provided by a sampling diode detector, differential com-

parison amplifier, and control amplifier to keep the output very close

to the desired value.
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The loop is stabilized and filtered by Ci and C2 . The use of a negative

feedback loop around the amplifier provided by Ci is of advantage in

realizing good dynamic stability. It was found that C2 aided in minimiz-

ing harmonics generated by the saturable reactor. The M-derived filter

using chokes with large air gaps is an important feature in realizing very

low harmonic content in the output waveform. The high-impedance

diode detector is a factor in minimizing the harmonics and in realizing

stable operation.

The most serious effect of temperature on the operation of this circuit

is in the increase of leakage current in the diode detection circuit. The

leakage resistance of many good quality condensers of 0.1 to 0.01 id

may change by 25 megohms when the temperature is increased from
25° to 80°C. This is a very serious problem, as the diode detector circuit

impedance must be made high, so a variation of 25 megohms will cause

an error of about 0.4 per cent in this circuit, which has an impedance of

about 100,000 ohms. Heater cathode leakage resistance in the diode is

an important matter in some instances as well as leakage resistance of

wiring, terminal boards, and sockets.

The order of stability required calls for the use of wire-wound resistors

for the sampling and level setting circuits and a balanced comparison

circuit.

16*4. Electromechanical Regulators.—ki\ electromechanical degenera-

tive regulator is a regulator in which the control element is mechanically

actuated, for example, by a servomechanism. Mechanically actuated

control elements may be variable resistances (rheostats, potentiom-
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eters, and carbon pile elements are good examples) or variable trans-

formers in which a slider picks off the desired voltage or in which the

coupling between input and output is varied. The degenerative electro-

mechanical regulator requires the usual reference element, sampling, and

comparing circuits in addition to the electromechanical servomechanism

that provides the amplification and mechanical drive for the control

element.

Alternating-current regulators using variable transformers for control

elements have high efficiency and very large power-handling capacity.

lA

(A) Minneapolis-Honeywell motor and sear box M623Ay3Xl 60 cycle 162 rpm with 2l<

pot. 2<t> induction motor.

Fig. 16 *21 .—Brown Instrument Co, servo-operated regulator.

In d-c regulators the efficiency is low, as control is accomplished by

variable series dissipation; however, the power capacity may be large.

Both high efficiency and large power capacity are realized in the case of a

generator with the output regulated by field control.

Electromechanical regulators employing motor-operated control ele-

ments usually exhibit discontinuities in their output-input characteristics.

Such discontinuities arise from the ‘'dead space of the motor-control

system. The dead space, in terms of volts, is the potential difference at

the comparing circuit required to start the motor. In practical circuits

the dead space cannot be eliminated, since reduction to zero requires

infinite gain. As a result of the existence of the dead space the output

characteristic is best defined by the change in output voltage required to

make the motor operate.

Servo-operated Regulator,—Figure 16*21 shows a servo-operated con-

trol-element degenerative regulator. This example is a precision voltage

follow-up position servo modified to function as a voltage regulator.
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The unit is made up of a Brown Instrument amplifier and Minneapolis-

Honeywell motor and gear box. The gear box has been modified by the

addition of a dial.

The basic parts characteristic of degenerative regulators are easily

recognizable: a series resistance control element, a resistance sampling

circuit, a Brown Converter vibrator comparing circuit, a dry battery

reference element, and an a-c amplifier. The two parallel-connected

7N7 dual-triode tubes provide a power phase-detector whose output is

applied to one phase of a two-phase induction motor which drives the

control element through gear box. The 50- to 60-cycle carrier is

applied to the vibrator, the phase detector, and one phase of the motor to

sym nronize the operation of the circuits.

The vibrator compares the reference and sampling circuit voltages

and produces alternating voltage whose phase and amplitude is a measure

of error. The input transformer supplies gain by efficient impedance

matching. The three-stage a-c amplifier provides high gain, and the

gain control allows adjustment for optimum dynamic performance. The
sampling circuit contains only low-temperature-coefficient precision

wire-wound resistors.

The unit is built to operate on 50 to 60 cycles, 110 volts. Similar

equipment is available for operation on 25 to 40 and 350 to 480 cycles

1 10 or 220 volts and 22 to 28 volts direct current. The control of a d-c

source is accomplished by a series resistance element, a 2-k potentiometer,

and requires a minimum current through the potentiometer to obtain the

necessary voltage drop. The maximum allowable current is limited by

the potentiometer construction to approximately 30 ma. The dead

space for this circuit is of the order of ± 50 /xv, and with a 4^-volt battery

the accuracy obtainable would be of the order of 0.001 per cent. How-
ever, pickup in the sampling circuit and dynamic instability of the servo

loop limit the useful amplifier gain and reduce the accuracy to about

0.01 per cent. As the battery reference may be in error by 0.05 per cent

due to small temperature changes and aging, the static stability is about

0.05 per cent. The resistance sampling circuit requires very high quality

components to make the sampling errors smaller than the reference

element errors.

The rate at which correction can be made is primarily determined by

the motor and gear mechanism. At full speed the potentiometer turns

at 162 rpm requiring about i sec to obtain correction equivalent to full

variation of the potentiometer. This regulator may be used to provide

long-time stability to a smoothed and partially regulated source, the

voltage drop across the potentiometer being made just adequate to pro-

vide the required correction range so that the roughness due to wire volt-

age difference is small compared with the desired voltage accuracy.
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Wiring
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for

Leland

aircraft

inverter.
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Many servomechanisms of Part II can be used in conjunction with

suitable sampling, comparison, and control circuits to make an electro-

mechanical regulator. This particular example can be used with an

a-c sampling detector and possibly other control elements to regulate

alternating current. The substitution of a standard cell as a reference

element in place of the dry battery improves the static stability and makes
better use of the accuracy of the mechanical vibrator comparing circuit.

Fig. 16*23.—Simplified circuit of alternator with carbon pile regulator.

Carbon Pile Inverter Regulator.—In many applications of electronic

instruments the prime power source is direct current, and a rotary

inverter provides an economical means of obtaining a-c power. Field

control provides a satisfactory way of regulating the output alternating

current. Since the field current is large for reasonable size inverters,

electronic control is impractical and carbon pile control elements have

found general acceptance. The example given here is the field control

of an aircraft inverter by a carbon pile degenerative regulator.^ How-
ever, carbon pile regulators are used extensively to control the field

current of d-c generators and as variable series resistors in low-power,

low-voltage regulators. By proper arrangement of the sampling circuit

either current or voltage can be regulated.

The performance specifications for the inverter shown in Figs. 16*22

and 16*23 are: input, 25 to 28 volts direct current; output, 115 volts

alternating current, ± 2 per cent, 0 to 13 amp; nominal frequency, 400 cps.

The unit shown in Fig. 16*22 is made by Leland Electric Company.
' Inverters are discussed in detail in Vol. 17, Sec. 12-8.
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Similar units are made by General Electric Company (P.E. 218D),

Russell Electric Company (P.E. 218E), and others.

The wiring diagram is complicated by several relays and terminal

boards but may be described simply in the following manner (refer to

Fig. 16*23): Mounted on the same shaft are a compound wound d-c

motor (not shown) and an alternator. The field for the alternator is

excited from the d-c bus through a carbon pile resistance control element.

The output of the alternator is sampled by a resistance voltage adjust-

ment and a copper oxide bridge rectifier providing current to operate the

solenoid of the carbon pile control element. A spring associated with

the solenoid provides a mechanical reference. With proper connections,

the loop is degenerative. Ti is used to provide derivative negative

feedback around the solenoid and carbon pile element to obtain optimum
dynamic performance of this electromechanical device.

One of the most troublesome features of a carbon pile regulator is the

change in characteristics of the carbon pile with temperature, time, and

use. This affects the dynamic and static stability and necessitates fre-

quent checking and adjustment of the regulator. Chapter 12, Vol. 17,

contains a complete discussion of the critical adjustment procedure

employed with this type regulator.

The carbon pile is separately mounted on shock mounts, because

vibration modulates the resistance at the vibration frequency. High-

frequency vibration is not serious, since the output of this type of inverter

has a poor wave shape anyway and a few per cent increase in harmonic

content makes little difference. However, low-frequency vibration may
be serious.

16*6. Regulated A-c Oscillators.—There are many circuit applica-

tions that require voltage-regulated a-c power at a frequency not readily

available. Electronic computers of all sorts are an important class of

circuits requiring such supplies. If the carrier frequency is low or

intermediate, it can usually be generated most efficiently by a Wien
bridge oscillator. Some electronic computers require more accurately

stabilized frequency and less accurately stabilized output. For these

applications Wien bridge circuits ai*e generally impractical. Crystal or

tuning fork circuits are the most efficient when high-precision frequency

control is required.

Constant-voltage Wien Bridge Oscillators ,—The circuit shown in Fig.

16*24 was designed at Bell Telephone Laboratories with the participa-

tion of Radiation Laboratory engineers for use with an airborne computer

requiring accurately regulated voltage insensitive to element aging and

temperature. The output of this circuit is 120 volts, 350 cps, working

into a 4000-ohm load. For a period of one week, for a temperature

range of —50® to 70®C, and for a 10-per cent change in load current, the
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amplitude shifts by less than 1 per cent. The dynamic response has a

time constant of ^ sec. The frequency, depending on Bi, Ci, and
C2 ,

is constant to approximately 1 per cent. Harmonic content is less

than 0.1 per cent when a WE1C Thermistor is used; other Thermistors

may introduce distortion.

The tuned output transformer provides an efficient coupling network
between the output amplifier and the load. A balanced center tap on the

output transformer ensures two symmetrical signals of opposite sign

for the bridge. The gain of the network at this frequency is controlled

by two Thermistors in an arm of the bridge. As the frequency is nearly

independent of the Thermistor characteristics, and since the frequency-

setting elements are not sensitive to power input, the amplitude con-

trolling is done by the Thermistors alone. The Thermistors decrease

resistance as the power applied increases; this reduces the bridge gain,

and a stable amplitude condition is established when the loop gain is

unity.

Constant-frequency Feedback Oscillators .—Figure 16*25 is a circuit

diagram of a 120-cps oscillator with frequency stability better than

0.005 per cent for a temperature range of —50® to +70®C and for a

period of one year.^ The circuit was designed to provide an accurate

time base for an airborne computer. Vibration as encountered in air-

craft has no effect on the frequency stability for either a short time, cycle

to cycle, or long time, over a period of minutes.

^ This oscillator was designed by American Time Products Corp., New York.
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This tuning fork was a compromise design in which weight and space

were important and accuracy required was not nearly so high as it is

possible to attain. Tuning forks can be obtained in a frequency range of

240 to 1000 cps, temperature compensated to 1 part in a million over a

temperature range of 15° to 75°C.

The oscillator is made up of a two-stage resistance-coupled amplifier

and two feedback loops. The tuning-fork unit provides the positive

feedback and mechanically resonant frequency-determining circuit. The
amplitude stabilizing negative feedback loop is made up of a Varistor^

Fig. 16*25.—Constant-frequency oscillator using tuning fork.

and a resistance in the cathode of Fi. The tuning-fork assembly, E-120,

consists of a bimetallic temperature-compensated tuning fork, a drive

coil, and a pickup coil, all of which are enclosed in a pressurized, her-

metically sealed metal container.

The negative feedback loop is adjusted by Ri to provide an output of

7.5 volts rms, +5 per cent, and because of the nonlinearity of the

Varistor element the output is essentially constant. TheVaristor distorts

the output slightly, but this distortion was desirable in the original

application of this circuit, as it provided better control of the thyratron

inverter tubes that followed.

16*6, Precision D-c Voltage Supplies.—^Many electronic instruments

require voltage supplies that are stable for a considerable time to better

than one part in a thousand and recover from load transients with

a time constant of the order of sec. The circuits given in this

^ Varistor is the Western Electric trade name for a nonlinear resistance material

made of silicon carbide. Similar material is called Thyrite by General Electric.
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section all contain elements that are rugged enough to stand commercial

or military use. For laboratory purposes, voltage supplies need not be

so rugged. Section Id *7 contains

many circuits that have found

wide application in laboratory use.

Figures 16*26 to 16*28 are cir-

cuit diagrams of the conventional

types of regulated d-c voltage sup-

plies. The component values are

marked on the diagrams, end the

average performance character-

istic> are given in Table 16*4.

A Precision VoLage Supply .

—

The folloAving precision voltage

supply is rated 105 ma at +200
volts and 105 ma at —200 volts

with less than 0.1 per cent vari-

ation in either voltage for a 10 per

cent change in line voltage, a 30

per cent change in load, and under

conditions of vibration, shock, and

temperature encountered on comb
of the chassis.

ships. Figure 16*29 is the top view

A vibration test^ was run on a model of this supply with amplitude

0.36 in. The d-c output deviation was under 0.1 per cent except at

' RL Report No. 1217. Vibration tests of '*No. 97 Precision Voltage Supply.”
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Estimated
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of

Several
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P

S

3
p
o

Output

voltage

stability

for

1

week

battery

reference

1

1.00 1.00 1.00 0.25 0.25

Output

voltage

stability

for

1
week

V-R

reference

±0.5

in

105.0

2.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5

Output

voltage

change

for

10%

change

of

heater

voltage

of

equating

tube

1.00 1.00 0.15 0.15

I

Output current

range,

ma

to

load 0-30 0-60 0-60 0-60 0-60 0-60

120-cycle

impedance,
ohms

May

be

two

to

i

three

times

d-c

value

*

8.00 2.00 0.45 0.40 0.35

1

120-cycle

regulation,

%t

May

be

two

to

three

times

d-c

value 0.60 0.35 0.10 0.02 0.18

1

D-c

im-
pedance,

ohms

40 17 4 0.9 0.8 0.7

D-c

reg-

ulation,

%* 0.10 1.25 0.75 0.20 0.05 0.04

Fig.

No.

16-3
VR-105

1610 1/2

6SL7

1610 6SJ7 Egt

25

V

16-26

Cascode

6SL7

16-27

Balanced

equating

cir-

cuit

16-27

Balanced

equating

cir-

cuit

4-26A7

tubes

in

place

of

1-6B4-G§

*

Regulation

percentage

change

of

d-c

output

for

a

20

per

cent

change

in

line

voltage.

Load

current

constant,

t
20

per

cent

120^:ycle

ripple

would

be

reduced

to

this

percentage

in

the

output.
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17 cycles, at which frequency the chassis resonated violently and the

error was 1 per cent. The a-c ripple was 25 to 60 mv, being a maximum
at the resonance of the chassis.

Figure 16*30 is a block diagram of the — 20()-volt supply showing the

two loops that together achieve the desired performance. Loop a is a

conventional regulator using a VR-tube reference. With the phase

detector short-circuited, this loop is adjusted to give approximately
— 200 volts. With loop b in operation and the phase detector operating,

the sampling circuit b is adjusted to give precisely —200 volts output.

Fig. 16’30.—Block diagram of d-c regulator with standard cell reference.

Any deviation in the output as seen at the contacts of the vibrator pro-

duces an a-c signal representing the error in magnitude and phase.

This signal is amplified and detected by the phase detector and corrects

loop a. A OO-cyele carrier is applied to the vibrator and to the phase

detector to produce the desired switching action. Loop b has a band-

width of about 5 to 10 cycles owing to the use of a 60-cycle carrier and

to the use of filters to smooth the phase detector output. Loop b can

correct only for relatively slow changes, while loop a can correct for

changes of several thousand cycles per second. The use of an output

capacitor reduces the impedance at high frequencies.

Figure 16*31 is a schematic diagram of this supply. The reference

element is a standard cell. The vibrator compares the sum of the sam-

pled voltage and reference emf with ground. Ri and are used to

pass a portion of the plate current, thus reducing the required current

capacity of the series control tubes. This is a practical way to reduce

the number of tubes if the current range is not too great. Rs limits the

current through the standard cell, and relay Ki is not closed until the

negative supply is warmed up. This also keeps the current through

the cell low.
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The Brown Converter is actuated by 9.5 volts alternating current

instead of 6.3 volts (for which it is designed) to reduce effects of vibration

on the accuracy of the comparing operations.

Cl, C2, C4, and Cs reduce high-frequency pickup, remove any spikes

from the square wave, and prevent high-frequency oscillation of the

amplifiers. Ea and Cs shift the phase of the 60-cycle carrier to compensate

for the phase shift in the vibratoi and a-c amplifier.

The integrating circuits, made up of R5, Re, Ce, and R7, Rg, C7, act to

stabilize loop h for each regulator. C» and Cg are a part of loop a for

Control tube

each regulator increasing the middle-frequency gain of these loops. The
d-c gain from vibrator to phase detector output is about 22,000 for the

negative regulator. Gain for the positive regulator can be one hundred

times less, since the reference voltage is effectively one hundred times

greater.

The phase detector for the positive supply has a 60-cycle ripple com-
ponent which is not entirely removed by filter Cio and Cn. Rg applies

a 60-cycle signal to the screen of 7i, the magnitude and phase of which

is of such a nature as to cancel the ripple from the detector.

C 12 and Cia reduce the impedance of the regulators at the higher

frequencies.

Alternative Circuit Arrangements ,—The use of a vibrator comparison

circuit, a-c amplifier, and phase detector would not be justified if a refer-

ence voltage of —200 were available. An alternative circuit is shown in

Fig. 16*32. All data available indicate that a 6SL7 comparing tube in a

balanced circuit can be depended on to stay within ± 50 mv for a con-
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siderable period of time (see Section 15-4). With a sampling circuit

having an attenuation of 2.0, the required stability of the comparing

circuit would need to be no better than 100 mv for 0.1 per cent stability

error from this source.

The capacitor minimizes any stray pickup in the 6SL7 comparison

circuit and prevents ripple in the —200 volts supply from affecting the

Fig. 16*33.—Alternative 200-volt regulator for the circuit of Fig. 16.31.

+200-volt regulator. It also divides the regulator into two loops, one

around the 6SJ7 and control tube, which is effective for frequencies

above a few cycles per second, and a loop through the sampling circuit,

6SL7 comparison circuit, 6SJ7 amplifier, and control tube in which only

slow changes at a rate of less than a few cycles can occur.

The use of VR tubes in these regulators is not justified, as VR tubes

may introduce some roughness of small amplitude at a rate higher than

the precision correcting circuit can function. The VR tube and phase

detector in Fig. 16*31 might be replaced by the circuit shown in Fig. 16*33.

If this arrangement were used with a 400-cycle vibrator, the response

time could be made high enough around the precision loop practically to

eliminate all effects of vibration. The clamping detector shown is just

one of a number of detectors that would be satisfactory. This circuit

arrangement has the advantages of fewer components and fewer

adjustments.
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16*7, Laboratory Regulated D-c Supplies.—The d-c supplies described

in this section are useful in the development of electronic instruments and
in other experimental work.

Example A ,—This is a commercially available unit built by the Oregon

Electronics Manufacturing Compan3^ The outputs provided are unregu-

lated 400 volts and adjustable-regulated 0 to 300 volts at a total of

200 ma (150 ma is limit on th 3 regulated output); adjustable negative

0 to 160 volts, VR-stabilized at a maximum of 2 ma; and an a-c output

of 6.3 volts at 5 amp.

The construction of this unit is shown by Figs. 16*34 to 16*36 which
are respectively front, top interior, and bottom interior views. Figure
16.37 is the schematic circuit diagram of tliis supply. The output
impedance and regulation of the negative supply of this unit are approxi-

mately 30,000 ohms and 0.15 per cent for a 10 per ceift line change. It

will supply only 2 ma. The regulated 0- to 300-volt output when set

at 250 volts has an impedance of 15 ohms for direct current. Figure
16*38 shows how impedance varies Avith frequency. The regulation is

rather poor, being approximately 1 per cent for 10 per cent line change.

The apparent discrepancy between the low output impedance between
20 and 20,000 cycles (Fig. 16*38) and 15 ohms at direct current is due to

the presence of the 0.1 id condenser shunting Ri. Also the unregulated

source for the VR reference is not affected by the alternating current,

and Cs decreases the impedance for alternating current. These three

factors make a marked difference in the output impedance of this regu-

lator. The increase at 100 kc is due to phase shift in the negative feedback

loop. The relatively small effect of the 4 id condenser Cz on the imped-
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om.
Fig. 16-36.—Top interior of regulated power supply, Example ii.
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ance at high frequencies should be noted in Fig. 16-38. There are a

number of reasons v^hy the performance of this regulator is poor com-
pared with other circuits in this section. One factor is that the screen

voltage on the 6SJ7 amplifier is ^eOi

higher than it should be; reduction | so

by 25 or 30 volts would improve £40

operation materially. The use of
|

30

the unregulated supply to operate "1 20

the reference VR tubes is another ~

factor that impairs perfurmance.

Despite these perfc.rmance limita-

tioi.s, this unit is valuable for

laboratory use.

Example B .—This regulated

power supply (Fig. 16-40-44) was widely useds at the Radiation Laboratory
for experimental and developmental work. The outputs provided are

a total of 225 ma from the unregulated 450-volt bus and regulated 250-

20 50 100 1000 10.000 200,000

Frequency in cycles per second

Fia. 16*38.—Output impedance vs. frequency
characteristics of Oiegon power supply.

Fig. 16-39.—Characteristics of Oregon Electronics supply, (o) Output ripple; (h) change
in output voltage.

volt bus, 30 ma from the VR-regulated —105 volt bus, and 8 amp
alternating current at 6.3 volts. An unregulated supply at — 1700 volts

2 ma, and 6.3 volts at 1 amp, are provided for a cathoderay tube.

The performance of the negative VR-stabilized supply is: output

impedance; 50 to 100 ohms, and regulation, 0.15 per cent fora 10 per

cent line voltage change. Figure 16-40shows the performance of the
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250-volt supply for line and load changes. The output impedance for

direct current is 20 ohms, and the regulation is approximately 0.1 per

cent for a 10 per cent change in line voltage.

Line voltage

(a)

Line voltage

(h)

Fig. 16*40.—Characteristics of lab-

oratory power supply, (o) Output rip-

ple; (6) output voltage.

The compensating network Ri and
R 2 modifies the characteristics of this

regulator materially. In this case Rg
is adjusted to minimize the effect on

the output voltage of slow changes

in line voltage. This compensation

has to overcorrect for regulation to

correct for the change in heater voltage

on the comparing tube. The result is

a momentary change of 0.5 per cent in

output voltage for a 10 per cent change
in line voltage settling back to the

values given in Fig. 16-40 with a time

constant of a few seconds.

The variation in output imped-

ance with frequency (Fig. 16-44) from
20 ohms for direct current dropping

to less than 1 ohm at 500 cycles and
rising to above 30 ohms at 125 kc is

typical of this circuit. The rise in

output impedance above 25 kc is due

to loss in the feedback gain and phase

shift in the negative feedback loop.

The compensation network, a fairly

well smoothed unregulated supply, and

Cl are responsible for the low output

ripple (see Fig. 16-40).

Example C.—This is a modification

of Example B in which the newly

developed 6AS7G tube replaces 3-6B4

tubes as the control element. The
output was made +200 volts at 100 to

200 ma. The 200-ma rating, low

plate-cathode potential for rated cur-

rent, and 300-volt heater-to-cathode

rating of the 6AS7G are advantages;

however, the low ^ (2.1) is a limitation in the use of this tube, as the grid

swingrequired may necessitate a more complicated amplifier.

The unregulated supply variations were reduced somewhat by using

choke input. The allowable curretit variation is less owing to the inability
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Fio. 16-44.—Output impedance vs. frequency for laboratory regulated power supply.

of providing adequate grid voltage var-

iation to the control tube with the 6SJ7

amplifier connected in the usual man-

ner. The operation for line voltage of

100 to 130 volts and load current 100

to 20 ma is shown in Fig. 16-45. Fig-

ure 16-46 indicates the variation of

impedance with frequency. The regu-

lation is 0.14 per cent for 10 per cent

change in line voltage, and the output

impedance for direct current is approxi-

mately 15 ohms for operation at the

higher load currents. The lack of line-

arity at lower currents is due to the

lower n of the 6AS7-G requiring more

voltage swing out of the 6SJ7. This

is a serious limitation. The comments
on the compensation circuit of Example
B are the same for this example. The
larger change in ripple for line and load

variations results from more nonlinear

operation reducing the effectiveness of

the compensation.

Example D ,—In an effort to obtain

the smoothest possible output, very low

ripple, very low output impedance, and

very good regulation the circuit of Fig.

16*47 was developed.^ This regulated

supply has an output of 260 volts at 0

^ J. L. Lawson, Noteson Design and Con-
struction of Regulated Power Supplies,*' RL
Report No. 44, Feb. 26. 1945.

Fio. 16-46.—Characteristics of regu-

lator C.
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to 350 ma with ripple of less than 0.3 mv rms, an output potential change
of about 15 mv for the rated current range and less than 5 mv for 105 to

125 volts input. The source impedance for direct current is less than 0.2

ohms, and the regulation factor is better than 0.002 per cent for a 10 per
cent line voltage change. These rather fantastic figures for regulation

Fiq. 16'46.—Output, impedance vs. frequency for regulator C7.

Tiansformers

550-0-550V A-c
250 ma D*c

>100 >100 >100>100
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and source impedance as well as the low ripple are achieved by a number
of expedients.

The circuit has a balanced pentode comparing circuit with an addi-

tional stage of amplification using another pentode and four 815 dual

beam power tubes, triode-connected in parallel, for the control element.

The impedance of the unregulated supply is kept low by the use of three

power transformers and rectifiers in parallel. The balanced comparison
circuit has the 150-ma heaters connected to the regulated output so that
no ripple is introduced through the cathodes and no unbalance occurs

due to heater voltage changes.

The effects of common resistance paths and electrostatic and elec-

tromagnetic coupling causing spurious signals between the output and
the comparison tubes are minimized by the use of KC-filters at the grids

of the comparison amplifier and by careful attention to the wiring and
arrangement of components.

The static or long-time stability is limited primarily by the VR tube
and the effects of leakage in the high-impedance RC-filters in each
comparison tube grid. With series resistance of 500 k, 50-megohms
leakage resistance causes 1 per cent error. Leakage effects tend to vary
widely with temperature and time, so for long-time stability of the order
of 0.5 per cent both a different sampling circuit and reference would be
necessary.

Example 5^.—This regulator (Fig. 16-48) is designed to have good
long-time stability, very low output impedance, and very good regula-
tion. The use of a tube comparison circuit and VR tube for reference
are limitations to long-time stability. This circuit is well adapted to
the use of a dry battery reference voltage in place of the VR tube.

The supply provides up to 200 ma at 250 volts with a regulation of

0.045 per cent for a 10 per cent line voltage change and has an output
impedance of 0.16 ohm for direct current. Figures 16-49 and 16-50 are
typical performance curves for line and load variations. The — 150-volt
bus at about 20 ma has the usual characteristics of VR-regulated sup-
plies: about 60 ohms output impedance and regulation of about 0.15 per
cent for a 10 per cent line voltage change. The effect of a fraction of a
volt fluctuation of the — 150-volt bus on the regulated 250-volt output is

practically zero due to the amplifier design.

The regulator as shown in Fig. 16-48 stays within f of 1 per cent of
the original voltage over a period of one week. The variation is deter-
mined mainly by drift of the VR tube.

For the comparison circuit a 6SL7 balanced amplifier operated at low
plate current is used. A wire-wound resistance sampling circuit is used
to minimize drift. The mercury vapor rectifier and choke input filter

make the unregulated supply have a low impedance. A 6AS7-G control
tube with a three-stage amplifier aids in realizing low output impedance.
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The amplifier Vz which provides the grid voltage for the 6AS7-G tube

has a relatively low value of plate-load resistor to improve the response

at higher frequencies. Additional filtering by an RC combination is

required for the plate supply of the Vz amplifier to minimize the effect

on the output voltage of 1-volt ripple of the unregulated supply. Va

functions as a differential to single-ended comparing amplifier for the

intermediate and high frequencies.

16«8. Miscellaneous D-c Regulators.—There are several regulating

circuits that have found general application but do not fall into any of

Fig. 16-49.—Characteristics of regulator with balanced comparison circuit.

the classifications so far discussed in this chapter. Perhaps the most

important of these is the use of VR tubes in simple regulator circuits.

Another class that has not been discussed is the regulation of high-voltage

low-current supplies for application to cathode-ray tubes, electron mul-

tipliers, etc. Some typical circuits for these applications are given here.

For more detailed information on the regulation of cathode-ray tube

supplies refer to Vol. 22.

Simple VR-iuhe Regulators,—^As simple regulators, VR tubes (and

other glow tubes) are used in series resistance, shunt tube circuits. When

a VR tube is used as a simple regulator, the flatness of the volt-ampere

characteristic and the low effective impedance are probably the most

important characteristics. Rg varies considerably from tube to tube and

from manufacturer to manufacturer. Figures 16*4 and 16‘6, in Sec. 16-2,

showing the variation in Rg with frequency and current, are typical of

VR tubes. Other glow tubes have more variable characteristics. Fig-
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ure 16*51a and b show the operating conditions for two of. the most

popular VR tubes. These curves together with the data in Table 15*1

are all that are needed to design a simple regulator using VR tubes and

to predict its performance. If the increase in internal impedance with

fluctuation frequency is undesirable, it can be reduced by connecting a

condenser across the VR tube.

M M
,

I0_W I2S ISO ITS» gfl 300 <00 500 700 1000

nWA i
fli €

_I I I I I I »

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

li“ Useful load operating current in roa

(a) (6)

Fig. 16‘61.—Operating conditions for certain striking of tubes, (o), VR-106; (6),

VR-160. Er is the drop between source and regulated output.

High-voltage Regulators ,—The use of series control tubes may be

impractical when the voltage to be regulated is high. However, if the

current drain is very low, other forms of high-voltage regulated supplies

are practical. In this case the load impedance may be very high, and

the internal impedance of the regulator will not greatly affect operation.

This isthe case for supplies designed to operate cathode-ray tubes. It is,

however, necessary to regulate against line voltage changes, since the

focusing, intensity, and deflection sensitivity of cathode-ray tubes are

sensitive to the anode voltages.
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Figure 16*52 is typical of a class of high-voltage regulated power
supplies. The high voltage is obtained by rectif3dng the stepped-up

output of a stabilized audio oscillator. The output impedance of such

no disk

Fig. 16-52.—Schematic of 2 kv a-f high-voltage supply.

Fig. 16-53.—Oscillator high-voltage supply with d-o regulatoik

a circuit is quite high, but this is not too troublesome if the load is a

cathode-ray tube with a constant impedance bleeder. It is not suitable

if large leakage currents due to moisture condensation, etc., are encoun-

tered. By proper choice of elements the oscillator output is made inde-
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pendent of small variations in the input voltage. The use of selenium

rectifiers eliminates the necessity of having vacuum-tube rectifiers.

Except for the problem of heater supply, vacuum-tube rectifiers are pref-

erable. The 8016 is the tube most frequently used, as it is specially

constructed for this type of application, has a ^-watt filament, and is

designed to be operated at audio and radio frequencies.

Fig. 16-54.—Degenerative shunt high-voltage regulator.

Figure 16*63 is an extension of the circuit in Fig. 16*52 to improve

the regulation and output impedance. It is a completely degenerative

regulator and hence has better performance than the circuit of Fig.

16*52. Since it requires more tubes and a lower impedance divider (for

the sampling circuit), the circuit of Fig. 16*53 has much lower efficiency.

Figure 16*54 shows the application of a special shunt tube to regulate

high voltage. The reference element must have several hundred volts

output but can have fairly high impedance. This circuit is a special

application of the transconductance bridge (see Fig. 16*8), and the con-

ditions for balance are given in Sec. 16*2.
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CHAPTER 17

DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN

By H. J. Rekd, Jr., and R. W. Lee

INTRODUCTION

17*1. Scope of Part IV.- The term “test equipment” has been applied

generally to all of the auxiliary apparatus used in the design and

maintenance of electronic equipment. This includes general-purpose

laboratory instruments, permanently constructed apparatus for special

api^ications, and “breadboard” units which are built for a limited number
of special measurements in the laboratory. Radar test equipment may
logically be classified in four fairly well defined groups: (1) units used

for measurements at microwave frequencies, (2) those used at inter-

mediate frequencies (i-f), (3) those used at video frequencies, and (4)

those used in the d-c, audio, and supersonic frequency range.

In Part IV, equipment designated as video or pulse circuit test

equipment will receive the most emphasis. The upper frequency limit

involved may be as high as 30 me, for pulses containing such frequency

components are sometimes employed as signals or for synchronization.

Test equipment in this group includes oscilloscopes with s5mchronized

sweeps, synchronizers that supply trigger pulses and beam deflection

voltages for an external cathode-ray tube, pulse and marker generators,

amplifiers with wide bandpass characteristics, and apparatus for the

precise measurement of small time intervals. It is noted that the cir-

cuits involved are very similar to those in the ranging and indicating

sections of radar systems.

The present chapter will deal with some of the more important

aspects of test equipment development and design. It is hoped that the

material covered in this chapter will be of assistance to the general

reader in following some of the necessarily terse descriptions of representa-

tive equipments in the following chapter. An object of the authors has

been to provide a background which will be especially helpful to the reader

interested in adapting to his needs portions of the many circuits of Chap.

18. A search for specific dreuits and a general understandiiw of over-all

equipments is greatly facilitated by an understanding of the fundamental

circuit types from which the designers have put together the pulse

test equipments listed in Chap. 18, and of some of the military require-

ments wUch greatly influenced these designs. It is with this purpose in

mind that the material of Chap. 17 is presented.

673
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At the start of the war period, test equipment applicable to the fre-

quency bands and pulse lengths used in microwave radar was practically

nonexistent. Many types of commercially built test apparatus were

pressed into service, and some of these were used continually through the

war. However, completely new apparatus was often necessary. At

first, the trend was toward production of many specialized test units,

designed to perform specific teso fimctions with one particular radar

system. Cables and fittings were provided that permitted direct con-

nection of the unit into the radar system. While in most cases this

increased the ease of servicing the radar, it also led to the production of

many different units having basically similar characteristics. Later,

considerable effort was made to incorporate general-purpose functions

in new test equipment designs and to make the units applicable to as

many systems as possible.

17-2. Measurement Problems.—Measurement of physical quantities

requires the availability of measurement standards. However, absolute

instruments are seldom necessary or desirable outside calibration labora-

tories. In most electronic design and maintenance, secondary standards

supply the basis for time measurements. The amplitude of an electrical

quantity such as current, voltage, power, or flux density must usually

be related to such secondary standards as precision meters, impedances,

and standard cells. The bridge in its many forms is almost universally

used for accurate impedance measurements, although direct use of fre-

quency and amplitude standards may sometimes be desirable.

Comparison of an unknown quantity with the standard requires the

use of some type of indicator. Of the various types used, the cathode-

ray tube is by far the most versatile. The electron beam requires very

little power for deflection because of its low inertia. The orthogonal

character of the usual deflection system allows the introduction of at

least two variables, and intensity modulation of the beam allows the

use of a third if desired. Other visual and aural devices that will respond

to an electrical signal find application as indication means and are used

where particularly adapted.

Probably the most general and important measurement function in

electronic equipment is waveform analysis. Here, simultaneous measure-

ment of both time and signal amplitude is required. Meters will indicate

the peak, average, or effective amplitude; frequency-selective devices

will give the harmonic content; but the oscilloscope or oscillograph will

show the characteristics of the complete waveform as a function of time.

At frequencies higher than say 5000 cps the cathode-ray tube becomes

the only generally applicable indicator for this type of presentation.

Determination of the frequency-response characteristic for all t3rpes

of electrical networks and amplifi^ presents another type of measure-
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ment problem. Classic point-by-point methods using a c-w signal gen-

erator and indicating meter are probably the most accurate but are very

time-consuming. Techniques employing f-m signal generators permit

direct presentation of the entire characteristic on a cathode-ray tube

screen and make adjustment of circuit components much quicker and
easier.

Electronic circuit design must be based on a broad knowledge of the

characteristics of electrical circuit components. These must be deter-

mined accurately for the operating conditions under which the compo-
nent is to be used. A wid > variety of accurate and reliable commercial

instruments is availf».ble for making impedance measurements of simple

elements and deteimining characteristic curves for nonlinear ele-

ments under d-c conditions. Component characteristics may be con-

siderably different, although operated within their power ratings, when a

higii-amplitude, low-duty-cycle pulse waveform is applied. Skin effects

and capacitive and inductive effects become important in the presence

of high-frequency components in the pulse waveform. Operation of

vacuum tubes in highly nonlinear regions of their characteristics also

complicates both measurement and circuit design problems. Some
special equipments have been designed to measure component charac-

teristics under pulse conditions; but as these conditions vary widely,

simple pulse voltage and current measurements or substitution measure-

ments are usually employed.

17*3. Laboratory Equipment.—^Almost all types of commercially

available electrical test equipment were used in the radar development

laboratories. Such units as signal generators, vacuum-tube voltmeters,

multimeters, bridges, decades, wave analyzers, and meters were

required in large quantities and used with very little modification.

Commercial oscilloscopes were used directly for servomechanism and

other low-frequency design work and, with the addition of an external

synchronizer unit, for the design of many pulse circuits.

Much equipment of entirely new design was necessary for the develop-

ment of radar receivers, indicators, and ranging equipment. Included

in this group were new types of cathode-ray oscilloscopes for indicators,

apparatus for accurate time measurement, pulse generators for simulat-

ing signals and making impedance measurements, and signal generators

for determining the bandpass characteristics of circuits. These equip-

ments underwent parallel development with the radar systems. New
radar techniques and circuits were incorporated in test equij)inent design

as developed.

The mechanical requirements of test equipment designed strictly for

laboratory use are not particularly stringent. It is not subjected to

heavy shock, vibration, or large variations of temperature and seldom
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has to be moved appreciable distances. In addition it is usually oper-

ated and maintained by skilled technical personnel. Consequently, other

factors can be subordinated to the attainment of high accuracy, ease

or rapidity of construction, and convenience of use.

17-4. Field Equipment.—The complexity of radar apparatus soon

made adequate field test equipment an absolute necessity. Mainte-

nance crews found that *^a neon bulb and a screwdriver^^ were not suffi-

cient to keep a radar system operating at all, much less at maximum
efficiency. The necessity of providing test equipment for field use under

adverse conditions presented a huge problem in design and production

engineering.

All of the previously mentioned types of laboratory equipment were

necessary for use in the field along with many additional units to meet the

special requirements of the Services. These units were often required to

be as accurate as the equivalent laboratory equipment even when oper-

ated under field conditions by nonscientific personnel. Field conditions

include the extremes of temperature, humidity, shock, and vibration.

Satisfactory operation at the extremes of ambient temperature

(
— 55® to +71°C in some specifications) required development of new

components and types of insulation, the use of forced air cooling, and

operation of components at much less than their room-temperature

voltage and power ratings. To meet humidity and immersion specifica-

tions, hermetic sealing of all critical components and the use of corrosion-

resistant metal finishes were required. In some cases, entire equipments

were built in waterproof containers. Completed chassis were sprayed

with special varnish to resist the growth of tropical fungus. Special

attention was required on bakelite, wood, fiber, and leather in this

regard.

Careful consideration of the effects of shock and vibration is required

in the mechanical design of field test equipment. Since most of these

equipments must be portable, the use of shock-absorbing mountings is

usually impractical. Transportation over rough roads in vehicles having

stiff springs is the rule rather than the exception. The added weight

of sealed components further increases the mechanical design problem.

Chassis must be braced and reinforced, and components securely clamped

to meet these requirements. At the same time, weight restrictions are

severe. It is impossible to meet the requirements imposed by the nature

of field test equipment without keeping them in mind from the earliest

stages of both mechanical and electrical design.

CHARACTERISTICS OF RADAR TEST EQUIPMENT

17»6. The Cathode-ray Oscilloscope.—The cathode-ray oscilloscope

is an important direct-measurement instrument and the most versatile
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indicator yet developed for comparing electrical quantities. Probably

its greatest single advantage is its ability to indicate instantaneous

values of rapidly changing voltages. Electromechanical oscilloscopes

have many of the advantages of the cathode-ray oscilloscope, but their

inertia limits their frequency response to the a-f range.

The heart of the cathode-ray oscilloscope is, of course, the cathode-

ray tube. In this device, a beam of highly accelerated electrons passes

through a deflecting field (electrostatic or magnetic) before striking a

fluorescent screen at the end of the tube. The deflecting field is usually

the resultant of two mutually perpendicular fields which can be inde-

pei^dently c«jntrolled by signal voltages. If one of these voltages increases

linearly with time, the waveform (time variation) of the other voltage

will be graphically indicated. Since most electrical quantities can be

coa^^erted into voltages having pi*oportional variation, they may in this

way be directly or indirectly observed.

Knowing the deflection sensitivity of the cathode-ray tube, voltage

measurements may be made with a scale on the screen. Accuracy is

limited by the manufacturing tolerances on the cathode-ray tube, which

limit the linearity of deflection, and by the difficulty of reading the dot

or trace position accurately. The diameter of the dot when focused on

the screen may be about 0.03 in. at low intensity, increasing in size as

the intensity of the electron beam is increased. These factors limit the

possible accuracy of direct measurement to about 1 per cent.

Considerably greater accuracy may be obtained when the cathode-

ray oscilloscope is used as a null indicator for comparing the quantity

to be measured with a standard. It may, in fact, be limited only by the

accuracy of the standard used. Measurements of time, frequency, phase,

harmonic distortion, impedance, and other related quantities may be

made, using appropriate auxiliary apparatus.

17*6. Cathode-ray Tube Development.—The development of the

cathode-ray tube was greatly accelerated during the war, and many new

and improved designs of magnetic and electrostatic deflection tubes were

produced. Magnetic deflection tubes have found application mainly

in radar plan-position indicators (PPI^s), while electrostatic deflection

types are used for radar ^'A-scopes'' and in test equipment.

New electrostatic deflection tubes were developed to meet the require-

ments of pulse circuit work for better definition, higher intensity, and

lower input capacitance to the deflecting plates. Of the'v^athode-i^ay

tubes most used in test equipment, the type 902 with a 2-in. screen was

replaced by the 2AP1, and the 3AP1 with a 3-in. screen was replaced by the

3EP1/1806 and later by the 3BP1 with a medium shell diheptal base.

The 5BP1 has been largely superseded by the 5-in. 5CP1 having a

medium shell diheptal base and a third*accelerating anode which may be
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operated at twice the acceleration potential of the earlier tube. The
high-deflection-sensitivity type 5LP1 will probably be replaced by the

5JP1 which has much lower input capacitance to the deflecting plates.

In addition, 3- and 5-in. radial deflection tubes were developed for use

with circular sweeps. The type 3DP1, having an electrode in the center

of the screen, is now in general use.

The PI screen is the most desirable type now available for direct

viewing. The high sensitivity of the human eye to a green trace permits

operation at lower beam current than is possible with white, blue, or

amber trace screens. This, in turn, permits better focus and definition.

The medium persistence time is also well suited to the average measure-

ment problem.

Blue trace P5 and Pll screens are well suited for direct photography

of the tube face. Their light spectra coincide closely with the region of

maximum sensitivity of ordinary photographic film. The P5 has a some-

what shorter persistence time than the Pll and may be used for con-

tinuous film recording of waveforms at frequencies up to 60 kc/sec.‘

Waveforms having frequencies lower than 20 cps make a long-per-

sistence screen very desirable. The P7 screen, developed for radar indi-

cators using magnetic deflection tubes,'has also been supplied in standard

electrostatic deflection cathode-ray tubes. Such a tube is very useful

for viewing transients which may remain visible for as long as 2 min.

For best definition vnth any of the above-mentioned screens, color

filters and hoods are desirable. A plastic color filter alone will make
viewing possible under bright ambient light conditions. When mounted
within a hood at an angle of 30® to 45® with the tube face, reflections

from both the tube and the filter will be eliminated. A light-tight hood

permits operation of the cathode-ray tube at very low intensities and
gives the best possible definition. However, lighted grids or scales are

necessary if direct voltage measurements are to be made. Edge-lighted

plastic plates with ruled grids have been found to be very useful, for

by dimming the light, the effect of the superimposed grid can be almost

eliminated.

The basic cathode-ray oscilloscope consists only of a cathode-ray

tube and a high-voltage power supply containing intensity, focusing,

and centering control. The majority of the newer types of measurement

problems to which the cathode-ray oscilloscope is applicable requires the

use of supplementary electronic apparatus. This is particularly true

where time measurements are necessary.

IT-T. Deflection Systems.—Viewing an electrical waveform without

distortion requires that the horizontal and vertical deflection of the elec-

1 H. Goldstein and P. D. Bales, '‘High Speed Photography of the Cathode Ray
Tube,” Rev, Sci, Inst.^ 17, No. 3, 89-96, March 1946.
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iron beam be directly proportional to the amplitude and the independent
variable of the waveform. Since the independent variable is usually

time, some type of ‘‘sawtooth” waveform is used to sweep the beam
across the tube face at a constant rate periodically. Other waveforms,
including sinusoidal, parabolic, and hyperbolic, are sometimes required

for special applications.

The use of a linear-sweep voltage makes the cathode-ray oscilloscope

applicable to the field of measurement in which a graphic presentation

of the measured quantity is necessary. The most common application

is signal tracing in electron* c equipment in which a qualitative knowledge

of the waveforms present is adequate. Quantitative measurements of

wab eform amplitude as a function of time may be made to an accuracy of

about 1 per cent by direct measurement on the cathode-ray tube face.

A much higher degree of accuracy may be obtained using the linear-

sw'eep presentation as a null indicator for comparison of the signal with

time and amplitude standards.

The circular sweep has more limited but very important applications.

It is particularly desirable for frequency comparisons and precise time

measurement. The fact that no retrace is necessary and that a much
longer baseline is obtained (6 to 8 in. on a 3-in. tube) tends to offset the

disadvantage of waveform distortion with polar presentation.

Frequency-comparison measurements may also be made by applying

a sinusoidal sweep voltage directly to the horizontal deflecting plates.

The equal-frequency Lissajous figure is readily recognizable for both

c-w and pulse waveforms, although with the latter the adjustment prob-

lem is fairly difficult.

Most other types of sweeps have little application in test equipment.

Intensity-modulated television sweeps may be used for cathode-ray

tube testing or for specialized television applications. Other special

applications may require hyperbolic or parabolic sweep voltages. Spiral

time bases offer some additional possibilities. Treatment of these and

other types of presentation will be found in Vols. 19 and 22 of this series.

Two forms of linear-sweep generators are in general use. One is a

conventional free-running sawtooth generator of variable frequency.

Synchronism between signal and sweep is obtained by first making the

sweep frequency slightly lower than the signal frequency (or a submultiple

of the signal frequency). A portion of the signal voltage is then intro-

duced into the sweep generator, causing it to fire slightly sooner on each

cycle and locking it in phase and frequency with the signal! This type

of circuit is very useful for viewing continuous waveforms but requires

constant attention to the synchronism and sweep frequency controls

when a series of different waveforms are to be viewed. Synchroniza-

tion with low-duty cycle pulse waveforms may be quite difficult or

impossible.
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A second sweep generator is the start-stop type which produces a

single excursion of the electron beam for each synchronizing signal

applied. When synchronizing trigger pulses are used to start both the

sweep and the waveform to be viewed, no synchronizing adjustment is

necessary. Since most radar waveforms are initiated by triggers to

make precise timing possible, this type of sweep generator has found

general application. Most viewing requirements can thus be met by a

number of fixed sweep durations selected by a tap switch.

Both types of sweep generators consist of integrating devices in

which a condenser is charged or discharged by an essentially constant

current. Usually an electronic

switch tube is used to discharge a

condenser which is then permitted

to charge again from a constant-

current source. The free-running

sweep generator is usually a relax-

ation oscillator which rapidly dis-

charges the condenser when the

voltage across it exceeds a prede-

termined value. The triggered,

single-stroke type of sweep gen-

erator employs a switch tube hav-

ing a stable, quiescent condition.

Upon introduction of a trigger

pulse, the switch tube is cut off

opened for a definite period

of time, permitting the voltage across the condenser to rise. Conventional

methods of obtaining constant-current charging, low-impedance output,

and push-pull voltages are applicable to both types of circuits.

The types of sweep-generating circuits that have been developed are

described fully in Vol. 19, Chap. 10, in Vol. 22 of this series, and in Time

Bases by Puckle.^ Examples of the practical application of most of these

circuits will be found in the following chapter. It will suffice to mention

here the various types of circuits applicable to test equipment.

The thyratron is the most widely used free-running switch tube.

However, the maximum sweep frequency obtainable is limited to between

40,000 and 60,000 cps by the time required for deionization to occur.

A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 17T. Vacuum tubes may be used for

free-running sweep generators at frequencies up to 1 Mc/sec and for

triggered switching applications. A blocking oscillator is used as a

free-running switch in Fig. 17-2, while Fig. 17*3 includes the gated triode

switch most commonly used in test equipment.
^ O. S. Puckle, Time Baaesj Chapman & Hall, Ltd,, London.

Fig. 17*1.—Free-running thyratron sweep
generator.
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A number of methods of producing a linear rather than an exponential

rise of voltage have been developed. The simplest of these uses a very

300v

Fio. 17’ 2.—Free-running blocking-oscillator sweep generator.

small portion (5 per cent or less) of the characteristic exponential con-

denser charging curve. An effective RC time constant roughly twenty

times the expected sweep duration will ensure this. Another method is

to use a pentode as the charging

resistance, taking advantage of its

very high plate resistance to provide

constant-current charging as shown

in Fig. 17-1. These methods will

be found generally in oscilloscopes

employing a free-running thyratron

switch tube.

A positive-feedback unity-gain

amplifier may be used to maintain

a constant voltage across the charg-

ing resistor as the condenser volt-

age rises. The simplest form of

this circuit uses a cathode follower

as shown in Fig. 17*3. This type of

circuit is widely used in radar test

equipment. A negative-feedback

amplifier may also be used to make

•fsupply

Fio. 17-3.—Sweep genwator using a

triode switch tube and poa\«ve feedback
for lineariaation.

very stable linear-sweep circuit. A
circuit of this tsrpe is shown diagrammatically in Pig. 17-4.

Approximate linearization may be obtained by inserting a large
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inductance in series with the charging resistance as shown in Fig. 17*6.

This method reduces the required tube complement but introduces

severe duty-cycle limitations. It will be found in a number of the oscil-

loscopes described in Chap. 18 but has

been largely replaced in new designs by

one of the feedback types of sweep

voltage generators.

The voltage swing required of any

one tube may be halved and uniform-

ity of focus materially improved if the

beam deflection is accomplished by
push-pull voltages applied to opposite

plates. An inverter amplifier is re-

quired, which may be a single-stage

negative-feedback amplifier as shown
in Fig. 17-6. When lower maximum
voltages are required, a push-pull

amplifier of the cathode-coupled type

shown in Fig. 17*7 may be desirable. If the series inductance type of

sweep generator is used, push-pull voltages having about 80 per cent bal-

ance may be obtained using a center-tap choke as shown in Fig. 17-5.

Fio. 17*6.—Sweep generators using a high-impedance choke for linearization.

A circular sweep is generated when sinusoidal voltages that differ by
90® in time phase are introduced onto deflecting plates that have a 90®

space-phase relationship. Probably the simplest method of obtaining

these voltages is to use the voltage drops produced across a resistor and

condenser when connected in series across an alternating current source.

Fig. 17-4.—Sweep geriorator using neg-

ative feedback for linoarization.
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If good focus is to be obtained, push-pull voltages must be supplied.

These are more accurately obtained by using a resonant transformer as

shown in Fig. 17*8. When the secondaries are tuned on opposite sides

of resonance, both phase and amplitude differences are obtained. By
simultaneous adjustment of the secondary tuning capacities C2 andCs,

equal deflections in both coordinates and a 90° phase difference between

deflecting plate to the other elec-

trodes is in almost all cases less than 10 ymi so that the input impedance

at all frequencies up to 15 Mc/sec is greater than 1000 ohms. For a
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low-capacity tube such as the 5JP1 (which has an average of S.S/i/if

from a deflecting plate to all other elements) the direct input imped-

ance is found to be greater than 1000 ohms up to 40 Mc/sec.

Even lower input capacitances are obtained with the type 3DP1 tubes,

a typical value being l.Siifd from center electrode to all other electrodes.

A major disadvantage of the cathode-ray tube is its low voltage

sensitivity. This presents no particular problem where signals of greater

than 5 volts amplitude are to be displayed, as is the usual case in radar

synchronizing, indicating, and ranging equipments. Use with small

signals such as are found in some radar signal circuits requires amplifiers

that will not distort the waveform. These amplifiers must have small

amplitude and phase distortion in the band between the lowest- and

highest-frequency components of the signal if a true picture of the wave-

form is to be obtained.

The design of wide-band video'’ frequency amplifiers is one of the

most critical steps in the design of test equipment. Very careful con-

sideration of compensation for the effects of loading due to tube and
wiring capacities and of mechanical layout of components is necessary

to obtain optimum gain and bandwidth with a given power input. For

cathode-ray tube deflection this is of particular importance, since an

undistorted output of 30 to 100 volts is normally required.

A number of requirements must be considered. The rise time of the

amplifier when a step function is applied is of more direct interest for

pulse applications than the bandwidth. It is, in general, a function of

the bandwidth and may be approximated by the expression

Rise time = (1)

where fh is the frequency at which the mid-frequency gain is down by
3 db. The rise time is usually measured as the time required for the

pulse to rise from 10 to 90 per cent of its final amplitude, since these

points are fairly well defined.

Overshoot in the output pulse represents a form of distortion. It is a

measure of the amount that the output signal initially exceeds its nominal

amplitude and results from a nonlinearity in the phase-shift vs. frequency

characteristic of the amplifier. The amount of overshoot is normally

limited to less than 5 per cent in amplifier design.

The ability of the amplifier to sustain a long rectangular waveform
is related to the low-frequency gain characteristic. Normally, about a

10 per cent drop in the pulse amplitude is the maximum permitted in the

longest pulse that the amplifier is designed to pass. The amount of

slope in the top of the output waveform is directly dependent on the

time constants in the cathode, screen grid, and plate circuits and in the
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grid and plate coupling circuits. These time constants are made as

large as is practical without impairing the high-frequency response by
capacity-to-ground of large components or unduly increasing the recovery

time. Actual selection of values usually requires a rather careful com-
promise between these conflicting requirements.

The signal delay introduced by the amplifier must be considered in

timing applications. The delay will be the same for all frequency com-

ponents of the signal in the region where the phase-shift vs. frequency

characteristic is linear. This region corresponds closely to the region of

‘‘flat^^ frequency response. •*

Fig. 17*9.—Basic peaking circuits, (a) Series peaking; (ft) shunt peaking, (c) series shunt
peaking.

A treatment of the design methods used to meet the above require-

ments is beyond the scope of this chapter, but will be found in Vols. 18

and 23 of this series.

The tubes used in these amplifiers are chosen by a figure of merit

which is the ratio of the transconductance to the total of the tube capaci-

tances. For a given tube, with its associated socket and wiring capaci-

ties, the plate-load resistance is then determined by the bandwidth

requirements:

s,
°°

^kRlCt V

where Ct is the total of all shunt capacities in the plate circuit. With

the load resistance and Qm set, the mid-frequency gain is determined.

The tube choice must have been made such that the rated power dis-

sipation of the tube will not be exceeded when the operating point is
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set for the required output voltage swing. The stage gain is also set by
the determination of Rl and Qm-

The bandwidth of the amplifier may be increased somewhat by the

use of series and/or shunt peaking. The basic peaking circuits, shown
in Fig. 17*9, consist of an inductance in shunt or in series with the capacity

to ground or a combination of the two. In any case, the small inductance

included is adjusted to resonate ^th the shunt capacity at a somewhat
higher frequency than fh without peaking. This effectively extends the

region of flat frequency response by a factor between 1 and 1.7. Over-

peaking, setting the resonant frequency low enough to cause an increase

in stage gain at high frequencies, is to be avoided, as it results in over-

shooting. Other considerations such as plate circuit decoupling to

Amp.

Fio. 17* 10.—Voltage-divider probe.

+ supply

Fiq. 17-11.—Cathode-follower probe.

avoid feedback are essentially the same as required for conventional

high-gain a-f amplifier design.

Since a few micromicrofarads of amplifier input capacitance may
represent a very considerable loading of the circuit under test, signal

probes are often used which reduce this capacity to a minimum. Two
types are in use. In one type, a resistance-capacitance divider is inserted

at the end contact of the shielded probe lead which makes the connection

from the circuit under test to the amplifier. This divider, shown in

Fig. 17T0, reduces the capacity and attenuates the signal by an approxi-

mately equal factor so that a higher-gain amplifier is required than would

be necessary otherwise. The constants are adjusted so that RiCi = R2C2 ,

where C2 represents the capacity of the lead plus the input capacity of

the amplifier. The reduction in capacity by this method is limited only

by the point at which the bandwidth reduction introduced by the addi-

tional amplifier stages exceeds that produced by the capacity of the probe.

The other method of reducing input capacity is to mount the first

stage of the video amplifier in the probe itself. This stage is designed to

have an output impedance low enough that the effect of the capacity
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of the lead and the input capacity of the following stage is negligible.

A cathode follower is desirable for this application because of its low

output impedance. Furthermore, if the gain of the cathode follower is

Gf the input impedance due to the grid circuit can be increased by a factor

approaching 0/(1 — (?) by returning the grid resistor to the cathode as

shown in Fig. 17-11. A circuit described in Sec. 18-11 uses another

cathode follower to make the plate supply vary in the same manner as

the cathode, keeping the Miller grid capacity to a minimum.
The resistance-capacitance divider is also often used for gain control.

Accurate gain calibration can be obtained by selecting one of a series of

these dividers with a tup switch. A calibrated attenuator may also be

used to indicate a difference In voltage and power levels. This is obtained

directly from the difference in attenuator settings for equal signal ampli-

tudes at the output of the amplifier..

17-9. Auxiliary Circuits.—The usefulness of the cathode-ray oscillo-

scope may be increased by including measurement standards and other

auxiliary circuits in its design. These include time and voltage standards,

time and voltage comparison circuits, synchronizing pulse generators,

circuits for mixing two or more signals on a single trace, and circuits for

presenting signals simultaneously on two or three traces.

Either pulsed or continuous oscillators may be included as time and

frequency standards. These may be LC or crystal controlled, depending

on the accuracy required. The output may be presented directly as

sinusoids or converted into marker pulses. Calibrated delay circuits

may be used as time standards or as interpolating devices. The usual

voltage standard is a meter reading directly the d-c voltage required to

deflect the baseline on the cathode-ray tube a distance equal to the

amplitude of the signal being measured. A precision potentiometer and

voltage difference amplifier may be used for more accurate measurements.

Since many types of circuits require externally generated synchroniz-

ing pulses to initiate their action, a trigger generator is often desirable

in the oscilloscope. When continuous oscillators are used for timing,

the trigger pulse is normally locked in phase with the oscillator voltage

by some form of frequency division. This permits simultaneous syn-

chronization of the oscillator with the signal and the sweep.

When two signals are to be compared in this manner on a single time

base, methods of mixing them must be provided. The simplest method

of doing this is to connect the signals to opposite deflecting plates in the

cathode-ray tube. The resultant coupling of the two circuits Is usually

negligible because of the low capacity between plates. Where more

signals must be superimposed or push-pull deflection is necessary, tube

or switch mixers must be used. Signals may be applied to both the grid

and cathode of a triode amplifier tube with the mixed output appearing
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at the plate. Pentode and pentagrid mixer tubes will combine more

signals in a single stage. Additional signals may be applied to subse-

quent stages, or a common plate or common cathode-resistor may be used

with a number of tubes, giving an output proportional to the sum of the

signals applied to the grids. Representative circuits are shown in Fig.

17*12. Some of the voltage adding circuits discussed in Chap. 3 and in

Vol. 19, Chap. 18, may also be ised for combining a number of signals.

When the distortion caused by superimposing two or more signals is

undesirable, electrical or mechanical means of switching the deflection

Fig. 17*12.—Mixer circuits, (a) Triode mixer; (6) pentode mixer (screen input should
have low impedance source) ; (c) common plate mixer.

plates to each of the signals on consecutive sweeps may be used. A
motor-driven multiple switch or capacitive coupler is entirely practical

if it can also supply synchronizing pulses for the signal and sweep cir-

cuits. Electronic switching circuits of the multivibrator or '‘flip-flop’’

(scale-of-two) type are also used. A circuit of this type for use with

triggered sweeps is shown in Fig. 17*13.

Another approach to this problem uses a cathode-ray tube having

multiple gun and deflecting plate structures. Tubes of this type are

available from several manufacturers, although as this is written, only

the two-gun type 5SP1 has received RMA nomenclature. Two- and
three-gun tubes in both 3- and 5-in. screen diameters have been designed.

The sets of deflecting plate for each gun structure are shielded and are

brought out to separate connections. Identical sweep voltages may be

used when waveform comparison is desired, or different sweep voltages

may be applied for two-scale timing systems or similar applications.

17*10. Timing Oscillators.—Oscillators in any of a large number of

forms have considerable application as pieces of test equipment. They
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may be used as standards of time or frequency or as signal sources.

They may also determine repetition rates or the rate of any other recur-

rent phenomena. They may have their frequency determined electrically

by an RC- or LC-circuit or mechanically by the characteristics of a quartz

crystal, vibrating fork, or motor. Their output may be sinusoidal.

+ supply

Fig. 17*14.—Bridge stabilized crystal oscillator. {Courtesy of General Radio.)

square, triangular, or a train of pulses. They may oscillate cQptinuously

or for a given length of time after receiving a synchronizing pul^.

The crystal oscillator has the highest inherent stability and is generally

used as a secondary frequency standard. For any given circuit the

crystal may be ground to almost the exact frequency of a primary stand-

ard and then pulled to the exact frequency. A crystal will drift only
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1 to 3 cycles per megacycle per degree if cut to obtain a low-temperature

coefficient. The oscillator circuit used should be designed to reduce the

frequency shift produced by tuning the plate circuit and to give a con-

stant output voltage. A representative circuit meeting these require-

ments is shown in Fig. 17-14 and is described in the April 1944 issue of

the General Radio Experimenter. Where an accuracy of about 0.1 per

cent is adequate, a simple triodd oscillator with no regulation or com-

pensation will suffice.

Oscillators using LC- or KC-circuits as their frequency-determining

elements may be easily designed to give a variable output frequency.

Single-frequency accuracy comparable with that of a crystal oscillator

may be obtained by very careful design.

The oscillator circuits employed for the generation of timing pulses

have been described rather completely in Vol. 19, Chap. 4, and examples

of their application will be found in Chap. 18 of the present volume.

Some discussion of the frequencies used and types of output signals

generated is appropriate for this section.

In radar applications it has been convenient to measure time directly

in terms of an equivalent radar distance. On this basis 1 /xsec is approxi-

mately equivalent to 164 yd. Oscillator frequencies in general use range

from 1617 cps for a 50-nautical-milo period to 1.639 Mc/sec for a 100-yd

period. Oscillator frequencies in use in test equipment include 80.86

kc/sec (1 nautical mile), 81.94 kc/sec (2000 yd), 93.11 kc/sec (1 land

mile), 100 kc/sec (10 ^sec), 166.88 kc/sec (1000 yd), and 819.4 kc/sec

(200 yd). Multiples or submultiples of these frequencies are obtained

by frequency multiplication or division. For general-purpose instru-

ments, however, standardization on frequencies giving direct readings

in microseconds is desirable. Most of the 80- or 90-kc/sec oscillators

in existing equipments may be tuned to use 100 kc/sec crystal by a small

reduction in the tuning capacity. A similar change can be made for

most of the other frequencies that may be encountered.

Oscillators generating a sinusoidal waveform are usually used in

timing applications. A large number of cycles must lie in the interval

of time being measured if accuracy is to be obtained. This introduces

counting difficulties and may cause a superimposed signal waveform
to appear distorted. Squaring the sinusoidal wave by amplification and
clipping gives a fast wavefront which permits more accurate reading.

Peaking this wave with an BC-circuit having a short time constant gives

a train of pips that cause less distortion of the waveform on which they

are superimposed. A blocking oscillator may be synchronized by pips

generated across a small choke, damped by a resistance, in the oscillator

plate or cathode circuit. This will generate the desired waveform directly.

When higher accuracy is required than can be obtained by visual
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interpolation between a reasonable number (10 to 30) of marker pipss,

interpolating circuits must be included. One method is to use a cali-

brated phase shifter to vary the phase of the pips with respect to the

synchronizing trigger. Another is to provide a movable marker pulse

or a second scale of markers. These are used with an expanded oscil-

loscope sweep to obtain maximum reading accuracy.

Delayed-pulse Generators.—The delayed-pulse generator

may be used for time and distance measurements and in setting up timing

sequences. This circuit accepts a pulse and produces another pulse after

a period of time determined by the circuit constants. The delay time

may be fixed or variable,, depend-

ing on the requirements of the ap-

plication. When variable, the

control may be calibrated to read

directly in delay time.

Stability of delay time from

cycle to cycle and over a period of

time is important. Variations in

the delay time of succeeding pulses

introduces a time variation or

“jitter’’ in all of the following cir-

cuits or in the delayed pulse on an

oscilloscope screen. This may
upset the operation of these cir-

cuits and will reduce the accuracy of time measurements by producing a

broad trace. This jitter cannot be completely eliminated but can be

reduced to a negligible point for a given application by careful circuit

design.

When a calibrated variable delay is desired, the ease of calibration

must also be considered. A linear relation between the rotation of the

control shaft and the time delay produced facilitates this process and

makes special dials unnecessary. Slope and zero controls must be

adjusted to make the indicated and actual delay “track.” It is desirable

to have the action of these contijols independent and to eliminate either

where possible.

Of the large number of delay circuits developed for radar applications

only a few have found application in test equipment. Those commonly

used are the delay multivibrator, the phantastron, and the Jinear-sweep

" delay. Blocking oscillator pulses are sometimes used for short fixed time

delays as are lumped constant delay lines.

The delay multivibrator is the least stable of these but requires the

smallest tube complement. A representative circuit, shown in Fig.

17*15, requires only two triode tube sections. The delay time is largely

Fio. 17*15.—Delay multivibrator.
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determined by the time constant RC, with the circuit values normally

used; and is sensitive to variation in pulse repetition rate, plate and heater

voltages, and tube changes. This delay circuit if frequently calibrated

may be used for interpolation with an accuracy of better than 1 per cent,

’ when a regulated power supply and constant repetition rate are used.

Its delay may be made linear with variation of the voltage to about

0.2 per cent.

+ supply

Fio. 17*17.—Linear-sweep delay block diagram.

The phantastron and linear-sweep delays may be made considerably

more stable than the delay multivibrator but require more tubes. The
phantastron, for which a circuit is shown in Fig. 17T6, requires a pentode

with sharp cutoff suppressor characteristics (a 6AS6 or 6SA7 is used),

a diode, and one or more amplifier stages. With careful design it may
be made linear to 0.1 per cent with variation of the voltage Vi and, with

occasional calibration, accurate to about 0.3 per cent. Any of the linear-

sweep generating circuits mentioned in Sec. 17-7 may be used with a

''pick-off'' diode (through which a control potential is introduced) and

one or more amplifier stages. An average of six to eight tube sections
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is required. A block diagram of this type of circuit is shown in Fig.

17-17. These and oth.er time-modulation circuits are described in detail

in Vol. 20.

Fixed and variable time delays of from 1 to 10,000 /xsec duration are

in general use in radar systems and test equipment. Many of these

circuits may be used outside this range with minor redesign.

17*12. Video Pulse Generators.— Both frequency- and pulse-

response of the video amplifier are of interest. An approximate relation-

ship between the bandwidth and pulse rise time has been pointed out

in Sec. 17*8. The frequency-response characteristics do not immedi-

ately give the complete transient response of the circuit to a pulse, how-

ever, since the phase-shift characteristic is not directly indicated and the

latter cannot be computed unless a minimum phase-shift network can

be assumed. The use of rectangular pulses directly for video-amplifier

testing gives much more information on the pulse amplification charac-

teristics. High-frequency response may be determined from rise time

measurements. The ability of the amplifier to sustain a long pulse is

also directly measurable and is a function of the low-frequency response

of the amplifier. Any transient distortion is directly indicated by this

type of analysis. In addition, the nonlinearities that can be tolerated

in pulse circuits make ordinary bandwidth measurements of less meaning

than direct pulse waveform observations, for the representation of a

time function by a frequency function is valid only for a linear system.

To give a significant indication, the output pulse from the pulse

generator must be as nearly square as possible when connected to the

stage under test. A rise time of 0.03 to 0.05 ^sec for a ± 50-volt pulse is

usually considered satisfactory for short pulses. Pulse lengths of 0.1

to 1500 Msec are normally required and are usually covered in two or more

ranges by separate circuits. Gas tubes offer an easy way to obtain the

fast switching action required for production of short pulses, although

^‘hard^^ tubes may be used. A variety of commercial square-wave

generators are available for testing response to pulse waveforms.

Stag^ gain under pulse conditions must also be measured. This is

usually done by inserting a calibrated attenuator in the input to the

amplifier. The difference in the attenuator readings for equal pulse

amplitudes at the output of the attenuator and the output of the amplifier

is a measure of the gain of the stage.



CHAPTER 18

PRACTICAL RADAR TEST OSCILLOSCOPE DESIGNS^

By H. J. Reed, Jr., A. H. Fredrick, B. Chance, and

E. F. MacNichol, Jr.

This chapter summarizes particular instruments that incorporate in

their design the circuits and principles treated in Chap. 17. It con-

solidates information on many of the radar pulse test oscilloscopes

developed during the war period. Much of this information is available

only in reports and manuals that may be difficult to obtain or might

not otherwise come to the attention of the reader.

The electrical specifications of these instruments are intended mainly

to facilitate the selection of equipment for given applications. These

or similar instruments may be available for some time from the Army
or Navy supply centers or their surplus sales or from the manufacturing

organizations. An attempt has been made, however, to present sufficient

information for the construction of units having similar electrical char-

acteristics when this becomes necessary. The general construction

techniques used in the original instruments are shown in the photographs

included. If actual mechanical and wiring layouts are desired, these

must usually be obtained from the references cited. Circuit diagrams

giving component values are included. The discussion of circuit opera-

tion is intended to aid one in understanding the relation among the

various circuits used and also their adjustment. Particular attention is

given to the functions of the various controls and adjustments. The
detailed analysis of the operation and waveforms produced in the various

basic circuits is necessarily left to other chapters and Vols. 19 and 20 of

this series. For further data and specifications, references are given to

the designer, the manufacturer, and the procuring agency.

Units included are representative of equipments that have been built

during the war. Most of these circuits represent working designs that

have withstood the test of at least limited production and use. It

should be understood that in many circuits the particular stray capacities

present have been important in determining some of the circuit constants

given; These may not be duplicated with changes in layout and wiring

some so that adjustment of component values may be necessary. Many

^ All of Chap. 18 is by H. J. Reed, Jr., except Secs. 18*4, 18*8, and 18*9.
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components and tubes in particular will usually not be held to wartime

standards, broad as they were, and should be checked with care.

18*1. The P4 Synchroscope.^ Function ,—The P4 synchroscope was

designed for use as a general-purpose oscilloscope for laboratory study

of short pulses. Its principal application has been in the study of mag-

netron or radar modulator pulses and of beacon transmitter character-

istics. It has also found application in the design of receiving, timing,

Fig. 18-1.—Synchroscope.

and indicating circuits, in the production testing of radar components,

and as a general-purpose scope for system testing.

Characteristics ,—A type 5LPI cathode-ray tube operating at a total

accelerating potential of 2600 volts is used, giving a vertical deflection

sensitivity of about 60 volts per inch.

A triggered sweep generator of the constant-current pentode type is

employed. Writing speeds are 0.04, 0.166, 0.5, and 2 in./^sec. Repeti-

tion rates provided by the local oscillator are 600, 1000, 2000, or 4000

cps. External triggering pulses having repetition rates between 200 and

1 Developed and procured by the Radiation Laboratory. Manufactured by

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., and Browning Laboratories, Inc. RL Manuals Ml 18

and Ml26 describe the complete equipment. The r-f detector and video amplifier

are described in M124; the high-gain video amplifier is described in M166.
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4000 cps or a sinusoidal oscillator in the same frequency range may be

used. Either the internally generated trigger or an external signal of

10 to 300 volts amplitude may be used to synchronize the sweep generator.

If an externally generated positive pulse of less than 100 volts amplitude

is used, the intensification of the trace will be delayed about 0.2 /xsec,

and this portion of the observed pulse will not be seen. No sweep voltage

outputs or inputs are provided.
'

The trigger generator output is a 135-volt positive trigger having a

pulse width of 26 ^sec between 10 per cent amplitude points. The pulse

repetition frequency may be set by the local oscillator or to any frequency

between 200 and 4000 cps by an external sinusoidal oscillator. Phasing

of the output trigger with respect to the sweep trigger is variable by at

least ±250 /nsec. The cathode follower supplying the output trigger

has an effective internal impedance of 500 ohms.

The only signal channel provided in the standard P4 synchroscope is

a direct connection to the top vertical deflecting plate which has an input

impedance of 1 megohm paralleled by 20 /n/uf or less, depending on the

signal switch position used. Several auxiliary amplifiers have been

designed to mount in this synchroscope. One type includes an r-f input

fitting and an r-f square law detector which is used in examining the

envelope of r-f pulses. The two-stage video amplifier has a gain of

about 100 which is constant to ±3 db between 200 cps and 4.5 Mc/sec.

With this unit installed, the synchroscope is given the designation P4-E.

A four-stage wide-band video amplifier may also be installed. This

unit has a gain of 2000 which is constant to ±3 db between 120 cps and

5.4 Mc/sec. At the minimum setting of the gain control, the gain is

reduced to 200 and the bandwidth is extended to 8.2 Mc/sec. Signal

amplitudes of from +0.16 to —0.8 volt may be amplified without over-

loading. The input impedance is 1000 ohms paralleled by 21 /u/zf.

No signal attenuator or probe is included with this instrument. It

is often used with an external capacity divider for viewing high-voltage

pulses, however. Several designs of r-f probes are used with the P4E
and are described in Vol. 11 of this series. External mixers are required

for viewing several signals simultaneously.

A Wien bridge stabilized oscillator, used to control the repetition

rale of the trigger generator to ± 10 per cent of the frequencies 500, 1000,

2000, and 4000 cps, may be used as a timing standard. An oscillator

output (sinusoidal waveform) connector is provided. Alternately, the

output of a shocked LC-circuit having a resonant frequency of 2 Mc/sec

may be connected to the CRT deflecting plate by the signal switch.

,
The train of damped oscillations is sustained for a long enough period

to allow calibration of the two fastest sweeps. The frequency is accurate

> to ± 5 per cent. A secondary vertical centering potentiometer and meter
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terminals for reading the voltage across it provide an amplitude standard.

Pulse amplitude measurements may be made to 2 per cent if a meter of

higher accuracy is used. Space is provided for mounting a 3-in. volt-

meter on the panel of the synchroscope, and some units are so equipped.

The over-all dimensions of the synchroscope are 8| by 14i by 20^ in.,

neglecting the handle, and the weight is 40 lb. It requires 115 + 10 volts

Fig. 18-2.—Block diagram of the P4 synchroscope.

at 50 to 400 cps and has a power rating of 140 watts at 60 cps. The
tube complement is 1-5LP1, 2-2X2/879, 1-5Z3, 1-6SK7, 2-6SL7, 6-6SN7,

and 1-7V7. The connectors on the instrument are Amphenol type 80C,

but no cables are provided. A type r-f connector is used for. the

r-f signal input the P4E synchroscope. All signal connections are made
at the rear of the instrument to reduce lead lengths.

The mechanical construction of this unit is quite conventional as

shown in Fig. 18*1. It is built to good commercial standards and is

satisfactory for laboratory use.

Circuit Description .—The cathodc’^ray tube control circuits use a high-voltage

bleeder of conventional design. Horizontal and vertical centering potentiom-

eters have their range extended below ground by being included with the focus

and intensity potentiometers in this bleeder circuit. Application of centering

voltages to only one of each pair of deflecting plates results in some defocusing

with changes of these voltages. The time base and the video signal are also

introduced on only one of their respective pairs of deflecting plate^s^^sulting in

excessive astigmatism of the trace with large signals. Since this instrument was

not designed for precision measurements of observed signals, this was not con-

sidered a great disadvantage.

The d-c potential of the signal deflecting plate may be adjusted by the potenti-

ometer whose arm is connected through switch S4 when this switch is in the on
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Fig.

18*3.
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position. This permits the measurement of peak voltage by deiSecting a signal

through its amplitude with an equivalent d-c voltage which may be read directly

on an external indicating meter. A switch Sc is mounted on the back of the

instrument and selects signals from one of four locations: the signal input, the

trigger input, the calibration oscillator, or the video amplifier (if used).

The sweep-voltage generating circuits include a multivibrator, a switch or

** clamp” tube, and a constant-current pentode through which the sweep con-

denser discharges. Constants of the multivibrator have been selected to give a
free-running frequency of about 200 cps and to give a maximum rate of rise on the

leading edge of the negative half cycle. It may be readily synchronized by nega-

tive triggers having a pulse repetition rate between 200 and 4000 cps. These

triggers may be obtained from an external trigger generator, being peaked and

limited in one or both of the stages of the amplifier 7io or from the internal

trigger generator as selected by switch Sz. Negative pulses from the multi-

vibrator are coupled to the clamp tube Vzb^ the intensifying pulse amplifier Vc,

and the shocked oscillator composed of the parallel 150-ixfj.f condenser and 42.2-/Lth

choke.

Ttiese negative pulses cut off current flow in the clamp tube, permitting the

sweep condenser selected by switch Sz to discharge through the pentode Fa at

essentially constant current. The linear fall of voltage produced is used to deflect

the electron beam across the screen of the cathode-ray tube.

The negative multivibrator pulse is also coupled to the control grid of the

intensifying pulse amplifier F®. The pulse rise time of about 0.2 ^sec is reduced

to a maximum of 0.05 /isec by amplification and by mixing with the differentiated

leading edge of the external trigger or signal. Nevertheless, the portion of the

leading edge of the pulse that occurs during this period cannot be viewed when

the synchroscope must be triggered from an external source. Adjustable phasing

between the synchroscope output trigger and the sweep trigger eliminates this

difficulty when the system supplying the signal will accept a trigger.

The internal trigger generator consists of a Wien bridge sinusoidal oscillator

and amplifier, an adjustable RC phase shifter, and separate squaring and differ-

entiating amplifiers for the output trigger and sweep trigger. An oscillator

input connector which permits synchronization from an external sinusoidal

voltage of about 15 volts amplitude is also provided.

The frequency of the Wien bridge circuit using the double triode Fi is set to

500, 1000, 2000, or 4000 cps by the selection of the appropriate pair of condensers

with switch Si, A 6-watt, 115-volt lamp is used as a nonlinear resistance in the

oscillator cathode circuit (one arm of the bridge) to provide stabilization of the

oscillator amplitude. Another arm, a 5000-ohm variable resistor, may be

adjusted to control the waveform.

The oscillator output voltage is amplified by the triode section V^b, and push-

' pull output is obtained from the transformer in the plate circuit. One winding is

connected directly to the reversing switch Si, The voltage from the other wind-

ing has its phase shifted by the /ZC-divider across the transformer secondary

before reaching the switch. These two voltages are then rectified in the diode-

connected tube sections V 2a and V za-
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One half-wave rectified voltage is then squared in the amplifier tubes V53 niid

V%A and differentiated by the RC in the grid circuit of F? to give the internally

generated sweep trigger. The other half-wave rectified voltage is similarly

amplified by Vza and Via* This voltage is differentiated by the RC in the grid

circuit of 743, and the resulting trigger is amplified by this stage. The cathode

follower 74A gives a low-impedance positive output trigger. The reversing

4
..

Fig. 18*4.—P4E r-f detector and video amplifier.

,01 No. 4 position of

mounted on P4 chassis.

Fig. 18-5.—P4E amplifier circuit.

switch Sn permits the output trigger to be either advanced or retarded with

respect to the synchroscope sweep,

A signal amplifier was not included in the P4 synchroscope because it was

designed for use with equipment producing pulses of at least 100 volts amplitude;

Subsequent application of this unit to small signal and r-f measurements led to

the development of several signal amplifiers which can be mounted in the scope

at the rear of the chassis.

The circuit of one of these which adapts this instrument for use as an r-f

envelope detector is shown in Fig. 18*5. The r-f signal at X band or lower

frequency is coupled through a type matched impedance r-f connector

paralleled by a 50-ohm disk-type terminating resistor to the control grid of a type
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954 acorn pentode. This tube operates as a square law detector, giving an output
voltage proportional to f he power level of the r-f signal. Gain control is effected

by changing the bias level of this tube with the potentiometer in the cathode
circuit.

The detector output is amplified in the two-stage video amplifier that follows.

The first stage, a 6AC7, uses a shunt peaking coil to increase the plate-load

impedance at high frequencies, extending the video bandwidth. A 6AG7 is

Fio. 18-6.—High-gain video amplifier.

used in the output stage to drive the CRT deflecting plate. Some shunt peaking

is provided by the inductance of the wire-wound plate-load resistance in its plate

circuit. Further peaking in this stage is obtained by using a very small bypass

condenser across the degenerative cathode resistor.

The coupling circuits are designed to pass a wavefront having''*! rise time of

0.1 /isec between the 5 and 95 per cent points. Since the amplifier is essentially

linear, the CRT beam deflection is proportional to the output of the detector

and to the power in the r-f input pulse.

The wide-band video amplifier shown in Figs. 18*6 and 18*7 may also be used

in this synchroscope when greater sensitivity is required. Shunt peaking is
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employed in all stages, and the amplifier gain is controlled varying the degenera-

tive cathode resistance in the first stage. This amplifier may also be used as an

r-f envelope detector by connecting a probe containing an r-f crystal to the input

with not over 12 in. of video cable. With the video gain at the medium setting,

the output voltage is nearly proportional to the power input. The electrical

characteristics of both of these amplifiers have been described in the characteristics

part of this section.

A calibrating oscillator is built into this instrument for use as a timing standard.

The negative pulse from the multivibrator in the sweep generator is coupled to the

+ 320 750

parallel resonant circuit composed of a 150-mm^ condenser and 42.2-/jih choke.

The voltage generated across the circuit is a damped sinusoid having a frequency

of 2 Mc/sec. This voltage may be coupled to the vertical deflecting plate of the

cathode-ray tube by switch S^ and is sustained for a long enough period to cali-

brate the two fastest sweeps. An amplitude standard is provided by a circuit for

measuring pulse voltages by substitution as previously described.

A power supply of conventional design is used. The low-voltage supply gives

320 volts at 116 ma, and both plus and minus 1500-volt cathode-ray tube supplies

are included. A separate low-resistance filter for the sweep generator makes

360 volts available for that circuit.

18*2. The Model 6 Synchroscope. Function,^

—

^The Model 6 synchro-

scope is a laboratory instrument designed primarily for determining the

' The Model 6 synchroscope was designed by the MIT Radiation Laboratory and

manufactured by Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., and Philharmonic Radio Corp.

Procurement was by the Radiation ,Laboratory and others. References are RL

Reports Nos. M-212 and S-18.
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amplitude, duration, and shape of short video pulses. Its functions are

quite similar to thos^ described for the P4 synchroscope, but its circuits

have a much greater stability, so that more precise measurements can
be made. While it is primarily intended for use in the study of radar
modulator and magnetron pulses, it has found wide application in the

design and production testing of all types of pulse circuits in radar and
allied fields. Its construction for the most part meets Army and Navy

Fig. 18‘8.—Model 6 synchroscope.

specifications, but its portability is considerably restricted by its weight

and bulk.

Characteristics ,—A type 6JPI cathode-ray tube operating at a total

accelerating potential of 2700 volts is used in this instrument, giving a

vertical deflection factor of approximately 65 volts per in. This tube

was chosen because of its very low shunting capacity (about 3 yyi) at

the deflecting plates.

A triggered linear-sweep voltage generator of the feedback type is used.

The horizontal time base writing speeds are 0.01, 0.05, 0.2, 1, 2, and

6 in./iusec with a minimum sweep amplitude of 4 in. on the 5-in. cathode-

ray tube screen. Either the output of the internal trigger generator or

an externally generated trigger or sine wave having a frequency of 50 to

6000 cps may fire the sweep generator. For externally triggered opera-

tion a positive or negative trigger having a minimum amplitude of 50

volts and a rate of rise of 70 volts//isec is required. Alternatively, a

sinusoidal voltage having a peak-to-peak amplitude of at least 30 volts

may be used. Sweep voltage input or output connectors are not pro-

vided on this instrument.
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The output of the internal trigger generator is a positive trigger which
has an amplitude of 200 volts, repetition rates of 500, 1000, 2000, and
4000 cps and which is supplied from a low-impedance source. This
pulse has a duration of 15 jusec between 10 per cent amplitude points
and rises to full amplitude in 0.3 jusec. It is phasable from 75 jusec before
to 25 jusec after the start of the sweep generator.

The standard signal input circuits comprise six input fittings which
may be connected to the top vertical deflecting plate through a selector

switch. The input impedance is 470,000 ohms, paralleled by 15 jujuf.

Fig. 18-9.—Model 5 synchroscope, bottom view.

A video amplifier is not normally supplied with this instrument.
Space and power are provided, however, for either of the amplifiers
described for use with the P4 s3rnchroscope. An amplifier of more recent
design may be mounted in this unit if an external auxiliary power supply
is used. It has a gain of approximately 180 and is flat within 3 db
between 20 cps and 18 Mc/sec. The input impedance is 1 megohm
paralleled by 14 p/if. A six-step resistance-capacity attenuator having
signal attenuation ratios of 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and 330 to 1 is included in
the input circuit. The maximum unattenuated input voltage that can
be amplified without overloading is 0.3 volt. This may be increased
by the attenuation ratio at other attenuator settings. No probes or
signal mixing facilities are provided.

No timing standard is incorporated in this instrument. Sweep cali-
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bration and the measurement of time intervals are accomplished with

the aid of separate marker generators. An amplitude standard is provided

by an auxiliary vertical centering control which is used to measure pulse

amplitudes by substitution. The voltage readings are made on an

external meter which connects to pin jacks mounted on the panel.

The over-all dimensions of this unit are 22 by 15^ by 17 in.; the weight

without auxiliary amplifiers is 85 lb. A supply voltage of 115 ± 10

volts, 60 cps is required at a power drain of 200 watts. The tube com-

O'Sine wave input

^Trigger output

Fig. 18* 10.—Block diagram of the Model 5 synchroscope.

plement is 1-5JPI, 2-2X2, 1-5U4G, 3-GAG7, 1-6H6, 2-6SH7, 10-6SN7,

1-6X5, 1-6Y6, 1-VR105, and 1-VR150. All cable fittings are of the UHF
single-conductor type with the exception of one Amphenol type 80-PC
2F two-conductor fitting on the rear of the unit. The mechanical con-

struction of this unit departs from the conventional in mounting tubes

below and components above the chassis. While it does not entirely

meet wartime standards, it is well built and should be satisfactory for

field as well as laboratory use.

Circuit Description.—The circuits that supply the operating potentials to the

cathode-ray tube elements have been carefully designed to give optimum focusing

over the entire screen. A well-filtered negative potential of 1300 volts supplies

the high-voltage bleeder that contains the focus and intensity controls. An
after-acceleration potential of 1600 volts is also included. Balanced horizontal-

centering voltages are obtained from a dual potentiometer. Another dual poten-

tiometer is used to vary the average horizontal centering potential ^nd the second

anode potential by equal amounts. This astigmatism control is screwdriver

adjusted and is mounted through the chassis.

Single-plate vertical centering is necessitated by the inclusion of substitution

voltage measuring circuits. The vertical centering control varies the potential

of the lower deflecting plate, while the potential of the upper vertical deflecting
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Fig.
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plate may be adjusted by the calibrate control. In making pulse amplitude

measurements, the latter control is used to deflect a pulse through a distance

equal to its amplitude. The pulse amplitude can then be read directly on a

1000-ohm. per volt external meter which is connected to the VM tip jacks on the

panel. Any of six signal input jacks may be connected to this upper deflecting

plate by the input selector switch Si, The linear^sweep generator consists of a

scale-of-two type of multivibrator, a bootstrap-type sweep generator, a sweep

inverter stage, and a circuit that terminates the sweep on all ranges when the

proper voltage amplitude is reached. The multivibrator made up of Via and

has two stable states and regenerates from one to the other with each trigger

applied. A trigger from eithei the internal or external trigger generator fires V^A

and 0’»ts off 1%. This condition is maintained until the sweep voltage attains the

requiied amplitude, at which time a positive trigger from the cathode follower

V-a again fires V%, This restores the initial condition until the next input trigger

m received.

'i'he positive voltage pulse produced at the plate of Fg is coupled to the cathode

fvAlower Vqaj whose output intensifies the cathode-ray tube during the sweep.

The cathode follower reduces the shunt capacity at the plate of V g, decreasing the*

rise time of this waveform. When the synchroscope is triggered by the signal to

be viewed, it is essential that the sweep and intensifying pulse start as rapidly as

possible. Only about O.Ol /isec is lost in viewing a fast-rising negative signal,

although slightly more time is lost when a positive signal triggers this circuit.

The fall of voltage at the grid of Fg is direct-coupled to the grid of the clamp

tube Fio. This tube is cut off, allowing the sweep condenser selected by switch

section Sza to charge through the charging resistor selected by switch Szb. The

voltage across the charging resistor is maintained essentially constant by the

bootstrap cathode follower Fga, thereby generating a linear rise of voltage across

the sweep condenser. The phase of this signal is reversed by the voltage-feedback

inverter F12, and both signals are capacitively coupled to the horizontal deflecting

plates.

When the voltage at the arm of the potentiometer in the cathode circuit of

F9B rises above the cutoff potential of the blocking oscillator Fn, regeneration in

this stage occurs. The positive pulse generated across the tertiaiy winding of the

pulse transformer is coupled to the cathode follower Ftb. As previously men-

tioned, this drives the grid of Fs (in the multivibrator) positive, terminating the

gate and the sweep. This eliminates any requirement for switching time con-

stants in the multivibrator and maintains a fairly constant sweep length on the

cathode-ray tube screen. This length is normally adjusted to 4.5 in. with the

100-k screwdriver-controlled potentiometer which sets the control grid potential

ofFn.
The internal trigger circuits include a Hartley oscillator, a blocking oscillator

trigger generator, and a linear-sweep time-modulation circuit haviiltg two ‘‘pick-

off stages. These make possible several types of operation which are chosen by

the TRIGGER SELECTOR switch <82. In one of these, the action of the delay circuit

may be initiated by the internal trigger, an externally generated positive or nega-

tive trigger or a sinusoidal voltage. The sweep trigger is generated after a fixed
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delay of 90 /xsec, and the positive output trigger may be delayed by an amount

adjustable from 75 jusec before to 25 fisec after the sweep trigger. Alternatively,

the sweep generator may be triggered directly by the video signal.

The internal trigger generator consists of the L(7-tuned oscillator Via and the

blocking oscillator trigger generator Fm. The tank circuits selected by the

REPETITION RATE switch SiA are tuned to 1000 and 4000 cps. The blocking

oscillator is synchronized by the voltage pulses developed across the 1000-ohm

resistor in the cathode circuit of Via by the pulses of current resulting from Class

C operation. The grid time constant of the blocking oscillator is changed by

switch Sic permitting the generation of 500 and 2000 cps repetition rates by

frequency division.

A linear-sweep delay circuit having dual pick-off stages supplies the sweep and

output triggers. The multivibrator made up of V^a and Vw is fired by the pulse

selected by the trigger selector switch 82 - The negative gate generated at the

plate of V2B is coupled to the grid of the clamp tube Vaa^ cutting it off. The
charging of the sweep condenser through the plate resistor of Vaa is made linear

by the “bootstrap’^ cathode follower Fsa.

After the cathode potential of Fsa has risen for a fixed period of time, the grid

of FeA is carried past its cutoff potential. This tube and Fbb are used in a

cathode-coupled multivibrator circuit which immediately regenerates. The
leading edge of the negative gate produced at the plate of Fsa is differentiated to

generate the sweep trigger.

The variable delay pick-off stage is isolated from the delay sweep generator

by the cathode follower Fga. The pick-off multivibrator Vu is identical with the

one just described except that the cutoff potential of the input tube may be

varied with the trigger-delay coarse and fine controls, which set the quiescent

common cathode potential by adjusting the voltage to which the grid of the “on”
tube is returned. The differentiated rise of the positive gate from this stage

triggers the blocking oscillator Fua, which supplies the positive output trigger

through the cathode follower Fub.

When a sinusoidal input voltage is used for synchronization, it synchronizes

the cathode-coupled multivibrator F13. The square waves developed at the

plate of F 13B are differentiated, and the negative pulses removed in the cathode

follower F4B, which supplies a positive trigger to the delay circuits.

This unit is not usually supplied with a video amplifier installed. Space and

power are available, however, for either of the amplifiers described for use with

the P4 S3mchroscope (Sec. 18*1), The schematic diagram of a five-stage video

amplifier is shown in Fig. 18-14. This amplifier takes advantage of the low

interplate capacity of the 5JPI and the high-power output of the 829 push-pull

amplifier to give a flat frequency response ( ±3 db) between 20 cps and 18 Me /sec.

Details of construction and mounting are shown in the accompanying photo-

graphs. An input attenuator of the resistance-capacitance divider type is used as

a gain control. Included in the amplifier proper are two 6AC7 amplifier stages

and Rr 6AC7 paraphase inverter-amplifier. These drive a pair of push-pull

6AG7^s, which in turn drive the two sections of the 829 in push-pull. Both shunt

and series peaking are used in all stages except the inverter, in which only series
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Fig. 18*12.—Bottom view of the wide-band video amplifier.

Fig. 18*13.—Model 6 synchroscope without wideband amplifier, inside view.
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peaking is employed. Stray capacities throughout the amplifier have been kept
to a minimum by careful layout and point-to-point wiring. The sizes of the

Fig. 18*15.—High-voltage multiplier.

pealdng inductances are correct for the particular layout shown but will require
readjustment for any changes in components or layout.

An external power supply delivering 225 volts direct current at 280 ma and
6.3 volts alternating current at 7 amp is required for this amplifier. It is of

conventional design and uses a pair of 5R4-GY rectifier tubes. The power supply
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delivers +1500, —1300, and +360 volts unregulated in addition to regulated

potentials of +250 and —105 volts. The 250-volt potential may be set by a

potentiometer controlling the control grid voltage of Fjo. The use of this elec-

tronically regulated supply is essential if ** jitter” in the delay and sweep circuits

used is to be avoided.

A voltage multiplier to supply 12,000-

volt accelerating potential for a type 5RPI
cathode-ray tube is shown in Figs. 18-15

and 18-16. Sufficient brilliance is ob-

tained for direct screen photography of

the very fast sweeps available In this unit.

Selenium rectifiers

have 4000v peak
inverse rating

All cond.
.02

2000V

Input from high

voltage winding I

of power
transformer

O — —

: 6-3.9M

6-3.9M

;
Intensifiei

electrode

No.l

6‘3.9M

-High-voltage
circuit.

multiplier

18*3. Oscilloscope TS34/AP.‘

^vnction ,—The TSS4/AP test oscillo-

shown in Fig. 18-17 is a small,

easily portable instrument that was

designed for use as a general-purpose

oscilloscope for laboratory and field

maintenance of radar and similar elec- ^ f"

tronic equipment. It is useful for sig-

nal tracing and for making voltage and

power measurements by comparison.

Characteristics ,—A type 2API Fig. 18-i6.-

cathode-ray tube operating at an

accelerating potential of 800 volts is used. A viewing hood is built into

the oscilloscope with a lens over the face of the tube to give an image

magnification of approximately two.

Both triggered and free-running sawtooth sweep generators are pro-

vided. The triggered sweep lengths are 5, 50, and 250 /Lisec, while the

duration of the free-running sweep is variable from 20 to 100,000 //sec.

Triggered sweep rates of 10 to 1800 cps may be used with the 250-jusec

sweep triggered by all synchronizing pulses. Higher rates may be used

by frequency dividing in the sweep multivibrator. Free-running saw-

tooth sweep rates of 10 to 50,000 cps are provided. Both the triggered

and sawtooth sweep generators may be s3mchronized by external signals

of either polarity having amplitudes between 0.5 and 75 volts and by

observed signals of 0.1 volt or greater. Positive and negative sweep

voltages of 150 volts amplitude can be supplied to a load impedance of

^ Designed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and manufactured by the Western

Electric Co., Code No. X-61713-B. Instruction nmnuals include TM 11-1067 and

AN 08-35 TS34-2 published by the Dayton Procurement Office and the manuscript

of the Handbook of Maintenance Instructions for Oscilloscope TSZ^/AP published by

Western Electric Co. TS34A/AP is an improved version having continuously

variable sweep circuits and being drip-proof and vibration-proof.
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not less than 500,000 ohms from an output jack on the instrument.
Also, a single-polarity sweep of 300 volts amplitude or a push-pull
sweep of + 150 volts amplitude may be supplied to the oscilloscope by
an external generator.

Fig. 18‘17.— Oscilloscope TS34/AP.

The TS34/AP was designed to operate only with radar systems or
portions of systems that supply a synchronizing trigger. Consequently
an internal trigger generator is not incorporated in the design.

A direct signal channel to one deflecting plate has an input impedance
of 3.9 megohms paralleled by 25 mxi. Also included is a video amplifier
which has a gain of about 1000, constant to ± 3 db between 40 cycles and
3 Me. A 0.5-psec delay line is included in this circuit to permit starting
the sweep before the signal reaches the deflecting plate. With no attenu-
ation, a agnal voltage of 0.1 to 1 volt may be amplified without overload-
ing. This limit is increased to 100 volts on the 40-db input position
and to 450 volts when the probe is used. The input impedance on the
low-impedance position is 62 ohms and on the high impedance position
is 430,000 ohms paralleled by 30 /ij«f. A signal attenuator covering the
range of 0 to 60 db in 2-db steps and a signal probe of the resistance-
capacitance divider type are included in the design. The probe gives a
voltage attenuation of 10/1 and has an input impedance of 4 mAgnbrna
paralleled by 12 iiiit.

A cathode input permits signal mixing by intensity modulation of
the cathode-ray tube beam. A connection to the unused vertical deflect-
ing plate is also available as described above. It should be remembered
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that an 0.5-/isec time dilTercncc exists between these signal inputs and
the regular video amplifier channel.

An ingenious timing standard is built into this oscilloscope. Pro-
vision for improperly terminating the O.S-jusec video delay line is included.
When a fast rising pulse is impressed on the video input, a series of timing

pulses are produced by multiple reflection. These may be used for

calibration of time intervals not longer than 10 /isec. While the cali-

brated attenuator may be used for relative voltage measurements, there
is no voltage standard in this instrument.

Fig. 18-18.—Top interior view of the TS34/AP.

The dimensions of this oscilloscope are 6 by 8 by 15 in. over all,

and the carrying case is 29 by 9f by 10 in. Its weight is 26 lb alone or

46 lb when in the carrying case with all cables. Power requirements are

115 ±10 volts, 50 to 1200 cps, and 90 watts at 60 cps. Ambient tem-

perature limits are —40® to +120®F. The tube complement is 1-2AP1,

1-5Y3GT, 1-6AC7, 1-6AG7, 4-6AK5, 2-6SL7GT, 1-6SN7GT, and
1-6X5GT.

The TS34/AP test oscilloscope has been designed to keep weight

and volume at a minimum, while taking advantage of the ease of manu-
facture derived from the use of complete circuit subassemblies. In this

unit the subchassis is mounted in a rectangular frame of channel con-

struction. The controls are mounted in this channel and are placed

immediately adjacent to their respective circuits. ^‘Dish^^ type covers
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are attached to both sides of this rectangular frame by captive-head
screws. The cathode-ray tube mounting is a tubular magnetic shield

which also serves as a portion of the viewing hood and supports the
magnifying lens and illuminated scale.

Fig. 18*19.—Bottom interior view of the TS34/AP.

Circuit Description,—The cathode-ray tube control circuits have a conventional
high-voltage bleeder circuit with potentiometers for focus and intensity control.
Vertical centering voltage is applied to one deflecting plate only, the opposite
plate having a d-c connection to the output of the video amplifier. Horizontal
centering is accomplished by changing the d-c level of the bypassed grid of the
cathode-coupled sweep amplifier. When switch Sti is opened, a 2.2-megohm
resistance is introduced into each of the leads from the sweep amplifier to the
horizontal deflecting plates, and external sweep voltages may be introduced
through the connectors marked H-X. and H-2, The connector marked time may
be used to apply signals to the cathode of the cathode-ray tube, giving intensity
modulation. This circuit has a short time constant {R ^ 5100 ohms; C = 100
ppi) and is most suitable for fast timing markers.

The synchronizing pulse amplifier 7io is used with both the triggered and
sawtooth sweep generators, A synchronizing signal input, which may be either
positive or negative, can be obtained from the video signal after the first amplifier
stage or from an external source. Variation of the cathode degeneration controls
the stage gain and the synchronizing signal amplitude supplied to the sweep
generator.

A multivibrator type of circuit having one stable condition is used to generate
the triggered sweep voltage. One triode section of Vg is the normally noncon-
ducting tube, while the cathode, control grid, and screen grid of Vg act as the
normally conducting triode of the multivibrator. Current flowing in the plate
circuit of holds the quiescent voltage to ground of that element to about
50 volts. When the negative synchronizing pulse triggers the multivibrator,
the current flow in Fg is cut off and the voltage across the sweep condenser con-
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Fig.

18*20.—

TS34/AP

circuit.
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nected between plate and ground rises exponentially toward the supply potential.

Reasonable linearity is obtained by amplifying only the first 5 per cent of this

exponential to produce the push-pull sweep voltage. The other section of Fs

is used as a diode clipper to eliminate positive pulses and overshoots present in

the synchronizing signal. It also prevents the control grid of Fg from rising

above ground, holding the quiescent plate voltage constant with variations of

duty cycle. The 5000-ohm potentiometer in the cathode circuit of Fsb is adjusted

to just prevent continuous oscillation of the multivibrator, giving maximum
sensitivity to synchronizing signals.

The sawtooth sweep voltage is generated by a continuously oscillating,

synchronized multivibrator using the two triode sections of Fn in a cathode-
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Fig. 18-21.—^lock diagram of the TS34/AP.

coupled type of circuit. Generation of the sweep voltage is accomplished by a

partial charge and discharge of the sweep condenser connected between one plate

and ground with each cycle of oscillation. The time constant of this circuit is

adjusted to keep the voltage change small with respect to the supply voltage for

all sweep frequencies. This gives a reasonably linear sawtooth which is amplified

in the sweep amplifier. Coarse frequency control is accomplished by changing

the capacity of the coupling condenser between the plate of one tube section

and the grid of the other with switcl^iSsB. The fine frequency control varies the

discharge time constant of this coupling condenser. The potentiometer in the

plate circuit of Fub is in the charging circuit of the sweep condenser selected by
switch Sbc and keeps the time constant of that circuit proportional to the time

constant of the grid circuit so that a constant sweep voltage output is obtained.

Approximately balanced push-pull output voltages are obtained from a sweep

amplifier of the cathode-coupled type. Since these voltages are direct-coupled

to the cathode-ray tube deflecting plates, a control has been provided to adjust

the average potential of the two plates to minimize astigmatism. The horizontal

centering control adjusts the d-c level of the bypassed grid changing the potential

differences between the plates.

The input attenuator provided in the signal amplifier channel of this oscilloscope

is of the resistance-capacitance divider type described in Chap. 17. Trimmer
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capacitors which parallel the resistors between the 20- and 40-db pairs of switch

points on switch Si are adjusted to pass a 20 kc/sec square wave without peaking

or rounding off the rising and falling edges. This adjustment will be correct

when the ratio of the trimmer capacity to the grid-to-ground capacity equals the

ratio of the grid-to-ground resistance to the resistance across the trimmer. The
capacitors between these switch points and ground are adjusted in a similar

manner when the probe is in use.

The coupling amplifier Vi drives the 12-section 0.5-/xsec video delay line in its

cathode circuit and the synchronizing pulse amplifier from its plate circuit.

The image size control changes the stage gain by varying the amount of negative

feedback.

Ti e delay network is tfrminated in a calibrated attenuator composed of

resistors mounted on switch and its output drives the three stages of a fixed-

gain video amplifier. In the first amplifier F2, a relatively small bypass con-

m^ser across })art of the plate-load resistor is used to give some low-fretjuency

compensation. The second amplifier Vz employs shunt peaking to extend the

high-frequency response in addition to the low-frequency compensation. A
variable resistor in the grid circuit of F3 permits adjustment of the over-all low-

frequency response of the amplifier. Shunt peaking is employed in the final

amplifier stage 74, which is direct-coupled to one vertical deflecting plate of the

cathode-ray tube.

In building this amplifier, it should be remembered that any departure from

the original mechanical design may change the operating characteristics mate-

rially. More detailed information may be obtained from the maintenance

handbook previously mentioned.

The power-supply circuit employed in this oscilloscope is entirely conventional

in design. If these circuits are to be used with a 3- or 5-in. cathode-ray tube, a

higher voltage will be required.

184. Type 266-B A/R Range Scope. ^ Function ,

—

The A/R range

scope^ (Fig. 18*22) was designed to fulfill the multiple functions of a range

circuit calibrator, an auxiliary range unit, and a test scope for radar

systems. It contains a crystal-controlled range mark generator, inter-

polating circuits, sweeps, and a video frequency amplifier suitable for

observing fast pulses. The operational flexibility of the unit as a general-

purpose test scope has been curtailed to achieve good calibrator accuracy

with reasonable portability. Since this unit was designed to measure

1 Section 18*4 is by H. J. Reed, Jr., and A. H. Fredrick.

* Developed by the Radiation Laboratory and manufactured by the Allen B.

Du Mont Laboratories, Inc. Procured by the Navy Department and the Radiation

Laboratory. Instruction mamials and reports include NAVSHIPS JKX), 606 and

CO-NAVAER 16-65-504, published by the Bureau of Aeronautics, NavyTjepartment,

Washington, D.C., and RJj Report No. 766. The schematic diagram is RIj drawing

number D 1862-A. The type 266-A is similar to the 266-B, the principal difference

being an 800-yd '*R'* sweep on the 200,000-yd. scale of the 2^A instead of the

4600-Msec sweep of the 266-B. A closer approach to a unit meeting service specifica-

tions is obtained in the 266-B.
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time in terms of radar distances, the radar yard'' (0.0061 /xsec) will

be used in this discussion.

Characteristics ,—A 5CP1 cathode-ray tube operating with 2000 volts

on the gun structure and 2000 volts of post-deflection acceleration is

Fig. 18*22.—Type 256-B A/R range scope.

used to obtain definition and brilliance consistent with the sweep speeds

and video bandwidth provided.

The sweep generator is of the triggered type, producing both type

‘‘A" and tjrpe “R" displays. Type A sweep lengths are 1220, 122, 24.4,

12.2, and 4.9 /xsec (200,000; 20,000; 4,000; 2,000; and 800 yd), correspond-

ing to 300, 30, 7> 3, and 1 /iseq/in. of trace. On the type 256-B units, a

4500-iusec (1000 /xsec/in.) sweep is also available.
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Switch positions that allow the 4000-, 2000-, and 800-yd sweeps
to be delayed between 500 and 20,000 yd and the 4000 and 2000 yd
sweeps to be delayed from 1000 to 200,000 yd are provided. These
delays are controllable through a panel dial which may be calibrated to

be accurate to better than 0.1 per cent. The portion of the 20,000-

or 200,000-yd A sweep, bracketed by the fast R sweep, can be intensified.

Details can thus be picked out without the necessity of an A sweep cali-

bration matching the delay dial.

Repetition rates are limited to a maximum of 2000 cps on the 20,000-yd

scale and 400 cps on the 200,000-yd scales. The minimum trigger

requir*^ for accurate ranging is ±15 volts with a rate of rise of 100

voife/Msec. Satisfactory triggering can be obtained with rates of rise

as iow as ±10 volts//isec, but recalibration of the sweep delay circuit

•uiiY be needed. Externally generated input triggers are shaped in an
input circuit that supplies an essentially constant trigger to the internal

circuits for all trigger amplitudes greater than the minimum required.

This shaped trigger is also available on panel connectors. There is no

provision for bringing out the sweep voltages or for using externally

generated sweep voltages in this instrument.

The start (left edge) of the R sweeps is intentionally made very

sharp. The range delay dial, controlling the position of the R sweeps,

can thus be accurately calibrated to indicate the elapsed time or range

between the trigger and the start of the sweeps. The normal accuracy

of this calibration is better than 0.1 per cent of full scale; 20 yd in 20,000

or 200 yd in 200,000. Provision is made for calibrating this delay with

the crystal-controlled range marks.

An 81.94-kc/sec crystal oscillator, accurate to 0.02 per cent, is used

as a timing standard. Marker pulses 1 /isec wide, rising in 0.25 /nsec

and occurring at intervals of 2000 or 10,000 yd, are derived from this

standard. These pulses can be used as bright or dark dot markers on the

scope sweeps. Owing to the nature of the trigger generator circuit,

2000 yd are lost in the first 10,000-yd marker interval. Consequently

the first 10,000 ^'-yd marker occurs at 8000 yd. Subsequent marks have

the correct spacing. Marker spacing and polarities are chosen by a

panel switch, and the markers chosen are simultaneously available at an

external connector. Pin jacks on the panel bring out the vertical cen-

tering voltage for pulse amplitude measurements with an external meter.

An internally generated ± 100-volt output trigger having.ua width of

1 /isec and a rise time of 0.3 /xsec is also obtained from the divider chain.

This trigger is accurately locked in phase with the 2000-yd markers.

Its frequency is adjustable to any integral submultiple of 81.94 kc/sec

between 80 and 2000 cps on the 20,000-yd range and between 80 and

400 cps on the 200,000-yd and 4500-Msec ranges.
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One signal channel is a direct connection to the top vertical deflectic

plate of the 5CP1 and is accessible when the attenuator is set at or

The deflection factor for this plate is 79 ± 16 volts per inch upward for

positive signal and the input impedance is 1 megohm paralleled by 32 jup

Maximum signal level on this channel is 600 volts d-c plus peak a-c.

The lower 5CP1 vertical deflecting plate is accessible through a thre

stage video amplifier having m gain of approximately 125. The amplifii

gain is down 3 db at 7 Me and 6 db at 10 Me. Its pulse response

such that the sum of the output rise and fall times does not exceed O.C

Fig. 18-23.—Right interior view of the A/R range scope.

Aisec for an input pulse with a rise and fall time of 0.01 jusec. The low-

frequency response is such that the vertical position of the trace follow-

ing a 1000-/xsec pulse does not change by more than 10 per cent of the

pulse amplitude.

A 0.2-volt signal at the input of the amplifier gives at least |-in. scope

deflection. Overload occurs for a 1-volt peak input signal at which

point the scope deflection is approximately 1.5 in. The peak signal

plus steady voltage at the amplifier input should not exceed 600 volts.

A step attenuator having ratios of 1/1, 3/1, 10/1, 30/1, and 100/1 per-

mits the observation of signals in excess of 1-volt amplitude. This

attenuator is made up capacity-compensated resistance divider units

which are switched in ahead of the video amplifier. The input impedance

is approximately 1 megohm shunted by 20 g/if on all ranges.
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Internally generated range marks and the R sweep gate are introduced

as intensity modulation of the beam. A minor wiring change will per-

mit simultaneous connection to both vertical deflecting plate with one
direct channel and one through the amplifier for mixing two video signals.

This equipment is housed in a steel case Ilf by Ifii by 26 in. The
case is equipped with two carrying handles, access panels for internal

adjustments, and a panel cover containing clips for the instruction manual
and power cord. Total weight is 104 lb. Power requirements are 115

to 120 volts, 60 to 1200 cps, 220 watts at 60 cps. The tube complement

Fig. 18-24.—Left interior view of the A/R range scope.

is 1-5CP1, 2-2X2, 1-5U4G, 2-6AC7, 2-6H6, 9-6SN7, and 1-807. Panel

connectors are of the UHF type.

The 256-B range scope was designed to stand a lOg shock. Conse-

quently, the vertical chassis structure is of steel strongly reinforced with

corner braces and structural framing. An effort was also made to achieve

a maximum of accessibility and serviceability of all parts. Since the

instrument was intended for battle service, the panel clearances around

operating controls are large. This feature and the accessibility result in

a unit of large size. All transformers, filter reactors, and capacitors

larger than 0.01 juf in this unit are hermetically sealed. The remaining

components are **moisture resistant,'' and the entire unit is anti-fungus

treated,
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Circuit Description, ^The cathode-ray tube circuits in this instrument use
conventional high-volta?e supplies employing half-wave rectifiers followed by
J?C-filters. Focusing and beam intensity are controlled by means of poten-
tiometers in the negative supply bleeder system. Negative bias voltage for the

video amplifier is also obtained from this bleeder.

Essentially distortionless pattern centering is accomplished by symmetrically

displacing each plate of the horizontal or vertical pair from a nominal voltage

equal to one-half of the low supply voltage (250 volts). Dual linear poten-

tiometers are used for this function. Another potentiometer, the auxiliary focus

control, is used to adjust the second anode potential with resi^ect to the deflecting

plates This control is located on the front panel, since it must be adjusted for

eac^ ctireep rate to obtain optimum focus.

The cathode-ray tube sd)ecp voltages r«e obtained by charging the sweep rate

c,oadensers between switch Sic Jind ground with a feedback-type constant-current

ge '.erator. Tube Vsa w the feedoack cathode follower which supplies the posi-

tive-going CRT sweep voltage. A negative-going sweep voltage is obtained by
inverting the positive sweep in a unity-gain voltage feedback amplifier, Vja.

Triode 7?^ receives a negative gate either 4000, 20,000, or 200,000 yd long

through switch Sie which is ganged to the sweep rate selector switch Sic- When
this tube V7b is gated off it allows the sweep to start and causes it to be restored

when it is ^^on.’^ During the time Vis is off the cathode-ray tube is intensified.

Consequently, on the 800- and 2000-yd sweeps the trace runs off the right-hand

side of the tube.

The A sweep multivibrator, which actuates the cathode-ray tube sweep

generator and the range delay sawtooth generator, is the self-biased direct-

coupled single-time-constant multivibrator V i. The negative output of this

multivibrator, taken from the plate load of Fix, is used to turn the linear sweep

clamp tube Vsa off and, via switch Sie^ to gate Ftb as previously described. The

positive output pulse, taken from the plate load of Vibj intensifies the cathode-

ray tube on the 20,000- and 200,000-yd scales.

The R sweep delay and ranging circuit, comprised of 72, Fa, and Vi, uses a

“bootstrap^ -type constant-current generator which charges a capacitor to obtain a

linear sweep. This circuit is elaborated by the use of clamping diodes to relieve

the load on the bootstrapping cathode follower Faa and to obtain rapid recovery

of the charged condensers upon termination of the linear-sweep period. This is

accomplished by diodes Vi and, in part, 72a. The sweep condensers for the

20,000- and 200,000-yd range are each split into two temperature-compensated

series groups. The lower of these groups has an auxiliary charging path through

the resistors across each section of 74 to the cathode of Fsb. Current flowing in

this circuit is approximately proportional to the square of the elapsed time since

the circuit was triggered. These resistors have been chosen so that, this current

balances out the second-order current flowing in the charging resistor (between

V2A and Sif) due to imperfect bootstrapping. By this compensation, a sweep

linear to better than 0.1 per cent is obtained at the grid of Vzb-

The pick-off diode 72jb has the linear-sweep voltage impressed on its plate

and a variable bias derived from a 10-tum precision potentiometer (which is
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coupled to the range dial) on its cathode. When the sweep voltage equals the
cathode bias voltage, V2b conducts, and a portion of the sawtooth voltage passes

over to the delay amplifier V Here it is amplified until its rate of rise is suffi-

cient to give stable firing of the 4000-yd R gate blocking oscillator Fba. Slope

and zero potentiometers are provided for setting the calibration of the range dial

on the 20,000- and 200,000-yd delays. These controls are accessible through a
side panel in the case.

A switch, located on the front panel, permits firing the R gate generator

directly from the trigger. This allows the R gate to cover the range between
the minimum linear delay and the trigger. As previously mentioned, the nega-

tive R gate output via switch Sie starts the short sweeps, and the positive output

via p idtch Sia intensities the CRT during the sweep interval.

' The timing standard for the range mark generator is an 81.94-kc/sec oscil-

lator V 9fl. The Class C plate current pulses of this tube are used to synchronize

the 2000-yd marker generator blocking oscillator Fqa. Low-imi^edance short

range marks are derived across the current pulse resistors in the plate and cathode

circuits. A division by 5 to obtain l0,000-yd range marks is accomplished in a

pl:^.te-to-cathode coupled blocking oscillator Fioa. This type of circuit was

chosen for its stability with respect to heater voltage variations. As in the

previous case, current pulse outputs are obtained across the resistors in the plate

and cathode circuits of Fioa. The final repetition rates are obtained from a gate-

generating blocking oscillator Fio^ and are controlled by the panel-mounted

potentiometer in the grid circuit of this stage. The minimum PRF of this circuit

is about 80 cps while the upper rate is limited to about 2000 cps by the fixed grid

circuit resistance. On the 200,000-yd delay position of Siy deck Sib introduces

additional series resistance in the timing circuit, limiting the maximum PRF to

400 cps. This is done to avoid exceeding the maximum duty ratio of the linear-

sweep delay circuit.

A jitter-free trigger is obtained by selecting one of the 2000-yd range marks of

F9A with the output pulse of Fio/i. This is accomplished in the coincidence tube

FiiA which is so biased (approximately twice cutoff) that no plate conduction

occurs unless the negative cathode gate derived from the plate circuit of Fiob

coincides with (that is, brackets) a positive grid pulse derived from the cathode

circuit of F9A. Coincidence causes Fua to draw a pulse of plate current for the

duration of the positive 2000-yd mark, and the normally off blocking oscillator

V\iB fires. Its output through the paraphase amplifier, Fg^, furnishes positive

and negative triggers at the trigger output panel connectors. The internal A
gate trigger is obtained from the timing condenser of the blocking oscillator Fna*

This point gives an unambiguous negative trigger upon differentiation in the

coupling condenser making the firing of the A gate reliable. When the oscil-

loscope is triggered externally, the triggers are shaped in Fu to ob^in essentially

constant triggers for the A or R gates. For external triggers. Si converts Fua
to a biased amplifier by removing the positive bleeder-bias connection. Positive

input triggers are then grid-coupled with the cathode resistor bypassed. Nega-

tive triggers are introduced in the cathode circuit with the grid resistor bypassed.

In each case the incoming trigger fires the blocking oscillator Fub. A shaped
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output trigger synchronous with the input trigger can be obtained from the

trigger output connectors. Switch S3 also disables the crystal oscillator and

marker generator when an external trigger is used. This prevents the possibility

of improper use of the range marks with unsynchronized triggers.

The video amplifier is preceded by a four-step constant input impedance

capacity-compensated resistance attenuator. Each attenuator section is inde-

pendent. The video amplifier, wi^h the exception of the 807 output stage, is a

shunt-peaked Class A amplifier. The output stage uses both shunt and series

peaking. Cathode peaking is also employed in the input and output stages.

The high-voltage power supply uses two half-wave rectifiers Vu and Fu to

supply both positive and negative 2000 volts at 5 ma for the cathode-ray tube

circuits. The low-voltage supply, which uses F 12 as a full-wave rectifier, delivers

200 ma at a potential of 400 volts. Of this current, 60 ma is dropped to 250 volts

in an /2C-filter section. The second stage of the two-stage LC-filter is shunt-

tuned to approximately 120 cps.

18*6. Oscilloscope TSlOO/AP.i Fwncfion.—Test oscilloscope TSIOO/AP
has been designed to perform two general functions. It is a precision

range calibrator which uses a circular sweep to measure the time inter-

vals normally encountered in radar practice with an accuracy of about

0.02 per cent. It is also used with linear-type sweeps as a general-

purpose portable test oscilloscope fof radar equipments.

Characteristics .—A type 3DP1 cathode-ray tube operating at an

accelerating potential of 1800 volts is used. This gives a vertical deflec-

tion factor of about 150 volts/in. Two sweep generators are included in

this instrument, providing gated or continuous circular sweeps and

triggered linear sweeps. The length of each revolution of the circular

sweep is 12.361 nautical mile), accurate to 0.02 per cent. This

sweep is generated continuously. All revolutions or the first 1, 30, or

350 revolutions immediately following the synchronizing trigger may be

intensity-gated. Triggered linear-sweep lengths of approximately 10, 370,

and 4300 /xsec (0.8, 30, and 350 nautical miles) are provided. Either

the intensifying gate of the circular sweeps or any of the linear sweeps

may be delayed by a continuously variable period to a maximum of

620 /isec (60 nautical miles) with respect to the synchronizing trigger.

^ Developed by the Radiation Laboratory and manufactured by the United Cine-

phone Corporation, Torrington, Conn. Procured by the Signal Corps, Dayton Procure-

ment Office; and Radiation Laboratory. The Manuscript of Handbook of Maintenance

Instructions for Test Oscilloscope TSIQO/AP is an instruction manual printed by
the manufacturer. Also available is the technical order TO-08-TS100/AP-2, pub-

lished by the Signal Corps, Dayton Procurement Office. The sections on maintenance
and the waveforms shown in this latter publication are inaccurate and do not apply to

this instrument. This unit is used with the AN/APS-16 and other airborne radar

systems. The Model 6 type AJ test oscilloscope (60ACZ) which is described briefly

at the end of the present section is of "similar mechanical and electrical design.
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The sweep circuits may be synchronized either by the internal trigger

or by an externally generated trigger of either polarity having an ampli-

tude of 15 to 50 volts and a minimum rate of rise of 100 volts//isec.

Fiq. 18-27.—Oscilloscope TSIOO/AP.

Satisfactory triggering may be obtained up to 5000 cps when the sweeps

are triggered directly or to 1200 cps when the variable delay is used. A
positive linear-sweep voltage of 225 volts amplitude may be obtained

from a connector on the back of the instrument. This circuit has an
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internal impedance of 100,000 ohms. An input is also provided on the

panel for an externally generated sinusoidal voltage having an amplitude

of 35 to 100 volts rms and a frequency between 78 and 84 kc/sec to gen-

erate a circular sweep.

The circular sweep, which is generated by quadrature voltages from

a crystal oscillator, provides a precision time base for the measurement

of short time intervals. The period of each cycle, which corresponds to

the time for one revolution of the sweep, is accurate to better than 0.02

per cent. The position of a signal on the circle can normally be read to

±.05 /isec (±8 yd). Marker pips generated by the crystal oscillator

can also be made available by adding a panel connector and one wire to

the instrument.

A 100-volt positive trigger and a 70-volt negative trigger having a

pulse width of 0.6 /xsec are supplied by the trigger generator for synchroniz-

ing external equipment. These triggers are accurately locked in phase

with the circular sweep by frequency division. The repetition rate is

variable from 300 to 1500 EM/SEC in integral submultiples of 80.86

kc/sec. A low-impedance output is provided^

A direct signal channel to either or both vertical deflecting plates is

provided when the linear sweep is^used or to the center electrode for

the circular sweep. The input impedance is 1 megohm paralleled by

55 nnf for the upper vertical deflecting plate and 45 /x/xf for the center

electrode. The video amplifier has a voltage gain of about 12 which is

constant to ±3 db between 250 cps and 2.8 Mc/sec. Overloading occurs

with an input signal amplitude greater than 2 volts. The input imped-

ance is 1 megohm paralleled by 32 /x/uf, and the stage gain is fixed with no

control provided. Only one signal input is provided for the circular

sweep. Signals can be mixed on the linear sweeps, however, as inputs

to both vertical deflecting plates are provided. One input is connected

directly and the other either connected directly or through the video

amplifier.

The over-all dimensions of this oscilloscope are 9 by 14 by 16i in.,

and the weight including the cover is 42 lb. Test cables weighing a total

of 2 lb are also supplied. Power requirements are 115 ± 10 volts (the

transformer may be reconnected for operation on 230 volts), 50 to 1200

cps, 110 watts at 60 cps. Ambient temperature limits are —22® to

+122®F. The tube complement is 1-3DP1, 1-2X2, 1-5Y3GT/G,
1-6AG7, and 7-6SN7GT. Space is provided in a removable panel cover

for the variety of test leads and cables supplied.

Circuit Description.—^The cathode-ray tube control circuits use a conventional

high-voltage bleeder containing the focus and intensity potentiometers. Dual

potentiometers provide balanced centering voltages for deflecting the beam. An
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astigmatism control, which sets the voltage on the center electrode and the

second anode, is mounted on the panel, since it must normally be adjusted to

obtain good focus when changing from a circular to a linear display.

The circular sweep is generated by a triode crystal oscillator V7b- The crj^stal

is ground to a frequency of 80.86 kc/sec giving a period that is equivalent to one

radar nautical mile. The oscillator may also be used with an 81.94-kc/sec crystal

for a 2000-yd period. Several circuit changes are necessary to modify this

instrument for use with a 100-kc/sec crystal (giving a lO-^sec period).

The tuned transformer in the oscillator plate circuit (Sickles RE10001) has

two sets of secondary windings which are tuned by panel-mounted air trimmer

condensers paralleled by temperature-compensating fixed capacitors. These

windings are each coupled to a pair of cathode-ray tube deflecting plates and are

tuned on opposite sides of the resonant frequency to give a 90° phase difference

l)etween the voltages across them. When the horizontal and vertical deflection

an-plitudes are also equal, a circular trace is obtained. The circle diameter is

controlled by a trimmer condenser across the primary. It may also be adjusted

by the screw-driver-controlled potentiometer in the oscillator plate circuit to

con'ipensate for variation in the deflection sensitivity when the cathode-ray tube is

replaced.

When the oscillator switch S 2 is in the ext. position, the crystal is shorted

out and the oscillator stage functions as a low-gain amplifier. A sinusoidal volt-

age from an external oscillator having either of the frequencies mentioned above

may then be connected to the 80-kc in connector to generate the circular sweep.

The circuits generating the linear sweep include a trigger shaper, a sweep delay

multivibrator, a sweep gate multivibrator, a bootstrap^’ sweep generator, and

an inverter to provide push-pull deflection. The trigger shaper consists of the

triode tube sections V\a and V15. The first tube receives either a positive trigger

on the grid or a negative trigger on the cathode and amplifies it to fire the biased-

off blocking oscillator Vm. The waveform of the pulse produced by this stage is

essentially independent of the input trigger characteristics and provides the

optimum trigger for the multivibrator following.

The two triode sections of V 2 are used in a cathode-coupled delay multi-

vibrator whose pulse length is set by the sweep delay grid-voltage control.

When the trig select switch Si is in the + or — delayed position, this multi-

vibrator is triggered by the blocking oscillator pulse. The fall of the positive

rectangular pulse that is generated at the plate of V2B is differentiated to provide

a delayed trigger for the sweep gate multivibrator. With switch /Si in the + or —
undelayed position, the delay multivibrator is not used and the sweep gate

multivibrator is triggered directly by the trigger shaper. The + and — positions

of the switch Si refer to the input trigger polarity. The sweep delay control

has a roughly calibrated dial to indicate the time delay in terms of nautical miles.

Slope and zero adjustments can be made with the screw-driver-adjusted poten-

tiometers in the control voltage bleeder to make the actual delay agree with the

dial reading. This delay is normally used with the 1-mile circular or linear

sweep to expand a portion of the viewed signal.

Tube sections V^b and Fba make up the sweep gate multivibrator which is
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also of the cathode-coupled type. The length of the pulse produced by this

circuit is controlled by chsnging the feedback capacity with the gate switch Saa^

The positive pulse developed at the tap in the plate-load resistor of \\a is coupled

to the grid of the cathode-ray tube to turn on the beam when the sweep voltage is

generated. The negative pulse from the plate of Fsb is coupled to the grid of the

clamp tube V%a- Simultaneous control of the three pulse lengths selected by
switch Saa is provided by the screw-driver-adjusted potentiometer in the plate

circuit of This makes it possible to compensate for the variation of pulse

lengthi with tube and component changes. The sync potentiometer is used to

adjust the trigger amplitude when the time interval between trigger pulses is less

than the multivibrator gate lehgth. Stable operation at these high repetition

rates may be obtained when the trigger amplitude is just sufficient to cause the

multivibrator to fire.

The linear-sweep voltage is generatfd by the clamp tube V6a and the cathode

Tollower Yta, which are used in a bootstrap-type circuit. Since the sweep dura-

tion is set by the length of the gating pulse, the capacity of the sweep condenser

must be changed for each gating pulse length if the sweep amplitude is to be con-

stant. The GATE switch Sab performs this function. Simultaneous adjustment

of all sweep amplitudes can be made with the screw-driver-adjusted poten-

tiometer in the plate circuit of Vqa to compensate for tube and component varia-

tion. The positive sweep voltage is coupled to one horizontal deflecting plate

from the cathode follower. An attenuated voltage of similar waveform is

developed at the tap in the cathode-load resistor of this stage and is coupled to

the grid of the inverter amplifier Fee. The negative sweep voltage at the plate

of this tube is approximately equal in amplitude to the positive sweep voltage

and is coupled to the opposite horizontal deflecting plate.

A single-stage video amplifier is connected into the main video signal input

circuit when the video amp switch S 9 is in the on position. Series peaking and

cathode peaking are used to extend the bandwidth. No gain control or atten-

uator is necessary, since the gain is quite low {G = 12). The amplifier is con-

nected to either the top vertical deflecting plate or the radial deflecting center

electrode by the sweep switch ^Se, which selects either linear or circular sweep

operation. Direct connection to both vertical deflecting plates or to the center

electrode may be made through the main video and aux video inputs when the

video amplifier switch Sz is in the off position.

The trigger generator is designed to provide positive and negative output

triggers which are accurately locked in phase with the sinusoidal voltage generat-

ing the circular sweep. Any phase shift, or ‘^jitter,'' in this relationship would

cause a broadening of the signal trace or an actual shift in its position on the

circular sweep. Since time measurements are made by direct comparison with a

scale on the face of the cathode^ray tube, the accuracy of the instrument would be

materially reduced.

By inserting small resistance-damped inductances in the plate and cathode

circuits of the crystal oscillator, relatively short voltage pulses (or pips) are

produced by the pulses of plate current in the Class C oscillator. The pips pro-

duced in the plate circuit are used to synchronize an otherwise free-running block-
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ing oscillator Vza* This circuit oscillates at a rate determined by the discharge

time constant of its grid circuit which is varied by the out. trig. freq. poten-

tiometer. The circuit constants of this blocking oscillator have been so chosen

that a relatively square negative current pulse of about 15 volts amplitude and
18-jusec duration is generated across the resistor in the plate circuit. This pulse

and the positive 15-volt pips generated in the cathode circuit of the crystal

oscillator are coupled to the cathode and grid respectively of the coincidence

amplifier Vaa- The fixed bias level of this tube is set to give conduction when
these pulses occur simultaneously. Since the crystal generated pips have a

12-/zsec period, this will occur for the pip immediately following the one that

causes the blocking oscillator to fire. When coincidence occurs, the amplified

pip appears as a negative trigger at the plate. Since Vaa has a common plate

circuit with the blocking oscillator Vijtt this stage is fired. The 0.6-/isec positive

Fig. 18*32.—Laboratory typo A and J oscilloscope.

trigger generated is coupled to the cathode follower inverter Vzb which supplies

low-impedance positive and negative output triggers.

A 'power supply of conventional design is used. The low-voltage supply
gives 400 volts at 40 ma and 270 volts at 45 ma. A —1700-volt, 2-ma supply is

provided for the cathode-ray tube. The power transformer has a two-section

primary winding which may be connected for operation on either 115 or 230 volts.

Similar Equipments .—The Model 5 type AJ test oscilloscope manufactured
by the Technical Apparatus Company of Boston, Mass., is almost identical with

the TSIOO/AP in electrical and mechanical design. The circuits have been
modified, however, to provide a G.l-jnsec (lOOO-yd) circular sweep and linear-

sweep lengths of approximately 5-, 370-, and 2500-Msec duration. The repetition

rate range of the trigger generator has been changed to 250 to 1000 cps. Other

characteristics of the two instruments are essentially the same.

Only component value changes were necessary in the oscillator, sweep gate

multivibrator, and sweep generating circuits. The Sickles transformer No.

RE13386 was developed to supply the quadrature voltages for the circular sweep.
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A redesign of the blocking oscillator frequency divider Vza was necessary to

generate the rectangular 8-/isec current pulse required for selection of one of the

pips generated in the 163.88-kc/sec crystal oscillator. The same pulse trans-

former is used, however. No changes were required in the other circuits.

While the redesign was made for a specific application, this unit has some
advantages over the TSIOO/AP. The most important of these are higher reading

Fig. 18‘33.—Top view of the laboratory model.

accuracy obtained with the 1000-yd circular sweep and the faster linear sweep for

viewing portions of waveforms.

Figures 18*32 and 18*33 show a laboratory instrument that used the same

circuits as the TSlOO/AP. Somewhat greater flexibility was obtained by using

separate cathode-ray tubes for the linear and circular sweeps, eliminating switch

^6. Signal inputs go to both tubes simultaneously, removing some of the ambi-

guity encountered in the use of the circular sweep alone.

18-6. Model III Range Calibrator.^ Function .—The Model III range

calibrator is a relatively specialized device for accurately measuring small

time intervals in the laboratory. It uses a circular sweep generated by

^ Developed by the Radiation Laboratory and the F. W. Sickles Co. and manu-

factured by the latter company. Procured by the Radiation Laboratory and others.

‘‘Operating Data for the Model III Calibrator" is an instruction report published by

the F. W. Sickles Co. The Models I and II Sickles Calibrators (RL Report No. 333)

are earlier models of this unit which have similar functions.
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a crystal oscillator as a precision time base and supplies synchronizing

triggers to external signal generating equipment. Most of its functions

are duplicated by the circuits associated with the circular sweep in the

TSIOO/AP test oscilloscope (Sec. 18.5).

Characteristics .—A type 3DP1 cathode-ray tube is used. This tube

has a signal electrode in the middle of the screen for producing radial

deflection of a circular time base. An accelerating potential of 2000

volts is employed, giving a radial deflection sensitivity of about 225

volts per inch for a positive signal on a 2.5-in. diameter circular sweep.

Fig. 18*34,—Model III range calibrator.

Either continuous (type J) or gated (type X) circular sweeps having

a fixed frequency are provided by this instrument. Three models having

sweep periods of 10, 10.74 (1 radar statute mile), and 12.2 /zsec (2000

yd) per revolution have been constructed. The corresponding oscillator

frequencies of 100, 93.11, and 81.94 kc/sec are generated with an accuracy

of about 0.02 per cent. Pulse position on any given sweep revolution

can be read to about ±0.1 jusec with the circular scale on the CRT screen.

The circular sweep generating circuits cannot be triggered but must

supply a synchronizing trigger to external equipment. A single revolu-

tion of the circular sweep may be intensified and delayed with respect to

the output trigger. When properly calibrated, the delay should agree

with a calibrated range dial to within ±1 per cent. Higher accuracy

is not necessary, since it is necessary to have only an indication of the

particular sweep revolution being illuminated. The maximum delays

for the three models are 300 /xsec, 25 land miles, and 50,000 yd. A delayed

output trigger may be derived from the narrow (intensifying) gate output

if desired.
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The internal trigger generator provides positive and negative output
triggers having an amplitude of 100 volts and a pulse length of 0.6 /»sec.

These pulses are locktikl in phase with the crystal oscillator and are
developed across resistances of 1000 ohms. Nominal repetition rates
of 400, 800, 1200, 2000, and 2300 pps are selected by a five-position switch.

A sinusoidal output voltage from the oscillator that generates the
circular sweep may be obtained from a connector on the rear of the chassis.

Fig. 18-35.—Chassis view of the Model III range calibrator.

While no input connector is provided, an externally generated sinusoidal

voltage may be used to generate a circular sweep. The oscillator, which
should have a frequency near that for which the unit was designed,

should be connected through a 25-fMfii condenser to the internal oscillator

grid pin of the socket from which the crystal has been removed.

The signal channel to the center electrode of the CRT either is a
direct connection or passes through a video amplifier. The input imped-
ance with the amplifier switched out is 750,000 ohms paralleled by 37 ind.

The ^gle-stage video amplifier has a voltage gain of approximately

18 which is constant within ± 3 db between 50 cps and 4 Mc/sec. Over-

loading occurs with an input signal exceeding 3.5 volts peak. The ampli- ^
fier input impedance is 750,000 ohms paralleled by 25

The over-all dimensions of this unit are 11 by 17 by 10 in. high, and
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Circuit Description .—The cathode-ray tube circuits include a high-voltage

bleeder circuit of conventional design which contains the focus and intensity

potentiometers. Centering voltages are applied to one of each pair of deflecting

plates through the RElOOOl coil assembly. Either a direct-coupled or an ampli-

fied signal may be applied to the center electrode via the video switch Su Posi-

tive intensifying pulses are coupled to the grid of the CRT.
Tube V 1 is used in a crystal oscillator sweep generating circuit which produces

a voltage output of stable frequency across the primary of the tuned trans-

former in the plate circuit. The secondary tuning condensers may be adjusted

to give sinusoidal output voltages having a 90° phase difference across the two

sets of secondary windings. Each of these voltages is coupled to a pair

Fig. 18-38.—200 yard “J” scope attachment.

of cathode-ray tube deflecting plates, generating a circular trace with a diameter

controlled by the primary tuning condenser.

The measurement of a longer time interval than that required for one revolu-

tion of the circular sweep requires an auxiliary circuit to indicate the number of

revolutions made by the sweep before the signal is observed. This is accom-

plished by using a calibrated delay circuit to delay a pulse whose duration is

somewhat less than the period of the sweep. This pulse is applied to the grid of

the cathode-ray tube. In this manner, any particular revolution of the sweep,

put to the maximum delay of 25 to 30 revolutions following the trigger, can be

intensified. The range of the illuminated revolution is indicated on the calibrated

delay control.

The circuits used include a trigger shaper, a delay multivibrator, and a sweep

gate multivibrator. The positive trigger from the blocking oscillator is coupled to

the grid of the trigger shaper Vab- The output of this stage fires the delay multi-
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vibrator The length of the pulse produced by this stage may be adjusted

with the KANGE control which varies the bias voltage on the grid of the normally

off tube. Slope and zero controls may be adjusted to make the pulse length

agree with the control calibration. The neon tube in the control bleeder reduces

the effect of changes of plate voltage on the gate length.

Either the positive rise at the start of the pulse at the first plate or the positive

fall of the end of the pulse at the second plate may be coupled through switch /Ss

and an RC differentiating circuit to the first grid of the sweep gate multivibrator

This stage produces a positive pulse, the length of which is adjusted by the

GATE WIDTH condenser. It is coupled through the gate switch ^6 and a high-

voltage coupling condenser to the grid of the cathode-ray tube. The first revolu-

tion of the sweep after the trigger is intensified when switch S^ is in the 0-2000

6SK7 6SK7 6SK7 3DP1 +250

YARDS (or equivalent) position. In the 2000 yards position the intensifying gate

delay is controlled by the range knob.

The internal trigger generator provides positive and negative output triggers

which are accurately locked in phase with the sinusoidal voltage generating the

circular sweep.

Tube Ft is used in a single-stage low-gain video amplifier circuit. Signals may
be introduced into the video amplifier input circuit or bypassed around the

amplifier by the video amplifier switch Si, Shunt peaking in the plate circuit

is used to extend the bandwidth. No gain control is provided.

When a higher reading accuracy than that obtained with the 80- to 100-kc/

sec sweep is required, an auxiliary 800- to 1000-kc/sec sweep may be used. A
design that has seen considerable use with the Model III calibrator is shown
schematically in Fig. 18*39. It consists of two amplifier stages whose plate

circuits are tuned to give a total frequency multiplication of 10, a high-frequency

phase-splitting transformer (Sickles No. 12907), and a cathode-ray tube with

its associated controls.
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18*7. The TS126/AP Test Oscilloscope. ‘ Function.—The TS-
126/AP test oscilloscope is a small portable synchroscope and pulse

generator which was designed for field maintenance and calibration of

the ranging circuits of certain airborne radar systems. A simple cable

adapter permits its use as a general-purpose instrument. It is useful

Fig. 18*40.—Oscilloscope TS126/AP.

for signal tracing and the measurement of short time intervals in pulse

circuits.

Characteristics .—The cathode-ray tube is a type 2AP1 which operates

at an accelerating potential of 1200 volts giving a vertical deflection factor

of 200 volts per inch. The tube face is recessed about 1 in. behind the

panel, and a green light filter is provided.

The triggered sweep generator uses a high-impedance audio choke for

linearization which is center-tapped to give push-pull sweep voltages.

^ Developed by the Radiation Laboratory and the Galvin Mfg. Corp. and manu-
factured by the latter company. Procured by the Signal Corps Dayton Procurement
Office as part No. 54P3964. The Preliminary Instruction Book for Range Calibrator

TS-126/AP'' was published by the Galvin Mfg. Corp. This unit is used with the

AN/APG-6, 8, 14, and 15 radar systems.
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Sweep lengths of 26- and 125-/isec duration are provided. This unit is

designed to operate with trigger recurrence rate between 960 and 1660

cps but may be modified for rates outside this range. Either the internal

trigger generator or an external trigger of 40 volts or greater amplitude

may be used to synchronize the sweep generator.

Positive marker pips having a spacing of 2.44 /xsec (400 yd) are

generated by a gated oscillator in this unit and serve as a timing standard.

They may be coupled internally to the input of the video amplifier or to

external equipment from one pin of a cable fitting on the oscilloscope

panel. The time interval between the trigger and the first marker is

adjustable from 3.4 to 5.2 /nsec (550 to 850 yd). A 409.50-kc/sec crystal

filter is used to adjust the oscillator frequency accurately. This fre-

quency is determined by a slug tuned LC resonant circuit and may be

changed readily if desired.

A negative trigger having an amplitude of 100 ± 10 volts may be

supplied to external equipment by the internal trigger generator. The
output pulse has a rise time of 0.18/iusec, a duration of l/jusec, and a

repetition rate variable from 950 to 1450 cps. It is designed to operate

into a minimum load impedance of 4000 ohms paralleled by 250/iu/Lif.

A positive pip of 10 volts maximum amplitude which may be delayed

by a variable amount out to 49 mscc (8000 yd) is also provided. It may
be coupled internally to the video amplifier and to external equipment

having an input impedance of about 1000 ohms. The purpose of this

marker is to check the ability of the system under test to lock on and

track a moving target. With the addition of a blocking oscillator and

cathode follower, it can be used to supply a delayable output trigger.

The delay control knob is not calibrated, but the delay is linear to about

1 per cent with its rotation.

A signal channel to the top vertical deflecting plate is connected either

directly or through one of two high-voltage capacity dividers. The
input impedance for direct connection is 1 megohm paralleled by 40 /u/xf

.

Deflection factors of 200, 1000 and 4000 volts per inch are available.

The video amplifier has a gain of 25 and a bandwidth between 0.707

gain points of 2.3 Mc/sec. Overloading occurs with a signal exceeding

±3 volts peak amplitude. The input impedance is 147,000 ohms paral-

leled by 25 /i/zf . These values are obtained with the attenuator switch

on position 5. A five-step low-voltage attenuator is provided for the

video amplifier, giving vertical deflection factors of 370, 100, 30, 15, and

8 volts per in. Since the video amplifier is coupled to the lower deflecting

plate, two channels are available for mixing signals.

This oscilloscope is lOi X 10^ X 141 in. over all including the front

cover, and the weight without cables is 32 lb. Power requirements are
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116 ± 10 volts, 400 to 1600 cps, 82 watts at 400 cps. Ambient tempera-

ture limits are —67® to 122®F. The tube complement is 1-2AP1, 1-2X2,

1-5Y3GT, 2-6AC7, 1-6SL7, and 5-6SN7. For use as a general-purpose
oscilloscope, one of the large cables should be cut and connected to the

Fig. 18*41.

—

Chassis view of the TS126/AP.

junction box shown in Fig. 18*44. A panel cover with space for the small

test leads and space fuses is included.

Circuit DejBcription.
—^The cathode-ray tube circuits employ a conventional high-

voltage bleeder circuit which includes the focus and intensity potentiometers.

Dual centering potentiometers provide balanced d-c voltages for the deflecting

plates. Push-pull sweep voltages are used; but since the signal d^ections are

normally small, single-ended inputs suffice for the vertical deflecting plates.

The sweep circuits include a multivibrator, a clamp tube, and a large choke for

linearizing the charging rate of the sweep condenser. The multivibrator employs

tube sections V\jl and 1^2^ in a circuit that has a quiescent state and produces only
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one cycle of oscillation for each trigger pulse supplied. These triggers may be

obtained from the internal trigger generator or from an external source. Rec-

tangular voltage pulses having a duration detei-mined by the setting of the sweep

switch >SiiB are generated at each plate. This switch controls the pulse duration

by changing the plate-to-opposite-grid coupling capacity.

The negative pulse from the plate of Vzb is coupled to the grid of the clamp

tube, causing this tube, which has been conducting a relatively large current, to be

biased off. The sweep condenser, whose size is determined by the sweep switch

SiA, then charges through the inductance in the plate circuit of Vis generating a

positive linearly rising pulse. A voltage of approximately equal amplitude but of

opposite polarity is induced at the opposite end of this center-tapped inductance.

These push-pull voltages are coupled to the horizontal deflecting plates of the

cathode-ray tube giving balanced deflection of the beam. When the vertical

plate switch S^a is in the low position, the beam is intensified by the attenuated

multivibrator pulse generated at the tap in the plate resistor of V 2b»

A shocked oscillator is used as a timing standard in this unit. With the delay

circuit jumpers in the “B” position, the negative multivibrator pulse from the

plate of V2B is coupled to the grid of the clamp tube Fsb. Cutting off the current

flowing in this tube starts oscillation of the parallel resonant circuit in its cathode

circuit. The amplitude of oscillation is maintained at a constant level by positive

feedback from the cathode follower Yza for the duration of the multivibrator

pulse. A slug-tuned inductance is used to adjust the oscillator frequency, while

the screw-driver-adjusted potentiometer in the cathode circuit of Via controls

the amount of feedback. The sinusoidal oscillator output is fed through switch

SzA to the clipper-amplifier ^4 . The output of this stage is differentiated by the

inductance in the grid circuit of the output cathode follower Vi, This cathode

follower has a positive quiescent cathode potential set by the output poten.
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Fig.

18*43.—

TS126/AP

circuit.
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tiometer. All portions of the input signal having a lower potential level are

clipped, giving an output of a train of positive marker pips whose amplitude is

determined by the setting of the potentiometer. These may be coupled to the

video amplifier or to the output connector.

When the marker delay circuit jumpers are in the A** position, the positive

multivibrator pulse is fed to the grid of the marker delay tube V2A. The pulse

rise time is reduced materially by the resistance-capacity network in the grid

circuit. The grid-to-cathode potential may be varied below cutoff by adjusting

the ZERO SET potentiometer so that a

definite period of time elapses before

the grid potential rises above cutoff

and conduction begins. This delays

the output pulse, which is coupled to

the oscillator clamp tube, and the

marker pips by a like amount.

When switch *52 is thrown from the

NORMAL to the FREQ. ADJ. position,

the oscillator bias is changed to per-

mit continuous oscillation. Also, a

filter crystal having a maximum im-

pedance at 409,5 kc/sec is connected

in the cathode circuit of Fb. When
the oscillator is tuned to this fre-

quency, a large increase in output

voltage is observed, providing an ac-

curate check of the oscillator fre-

quency.

A delayed marker generator is also

included in the design of this oscillo-

scope. The negative multivibrator

pulse is differentiated by a short time constant Jf2C-circuit, and the resulting nega-

tive pulse is used to trigger the delay multi-vibrator V5. The duration of the

pulse produced by this circuit is an essentially linear function of the grid voltage of

Fba. This potential is controlled by the tracker potentiometer which is

mounted on the panel. The screw-driver-adjusted tracker zero potentiometer

provides an adjustment of the minimum pulse length. The positive pulse pro-

duced by this circuit is differentiated, amplified, peaked, and clipped in F4 and F 5

as described previously for the timing oscillator, A single positive pip of variable

amplitude is obtained from the cathode-follower output and is coupled to the

video amplifier and output connector. This pip, which is delayed with respect

to the system trigger, may be used directly as a video signal or may trigger an

external blocking oscillator and cathode follower circuit to generate a delayed

trigger.

An internal trigger generator uses F7A as a free-running blocking oscillator and

Ftb as clipper amplifier to give a fairly low impedance negative output trigger.

When the int. trig, switch is in the on position, plate voltage is supplied to Ft
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and the trigger is coupled to both the main multivibrator and the output con-

nector. A screw-driver-adjusted variable resistance in the grid circuit of the

blocking oscillator is used to set the repetition rate.

A single type 6AC7 pentode V% is used as a low-gain signal amplifier. The
input signal may be introduced from an external source through a connector on

the panel or from the internal marker generators through switch S^a- A five-

position resistance-capacity attenuator is included for gain control. Shunt
peaking is used to extend the video bandwidth. The amplifier output is capaci-

tively coupled to the lower vertical deflecting plate of the cathode-ray tube.

A 400-cycle power supply of conventional design is used to supply voltages of

250 volts of 105 ma and —1100 volts at 2 ma. Transformer and filter redesign

are necessary for 60-cy»jle operation.

18*8. Direct-coupled Oscilloscope for Potentiometer Testing.^ Func-

—This oscilloscope*^ was originally designed to provide a visual

indication of the departure from linearity of precision wire-wound poten-

tiometers. To do this, the potentiometer under test is mechanically

coupled to a master potentiometer of considerably higher accuracy and

Doth are connected across a 10-volt d-c supply. The voltage at the

arm of the master potentiometer deflects the CRT beam horizontally by

an amount proportional to the shaft rotation, while the difference voltage

between the arms of the potentiometers is amplified to produce the

vertical deflection. By calibrating a scale on the CRT screen in terms

of per cent nonlinearity, the potentiometer characteristic for all shaft

positions is obtained directly.

A later circuit design considerably extended the usefulness of the

instrument by including a simple thyratron sweep generator. This

made it generally applicable to the wide variety of applications requiring

an oscilloscope with high-gain direct-coupled amplifiers.

Characteristics,—A type 5CP7 cathode-ray tube (having a long persist-

ence screen) is operated at a total accelerating potential of 4000 volts.

The latter voltage is obtained from an audio oscillator supply to provide

voltage regulation, stabilizing the deflection sensitivity of the cathode-

ray tube. The sweep voltage may be obtained from the internal thyra-

tron sweep generator, or an externally generated sweep voltage having an

amplitude of at least 10 volts may be used. Sweep rates of approxi-

mately 2 to 10,000 cps are provided in five ranges.

The gain of the direct-coupled differential amplifier is adjustable in

steps covering a range of linearities of 0.1 to 5 per cent of full scale (1-in.

deflection on the CRT screen). The corresponding differential input

^ Section 18-8 is by B. Chance and H. J. Reed, Jr.

* Developed and constructed at the Radiation Laboratory; RL drawings Nos.

A-14295A and A-14602A are the original schematics for this oscilloscope.
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potentials for potentiometers supplied with 10 volts are 10 to 500 mv.

The bandwidth of 10 Mc/sec is adequate for following the rapid fluctua-

tions of linearity normally encountered. I.ess than 1 mv unbalance in

the output voltage results from variation of the input potential from

0 to 10 volts. The gain of the amplifier is sufficiently stable that the

output scale may be calibrated directly in percentage accuracy and

Fig. 18-46.—Potentiometer-testing oscilloscope.

readings to 0.01 per cent linearity may be made. Drift is small enough
that measurements can be made over a period of several hours without

readjusting the zero.

The over-all dimenaons of this oscilloscope are 8 by 13i by 19 in., and
the wfflght is 60 lb. Power requirements are 116 ± 10 volts, 60 cps,

100 watts. Tubes used are 1-6CP7, 1-6Y3, 1-6B4, 1-6SH7, 4-6SL7,

2-6SU7, 1-6V6, and 1-6X5.
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CxTCuit Description. The ccithode-roy tube circuits include a conventional
high-voltage bleeder, containing the focus and intensity controls, and an auxiliary

focus potentiometer which sets the second anode potential. Direct coupling to
all deflecting plates is employed so the horizontal and vertical centering controls

adjust the bias levels in the sweep and signal amplifiers.

A type 884 thyratron, Ve, is used in a relaxation oscillator to generate a posi-

tive-going sawtooth sweep voltage. Coarse frequency control is obtained by
switching the sweep condensers with S2 ,

while a 4-megohm potentiometer in the

charging circuit affords fine frequency control. The sawtooth voltage is coupled

through the cathode follower Via to the cathode coupled amplifier inverter V^.

Positive and negative sawtooth voltages are obtained at the plates of this stage

and are coupled directly to the horizontal deflecting plates of the CRT. The
potentiometer in the grid circuit of is a sweep amplitude control, while the

one in the grid circuit of V^b controls the horizontal centering. The intensifica-

tion pulse for the CRT is obtained by RC differentiation of the cathode-follower

output. An external sweep input to the grid of the cathode follower is provided

on the first position of switch S2 .

A three-stage direct-coupled differential amplijier is used to drive the vertical

deflecting plates of the cathode-ray tube with over-all negative feedback used to

obtain the high order of stability required. The first stage is, of coi^se, the most
’

critical. The cathode-coupled differential amplifier used has its ^ate voltage

reduced by a bleeder, permitting the use of comparable values of cathode and

plate resistors. With the values chosen the plate current is low, roughly lOO/ia.

The cathode resistor is split into two parts having resistances of 3 megohms each.

The balance of the tube sections Via and Fib, pretested to 0.5 per cent for type
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6547, is further improved by the 10-megohm balance control between the plates

which is adjusted for optimum rejection of “common-mode'^ grid-bias changes.

The plates of Via and Vib are directly coupled to the grids of V^a and 72a,

and the plates of the latter are coupled to the grids of Fs and F4 through potential

dividers. A dual 25-k potentiometer is inserted in this network to compensate

for small differences in the characteristics of 7ia and Fib. This control is used

as a means of adjusting the trace of the oscilloscope to the center of the screen

when the input is shorted and should not be used as a positioning control. Tubes

Fs and F4 are pentodes to provide sufficient gain and to give a large output

voltage. Cathode followers Fsa and Fsb are interposed between pentodes Fs
and F4 and the cathode-ray tube deflecting plates to avoid capacitance loading

and to provide a low-impedance driving point for the feedback attenuator.

Negative feedback is established over the three amplifier stages by connection

from the output cathode follower to the appropriate cathodes of the first stage.

If these cathodes are short-circuited, there is no feedback for differential signals.

The over-all gain may be adjusted by var3ring the resistance between these

cathodes, and resistors associated with switch Si have been selected to give gains

corresponding to between 0.1 to 5 per cent nonlinearity for a full-scale deflection

on the CRT. Direct feedback to the cathodes is preferred to voltage addition

in the grid circuits, as both input grids are completely unencumbered.

The result of supply voltage variation on the amplifier balance is indicated in

Table 18-1. In all cases except the variation of the unregulated supply, the

Table 18-1.

—

Effect of Voltage Variation on Zero Point of Trace on Oscillo-

scope. Deviations Are in Miluvolts (Measured with Gain =» 15,000).

Unregu-

lated supply
Regulated supply Negative supply Heater voltage

Supply voltage. 250 400 225 250
1

275 95 105 115 5.7 6.3 6.9

Amplifier output 0 0 +5 0 -4 -3 0 +3 4-2.5 0 -1.0

fluctuations have been impressed upon the system artificially. Stabilization

of the positive and negative supply voltages and the heater voltage by methods

to be discussed reduces the fluctuations due to external line voltage variation to a

negligible amount. The remaining limitations on the stability of the d-c amplifier

are initial drift which lasts approximately 30 sec and long-time drift due to differ-

ences in the aging of Via and Fi^. With high-impedance input signal sources,

the practical limitation in the sensitivity of the oscilloscope is set by electrostatic

pickup from the high-voltage oscillator transformer, and a few millivolts of ripple

are seen on the oscilloscope display at maximum gain with 10-megohm input

impedances. This effect is negligible with inputs from the usual potentiometers.

The gain-frequency characteristic of the amplifier without feedback and with

15-/ifif phase-advance condensers between the plates of F2 and the grids of Fa

and F4 is indicated in Fig. 18-47. With feedback, however, the bandwidth is cut

down to approximately 10 kc by a condenser between the control grids of Fa and

F4 in order to avoid oscillation with high feedback ratios.
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The low-voltage power supply is conventional and employs series regulator

tube Vi\. Almost complete compensation for line voltage variation is obtained

by including a portion of the bleeder

for the unregulated supply in the grid

circuit of the control tube Yi2» The 10*

common resistance is a 10-k variable

resistor which is adjusted to give a ^
minimum variation of the regulated a
voltage. Because filament voltage &
variation has a large effect upon the ^
zero point of the first two tubes, a

Sola regulator transformer has been

used to supply the heaters of V\ and \

1^2. Operating at low currents, these 10 10* |0* 10^

re^llators have given somewh;Vt bet-
•' Frequency in cps

ter scabilization than the quoted value 18*47.-Gain.frequency characteristic of

(1 per cent), and with selected type

6SU7’s excellent independence of line voltage has been obtained. The variation

of deflection sensitivity of the cathode-ray tube with line voltage was found to be

Fio. 18*48.—Top view of the potentiometer-testing oscilloscope chmis.

too great to permit the use of an unregulated high-voltage supply, so a 1-kc/sec

audio oscillator Fis and selenium rectifiers are employed to obtain a more stable

voltage. The d-c output voltages obtained are ± 2kv.

Layout details are shown in Fig. 18*48. Particular care has been given to
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the location and shielding of the components in the first two stages of the direct-

coupled amplifier.

18*9. The TRE General-purpose Monitor. Function .—This is a

very useful general-purpose oscilloscope having a variety of triggered and
free-running sweeps and a video amplifier that contains an electronic

switch for the alternate display of two sets of information. Accurately

delayed expanded sweeps are available; and since the sweep speeds and
video amplifiers are calibrated, both amplitude and time measurements
may be made by displacing the trace on the CRT.

Characteristics .—As design specifications for this oscilloscope were
not available at the time of writing, it has been necessary to estimate

them. Obtaining accurate characteristics by circuit analysis alone is^

impossible for many of the circuits used because of the relatively large

effect of the stray wiring capacities and tube capacities. An estimate

of these has been made, however, and the results should at least be of

the right order of magnitude.

A type VCR-97 cathode-ray tube is operated at an accelerating

potential of 3000 volts. Both triggered and free-running linear sweeps are

generated by a ^^sanatron'^ circuit (Vol. 20 ) and a paraphase inverter

to give push-pull deflection of the beam. The estimated lengths in

microseconds of the triggered sweeps for the various settings of the

SWEEP RANGE switch /S4 are as follows: position (1) 5, (2) 20, (3) 100,

(4) 500, (5) 2500, (6) 10,000, and (7) 50,000. Free-running sawtooth

sweep rates of 20 to 200,000 cps should be obtainable. An amplifier is

used in the input trigger circuit, so satisfactory synchronization should

be obtained with a relatively small trigger, perhaps 5 to 15 volts in ampli-

tude. An ordinary phantastron may be switched into the trigger input

circuit to provide an accurately adjustable delay in the start of the

triggered sweeps. For the constants used, a maximum delay of 1500 to

2000 iusec would be expected.

Two separate video amplifiers and an electronic switch are used in the

signal channels of this oscilloscope. Each channel consists of an input

cathode follower, a three-step attenuator, and a low-gain wide-band

amplifier. Assuming that the gain without feedback is very high com-

pared with the gain with feedback, over-all gains of 5, 1, and 0.2 may be

expected for the three attenuator positions. Corresponding output

impedances of 1000, 200, and 40 ohms would be expected. The band-

width should be about 6 Mc/sec for a gain of 5 and something greater

than 10 Mc/sec on the other positions.

*^Section 18.9 is by E. F. MacNichol, Jr., and H. J. Reed, Jr.

* Developed by the Telecommunication Research Establishment (England) and

described in their specification DCDWT 1000. Circuits included with this section

are TRE Diagrams No. FTR 82/971 and FTR 82/973.
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Circuit Description .—The indicator circuits are shown in Fig. 18*49. Syn-
chronization or trigger signals are applied to the inverter-cathode follower 7i. A
synchronization potential of continuously variable magnitude and reversible

phase is obtained from a potentiometer between the plate and cathode of V\.

This potential is applied in negative sense, positive excursion being limited by
V^A to the suppressor of the free-running sweep tube V

a

whose operation will be

described later. When using triggered sweeps, the synchronization output at

the cathode of Fi is applied to the grid of the trigger amplifier Fa. For positive

triggers. Fa is biased off and the grid driven positive until current is limited by the

12-k grid resistor. For negative triggers F2 is biased positively, normally draw-

ing grid current until cut off by the trigger. The diode V 2B prevents positive

overshoots of negative triggers from prpducing pulses in the plate circuit. The
differentiating transformer Ti is switched so that its output is negative for either

trigger polarity. This trigger is appli^l either directly to the time base generator

jT to the sweep delay circuit. -

The delay circuit is a conveiitio^al phantastron^ using a VR116, F12, which is

triggered on the anode-clamp diode F 10. The screen waveform is differentiated

in the transformer T2 whose output triggers the time base. A 220 ppi condenser

across the cathode resistor delays the change in cathode voltage, producing a more

rapid change in screen current than would otherwise be obtainable.

The sweep voltage generator is a screen-coupled “sanatron.^^ The Miller

integrator F? is cut off in the quiescent condition as its screen potential is held

negative by the trigger tube Fe. A type VS-70 neon lamp is used to obtain a

fixed voltage drop between the plate of Fe and the screen of F7 regardless of the

currents drawn. Triggers are injected into the grid of Fe through the diode V^a

cutting it off momentarily. The plate of Fe and screen of F? then rise, causing

space current to flow in F? and starting the Miller rundown. The negative-going

sawtooth voltage charges the condenser associated with switch ^84^ and holds the

grid of Fe at —10 volts, limited by the diode Fe^. The rate of descent of the

plate voltage is governed by the time constant associated with switches Sac

and Sad and the voltage to which the grid resistor is returned. Precision com-

ponents determine this time constant, and the grid-resistor voltage is measured

by a calibrating meter to which all measurements in the instrument are referred.

When triggered sweeps are used, this voltage is present giving accurately cali-

brated sweeps. When the free-running sweeps are used, the voltage is adjusted

by the ^‘manual velocity control. The sawtooth pulse is paraphased by Fg,

and the resultant push-pull sweep is applied through blocking condensers and

d-c restoring diodes F15 and Fie to the horizontal deflecting plates of the CRT.
The plate waveform of Fe is a positive rectangular pulse that has a large

amplitude and lasts for the duration of the sweep. A small part of this waveform

is used to intensify the beam of the CRT, being applied to its grid through a

blocking condensifer. A d-c restorer Vn sets the grid waveform at affixed value

so that the intensity control does not need to be adjusted when the duty ratio is

changed.

The free-running time base is produced by the addition of an extra tube to the

^ See Vol. 20 of this series.
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sanatron. In effect, this tube supplies a trigger to the regular sanatron circuit

at the end of the swe^p flyback. This is accomplished by applying the plate

potential of Ft through a bleeder to the grid of F4 . During the rundown 1^4 is

cut off as the bleeder is returned to —300 volts. This holds the cathode of Via
positive with respect to its plate. Near the end of the flyback F4 starts to con-

duct, dropping the cathode potential of V^a until Fe is cut off. Cutting off Fe
restarts the cycle. The negative synchronization pulses from V\ hold V

a

off for

their duration, delaying the start of the sweep until they have terminated.

The video amplifier

^

whose circuit is shown in Fig. 18-50, has two inputs

which are alternately switched by a scale-of-two circuit. Signals are applied to

the input attenuators either directly or through the cathode followers Vi and Vi.

The attenuators comprise the resistance-capacity dividers associated with the

switches S9 and /Sio. As the gains of CV-9 video amplifiers Fs and F4 are

very high, the over-all gains are di termined almost entirely by the feedback

ratios. Switching is aocolnplitihed by square wave from the scale-of-two circuit

which is applied to the gridss df Fa and F4 through the level-setting diodes Fa

and Fs so that amplifiers Fa -and F4 conduct on alternate half cycles. On nega-

tive half cycles V^a brings the grid of Fa negative beyond cutoff while V%b is

conducting. This action permits normal bias control of F4 ,
and the video signal

on its grid is amplified. As long as the grid is not driven positive by the video

input, Fsa is disconnected from the video circuit. On positive half cycles the

situation is reversed; Fa amplifies the video signal while F4 is cut off. Tube Fe is

a paraphase inverter to supply push-pull deflection.

The scale-of-two circuit is essentially a multivibrator with no stable state but

with coupling time constants, much longer than any expected repetition periods.

To secure most rapid switching action, coupling is also achieved by means of a

short time constant low-impedance feedback path to the grids which reduces the

effect of the capacities to ground of the large coupling condensers. Negative

triggers for the scale-of-two circuit are obtained from an external source through

the diode V^b which prevents positive overshoots from also operating the circuit.

The triggera could be obtained by differentiating the waveforms at the plate

of the gate tube of the sanatron Fe so that the scale-of-two would transfer at the

start of the flyback of the sweep. The switching transient would then be invisible

as it would coincide with the time the CRT is blanked.

One vertical deflecting plate of the CRT may be connected directly to the

plate of Fa, to the cathode of Fi, or to the input connector through the function

switch Se. The other vertical deflecting plate (F2) goes either to the plate of F4

or to an auxiliary centering control and meter jack for signal amplitude measure-

ments. Direct-current restoration potentials for the horizontal deflecting plates

of the CRT are obtained from symmetrical centering potentiometers via leads

Xi and X2 - The potentials applied to the centering controls are switched by
^ S%E and SdF so that the relationships between the potentials of the sets of deflect-

ing plates are such as to give best focus for any input selected. The third anode

of the CRT is switched by S^d to maintain focus.

A center-set 0- to 1-ma meter is used as a voltmeter to measure the difference

in potential between either the horizontal or the vertical deflecting plates, its
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function being selected by Sn, When the amplifiers are used, the meter is

inserted in the grid-bia^ circuit of 1^4 and measures input volts directly.

18*10. Other Radar Oscilloscopes.—Space limitations in this chapter

do not permit the inclusion of all of the radar test oscilloscopes developed

during the war period. Consequently, the instruments described in the

preceding sections were selected in an attempt to present a representa-

tive group. There are other oscilloscopes that were produced in quan-
tity and were rather widely used. A number of these will be mentioned
briefly, and the references given may be consulted if additional informa-

tion is desired.

The type Q oscilloscope (types TON-IGA and TON-IBL) is a small

laboratory instrument that comf^nes the functions of a synchroscope and
it general-purpose oscilloscope^ It uses a type 2API cathode-ray tube

with 25 to 5000 cps sawtooth sweeps and four triggered sweeps ranging

from 4- to 1000-Msec duration. For external triggering, a positive or

negative trigger of between 10 and 150 volts is required. The internal

trigger generator covers the range of 185 to 4000 cps and puts out a

150-volt positive and 75-volt negative trigger. A 2Mc/sec oscillator is

included for calibration of the 4-/iisec triggered sweep. The single-stage

signal amplifier has a bandwidth of 1.5 Mc/sec and a gain of 15 with a

maximum input signal of 2.0 volts. This instrument was designed at the

Radiation Laboratory and was manufactured by General Electronic

Industries, Division of Auto Ordnance, Greenwich, Conn., and by the

Browning Laboratories, Winchester, Mass. The operation and con-

struction details are described in RL Report No. M-140 which contains

the circuit diagrams A-6459-A and A-3975-A.

The TS-28/UPN is a test synchroscope, designed to check the range

and coding circuits of beacon indicators, which has been supplied for use

in servicing the YJ, YM, YK, and AN/CPN-3 radar beacons. A type

5CP1 cathode-ray tube is used with triggered sweep speeds ranging

from 1 to 60 /isec/in. and free-running sawtooth sweep rates of 20 to

3000 cps. The triggered sweeps can be phased from —10 to -flOO nsec

with respect to the output trigger. Positive and negative output triggers

having repetition rates of 330, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 cps are supplied,

and markers having periods of 2, 10, and 25 Msec accurate to 1 per cent

are generated for calibration of the sweeps. The two-stage video ampli-

fier has a bandwidth of 5 Me. This instrument was des^ned at the

Radiation Laboratory and was manufactured by the Belmont Radio

Corporation, Chicago, 111. The preliminary instruction book is NAV-
SHIPS 900, 521-IB.

The TS239/UP is a general-purpose portable oscilloscope with type A
presentation for use in the maintenance of radar systems. Its design
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specifications are the result of a fairly comprehensive survey of the require-

ments of a large number of radar systems, but volume production was not

attained until a few months before the end of the war. A type 3BP1
cathode-ray tube is used with triggered sweeps having sweep rates in

the range of 0.5 to 50,000 /isec per in. Any 10 per cent section of the

sweep in the range of 10 to 50,000 /isec per in. can be expanded at least

ten times. A variable delay controls the start of this expanded portion.

The positive output trigger has an amplitude of 50 volts and a PRF of

400, 800, or 2000 cps. The video amplifier has a signal input range of

0.1 to 120 volts peak and is essentially flat from 20 cps to 5 Mc/sec.

Calibration of this amplifier may be accomplished with an internally

generated square wave signal (150 cps) which may be varied from 0.1

to 1 volt peak to peak. This unit was designed by the Navy Bureau

of Ships and the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

The TS262/TPS-10 is a test oscilloscope designed for testing the

AN/TPS-10 radar and AN/TPX-1 IFF equipment and is a part of the

AN/MPM-13 test equipment. The indicator is a type 3PB1 cathode-

ray tube with a variety of sawtooth and triggered sweeps. A delayed

output trigger is provided so that the rise of all pulse waveforms in the

IFF or radar modulator may be seen on the sweeps. The video ampli-

fier has a gain of 100 and a bandwidth of 1.1 Mc/sec. An input to an

r-f envelope detector is also provided for viewing magnetron pulses. A
sawtooth voltage may be obtained from this instrument for sweeping

an f-m test set. The construction of this oscilloscope is its most out-

standing feature, as the entire unit is enclosed in a pressurized cylindrical

container with operating controls brought out through panel seals. In

addition, it is completely tropicalized and will operate at ambient tem-

peratures of —40° to -f-120°F so that satisfactory operation may be

obtained under almost any climatic condition. This instrument was

designed by the Radiation Laboratory and manufactured by the Harvey

Radio Laboratories, Inc., Cambridge, Mass. Operational instructions

are contained in the technical manuals for the AN/TPS-10: TM 11-1368,

TM 11-1468, and TM 11-1568 published by the War Department.

18* 11. Auxiliary Circuits.—A number of pieces of auxiliary equip-

ment providing special functions have been designed for use with oscillo-

scopes not so equipped. Included in this category are synchronizers,

marker generators, delay lines and circuits, and signal circuit devices

such as probes, attenuators, and video amplifiers. Circuit designs for all

of these can be found in the complete circuits of the oscilloscopes already

described. The characteristics and references on a few more are included

here for those wanting data on complete units designed for general

purpose use.

The Model G synchronizer was designed to convert the standard com-
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mercial oscilloscopes into synchroscopes for laboratory use. Sweep
writing speeds of 0.2 to 600 mscc are provided in nine steps when the

S3aichronizer is used with an oscilloscope having a horizontal deflection

factor of 40 volts per inch. These sweeps may be initiated by a positive

or negative trigger having a minimum amplitude of 50 volts and a rise

time of at least 0.5 /xsec. Circuits providing a fixed trigger delay of

20 /xsec and delay variable from 14 to 1200 /xsec are included. The
internally generated positive and negative triggers have an amplitude

of about 200 volts, a rise time of 0.25 jusec, and a continuously variable

PRF of 250 to 2500 cps. A pulsed oscillator having sinusoidal 100-

and 500-kc/sec output voltages is used for sweep calibration. In addi-

tion, one tube is included for general-purpose use as an amplifier, inverter,

or cathode follower. I'his uuit^is very flexible operationally, as the

inputs and outputs of all circuits ere brought out to panel jacks to be

interconnected with jumper lek«ls. The circuits diagram and operational

details of this synchronizer are given in Vol. 22 of this series and are

described in RL Report No. M-195A. It was produced by the Browning

Laboratories, Inc., Winchester, Mass.

The Model PH variable trigger-delay unit was designed to provide a

continuously variable delay between an input trigger and the output

trigger supplied by the unit. A phantastron delay circuit using a type

6SA7 vacuum tube is used to cover two ranges of 10 to 600 /xsec and 100

to 2400 /xsec. It will accept a positive or negative input trigger of at

least 30 volts amplitude and 0.3-/xsec maximum rise time and generates

delayed positive 75-volt triggers across 75 ohms impedance and 200-volt

negative triggers across 4000 ohms. The rise time of the output triggers

is 0.2 /xsec. This unit was designed and a limited quantity produced at

the Radiation Laboratory. It is described in RL Report No. 891 which

includes the circuit diagram, RL drawing No. B-13967-A.

The Model R-8127 sweep calibrator is used to calibrate triggered sweeps

in terms of time, to provide a basis for estimates of sweep linearity, and

to generate timing markers for use in the analysis of other waveforms.

The output of the calibrator consists of a series of narrow positive or

negative pulses, having variable amplitudes of 0 to 40 volts. The first

pulse generated immediately follows the synchronizing trigger. The
time between successive pulses is 2.5, 10, 50, or 100 /xsec which may be

held to 0.2 per cent under normal conditions of operation. The num-

ber of markers produced is determined by an adjustable gating pulse

which is continuously variable from 20- to 2500-/xsec duration. Either

the output of the internal trigger generator, having a PRF of 300 to

2000 cps, or an externally generated positive or negative trigger having a

minimum amplitude of 50 volts, a rise time of at least 0.5 /xsec, and a

PRF of 200 to 4000 cps may be used to S3mchronize the marker generator.
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Output triggers having amplitudes of 150 volts positive or 80 volts

negative and rise times of 0.3 /xsec are supplied for synchronizing external

equipment. This unit was designed by the Radiation Laboratory and
produced by the United Cinephone Corporation, Torrington, Conn.
It is described in RL Report No. M-223.

The Model C sweep calibrator is somewhat simpler than the Model
B-8127 just described but performs the same functions. It accepts an
externally generated trigger having a minimum amplitude of 50 volts,

a rise time of at least 0.3 /xsec, and a PRF of 200 to 15,000 cps. The
output is a series of positi\ e calibration markers having time spacings

of 0,3, 1, and 2.5 /isec for a maximum of 30 /xsec following the input

trigger. The marker amplitude is variable from 6 to 60 volts, and the

output impedance is approximat^|,’y 25 ohms. The circuit diagram of

Ih/s unit is shown in Fig. ’ Vi and V2 form a triggered multi-

vibrator whose output, a positive pulse, is coupled to the cathode

follower Fa. The low-impedance pulse at the cathode of Fa raises the

cathode of the diode F4 to a more positive potential than its plate, rapidly

cutting off the current through this tube. This starts oscillation in the

LC-circuit selected by the marker spacing switch, and positive feedback

from one section of F5 maintains this oscillation at a constant amplitude.

The sinusoidal output is peaked in Fe, firing the biased-off blocking

oscillator F7 on each cycle. Markers generated at the cathode of F7

are coupled to the output jack through the parallel cathode followers

Fs and F9. Li consists of 43 turns of No. 26 enameled wire on a 1-in.

form with the tap 15 turns from the ground end, while L 2 has 82 turns of

No. 28 enameled wire on a 1-in. form, tapped 26 turns from the ground

end. This unit was designed and a limited quantity produced at the

Radiation Laboratory.

A crystal-controlled range mark and trigger generator is shown in

Fig. 18.52. This unit has a considerably higher frequency accuracy

(about 0.01 per cent) than the triggered L(7-controlled oscillators but

must supply the synchronizing trigger to all equipment used with it.

Crystals having frequencies in the range of 75 to 110 kc/sec may be

used without component changes. Assuming a 100 kc/sec crystal,

mixed 10- and 100-Msec markers are obtained at amplitudes of 20 and

40 volts respectively. Positive and negative output triggers have a

maximum amplitude of 100 volts, a duration of 1 /isec, and a PRF of

200 to 2000 cpi^. Pips generated across the transformer wiiiding in the

cathode circuit of Via are used to synchronize the blocking oscillator Vib

at the crystal frequency. A current pulse from this stage is used to

synchronize the 10/1 blocking oscillator F25, and the outputs of both

stages are mixed and a,mplified in F2^ to obtain the marker output. A
second blocking oscillator divider Vza is synchronized with V2B to obtain
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the trigger PRF. The positive output pulse from the tertiary winding

of the transformer associated with V^a is paraphased in Vzb to obtain

the output triggers. This circuit was designed at the Radiation Labora-

tory, and a few of the units described were built there. Almost identical

circuits were used in the AN/APS-15 radar range unit and are described

in the instruction manual for that system.

The TS102/AP is a crystal-controlled range mark generator which

was produced for field use. It is used with airborne radars
;
AN/APG-1 , 2,

and 13; AN/APQ-5, 7, and 10; and some ship radar systems. The

output of a 327.8-kc/sec crystal oscillator is used to generate positive

and negative markers having an amplitude of 0 to 30 volts, a duration

of 0.4 /isec, and a spacing equivalent to 500 radar yards. These markers

can be phased from 0° to 360® with respect to the output trigger. Both

positive and negative output triggers having amplitudes of 50 volts,

durations of 0.8 mscc, and a PRF of 400, 800, 1600, or 2000 cps are sup-

plied from low-impedance outputs. A iV^ec least-count manually

operated stop watch for testing range rate calibration is also included.

This instrument was designed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and

produced by the Western Electric Company, Inc. Western Electric

Manual CO—AN08-35TS102-2 describes its operation and maintenance.

Several types of electronic probes have been developed to raise the

input impedance of video amplifiers as discussed in Sec. 17*8. Two
practical circuits are shown in Fig. 18-53. The first uses a type 6AK5
pentode as an inverter for negative pulses and a cathode follower for

positive pulses to drive a 76-ohm line to the main video amplifier. The

stage gain is approximately 0.1, and the bandwidth has been made as

high as 70 Mc/sec. A resistance-capacitance divider reduces the input

impedance to 1 megohm paralleled by 8 fifA.

. The second probe is a cascade cathode follower with ‘‘bootstrapping^^

of both the grid and plate of the SD834 subminiature input triode. The
effective input impedance is increased to about 20 megohms paralleled

by 1 piif. A larger tube than the 6Y6G should be employed if distortion
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of very fast negative pulses is to be avoided. Those components enclosed

in the dotted lines are mounted in the head of the probe with the con-

nections to the rest of the circuit made through a specially constructed

15-in. cable. The grid return and cathode leads are No. 30 Formex
insulated wires running through two concentric Vinylite tubes. Over
this is a i-in. braid which makes the connection to the plate of the SD834.
The cable is completed by a final Vinylite outer tube for insulation.

Fig. 18-53.—Probe circuits, (a) Single stage; (jb) cascade cathode follower.

18*12. References.—A number of the manuals and reports listed in the

present chapter have become available through the U.S. Department of

Commerce. A selected bibliography of these and related reports

follows.

1. PB-14842 Handbook of Maintenance Instructions for TSbl/APGA Test Set for

AN /APG-4: and AN/APG~^X Aircraft Radar Equipments^ U.S. War and Navy

Depts, Air Council United Kingdom, 1944.

2. PB-53894 Handbook of Maintenance Instructions for Oscilloscope TS2^2A/TPS-‘H^,

U.S. War Dept, 1946.

3. PB-15021 Tentative Operating Instructions MIT RL Modified Type 102-il Test Set

{Type 102A-1), MIT RL Report M-123, 1943.

4. PB-16203 Manual of Operation^ Model #2 Synchroscopej F. J. Gaffney, MIT RL
Report M-112, 1942.

5. PB-32748 Model P4t-E Synchroscope and R-f Envelope Indicator, MIT RL Report

M-124; NDRC Report 14-440, 1943.

6. PB-2728 Operating Instructions, RL Model 5 Synchroscope, R. P. Abbenhouse,

MIT RL Report M-212,' 1945.

7. PB-2730 Operating Instructions for Sweep Calibraior, Model B, R. P. Abbenhouse,

MIT RL Report M-212, 1944.

8. PB-15018 Instructions for Operation of High Gain Video Amplify for P4rE

Synchroscope, J. W. Severinghaus, MIT RL Report M-166, 1944.

9. PB-6839 Instruction Manual: Revised Model P4 Synchroscope, MIT RL Report

M-126, 1944.
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10. PB-8063 Instruction Manual: Model P4 Synchroscope, MIT RL Report M-118,

1943.

11. PB-16203 Manual of Operation, Model §2 Synchroscope, F. J. Gaffney, MIT RL
Report M-112, 1942.

12. PB-2733 Operating Instructions for Model G Synchronizer, R. P. Abbenhouse and

F. N. Gillette, MIT RL Report M-195A, 1945.

13. PB-3952 Model II Calibrator, Britton Chance, MIT RL Report 63-16, 1943.

14. PB-4013 Instructions for Type **E** Self-synchronous Oscilloscope, F. J. Gaffney,

MIT RL Report M-109, 1942.

15. PB-14847 Handbook of Maintenance Instructions for Oscilloscope TSM/AP, U.S.

War and Navy Depts, Air Council United Kingdom.

16. PB-16211 Types TON-IGA (Type Q) and TON-IBL Oscilloscopes, B. F. Wood,

ed., MIT RL Report M.140, 1942.

17. PB-37898 Instruction Book for Voltage Divider Probe, Type CAOR-62142, U.S.

Bureau of Ships, NAVSHIPS 900,299-LB, 1944.
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CHAPTER 19

THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
OF ELECTRONIC APPARATUS

By W. G. Proctor,^ J. V. Holdam, Jr., and A. C. Hughes, Jr.

The present chapter contains some general onsiderations regarding

the design and construction of electronic apparatus. Whereas the

preceding parts of this volume ii;?ve dealt with the functional design of

-^rious circuits, this part deuJr» %^-th practical design problems and con-

struction methods. <

The reader should appreci ite that this chapter deals primarily with

the design and construction of experimental and preproduction models

of electronic apparatus. The experience on which these comments are

based- was obtained at the Radiation Laboratory during World War II.

The design of equipment for military application has many problems

not found in the design of equipment for commercial or laboratory use.

Perhaps the most important of these is the extent to which components

are standardized.

Another unique facet of designing equipment for military application

is the existence of detailed performance specifications covering the opera-

tional performance of the equipment. From the military point of view

the desirability of such specifications is obvious. The effect of such

specifications on the designer, however, is quite drastic. The equip-

ment designed for commercial use is often designed and then “sold'*

to customers. In the case of military specifications, however, the cus-

tomer, i.e., the Armed Forces, dictates the performance. The difference

rests, of course, on the fact that costs have little influence on equipment

designed for military application whereas they are major factors in equip-

ment designed for commercial application.

This chapter is divided into two topics: predesign, and design and

construction. The former is a discussion of some of the more funda-

mental concepts, whereas the latter gives detailed recommendations of a

^ Sections 19*i to 19*8, inclusive, are by W, G. Proctor and J. V. HoMam, Jr.

* Editors^ Note; To a greater extent than is true in other chapters of this volume

the present chapter reflects the personal viewpoints of its authors on its somewhat

controversial subject. It is presented as a background for further thought and dis-

cussion, rather than as a definitive treatment of the subject, and it is in this context

that it should be approached by the reader.

667
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modus operandi and contains some examples of the type of work with

which the authors are most familiar. Considerable emphasis is given

the special problems of lightweight design. For military applications,

this has proved to be a very important part of the design problems.

19-1. Design Specifications.—In order to design a piece of electronic

equipment properly one must have the following kinds of information:

What is the equipment supposed to do; how much weight will be toler-

ated; what is the maximum power consumption; to what treatment will

the equipment be subjected; and for such treatment, how do the avail-

able components and construction techniques respond? During the war

this information was incorporated into specifications written by various

branches of the Armed Service whose function it was to procure the

electronic military equipment.

There are three classes of military specifications: general specifica-

tions which concern classes of equipment; equipment specifications which

concern a specific equipment; and component specifications which con-

cern the components used in building the equipment. The first two

describe, among other things, conditions that equipments are likely to

encounter and how tests are to be made to simulate those conditions.

General specifications and equipment specifications are used by the

design engineer as a goal toward which the design is pointed. The
component specifications are used by the design engineer as a basis for

the performance that he can expect from the individual components used

in the equipment design.

Among other things the general specifications contain

1. Lists of applicable specifications and drawings covering compo-

nents, spare parts, requirements for handbooks, etc.

2. The scope of the general specifications and equipment nomen-
clature.

3. Requirements as to materials and workmanship.

4. General requirements concerning interchangeability, safety devices,

life, operating conditions, etc.

5. Detailed requirements applicable to the specific equipment.

6. Methods of test .and inspection.

7. Packing instructions,

8. Notes that include the addresses of organizations from which the

applicable or component specifications may be obtained.

One section of the general specifications, indicated by 5 above, is

devoted to detailed requirements of the particular equipment. This

section, the equipment specification, specifies performance, physical

characteristics, and miscellaneous characteristics. The performance
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characteristics in the case of radar and associated equipment usually

include such factors as detection range, coverage, scan rates, noise figure

of the receiver, range accuracy, angular accuracy, etc. The specifications

as to the physical characteristics include the allowable size of the com-
ponents, how the complete system will be divided into components,

the allowable weight of each component, the total weight of the whole

system, the size of the antenna assembly, wave length, etc. The other

specifications include such things as the permissible power requirements,

required allowances for interconnection to other equipment, the accepted

Fig. 19'1.—Sample specifications.

test equipment that must be used in testing, the minimum allowable

power output, and requirements as to the ease of maintenance. The

equipment specifications usually include waivers that nullify certain

parts of the general specifications. For instance, requirements covering

.

maximum altitude of operation for an airborne radar set, normally set

at 60,000 ft, are waived and a new maximum altitude established if the

radar set is not intended for high-altitude operation. The equipment

specifications are almost always written in conjunction with the manu-

facturing company that plans to manufacture the equipment and gen-

erally reflect the manufacturer's feelings about the possibility of making

equipment to meet the military requirements. During the war prac-

tically all of the equipment specifications were tentative; this allowed

the manufacturers and designers considerable leeway in requesting modi-

fications or waivers if the design turned out to be impossible or impractical.
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The JAN^ specifications probably comprise the most important list

of component specifications. They cover practically all the elements

of interest to the circuit designer; carbon, power, wire-wound, and pre-

cision wire-wound resistors; paper, electrolytic, mica, and mica substitute

capacitors; transformers; inductors; impregnating materials; variable

resistors; vacuum tubes; etc. The JAN specifications provide a very

useful handbook of components, the prewar counterpart being the cata-

logue information available from the manufacturers. The advantage

of having standardized specifications is that the same characteristics are

specified for each component and more if not all of the characteristics

are given for each component. A group of component specifications are

shown in Fig. 19*1.

Table 19 * 1 .—Range of Operating Conditions P^numerated in General
Specifications

Airborne equipment Shipborne equipment
Ground

equipment

Temperature -55° to +71.rC op-

erative; —55°C to

+85°C nonoperative

0 to +50°C interior;

-50° to +50°C ex-

posed

-40° to +70°C

Relative humidity,

% 95 95 95

Pressure To 3-5 in. Hg (50,000-

ft altitude)

Voltage fluctuation. Aircraft d-c supply.

22 to 30 volts

Primary voltage
±10%

Primary voltage

±10%

Vibration 10 to 500 cps

Max. amp 0.03 in.

Ship: 5 to 30 cps

Max. amp iV hi.

Speed craft: 10 to 300

cps.

5-250 cps

Shock 10 g 100-200 g 25-50 g

19*2. Use of Specifications.—The general specification has a very

profound influence on design. Perhaps the greatest influence is exerted

by that part of the general specification which sets forth the extremes in

operating variables such as temperature, humidity, and pressure. Table

19-1 shows the different expected extremes in the more important varia-

bles for the three major classifications of radar equipment, i.e., airborne,

^ Joint Army-Navy (JAN) specifications are the result of coordinated effort toward

standardization on the part of representatives from the Armed Forces, Government

procurement and production agencies, and interested industries.
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shipborne, and ground. Information in the general specification, as exem-
plified in Table 19’ 1, has the effect on the design of immediately limiting

the possible circuit designs, construction techniques, and components.
The design restrictions imposed by the general specification rarely

come as a surprise to the design engineer, since considerable thought has

usually been placed on the design problems before specifications are

written.

The equipment specifications determine the exact circuit design.

It is this part of the specifications which is subject to the greatest amount
of discussion. In general, the using service tries to write the specifica-

tions so as to squeeze the max ipum possible performance out of the

ecpiipment being built, whereas the design engineer attempts to have the

equipment specifications w*ittey to give him the greatest leeway in

rii'cuit design. As has be#J«rpQiiiled out in the preceding section, the

equipment specifications r:t|* Vy become final until the equipment is in

production. The design stage is usually based on tentative equipment

specifications which are constantly being changed as a result of inter-

change of ideas and opinions between the design engineers and the pro-

curing Services. As far as radar equipment is concerned, equipment

specifications usually contain considerable leeway as regards per-

formance. This arises from an inherent characteristic of all radar sets,

that performance depends not only upon the quality of circuit design

but also upon the quality of maintenance and skill of the operator.

Component specifications are the designer's building blocks in design

just as the components themselves are the building blocks in construction.

Usually, each of the variable conditions, specified in the general specifica-

tions under which the over-all equipment must operate, will cause some

variation in the characteristics of each component. The designer uses

the component specifications to select the component that has variations

under those conditions which do not limit the operation of the equip-

ment. This is the meat of design once the general circuit has been

evolved. It may well turn out that the general specifications influence

the design to a much greater extent than simply determining component

selection. For instance, for certain types of mechanical construction

some of the possible operating conditions may be mutually exclusive to

satisfactory operation for any available component. If such a situation

exists, it is then necessary to modify the condition that the component

has to meet by special mechanical or electrical arrangement of the cir-

cuit. An excellent example of this situation is the design of modulators

used in radar systems. The practice of pressurizing such units has become

almost universal. This has been necessary in order to meet the altitude

specification and the weight specification in airborne radar systems. By
making the modulator pressurized, the components are not subjected to
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the low barometric pressure even though the airplane is flying at very

high altitude; furthermore, the components are not subjected to high

humidity conditions.

Since there is only a small number of such tricks that can be employed

by the designer, it is generally necessary to select components that will

meet the general specifications. The following is an example of the

type of information included in the component specification in the JAN
handbook. Since large numbers of resistors are used in electronic

equipment, a 1-megohm carbon resistor is taken as an example.

1. Temperature coefficient. A 1.0-megohm carbon resistor (at 25®C)

may have any value between 1.0 and 1.52 megohms at --55°C;

it may have any value between 1.36 and 0.74 megohm at 106®C.

2. Derating. A carbon resistor is expected to meet its load-life

requirements when dissipating its full rated wattage at an ambient

of 40®C, 50 per cent of its rated wattage at an ambient of 70®C,

or 10 per cent of its rated wattage at an ambient of 94®C.

3. Load life. Resistors are required to operate at their rated wattages

at an ambient of 40°C without suffering permanent change in

resistance of over 10 per cent. At an ambient of 85®C, this

requirement is 200 hr.

4. Overload. Resistors are required to stand voltages of 2.5 times

rated continuous working voltages for 5 sec without suffering a

permanent change in resistance over 5 per cent. This is, of course

6.25 times the rated wattage,

6. Voltage coefficient. A i-watt resistor may measure 3.5 per

cent greater at 100 volts than at 10 volts. (Hence distortion

may be introduced with resistor dividers used with large-voltage

waveforms.)

6. Security of terminals. Resistor terminals are expected to with-

stand a 5-lb pull without sustaining mechanical injury.

7. Exposure to humidity. After an exposure to 95 per cent humidity

at 40®C for 250 hr, the change in resistance of a resistor should

not exceed 10 per cent. (Hence, a few per cent change is possible

as a consequence of a few weeks' shelf life in humid regions.)

Some components, principally tubes, are not available with different

characteristics. For these components, the designer simply has to face

the manufacturing tolerances and design his circuit so that it will operate

properly with either low-limit or high-limit components. An example

of this type of component is given in Table 19-2, which lists some of the

characteristics of several common vacuum tubes. A perusal of this

table will make it immediately obvious that one of the principal tasks

facing the designer is the reconciliation of the wide tolerances that he
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must expect from the vacuum tubes with the performance requirements

set forth in the general and equipment specifications.

It sometimes happens that some important characteristic of a

component is not mentioned or specified in the available component
specifications. In such a situation, it is necessary for the design engineer

to establish for himself the probable limits of this characteristic for

available components and select a component that best meets his need.

For instance, the JAN specifications of carbon resistors do not cover the

variation of resistance with frequency or the amount of inductance in an

average resistor.

TABLifi 19-2.

—

Typical JAN Sfa.cifications i^or Vacuum Tubes

'rube

Plate current at epeci-

fied fixed bias, ma i

; "*-7
1

*

i' . /
1
.deviation

^om mean

Transconductancc at

fixed voltages, /x mhos
.. deviation

from mean
Min. Max. Min. Max.

6C4 6.5 14.5 ±38 2500 4000 ±23
6SJ7 2.0 4.0 ±33 1325 1975 ±20
6SK7 6.5 12.0 ±30 1600 2400 ±20
6SL7 1.4 3.2 ±39 1200 2000 ±25
6SN7 5.5 12.5 ±39 2075 3125 ±20
6V6 3.3 5.7 ±27 3000 5200 ±22

19.3. Fundamentals of Temperature-rise Analysis.—One of the most

serious problems that the design engineer must face is proper mechanical

design to facilitate cooling of components. The data given in Table

19*1 indicates that equipment built to military specifications must be

designed to operate over very wide variations in ambient temperature.

On the other hand, the data given in Sec. 19-2 on the performance of a

standard resistor component as a function of variations in ambient

temperature point up the difficulties in designing equipment with com-

ponents whose characteristics vary so widely with changes in ambient

temperature. Certainly for airborne equipment, the single most diffi-

cult problem arises from the wide variation in pressure and temperature.

The difficulty usually arises from the fact that the equipment is adjusted

under high-temperature conditions (on the ground) whereas it is expected

to operate, without further adjustment, under low-temperature conditions

(in the air). Although the equipment has its principal operating use

under medium- or low-temperature conditions, it must beSiesigned so

that. it will not ‘‘bum up'' when operated under high-temperature

conditions.

Since large temperature variations do so much to restrict the design,

considerable effort has been directed to developing efficient means of
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cooling equipment. This section treats in an elementary fashion the

information that the designer needs in order to plan the cooling in the

system; basic heat transfer formulas are given, and the cooling of closed

and open units is discussed.^

Correlation between calculations based on the formulas given here

and the physical tests is good only if the physical configuration of the

heat-dissipating object is simple. Consequently, the formulas are of

principal advantage only in showing the basic limitations of heat transfer

so that the physical configuration in the unit can be adjusted for maximum
efficiency. It is almost always necessary to confirm any analysis by
experiment.

Basic Heat-transfer Formulas .—Heat is transferred in three familiar

ways: conduction, radiation, and convection. Expressions are given for

these three heat-transfer methods, more because they form the basis

for subsequent discussion than for any use that might be made of them

directly. ^ Only the first two are based upon physical law
;
the expressions

for convection were derived empirically. Unmodified air is assumed to

be at 20°C, 50 per cent humidity, and standard atmospheric pressure.

1. Conduction .—The power dissipated by conduction is

AT
P = AK

^
watts, (1)

where A is the area of the heat conducting region in square inches

normal to the direction of heat flow, AT is the temperature differ-

ence existing between two points d in. apart, and if is a constant

of heat conductivity which differs with the material: copper 9.0,

iron 2.0, aluminum 3.3, carbon steel 1.1, rubber 0.004, and cloth

or felt 0.0016. Thus for steel about 1 watt is conducted through

1 sq. in. of contact surface for points 1 in. apart having a tempera-

ture difference of 1®C. Note that components which are required

to dissipate large amounts of heat should be mounted so that con-

tinuous metallic contact is made to a large metallic surface^ such as

the frame.

2. Radiation .—The power dissipated by radiation is

P = Zlel0-^\{Ta + ATY - T3I watts/in2 (2)

where Tois the absolute ambient temperature, AT is the temperature

difference in degrees centigrade between the radiating body and
the surrounding objects, and e is an emissivity constant that varies

^ For analysis of complicated heat-transfer problems, volumes such as McAdams,
Heat Transmissionj McGraw-Hill, 1942, should be consulted.

* These basic formulas for heat^transfer were taken from Magnetic Circuits and
Transformers by the MIT Staff in Electrical Engineering.
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for different materials, typical values being ideal black body 1.0,

lamp black 0.98, rough insulating materials 0.90, oxidized iron

0.75, oxidized copper 0.65, polished aluminum 0.005, and polished

silver (mirror), 0.0025.

An approximate form of Eq. (2), which gives a good approxima-

tion if AT is small, is

P = AT, (3)

For an ideal black body with a temperature difi'erence of 1° above

its surroundings, at'50°C the power radiated is 0.005 watts per

square inch of surface.

3. Convection in power dissipated by convection in

still air is

p = o.(>o(c»(Ay)‘-“ watts/in^ (4)

for the upper side of a horizontal surface,

P = 0.0012(A3’)'=“‘ watts/in^ (5)

for a vertical surface, and

P = 0.0008(Ar)i** watts/in^ (6)

for the bottom side of a horizontal surface, where AT is the tem-

perature difference in degrees centigrade between the surface and

the air about it. A 1-in. cube having a temperature 1°C higher

than the surrounding air loses heat by convection at the rate of

0.0072 watt.

Cooling a Sealed Unit ,—General empirical formulas relating the heat

transfer from a heat generator inside a sealed unit to the outside atmos-

phere are not too satisfactory, because the efficiency of heat transfer is a

sensitive function of the geometrical configuration of the heat-producing

components and the sealed housing. The geometry to be considered

is a heat source in air surrounded by an airtight metallic container also

in air. This treatment does not include conduction of heat to the wall

of the container by metallic contact; the effect of such conduction, how-

ever, can be estimated from Eq. (1). In any practical system, it is

necessary to consider the flow of heat from several components through

the housing to the surrounding atmosphere. This can be done approxi-

mately by summing the results of calculation of the heat flow from each

separate component.

The basic formula for heat transfer under the conditions specified

above is

P == UA AT wattSt (7)
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where J7 is a coefficient of heat flow in watts per square inch of exposed

surface per degree centigrade, A is the exposed area in square inches, and

AT is the temperature difference in degrees centigrade of the air inside

and outside the container. The problem, of course, is evaluating U for

the components under investigation.

In a practical design U is usually the only variable; P is simply the

total amount of power in watts generated inside the unit. The tempera-

ture difference AT, in degrees centigrade, is the difference between the

maximum operating ambient specified in the general specifications and

the maximum operating ambient for the most sensitive component speci-

fied in the component specifications. For instance, most components

are not guaranteed by the manufacturer for operation at temperatures

above 100®C, but most systems must operate at an ambient temperature

of at least 70°C, so AT is usually of the order of 30®C.

For these conditions, the heat emission by radiation can be neglected;

and since the walls of the containers are usually thin metal, the resistance

to the conduction of heat through the metal is negligible. The principal

resistance to heat flow is caused by the air films on the surface of the

component and on the surface of the housing. The value of the over-all

coefficient of heat transmission is the sum of the resistances to its flow

and is expressed as a conductivity by the formula

U = 1

hi zK

(8)

where U is the over-all coefficient of heat transfer in watts per square inch

per degree centigrade, the surface is the external surface, and the tem-

perature is the mean temperature difference between the air inside the

cabinet and outside the cabinet; hi is the internal film coefficient of heat

transfer in watts per square inch per degree centigrade, the surface is the

internal surface, and the temperature is the mean temperature difference

between the inside air and the inside surface; ho is the external film coeffi-

cient of heat transfer in watts per square inch per degree centigrade, the

surface is the external surface, and the temperature is the mean tempera-

ture difference between the outside air and the external surface; R is the

ratio of the external surface area to the internal surface area and multiplies

the value of the internal film coefficient so that the outside surface may
be used in calculations; z is the efficiency of the external surface and differs

from one only when fins or other extended surfaces are used. The
thickness of the wall of the cabinet in inches is represented by X, and
K is the coefficient of heat conductivity of the material of the cabinet.

With most metal cabinets, the term X/K is negligible, and B and z

are unity. When this is true, !^q. (8) becomes
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Considerable experimental data at the Radiation Laboratory have
established certain values of h for conditions approximating those found

in the metal housings used in practice. For the following configurations

and air conditions, h has the values indicated.

1. The value of h for any surface on the inside or outside of a closed

unit may be taken, to be

0.007 watt/nV°C when
there is no forced circula-

tion.

2. Using a No. 2, 1 6-watt blow -
,

er-motor combination, t^up-

plying 15 cu ft of air per _
minute at a nozzle velocity lO-Z.-Triple-walled container,

of 3500 ft/min on the inside

of a cylindrical container 9 in. in diameter and 15 in. long, the

value found for hi was 0.025 watt/sq in./®C.

3. The same blower, directing air at one end of the same unit on the

outside, gave a value for ha of 0.015 watt/sq in./°C.

4. With small amounts of forced convection parallel to the surface,

h approaches 0.02 watt/sq in./°C. From this point on, the value

increases about linearly to 0.055 watt/sq in./®C with an air

velocity of 42 ft/sec, measured where the presence of the surface

does not affect the velocity. A way of achieving such a flow over

the surfaces of a unit is illustrated in Fig. 19-2. Only one of the

walls completely encloses the unit; the others are only partial

walls used to restrict the flow of air to a broad, flat stream.

The figures given are approximations only; they can be reproduced

reasonably well provided the physical arrangements have the proper

configuration. Also, the coefficients may be deceptive, since, as the

capacity of the inside blower is increased, the additional wattage required

for the blower motor must be added to the internal heat load. In most

equipment, there is an optimum rate of heat transfer because increasing

the average heat transfer may mean a greater variation of tjie tempera-

tures in various parts of the container. The total heat transfer is based

upon the mean temperature difference between the air in contact with

the inside and outside surfaces.

In Fig. 19-2 it is apparent that different film coefficients apply to

different regions of the unit. The area of the surface may be divided
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up into different regions where judgment or simple experiment (as

studying air flow by the drift of small bits of tissue paper) indicates

different values of h. The heat carried away from each of these regions

is then summed.
Cooling an Open Cabinet with Changing Air ,—When it is not necessary

to have a sealed cabinet, heat may be carried away by drawing air from

the outside, circulating it through the cabinet, and discharging it again

on the outside. The specific heat of air at 50 per cent relative humidity

is 0.43 Btu/lb/°C. At 20°C and atmospheric pressure this is 0.57 watt-

min/ft^/°C. As the relative humidity increases to 100 per cent, the

specific heat of air increases to a maximum value of 0.44; hence, humidity

is neglected in the calculations.

The heat loss is

P ^ N ATV watts, (10)

where AT is the mean temperature difference between the air entering

the unit and the air leaving the unit in degrees centigrade, A is a coeffi-

cient for the specific heat of air obtained by multiplying 0.57 watt-

min/ft®/°C by the ratio of 290°A to the absolute temperature of either

the input or output air temperature (since the density changes with

temperature), and F, in cubic feet per minute, is the rate at which air is

being exchanged through the unit.

For positive circulation, fans or blowers must be used. The blower

may be located at the intake, pushing the air through the cabinet; it

may be located at the discharge; or two blowers may be used. Theo-

retically, it is more efficient to have the blower handle the coolest air.

Owing to interferences that cause eddy currents, however, a better cir-

culation may be obtained by exhausting the warmer air. As a general

rule, the path of the air stream should be vertically upward to obtain the

benefit of the gravity circulation; ducts or baffles are useful in obtaining

adequate circulation. Blowers, turned by a motor of given rating, are

rated for certain air volumes which remain independent of small back

pressures that are obtained as air is blown through the unit.

The incorporation of filters into the intake port is common practice

when the equipment is to be used in dusty atmospheres. A typical filter

is about f in. thick and made up of many layers of fine metal screening

covered with oil. Such filters have a recommended capacity of about

2 cu ft of air per minute per square inch. The resistance of the filters

to the flow of air constitutes practically all of the resistance to air flow

in the unit. Consequently, it is necessary to know the filter-pressure

air-velocity characteristics before the proper blower and motor can be

determined.

Although the total amount^pf heat being removed from the unit can

be determined by measuring the temperature difference at the input and
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exhaust ports, separate experiments arc necessary to determine whether
or not hot spots exist in the unit. It is often possible to equalize the

temperature inside the unit by appropriate use of baffles; however, it is

occasionally necessary to use separate small blowers directing air upon the

hot components. The same principles are involved in cooling a separate

component as in cooling a complete unit.

If the heat dissipated inside the unit is not too great, gravity cooling

may be employed. This has the obvious advantage of requiring no
fans which are, themselves, a source of maintenance trouble. The
temperature rise can be calculated using Eqs. (7) and (8) and using

the value for U given for nature! convection. The use of louvers and
slots reduces the temperature n.pe to about two-thirds the value calcu-

lated from Eqs. (7) and (8). •

Testing Procedures ,—As fircvi^ady indicated, it is very difficult to

predict accurately the tempeiiVf ure rise either in the unit as a whole or

m any particular section. As a result, heat runs and tests are necessary

to determine the exact performance. The most satisfactory method of

testing is by the use of thermocouples. By using several thermocouples

connected through a multiple selector switch, it is possible to measure the

temperature variations within the unit during one heat run. Techniques

that are less accurate but often useful employ the use of crayons, paints,

and pills that change color as a function of temperature. These tech-

niques are particularly valuable during the trial-and-error stage of

adjusting mechanical baffles to eliminate hot spots on a chassis.

In setting up tests, several factors affect the relation between the

test results and actual operation.

1. For a given power input and cooling arrangement, the temperature

rise above ambient varies directly with the ambient. Over an

ambient range of 10° to 50°C the rise above ambient increases

approximately 10 per cent. (This is due to the change in the

density of the air.)

2. Type tests of complete sets under specified low and high ambient

conditions require large test chambers, in which a high rate of

air circulation must be maintained in order to maintain the required

temperature and humidity conditions. This means that the heat

dissipation will be greater than in still air conditions.

3. When the cooling air is supplied to airborne equipment by air-

scoops, the decrease in density due to altitude is offset by the

decrease in ambient up to 40,000 ft. Such equipment must be

supplied with auxiliary cooling, however, for ground operation.

19*4. Lightweight Apparatus.—During the war, considerable effort

was placed on the development of lightweight apparatus. The develop-
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ment was carried out at considerable cost in engineering and design time

both on the part of system design engineers and on the part of the com-

ponents manufacturers. The emphasis for lightweight construction and

design was originally placed on equipment to be used by the Air Forces.

It later became apparent that all electronic equipment should be light-

weight, since its utility is greatly enhanced if it is air-transportable.

The importance of saving a few pounds in the design of an equipment

cannot be overlooked. For instance, it is estimated that a saving of

1 lb in the net weight of a commercial aircraft is worth approximately

$2000 to the air lines during the life of the aircraft. Stated another

way, if enough weight and space can be saved by proper design of equip-

ment so that an additional seat can be added to a commercial aircraft,

the saving is worth roughly $38,000 to the air line.

By directing so much attention to the problem, great strides have been

made in reducing the weight of electronic equipment. This has been

accomplished by coordinated effort on the part of the design engineers

and on the part of the designers and manufacturers of components.

One of the most serious limitations to lightweight construction is the

inherent ruggedness of the equipment as required by military specifica-

tions. Early experience showed, unfortunately, that breakage is one of

the most serious problems connected with supplying combat units. As
a result of this experience, military specifications now require that the

equipment be very rugged. In the postwar development of commercial

applications many of these specifications can be ignored because the

equipment will be handled more carefully; nevertheless, war-learned

lessons in building electronic equipment for rough treatment should not

be quickly forgotten.

19-6. Minimum-weight Design.—The comments that follow are

concerned with weight savings by proper circuit design; a later section

contains information on weight-saving by construction techniques. The
discussion presumes that the basic circuits have been satisfactorily

worked out. The circuit components and considerations that hold the

most promise for weight-saving are power consumption, power supply,

tube selection, tube operating conditions, and component selection.

Obviously these are related, but a detailed consideration of each points

out the salient factors to be investigated.

Power Consumption ,—It is often the case that component size is

determined by the total amount of power consumed rather than the

“compressibility^^ of the circuit. This is so because the power generated

in the unit must be dissipated to prevent the components from operating

at excessive temperatures. The four principal sources of heat in a

vacuum-tube circuit are tube filament, plate dissipation, load dissipation,

and voltage divider dissipation. These sources of heat can be either
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eliminated or cut to the minimum. It is usually desirable to determine
the minimum plate voltage supply for each tube. It will often happen
that enough tubes operate at the same voltage to warrant a special voltage

supply. Cathode followers, input amplifiers, and other power-consuming
circuits that do not contribute materially to the circuit operation are

eliminated if at all possible. This can often be done by minor rearrange-

ment in the circuit and by careful proportioning of the circuit into the

various major units.

Wherever possible, tubes are eliminated, and those which are used

are chosen for low heater power. For instance, diodes can sometimes

be replaced by crystal or elect rolytic detectois. The use of double

tubes generally results in, Jess ]cn>Wer dissipation than the use of single

tubes.

Regulated voltage is alwW
3
|V,i^>fctly in terms of transformer and filter

weight and size; consequeufoi;, each circuit is analyzed to determine

the exact amount of regulation required. Considerable power is saved

if circuits that do not require regulation are not run on the regulated

power supply.

Power Supplies ,—It is often the case that the heaviest component in a

unit is the power transformer. Maximum design efficiency is achieved

only by careful analysis of the transformer requirements and by design-

ing a special transformer to meet those requirements. As indicated

above, taps on the transformer can be used to supply medium voltage

buses, thus eliminating the necessity of dropping resistors from a high-

voltage bus. This is particularly applicable to circuits that use many
pentodes, since the screen potential is usually constant. Supplying

the screen voltage by means of a separate voltage bus eliminates the

power loss in a dropping resistor and, being low impedance, reduces the

number of screen bypass condensers required. For many applications

it is possible to use the primary voltage supplied without passing it

through a transformer. For instance, for electronic equipment designed

to operate in aircraft, considerable saving is effected by running the

filaments in series parallel from the 28-volt d-c bus. If filament sta-

bilization is required, nonlinear series elements can be incorporated into

the circuit without requiring the transformers to supply the wasted

power. For some applications, the use of a dynamotor to supply the

high voltage is more efficient than converting direct to alternating cur-

rent in a rotary converter and stepping up the voltage in a p^wer trans-

former and rectifier circuit.

Component Selection .
—^Volume 17 contains descriptions and illustra-

tions of most of the important components that have been developed

during the last three or four years. In almost every case, the component

has been reduced in size and weight, and the reliability has been improved.
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Component size affects the final weight of a unit in ways that are not

immediately obvious.

In most cases, the reduced size and weight have been effected by the

development of new insulating materials and sealing compounds (for

transformers and condensers) and by ignoring preconceived ideas of size

(miniature and subminiature tubes). As indicated above, the develop-

ment of these smaller and lighter components has been very costly, but

some of the cost has been amortized so that the components are now

available for commercial use at more reasonable prices.

Fig. 19-3.—Typical work space.

19*6. The Design Process.—There is no guaranteed formula for

generating new ideas, and this chapter does not purport to give one. It is

assumed that the designer of new equipment has the necessary creative

ability. This section gives some of the design techniques that the authors

have found to be useful.

Figure 19-3 shows a typical work space assigned to a circuit designer,

and Figs. 19*4 and 19*5 show typical examples of electrical mockup

chassis (ignominiously called **breadboards Results are produced

only when such physical arrangements are augmented by skilled special-

ists. Such personnel are not included in the list of illustrations, but

they rank far above physical firrangements in importance.

The design process outlined in this section is idealized for the sake
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of generality. It assumes that the design engineer has at hand all of

the information discussed in the preceding sections and has the physical

facilities and supporting personnel necessary to carry out the separate

steps. Each step in the design process is indicated by a numbered

paragraph. It is probably fair to say that no system or part of a system

has ever been designed by the process outlined below. The urgency of

war often established a time schedule that was incompatible with carrying

out the complete process. Experience has shown, however, that while

some of the steps may be combined, none of them can be omitted without

risk of unfortunate results.

The problem that is considered is the design of a functional part of a

complete system, such as a ihodulator, synchronizer, or range unit of a

complete radar system. For very complex systems, the responsibility

of design may be subdivided even further; this requires greater coordina-

tion among the designers working on each separate part.

1. The first step is to make a block diagram of the complete system

to be designed. Such diagrams are very important so that each designer

working on the individual units knows exactly how his unit fits into the

whole system. Usually, the system is broken down into functional

units; but as the units are designed, minor changes may be made. One
of the most important benefits of a system block diagram is to specify

the various inputs and outputs of each block to enable the designer of

each block to know what he has in the way of inputs and what he has

to supply in the way of outputs. The process of writing down the inputs

and outputs of each block usually points up places where over-all effi-

ciency can be improved by not following strictly functional subdivisions.

For example, a functional division of a radar system that includes a

receiver and a range unit would put the receiver in one unit and the

range unit in another. It is generally more efficient, however, to put the

final video stages of the receiver in the range unit, thus allowing inter-

connection between the receiver and the range unit at low level. This

results in considerable saving of power.

2. After the complete system is broken down into blocks, the design

engineer in charge of developing a particular block makes a block dia-

gram of his unit. In this breakdown, the complex unit is divided into

convenient components each of the same order of complexity which, in

turn, may be broken down into single-function circuits that initiate or

operate upon waveforms. The purpose of the block diagram is to organ-

ize the job and to clarify the relationship that exists among different

parts of the circuit. Waveforms, voltage levels, impedance levels, and

timing diagrams clarify the unit whenever they are known.

3. Having specified the complete functions and known operating

conditions of each block, the designer fills in the blocks with circuit dia-
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grams. This is usually done by one of two methods or a combination

of two methods. In breaking down the unit into functional circuits,

the designer makes us^ of his previous experience and knowledge of the

field of electronic design; consequently, many of the blocks can be filled

in by circuits with which the designer has had previous experience.

The circuits will rarely be in a finished form, since they have not been

previously applied to the particular application that the designer faces.

Previously developed circuits, however, are an excellent start toward

filling out the complete unit. The second method is based upon the

designer’s fundamental knowledge of the operation of vacuum tubes and
electronic components. Knowing how these components behave and
knowing what the circuit is siipi^ isfd to do enable the designer to lay

out a rough circuit diagram* At ihia point in the design, the unit con-

sists of circuits whose genera^ mance is known but that have never

been tried in the particular 4t>y;ication and circuits that have been

i nvented on the basis of knowledge of the desired functional performance.

The former, having been previously tested, have their principal constants

already fixed, whereas the latter must have the constants determined.

4. A theoretical analysis of the circuit is useful at this point. This

consists of reviewing the development of the proved circuit to establish

a firm basis for the minor adjustments called for. An independent analy-

sis is made of the new circuits to establish the probable range of circuit

constants and the theoretical performance. Such analysis usually points

to alternative methods of performing some of the functions and is used

as a basis for experimental tests which follow.

5. Since the usual assumptions made in theoretical circuit analysis

are quite broad, experimental checks are necessary. Often the designer

will interrupt analysis to build a circuit and test it. On the other hand,

when an experimental circuit exhibits unexpected characteristics, the

designer usually reverts to analysis for explanation of the phenomena.

In any case, experimental checks of the various circuits are necessary.

This phase of design is very important, as it is a basis for the establish-

ment of the variable parameters in the circuit. As a rule, the circuits

are tested in as small units as possible to reduce the number of parameters

and to facilitate a detailed examination of each parameter.

6. After the parameters and operating conditions of the new cir-

cuits have been satisfactorily established and the old circuits have been

reworked to fit into the rest of the design, the complete unit is wired up

on an electrical mockup chassis. Unforeseen difficulties usually arise

when the whole unit (less power supply) is tried out for the first time.

It is generally necessary to change some of the constants and perhaps

even add new elements. Since the unit in this stage of development

has little physical resemblance to the final unit, many important char*
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acteristics cannot be tested. If the initial checks indicate that general

operation is satisfactory, the remaining steps in the design process can

be undertaken. If the unit as a whole does not check satisfactorily,

then it is necessary to repeat some of the steps already carried out.

Developing a circuit up to this point is often considered the principal

problem; cen;ainly it is the most interesting to the designer. Satis-

factory operation on an electrical mockup chassis, however, does not

preclude unsatisfactory operation of the finished product. It is very

important that the remaining steps in the design process be faithfully

followed.

7. The next step in the design process is to test the whole unit to

establish the power requirements, the, required voltage stability, and the

heat dissipation, and to find circuit elements critical to physical con-

figurations. In general, the initial determination of these character-

istics will be very disappointing, and it then becomes the job of the

designer to work over the circuit to establish efficient conditions for

each of these variables. As was pointed out in Secs. 19-4 and 19*5, the

weight of the unit is closely allied to the amount of power that it con-

sumes. The power requirements must therefore be cut to the minimum.
Manufacturing difficulty is closely allied to the tolerances required

in the components. Operating stability is closely allied to component

tolerances and optimum subassembly design; stability can usually be

achieved by using precision components or by matching components.

In many instances it is better, from the manufacturing point of view,

to match components in a compact subassembly design than it is to use

precision components. Such techniques also increase the serviceability

of the equipment by making possible easy and rapid changing of sub-

assembly units.

As pointed out in Secs. 19*4 and 19-5, considerable saving in weight is

accomplished by reducing the requirements on voltage stability. Regu-

lated power supplies are necessarily less efficient and heavier than unregu-

lated power supplies. A careful test of the required voltage stability

permits the power supply to be regulated no better than is necessary,

to avoid unnecessary weight.

8. The information gained in these tests is coalesced with a general

circuit review to check for wasted power, unnecessary tubes and com-
ponents, proper interconnection to other units; to design the power
supply and subassemblies; to decide on a satisfactory method for testing,

maintenance, and calibration; and to make up a tentative parts list.

Best results are usually obtained by working on these problems concur-

rently. Some of these considerations receive more emphasis than others,

depending upon the use to which the equipment is to be put. For

airborne equipment, particular emphasis is put on reducing weight and
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volume; for other applications, these characteristics assume less impor-
tance. As work progresses on this step, the various subassembly designs

are fabricated so that the effect on the other characteristics can be checked

by test.

It is very important at this stage of development that the design

engineer decide definitely how the equipment is to be tested, maintained,

and calibrated. Having been in the process of testing the unit himself,

he is in an excellent position to determine which test points are most
important, which adjustments are critical, and what criteria will be used

in making the adjustments. Questions such as these must be answered

before the design reaches proto^.yi'e .stage so that proper cognizance can

be taken of them in the rnechJiiifchl layout of the prototype models.

It is likewise importai^t th^t, 4he' design engineer make absolutely

sure that the unit will operate 'j^VtJ|)erly with the rest of the units of

the system. In many instanCey it is necessary for him to assist in the

testing of the other units (which are presumably in the same stage of

development) and to invite the design engineers of the other units to

test his own. Only by close collaboration at this stage of development

can the final product be assured reasonable chances of success. In

some instances, it may be necessary to make a combined test of several

units in a system before they pass out of the experimental-chassis design

stage. This is usually undertaken only if it is more efficient than making

a precise measurement on the characteristics of each unit.

9. After the efficiency and reliability of the circuits have been estab-

lished, prototype model construction can proceed. If the prototype

model is to be of any value to the manufacturer, it must contain the

same components that the engineer recommends be used in the final

product. Hence, it is very important that he check the availability

of the components which he recommends and satisfy himself that the

unit will pass all of the tests when the recommended components arc

used. It is also advisable that the designer consult the production

engineers who will have charge of producing the unit. This enables him

to rectify conflicting views and establish the necessity of following the

design principles that he recommends.

10. After the prototype model is constructed, it is subjected to severe

testing. This step is the final laboratory proof of the design. If the

model responds satisfactorily to these tests, it is considered to be ready

for incorporation into the system and tested as a component pp^rt of the

system.

If the design process has been carefully followed, prototype model

tests do not show many unexpected characteristics. It rarely happens,

however, that a prototype behaves exactly as expected, and it is usually

necessary to make minor revisions in the circuit and in the physical
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layout. If the necessary revisions are minor, they can usually be accom-

plished on the prototype model without retracing the earlier design steps

and building a new model.

Table 19*3 gives the design process in outline form; the numbered
steps correspond to the discussion.

Table 19*3.—Steps in the Design Process

1. Block diagram of complete system

2. Block diagram of unit

3. Fill in blocks with old and invented circuits

4. Theoretical analysis of invented circuits

6.

Experimental checks of spparate circuits

6. Experimental checks of complete circuit

7. Experimental tests to determine:

a. Power requirements

b. Component tolerances

c. Operating stability

d. Required voltage stability

e. Heat dissipation

/. Breakdown into electrical subassemblies

8. Circuit review to:

a. Check for wasted power

b. Check for unnecessary tubes

c. Check proper interconnections to other units

d. Design power supply

e. Design subassemblies

/. Decide on method of testing, maintenance, and calibration

g. Establish final tentative parts list

9. Prototype model construction

10.

Prototype model tests

Table 19*4 is a list of phrases that have meaning to the electronic

apparatus designer. Mechanical engineers have frequently used a list

of words, such as lubrication, life, vibration, etc., to remind them of

design details. The list in Table 19-4 is for the same purpose applied

to electronic design.

19*7. Construction Practices for Laboratory Equipment.—The term

laboratory equipment implies small numbers of equipment fabricated

from readily available or handmade parts, used and maintained by tech-

nically trained personnel, and operated under reasonably constant

temperature and humidity conditions. It also implies that weight and

size are of secondary importance. Such equipment is characterized by a

multiplicity of adjustments, selected components, open construction, and

very high performance.

Equipment for military or commercial use implies large numbers of

equipment, utilizing special parts and tooling, used and maintained by

average personnel under widely variable conditions. Properly designed
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and constructed equipments of this nature are characterized by few
adjustments, standard components, compact construction, ruggedness,
portability, and guaranteed minimum performance.

Obviously, these differences between laboratory and commercial
equipments have a profound influence on construction practices. Per-
haps the greatest difference stems from the fact that laboratory equip-

Fig. 19-7.—Example of construction for laboratory equipment with ladder mounting of
components.

ment is generally constructed by persons qualified to follow circuit

diagrams. This usually means that the only drawing that need be

made for laboratory equipment is the circuit diagram. On the other

hand; production equipments are constructed by persons who neither

see nor have to understand circuit diagrams. At first glance it might
seem that what is good practice for one is good practice for the other,

but this is not true. If only small numbers of equipments are to be

built, it is economically more efficient to hire a more highly s&lled work-

man to build the units from a circuit diagram. If large numbers are to

be built, however, it is economically more efficient to spend considerably

more time and engineering effort in planning the construction so that

it can be carried out by unskilled personnel.
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Improvisations are the general rule in laboratory equipment, and the

construction is always carried out with flexibility in mind. Laboratory

equipment is usually constructed by making maximum use of point-to-

point wiring augmented by standard terminal strips. Extra space,

unused solder lugs, multiple tie points, etc., are desirable in laboratory

equipment. Such ‘'haywire’^ techniques have no place in commercial

production, as they only add confusion in the assembly process.

Fig. 19-8.—Example of construction "for laboratory equipment.

Many laboratory equipments never get beyond the electrical mockup

stage illustrated in Figs. 19*6 and 19-7, which, after all, are perfectly

usable forms. Generally, however, laboratory equipment is carried at

least one step further, and the circuit is incorporated in a semipermanent

fashion on a chassis. Figure 19-8 illustrates laboratory construction.

19.8. Construction Practice for Commercial Equipment.—This sec-

tion is intended to correlate and augment the various comments that

have been made on the design and construction of commercial equip-

ment.^

^^The term ** commercial equipment” is intended to cover both industrial and

military applications. Construction practices for industrial and military applications

differ mainly in the rigidity of the specifications; the general features of design and con-

struction are the same. The term '^commercial equipment” does not include equip-
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Since electronic equipment is being considered, the fundamental
requirement for construction practices is that the electrical circuit will

operate satisfactorily. This may or may not be a serious limitation on
the method of construction; it depends upon the units under considera-

tion and whether or not the requirements for a satisfactory electrical

operation are in conflict with some of the other requirements listed below.

For many applications, especially where the circuit contains high fre-

quencies, high voltage, high-gain amplifiers, '>tc., the physical configura-

tion of the circuit is important. In designing the layout it is necessary

to consider cabling losses; distributed capacity; distributed inductances;

electrostatic, electromagnetic,, Jiod microphonic pickup; etc. In many
instances, it is impossible io talf^ proper cognizance of all of these varia-

bles, and, as a result nfodels invariably require a certain

amount of reworking. Durkii^ jarrying out of Steps 7 and 8 of the

design process, however, it fft possible to discover which circuits are

critical, and priority of space ,

m

ocation, and attention is given to them in

the model construction. Circuit operation can almost always be

improved by dividing the unit into separate subassemblies. This does

not mean subassembly in the sense that the tubes and heavy components

are mounted on a chassis while the light components are mounted on

removable terminal strips. What is meant here is the division of the

circuit into separate mechanical subunits that when fastened together

on a framework form the complete unit. This type of construction has

found considerable application in lightweight equipment because it is

more economical from the standpoint of space and weight. However,

it has a distinct advantage as regards operating reliability as well, which

is the point that is stressed here.

The second major consideration is that the mechanical construction

be sound. The unit must be mechanically rigid enough to withstand

the knocks of normal handling and shipping. It has been found through

experience that few units fail to pass vibration tests if they are mechan-

ically rugged enough to withstand ordinary shipment! Adequate

mechanical construction applies also to protection of knobs, dials, switch

handies, cathode-ray tube faces, and other parts of the unit that are

mounted external to the chassis# Locking devices are employed to

protect moving parts from accidental movement. Such devices are

used to secure large tubes, tuning dials, screwdriver potentiometer

adjustments, etc. x

One phase of Step 8 in the design process is the determination of the

ment for private use, such as home radio receivers. Because of the highly competitive

nature of the field of home appliances, the construction practices employed in manu-

facturing them are necessarily radically different from those employed in manu-

facturing equipment for military and industrial uses.
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best method of testing, maintenance, and calibration. These considera-

tions are vital to the proper operation of any unit; hence, the construc-

tion must take them into proper account. The process of testing and
calibrating usually requires the measurement of certain voltages, cur-

rents, waveforms, etc., and the designer takes proper account of this

requirement by marking the critical test points. Proper construction

facilitates access to these test points, bringing them to one test panel

if possible. Testing and calibration is greatly facilitated if all of the

Fig. 19'9.—Typical component strip subassemblies.

test points and all of the calibration controls are located together and
are easily accessible.

The quality of maintenance that is performed on any unit is greatly

influenced by the ease with which the maintenance can be carried out.

The general principles to be observed in constructing a unit for ease of

maintenance are as follows: The maintenance should be performed from
the operator's position, i.e., the unit should come apart from the front;

maintenance must be possible without turning off the unit, disconnecting

cables, etc.; maintenance must be possible with the simplest of tools;

any tool other than a straight screwdriver and a crescent wrench is

considered special by the average maintenance man. The use of snap
nufa, cowl fasteners, captive bolts, riveted nuts, wing and thumb nuts,

flexible couplings, etc., greatly facilitates access to maintenance and
calibration points.
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Provision must be made for adequate cooling and protection against

moisture, dust, vibration, and shock. Manufacture is facilitated by
dividing the construction into a multiplicity of separate operations.

Special component strips, illustrated in Fig. 19-9, permit independent

fabrication of many subassemblies.^ Maximum use of mechanical sub-

assemblies is discussed in later sections; however, some mechanical sub-

assemblies are necessary in almost every unit. Figure 19-10 is a 30-mega-

cycle if receiver strip with approximately 20-db gain per stage. It is

virtually impossible to obtain satisfactory operation of such units by
any other method than ppint-to-point wiring as illustrated in the figure.

Fig. 19*10.—•'Radar receiver strip, a typical mechanical subassembly.

Such units require considerable care to provide proper shielding and hence

are nearly always constructed on mechanical subassemblies which are in

turn mounted to the major units in which the circuit operates.

This section would not be complete without some discussion of the

relative merits of open and closed units. Examples of open-unit con-

struction are shown in Figs. 19*11 and 19*12. In operation, of course,

these u^its are covered with thin metal dust covers. In this type of

construction each component is either hermetically sealed or constructed

to withstand the expected operating conditions. Figure 19*13 illustrates

closed-unit construction. In this example the complete unit is enclosed

in a pressure tight chamber, and hence the individual components need

;iot be constructed to withstand the full variation of operating conditions.

Closed-unit construction finds its greatest application in airborne

* Army Air Force Specification ARL-102-A, Navy Specification RE-13-A-564, and

Civil Aeronautics Authority Manual 16 contain much valuable information on the

best way of handling component strips, wiring harnesses, tie points, etc.
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systems that are expected to operate satisfactorily at very high altitudes.

Such construction generally results in considerable saving of weight
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to test and calibration points. Problems of heat dissipation become
quite severe for closed-unit construction and may require both internal

and external blowers.

Fio. 19*12.—Bombing radar range units, bottom view. Example of open construction.

Many of the reasons for resorting to closed unit construction are

gradually being eliminated. The development of new dielectrics, trans-

former impregnants, and small hermetically sealed components makes
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open-unit construction more and more practical in comparison with

closed-unit construction. To some extent these improvements in com-

ponent construction are offset by continuing improvements in aircraft

design which enable them to operate at greater altitudes. In all proba-

bility, closed-unit construction will continue to be preferred for modu-
lators, r-f generators (in the microwave range), high-voltage sources,

and other special units for airborne use.

Fiq. 19*13.—Example of closed-unit construction. Cover not shown.

19*9. Mechanical Assemblies in Electronic Apparatus.^—It is impossi-

ble for the designer, whether physicist or electrical engineer, to escape
the mechanical aspect in the design and construction of electronic

equipment. Mechanical responsibility in design encompasses the prac-
tical geometry of the device, the correct choice of materials, finishes,

lubrication, cooling facilities, etc. The parts to be fabricated are designed
so that they may be made with the available facilities, and a complete set

of prints is prepared. Fundamentally, all electronic equipment is

mechanical. Since this phase of production is so important, it is advis-

able for the designer to enlist the aid of a mechanical engineer and assign

to him the mechanical aspects of the design process.

^ Sections and 19*9 and 19*00 are by A, C. Hughes, Jr., and J. V. Holdam, Jr.
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Mechanical assemblies are divided into several classes on the basis

of the type of engineering effort necessary to produce each. Components,
such as resistors, condensers, etc., are mechanical assemblies; their

mechanical characteristics are given in the component specification.

The machinery for making components is another class. The develop-

ment of such machinery may be necessary if the design employs a new or

specially built component. Housings, holders, brackets, connectors,

tube sockets and clamps, chassis decks, fron^ panels, terminal strips, etc.,

form a third class and are generally available from commercial manu-
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facturers in an adequate mechanical design. However, when space and

weight are critical, it is usually necessary to make special designs of

some items in this class. The fourth and most important class is assem-

blies with moving parts. This class is further divided into electrical

and mechanical assemblies. For example, potentiometers, variable

resistors and condensers, motors and generators, relays, magnetic clutches,

synchros, and switches are electrical; dial and counter mechanisms, hand-

operated gear trains, servomechanism gear trains, mechanical computer

elements, and drive mechanisms are mechanical.

The design of mechanical assemblies is carried out in the same sequence

as the design of the electrical circuits. The first six steps pven in the

design process in Sec. 19*6 apply. almost directly to mechanical design;
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Steps 7 and 8 may apply only partially; and Steps 9 and 10 apply directly.

In general, the mechanical design lags the electrical design because of the

greater time required to try out new ideas. Also, the expense of making

mistakes in the mechanical design is greater because of the shop time that

is wasted. When the mechanical characteristics cannot be synthesized,

the early stages of electrical design include some mechanical assemblies;

but they are fabricated in very crude style. The counterpart of the

electrical mockups used in the early electrical design is the mechanical

breadboard; a part of Vol. 17 of this series is devoted to the use of mechan-

ical breadboards.

The successful completion of the first six steps in the design process

supplies suflSeient information on the mechanical requirements of the

unit to finish the mechanical design. If the mechanical assemblies are

at all complicated, it is advisable to make a mechanical schematic draw-

ing on which are specified the various electrical and mechanical inputs,

the gear ratios, shaft speeds, etc. Figure 19-14 is an example of this

kind of schematic diagram.

The construction details are determined by consideration of the power

and torque requirements of the assembly and the conditions under which

the equipment must work, etc. This phase of the design is straight

mechanical engineering and is adequately covered by current engineering

literature.

1940. Lightweight Construction.—The general circuit design con-

siderations that require emphasis when the design and construction of

a unit is to result in minimum weight and space have been partially

covered in Sec. 19-9. This section deals with the problem from the

standpoint of construction and points out the steps in the design process

(Sec. 19*6) where an effort toward lightweight design and construction

is most rewarding.

Presumably, the desire for lightweight construction is known from

the outset, and a great deal of progress is made in Steps 1 and 2 of the

design process. During the system and unit block diagram stages, it is

advantageous to consider the pros and cons of unit size, cabling, power

supply, and power dissipation.

Equipment serviceability, a very important characteristic, gets pro-

gressively poorer as the units are combined into larger units. Also,

large units cannot be so advantageously located as small ones, since they

require special mounting provisions. This often tends to counter-bal-

ance the reduced inter-unit cabling by requiring even longer cable runs

between the units that are used.

For a general case these arguments can be summed up as follows.

The total weight and volume of a system become progressively smaller

as the units are combined into larger and less numerous units. The
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serviceability and flexibility of location tend to become poorer as the units

are combined into larger and less numerous units. The compromise

that is reached in any particular system depends on the system itself

and on the application for which it is designed. There is usually a best

compromise for each system, however, and reaching it requires a thorough

analysis of the variables.

The next phases in the design process that require particular emphasis

in lightweight design are Steps 7, 8, and 0. During the experimental

tests and general circuit review, particular emphasis is placed on reducing

the total amount of power that is consumed by the unit. Operation of

the tubes at the minimum fy^^ible plate volta.;:;e and the selection of

tubes for low heater dissipation r^ve already been mentioned. There

Fig. 19*16.—Delay multivibrator subassembly.

are at least two other methods by which the total power consumption

may be reduced. In amplifier circuits where it is necessary to maintain

a definite pass band, the value of the plate resistors is usually determined

by stray capacity of the load and the shunt capacity of the tubes. By

employing construction techniques that minimize unwanted capacity

and by selecting amplifier tubes for minimum shunt capacity, the pass

band can be maintained even though the plate resistors are made quite

large. This materially reduces the quiescent power dissipation in an

amplifier circuit. Tubes that operate on time asymmetrical waveforms

can often be arranged in the circuit so that the tube is cut off most of the

time.

It was pointed out in the discussion of the design process (Sec. 19- 1)

that efficient power-supply design requires careful consideration of

multi-bus supplies, the use of available direct current for the tube heaters,

and a careful analysis of the minimum regulation required.

Subassembly Design .—Experience at the Radiation Laboratory has

shown that a very profitable approach to lightweight design is careful
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use of the subassembly technique. The approach to this problem has
been made in two rather different ways, both based on the use of minia-
ture and subminiature tubes and very small components. Neither of

these techniques is much beyond the development stage, but prototype
models employing them have been built and show great promise in

reducing the weight and space of most units.

Figures 19'16 and 19'16 are illustrations of the “circuit-within-a-tube ”

approach to subassembly design. The advantages of this type of con-
struction are many fold. The unit can easily be hermetically sealed;

replacement of the circuit is very simple; and the performance of the
circuit can be held to dote tolerance. Hermetic sealing is advantageous.

Fig. 19* 16.—Twin-T subassembly.

since the individual components are not required to operate over the
wide temperature and humidity range to which the complete unit is

subjected. By filling the envelope with a dry inert gas such as helium,
heat dissipation is facilitated, leakage is reduced to the minimum, and
the possibility of voltage breakdown when the unit is operated at high
altitudes is minimized. Such a unit is changed with the same ease that
an ordinary tube is changed. Hence this type of construction increases
the serviceability of the unit. By adjusting the values of the components
to match the characteristics of the tube, during the subassembly fabrica-

tion, the performance of the circuit can be held to much closer tolerances
than if this type of construction were not employed. The price, of

course, for this advantage is the increased cost of the subassembly; no
attempt is made by the repairman to service the subassembly itself.

The unit shown in Figure 19-16 is a twin-T filter. This unit was
produced in very large quantities for use in an amplifier of special design
that was part of an airborne radar system. The bandpass and attenua-
tion characteristics of the twin-T filter were very critical, and it would
have been impossible to guarantee satisfactory operation of the unit in

which the twin-T was employed had this type of construction not been
used. By dividing the series and shunt resistances into pairs, nonpre-
cision parts were employed, the padding resistor being selected to com-
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pensate for the tolerance in the associated resistor. This is an illustration

of application of this type of construction to obtain performance within
very close limits while using components that are not held within close

limits.

Another type of construction that holds great promise by reducing
the unit size and weight is illustrated in Figs. 19T7 to 19T9. The unit

shown is an experimental airborne navigational range unit. It contains

60 tubes, weighs 18 lb, and is approximately 12 by 10 by 8 in. The
details of the subassembly construction are shown in the figures. This

Fig. 19-17.—Airborne navigational range unit using subassembly cards.

type of subassembly has most of the advantages, except hermetic sealing,

of the subassembly methods discussed above; it has the additional

advantage of being considerably more flexible, since larger circuits can

be built on one subassembly. By building a complete functional circuit

on one subassembly, stray capacity is reduced to the very minimum;

hence maximum power efficiency is obtained by use of large plate resistors.

In the unit that is taken as an example of this type of construction, the

subassemblies are held by grooved support guides; the dust cover keeps

the subassembly plug mated with the chassis socket. The principal

adjustments are either on the front panel or on one side, ea^y accessible

for maintenance or operation. Since all of the intercircuit wiring passes

through the connectors underneath the chassis, this type of construction

is admirably suited for the inclusion of many test points. Figure

19*20 is a block diagram of the complete unit. Each of the various
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blocks is a separate functional circuit. Figures 19*21 and 19*22 show

the circuit and layout of one of the subassemblies.

The unit is made very compact by holding the tubes with clips rather

than tube sockets and by mounting all of the ''large” components on

one side of the terminal strip and small components on the other side.

This permits the terminal strips to be stacked very closely together on

the chassis.

Fig. 19-18.—Details of subassembly construction.

The principal disadvantage of this type of construction is the large

number of connectors that are used. Completely suitable connectors are

not commercially available. However, this type of construction is very

promising, and it appears to be fundamentally sound. It is admirably

suited to both production and maintenance, since the subassembly

construction permits multiple independent fabrication and very easy

replacement of malfunctioning units.

19-11. Lightweight Mechanical Assemblies.^—The following discus-

sion is concerned with lightweight mechanical assemblies used in radar,

radio, and other electronics equipment. In many cases well over half

of the weight of a radar set is taken up by mechanical assemblies such

^ Section 19>11 is by A. C. Hughes, Jr.
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as revolving scanners, gear trains for scope indicators, servo gear trains

in general, and azimuth and range dials, counters, etc.

One of the simplest rules in designing lightweight equipment is

to specify light materials such as alloys of magnesium and aluminum.
These lighter metals cannot replace steel and brass completely, since

shafting, bearings, some gears, cams, and general wearing surfaces may
require the heavier metals; but framework, castings, brackets, covers.

Fio. 19-19.—Details of subassembly construction.

spacers, handles, cranks, some gears, chassis decks, etc., can be made
from lighter metals with appreciable savings in weight.

There are two well-known factors that require careful attention when

light metals are used in conjunction with heavy metals—the difference

in coefficient of linear expansion and electrolysis.

Where there are many parts and the design is complicated, wooden

mockups or cardboard models are valuable. Seeing the design in three-

dimensional solid pieces is very helpful in making the assembly compact.

Figure 19*23 shows an example of mechanical design of rather high

space-use. The device shown consists of a constant-^eed motor,

speed-reducing gear unit, a slip clutch, and two potentiometers. Between

the two potentiometers are an end-return torsion spring, a mechanical-

end stop, and a cam and push rod to operate a limit switch. The unit

weighs 32 oz and is 2 by 4 by 6i in. in size.
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As the density rises, maintenance and replacement become more

difficult. Subassembly methods of construction tend to alleviate those

Amplifier and
phase shifted

pip generator

Sub -assembly construction

Fiq. 19-21.—Circuit of 20-kc oscillator subassembly.

difficulties for mechanical assemblies as well as for electrical assemblies.

A mechanical subassembly is usually thought of as a group of parts

having no permanent mechanical connection to any other mechanical

parts or group of parts. Since mechanical assemblies in electronic
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equipment are usually closely related to one circuit, usually an electrical

subassembly in itself, it is often convenient to make the mechanical

assembly and the circuit one subassembly. Figure 19-24 shows an

Fia. 19*2.3.—Lightweight mechanical assembly.

experimental mechancial subassembly and electrical subassembly mount-

ing card joined in this manner. The saving in space, wire, and connectors

is appreciable. Electrical parts can be fitted into voids and spaces of the
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mechanical unit that would otherwise not be filled. Connector problems
and the weight of connectors may be avoided by wiring all the parts of a

mechanical unit directly into the electrical unit of the same subassembly.
Where mechanical units are subassemblies by themselves, it is an advan-
tage to have them automatically plug in as they are fastened into place.

19*12. Summary.—The importance and use of specifications are

discussed. The fundamentals 6f temperature-rise analysis are reviewed
and equations for the cooling of open and closed apparatus by convection
and forced circulation are included. A systematic design procedure and a
check list of design factors are described. Frequent reference to this list

is made in other chapters. The design and construction of lightweight,

Fig. 19-24. —Mechanical and electrical subassembly.

minimum heat-dissipation electronic apparatus is treated. Important
points covered include the following: the use of both mechanical and
electrical subassemblies; reduction of heater dissipation; reduction of
plate voltages; normally-off operation of tubes; reduction of voltage-
divider dissipation; provision of separate regulated screen voltages; use
of the minimum amount of voltage-supply regulation; and elimination of
excess stray capacitance, thereby allowing load impedances to be increased
without loss of bandwidth. Design and construction differences between
laboratory and commercial or military apparatus are briefly considered.
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Feedback amplifier integrator using in-

ductance, 83

Feedback amplifier RC-differentiator, 65

Feedback amplifier RC-integrator, 79

Feedback transfer function, 230, 266

Ferrell, E. B., 272, 298, 306, 341, 455

Field control, motors for, table of, 425

of motors, 423

Field current control of generator volt-

age, 57

Figures of merit, servo, 320

Filtering in servo loop, 347

5 AJ test oscilloscope (60ACZ), 626, 634

5BP1 cathode-ray tube, 577

5CP1 cathode-ray tube, 577, 618, 657

5CP7 cathode-ray tube, 647

5JP1 cathode-ray tube, 578, 584, 603

5LP1 cathode-ray tube, 578, 595

5SP1 cathode-ray tube, 588

Fourier transformation, 231

FPE 25-9 motor, Diehl, 437, 474

Fractional Horsepower Motors, Ltd., 425

Fredrick, A. H., 347

Frequency analysis, 266r-318

Frequency diagrams, decibel vs. log, 271

304, 328

Frequency discrimination, 46

Frequency response, 267, 376

graphical plots of, 270-292
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Frequency standards, 687

Friction, 357

Coulomb, 367

dynamic, 367

lumpy, 357

measurement of, 460

static, 367

viscous, 367, 462

Functions, generation of, 90-128

immittance, 230

implicit, and feedback, 131

miscellaneous, 120-128

system, 230

C synchronker, 658, 864 *

Gaffney, F. J,, 663, 664 *
,

Gain function, 267 *

with quadratic factor, 287-290

Gain margin, 298

Galvin Manufacturing Corporation, 641

Gardner, M. F., 226-229, 235, 241, 259

Gear ratios, 355

Gears, 55, 59

differential, 39

General Electric Company, 404, 437, 472,

503, 536, 640, 546, 548

General Electric Company, Ltd., 425

General Electronic Industries, 657

General Motors Research Laboratory

modulator circuit, 514

General Radio Experimenter^ 590

General Radio Strobotac, 458

Generation of functions, 90-128

Generator vollage, field current control

of, 57

Generators, amplidyne, 437

controlled, 401, 436

crystal-controlled range mark, TS-

102/AP, 662

delayed-pulse, 691

drag cup, 76

electromagnetic, 74

induction, 76, 86

pulse, 641

sweep {see Sweep generator)

trigger (eee Trigger generator)

video pulse, 593

Ward-Leonard, 401

Giannini, G. M., 368

Gibbs, Thomas B., and Company, 368, 434

Gille, W. H., 397
Gillette, F. N., 664

Glow tube modes, 499

Glow tube regulator, 530

Glow tubes, drift, 500

temperature effects on, 499
Goldstein, H., 578

Goniometer, 105

Graeffe^s method, 257

Grahft n, R. E., 349

Green, C. B., 504

Ground-position indicator (GPT), 173

GuiUemin, E. A., 230

Gyroscope, 77, 78

H

H + B triangle solutions, 40

Hall, A. C., 230, 252, 263, 264, 293, 295-

297, 311, 321, 328, 341, 342, 344,
34*5

Harris, H., 245, 294, 311, 312, 332, 339,

341, 353, 453

Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc., 658

Hazen, H. L., 321, 353

Heaviside calculus, 229, 235

Helipot, 368

Helipot Corporation, 368

Hewlett-Packard 200D oscillator, 466

Hickman, R. W., 510

Hill, W. R., Jr., 510

Hogg, F. L., 510

Holtzer Cabot, 425

Holtzer Cabot RBD-0808 motor, 390,

423, 424

Hoover, Ltd., 425

Hoskins, W. M., 516

Hewlett, J., 357

Hughes, Henry, and Sons, 425

Hunt, F. V., 610

Hurewicz, W., 363

Hydraulic devices, 397

Hydraulic servos, 398

Hysteresis, 76, 360

I

Identity operations, 32,

Impedance, 60, 130

change of, 61

internal, of VR tube, 530

nonlinear, 603

regulator output, 627, 631
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Implicit-function loops, stability in, 21

Implicit-function techniques, 15

Inertia, 452

measurement of, 455

Input function, 234, 235

Inspection tests of servos, 462

Integral controllers (see Controllers,

integral)

Integration, 78r-89

based on inductance, 82

in spherical coordinates, 190-212

multiplication by, 56

with respect to dimension other than

time, 86

of voltage with respect to time, 83

Integrator, ball-and-disk, 88, 199

electrolytic, 89

feedback amplifier, using inductance,

83

mechanical, 88

using tachometers, 83

velocity servo, 84

watt-hour meters as, 87

Integrator system operation, 194

Integro-differential functions, 126

J

Jofeh, L., 332, 339, 357, 359

K

Keller, E. G., 257, 258, 355

Kollsman Instrument Division of Square

D Company, 366, 367, 371

Kreezer, G. L., 354

Kryloff, N., 355

L

Lambert’s law, 122

Lampson, C. W., 518

Laplace transform pairs, 228

Laplace transformation, 226

Lauer, H., 272

Lawson, J. L., 563

Lawson regulator, 562

Lear, Jnc., 404

LeCorbeiller, P., 355

Lee, Y. W., 269

Leeds and Northrup vibrator, 514

Leland aircraft inverter, 544

Lesnick, R., 272

Level, 60

Levers, 39, 55

Levinson, N., 350

Lightweight apparatus, 679

Lightweight construction, 700-708

Limit switches, 403

Linear-sweep delay, 591

Linear system, 236-239

Linearity error, independent, 363

Linkages, 104

Lissajous figure, 579

Liston, M. D., 514

liu, S., 258

Liu, Y. J., 263

Loading, 130

Log bridges, 124

Logarithmic function with diodes, 125

Logarithms, 55, 122

Loop gain, 375

changes in, 345

Loran plottlhg board, 165

M

MacColl, L. A., 230, 235, 272, 341, 354,

434

McLachlan, N. W., 227, 229

Magnesyn, 364

Mandelstam, L., 355

MIT differential analyzer, 89, 369

MIT Instrumentation Laboratory, 365

MIT Servomechanisms Laboratory, 472

Matson, L, E., 272

Mayer, P. E., 401

Mazda lamps, 502

Measurement standards, 574

Mechanical assemblies in electronic ap-

paratus, 698^700

Mechanical devices, addition with, 39

subtraction with, 39

Mercury-contact relay, 432
Merriman, M., 257

Michel, J., 357

Micropot, 368

Microswitch Company, 404

Microsyn, 365

Microtorque potentiometer, 368

Miller feedback, 80

Minneapolis-Honeywell C-1 automatic

flight control, 397

Minneapolis-Honeywell motor, 542
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Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Com-
pany, 369

Minorsky, N., 342, 353, 355

Model 2 synchroscope, 663

Model 5 synchroscope, 602-611

Modulator circuit. General Motors Re-

search Laboratory, 514

Modulator equating circuits, 514

Modulators, 53, 375-386

condenser, 44, 57, 516

switch-type, 43, 379

Monitor, THE general-purpofe<
.
652-657

Mor.*' ;k, M. 409 f
*

temperature, measurernep* it,

460 :
^

Motor time constant, 461 \ *
,

380-400

«-c, relay coiitrul of, 445 ^
satnrable reactor control ol^

vacuum-tube control of, 437

B-35, Elinco, 414, 471

B-50, Elinco, 419

CK-1, Bendix-Pioneer, 449

CK-5, Bendix-Pioneer, 392, 479

Crosley Dynatrol, 450

d-c, control of, 400

relay control of, 427

thyratron control of, 405-417

vacuum-tube control of, 417-427

40

Diehl, 391

for field control, table of. 425

field-controlled, 389, 423

FPE 25-9, Diehl, 437

impulse, 449

measurement of, 452

NSH-12, Bodine, 420

permanent-magnet, 389

PM-l-M, 414

repulsion, 393

series^ 388

shaded pole, 393

shunt, 389

single-phase, 393

split-phase, 393

split-series, 388

control of, 418

step, 449

synchronous, 392

two-phase induction, 390

universal, 393

Moulic, W., 370

Moyer, E. E., 401

Multiplication, 32, 48-60

by integration, 56

mechanical methods of, 59
nonlinear methods of, 55

based on Ohm^s law, 58

Multipliers, 48

electrodynamometer, 57

linkage, 59, 60

probability, 59

sector, 59

time coincidence, 59

Multivibrator, delay, 591

Mu-Switch Company, 404

Muter Corporation, 369

N

Navy Bureau of Ships, 658, 664

Navy Department, Bureau of Aero-

nautics, 617

Networks, parallel impedance, aildition

using, 32

Nichols, N. B., 272, 291, 353, 354

Nilsen Company, P. J., 370

902 cathode-ray tube, 577

Nonlinear elements, 55

construction of, 91

Nonlinear functions with simple ele-

ments, 93

Nonlinear Mechanics^ 355

Nonlinear methods of multiplication, 55

Nonlinear positioning, 372

Nonlinearity in servo systems, 350-355

NSH-12 motor, Bodine, 420

Nyquist, H., 295

Nyquist diagram, 270

O

Ohm^s law, division based on, 58

multiplication based on, 58

102-A test set, 663

Operational methods, 226

Operations, grouped, 129-171

speed of, 25

Operators, 230

Oregon Electronics MandLcturing Com-
pany, 555

Oscillation dampers, 332-341

Oscillator circuit, 180

use of thermistors in, 547

Oscillators, 188, 596

bridge, constant-voltage, 546
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Oscillators, feedback, constant-frequency,

647

regulated a-c, 546

relaxation, 355

timing, 588

200D, Hewlett-Packard, 465

Oscilloscope, cathode-ray, 576

E, 664

general-purpose, 657

TS 239/UP, 667

for potentiometer testing, 647-652

Q (see Q oscillloscope)

TS-34/AP, 611-617, 664

TS-34A/AP, 611

TS-IOO/AP, 62&-635

TS-262A/TPS-10, 663

Oster, John, Mfg. Co., 425

P

PI cathode-ray tube screen, 578

P4 synchroscope, 595-602

revised model, 663

P4-E synchroscope, 663

high gain video amplifier for, 600, 663

P6 cathode-ray tube screen, 578

P7 cathode-ray tube screen, 578

Pll cathode-ray tube screen, 578

Papalexi, N., 355

Parabolic-waveform method, 144

Parameters, nondimensional, 244

relational, 244

Pearson, G. L., 504

Performance analysis, 185

Perkins, G. S., 356

PH variable trigger-delay unit, 669

Phantastron, 691, 652

Phase advance, 322

Phase detectors, 375-386

Phase discrimination, 47

Phase function, 267

Phase margin, 298

Phase-margin diagram, 317

decibel, 310, 328

Phase shifting by feedback, 150

Phase-shifting condensers, 370

Phase system, minimum, 293

Philharmonic Radio Corporation, 602

Phillips, R. S., 321

Pitometer Log Corporation, 489

Pitot marine log system, 488

Plan-position indicator (see PPI)

PM-l-M motors, 414

Pneumatic devices, 397

Porter, A., 357

Potentiometer testing, oscilloscope for.

647-652

Potentiometers, 48, 55, 91, 183, 367-

369, 461

cascaded, 93

cosine. 111

ganged, 93

linear, curve fitting with, 96

loaded, 94

analysis of, 95

RL-270, 369

RL-274, 369

sine, 55, 111, 162

RL 11-C, 465

RJ^ 14, 112

Power-control circuits, full-wave and
half-wave, comparison of, 401

Power control elements, 519-522

Power devices, 386-400

Power dissipation, reduction of, 26, 27
Power supply, 602, 610, 617, 626, 651

PPI with range and azimuth markers, 175

PPI follow-up servo, 471-475

Precision, 22

Preisman, A., 355

Probability multiplier, 59

Probe, cathode-follower, 586

electronic, 662

voltage-divider, 586

CAOR-62142, 664

Puckle, O. S., 580

Pulse counts, addition of, 40
subtraction of, 40

Pulse digital computers, 40
Pulse generators, video, 593

Pulse test equipment, 573-664

development and design of, 573-593

practical designs for, 594r-664

Q

Q oscilloscope, TON-IBL, 657, 664

TON-IGA, 657, 664

Quantity, representation of, 27-31

Quinn, C. E., 514

R

Radar beacons, AN/CPN-3, test

equipment for, 657
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Radar beacons, YJ, test equipment for,

657

YM, test equipmeni for, 657
YK, test equipment for, 657

Radar mile, 590

Radar test equipment, 573

characteristics of, 576-593

Radar test oscilloscope designs, practical,

594-664

Radar training device, 190

Radar yard, 590

Radiation, 674

Radio Corporation of America, 51^’

tl iUge calibrator, II, 664

III, 63^641
Range circuit, 617, 623

Fcinge scope. 25fr A, dl7

256-B A/H, 617-626

Raytheon Manufacturing ^/otn, aiiy, 540

H’jD-0808 motor, Holtzer Cabot, 390

WC-differentiator, cathode-follower type,

70

feedback amplifier, 65

HC feedback, velocity servo with, 487

EC integrating circuits, 78

72C-integrator, feedback amplifier, 79

simple, 78

Reactors, saturable, 521

a-c control with, 440

Rectifiers, 182

Reference elements, 494-507

Regeneration, 82, 295

Regulator circuits, 523r-570

Regulator control elements, 519-522

Regulator design, practical, 523-570

Regulator elements, 493-522

Regulator stability considerations, 533

Regulators, 218, 235

a-c, simple, 528

Brown servo-operated, 542

carbon pile inverter, 545

combination of, 527

compensating networks for, 509

current, 493^570

d-c, miscellaneous, 567

simple, 529

design considerations for, 523

electromechanical, 541

electronic degenerative, 531

glow tube, 530

high-voltage, 568

Lawson, 562

Regulators, mechanical degenerative, 534

saturable transformer, 535

servo-operated, 542

stability of, 493

voltage, 493-570

VR-tube, simple, 567

Reich, H. J., 377, 409, 413, 451

Relaxation oscillators, 355

Reby, D-168479, Western Electric, 432
type 80, 432

Relay control of a-c motors, 445

Representation, change of, 62, 129

Resistor.^', nonlinear, 55

Resolution, 363

Resolver drivers, 188

Resolver servo, 188, 475-480

Resolver servo system, 345

Resolvers, 55, 105, 162, 183, 203

a-c, 106

Arma, 475

d-c, 110

loaded-potentiometer, 164

Response curves, nondimensional, 247

R-f envelope indicator, 663

Ridenour, L. N., 518

Right-triangle solution, curve fitting

method of, 143

phase shift method of, 149

squaring method of, 138

waveform method of, 144

RL 5 synchroscope, 663

RL 11-C sine potentiometer, 465

RL 14 sine potentiometer, 113

RL-270 potentiometers, 369

RL-274 potentiometers, 369

Roberts galvanometer, 517, 518

Robinson, G., 258

Roots, 120, 121

Rosenfeld, S., 516

Russell Electric Company, 546

8

Sack, H. S., 494

Sampling circuits, 507-511

Sanatron, 653

Sargent, W. E., 514

Scale, change of, 61

Scale factors, 27, 60, 130, 184

Scarborough, J. B., 258

SchUestett, G. V., 245, 247

Scophony, Ltd., 425
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Scotch yoke, 117

Scott, G. G., 614

Secant, inverse, 119

Secant approximation, 102

Sector multipliers, 59

Series sources, 35

addition with, 35

subtraction with, 35

Servo acceleration, 356

Servo accuracy, 320

Servo accuracy considerations, miscel-

laneous, 356-361

Servo design techniques, 221-224

Servo experimental techniques and meas-

urements, 451-467

Servo figures of merit, 320

Servo loop, data smoothing in, 347

Servo stability, 320

Servo-system performance, correction of

321-345

(See also System performance)

Servo systems, block diagrams of, 232-234

complete, tests of, 462-467

nonlinearity in, 350-356

special, 468r-489

Servo theory, 225-361

Servomechanism design procedure, in-

troduction and summary of, 215-224

Servomechanisms, 23, 215

general principles of, 215

use of, in computers, 23

Servos, 23, 181, 208

acceleration, 398

airborne radar antenna-control,AN/
APA-46, 434

AN/APG-5 range follow-up, 468-471

design of, by experimental techniques,

224

hydraulic, 398

instrument, 219

nonlinear, 219

power, 219

PPI follow-up, 471-476

range-tracking calibrator, 421

resolver, 188, 475-480

th3npatron, 468

thyratron velocity, 485

variable-gain, 475

uses of, 217

velocity (see Velocity servos)

Severinghaus, J. W., 663

Shanely, F., 397, 404

Sharp, H. S., 258

Sickles circular sweep transformer, 634

Sickles Company, F. W., 635

Signal amplifier, 600

Signal channel, 596, 612, 620, 628, 637,

642, 652

Signal Corps Dayton Procurement Office,

626, 641

Signal input circuits, 604

Signal mixing, 587

Silverstat, 428

Sine potentiometers, 162

6AS7-G tube, 418, 520

Size, reduction of, 26, 27

Smith, E. S., 227-229, 247, 257, 370, 399

Smith, F. L., 377

Sobezyk, A., 291

Sohon, H., 247

Sola Electric Company, 540

Space cams, 59

Sparrow, H.
']f.,

397

Speed, measurement of, 458

Square root approximation, 103

Squares, 55

Stability, 26, 296, 305

servo, 320

Stability margins, 305

Step displacement, 235

Stiction, 357

Stroboscopic disk, 459

Strobotac, 458

Subtraction, 32, 35

with mechanical devices, 39

of pulse counts, 40

with series sources, 35

by simple vacuum-tube circuits, 41

with synchros, 36

Subtraction circuits, 511

Sweep, circular, 628

Sweep calibrator, B, 663

B-8127, 669

C, 661

Sweep circuits, 699

Sweep generator, 595, 603, 611, 614, 618,

626, 642, 647

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 695, 602

Synchronizer, G, 658, 664

Synchros, 49, 55, 364, 461

addition with, 36

subtraction with, 36

Synchroscope, 641, 657, 659

model, 2, 663
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Synchroscope, model 5, 602~'611

P4, 695-602

revised model, 66d

P4-E, 663

RL model 5, 663

TS-28/UPN, 667

System equation, 236-239

part solutions of, 258-264

short-cut methods of, 258-264

System performance, evaluation and cor-

rection of, 319-361

special problems of, 319- o 1

Tachometei feedback, 320

Trichoiaeter ripplr, 462

I'achorfieter test card, 458;^

Tachometers, 370, 483

.dmmutated condenser, 76, 8ii, 370

electrical, 74

induction, 370

integrators using, 83

Tangent, inverse, 119

Tangent approximation, 101

Tape wheels, 69

Technical Apparatus Company, 634

Telecommunication Research Establish-

ment, 652

Telegon, 366, 367

Teleplotter, 369

Temperature coefficients, 33

Temperature compensation, 27

Temperature-rise analysis, 673r-679

Terman, F. E., 377, 381, 451, 467

Test equipment, 573

pulse (see Pulse test equipment)

radar (see Radar test equipment)

video, 673

Test equipment signal channels, 583

Test oscilloscope, TS 126/AP, 641-647

TS 262/TPS-lO, 658

Test oscilloscope (60ACZ), 5 AJ, 626, 634

Thermistors, 604

use of, in oscillator circuity 647

III range calibrator, 635-641

3AP1 cathode-ray tube, 677

3BP1 cathode-ray tube, 577

3DP1 cathode-ray tube, 678, 626, 636

3EP1/1806 cathode-ray tube, 677

3PB1 cathode-ray tube, 668

Thyratron characteristics, 405

Thyratron control of d-c motors, 405-417
Thyratron deionization time, 405

Thyratron servos, 468

Thyratron tubes, characteristics of, table

of, 410

Th3rratron velocity servo, 485

Th3rratrons, 621

Thyrite, 603, 548
Tir^e coincidence multiplier, 59
Tinip delays, addition of, 39

Time-interval discrimination, 47

Time-modulation circuit, 189, 591

Time sta .dards, 587

Timing standard, 696, 604, 613, 619, 625,

642

Tolerances, 21-23

definition of, 22

TON-IBL Q oscilloscope, 657, 664

TON-IGA Q oscilloscope, 657, 664

Torque, measurement of, 456

Torque Amplifier, 443

Torque Unit, 443

Tracking, 174

Transconductance bridge, 532, 670

Transfer functions, 230-232, 266

feedback, 230, 266

Transfer locus, 270

Transformations, 167-171, 226

bipolar to rectangular, 169

coordinate, 477

Fourier, 231

Laplace, 226

mathematical expression of, 158

polar to rectangular, 160

rectangular to polar, 160

special coordinate, 166

Transformers, saturable, 440

Sickles circular sweep, 634

Transient analysis, 225-265

Transmission ratio, 230

Transient error, correction of, 340

TRE general-purpose monitor, 652-657

Triangle solution, curve-fitting methods

for, 143

H + B, 40

phase-shift, 149 t

Triangle solver, 189

algebraic, 137

parabolic-sweep, 139

Triangle solver, phase-shift, 182

using resistance squaring and bridge,

139
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Triangle solving using electronic multi-

plication, 140

Trigger-delay unit, variable, model PH,
659

Trigger generator, 587, 596, 604, 619,

628, 637, 642

Trigonometric functions, 55, 104-120

inverse, 118

TS-28/UPN synchroscope, 657

TS-34/AP, oscilloscope, 611-617, 664

TS-34A/AP, oscilloscope, 611

TS-51/APG-4 test set, 663

TS- 100/AP, oscilloscope, 626-635

TS-102/AP crystal-controlled rangemhrk
generator, 662

TS-126/AP test oscilloscope, 641-647

TS-239/UP general-purpose oscilloscope,

657

TS-262/TPS-10 test oscilloscope, 658

TS-262A/TPS-10 oscilloscope, 663

Tube, cathode-ray {see Cathode-ray

tube)

glow, 495

reference, Victoreen filament-type, 502

6AS7-G, 418, 520

VR {see VR tube)

Tuning forks, 548

II range calibrator, 664

2API cathode-ray tube, 577, 611, 641,

657

200D oscillator, Hewlett-Packard, 465

256^A range scope, 617

256r-B A/R range scope, 617-626

U

United Cinephone Corporation, 626

U.S. War and Navy Departments, 663, 664

V

Vacuum-tube control of a-c motors, 437

of d-c motors, 417-427

Vacuum tubes, thermionic, as reference

elements, 506

Van der Pol, B., 355

Van Driest, E. R., 247

Variable gear ratio, 59

Variables, interchange of, 20

Variation, definition of, 22

Varigear, 59

Varistor, Western Electric, 503, 548

VCR-97 cathode-ray tube, 652

Vectors, two-dimensional, 157-171

Velocity error coefficient, 463

Velocity servo, 199, 205, 220, 480^89
with a-c amplifier, 487

with RC feedback, 487

Velodyne, 424, 488

Vibrator, Brown Converter, 514

Leeds and Northrup, 514

Victoreen filament-type reference tube,

502

Victoreen Instrument Company, 502

Video amplifier, 584, 604, 610, 620, 626,

628, 637, 642, 652

high gain, for P4-E s3mchroscope,

663

rise time of, 584

Video pulse generators, 593

Video test equipment, 573

Voltage dividers, condenser, 49

electronically controlled, 49

mechanically controlled, 48

Voltage elements, constant-, 494

Voltage level, 60, 61

Voltage regulators, a-c, 535-541, 546-548

d-c, 548-570

Von Kdrm^n, T., 258, 355

VR tube, 495

characteristics of, table of, 497

internal impedance of, 530

W

Walter, G. E., 401

Ward-Leonard system, 401, 437

Waveform analysis, 574

Waveform methods, 118

parabolic-, 144

Waveforms, shaped, 104

slope of, 56

Weight, reduction of, 26, 27, 681, 700-

708

Weiss, H. K., 263

Western Electric Company, 504, 548,

611, 662

Western Electric D-168479 relay, 432,

445

Westinghouse Electric Company, 428

Weston cell, 495

Whittaker, E. T,, 258
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Wiener, N., 350

Williams, F. C., 332, 357, 359, 488

Williams, J. A., 516

Wills, W. P., 514

Witt, A., 355

Wrigley, W., 371

Wood, B. F., 664

Woodward, R. S,, 257

Y

YJ radar beacons, test equipment for,

657

YK radar beacons, test equipment for,

657

YM radar beacons, test equipnient for,

657






